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Preface 

The Proceedings at hand include the papers presented at the 3rd Underwater Acoustics 

Conference, UACE2015. 

It is the ambition of the Scientific Committee and the Organizers of UACE2015 to be able to 

continue the long history of successes of the ECUA and UAM Conferences, which have always 

attracted a large number of scientists and engineers from Europe, the United States, Canada, 

China, Japan etc, and have become an established forum for the presentation of the latest 

developments in all major areas of Underwater Acoustics.  

The success of the conference is due to the joint efforts of many people. We would like to 

thank the Structured Session Organizers and the Scientific Committee for their valuable 

contribution. Our gratefulness also goes to the Office of Naval Research Global, for their 

continuous support and financial contributions throughout the history of these Conferences, 

to IACM-FORTH and Evologics GmbH for their continuous support  and to The International 

Oil and Gas Producers E&P Sound & Marine Life Joint Industry Programme (JIP) for their 

financial contribution to this year’s event. We also appreciate the sponsoring of UACE2015 

by two major societies, EAA and ASA. 

 

Last but not least, we are grateful to all the speakers for their great and important work 

prepared for and presented in this conference.  

 

We trust that these proceedings represent the state-of-the-art of most areas of Underwater 

Acoustics and will be a valuable reference to future works in this field. 

 

John S. Papadakis and Leif Bjørnø 

Conference Chairmen 
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 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION OVER A 
TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT WEDGE AND IN A SCALE-

MODEL CANYON 

Jason D Sagersa 

aApplied Research Laboratories, The University  of Texas at Austin, 10000 Burnet Road, 
Austin, TX 78758 , USA 

Jason D. Sagers 
Applied Research Laboratories 
10000 Burnet Road 
Austin, TX 78758 USA 
FAX: 512-835-3259  EMAIL: sagers@arlut.utexas.edu 

Abstract: Scale model (1:7500) acoustic propagation experiments were conducted in a 
laboratory tank to investigate three-dimensional (3D) propagation effects induced by range-
dependent bathymetry, with the objective of providing benchmark quality data for 
comparison with numerical models.  A computer-controlled positioning system accurately 
moved the receiving hydrophone in 3D space while a stationary source hydrophone emitted 
pulsed waveforms between 200 kHz and 2 MHz.  Acoustic measurements from two 
bathymetric parts are discussed.  First, experimental results are shown for a 1.22 x 2.13 m 
bathymetric part possessing a 44.5 mm deep flat bottom with a translationally invariant 
wedge of 10° slope along one edge.  Synthetic vertical line arrays (VLAs) were located on the 
wedge and mode filtering was performed at each VLA location to infer modal amplitudes.  
Modal shadow zones are visible in the inferred range-dependent mode amplitudes.   Second, 
experimental results are shown for 1.19 x 2.13 m scale model representation of a portion of 
the Hudson Canyon.  The model was patterned after measured bathymetric data and 
fabricated from closed-cell polyurethane foam by a computer numerical control (CNC) 
milling machine.  Results are shown for propagation paths along and across the axis of the 
canyon where the received time series are post-processed to estimate travel times, 
transmission loss, and horizontal and vertical arrival angles. [Work supported by ONR]. 

Keywords: Three-dimensional, underwater acoustics, propagation, scale-model, canyon, 
horizontal refraction   
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INTRODUCTION  

Comparison between acoustic data taken at sea and data produced by numerical models 
can be degraded by insufficient environmental data to support the model. Specifying 
environmental inputs for ocean environments which produce three-dimensional (3D) acoustic 
propagation is especially difficult because of the general sparseness of environmental 
measurements. One approach to generate acoustic data for comparison to numerical models is 
to conduct scale-model tank experiments in the laboratory (c.f. Refs. [1-5]). The objective of 
this work is to investigate bathymetry-induced 3D acoustic propagation effects via a scale-
model laboratory experiment for the purpose of generating benchmark-quality data.  In this 
paper, the measurement apparatus is discussed and measured data are presented for two 
bathymetric parts. 

MEASUREMENT APPARATUS 

The measurement apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of a bathymetric part 
submerged at a fixed distance below the air/water interface, a source transducer, and a 
receiving transducer which is precisely positioned in the water column by a computer-
controlled linear positioning system. The apparatus is installed in a large indoor test tank at 
the Applied Research Laboratories at the University of Texas at Austin (ARL:UT). 
Additional details regarding the design, construction, and operation of the apparatus are 
found in Ref. [6]. 

 

 
Figure 1.  (a) Photograph of the instrument control panels and computer control system, and 

(b) photograph of the scale model apparatus installed in the indoor tank at ARL:UT. 

For the present work, two bathymetric parts were constructed from a closed-cell 
polyurethane foam material sold under the trade name Renshape 5030. The ultrasonic 
reflection coefficient of the foam was measured for the frequencies used in the scale-model 
experiment and it was found that the foam approximated a pressure-release surface [7].  The 
first bathymetric part, named the calibration bathymetry, is 213 cm long (X-direction) by 
122 cm wide (Y-direction) and consists largely of a range-independent region with a 
translationally invariant wedge with a 10° slope on one edge, as shown in Fig. 2(a).  The 
bathymetric part was positioned in the waveguide such that the range independent section had 
a depth of 44.5 mm and the plateau at the top of the wedge was coplanar with the air/water 
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interface.  The second bathymetric part, named the Hudson Canyon bathymetry and shown in 
Fig. 2(b), is 213 cm long by 120 cm wide and was fabricated by a computer numeric control 
(CNC) milling machine using measured bathymetric data from the Hudson Canyon, centered 
near 39.51° N, 72.34° W.  The axis of the canyon is parallel to the X-axis of the measurement 
coordinate system as indicated in Fig. 2(b). 

 

 
Figure 2.  Photographs of the (a) calibration and (b) Hudson Canyon bathymetric parts. 

TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT WEDGE 

The layout of the source/receiver geometry relative to the calibration bathymetry is shown 
in Fig. 3.  The source was located on the wedge at (X, Y, Z) = (188, 86.4, 2.0) cm and a total 
of 1,310 synthetic vertical line arrays (VLAs) were located between X = 12.7 and 
X = 177.8 cm and between Y = 86.4 and Y = 97.8 cm at 1.3 cm spacing.  The acoustic field 
was sampled by the receiving transducer at each VLA location from approximately 6.4 mm 
above the bottom to the air/water interface at a spacing of 1.3 mm. Data acquisition at each 
point was triggered by a reference waveform so that precise time alignment was possible. 

 
Figure 3.  (a) Top and (b) end views showing the source location and VLA measurement 

locations on the 10° wedge. Note: the break lines are used to compactly display the range-
independent section of the bathymetry. 
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The experimental geometry gives rise to 3D acoustic propagation, which can be described 
by a set of horizontal rays for each vertical mode [8]. A portion of the horizontal ray set for 
the odd-numbered modes up to seven at 300 kHz are shown in Fig. 4 superimposed on the 
grid of VLA locations. Each time the acoustic wavefront interacts with the wedge, it is 
reflected by the sloped bottom toward deeper water, causing a curved ray trace in the 
horizontal plane. For each mode there exists a limiting ray which bounds the region where 
acoustic energy can propagate in that mode. The region where the acoustic energy does not 
propagate in a given mode is called a modal shadow zone [9].  

 

 
Figure 4.  Horizontal ray paths  for modes 1, 3, 5, and 7 at 300 kHz superimposed on the grid 

of VLA measurement locations. 

At each VLA location and for each mode there are two horizontal ray paths between the 
source and receiver. The first path propagates at a shallower horizontal angle relative to the 
X-axis, while the second path takes a steeper horizontal angle, propagates farther up the 
wedge, and has a longer ray length than the first path. Depending on the range to the receiver, 
the acoustic energy in the two modal ray paths can arrive with variable relative phasing, 
giving rise to intramode interference [10].   

The source signal was a pulsed waveform containing 100 cycles of a 300 kHz sine wave. 
Amplitude shading was applied to the waveform via a Tukey window with α = 0.05.  The 
source transducer was located at one-half of the waveguide depth for the purpose of only 
exciting the odd-numbered modes. The measured acoustic data for this experiment are shown 

on a reduced time scale , where  is the distance between the source and 

receiver and  is the water sound speed.  The water column is isospeed with  = 1480 m/s. 
Figures 5(a) and (b) respectively show the acoustic intensity in each XZ plane and the 

filtered normal mode amplitudes in the XY plane at  = 15 μs. The modal shadow 
zones are clearly seen in Fig. 5(b), but can also be identified in (a) by the stripping of higher-
order modes from the interference pattern as a function of X and Y position. This particular 
time was early enough in the source waveform that the acoustic energy from the second ray 
path had not yet arrived at the receiver locations and therefore intramode interference was 

absent. Figures 5(c) and (d) display the data at = 150 μs, when the second ray had 
also arrived at the receiver and steady-state conditions were established.  The intramode 
interference is manifest by the additional interference pattern in the acoustic intensity and in 
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the now striated normal mode amplitudes.  Figures 5(b) and (d) also suggest that the even-
numbered modes are weakly excited by the source.  It is not known at the present time how 
much coupling between normal modes has occurred in the measured data, but mode coupling 
might also be responsible for some of the energy measured in the even-numbered modes.  

 
Figure 5.  (a) Measured acoustic intensity in ten XZ planes on the wedge and (b) filtered 

normal mode amplitudes displayed in the XY plane at treduced = 15 μs.  Subplots (c) and (d) 
are the same as (a) and (b), respectively, except at treduced = 150 μs. The amplitude shaded 

source waveform is displayed in the center of the figure for reference.  

HUDSON CANYON 

Both along-axis and across-axis propagation experiments were conducted with the Hudson 
Canyon bathymetry. The source waveform for both experiments consisted of a 50 μs long 
LFM chirp with a center frequency of 1 MHz and a bandwidth of 2 MHz. The waveform was 
designed to have good temporal resolution with pulse-compression processing. For the along-
axis experiment, the source transducer was located at (X, Y, Z) = (188, 61, 6.7) cm and 
acoustic data were measured in 1) the XY plane at Z = 2.5 mm, 2) the XZ plane at 
Y = 61 cm, and 3) at three 10.2 cm long horizontal line arrays (HLAs) located in the middle 
of the water column at X-coordinates of 127, 76.2, and 25.4 cm.  Figures 6(a) and (b) show 
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top and side views, respectively, of the Hudson Canyon bathymetry with the measurement 
locations superimposed.  Figure 6(a) is also superimposed with the acoustic intensity 
measured in the XY plane at a time of 375 μs, just prior to the direct-path wavefront arriving 
at the first HLA. The acoustic data show that the bottom-interacting wavefronts (those to the 
left of the direct-path front) have already undergone horizontal refraction on the canyon 
walls.  Horizontal refraction is also visible in the beamformed data shown in Fig. 6(c) 
through (e).  At the first HLA position, the direct-path wavefront arrives near 400 μs and 0°, 
immediately followed by a string of additional wavefronts with positive array angles relative 
to broadside.  The first strong arrival at negative array angles occurs near 600 μs.  This is not 
unexpected, as the Y = 61 cm plane is slightly closer to one canyon wall than the other near 
the source position.   The focusing effect that the canyon has on the acoustic propagation 
seems to be visible in Figs. 6(c) through (e) by the reduction in the angular spread of the 
arriving energy with increasing HLA range from the source.  

 

 
Figure 6.  (a) Top view of the Hudson Canyon bathymetry contours (gray lines, labelled in 

cm) superimposed with three HLA measurement locations and measured acoustic data in the 
XY plane at Z = 2.5mm (color data) at t = 375 μs. (b) Side view of the XZ plane at Y = 61 cm.  

Subplots (c) through (e) show beamformed data on the three HLAs. 

 
For the across-axis propagation experiment, the source transducer was located at 

(X, Y, Z) = (106.7, 10.2, 1.4) cm and acoustic data were measured in 1) the YZ plane at 
X = 106.7 cm, and 2) at two 10.2 cm long HLAs located in the middle of the water column at 
Y-coordinates of 63.5 and 101.6 cm.  Figures 7(a) through (d) show side views of the 
bathymetry and HLA locations with acoustic intensity superimposed at t = 350, 650, 800, and 
1200 μs, respectively.  In Fig. 7(a) all of the energy is propagating from left to right and is 
marked above the figure with a bracket and the number 0, indicating that this packet of 
energy has not undergone a reversal of propagation direction.  The corresponding energy is 
also visible in the beamformed data of Figs. 7(e) and (f) and arrives near 0° relative to 
broadside.  Figure 7(b) shows the initial packet of energy as it has propagated farther to the 
right and also gives the first indication of backscattered energy, marked with the number 1 
above the figure.  The backscattered energy becomes much more visible in Fig. 7(c) as it 
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gains spatial separation from the initial packet.  The backscattered energy is also visible in 
Fig. 7(e) between t = 600 μs and 1100 μs.  It appears that this energy passes the first HLA at 
three discrete horizontal angles, which may suggest regions of the bathymetry which 
preferentially scattered energy back toward the array.  Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows the first 
backscattered packet of energy as it has propagated farther to the left and scatters another 
packet of energy back to the right. Because of the low signal amplitude of the second 
backscattering event, this energy is more clearly visible in Fig. 7(e) between t = 1200 μs and 
1500 μs. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Subplots (a) through (d) show measured acoustic data in the YZ plane at 

X = 107 cm for the across-axis experiment at various time samples, with HLA positions 
(white dots) superimposed.  Subplots (e) and (f) show beamformed acoustic data on the two 
HLAs. The initial forward propagating energy is marked with a 0 above the plots, and the 

two backscattering events are marked with 1 and 2. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper presented acoustic data with 3D propagation effects measured in a scale-model 
laboratory experiment. The data are of high quality in the sense that they are precisely time 
aligned, have a high signal-to-noise ratio, are recorded at accurately known source/receiver 
positions, and have propagated through a waveguide with known water-column sound speed 
and boundary properties.   

Planar, VLA, and HLA measurements revealed significant 3D acoustic propagation for 
both the calibration and the Hudson Canyon bathymetries.  For the translationally invariant 
wedge, the modal shadow zones were clearly visible in the filtered normal mode amplitudes 
and intramode interference was visible at times sufficiently long to allow the second ray path 
to arrive at each VLA location.  For the Hudson Canyon experiments, focusing of the 
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propagating energy due to the canyon walls was observed in the along-axis case and 
significant backscattered energy was observed in the across-axis case. 
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Abstract: A system of the 3D parabolic equations in Cartesian coordinates is derived by 
the method of multiple scales. The solution to the system approximates the solution of the 
3D Helmholtz equation.  The equations are complemented with the consistent interface 
and boundary conditions. The Cauchy initial conditions are set up in such a way that the 
solution in the far field approximates the solution of the Helmholtz equation in the 
unbounded 3D space.  The solution to the halfspace problem is considered as a simple 
example. 

Keywords: parabolic equation, method of multiple scales, 3D 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The 3D parabolic equations (PEs) are currently considered a main computational tool 
in the underwater acoustics [1]. They are robust, accurate and relatively efficient. Most 
practical problems of shallow-water acoustics can be handled using the 3D PEs.  

The derivation of the 3D PEs is considered in a large number of papers (see e.g. [2,3] 
and references therein), and there exists a variety of different initial-boundary value 
problems (IBVPs) formulations for such equations. In most cases however the 3D PEs 
arise from the operator square root approximation with the Taylor of Padé series [1,2,3]. 
For practical purposes such derivations are absolutely satisfactory, and retaining sufficient 
number of terms in the approximation series one may achieve the desirable accuracy for 
the solution of any given problem. 

Despite its practical merits, in our view, the operator square root approach does not 
handle certain issues of the general PE theory. For example, it does not readily lead to the 
interface and boundary conditions for the derived PEs. The problem of setting up interface 
condition in the general case of the penetrable sloping bottom seems to be unresolved in 
this framework.  

In the paper [4] Trofimov et al proposed a different approach to the derivation of the 
PE. In the latter work a system of the simple narrow-angle PEs was derived for the 2D 
case, and the solutions of the system comprise a series converging to the solution of the 
Helmholtz equation. The PEs in the system are coupled in the following way: the input 
term of the n-th equation is computed from the solution of the n-1-th equation. 

In this work we generalize the results of [4] to the 3D case. We derive the system (we 
also use the term hierarchy) of the coupled PEs that approximates the solution of the 3D 
Helmholtz equation. The derivation is based on the method of multiple scales. Just as in 
2D case, the input term in each equation of the system is obtained from the solution of the 
previous equation. 

In the Section 3 we also derive the interface and boundary conditions consistent with 
the constructed equations. The initial condition for the Cauchy problem is also proposed 
(Section 4). The sound propagation in a homogeneous halfspace is considered as an 
example of the application of our 3D PEs (Section 5). 

2. DERIVATION OF THE MAIN PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 

We start with the 3D Helmholtz that describes acoustical pressure p(x,y,z), where z is 
depth and x,y are horizontal axes:  
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where κ is the wavenumber and ρ is the density. We introduce the small parameter ε (the 
ratio of typical wavelength to the scale of inhomogeneities) the slow variables 
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and the fast variable η:  
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We assume that the following asymptotic expansions hold:  
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Next we substitute the expansions (4) into (1) and then replace the derivatives with respect 
to  x,y,z with the derivatives with respect to the new variables (2),(3) using the chain rule:  
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Now the terms with the like powers of ε in (1) may be combined into the following 
equalities. For ε-1 we have 

  ,0,0
22   uYZ  (6)

and this implies 022  YZ  , or θZ=0 and θY=0. Thus we see that θ=θ(X).  
Next for ε0 we have 
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In order to satisfy the equation (6) we put u0=A0(X,Y,Z)eiη and θX=κ0, where A0(X,Y,Z) is 
the amplitude function. Note that choosing one branch of the solution θX=±κ0 we restrict 
our attention to the waves propagating in the positive x direction and neglect the 
backscattering. 

To maintain the uniformity of the asymptotic expansion (4) for p, we also put for all j 
uj=Aj(X,Y,Z)eiη. Hence for all j we obtain the following equation at εj:  
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Switching back to the ‘physical’ variables x,y,z and neglecting the density variables we 
arrive at the following system of PEs:  

.02 ,1,,,0   xxjjyyjzzjxj AAAAAi   (9)
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The derivation of (9) follows closely the respective argument for the 2D case (as shown in 
[4]), and the PE (9) is a direct generalization of the Eq. (2.3jPh) from [4]. The 
approximation  
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to the solution p(x,y,z) of the Helmholtz equation is called hereafter parabolic 
approximation of the order n. 

3. INTERFACE AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Now we can obtain the interface conditions for the equations (9) using the same 
asymptotic expansions (4) which were used for the derivation of the PEs. The standard 
interface conditions at the surface z=h(x,y) where κ and ρ have a finite jump discontinuity 
read as 
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where n is a normal vector to the interface. Assuming that ),(),( 2/12/1 yxhyxh    we 
follow the argument from [4] and finally arrive at the interface conditions for Aj:  
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which may be considered a generalized form of the 2D interface conditions from [4].  
Analogously one can derive the conditions at the rigid boundary z=H(x,y):  

  .0,,1,0 
 Hzzjxjxyjyjx AAHAHAHi  (13)

4. CAUCHY INITIAL CONDITIONS 

In order to solve the PEs (8), (9) one should set up an initial value problem (or Cauchy 
problem, hereafter CP). We must therefore provide the Cauchy initial data for all 
equations of the system (9) (i.e. for all j=0,1,2,…) at x=0:  

).,(),,0( 0 zyAzyA jj   (14)
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The simplest choice is to take initial condition ),(0
0 zyA  in the Gaussian form 
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and then adjust the parameters W in such a way that the solution of (9) with the initial 
condition (15) in the homogeneous unbounded media fits the solution of the Helmholtz 
equation with the delta input term δ(x,y,z): 
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For the homogeneous media the solution A0(x,y,z) of (9) with the initial condition (15) 
may be obtained analytically using the Fourier method:  
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Now we expand |pexact| and |A0| in a series with respect to r2/x2 (about 0) for large 
values of x (i.e. for the case of paraxial propagation in the far field). It easy to see that 
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Comparing the leading terms of the expansion in (18) we conclude that the optimal values 
of the parameters of the Gaussian starter are σ=21/2κ0, W=2/( κ0σ2). 

5. APPLICATION TO THE HALFSPACE PROBLEM 

In this section we study the solutions of the PEs (9) with the initial conditions (15) in 
the problem of sound propagation in the halfspace z>0. Of course, this problem can’t be 
considered as a comprehensive benchmark (benchmarking of the PEs (9) currently 
underway). It is rather a simplest possible consistency test, which illustrates how our 
parabolic approximation ‘works’. 

Consider a liquid halfspace with the sound speed c=1500 m/s and a point source of the 
frequency f=100 Hz located at x=0, y=0, z=-zs=100 m (Dirichlet pressure release 
boundary condition is applied at z=0). For this case the solution of the Helmholtz equation 
can be expressed in the form of superposition of the source field in the unbounded 
medium and the field produced by the imaginary source -δ(x,y,z-zs) located at z=-zs [1]. 
The solution for the system (9) for the homogeneous medium can be easily obtained by 
the Fourier method (the solution for A0 is given by (17), A1,A2,…may be also written 
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explicitly). The solutions are shown in Fig.1. It is clear that although the first-order PE 
approximation exhibits certain discrepancy from the exact solution, the second-order 
approximation is nearly perfect in the far field. 

 

 
Fig.1: Solution for the halfspace problem: exact (image method)—black curve and PE 

approximations of order 1 and 2 (blue and red respectively). 
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Abstract: In this paper, the thermal noise of MEMS sensor which used in Underwater 
Acoustics Engineering was theoretically derived. According to the mechanical - thermal 
noise theory, the hydrophone thermal noise calculating method and the conversion 
relationship between sound pressure and acceleration which based on aqueous media 
were given. In this way, the hydrophone noise parameters for radiated noise 
measurements were simulated by computer, and came to the conclusion that proper 
parameters should be selected when the weak signal is detected. 

Keywords: hydrophone; micro electromechanical systems (MEMS); self-noise; noise 
measurement 
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1.THE INTRODUCTION 

With the development of the micro-electromechanical system 
technology,miniaturization of the acceleration sensor has entered the practical stage.At 
present, the hydrophone used in underwater acoustic detection is also a large number of 
using MEMS technology.the small volume and good consistency is the main advantage of 
hydrophone using MEMS technology.The performance of hydrophone is a key factor that 
has a direct impact on the build system,With the development of underwater structure 
vibration noise reduction technology, a lot of targets’ radiated noise is more and more low, 
some even lower than shallow Marine environment noise, cause it is very difficult to 
detect.Meanwhile,the noise level of hydrophone is also a problem that the underwater 
acoustic detection system designers must take into consideration.Many researchers think 
that the self-noise of MEMS sensors is higher than conventional piezoelectric after the use 
of such sensors,This article will analyze the self-noise of  MEMS hydrophone , and 
compare the working condition parameters with conventional acoustic equipment. 

2.CALCULATION METHOD OF THE HYDROPHONE THERMAL NOISE  

At normal circumstances, self noise of hydrophone consists of two parts, including 
thermal noise and electrical noise.In this paper,we only consider the thermal noise of the 
sensors,because the thermal noise's contribution is the largest in the self noise of 
hydrophone,and the rest of noise can be ignored. 

MEMS hydrophone uses the method of silicon wafer etching to integrate the sensors 
and part of the auxiliary circuit in a small volume of the substrate,its internal mainly made 
up of cantilever beam and auxiliary electrode plates on both sides,it is a typical structure 
of force balance, the structure can be abstracted as second-order mechanical systems, as 
shown in figure 1 

m

k R
 

figure 1 the force-balance acceleration sensor model 
In figure 1 the quality of the mass is m,elasticity coefficient is k,and the damping is 

R.Assuming the displacement is x under the incentive ,so the force-balance equation is 
                         

2

2
d ( )

d d
d x xm R kx f t

t t
    (1)

  

In the equation,f(t) is incentive,R is damping and k is elasticity coefficient. To 
transform equation 1 can get 
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In the second-order mechanical system, the resonant frequency
m
k

0 ,Damping 

ratio
mk
R

2
 ,So from equation(2) can get 

     

2
2

0 02
d d ( )2
d d

x x f tx
t t m

      (3)

Equation(3) is the  standard differential equation of this type of hydrophone.According 
to the Nyquist theory of  mechanical - thermal noise ,the self  noise of  the force balance 
sensor mainly comes from the thermal disturbance produced by molecular thermal 
motion ,mechanical energy produced when this thermal disturbance effect on the damping 
shown in the figure(1),and the thermal disturbance could not be eliminated.Thermal 
disturbance within the sensor performances for the motion of the mass ,and the change of 
acceleration could be calculated through the movement.According to the Nyquist 
formula,the thermal noise spectrum density is similar to the white noise,and has nothing to 
do with the frequency in the frequency domain ,and act in the form of  mechanical force, 
The spectral density can be expressed as 

         TRkF Bn 4 HzN /  
(4)

 

Bk  is Bohr boltzmann constant ,T is absolute temperature. 
Through the above analysis,The system output can be obtained under the thermal noise 

excitation as long as transform the equation (4) and take it into the equation(3).When the 
exciting force is harmonic force or it can be decomposed into harmonic force,the research 
of the solving process of equation(3) has been involved in many literature;but when the 
exciting force is random noise that can only be described by the statistical 
characteristics ,to find the solution to the system response,you need to take the system 
output as random excitation,and we can find the solution in the frequency domain through 
the single degree of  freedom linear vibration system.Specific process is as follows: 

First of all make ttf je)(  tHtx  j)e()(  and take them to equation(3),so we 
can get the system function 
 

22 2 2
0 0 0

2
0 0

1 1 1( ) .
- j2 1- j2

H 
     
 

 
 

 (5)

So the square of amplitude response  
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According to theory of random process,the relationship between system response 
power spectral density and power spectral density of incentives is 

)()()( 2  fx SHS   
(7)

 

The thermal noise power spectral density is constant, so it can be calculated by  energy 
within the units of Hertz 

2 4
0

1( ) 4f BS k TR
m




  (8)

 

The 2
1

m
 in the equation can be got in the equation(2) 

When 0  , 1)( H ,combine equation(7) and equation(8) we can get 

4 2
0

1 1( ) 4x BS k TR
m




  (9)

 

The result of equation(9) is the system output displacement spectral density under the 
thermal noise excitation,According to the theory of stochastic process,the relationship 
between the acceleration spectrum density and displacement spectral density is 

4
0( ) ( )a xS S    

(10)
 

So the acceleration spectral density of sensor under the thermal noise excitation is                   

4
0 4 2

0

1 1( ) 4a BS k TR
m

 


  
 

(11)

Considering 0mQ
R


 ,and take it into the equation(11),the acceleration spectrum 

density under the thermal noise excitation can be expressed as 
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the sensor noise could be qualitatively illustrated through formula(12) and the related 
parameters of it  

3．THE SIMULATION CALCULATION 

There are many factors to consider when design the MEMS hydrophone,Through the 
theoretical derivation and analysis,there are three parameters which are directly related to 
self noise,namely the sensor values Q that directly affect the work band of 
hydrophone ,quality of  mass m and resonant frequency 0 .In order to make better 
linearity within the working frequency band,normally the hydrophone is designed on the 
critical damping state,namely take Q=0.707.The quality of mass depends on the the space 
volume and mechanical processing capacity.Usually the quality of  the cantilever beam in 
the MEMS hydrophone is hundreds of mg.Resonance frequency has a certain influence on 
the working frequency band and sensitivity.Combined with formulas in the first 
section ,this section parameters are calculated by the computer simulation design 

Figure 2 shows the results of calculation of acceleration noise spectral density under  
different combination in which the quality of mass are 0.1g and 20g,and Q equals 0.707 
and 10.From the picture we can see when m is consistent ,the self noise of  hydrophone 
could be greatly reduced by increasing Q,increasing m can also get the same effect when 
the value of Q unchanged.It can be seen that the sensor noise is higher when 
m=0.1g,Q=0.707,and the self noise reduction effect is satisfactory when m=0.1g,Q=10,but 
the self noise of sensor  is lower when there is no limit to the volume and m=20g. 
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Fig.2 Sensor self-noise of different parameters with the resonant frequency 
To reduce the thermal noise of the sensor, we can improve the Q , increase the quality 

of the mass m, and reduce resonant frequency.Improving the quality of the mass block is 
suitable for the sensor volume without request,but it  conflicts with the  miniaturization 
design of sensors using MEMS technology.Reducing resonant frequency can severely 
compressed the working frequency band of hydrophone, and has a huge impact on the 
sensitivity of the hydrophone,so this method is not recommended. Improving the Q too 
much will make the sensor  produce trailing phenomenon at high frequencies,and lead to 
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phase nonlinear phenomenon  more serious at work frequency band.According to the 
calculation results,amplitude frequency characteristics and phase frequency characteristics 
of the sensor can be given as shown in figure 3,4. 

In figure 3 horizontal axis as the normalized frequency, vertical axis as normalized 
amplitude frequency characteristics,from the figure 3 we can see linear period of the 
amplitude frequency characteristics of the sensor is shorten because of  the increasing 
Q ,sensor can get about 10% of the resonance frequency of the linear range when designed 
working in the critical damping state,after increasing the Q , the width of linear segment 
less than 2%.From the figure 4 we can know  the phase response of sensors designed 
working in the critical damping state is linear,but the nonlinear phase is serous when Q is 
high,it is difficult to be used in devices such as sonar array if don not take correction link. 
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Fig.3 Amplitude-frequency 
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Fig.4 Phase-frequency 

4．REQUIRMENTS FOR SELF NOISE OF THE HYDROPHONE IN 
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC ENGINEERING 

the requirment of hydrophone is different in Different underwater acoustic engineering 
situation.In the occasions where for the purpose of distance measurement, orientation and 
underwater acoustic communication,the source level of transmitting transducer is usually 
higher,and  receiving hydrophone can get higher signal-to-noise ratio,at this time the effect 
of self noise of hydrophone in the system could be neglected .When test the radiated noise 
of low noise target and  remote detection under the small SNR circumstance,the 
calculation of the hydrophone noise is the part that cannot be ignored.According to the 
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sonar equation,the output signal-to-noise ratio of receiving hydrophone only relates to the 
transmission loss and environmental noise when don't use the sonar array but only the 
absence of directivity receiving hydrophone.In order to make the system work,it is 
necessary that the self noise of hydrophone is less than environmental noise.According to 
the 《Underwater acoustic principle》  written by Marina ulleque,the distribution of 
environmental noise spectrum  is not smooth, therefore, the self noise of hydrophone is 
required lower than environment noise within the working frequency everywhere,only so 
can it complete the normal system function.The following is simulation according to the 
parameters  commonly used in the underwater acoustic engineering. 

Considering the hydrophone  commonly used in underwater acoustic engineering 
practice,whose core is MEMS accelerometer,Considering the hydrophone  commonly 
used in underwater acoustic engineering practice,whose core is MEMS accelerometer,the 
measuring unit of the main parameters of acceleration sensor is usually g,but underwater 
acoustics measuring system adopts sound pressure for unit,which takes 1u pa as the 
reference unit 1 m in source level,so it is necessary to carry on the conversion between 
them.Figure 5 shows the relationship between acceleration spectrum density and sound 
pressure spectrum density with frequency as parameter 
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Fig.5 The relationship between acceleration and spectral density of sound pressure 
within 1000 Hz 

It can be seen from figure 5,the corresponding output of the sound pressure will 
decrease with the increase of frequency when the acceleration is constant.The 
corresponding output of acceleration will  increase with the increase of frequency when 
the sound pressure unchanged.Figure 5 shows  the conversion results of 

1
210ng / Hz , 1

25μg / Hz , 1
21mg / Hz and other parameters. 1

210ng / Hz  is roughly the level of 
tunnel of the MEMS sensor noise. 1

25μg / Hz  is the level of self noise of acceleration sensor 
usually used in the low noise industry 

In order to better illustrate the thermal noise within MEMS acceleration sensor in 
engineering practice,here given the environmental noise spectral density diagram under 
the different conditions of  sea  and shipping in the 《Underwater acoustic principle》,and 
convert the acceleration noise spectral density level to sound pressure spectrum density 
level, the result is shown in figure 6 
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Fig.6 acceleration curves of the 0~3 level sea state 
From figure 6, we can see that the environmental noise spectral density that take 

shallow experience data under the condition of level 0 sea condition and shipping scarce is 
equivalent to the spectral density level of 1

210ng / Hz as shown in figure within the line.So 
the self noise of hydrophone should lower than 1

210ng / Hz  if it is measured at level 0 sea 
condition.if it is measured at the condition of the medium level 0 sea condition,then the 
noise spectral density of sensor should lower than 1

240ng / Hz . 
Accordingly,conventional MEMS hydrophone can work normally under the condition 

that the measured signal source level is high,but it need to be designed strictly when 
testing the low noise targets and small signal. 

5．CONCLUSION 

Through the theoretical derivation and simulation,we can know the level of thermal 
noise spectrum density of ordinary MEMS hydrophone is higher,and this kind of noise 
can't be eliminated by subsequent circuit,the only thing can be done is selecting 
parameters in the design stage of hydrophone.Especially for the weak signal measurement 
in  underwater acoustic engineering application,it should make a comprehensive 
consideration and select reasonable parameters among sensitivity,noise index, bandwidth 
and the consistency of amplitude and phase. 
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Abstract: Sonar is the essential equipment of marine monitoring, and hydrophone is the only 
way to obtain acoustic signal for sonar. Over the years, the only hydrophone used by sonar is 
scalar acoustic pressure hydrophone which has tremendous impacts on the development of 
sonar technology. A new type of vector hydrophone appeared in the 1990s is able to get 
underwater sound pressure and particle velocity information at the same time, and theory 
and experiment demonstrate that it can give comprehensive description of the sound field 
information, and it has a lot of advantages, such as the good low frequency directivity and 
measuring capacity, suppressing the isotropic noise, and etc.The target resolution of a vector 
hydrophone is studied. The sonar detection results based on vector hydrophone are 
calculated by simulation, in condition that there are multiple targets in the measuring range, 
and the corresponding results are provided. 

Keywords: vector hydrophone, multiple targets, resolution capability 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Since vector hydrophone provide more information of sound field than simple pressure 
hydrophone, the function of acoustics arrays can be achieved through the united processing of 
pressure and velocity of single vector hydrophone, thus estimate the bearing of target. As a 
matter of fact of the existence of multi-sources at the same time, what is measured is the 
vector sum of acoustic energy flow of the source using single vector hydrophone, the 
estimation result is the combination of the bearing of multi-sources which leads to erroneous 
information using the simple processing method. To the multi-sources whose spectrum 
structures are overlapped, the bearings of multi-sources can be measured respectively using 
cross spectrum sound intensity method in frequency domain, the method of bearing 
estimation of incoherent broadband multi-sources using the statistical energy of pressure and 
particle velocity received by single vector hydrophone is released in this paper. 

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF BEARING ESTIMATION 

(1) The vector sensor signal model 
Vector sensor is applied to the target bearing estimation, which is usually long-range 

target detection. If sound waves meet the far-field conditions, their propagation can be 
approximated as plane waves. Ignoring hydrophone sensitivity difference and the impact of 
wave impedance c , it can be considered that the pressure )(tp measured by vector sensor at a 
point in space is equal to vibration velocity )(tv . The received signal model for vector sensor 
is : 
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  is horizontal azimuth angle of incident sound waves,   is elevation angle of Incident 
sound wave, )(tvx , )(tvy and )(tvz  is vibration velocity component on the three directions of 
space, the subscript s  represents the signal. 
(2) Second-order statistics 

The number of targets is m , Sampling points is n , i  represents the i-th target, j  
represents the j-th sampling point. The received sound pressure signal of vector sensor is: 
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Considering the case of two-dimensional, the received vibration velocity signals of vector 
sensor horizontal direction are: 
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In the isotropic noise field, it can be concluded from the spatial noise mode of vector 
sensor that the energy of vibration velocity is one-third that of sound pressure. Between 
sound pressure and vibration velocity and between each direction of vibration velocity is 
irrelevant. The noise of sound pressure is )(tpn , the noise of vibration velocity in horizontal 
direction is )(tvxn  and )(tvyn . 

For second-order statistics of noise:  
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It can be approximately concluded that: 033  xypypxxxyypp NNNNNN  

For mutually independent m  targets, 
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energy of sound pressure noise. Considering the features that signal and noise are 
uncorrelated, its deduced results of second-order statistics are: 
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(3) Fourth-order statistics 
For the mean of zero and variance for x  Gaussian white noise )(tx  , its probability 

density function is: 
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Its second-order moment is: 
22 )( xx dxxfx 




                                                      (12) 
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Its fourth-order moment is: 
44 3)( xx dxxfx 




                                                   (13) 

In the case of broadband signal, signals satisfy Gaussian distribution, the statistical results 
of its fourth moment are similar with the white noise, which satisfies the form of equation 
(13). The following results can be obtained: 
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The fourteen formulas (14)-(27) deduced by fourth-order statistics jointing the six 
formulas (5)-(10) deduced by second-order statistics make up the equations based on 
statistical energy methods, which can theoretically solve the information of directions and 
energy of maximum of nine targets and the information of noise energy. 

Through the 20 formulas analyzed by second-order statistics and fourth-order statistics, 
there are a variety of combinations for bearing estimation. If taking advantage of these 
equations to combine treatment，more directional accuracy will be obtained. Nonlinear 
equations problem is more complex in structure, at present, to solve nonlinear equations, 
there are mainly genetic algorithm, homotopy algorithm and so on. 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION 

Simulate and analysis the three broadband target sources of 10, 20 and 30 degree 
respectively, the sampling frequency is 4096, the integration time is 10s, 20 equations set is 
solved using genetic algorithm presented in this paper, through 100 times statistics of the 
bearing estimation, the information of target bearing is shown in the figure, where horizontal 
axis is the number of statistics and vertical axis the bearings. The results of bearing 
estimation under the SNR of 0 dB, -10 dB,-15 dB and -20 dB are shown in figure 1 ,figure 2 
,figure 3 and figure 4 respectively. It can be concluded from the figures that the bearing 
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information of 3 targets can be distinguished effectively under the SNR above -15 dB, the 
result of two bearing estimations whose energy is strong is accurate while the result of the 
ones whose energy is weak is diffuse under the SNR of -20 dB, the accuracy and stability of 
bearing estimation is good in the condition where the SNR is high.  

                 
Fig.1：Wide-band target (SNR 0dB)        Fig.2：Wide-band target (SNR -10dB) 

                
Fig.3：Wide-band target (SNR -15dB)     Fig.4：Wide-band target (SNR -20dB) 

4. SUMMARIZE 
A broadband multi-targets bearing estimation method based on vector hydrophone is 

presented in this paper, 20 nonlinear equation sets are formed by the relationship of second 
and fourth order statistics of pressure and velocity. The sufficiency of genetic algorithm is 
formed according to the information of the equation sets, the optimal solution is seek in 
overall situation using niche algorithm, genetic algorithm and vector hydrophone are 
combined effectively. The target bearing can be tracked accurately using the method 
presented in this paper and multiple incoherent broadband source signals can be distinguished 
effectively as indicated in the result. 

The method presented in this paper is processed in the ideal Isotropic noise field, further 
analysis of actual noise field should be carried out and the noise part of the equation sets 
should be modified in practical engineering application. 
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Abstract: In recent years, one conception of the improved Phased Array Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiler (PAADCP) named as Dual-Frequency Phased Array Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiler (DF-PAADCP) is proposed to achieve more accurate surveys. Likely with 
the PAADCP, it is also necessary to provide a systematic examination for DF-PAADCP on 
land. In this paper, the Phased Coupling Array Method (PACM) suitable for conventional 
PAADCP is extended to DF-PAADCP. When one Dual-Frequency Phased Array (defined as 
DF-PA I) is placed face to face with that of DF-PAADCP (defined as DF-PA II), simulating 
echo signals can be coupled from DF-PA I into DF-PA II. Comparing the predetermined 
parameters of the simulating echo signals and the measuring results from DF-PAADCP, the 
status of DF-PAADCP can be confirmed and a more reliable, comprehensive and convenient 
examination on land can be realized. This paper mainly studies the feasibility and coupling 
performance of DF-PAs by developing a model of the signals interaction. Simulating results 
show that the coupling errors, i.e. misalignment angles error and eccentric error, have less 
impact on the coupling performance. The presented method is suitable for engineering 
implementation. 

Keywords: Dual-frequency Phased Coupling Array Method (DF-PCAM), Dual-Frequency 
Phased Array Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (DF-PAADCP), misalignment angles; 
eccentric error. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic Doppler techniques based on phased array for remotely measuring current 
profiler have been exploited for about 20 years [1]. With its enhanced performance 
comparable to Janus configured, it has been widely used in oceanographic research, marine 
application development, etc. In recent years, one conception of the improved Phased Array 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler named as Dual-Frequency Phased Array Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiler is proposed, which employs two electrically and acoustically independent 
phased arrays operating at different frequencies to achieve more accurate surveys [2-3]. With 
the higher-frequency array placed in the middle of the lower-frequency array, representing 
the aperture area of the later, they are integrated into Dual-Frequency Phased Array (DF-PA). 
Likely with the PAADCP, there are also some demerits in traditional testing method and it is 
also necessary to provide a systematic test for DF-PAADCP on land.  

In this paper, the Phased Coupling Array Method (PACM) suitable for conventional 
PAADCP is extended to DF-PAADCP. In section II, the principle and model of the signal 
interaction between two phased arrays placed face to face is presented. In section III, the 
performance of PCAM is analyzed. Finally, the conclusions are drawn. 

2. PRINCIPLE AND MODEL 

The schematic diagram of the testing method is illustrated in Fig.1. DF-PA I is placed face 
to face with DF-PA II of DF-PAADCP. Both the higher-frequency and lower-frequency 
arrays are with N horizontal rows and M vertical columns. Signals between two radiation 
surfaces propagate in accordance with the spherical wave propagation law. When DF-PA I 
receives a valid radiating pulse from DF-PA II, it may be radiated by the electrical 
waveforms with predetermined phase delayed and working environmental parameters, in 
accordance with the predetermined speed, depth, element position, and other environmental 
parameters. By the comparison between the predetermined parameters and the measuring 
results of DF-PAADCP, a more reliable, comprehensive and convenient test on land can be 
realized.  

Reference frames between two arrays are shown in Fig.2. One is the coordinate frame 
I I Ix y z , and the other is II II IIx y z .  1 1,IP n m

  is the DF-PA I element  1 1,n m  coordinate in 
frame I I Ix y z  and  ,IIP n m


 is the DF-PA II element  ,n m  coordinate in frame II II IIx y z . 

Both can be described as follows:  

    1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1, , ,0 , ,0

2 2

T
T

I n m x y
N MP n m x y n d m d                 


      (1) 

    1 1, , ,0 , ,0
2 2

T
T

II n m x y
N MP n m x y n d m d                 


        (2)  
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The relationship between two coordinates in frame I I Ix y z  is calculated as follows: 
    1 1 1 1, ,T T

I o II oP n m R P n m R r   
                  (3) 

Where oR  is a coordinate frame transformation from II II IIx y z  to I I Ix y z . 
 , , Tr x y z   

 is the eccentric error. 
It can also be seen that misalignment angle [α, β, γ] and eccentric error [Δx, Δy, Δz] 

may be exit when coupling. 

             
Fig.1: Schematic diagram of the method.  Fig.2: Reference frames between two arrays. 
To minimize the quantity of activation, elements of DF-PA I are also combined in eight 

groups which is the same as that of DF-PA II. According to the output signal model of phased 
array [4-6], the phase compensation for the activating signals on these groups must be fed 
with the reverse phase distributions to that on DF-PA II for four individual directions (i.e., 
beam 1, beam 2, beam 3 and beam 4). Then signals with different Doppler frequency, time 
delay and amplitude, etc., can be activated on each group. When elements of beam 1 and 
beam 2 are analyzed as an example, the activating signals on element  1 1,n m can be 
described by the following equation: 
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  (4) 

Where 
1 1, ,n m f and 

1 1, ,n m b are propagation time delays of the echoes corresponding to the 
predetermined depth; ff and bf are Doppler frequencies corresponding to the predetermined 
horizontal speed xv ; 

1 1, ,n m fA and 
1 1, ,n m bA are the products of activating signal amplitude and 

element sensitivity, which should be auto-adjusted according to the gain-controlled strategy 
of DF- PAADCP. In these variables, subscript f and b represent the forward and backward 
directions respectively. 

3. SIMULATIONS 

Take the DF-PA shown in Fig.3 as an example. 1256 individual piston transducers in the 
middle are arranged in a higher frequency array of forty parallel rows and forty parallel 
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columns and spaced at a distance about 1/2 wavelength. 1168 individual piston transducers 
are arranged in an annular lower frequency array, which has the same configuration as the 
former. The relationship between the two frequencies is 0 04H Lf f . Assuming the Doppler 
frequencies of the four independent activating signals are -666Hz, 666Hz, -333Hz, 333Hz 
respectively. CW with 50ms pulse-length is used; DF-PA works in higher- or 
lower-frequency mode respectively. 

 
Fig.3: Front view of the DF-PA 

When in ideal coupling situation (α=β=γ=0° and x y   =0), the outputting phased signal 
of DF-PA II in frequency domain is shown in Fig.4: (a) lower-frequency array; (b) 
high-frequency array. Both the higher- and lower- frequency arrays of DF-PAADCP can 
obtain four independent signals in different directions, beam 1, beam 2, beam 3 and beam 4, 
spectrum of which only contains frequency components of 666Hz, -666Hz, -333Hz and 
333Hz respectively, which verifies that PCAM can be used in DF-PAs. 

 
Fig.4: Phased signal of DF-PA II in frequency domain. 

When in non-ideal coupling situation, misalignment angle and eccentric errors are 
concerned. Relationships between α and phased signal normalized amplitude of DF-PA II are 
shown in Fig.5. Both arrays show the similar change as α varies. The presence of α reduces 
the ability to suppress side-lobe echo signal. The SNRs of DF-PA II decrease as α increases 
and it shows little influence on the coupling performance for small angles. Therefore, it is 
allowed for the existence of certain misaligning angle α in practice. Signal amplitudes in 
beam 1 and beam 2 increase significantly when  >80° and leads to an interchange between 
x-axis velocity and y-axis velocity of DF-PAADCP.  
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Fig.5: Influence on the receiving signal of angle-α 

When α = 0° and Δx= Δy= 0m, Fig.6 illustrates the influence of β and γ on the coupling 
performance respectively. It can be seen that β and γ have almost the same influence on SNRs, 
which is consistent with the fact that both DF-PA I elements and DF-PA II elements are 
arranged symmetrically. Since phased array is planar, β and γ are mainly caused by the 
radiating surface of phased array uneven, and both are less than several degrees in general, 
which can be easily met in practical applications.  

      
Fig.6: Influence on the receiving signal of angle β and γ 
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Fig.7: Influence of Δx on the coupling performance (a) higher- frequency array (b) 

lower-frequency array 
Since the elements of two DF-PAs are arranged symmetrically, and the eccentric error is 

small in practice, only the influence of Δx on the performance of three different values (Δx = 
0m, 0.03m, 0.06m) is studied. Fig.7 shows the phased signal of DF-PA II in frequency 
domain (signal from beam3 as an example is analyzed). It shows that the frequency 
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spectrums of the phased signals are almost identical with each other and there is no 
interference signal component. The eccentric error has less influence on the coupling 
performance. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A method has been presented for testing DF-PAADCP on land. With a dual-frequency 
phased array coupling with DF-PA II, the underwater acoustic environment of DF-PAADCP 
is built. The simulating results show that misalignment angles and eccentric errors do not 
have obvious influence on the performance of coupling arrays, which can be easily met in 
practical applications. 
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Abstract: Flow noise is the main noise source when the small underwater vehicles move in 
high speed, which including vibration noise and radiation noise stimulated by the 
perturbation of turbulence boundary layer. Turbulence theory and finite element method 
(FEM) were used in order to research the rules of flow noise radiated by small high speed 
underwater vehicles. The main factors affecting on the flow noise were researched 
through theoretical calculation and stimulation based on a model of underwater high 
speed small vehicle. The research results showed that the model made of aluminum could 
radiate higher noise than that made of steel. And the thickness of the model is bigger, the 
flow-noise is lower. Furthermore, the noise radiated by the perturbation of turbulence 
boundary layer could increase with the increasing of move speed of the underwater 
vehicles and the head shape of the vehicles could also affect flow noise. 

Keywords: underwater small vehicle, flow-noise, finite element  
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1. INTRUDUCTION  

Flow noise controlling is the main problem of the underwater vehicles navigating in 
high speed as the speed of vehicles increases. The fluctuating pressure of turbulence is the 
main factor that causes the underwater vehicles to generate flow noise. The quantitative 
description of the turbulent boundary layer’s fluctuating pressure was given by Skudrzyk 
Handle [1] and Kraichnan [2]. A classical model of frequency-wave number spectrum of the 
turbulent boundary layer’s fluctuating pressure was presented by Corcos[3]]. The flow 
noise of axisymmetric body was researched using the scaling law by Li Fu-xin [4]. 
Stimulation and experiments of flow noise on the wing structure bodies were researched in 
Harbin Engineering University, and the influence caused by the change of the flow speed 
and the thickness of the wing structure body was analyzed[5]. In this paper, the theoretical 
calculation of turbulent and FEM were used to analyze the flow noise radiated by 
underwater small vehicles. The model of small vehicles was built and meshed by using the 
FEM software ANSYS and the flow field information caused by the impulsion of water 
was calculated by FLUENT. Finally, the results of the flow field information was 
imported into the software ACTRAN, extracting the fluctuating pressure of the small 
vehicles’ surface as excitation source to calculate the flow noise. 

2. FLOW NOISE THEORY 

 The methods of the combination of Reynolds average theory and thin spherical shell 
vibration theory were used to calculate the flow noise of the axisymmetric body stimulated 
by flow. The light-hill sound analogy theory was used to calculate the flow noise caused 
by fluctuating of the turbulent boundary-layer [6,7]. 

2.1 THE HEADSHAPE OF THE SMALL TARGET AND GRIDDING DIVISION  

The head linetype of the small vehicles could be described as following [8]: 

1 1 0
2 2

mn
f f

h
h

D D D xy x L
L

   
       
   

，  
(1)

where x represents the abscissa of the small vehicles. y represents the ordinate. D 
represents the maximum diameter of the small vehicles, Df  is minimum diameter, Lh is the 
length of the small vehicles’ head; nm, are two individual parameters of the small 
vehicles’ head. Two different head linetypes including flat head and round head were 
designed. The parameters of flat head model：m=1.5, n=2.9, D=324mm , L=2790mm , Df 

/D =0.627, L1/L2=3/1.The parameters of round head model：m=1.5, n=2.9, D=324mm, 
L=2790mm,  Df = 0, Lh/D=0.517, L1/L2=3/1. The size of model for simulating was one 
fourth of the original designed model. The sketch map of the flat head small underwater 
vehicles was shown in Fig.1.  

hL 1L 2L
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Fig.1 Sketch map of small underwater vehicles 
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2.2 THE THEORY FOR COMPUTATION OF TURBULENCE 

The Reynolds averaging method, time-averaged N-S equation and the equations of 
RNG k  ,  was used to compute the parameters of turbulence. The Reynolds equation 
was as following: 
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The k  equation of the RNG k  model was: 
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The ε equation of the RNG k  model was: 
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3 SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF FLOW FIELD  
3.1 THE DISTRIBUTION OF FLOW VELOCITY IN THE FLOW FIELD 

The CFD analysis software FLUENT was used to compute the flow field of the two 
different models of the small underwater vehicles. The distribution of flow velocity  of the 
models were calculated when the flow speed was 8.7m/s. The simulation results showed 
that the flat head model caused wider zones with high velocity of flow as well as with a 
longer tail zone than that of the round head one. In conclusion, the change of the 
headshape affects the distribution of the flow field especially the position of the transition 
zone. 

3.2 THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE SURFACE OF THE SMALL 
UNDERWATER VEHICLES 
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 Taking the flow field information computed in FLUENT into the acoustic FEM 
software ACTRAN and making Fourier transform. The pressure distribution on the 
surface of the flat head model was gained in the frequencies of 600Hz and 2kHz when the 
model was excited by the flow in speed of 8.7m/s. The research results showed that in the 
low frequency the zone of near head and tail of the model had higher pressure than the 
middle part, thus these zones would radiate more sound energy. The pressure in the head 
and tail of the model was still relatively higher than that in the middle part of the model in 
frequency 2kHz, and the pressure of the surface of the small vehicles reduced as the 
frequency increased, thus it could be predicted that the small vehicles vibrated stronger in 
lower frequency. 

4 THE SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE ACOUSTIC FIELD 
4.1 THE ANALYSIS OF FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATION NOISE 

Firstly, the sound pressure inspired by flow was analyzed at several points near the 
small vehicles and the observation points were chosen showed in Fig.2. The flow-induced 
sound pressure of small vehicle model was computed in different frequencies in the 
condition that the thickness was 5mm and the velocity of the flow was 3.8m/s. 

 
Fig.2 The sketch map of observation points 

 
（a）points3,4,5         （b）points 1,3     （c） points 6,8,10 

Fig.3 The sound pressure comparison of different observation points 
      Fig.3(a) showed the sound pressure level at three different points at the curve of the 
small vehicles’ head and Fig.3(b) showed the sound pressure comparison between the flat 
zone and the curve zone of the small vehicles. Fig.3(c) showed the sound pressure level at 
the cylinder zone of the small vehicles. Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) showed that the vibration 
state of the curve area of the small vehicles was basically the same but it was a little 
weaker than the flat zone of the small vehicles. Fig.3(c) showed that the vibration state of 
the cylinder zone of the small vehicles was almost the same except several frequency 
points. It showed that the sound pressure level at the points of the head of the small 
vehicles was significant higher than the cylinder zone’s in the frequent band below 500Hz, 
but they were not in great difference when the frequency was above 500Hz. The head zone 
of the small vehicles could make more contribution to the sound field than the other part in 
low frequency and all the parts of the small vehicles radiated sound in high frequency. 
     The influence of the thickness of the small vehicles on the flow-induced noise was 
analyzed. The sound pressure radiated by the small vehicles with the different thickness of 
1mm, 2mm and 5mm were compared with the same flow velocity of 8.7m/s. The sound 
pressure at the observation point 11 was showed in Fig.4. 
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(a)different thickness    (b) different material  (c) different head shape 

Fig.4The sound pressure at the observation point 11 radiated by the small underwater 
vehicles with different parameters 

       Fig.4 (a)demonstrated that the peaks of sound pressure level of small vehicles with the 
thickness of 1mm, 2mm and 5mm were respectively around 1400Hz, 2600Hz and 
3800Hz. It showed that the resonant frequency increased as the thickness of the small 
vehicles increased. Furthermore, the flow-induced noise would become lower with the 
increase of thickness of the small vehicles.The two different material, including aluminum 
and steel, were chosen to analyze the influence of material of small vehicles on the flow-
induced noise. The sound pressure radiated by the small vehicle made of different 
materials with same flow velocity of 3.8m/s and same thickness of 5mm at the observation 
point 11 were shown in Fig.4(b). It showed that the sound pressure radiated by the small 
vehicles made of aluminum was higher than that made of steel.The difference of sound 
pressure radiated by small vehicles with different head linetypes, including flat head and 
round head with same thickness of 5mm and same flow velocity of 8.7m/s were 
researched. The calculated results at the observation point 11 were showed in Fig.4(c). It 
showed that the flow-induced noise radiated by the round head vehicles was lower 3-5dB 
compared to that radiated by flat head vehicles since the round head vehicle has better 
streamline than that of the flat head one,  

4.2 THE ANALYSIS OF TURBULENCE DIRECTLY RADIATED NOISE 

In this part, radiation noise of turbulence was analyzed, and the factors of velocity of 
flow and the head linetype of small vehicles were taken into consideration. The research 
results showed that the velocity of flow could only affect the value of the sound pressure 
level, instead of the distribution of the sound field. The distribution of the whole sound 
field was messy because of the uncertainty and random of the turbulence. The area with 
higher sound pressure level was mostly concentrated near the small vehicles especially the 
head and tail because the boundary layer was the main sound source of the noise radiated 
directly by turbulence. 

 
Fig.11 The sound power radiated by the perturbation of turbulence boundary layer 

       The sound power level of the noise directly radiated by turbulence with different head 
linetypes of the small vehicles were showed in Fig.11, where the red line represented the 
sound power of the flat head vehicle and the blue line represented that of the round head 
vehicle. It showed that the sound power of flat head vehicle was significant higher than 
that of round head vehicle when the frequency was below 1.5kHz. But when the frequency 
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was above 1.5kHz, the sound power of two kinds of vehicles were nearly the same. In 
conclusion, the change of the head linetypes of the small vehicles affect extensively the 
noise radiated directly by turbulence in low frequency. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Flow noise radiated by underwater small vehicles with high speed were studied in 
this paper. Main factors affecting the flow noise were analyzed. The research results 
showed that the sound pressure of flow-induced noise increased with the ascending of the 
velocity of flow. The change of the thickness of the small vehicles affected the noise 
characters. The frequency and the peak value of the sound pressure changed with the 
change of the thickness, and the sound pressure was lower with the thicker small vehicles. 
The head linetype of the small vehicles could also influenced the flow–induced noise, and 
the flat head small vehicle radiated higher noise compared with the round head small 
vehicle. Furthermore, the small vehicle made of aluminum emitted higher flow noise than 
that made of steel. The turbulence directly radiated noise increased with the increasing of 
the velocity of flow, and the change of the head linetype of small vehicles affected 
extensively the turbulence noise in lower frequencies, and the flat head small vehicle 
caused higher turbulence noise than that of round head small vehicle.  
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Abstract: Typical assumptions employed in the analysis of rough surface scattering are 
incident and scattered spherical waves and plane waves. The most widely used treatment 
of scattering from rough surfaces is the approximation in which, for the case of scattering 
from pressure release surfaces. The basic theoretical development is presented and the 
interpretation of the result obtained is discussed. Scattering of acoustic waves by an 
infinite pressure-release plane surface will be analysed using the scattering integrals. The 
model with restrictions on the surface heights and slopes is made. The scattered pressure 
achieves a very good approximation to the image solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The scattering from randomly rough surfaces has been attracting wide interest of 
researchers, thanks to their significant application in the spheres of military, oceanography 
and so on. The ground in the nature, the sea may be regarded as meet certain probability 
density distribution of rough surface. 

Random rough surface acoustic scattering characteristics of the research in the field of 
national defence military and civilian technology have significant academic value and 
broad application prospects. Random rough surface acoustic scattering research is being 
more and more attention, the main reason is that the acoustic scattering properties of 
random rough surface with certainty goal of acoustic scattering characteristics have many 
differences. For deterministic target scattering problems, due to the target contour and 
dielectric properties have been confirmed, so the particular angle of incidence and 
scattering Angle corresponding to the acoustic scattering coefficient is then determined. 

However, for the random rough surface, the outline of rough surface change over time 
or space at random, so the main characteristic of the surface profile is "random". This is 
different from the certain goal of acoustic scattering problem, so the random rough surface 
of acoustic scattering problem focuses on the study of probability density distribution and 
statistical parameters such as the influence of the acoustic scattering characteristics of 
rough surface. 

2. SIMPLE MODELS OF ROUGH SURFACE 

For a given random rough surface, rough surface for light waves may be volatile, for 
sound waves may be less ups and downs, this is mainly because of rough surface 
roughness is not the size of the absolute height to characterize rough surface, but in 
wavelength as characterized by the statistical parameters of the unit of measure. Mainly 
used when calculating the acoustic scattering characterization of rough surface rough 
degree of statistical parameters in addition to describing the rough surface of each spatial 
frequency component average distribution of power spectrum and correlation length and 
root mean square RMS height, surface slope surface and the radius of curvature, etc. 

2.1 One-dimensional Models 
Root mean square of height for rough surface and roughness of a basic amount are 

defined as the most original 
2 2 2 2[ ( )] { [ ( )] } ( ) [ ( ) ]s sE f x E f x f p f df fp f df

 

 
               (1) 

For a specific distribution of rough surface, the single root mean square is not only 
describe the rough surface characteristics, correlation function shows that stochastic 
correlation degree between any two points on the surface, autocorrelation function is 
defined 

( ) [ ( ) ( )]G R E f x f x R                                                   (2) 
The correlation function of Gaussian distribution 

2 2 2( ) exp( / )G R R l                                                   (3) 
Fourier transform for the related function, can be highly fluctuant power spectral 

density, namely 
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                                       (4) 

Power spectral density of Gaussian random rough surface 
2

2 2( ) exp( / 4)
2

lS k k l


                                              (5) 

Power spectral density of root mean square Gaussian random rough surface slope is 
defined as each point on the surface of the root mean square value of the slope, namely 

2[( ) ]s
dfE
dx

                                                       (6) 

2.2 Kirchhoff Approximation 
The two fundamental models for describing scattering from rough surfaces are field 

perturbation theory and the Kirchhoff approximation method. The field perturbation 
method is applicable for slightly rough surfaces and the Kirchhoff approximation is valid 
for "gently undulating" surfaces. Recent numerical studies of scattering from one-
dimensional Dirichlet surfaces with either a Gaussian roughness spectrum or a Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum have been useful in illustrating the limitations of the two classical 
models. 

The basic hypothesis of Kirchhoff approximation method is: any point on the surface of 
the planar interface reflection. That is to say, to a certain local area of the surface as a 
plane. Arbitrary point as a result, when the rough surface curvature radius is greater than 
the incident wavelength and asperity height fluctuation correlation length, Kirchhoff 
approximation method is effective. 

 
Fig. 1. Scattering problem geometry for rough interface 

For the case of scattering from a rough sea surface, we make the usual assumption that 
the effects of the atmosphere above the surface can be ignored (valid for most cases of 
interest), and impose the boundary condition that the total pressure field  p r  must 
vanish on the rough surface, commonly referred to as the Dirichlet boundary condition: 

      0i sp r p r p r                                                  (7) 
We consider the two-dimensional scattering problem with a one-dimensional rough 

surface S given by the surface profile ( )z f R  with zero mean. 
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Fig 2 Kirchhoff approximation of farfield solution 

For a pressure-release surface, the pressure scattered to a receiver at a farfield point can 
be given by  

1 1
0

1 1

exp( ) exp( )1( ) ( ( ) ( ))
4s s s

ikR ikRp R p R p R dS
n R R n
 

 
                        (8) 

Equation (8) is similar to the theory of Ref. 5. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this part, the image solution is compared with the modified Kirchhoff solution in 
order to gain that the modified method is effective or not. Experimental data of the image 
solution are given from Ref. 5. The image solution and the modified Kirchhoff solution 
will be plotted as scattering coefficients. The scattering coefficient is defined as the ratio 
of the scattered (reflected) intensity to the intensity of the image solution in the specular 
direction.  

Several characteristics of the solutions plotted in Fig. 3 are significant. The most 
important one is evident that the modified Kirchhoff solution has good agreement with the 
image solution. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the image solution with the modified solution for different source 

grazing angles 
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Abstract: One of the characteristics of vector hydrophone is that its directivity is 
independent on frequency. So that single vector hydrophone could achieve low frequency 
target direction. Therefore low frequency single vector direction estimation technology 
has caught widespread public attention in recent years. Ship has periodic rotation 
machinery, such as propeller. These periodic rotation components of ships often produce 
strong line spectrum. The line spectrum levels are usually significantly higher than 
continuous spectrum levels, with a high signal to noise ratio. The line spectrum 
characteristics of ships are different. Therefore, using single vector DOA estimation 
method based on low-frequency LOFAR line spectrum is easier to implement multi-target 
resolution and has higher accuracy. This paper combined low-frequency LOFAR line 
spectrum extracting method and single vector line spectrum DOA estimation method. 
First, extract continuous spectral envelope by bilateral α filtering, and get over-threshold 
LOFAR line spectrums. Then estimate the direction of line spectrum target and output the 
results. This method was applied to single vector buoy. Comparing with the cross-spectral 
histogram method, the results show that this method could achieve better performance and 
better multi-target resolution. 

Keywords: Vector Hydrophone, Low Frequency, DOA Estimation, LOFAR Line Spectrum 
Extracting 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The technology of acoustic vector is getting its trendy research aspect in the underwater 
acoustic field during these twenty years. From first stage of acoustic vector hydrophones 
technology[1] to second stage of single vector signal processing technology[2-3], in 
addition, the third stage of vector array signal processing technology, all three research 
stages have acquired extensive attention. For one thing, on the working mechanism a 
single vector hydrophone could estimate target directions independent on frequency. So 
vector hydrophone gets its special superiority on low-frequency target direction 
estimation. In the array signal processing field, it requires adequate scale array and high 
cost for the realization of low-frequency target direction estimation. For example, the 
direction estimation for signals below 100Hz demands the 7.5m element spacing, 
meanwhile the array size reaches 75m. But a single vector hydrophone could achieve 
direction estimation for low-frequency target. The application is convenient. At present 
there are two methods for single vector hydrophone, average sound intensity method in 
time domain and cross-powder spectrum histogram method in frequency domain [4-5]. 
There is a tough problem for single vector hydrophone direction estimation. The average 
sound intensity method only can get the combing direction when there are multiple 
targets. So its limitation is the lack of multi-targets resolution. Cross-powder spectrum 
histogram method could recognize the multi-target direction in different frequency band, 
but in the same frequency band there is an inevitable error for multi-target direction 
estimation, because the measure results distribute between two targets direction, leading to 
the low resolution precision. The acoustic targets of ships and warships are researched on 
the underwater acoustic detection. This kind of targets has strong line spectrum power in 
low-frequency, because of propellers and the periodic rotation components. The line 
spectrum levels are often more than 6dB higher than continuous spectrum levels, with a 
higher signal to noise ratio, and different ships have different line spectrum feature.  
Therefore the cross-powder spectrum method could realize the multi-target resolution and 
acquire higher accuracy. This paper combined low-frequency LOFAR line spectrum 
extracting method and single vector line spectrum DOA estimation method. First, extract 
continuous spectral envelope by bilateral α filtering, and get over-threshold LOFAR line 
spectrums. Then estimate the direction of line spectrum target and output the results. This 
method was applied to single vector buoy. Comparing with the cross-spectral histogram 
method, the results show that this method could achieve better performance and better 
multi-target resolution. 

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF DIRECTION ESTIMATION WITH A VECTOR 
HYDROPHONE 

The mathematical model of simple two-dimensional vector hydrophone can be 
expressed as follows: 
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Where )(tp  is the sound pressure component,  ( )xv t  and ( )yv t  are two horizontal 
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vibration velocity components,   is horizontal azimuth. Assuming that the signals of 
sound pressure and vibration velocity are ergodic process, means that the time average can 
replace geometric average, the sound intensity flow can be expressed as: 
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Where horizontal azimuth can be expressed as: 
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When there are multiple targets, the frequency domain histogram method is adopted to 
measure. The cross-spectral of sound pressure and vibration velocity ( )

xpVS f ( )
ypVS f can 

be expressed as: 
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Where ‘ ’means conjugate, the active acoustic intensity flow can be expressed as: 
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Where ‘ Re ’means real part of variable, the horizontal azimuth of allover frequency 
points can be expressed as: 
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For the broadband multiple targets, the statistic results of horizontal azimuth in 
frequency domain can be acquired by histogram statistics. According to formula (6) we 
know the direction estimation bear on frequency f , the different frequency points 
correspond to different direction estimation. The formula of each frequency point’s 
direction estimation can be expressed as: 
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Histogram statistics is used as direction estimation of each frequency point, in the 
other words, according to certain interval of grouping; we can get the direction estimation 
values concerned about frequency by group statistics. If the interval of grouping is 1°, the 
equation can be expressed as: 

]/180*)([ πfθk i                              (8)  
1)()(  kθkθ                                (9)  

In the formula (9), [.]  means rounding operation, we can get k by rounding operation 
after the direction estimation value )( ifθ  of certain frequency point converting into 
angle.   is an sequence, the initialization of this sequence is zeros, the sequence is used 
to deposit the estimated frequency of different angle, the angles are k within in the 
range[-180°,180°]in one direction estimation, when every new k is acquired, the estimated 
frequency )(kθ  of this sequence adds 1.The final result is the direction estimation. 

3. A VECTOR BEARING ESTIMATION ALGORITHM BASED ON LOFAR 
SPECTRUM EXTRACTION 
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In underwater acoustic detection processing, ship and warships are the main acoustic 
target. This kind of targets possesses the strong line spectrum character in low-frequency 
range, because of propellers and the periodic rotation components, the line spectrum level 
is often more than 6dB higher than continuous spectrum, with a feature of high signal to 
noise ratio, and that the different ships have different line spectrum feature, therefore the 
cross-powder spectrum method could realize the multi-target resolution and acquire higher 
accuracy. In this paper the low-frequency line spectrum direction estimation methods are 
researched, this paper combined low-frequency LOFAR line spectrum extracting method 
with single vector line spectrum DOA estimation method. Firstly, bilateral α  filtering is 
used to extract continuous spectral envelope, set threshold to get over-threshold LOFAR 
line spectrum, and then estimate the direction of line spectrum using cross-powder 
spectrum method. The LOFAR line spectrum extraction signal processing block diagram 
is given: 

)(tP )( fP )( fLP

)( fLP )( fPL 

)(
____

fLP

 
Fig.1 LOFAR line spectrum extraction algorithm block diagram 

Because of the stability of the sound pressure signal, select it as the original input signal 
for extracting the line spectrum. Firstly, calculate the pressure signal power 
spectrum )( fp , then do the logarithm processing of the )( fp , get the power spectrum 
logarithm value )( fLP . 

            )(log10)( fpfLP                            (10)  
Then use bilateralα filter to filter the power spectrum and extract continuous envelope. 

The calculation formula of α filter is as follows: 
                )]1()([)1()(  nxnxαnyny                     (11) 

Where  x n is the input sequence,  y n is the output sequence, and this input sequence 
is acoustic pressure )( fLP , n is the frequency f. Actually, bilateral α filtering is giving 

 LP f  a forward filtering and reverse the output, then doing inverse α filtering. One of 
the advantages of the bilateral α filtering is it can acquire more smoother continuous 
spectrum envelope background, the other is it could overcome the output lag problem of 
unidirectional α filtering. After bilateral α filtering, extract continuous envelope and then 
set detection threshold DT, set the number over the DT as over-threshold LOFAR line 
spectrum. Then using cross-spectral histogram method, just do the vector direction 
estimation to the frequency that exceed the threshold. At last, get the direction results. The 
signal processing block diagram is given: 
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Fig.2 Vector DOA estimation signal processing block 
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This signal processing algorithm is applied to single vector submersible buoy. Vector 
hydrophone will rotate under the rush of water, so we need to use compass to amend the 
vibration velocity data to acquire the true coordinate. The compass amendment formula is 
as follows: 
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Where  t is the compass record value of different time. After amend the compass, do 
the LOFAR line spectrum extraction and get the over-threshold frequency, then estimate 
the direction of line spectrum using cross-powder spectrum method. Finally, do the 
histogram statistics and get the multi-target direction. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS 
Using single vector buoy system tests the usability of this algorithm, the test conditions 

and velocity profile distribution map are as follows: 

 
Fig.3 The test condition schematic diagram and velocity profile distribution map 

Test condition: single vector submersible buoy, anchoring depth 42.7m, sea depth of 
work space 85m, frequency bandwidth 20~100Hz, working time 10 hours. LOFAR line 
spectrum extraction comparison is as follows: 

      
     (a) Power spectrum                (b) LOFAR line spectrum extraction 

Fig.4 LOFAR line spectrum results comparison 
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 (c) Broadband cross-spectrum histogram method    (d) LOFAR line spectrum extraction  

Fig.5 DOA estimation results comparison 
Figure 4 is the comparison of LOFAR line spectrum results, (a) is a ten hours of 

original sound pressure signal spectrum, (b) is the acoustic signal spectrum which after 
line spectrum extraction and filtering the continuous spectrum. Compared two figures we 
can get that, the method we adopted can well extracting the LOFAR line spectrum from 
the continuous spectrum background. Figure 5 is the comparison of cross-spectrum 
histogram method and LOFAR line spectrum extraction DOA estimation. Obviously, 
LOFAR line spectrum extraction DOA estimate method could achieve better performance 
and better multi-target resolution than cross-spectrum histogram method. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced a new algorithm on LOFAR linear spectrum direction estimation 

of multi-targets with a low frequency vector hydrophone. This algorithm is verified by 
using the data acquired from single vector buoy, and the result shows that using bilateral α 
filtering extract continuous spectral envelope can perfectly get line spectral information 
under the background of complex continuous spectral. And the LOFAR line spectrum 
extraction DOA estimate method could achieve better performance and better multi-target 
resolution than cross-spectrum histogram method. 
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Abstract: For a single vector hydrophone, DOA estimation is difficult with coherent 

interference conditions in the same frequency band. Whether it is the time domain average 

sound intensity method or frequency domain cross-spectrum method can only obtain 

synthetic azimuth in the case of the target signal is in the same frequency band as the 

interference. When both signal and interference are single-frequency signal, with different 

signal to noise ratio, the synthetic azimuth result will tend to the strong one. 

Cross-spectrum histogram method can distinguish multi-target in different broadband, but 

doesn’t work well when targets are in the same frequency band, and results will tend to 

the strong signal. This paper researches on broadband coherent interference suppression 

method in the same frequency band by combining vector electron spin and adaptive 

filtering algorithm. Also the principles and conditions of the new method is analysed, then 

pointed out that the performance of the method depends on the signal to noise ratio and 

the angle between the target and the interference. It works well under high SNR, low 

signal-to-interference ratio situation. By simulate and experiment, this paper validate the 

effectiveness of the method and the correctness of the conclusions. 

Keywords: Vector Hydrophone, Interference Suppression, DOA Estimation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For a single vector hydrophone, DOA estimation is difficult in the same broadband 

under coherent interference conditions [1-3]. Whether it is the time domain average sound 

intensity method or frequency domain cross-spectrum method can only obtain synthetic 

azimuth in the case of the target signal is in the same band as the interference [4]. The 

reference [5] which based on adaptive algorithm provides a way to suppress the coherent 

interference. It indicates that the vector hydrophone has combined directionality output 

signal 
sv by electron spin two velocities. The 

sv ’s directionality zero can point to any 

azimuth. We can make the zero point to the interference azimuth. Then the
sv signal does 

not include interference signal. Take the 
sv  signal, the pressure and vibration velocity 

signal as reference input for the adaptive noise cancellation. So that the coherent 

interference component in the adaptive cancellation output (filter output) is suppressed, 

and achieve the purpose of coherent interference suppression. It is an ideal model without 

noise condition. But in fact, the performance of the method is affected by the noise 

seriously. The paper analysed the performance of this method in noise condition, and 

points out that the performance is determined by the SNR (signal to noise ratio) and the 

angle between the target and interference. The simulation and experimentation are done to 

confirm the conclusion. 

2.  THE PRINCIPLE OF METHOD 

Assume that the mathematical model of the received signal from single vector 

hydrophone is as follows. Where )(txn
 is the sound pressure of a plane wave coherent 

interference. And n is the azimuth angle. )(txs
is the sound pressure of target signal  

and 
sθ is the azimuth angle of the target signal. The target signal and interference signal 

are independent of each other. The mathematical model of simple two-dimensional vector 

sensor can be expressed as follows: 
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Where )(tp  is the pressure signal, )(tvx
 and )(tv y  are the time series of velocity 

corresponding to x-axis and y-axis respectively, )(),(),( tntntn vyvxp are the isotropic noises 

of the pressure and two velocities. The sound intensity flow )( fIPVx ， )( fIPVy  could be 

expressed as:  
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‘*’ represents conjugation, )( fp is the pressure spectrum which is the Fourier 

transform of )(tp . )(* fVx and )(* fVy  are the velocity spectrum of )(tvx
 and )(tv y . 

Then horizontal azimuth in each frequency can be given by the following formula:  
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‘Re’ represents taking the real part. For broadband multi-targets, the azimuth statistical 

results can be obtained by the histogram statistical method. The estimated azimuth at 

every frequency can be obtained by formula (4) 
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The histogram is the azimuth estimation value statistics at every frequency band, in 

other words, this method is in accordance with certain packet interval to estimate a series 

of azimuths related to frequency in packet statistics. When there is interference source, 

processing diagram based on adaptive interference filtering method is as follows： 
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Fig 1 Processing block diagram of coherent interference suppression method with a vector hydrophone 

First, obtain the interference azimuth. Then make vibration velocity signal electron 

spin’s zero align the interference azimuth
nθ , to get the reference signal  tvs

. And then 

filter the original sound pressure and vibration velocity signals which do not include the 

interference. The filter output is used for cross spectral histogram azimuth estimation so as 

to obtain the target azimuth 
sθ .The calculation formula of zero alignment φ  velocity 

rotating components 
sv  is as follows: 
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         (5) 

Make
nθφ  , the rotated zero align the interference azimuth, the signal will not contain 

the interference signal, the results are as follows 

  nvynvxnsss θtnθtnθθtxtv cos)(sin)()sin()(                   (6) 

Thus 
sv  signal include target signal )(txs

 except interference signal )(txn
, if this 

sv  

signal could be as reference signal for the adaptive filter to filter the original sound 

pressure and vibration velocity signal, the filter will output non-coherent signal. 

3. EFFECT OF NOISE ON THE MEASUREMENT 

According to the formula of the reference signal 
sv ’s calculation , the reference signal 

in adaptive filter includes not only the target channel noise , but also two vibration 

velocity channels noise. Therefore, the noise can’t be filtered out when the 
sv  signal as 
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reference signal. In fact, the target azimuth which obtained by the above method is a 

biased estimation, will produce deviation or not depend on the proportion of noise in the 

sv  signal, in other words, it’s related with the SNR in the 
sv  signal component. There 

are two factors affecting the SNR, one is due to the impact of )sin( ns θθ   while 

electronic spin is forming , the smaller the )sin( ns θθ   value is , the lower the SNR will 

be, so the SNR of the adaptive filter output vibration velocity channel is lower and the 

lateral performance gets worse. The other one is the low SNR of the received original 

signal, when the noise in the received original signal is strong, the SNR of sv  is low, if 

this signal as the reference signal, the SNR of filtering output will be low. In order to 

evaluate the performance of the method in practice, the SNR of signal component in 
sv  

is set as the quality factor to analyze the performance of the method. In order to facilitate 

the formula derivation, make some assumptions, target signal and background noise is 

Gauss noise, the SNR can be equivalent to the variance of SNR. Assuming that the 

original signal )(txs
 variance is 2

sσ , the noise variance of two vibration velocity channel 

noise )(tnvx
 and )(tnvy  are the same and equal to 2

nvσ , it’s half of the pressure channel 

noise variance, snr is the pressure channel SNR (not including the interference), the 

pressure channel noise variance is 2/22

nvnp σσ  , Then, the calculation formula of 

reference signal sv ’s SNR is as follows: 

2
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22

2222
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 (7) 

The larger the
ssnr is, the bigger the target signal components in the reference signal will 

be and noise is smaller, the better effect of azimuth estimation will be. According to the 

formula 9, ssnr  value is related with two factors, one is the input SNR of sound pressure 

signal, the other one is the angle between the target and the interference. In fact, ssnr  

value of the input signal is linear relation with pressure signal. With the sound pressure 

signal and noise ratio increasing, the quality factor increase gradually. The relationship of 

the quality factor and the angle between the target and interference is that the quality 

factor is minimum when the angle is close to 0° or 180°, while increase when the angle is 

away from these degrees. That is to say, When the target and interference near or on the 

contrary, the quality factor value is minimum, while the azimuth interval is 90° or 270° , 

the quality factor is maximum. According to the experiences, the azimuth interval 

corresponding to the quality factor less than 2 is belong to invalid range. Based on the 

above, the higher SNR is, the larger effective azimuth range will be. And the performance 

is optimal when the azimuth interval is 90° or 270°. What the next is the simulation 

analysis and experimental verification. 

4. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

The following is the simulation analysis of this new algorithm. The simulation 

conditions are as follows, the signal frequency band is 100~400Hz, integral time is 10s, 

the SIR is -3dB, the interference azimuth is assumed known as fixed on the 80º, target 

azimuth is changed from 50º to 100º, the target azimuth changing rate is 3°/s. The 

following is the simulation results of using interference cancellation method under the 

condition of 6dB SNR pressure signal, the azimuth estimation results of cross spectral 

histogram is following. 
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(a) Synthetic azimuth before adaptive filter     (b) Synthetic azimuth after adaptive filter 

Fig 2 Results comparison when SIR=-3dB, SNR=6dB 

In Fig 2(a), the target and interference are in the same frequency band, and the 

interference is stronger 3dB than target, therefore the two targets can’t be distinguished in 

the cross spectral histogram, the synthesis azimuth locates between the target and the 

interference. in Fig 2(b), azimuth estimation error appeared when the angle between the 

target and interference is less than 25º, when the angle is more closer to the target, the 

more the error will be.  

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In practice, obtain the accurate interference azimuth is a problem. Different ships and 

warships have different frequency spectrum. Although the two targets are overlap in 

certain frequency bands, there is still some difference in other bands, so we can get the 

interference azimuth in those bands. An experiment result is show as follow. In the 

experiments, the target and interference are mainly distributed in the band 30~100Hz, but 

interference is significantly stronger than the target signal in the band 100~300Hz. So first 

to obtain interference azimuth in the band 100~300Hz, then use the interference azimuth 

to electronic spin and adaptive filter the data in low frequency 30~100Hz.  

   
(a) 30~100Hz Result before adaptive filtering (b) 100~300Hz Result before adaptive filtering 

 

(c)Result after low-frequnency adaptive processing 

Fig 3 Result 1of experiment data processing 
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The Fig 3(a) shows that there are more than one target, while can’t obtain the multi 

targets azimuths due to the target frequency band overlap, but in Fig 3(b), the strong 

interference azimuth is observed clearly, it’s feasible to obtain interference azimuth by 

using the processed result in high frequency band, then apply this azimuth to electron spin 

in low-frequency 30~100Hz to obtain adaptive filtering reference signal, and adaptive 

process low-frequency band signal, the processed result is shown in Fig 3(c), the adaptive 

processing can distinguish another target azimuth. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a method for broadband coherent interference suppression with a vector 

hydrophone was studied. The factors which affect the method performance are analyzed 

and the quality factor is given. What’s more, the practicability of this method is verified by 

both simulation and experiments. The results show that the method performance is mainly 

affected by the input SNR of the target and the angle between the target and the 

interference. In higher input SNR, the performance is better. The effect is the worst when 

the angle between the target and interference is near or reverses, and is the best when it’s 

vertical. 
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AN ALGORITHM FOR UNDERWATER SMALL MOVING TARGETS 

ACOUSTICAL DETECTION BASED ON TRACK-BEFORE-DETECT 

TECHNIQUE 

Tingting Tenga,   Jing Yua,   Linsen Gaoa,   Dajun Suna 

Abstract: Due to the complex underwater acoustic propagation environment, the strength 
level of the reverberation and other interference makes the small moving target detection 
difficult. Meanwhile, the unstability of small targets echoes makes the detection difficulty 
further. In this paper, the Track-Before-Detect (TBD) technique was applied for the detection 
problem of the small moving target in the low Signal-to-Reverberation Ratio (SRR) condition. 
The algorithm based on TBD technique combined the range-bearing-time 3-D CFAR 
detection method with Hough Transform (HT), and took the advantages of the spatial 
correlation and the temporal correlation. In the algorithm, firstly the range-bearing-time 3-D 
images were projected into the range-bearing 2-D image, then the improved 2-D CFAR track 
detector was applied for the target track detection in the 2-D image, finally HT was used for 
the signal energy accumulation. The paper gave the simulation and pool experiment results 
of the algorithm performance, and the results indicated that the performance of the projector 
from 3-D images into 2-D image based on the way of the maximum selection accumulation is 
superior to the other projectors mentioned, and the improved 2-D CFAR detector shows the 
well detection performance, and the use of the Hough transform increases the detection 
probability further. 

Keywords: Small moving target detection; 2-D CFAR detector; Hough transform; 
Track-Before-Detect 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional methods for the moving target detection and tracking are based on 
Detect-Before-Track (DBT) technique. The DBT technique is easy to implement, however, 
weak signal at low SNR is easy to be lost, and it makes the tracking error. 

Track-Before-Detect (TBD)[1-2] technology was firstly applied in infrared field, 
providing a reference method for the weak target detection and tracking in the sonar area. In 
TBD method the track detection is adopted, which can be thought as a non-coherent 
accumulation detection. TBD also uses strong temporal correlation of the moving target 
between frames to improve the detection performance.  

In this paper, TBD technique is applied for the underwater small moving targets detection. 
An algorithm for moving targets detection based on TBD technique is proposed. Firstly, the 
range-bearing-time 3-D images were projected into the range-bearing 2-D image by the 
maximum selection accumulation mode. Then the improved 2-D CFAR detector was applied 
for the track detection to complete the first threshold processing of TBD, and the detection 
results were projected into the parameters space by Hough Transform to complete the second 
threshold processing of TBD. Finally the performance of the moving target detection which is 
based on the image sequences accumulation CFAR-Hough track detection is discussed. 

2. SMALL MOVING TARGET DETECTION ALGORITHM 

2.1 Acoustical image sequences accumulation 

The small moving target detection algorithm is based on frame sequences of the acoustic 
images, rather than the single frame. The frame sequences of the acoustic images can 
constitute the range-bearing-time 3-D information space. 

The accumulation result by the maximum selection accumulation (MSA, for short) mode 
can be written as  

 1 2( , ) max ( , , ), ( , , ), ,  ( , , ) Ng r f r t f r t f r t                    (1) 

where ( , , )kf r t 1,2, ,k N  is the frame sequences of the acoustic images. ( , )r   needs to 
be traversed, then track detection is implemented for the 2-D accumulated image ( , )g r  . 

2.2 Range-bearing 2-D CFAR track detector 

CFAR detector[3] is mainly applied to static target. For the accumulation image, the 
estimation of background noise is raised due to the image pixels strength from the target track 
in reference unit, then the detection threshold increases, and it causes the weak targets 
couldn’t be detected. In this section, the improved 2-D CFAR detector is used to ensure the 
estimation accuracy of background noise level. In the improved CFAR detector, the part from 
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the target track in reference unit is removed, and the remaining is used for background 
estimation. 

Since the track of a small underwater target approximates a straight line within short time, 
we can predict 4 or 6 straight tracks in the reference cell window. Taking 4 predicted tracks 
as an example, to get the summations of the background strength along the 4 tracks, then sort 
them, and get the maximum (1)z . If (1)z compared to the average of the other 3 tracks is less 
than (dB) , we can consider the noise as uniform noise background, otherwise, considered as 
non-uniform noise background, in the other words, the predicted track contains the target 
track. 

Taking three smaller summations (1) (2) (3), ,z z z , whose value summation is used for the 
estimation of the background noise level z . In uniform background, the reference unit is 
independent identical distributed in the reference window. Since the moment generating 
function of the independent random variable summation is equal to the product of each 
moment generating function of the random variable, the moment generating function of z   
can be written as 

2 2 2 2(1) ( 2 ) (3)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

n n n n
z z z zx T x T x T x T

M x M z M z M z
      

              (2) 

where 2
n  denotes the average background noise power, and T  denotes the nominal factor.  

Assuming each track contains 2n reference cells, the false alarm probability of 2-D CFAR 
track detector can be calculated as 

 2 22( )

3 3
2 2 6( ) ( ) (1 ) (1 )

in nn

n n
f z z nx T x Tx T

P M x M x x T
 

  
 

       
                   

(3) 

The nominal factor can be written as 
1/ 6( ) 1n

fT P                                           (4) 

The first detection threshold can be obtained as 

  1 6
(1) (2) (3)( ) 1n

fS T z P z z z                               (5) 

2.3 Hough Transform track detection 

Hough Transform[4] is typically used to detect straight or curved line formed by line 
segments in the image. The paper is aimed at small underwater moving target track detection. 
Since the low velocity of small target, the track is approximately straight in a short time, 
Hough transform can be used to complete the second threshold processing. 

The first detection threshold is given by 2-D CFAR track detector in the previous section. 
Then the detection results by the first threshold processing are projected into the parameter 
space by Hough Transform to make the track energy accumulate to one point in the parameter 
space. In fact, the transform completes a non-coherent integration. After the second threshold 
processing in parameter space, the detection result of that point can be obtained, then make 
the point information restore to the information of the straight line (target track). 
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3. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE SIMULATION 

Simulation conditions: the center frequency of CW pulse signal is 25kHz, the pulse width 
is 0.2ms. The target moves along a line with constant velocity. Collect 13 frames data in all. 
Target speed is (0.1m/f ,0.3m/f )v  . False alarm probability of CFAR track detector is 410 . 
Background noise is random Gaussian white noise. 

Through 200 times Monte Carlo simulations, the detection performances of the different 
accumulation modes of frame sequences are shown in figure1. In different accumulation 
modes, the summing accumulation mode refers to summation of the frame sequences, and the 
accumulation after single frame detection mode refers to the summation of binary image of 
single frame image.  
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Fig.1: The detection performance curves       Fig. 2: The detection performance curves 

of different accumulation modes               of different CFAR detectors 

Figure1 shows that 2-D CA-CFAR detector has a good detection performance for the 
single frame image. For the detection of the image sequences, the performance of 2-D CFAR 
track detector based on MSA mode is superior to the method based on the summing 
accumulation mode and the accumulation after single frame detection mode. 

For the 2-D image after accumulation, the performances of different CFAR detectors are 
given. The compared results by 200 times Monte Carlo experiments are shown in figure2, 
and the simulation parameters are the same to the parameters in figure1. The TM-CFAR 
detector[5] in figure2 is ordered statistical CFAR detector, who has better anti-interference 
performance. The result of figure2 shows that 2-D CA-CFAR detector (in uniform 
background) has good performance for the stationary target detection. The performance of 
2-D CA-CFAR detector for the image sequences detection of moving targets is deteriorated 
badly. The detection threshold modified by 2-D TM-CFAR detector improves the detection 
performance. The detection threshold modified by the improved 2-D CFAR track detector 
improves the detection performance further. 

The detection performance comparison between the algorithm based on the MSA 
CFAR-Hough track detector and based on single frame CA-CFAR detector are given. 
Simulation conditions: 20 frames accumulated by the MSA mode, 500 times Monte Carlo 
simulations, false alarm probability of CFAR detection is 210 . 
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(a) the detection probability performance     (b) the false alarm probability performance             
Fig. 3: The performance comparison between the method based on MSA CFAR-Hough 

detector and based on the single frame CA-CFAR detector 
The result of figure3 shows that the performance of the algorithm based on the MSA 

CFAR-Hough track detector is superior to the method based on the single frame CA-CFAR 
detector. To achieve the same detection probability, the algorithm based on the MSA 
CFAR-Hough track detector needs 2-4dB SNR less, and the false alarm probability reduces. 

4. POOL EXPERIMENT 

A uniform line array with 14 array elements was used in the pool experiment, and the 
element spacing is 7cm. The center frequency is 25kHz, and the bandwith is 10kHz, and the 
pulse width is 2ms. Make a plastic hollow cylinder with 8cm in diameter as the target. The 
target strength measured is -23dB～-25dB. The target was suspended into the water with a 
fishing line, moving from far to near. 150 frames with 1 fps data refresh rate are collected in 
total. 

The target detection results are shown in Figure4. Figure4 (a) shows the accumulation 
result of 150 frames sequences based on MSA mode, and (b) shows the result of 2-D CFAR 
track detector, and (c) shows the result of the Hough Transform target track detector. 

      

(a) accumulation result    (b) 2-D CFAR track detection result (c) Hough Transform result 
Fig. 4: The result of the moving target detection 
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Figure4 shows that during target movement, the echo strength of the target in the farther 
distance from sensor array attenuated seriously, and the image pixel value was very weak, 
and much more clutters were detected. The target track was detected using 2-D CFAR track 
detector. However, the target detection result at the distance 5m was not ideal, because the 
interfering points at the right side of the target track (that is the twice reflection from bottom 
to surface) made the detection threshold increased, resulting in the detection probability 
reduction. Then, using Hough Transform the target track can be successfully detected, and the 
probability of the detection was improved further.  

5. CONCLUSION 

An algorithm for small moving targets detection based on the MSA CFAR-Hough detector 
is proposed. Through the detection performances comparison of three accumulation mode, 
we can get that the performance of the accumulation mode based on MSA(maximum 
selection accumulation) is superior to the methods based on the summing accumulation and 
the accumulation after detection. Through the detection performance analysis of three 2-D 
CFAR detectors, we can get that the performance of the improved 2-D CFAR track detector 
has 2-3dB higher than TM-CFAR detector, and much better than CA-CFAR detector for the 
2-D accumulated image detection. Both the detection probability and false alarm probability 
of the MSA CFAR-Hough detector are superior to the single frame CA-CFAR detector. The 
pool experiment validated the feasibility of the algorithm finally. 
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Abstract：Underwater acoustic communication signal with high sound source level leads to 
the exposure of underwater communication platform. To overcome this problem, a bionic 
camouflage method is proposed in this paper to realize covert underwater acoustic 
communication (CUAC). The frequency-modulated harmonic whistles produced by dolphins 
are used as the signal carrier. The whistle is modeled by instant frequency and amplitude 
while information is conveyed by the modification of instance frequency. A frame structure is 
proposed to facilitate synchronization and demodulation. Data rate of 10 bits per second is 
achieved in the pool experiment with a horizontal distance of 15m, which validates the 
feasibility of the proposed scheme. 
 
Keyword: covert underwater acoustic communication (CUAC), bionic, dolphin whistles 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To realize covert underwater acoustic communication, the traditional approach is to reduce 
the transmit power to keep a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at receiver, aiming to conceal 
signals under the oceanic ambient noise. However, these communication signals could 
eventually be detected by conducting integration for a sufficiently long time by the detect 
sonar. For these cases traditional technologies couldn’t work well for CUAC. 

Differing from the traditional underwater covert acoustic communications, a method that 
uses the sound produced by marine mammals in the ocean to accomplish underwater secure 
covert acoustic communication, which is firstly found in the ONR annual technical report[1]. 
LFM signal is also used to imitate the dolphin whistles as a carrier presented in [2-4], which 
is only used for robust and high-speed communications, not for covert communications. 
Evologics has developed various underwater acoustic modems based on S2C algorithm. A 
modulation method based on PPM communication system is presented for modulating the 
information on the dolphin click signal ticking time, which only shows the received signal 
waveform and schematic, with no explicit demodulation method[5]. Arizona University uses 
the LFM signal to model dolphin whistles [6, 7], where information is modulated by changing 
the parameters of LFM including amplitude, frequency and phase. But only the fundamental 
wave is used in this scheme, ignoring the fact that dolphin whistle signal has harmonic 
characteristics. The extended Prony method is used in [8] to estimate the time-varying power 
spectrum of the dolphin whistle signal, and a bionic communication method based on 
watermarked dolphin whistle signal is also proposed. Both the modulation and demodulation 
method with the extended Prony is presented to estimate certain parameters. An experimental 
demonstrating biological mimicry method for CUAC is conducted in [9]. Dolphin whistles 
are used for synchronization while dolphin clicks are used as the information carrier. The 
time interval between dolphin clicks conveys the information bits. Bit error rates were less 
than 10-4 with 37 bits per second data rate in the lake test. 

In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for CUAC by adopting dolphin whistles. 
Information is modulated on whistle contour. The whistle signal with the modulated contour 
can not only carry on the information, but also sound like the real dolphin whistle. 

2. INFORMATION MODULATION ON DOLPHIN WHISTLES 
 

Based on dolphin whistle signal modeling and synthesis described in paper [10, 11], a new 
bionic camouflage communications algorithm is proposed in this paper. This algorithm only 
changes the time and frequency spectral contour of the dolphin whistle signal, and keeps the 
original signal duration. By compressing and expanding the spectral contour, information is 
modulated based on the dolphin whistles. 

The center frequency of all the harmonics keeps constant. While bits information is loaded 
by modulating the frequency range of the compression or expansion factor, which can be 
expressed as follows. 
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Where 0rf is the center frequency of the r  harmonic, and N is the length of the r

harmonic. 
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In the formula (2), a  is the coefficient of the compression or expansion of the harmonic. 
If 1a  , the range of the signal frequency is extended; else if 1a   , the range of the signal 
frequency is compressed. 

Define the range of whistle signal frequency companding coefficient by A . Then we have 
1( ) * 1A m
Aa

M A


 

                                                                                
(3) 

Where m  is the modulation parameters, and M  is the maximum value of the modulation 
parameters. 

 

Fig.1: The contour compression signal   Fig.2: The contour expansion signal 
Fig.1 and    Fig.2 show the results after frequency modulation of compression and 

expansion. The upper subfigures of both figures are the original signals. The lower subfigures 
are the signals after modulation. Frequency compression coefficient is 0.6 in Fig.1. 
Frequency expansion coefficient is 1.6 in    Fig.2.  

At the receiver, we can synchronize the received bionic modulated signal by correlation 
processing. The methods described above are used to obtain the spectrum contour of the 
bionic modulated signal. As the center frequency keeps constant, the location of the center 
frequency point can be determined first. Then by comparing the points on two sides of the 
center frequency with the spectrum contour of the original signal, the coefficient of the 
compression or expansion can be obtained. According to the results of weighted average the 
coefficients of each point, we can demodulate the information. 

Note that the closer the sampling points to the center frequency point are, the smaller the 
changes in width of frequency are, which induces more errors when demodulating. So when 
choosing the points to calculate the coefficient of compression or expansion, it should start to 
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choose the points at a distance from the center frequency point and calculate the coefficient. 
The other way that can reduce errors is to calculate the weighted average coefficient of the 
sampling points at different distances from the center frequency point. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

An experiment was conducted in the pool in Harbin Engineering University, China. The 
pool is about 45 m length, 6 m width, and 5 m depth. The walls of the pool are covered by 
sound-absorbing wedges. The bottom of the pool is covered by sand. The depths of the 
transducer and hydrophone are both 2 m. The horizontal distance between them is 15 m.  

The frequency range of the transducer is 8~20 kHz. The hydrophone is BK’s 8105. The 
data collection device was NI’s USB-6356, which are shown in Fig.3. 

 
Transducer             Hydrophone       data collection device 

Fig.3: Equipment in pool test 
Each modulated signal carries 7 bit information with a data rate of 11.02 bps. The binary 

information converted to a decimal value which is used as the modulation parameters and 
determine the coefficients of the modulation signals. During the experiment, A is set to 1.5, 
then a  changes between 1/1.5 and 1.5. The amplitude-time figure and the frequency-time 
figure of the send signal and the receive signal are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.4 respectively. 

 
Fig.4: Transmitted signal             Fig.5: Received signal 

After synchronizing with the received signal, each modulated signal is extracted. The 
spectrum contours of the fourth modulated signal and the tenth modulated signal are shown in 
Fig.6 as an example of all the whistles received. 
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Fig.6: Spectrogram of the received signals 
According to the spectrum contours, the coefficients of the modulated signal could be 

calculated. Comparing the estimated coefficients with the real coefficients, we could find that 
the estimated coefficients have a deviation from the real value near the center frequency 
points, leading to a big error in the points where the contour changes dramatically. So we 
need to discard the sampling points near the center frequency and reduce the weight when the 
contours change large when calculate the weighted average of the coefficients. 

According to the characteristics of the whistle signals, we choose the points on two sides 
of the center of the spectrum contours at a certain distance, and select a relative flat part to 
calculate. The results are shown in Table 1. From the results we can find that it can be 
demodulated accurately at a short distance in the pool with a high SNR condition. 

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Binary information 
before modulation 

0111
110 

0100
111 

0001
011 

0000
010 

0100
101 

1101
011 

1010
000 

0001
011 

1000
110 

1111
001 

Decimal information 
before modulation 43 58 13 3 57 77 96 13 123 81 

The coefficients 
before modulation 

0.94
88 

1.04
72 

0.75
20 

0.68
64 

1.04
07 

1.17
19 

1.29
66 

0.75
20 

1.47
38 

1.19
82 

The coefficients 
after demodulation 

0.94
92 

1.04
73 

0.75
23 

0.68
66 

1.04
14 

1.17
28 

1.29
79 

0.75
22 

1.47
53 

1.19
94 

Decimal information 
after demodulation 43 58 13 3 57 77 96 13 123 81 

Binary information 
after demodulation 

0111
110 

0100
111 

0001
011 

0000
010 

0100
101 

1101
011 

1010
000 

0001
011 

1000
110 

1111
001` 

Table 1: Demodulation results 

4. CONCLULSION 
 

A bionic underwater acoustic communication by contour companding of dolphin whistles 
is presented in this paper. Comparing with the traditional CUAC such as spread spectrum 
communication, orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) and chaos covert 
underwater communication, the method in this paper uses the dolphin sounds as the carrier to 
transfer information by compressing and expanding the spectrum contour. Therefore it is not 
necessary to work at a pretty low SNR. Thus the communication distance could be increased. 
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Finally the performance of the proposed method is verified in pool test. The transmitted 
signals and received signals sound much like the real dolphin whistles, which facilitate 
CUAC. 
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Abstract: In recent years, with the continuous development of vibration and noise reduction 
technology, the traditional method is difficult to meet the requirement of accurate 
measurement of ship radiated noise. A new type of vector hydrophone appeared nineties in 
the last century is able to get underwater sound pressure and particle velocity information at 
the same time, and theory and experiment demonstrate that it can give comprehensive 
description of the sound field information, and it has a lot of advantages, such as the good 
low frequency directivity and measuring capacity, suppressing the isotropic noise, and etc. 
The paper researched methods of the radiated noise measuring by vector hydrophones. The 
paper introduced a vector hydrophone low-noise measurement system. The results of 
computer simulation and trial data indicated the correctness and effectiveness of the vector 
hydrophone low-noise measurement system. 

Keywords: vector hydrophone, measuring, radiated noise 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Accurate measurement of ship radiated noise can provide a necessary data support to ship 
vibration and noise reduction to improve the ship’s stealth performance and fight capability. 
In recent years, with the continuous development of vibration and noise reduction 
technology, the ship radiated noise has been declining. Single sound pressure hydrophone or 
multiple hydrophones array are used on traditional measurement, in order to obtain space 
gain, especially at low frequency, the sound pressure hydrophone arrays are generally 
gigantic. The engineering application of vector hydrophone provide a new idea to solve the 
problem. The isotropic noise can be suppressed by vector hydrophone, and it can achieve 
higher gain and  improve the measurement capability of ship radiated noise. 

2. MEASURING TECHNOLOGY BY VECTOR HYDROPHONE  
In acoustics, if the media is treated as ideal fluid, and sound pressure is treated as a 

scalar, it reflects the media intensity of pressure in relation to changes in static caused by 
sound waves. Sound intensity is a vector, and it reflects movement status of energy in sound 
field and characterizes the basic characteristics of target sound source. When sound waves 
transmit in the media, they carry two forms of energy—kinetic energy and potential energy, 
in fact transmission of sound waves is the transmission of sound energy. Energy flow density 
is defined as through the perpendicular to the sound propagation direction of sound energy 
per unit area and per unit time. 

vω p                                                               （1） 
p is acoustic pressure of the medium, v  is particle velocity of the medium. When vp  is 
positive, it means acoustic energy flows out along the wave propagation direction; When vp  
is negative, it means acoustic energy flow flows in along the wave propagation direction. 

Acoustic intensity is the instantaneous value per unit area of sound energy flosws 
through the perpendicular to the propagation direction. The average sound energy density: 


T

dtp
T 0

1 vI                                                          （2） 

T is the medium particle vibration cycle, the unit of sound intensity I  is 2m/W . The 
direction of sound intensity depends on the direction of particle velocity v , and its value 
depends on sound pressure p, particle velocity v  and its phase relationship. 

In the frequency domain, the complex sound intensity of a point r in the sound field is 
defined as: 

),(),(),( *  rVrrI P                                               （3） 
  means frequency, superscript * denotes complex conjugation, ),( rP 、 ),( rV  denote 
the Fourier transform of sound pressure and vibration velocity. Complex sound intensity may 
also be expressed as active and reactive sound intensity: 

),(),(),(  rIrIrI rac i                                          （4） 
),( rIa  is active sound intensity that denotes sound energy which can spread to the distant; 
),( rI r  is reactive sound intensity that can not spread. 

For single-frequency uniform plane wave, active sound intensity is proportional to the 
square of sound pressure amplitude, and its direction is coincidence with propagation 
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direction of sound wave; reactive sound intensity is zero, sound pressure and particle velocity 
is of the same phase or reversed-phase. 

r
r

r
rI 2

)(
1),( A

ca 
  ， 0),( rI r                                   （5） 

)(r  is medium density of point r in the sound field, c is sound propagation speed in the 
media, A is acoustic pressure amplitude, and   denotes modulus. 

For single-frequency spherical wave, active sound intensity is inversely proportional to 
the square of the distance; reactive sound intensity is inversely proportional to distance’s 
three parities—which is a small amount of high-end of active sound intensity. In far-field 
conditions, the reactive sound intensity can be neglected; sound pressure and particle velocity 
are basically of the same phase or reversed-phase. 

r
r

r
rI 2

2

)(
1),(

r
A

ca 
  ，

r
r

r
rI 3

2

)(
1),(

r
A

cr 
                 （6） 

By the calculating formula of sound intensity vector we know, as long as we measure the 
sound pressure p and particle velocity v  of any point in space, we can get the sound 
intensity vector of this point. Thus it can be seen， acoustic vector hydrophone is a 
combination of sound pressure hydrophone and the direct or indirect measurement of 
particle velocity sensors in different ways. Sound pressure hydrophone measures sound 
pressure in space; particle velocity hydrophone measures the particle velocity in sound field. 
Therefore, acoustic vector hydrophone can simultaneously measure scalar acoustic pressure 
and particle velocity vector at the same point in order to obtain sound intensity vector in any 
point of the underwater sound field. With the increasingly maturity of sound intensity 
measurement technology and measurement theory, acoustic vector hydrophone will be 
widespread adopt in actual process of acoustic measurement. 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATING 
The moving trajectory is unidirectional and rectilinear, S0 point is the nearest distance 

location from measuring hydrophone to the ship. 

 
Fig.1: the schematic of measurement 

The ship radiated noise characteristic curve is showed in the following figure: 

 
Fig.2: the theoretical schematic of through characteristic curve 

I(t)

Ima

Noise 

tt0
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P is hydrophone position, H is the depth, L denotes the lateral distance between 
hydrophone and the ship, measured ship along the x axis sailing, v is ship moving speed . The 
target speed and sailing time is known, then the distance of target ship sailing is vt, the 
distance between target ship and receiver hydrophone as: 

22)( HvtLR                                                               (7) 
The data measured by sound pressure hydrophone is Sound pressure level (SPL)，it 

need to be corrected based on the measurement result. Based on measuring at far-field, the 
sound source level as: 

120lg 20 logpo pL L R p
R

  
 

In order to analysis the influencing factors of measurement ,the ship radiated noise 
measurement is simulated from time domain and frequency domain. 

Simulation conditions: single sound pressure hydrophone, the ship moving speed is 
4m/s , the hydrophone depth is 30m, SNR is 10dB，the sampling frequency is 4096, the 
signal frequency is 500Hz, additive gaussian noise. 

In order to measuring ship radiated noise, original signal need to be amended on 
spherical spreading attenuate conditions.Vector hydrophone can obtain the sound pressure 
and velocity data, the result of computer simulation analysis at time domain and frequency 
domain to obtain the through characteristic curve: 
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Fig.3: The simulation results by the through characteristic curve 

Simulation results show that through characteristic can be measured obviously both in 
the time domain and frequency domain, the received SNR meet the measurement 
requirement, and it has better noise suppression capacity at the frequency domain. 

4. VECTOR HYDROPHONE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Vector hydrophone can measuring sound pressure scalar quantity and each quadrature 

components of vector particle vibration velocity at the same time, through a processing of 
sound pressure and vibration velocity, the sound intensity can be calculated , and the SL can 
be determined. 
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Fig.4: vector hydrophone measurement system 

Using combinations of high and low frequency vector hydrophones, the noise 
measurement system is designed and developed. A series of special experiments about the 
radiated noise measurement system based on vector hydrophone was carried out at area of 
longitude 109 degrees 48 minutes north latitude and 17 degrees 53 minutes. At the condition 
of experiment area of shallow, near off-shore, near the waterway, and many of vicinity of 
fishing vessels, accurate measurement and estimation of Underwater targets radiated noise 
level was realized 

 

 
Fig.5: The result of sea trials measurement 

The above-mentioned experiment results proved: the vector hydrophone had the 
advantages of comprehensive description of the sound field information, suppressed isotropic 
noise, good low frequency directivity, direction-finding capabilities and freeboard-resolved, 
and so on. At the same time, compared with sound pressure hydrophone system, vector 
hydrophone sonar system increased more than 15dB SNR and had the advantages of small 
size, light weight, easy to operate at sea. 

5. SUMMARIZE 
In this paper, a ship radiated noise measurement method based on the vector 

hydrophone, through computer simulation and experimental data show that vector 
hydrophone applied to ship radiated noise measurement has great advantages: 
(1) Vector hydrophone system can be greatly reduced in size and weight and has superior 
performance in low frequence 

Although vibration and noise reduction technology is continuesly developed, but the 
energy concentrated in the low frequency band changed slowly. The length of regular sound 
pressure hydrophone line array should be ten times of maximum wavelength within the 
operating band. It leads to the magnitude of conventional noise measurement system array 
which often reach several kilometers and several tons, and such huge array is used 
inconvenience. Tt is difficult to limit the operating frequency extends to ten Hz or less. 
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Diameter of vector hydrophone meet a few tenths of the shortest wavelength in operating 
frequency band. The size vector hydrophone of is smaller than the length of the line array 
nearly two orders of magnitude in the same directivity. 
 (2) Vector hydrophone can describe the sound field information in the round 

Single sound pressure hydrophone only obtain sound pressure information of the ship 
radiated noise. Vector hydrophone measures sound pressure and particle velocity, which can 
seek out sound energy flow and sound intensity.  
(3) Radiated noise measurement system based on vector hydrophone has higher reliability 
and maintainability 

The measurement system combination of sound pressure and particle velocity 
hydrophone  has lots of advantages of suppressing the isotropic noise and improving SNR. 
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Abstract — in this paper, a virtual time reversal mirror processing scheme was 

proposed for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) demodulation in 

underwater acoustic transmissions. The algorithm aims to mitigate the severe 

inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by underwater acoustic channel where impulse 

responses lasting tens of miliseconds cannot be reliably handled easily. The 

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm is investigated to estimate the 

channel impulse response. The channel parameters: path gain and time delay can be 

estimated accurately by OMP algorithm. The pool experiment results and the 

Songhua lake experiment results show that the performance of OFDM system by 

virtual time reversal processing is better than that by passive time reversal processing 

and without time reversal processing in underwater acoustic OFDM communication. 

 

 

Keywords — Virtual time reversal processing; Channel equalization; Orthogonal 

Matching Pursuit; Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
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1. Introduction 

 

Underwater acoustic channel is one of the most challenging channels because of 

its complicated multipath, severe Doppler and complex noises. It makes the high 

speed robust underwater acoustic (UWA) communications to be a difficult thing. 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has recently become a popular 

scheme in UWA communications
[1-4]

. However, in the condition of channels with long 

time spread and significant multipath, it will cause severe inter-symbol interference 

(ISI). In this work we explore an approach to mitigate ISI through virtual time 

reversal processing (VTRP). This approach can refocus signals in time and space 

domain without a priori knowledge of the ocean environment and provide a high 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

In the early 1990s, active time reversal mirror technique was researched to 

mitigate the ISI. In this approach, a probe signal has to be transmitted from the 

receiver to the transmitter. The transmitter then uses a time-reversed version of this 

signal to convey information. As the channel changes over time, the probe signal has 

to be retransmitted to sample the channel which will cause the transmission efficiency 

deceasing. Currently, passive time reversal (PTR)
 [5-8]

 or phase-conjugation was 

proposed. It only required a probe signal transmitted from the transmitter to the 

receiver and the information signals are transmitted following the probe signal. In the 

PTR processing, the received probes signal is time-reversed, convolved with the 

information packets and then convolved with the original probe signal. The data 

packets after PTR processing contain three kinds of interferences: (1) the probe 

signal’s self-correlation (2) the channel’s self-correlation/cross-correlation (3) the 

noises. In general, the probe signal’s self-correlation is assumed to be an 

impulse-alike shape and a linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal is used as the 

probe signal. While, in fact, the probe signal’s self-correlation is not perfectly 

impulse-alike and the noise present in the probe signal is carried over to the output 

through convolution which degrade the signal-to-noise (SNR) of the output signal. In 

this work, a VTRP approach is proposed to improve the performance of PTR 

processing. In VTRP, the channel impulse response (CIR) is estimated by probe signal 

using OMP
[9,10]

 algorithm. It is time-reversed and convoluted with the information 

packets. Assume the channel is perfectly estimated, after VTRP, there is only two 

types of interferences: the channel’s cross-correlation and the noises. Without the 

interference of the probe signal, the received SNR is promoted.  

 

2. Time Reversal Processing 

 

The basic passive and virtual time reversal processing procedure are respectively 

shown in fig.1 and fig.2. In the PTRP, the received probes signal is time-reversed, 

convolved with the information packets and then convolved with the original probe 

signal. While for the VRTP, the receiver estimates the channel impulse response using 

the received probe signal. Then the estimated channel is convoluted with the received 
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information packets. In this process, it removes the influence of the probe signal.  

For VTRP, channel estimation is the key technique which will affect the 

performance of the VTRP. The traditional method is using a signal with good 

self-correlation to make a copy correlation. This method can only estimate the channel 

amplitude and time delay and the estimation precision is low. In order to estimate the 

channel state information precisely, OMP scheme for sparse channel estimation is 

adopted in this work. OMP algorithms have received extensive attention recently 

under the paradigm of compressed sensing (CS). It follows that if a signal is sparse or 

approximately sparse in some orthonormal basis, then an accurate reconstruction can 

be obtained from random projections, which suggests a potentially powerful 

alternative to conventional Shannon-Nyquist sampling. For underwater acoustic 

channels, the number of eigen rays is limited which means the CIR can be sparsely 

expressed. So CS can be used to reconstruct the CRI. 
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Fig.1 passive time reversal processing procedure 
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Fig. 2 virtual time reversal processing procedure 

 

3. Experimental Results 

 

The pool and lake experiment were conducted to test the algorithm’s 

performance. The bandwidth of the OFDM signal in the pool experiment was 

6kHz-12kHz. The total numbers of subcarriers is 589 and there are 197 subcarriers 

carrying pilot symbols, distributed on every three subcarrier, which leads to a 

subcarrier spacing of 5.86Hz and a symbol interval (not including the cycle prefix and 

postfix) of 170.67ms. The length of cyclic prefix/postfix and the guard intervals are 

longer than the measured channel lengths. The information is modulated by QPSK.  

The pool channel impulse response estimated by LFM signal copy correlation and 

OMP algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The discrete channel amplitudes and the phases 

estimated by OMP algorithm are shown in Fig. 4. From the figure, we can see that for 

different rays, the phases were different. If only amplitudes were considered in the 

channel equation, there was still phase distortion caused by multipath. 
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Fig.3 pool channel response     Fig.4 channel estimated by OMP algorithm 

 

Fig.5 shows the BER curves in different SNRs with ZF channel equalization, 

PTRP and VTRP. It can be seen from Fig.5 that time reversal processing outperforms 

ZF and VTRP was slightly better than PTRP. It also reveals that the OMP algorithm 

can estimate the CSI perfectly. While with the growing of channel complexity, OMP 

searching times are more and more and the calculative complexity is very big. It is not 

available for the real time implementation.   
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Fig. 5 BER comparison in different SNRs   Fig. 6 Songhua lake sound speed profile 

 

We also use the data recorded in Songhua lake experiment conducted in Sept, 

2011. The water depth is about 30 meters, the transmitter was located at a depth of 

about 6 meters and the receiver was located at a depth of about 3 meters. The distance 

between transmitter and receiver was about 1.89 kilometers. The transmitter boats and 

receiver boats were drifting in the lake. There was a relative movement for two boats 

caused by wind. The sound speed profile is shown in Fig.6. The estimated 

time-varying channel impulse response is shown in Fig.7 (a) and a snapshot in one 

time is shown in Fig.7 (b). From the figure we can see that there were 4 obvious paths 

and the maximum time delay was about 5ms. 
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 (a) time-varying channel impulse response        (b) snapshot  

Fig.7 channel impulse response 

The transmitted signal frequency bandwidth was 4kHz ranging from 4kHz to 

8kHz. The pilot distributed on every two subcarrier. The data were encoded using a 

rate 1/2 convolution code with QPSK constellation. The other parameters were the 

same to the pool parameters. For lake experiment, the channel is complex than the 

pool channel. Though time reversal processing helps reduce delay spread of the 

channel, there is still residual ISI and phase distortion, so a ZF equalizer is needed 

after time reversal processing. The results are shown in table 1. Table 1 gives the 

received SNR, the relative speed, the uncoded BER and coded BER with ZF, PTRP 

and VTRP. The relative speed was estimated by the CW signal. 

Table 1 Songhua lake experiment results 

SNR[dB] Speed[m/s] 

 

ZF 

Uncoded 

BER[%] 

ZF 

coded 

BER[%] 

PTRM 

Uncoded 

BER[%] 

PTRM 

coded 

BER[%] 

VTRM 

Uncoded 

BER[%] 

VTRM 

coded 

BER[%] 

21.7 0.45 10.04 6.77 8.50 5.35 6.92 2.67 

20.6 0.41 8.58 4.39 7.26 0.74 6.92 0.59 

21.1 0.37 10.67 13.98 7.95 4.46 8.57 3.86 

21.4 0.39 10.11 9.23 8.58 2.60 7.44 1.19 

23.1 0.48 7.66 2.16 7.07 1.78 5.27 0 

22.5 0.35 8.50 5.88 8.02 4.31 7.77 3.57 

22.7 0.37 8.42 6.28 7.07 3.83 7.71 2.22 

22.1 0.29 8.65 4.53 8.72 3.79 7.47 2.08 

 

From table 1 we can obverse that the relative speed was not fast and 

nonuniformly distributed. ZF uncoded BER was higher, after decoding, part of coded 

BER ascent, while for uncoded BER there was a slightly drop after PTRM CE and the 

coded BER degrades obviously. VTRM uncoded and coded BER were much lower 

than that of ZF and PTRM. The results verified that VTRM CE can gather the 

multipath information, get the focus gain and promote the system performance over 

the time-varying channel. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

To mitigate the ISI caused by the underwater acoustic channel large delay spread, 

a VTRP approach was investigated for OFDM underwater acoustic communication in 

this paper. OMP algorithm was explored to estimate the sparse channel impulse 

response. The method proposed was tested in pool experiment and lake experiment. 

The results demonstrated that VTRP outperforms PTRP and ZF channel equalization.  
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Abstract: Amplitude modulation of the sea vessel noise is widely used for automatic 
target recognition. Using the amplitude modulation parameters one can determine the 
vessel type, its displacement, the number of shafts and propeller blades, the vessel veloci-
ty, the moment of vessel course or velocity changing. There are two types of amplitude 
modulation: shaft and blade modulation due to the cavitations on the blade at large speed 
of rotation and roll and pitch modulation due to periodical changing of submerged part of 
the vessel. The purpose of the presented work is the synthesis of the maximum likelihood 
automatic target recognition algorithm based on the signal modulation analysis. This al-
gorithm explores the results of the works containing the experimental model of the ampli-
tude modulation and allows recognizing the silent targets (usually submarines) and noisy 
targets (usually surface ships).  

 
Keywords: underwater acoustics, automatic target recognition, amplitude envelope, 

synthesis of the ATR algorithm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Amplitude modulation (AM) of the sea vessel noise is widely used for automatic target 

recognition [1-15]. Using the amplitude modulation parameters one can determine the ves-
sel type, her displacement, the number of shafts and propeller blades, the vessel velocity, 
the moment of vessel course or velocity changing. 

The first works devoted to AM of the sea vessel noise appeared at the beginning of 
1960th. The algorithms of detection of AM was called “Detection Envelope Modulation 
On Noise” or DEMON [4]. 

In the work [6] the experimentally obtained model of the amplitude modulation was 
discussed. The work [15] contains the synthesis of the AM detection algorithm. 

There are two types of amplitude modulation [6]: shaft and blade modulation due to the 
cavitations on the blade at large speed of rotation and roll and pitch modulation due to pe-
riodical changing of submerged part of the vessel. 

The purpose of the presented work is the synthesis of the maximum likelihood automat-
ic target recognition algorithm based on the signal modulation analysis.  

The synthesis of such algorithms is discussed in work [16]. According to this work the 
algorithm should have the form: 

  post
ˆarg  max   P , ,opt jj

   Γ X  (1) 

where j  is jth  target class; opt  is the classification result (i.e. the class with correspond-
ing greatest posteriori probability); X̂  is the estimate of vector X  of the signal parame-
ters; Γ  is the vector of the parameters, which characterize the hydro acoustic conditions; 

 post
ˆP , ,j Γ X  is the posteriori probability of belonging of the target to jth class calculated 

as [17] 

   
 

 
 

ˆ / ,
post

ˆ / ,
1 1

ˆ
P

ˆ
j

m

j
j M M

m
m m

g LF

g LF




 


  

 
X Γ

X Γ

X

X
; (2) 

 
j

ˆ / ,g
X Γ x  is conditional (depends on target class j  and vector Γ ) probability density 

function (PDF) of the vector X̂ . If the nonrandom vector argument x  is changed by the 
random vector X̂  this PDF converts into likelihood function (LF)  jLF  , depending 
only on the target class [17]: 

   
j

ˆj / ,
ˆLF =g


 X Γ X

  
  

M  is the amount of the recognizing classes. 
 
 
1.  ALGORITHM SYNTHESIS 

 
The model of the AM [6] shows that the information about the target class is concen-

trated in the fact of presence or non-presence of the amplitude modulation of the target 
signal and also in the AM parameters (if the AM is detected). The AM parameters are the 
number of the narrowband maximums in the wideband signal amplitude envelope, their 
frequencies and amplitudes.  

In this work we synthesize the algorithm of automatic target recognition (ATR) which 
determines only the fact of AM presence or non-presence. This algorithm allows recogniz-
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ing the silent targets moving with under-cavitation speed (usually submarines) and noisy 
targets moving with above-cavitation speed (usually surface ships).  

As measured (classification) parameter, characterizing presence or non-presence of 
modulation, we consider the so called output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which equals to 
the ratio of the maximum sample level in the amplitude envelope spectra (AES) to the 
background level of the AES in the vicinity of the reference maximum sample. The esti-
mate of the output SNR is calculated as 

   
 out

ˆ ˆ
ˆ

ˆσ
AE M AE M

AE M

G M G
Q

G

      
     ,

 (4) 

where  ˆ
АОG   is the estimate of the spectral sample level corresponding to the frequency 

  in the AES;    2ˆ ˆ,σАО АОM G G         are the expectation and variance of the esti-

mate  ˆ
АОG   respectively; M  is the frequency of the maximum sample level. 

Let's define the PDF of outQ̂ . According to [18], PDF of one spectral sample level esti-
mate in the accumulated energy spectrum has the form: 

   
 

1 1
ˆ 2 2 22

1exp exp ,    0,
σ σ σσ

n
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nnY
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n
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where 2σ  is the power of the spectral sample; n  is the amount of accumulated energy 
spectrums. 

The expectation and the variance of the power of one spectral sample equal to 
2

ˆ

4
2
ˆ

σ ,

σσ .

Y

Y

m

n




  

To simplify the notation we represent the formula (4) as: 

out
ˆ

ˆˆ
σ X

ZQ 
,
 (5) 

where ˆ
ˆ ˆ

XZ Y m   is the estimate of the power of the amplitude modulation. The expecta-

tion and variance of Ẑ  equal 2
ˆ σMZm   and 

4
2
ˆ

σσ M
Z n
  respectively, where 2σM  is the power 

of the amplitude modulation and 2
ˆ ˆ,σX Xm  are expectation and variance of the spectrum 

background level in the vicinity of the frequency M : 
2

ˆ

4
2
ˆ

σ ,

σ
σ ,

bgrX

bgr
X

m

n




  

2
bgrσ  is the power of the one background sample. 

Since the parameter outQ̂  is a linear function of the estimate Ẑ  (see formula (5)), ac-
cording to [18], the PDF of estimate outQ̂  will look like: 
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(6)

where  
2

2
bgr

σ
σ

M 
.
  

Expectation and variance of the estimate outQ̂  are defined as: 

out

out

ˆ

2
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,

σ .

Q

Q

m
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The further consideration we will fulfill for shaft and blade modulation (SBM). 
To determine the parameter   we use work [19], in which it is shown that the expecta-

tion of parameter outQ̂  can be calculated as: 

 out

2
2 in

ˆ 2

in

,
1

Q

Qfm n k
F Q


   

 
 (7) 

where k  is the modulation coefficient (MK); f  is high frequency filter bandwidth (i.e. 
the bandwidth of the input noise used to detect amplitude envelope); inQ  is the input SNR 
in the band f ; F  is the frequency resolution of AES; n  is the amount of the cumulat-
ed AES. 

Comparing (1) and (7), we obtain 

 
 out

2
2 in

ˆ j 2

in

ω
1

Q

Qfm n k
F Q


     

 
.

 (8) 

In the formula (8) it takes into account that the MK k  depends on the target class  . 
Using the obtained results the ATR algorithm based on the signal modulation analysis 

can be represented as: 
1) using the formulas (6) and (8) the conditional (depending on the target class and in-

put SNR) PDFs of outQ̂  estimate  
out

ˆ in// ω ,jQg z Q  is calculated; 

2) when the target is detected, the values of inQ̂  and outQ̂  are measured. Substituting the 
measured values in the PDF  

out
ˆ in// ω ,jQg z Q , we obtain the value of the likelihood func-

tion (LF) for each target class: 
   

out
ˆ out in

ˆ ˆω // ω ,j jQLF g Q Q
;
  

3) substituting the calculated LFs in the formula, similar to formula (2), we obtain the 
values of the posterior probabilities of each target class j : 
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4) according to the formula (1), the result of classification is the class that corresponds 
to the largest value of the posteriori probability  post ω jP : 

  postω arg   max   ωopt jj
P   

The value of the posteriori probability  post ω jP  can be considered as an estimate of 
the reliability of the decision. 

 
 

2. EVALUATION OF CLASSIFICATION EFFECTIVENESS USING THE 
SYNTHESIZED ALGORITHM 

 
Let's consider the problem of ATR of 2 target classes: "the silent target (ST)" (usually a 

submarine) and "the noisy target (NT)" (typically a surface ship). 
According to [6], we assume that with the typical velocities the MK k  has a value 

STk =0 for ST (i.e. the modulation is absent) and NTk =0.06. 
Also assume that the AES frequency resolution F  = 0.1 Hz; the amount of the accu-

mulated AES n = 10. The high frequency filter bandwidth f  varies from 500 to 2500 
Hz. 

As an indicator of the effectiveness of the classification, we use the average probability 
of correct classification of both classes as a function of the input SNR calculated by the 
formula: 
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Fig.1 illustratively depicts PDF of output estimate outQ̂  for both recognized classes cal-
culated with the use of above-mentioned values of the input parameters and the input SNR 

inQ  = -10 dB. 
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Fig.1: PDF for classes ST (1) and NT (2) calculated for input SNR inQ  = -10 dB  

 
Fig.2 shows plots of the average probability of correct classification of both target clas-

ses as a function of the input SNR inQ . The parameter of the plots is the high frequency 
filter bandwidth f . 
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Fig.2: The average probability of correct classification of ST and NT as a function of the 

input SNR inQ . The parameter of the plots is the high frequency filter bandwidth f :  
1 - 0.5 kHz, 2 - 1 kHz, 3 - 1.5 kHz, 4 - 2 kHz, 5 - 2.5 kHz. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The synthesis of the maximum likelihood automatic target recognition algorithm based 

on the signal modulation analysis is fulfilled. The synthesized algorithm can be used both 
individually and as a part of a complex ATR algorithm based on the different classifica-
tion parameters. 

The efficiency of the synthesized algorithm is investigated. It is shown that the algo-
rithm can be used for classification of silent targets (usually submarines) and noisy targets 
(typically surface ships). 
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Abstract:  This paper presents a new approach to the problem of tracking objects in 
sequences of forward looking sonar images. Unlike previous work, we propose a “track 
before detect” procedure based on a specific Hough Transform.  The Hough transform is a 
famous method for detecting lines in binary images but in this study, FLS sonar data are in 
grayscale and plotted in three dimensions. In typical FLS sonar images indeed, pixel intensity 
represents the backscattering at a given distance and a given azimuth but for a large range of 
elevations. The standard Hough transform has been adapted to this particular data set, and 
preliminary results have been obtained on real data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are expected to perform survey missions in 
both known and unknown environments. The primary task of such a system is the data 
collection by means of a sidescan sonar or a multibeam echosounder. In order to achieve this 
mission in safety, AUVs can be supplied with a forward looking sonar (FLS) in order to be 
able to sense the environment at a certain distance in the direction of travel. The main 
objective is to detect any obstacle that could damage the vehicle. Most of previous works use 
the “detect before track” strategy: the obstacle is first detected and then tracked in order to 
characterize it and eventually induce an avoidance maneuver. In [1] for example, I. Quidu et 
al. perform a Kalman filtering with a state model which takes as inputs navigational data to 
track fixed obstacles. This model allows a robust prediction of their apparent motion in 
relation to the position of the sonar.  
 

               
 
Figure 1: On the left, FLS image with colored historical positions of targets. In the middle, thresholded FLS data from 
ping n°1 to ping n°25 plotted in the XYZ absolute reference frame. On the right, same data but viewed in three 
dimensions. 
 
In this paper, instead of detecting before tracking, we propose a “track before detect” (TBD) 
approach. The main objective is to postpone the hard decision and to gather more information 
about the target. The TBD process has a primary objective of enhancing target detectability. It 
is applied over multiple pings. Consequently, the time between updates in the TBD is 
typically of the order of seconds. Suppose a fixed obstacle in the direction of the AUV travel, 
the successive echoes that occur in sonar images between two updates have to be associated. 
According to the sonar resolution and the AUV speed, echo positions can be well separated 
from one ping to the other. “Track before detect” means that a sequence of associated 
positions, comprising a time history of the target, exists before declaring the detection. In 
order to make the association easier, the data have to be transformed to an appropriate 
reference frame. Thanks to accurate navigational data and to the process model introduced in 
[1], polar coordinates (distance, azimuth) in the FLS image can be easily transformed into 
absolute coordinates in the absolute reference plane. Also, in order to speeding up the TBD 
process, weak positions are discarded by thresholding the FLS data. Related to the AUV 
positions, the successive positions of an obstacle travelling along a rectilinear path in the 
water column plot a straight line1 ( 

                                                 
1 Real data actually consist of a fixed obstacle and an AUV following a rectilinear path in the direction of two 
fixed obstacles floating in the water column. By putting the origin of the absolute reference frame at the AUV 
position, the successive positions of a fixed obstacle plot a straight line. 
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Figure 1). Dealing with the 3D absolute reference frame now, the vertical position of targets 
has to be considered. Recall that the FLS sensor does not sample data along the vertical axis. 
This leads to an undetermined target position in water column. In the best case, the target is 
known to be somewhere on an arc whose length depends on the vertical aperture of the 
sensor. Here, as the sensor looks straight ahead, the arc center is in the direction of the vehicle 
travel. 
Various image processing techniques can be applied for detecting lines. Nevertheless the 
Hough transform allows the track before detect process thanks to the accumulator principle. 
However this technique is widely used on binary 2D images. Here, we extend the Hough 
transform to grayscale 3D data. This complex transform is detailed in section 3. 
 

2. THE HOUGH TRANSFORM 
 

The Hough transform was first introduced by Paul Hough in 1961 as a method for 
detecting complex patterns in binary image processing, as long as patterns can be represented 
by equations. It achieves this by determining specific values of parameters which characterize 
these patterns. Roughly, the Hough transform allows to change the representation of the 
pattern by transforming it into the space of its parameter values. 

 
 

   
Figure 2: On the left: a straight line in the XY plane; in the middle; a) (left) a first point (x,y) in the image (with the 
sparse representation of lines passing through this point), (right) its representation in the parameter space, b) (left) a 
second point (u,v) in the image, (right) its representation dotted curves in the parameter space; coordinates of the curves 
intersection are the parameters of the line passing through these two points; on the right: parameter space viewed as an 
accumulator. 
 
The key idea behind the Hough transform can be illustrated by considering a straight line 
defined by a couple of parameters: the polar coordinates (ρ,θ) (Figure 2, left). So, if we want 
to detect a line by a Hough transform, we have to create the (ρ,θ) space. For every point of the 
image, it exists an infinity of lines that can pass through this point (Figure 2, middle), that 
only differ from each other by their orientation. So for each point (x,y), the set of straight lines 
is given by :  
 = . cos( ) + . sin( )     ∀ ∈ [− , +  ],  ∈  ℝ   (1) 
 
In other words, each point of the image is viewed as a curve in the (ρ,θ) space (Figure 2, 
middle). If there is a line in the image, curves representing points of the line will cross at the 
same (ρ,θ) coordinates in the (ρ,θ) space. In this way, if we consider the parameter space as an 
accumulator, the cell corresponding this (ρ,θ) coordinates will appear as a peak whose value is 
proportional to the length of the line in the image. At that stage, a voting scheme is 
introduced:  
 ( , ) =  ( , ) + 1 (2) 
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where H represents the Hough accumulator. Hence, a simple thresholding can be used to 
detect a line (Figure 2, right). 

3. 3D GRAY SCALE HOUGH TRANSFORM  
 

Data used in this study come from a FLS. As explained above, in the absolute reference 
frame, sonar data are in grayscale and three-dimensional. So, the basic Hough Transform has 
to be adapted to this type of data.  
First, recall that the Hough Transform changes pattern representation from the geometric 
space to the parameter space. To make the Hough transform efficient, the parameter space 
dimension has to be as small as possible. In our case, that means that the parameter space 
dimension has to be equal to the number of independent parameters characterizing a straight 
line in a three-dimensional space. Generally, a straight line is defined as a point and an 
orientation. We can represent each of these components as a 3-tuplet over the real numbers: 
the point p=(px,py,pz) whose components are the 3D Cartesian coordinates of its position, 
and the orientation b=(bx,by,bz) whose components are the direction cosines with respect to 
the coordinate axes. Nevertheless, this representation leads to a parameter space of six 
dimensions. K. S. Roberts proposes a convenient and elegant way to use only four 
independent parameters to represent a line which is intuitively simple and satisfying [2]. 
According to the author, a line can be represented with the 4-tuplet  ,  , ,  where bx 
and by are components of the unit vector b. We can deduce bz from bx and by: =1 − − .  x’ and y’ are coordinates of the intersection of the line with the plane which 
contains the origin and whose normal vector is b. 
Finally, we have a first accumulator H1 defined in four dimensions and the voting scheme is: 
 1 , , , =  1 , , , + 1  (6) 
 
The second issue is that data are in grayscale. A.L Kesidis [3] proposes a new voting scheme 
to take into account the grayscale value  of the pixel. That leads to a second Hough 
accumulator H2 in four dimensions that we will perform at the same time as H1 [3]: 
  2 , , , =  2 , , , +    (7) 
 
Whereas H1 gives information about the line length, H2 gives information about the saliency 
of the line. The more salient is the line, easier it is to detect. As pixel levels are related to the 
energy backscattered by the target, H1 together with H2 allow to detect the more probable 
line. 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 
 

The implementation step is not trivial. Indeed, as the Hough Transform is time 
consuming, the proposed algorithm has to be modified to better suit the used dataset. 
The complexity of this transform increases at a rate of ( ), where I is the size of the 
image space and n is the number of parameters. That makes the 3D grayscale Hough 
Transform very slow as such. To tackle this problem, at the beginning of a track, a decade of 
pings is dedicated to the initialization of the 3D grayscale Hough Transform. This allows to 
reduce the number of unknown parameters in the 4-tuplet (  ,  , , ′). Practically, the 
target is first tracked in the XY plan ( 
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Figure 1 middle) by means of a 2D grayscale Hough Transform. This first step reduces the 
number of unknown parameters in (6) and (7). Indeed, in the XY plan, the orientation of a 3D 
line can be easily estimated (corresponding to bx in (6) and (7)). Then, the full 3D gray scale 
Hough Transform can be performed in the whole space but with a restricted interval of 
possible orientations around the previous estimated one. 
In addition, as illustrated on Figure 3, we can take advantage of navigational artefacts to 
estimate the target altitude. As explained before, because of the large vertical aperture of the 
sensor, the target can stand everywhere along a vertical arc. Here however, because of a very 
steady navigation of the AUV, successive pings lead to successive arcs that have the same 
center. Consequently, they do not provide a single estimate of the target altitude cannot be 
found. To tackle this other problem, we will use the method proposed by I. Quidu in [1] for 
estimating the altitude of an obstacle related to the vehicle in a sequence of 2D FLS images. 
 

 
Figure 3: illustration of multiple possible trajectories of a target in the water column in case of a steady navigation for 

three successive pings. 
 

Real data used in this paper were gathered in April 2010 and come from a Blueview P450 
FLS mounted on the Daurade vehicle (DGA TN) which is a multipurpose experimental AUV 
for rapid environment assessment applications. In the sequence two fake tethered mines are in 
sight: a steel one (yellow track in  

Figure 1 was floating at about 15 m over the seafloor and had a diameter equal to 1m (but 
probably smaller due to the pressure), another rubber one (green track in  

Figure 1 was floating at about 13 m and had a diameter equal to 0.75 m. Sonar altitude 
about 15 m above the seabed. 

The strategy of implementation proposed here is summarized in the Figure 4. The first 
step of the detection was the initialization of the 3D tracking by a 2D tracking in the XY 
plane. The top left graph on Figure 4 shows variances of the parameters of the line formed in 
the XY plane by the successive echoes of the steel object. The line related to steel mine 
appears at the 15th ping of the sequence. A decade of pings later, the variance decreases 
drastically for the two parameters θ and ρ (polar parameters of a line in a plane). This current 
orientation θ will be taken as input of the 3D grayscale Hough Transform. At the same time, a 
rough estimation of the altitude related to the vehicle (given the distance from the sonar) can 
be performed. Here, a vertical position of 0.26 m under the vehicle is estimated whereas the 
expected value was about 2 m. Results from the 3D grayscale Hough Transform are 4-tuplets 
corresponding to the four parameters describing a line in 3D space. The top right graph of 
Figure 4 illustrates the variances of these parameters according to the ping number. Each one 
decreases over the sequence (except y’ because of its link with the previous altitude 
estimation). 
The length estimate (in number of pings) of a line is given by the H1 accumulator. The 
threshold (fixed by the user) applied to this accumulator is a compromise between the 
distance of the target from the AUV at which we would take the decision and the quantity of 
information about the trajectory: a low threshold allows little time for the detection of a 
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straight line and can lead to false alarms, but conversely a high threshold could make an 
avoidance maneuver impossible. 
Due to the target size, the target track is too large to provide a unique detected line. However, 
as H2 gives the global energy of pixels forming the line, large cell values likely refer to a 
target. This helps to choose the line that best models the real trajectory of the object. 

 
Figure 4: Left: strategy summary (bottom), parameter variance evolution (top); Right: final line detections in red. 

 
Final detections happen after only thirty pings (that means at a distance of 37 m from the 

vehicle) for both the steel and the rubber mine. That allows the AUV to choose the best 
avoidance strategy. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has presented a framework for tracking before detecting obstacles in a 
sequence of forward-looking sonar images. The main contribution of this work is the 
implementation of a “track before detect” technique based on a specific Hough Transform 
which deals with grayscale and three-dimensional data. Unlike “detect before track” 
techniques, we take advantage of the accumulator behavior of the Hough Transform to enable 
postponed but robust decision even if the backscattered echo is too weak or disappears during 
the sequence. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an automatic sea surface object clustering and tracking in 
forward looking sonar images. The considered sea surface obstacles are man-made 
objects: buoys, boats, ships (motorboats or sailboats). Their acoustic signature varies 
according to their type and state (fixed or moving).  
The proposed method detects the various target signatures. Then detections are gathered 
into clusters using an automatic and adaptive clustering method based on the Delaunay 
Triangulation. After the clustering stage, isolated detections are rejected and the 
remaining clusters are classified into two types: clusters including wake or not. This 
classification is based on the shape eccentricity feature. Then, according to the cluster 
type, the obstacle position is extracted to be used for tracking. For clusters without wake, 
the obstacle position is the centroid of the cluster but for clusters including wake, wake 
extremities are set as possible vessel position. 
Finally, obstacle tracking is carried out in Cartesian coordinates using the Debiased 
Converted Measurement Kalman filter and the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter. 
Promising results are obtained using real data collected at sea with various objects and 
scenarios. 

Keywords: Sea surface obstacle, forward looking sonar image, detection, clustering, 
multi-target tracking 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Forward looking sonars (FLS) are often used as obstacle avoidance systems in order to 
ensure autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) safety. Many studies can be found about 
FLS assessment for detecting and avoiding obstacles either floating in the water column or 
lying on the sea bottom [1, 2]. However, little attention has been paid yet to the problem of 
sea surface obstacles avoidance during AUV surfacing.  In this paper, we propose an 
efficient scheme for sea surface obstacle detection and tracking in FLS images. The 
considered sea surface obstacles are fixed or moving objects such as buoys and also 
moving vessels or sailboats. 

Experiments were conducted in Brest harbour, in June 2013. The RESON 8101 
forward looking sonar was mounted on the ENSTA Bretagne survey boat at roughly 2 
meters below the sea surface. The sonar looks forwards but intercepts the sea surface (see 
Fig.1). 

 

 
Fig.1: Sonar configuration. 

 
The central frequency of the transmitted pulse is 240 kHz and the bandwidth is 

approximately 15 kHz. The horizontal transmitting aperture is wide and covers 150 
degrees horizontally. The vertical aperture is about 15 degrees. However, in our 
experiments, the recorded data only covers a 60 degree wide sector in the broadside 
direction due to electronic bandwidth constraints. The receiving antenna beamwidth is 1.5 
degrees and the range resolution is about 0.05 m. 

In our previous work, we have described the considered sea surface obstacle signatures 
and detailed the detection scheme [3]. The present work is the following of this study. The 
improvements concern the use of a more efficient and parameter free clustering method 
that allows to partition the detected points into clusters of two types: extended targets and 
wakes. Then potential obstacle positions are extracted from clusters and used as input for 
obstacle tracking. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly remind the different target 
signatures and the method for detecting them. In Section 3, we detail the clustering and 
classification scheme. In Section 4, we depict the measurement to track association 
method and the obstacle tracking procedure. In Section 5, we show some results using real 
data gathered at sea. And in Section 6 we draw some conclusions and future work. 
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2. SEA SURFACE OBJECT DETECTION 

The considered sea surface obstacles are man-made objects: buoys, boats (motorboats 
or sailboats), containers, etc. According to the object type and state (fixed or moving), the 
acoustic signature seen in the sonar image can be: 

 Strong-intensity beam(s) (or radial strip(s) in Cartesian representation of sonar 
data) due to the stationary self noise from ships. This kind of signature indicates 
the ship direction. It is the strongest among all surface object signatures and the 
easiest to detect (Fig.2) ; 

 A high contrasted intensity feature in case of noise-free objects like buoys, 
sailboats and not moving ships such as fishing vessels (see Fig.3); 

 Some high intensity strips due to the wake behind a moving vehicle (see Fig.3). 
The wake echo level strongly depends on parameters like the sensor distance to 
the ship, the aspect angle and the centre frequency of the transmitted pulse [4]. 

 

  

Fig.2: Stationary ship self-noise signature. Left: Polar coordinates (x-axis corresponds to 
bearing and y-axis to range). Right: Cartesian coordinates. 

 

 
(a)      (b)      (c ) 

Fig.3: A buoy and a silent moving ship signatures. (a) A photograph of the obstacles, 
(b) Sonar image in polar coordinates (x-axis corresponds to bearing and y-axis to range), 

(c) Sonar image in Cartesian coordinates. 
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The detection scheme of these different signatures is detailed in [3]. In few words, our 
detection method consists of three steps. First, we detect the strongest signature that is the 
ship stationary self noise. In case of detection, the strong intensity beams corresponding to 
the ship direction are removed to prevent disturbance from ship noise during the other 
detection processes. Second, we detect the two other types of signature. This detection is 
carried out using maximum likelihood constant false alarm (ML-CFAR) detector based on 
a Rayleigh distribution model for the sea surface clutter. Third, we previously check if the 
detection corresponds to a reliable detection or to wakes only. This last step has been 
avoided in this paper to propose instead a general and parameter free clustering method. 
This method takes into account all the CFAR detections to partition them into two 
different cluster types: extended target and wakes. The clustering procedure is detailed in 
the section 3. 

3. DETECTION CLUSTERING AND CLASSIFICATION 
 
CFAR based detector results in a set of detected points (pixels), several detections 

belong to the same obstacle and most of them are due to wake seen in the track of moving 
vessels. Our goal here is to gather detections related to the same object in order to estimate 
its position for further tracking. 

For our case, classical clustering methods like mathematical morphology and 
partitioning methods such as kernel k-means, could not manage the difficulty due to the 
presence of the wake. In fact, wake can have arbitrary shapes and varying densities: in the 
vicinity of the ship, wake yields to several detections and inside the wake, the detection 
spatial density decreases with the distance from the ship because the wake echo level 
strongly depends on the sensor distance to the ship [4]. 

Here, we use an original method mainly proposed for spatial database mining: Adaptive 
Spatial Clustering algorithm based on Delaunay Triangulation (ASCDT in short) [5]. This 
algorithm is suitable for our application because it is able to automatically manage clusters 
with arbitrary shapes and fluctuating densities. In addition, the method is robust to noise 
and is parameter free.  

The clustering procedure uses a graph-based algorithm. The graph vertices correspond to 
the CFAR detection points and the Delaunay triangulation is employed to model the 
spatial proximity among the detections. A weight is put for any  graph edge and it is 
proportional to the spatial distance between two associated vertices. At the beginning, all 
detections are connected as a single cluster. Then, inconsistent edges such as edges which 
are too long, as well as “chains” and “necks” (see Fig. 4) are removed from the Delaunay 
triangulation. Inconsistent edge removal consists in a two-level strategy: at the global 
level, an edge cut-off statistical criterion is proposed to remove those edges that are too 
long and, at the local level, two criteria are developed to remove the remaining 
inconsistent edges. One criterion is similar to the above global criterion but performs this 
once at a local level. The second criterion discards chains and necks by analyzing the 
spatial proximity that can be described as a local aggregation force between a point and its 
spatial neighbors. At the end of the algorithm, it remains a set of sub-graphs that can be 
seen as clusters. 

The goal of the clustering procedure is to focus on reliable obstacles and to estimate 
their positions at each ping for an obstacle tracking purpose. A common assumption in 
many tracking algorithms is that each target yields only one single measurement: its 
assumed position. Generally, obstacle position is given by the centroid of the cluster. 
However, in sonar images, a moving vessel and its wake are seen as connected areas (see 
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Fig. 3) and as such, they are gathered into the same cluster. In such cases, obviously, the 
cluster centroid does not lead to the vessel position because the wake can extend over 
hundreds of meters [4]. To deal with this typical case, we set both wake extremities as 
possible vessel position and the spurious wake extremity is removed after tracking. 

To decide whether the clusters correspond to a wake or not, we use a simple shape 
feature which is the eccentricity. It is defined as the ratio of the length of the major axis 
and the length of minor axis of the cluster boundary. Here we use principle axes method 
and we compute the eccentricity as the ratio of the two eigenvalues of the covariance 
matrix of the cluster boundary. If this ratio is beyond a given threshold the cluster is 
classified as wake. 

 
Fig.4: N1 is a neck and C1 and C2 correspond to chains [4]. 

4. OBSTACLE TRACKING 
 

Once the detection is carried out and potential target coordinates are estimated, we aim 
at finding reliable targets by tracking them. Target tracking is performed in the Cartesian 
frame according to the classic near constant velocity dynamical model coded in matrices  
and  of the following state equation (at an iteration step k): = +                                                              (1) 

where: 
- = , , , , , 	and ,  are respectively the target 

position and the corresponding velocity vectors in the Cartesian XY plane 
relative to the sonar; 

- = 	1 	0		0 1 000 00 0 1 00 1 , = 00 00  and  refers to the time sampling; 

- , a 2-dimensional, zero-mean, independent and identically distributed 
white Gaussian noise with standard deviation  for each component. 

As target positions are reported in polar coordinates (range and bearing: , )) with 
respect to the sonar position, we convert polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates and the 
bias due to the non-linearity of measurement conversion is tackled by using the Converted 
Measurement Kalman Filter with Debiased conversion (CMKF-D) [6]. = pp = d cos δ )d sin δ ) −                                                                                      (2) 
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where  is the bias compensation term given by (see [6] for details). 
The measurement equation is then linear and is given by : = +                                                                                                                  (3) 

where = 1 0 0 00 1 0 0  and  is a known measurement noise. 

Like the classical Kalman filter, the CMKF-D consists in iterating  the prediction and 
the correction stages for each track. Here, for the correction stage, we associate the 
measurements (the set of potential obstacle positions at each ping) to the existing obstacle 
tracks according to the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) filter [7]. 

JPDA filter does not allow for automatic track initiation and termination. In our 
approach tracks are managed according to the following rules: 

- If there are 	 detections falling outside all existing target gates in the last  
recurrences and if these detections are within an area of size  by   
(given in meters) a new track is initiated at that position;  

- If an existing track is not updated at least  times during the  later 
recurrences it is interrupted; 

- In order to decrease the processing time and to avoid likely false track 
maintenance we remove tracks with a position error standard deviation 
exceeding a given value. 

5. RESULTS 
 
The proposed approach is applied to various sequences with fixed and moving objects. 

In this section, we show detection and tracking results for a sequence of 280 images of 
1000 pixels in range and 39 beams (equivalent to about 3 minutes) where an inflatable 
boat was moving on its own momentum crossing behind a buoy (Fig.3). 

Fig.5 shows the ML-CFAR detector results for two pings of the sequence (ping 100 and 
ping 255): Despite using a low false alarms rate ( = 10 ) and the existence of only 2 
known obstacles, the number of detections is high. These detections mainly belong to the 
inflatable boat wake. The clustering method succeeds in detecting both obstacles: the buoy 
and the inflatable boat with its wake even when the inflatable boat crosses very close to 
the buoy (ping 100). Several clusters correspond to false alarms generated by sea surface 
clutter and they generally include only a small number of detected points. Fig.6 shows the 
remaining potential obstacle positions after small cluster rejection and obstacle position 
estimation: the number of potential obstacles decreases significantly and most false alarms 
are rejected. For example, for the first image of Fig.5, we only get 8 potential positions 
from an initial detection set of more than 700 detected points. 

The proposed clustering method outperforms the method described in [3]: the wake is 
mostly detected and hence the remaining measurements are fewer in number than those 
got by the wake removal method proposed in [3]. Also, the computation time and the 
number of false tracks are reduced. 

Tracking is carried out on the remaining potential obstacle positions. The sampling time 
is ∆t = 0.5	s. The noise process standard deviation σ = 10 m/s . The parameters 
related to track management are set to m = m = 20, n = 2n = 16, x = y =10m. 

Fig.7 shows the tracks associated to the buoy and the inflatable boat. In order to show 
the Kalman filtering accuracy that depends on the state covariance matrix | , a 99% 
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confidence ellipse is drawn around each target current position . This ellipse is only shown 
for the predicted target position and it is defined by the set of y points as follows: y = p , p y − Hx | LP | L y − Hx | = 9  where 	L = 1 1 0 01 1 0 0 . 
 

Fig.5: (top) FLS images, (down) ML-CFAR results for ping 100 and ping 255, ( =10 ). 
 

Fig.6: (top) ASCDT based clustering, (down) cluster classification results: white 
crosses correspond to the extended obstacle centroids and the ellipses correspond to the 

wakes, wake extremities are in magenta circles. 
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Fig.7: Tracks associated to the buoy and the inflatable boat. 

6. CONCLUSION 

An efficient method for obstacle detection and tracking sea surface obstacle in forward 
looking sonar images has been presented. This tool can help for safe AUV surfacing.  The 
potential of the method has been showed on sequences recorded in a harbour using a 
multibeam sonar, looking forwards 2m below the sea surface. The validation of the 
method in more realistic conditions, at open sea and with an AUV at various operational 
immersions (more than 10m below the sea surface), is under investigation. 
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Abstract: We previously designed and made a 1st prototype system for Ambient Noise 
Imaging (ANI) having an aspherical lens with the aperture diameter of 1 m and the 1-D 
receiver array with 15 elements. We also reported the 1st sea trial of the designed lens on 
Uchiura Bay in November of 2010. It was verified that this system has a directional 
resolution of 1 degree beam width at the center frequency of 120 kHz. Furthermore, we 
successfully used the system to detect silent targets under ocean natural ambient noise, 
which was mainly generated by snapping shrimps. Our final goal is to create a pictorial 
image of a target under ocean natural ambient noise. To do this, it is necessary to arrange 
a 2-D receiver array to provide full coverage of the image surface. Recently, we built a 
2nd prototype ANI system using the same acoustic lens as above but having a 2-D receiver 
array with 127 elements corresponding to a field of view 15 degrees horizontally by 9 
degrees vertically. In November of 2014, a 2nd sea trial on Uchiura Bay was conducted to 
evaluate the performance of the 2nd prototype system. The preliminary results showed 
that the detected images agreed with the shapes of the silent targets consisting of panels. 

Keywords: Ambient noise imaging, Acoustic lens, Sea trial 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The radical idea of viewing ambient noise as a sound source rather than a hindrance 
was developed by Buckingham et al. Detection methods based on this idea make use of 
neither passive nor active sonar, and are often called ambient noise imaging (ANI) system 
[1]. Several research groups have built experimental systems to perform ANI. Epifanio et 
al. developed the Acoustic Daylight Ocean Noise Imaging System consisting of a 3-m-
diameter spherical reflector with an array of 126 hydrophones attached to the focal surface 
[2]. Venugopalan et al. built the Remotely Operated Mobile Ambient Noise Imaging 
System (ROMANIS) consisting of a 2-D sparse array of 504 hydrophones fully populating 
a 1.44-m circular aperture [3]. Both systems succeeded in detecting silent target objects 
under dominant snapping shrimp noises. Recently, Chitre et al. rebuilt the ROMANIS and 
created stable target images. At the same time, they successfully estimated the target range 
using noise source positions [4]. 

Various sound pressure fields focused by lenses constructed for an ANI system were 
analysed in our previous studies [5-7]. We designed and built an aspherical lens with an 
aperture diameter of 1.0 m with which to develop our 1st prototype ANI system. On 
November 8-13, 2010, a sea trial of ANI was conducted with our 1st prototype system, 
which was constructed by mounting a 1-D hydrophone array on the image surface of this 
lens, in order to measure its directional resolution. It was verified that this acoustic lens 
achieved directional resolution with a beam width of 1 degree at the centre frequency of 
120 kHz over a field of view (FOV) from 7 to +7 degrees [8]. Another sea trial of silent 
target detection was also conducted under only background noise in Uchiura Bay, Japan. 
Many transient sounds were detected by hydrophones arranged on each image point. We 
classified the received transients roughly into directly received noises and target 
scatterings. A classification method was proposed to extract only transients classified as 
target scatterings. Finally, it was verified that the power spectrum density levels of the on-
target directions were greater than those of the off-target directions in the frequency band 
higher than 60 kHz using the data classified as target scatterings. Thus, we succeeded in 
detecting silent targets under ocean background noise generated mainly by snapping 
shrimp [9]. Recently, we estimated the spatial distribution of noise sources using a pair of 
tetrahedron arrays, and reported some results along with a discussion of the relationship 
between noise source positions and target scatterings [10]. 

Our final goal is to create a pictorial image of a target under ocean natural ambient 
noise. To do this, it is necessary to arrange a 2-D hydrophone array to provide full 
coverage of the image surface. Thus, we built our 2nd prototype ANI system with a 2-D 
hydrophone array [11]. To evaluate the 2nd prototype system, a 2nd sea trial was 
conducted in Uchiura Bay in November of 2014. In this paper, the preliminary results are 
reported. 

2. THE 2ND PROTOTYPE SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS 

Figure 1 shows the arrangements of the sensor elements for the 2-D hydrophone array 
of the 2nd prototype system. The 127 elements were arranged under a spherical 
approximation of the image surface for a horizontal FOV from -7 to +7 degrees, and for a 
vertical FOV from -4 to +4 degrees. Each element is a 10-mm  10-mm square. This array 
was manufactured with a piezocomposite technique by Materials Systems Inc., and has a 
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polyurethane encapsulation directly attached to the preamplifier housing. It is possible to 
select gains of 20 or 30 dB in the 127 preamplifiers. In the case of the preamplifiers’ gain 
of 30 dB, the average sensitivity increases gradually from -180 to -172 dB at the frequency 
band from 60 to 200 kHz. The sensitivity variation of all receivers is within ±3 dB. The 
2nd prototype ANI system is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the acoustic lens is the same as that of 
the 1st prototype system. The acoustic lens and the 2-D receiver array are arranged to be 
under water, and the 2nd preamplifiers with the selectable gains from 0 to 40 dB and the 
data acquisition (DAQ) system are at the sea surface. The DAQ system has 128 A/D 
converters with the sampling rate of 1.0 MS/s and quantization bit rate of 16 bit, as well as 
two SSD RAIDs with total size of 2.4 TB. It is possible to record 127 output signals of the 
2-D array continuously. 
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Fig. 1:  Arrangements of sensor elements of the 2-D hydrophone array  
for the 2nd prototype system. 
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Fig.2: the 2nd prototype system. 
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To evaluate the 2nd prototype system, a 2nd sea trial was conducted in an actual ocean 
environment on November 10-14, 2014. As in the 1st sea trial, the equipment was 
deployed through the barge “OKI SEATEC II”, which is moored at Uchiura Bay. The 
water depth at this location is a nominal 30 m. The experimental arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 3. The 2nd prototype imaging system constructed with the acoustic lens and 
hydrophone array was suspended from the end of the barge. Focusing any object range is 
carried out by shifting the hydrophone array from 1.0 to 1.5 m at the origin, which is the 
center of the lens. To remove the directly received noises, the soundproof boards were 
attached around the hydrophone array. Two panel targets, named “Target A” and “Target 
B”, were suspended from the barge. Targets were created by arranging multiple 1-m  1-m 
square panels for “Target A” and 0.5-m -0.5 m panels for “Target B”. Each square panel 
was formed by attaching a neoprene form of 8 mm thickness onto an aluminium plate of 
1-mm thickness. Several pingers, which are spherical sound sources with a diameter of 22 
mm, were attached to the targets for verification of ANI detection, and radiated burst 
pulses of 130 kHz. Using a spherical element made of piezoelectric ceramics, the pinger 
had nearly perfect omnidirectionality in the horizontal and vertical directions.  
 

Target A

15 m

Sea Bottom

Target B

Sea Surface

Barge (SEATEC II)

30 m

30 m

Pinger for 
Alignment

Imaging 
System

Ⅱ

 
Fig.3: Experimental arrangement in the 2nd sea trial. 

 

3. PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows the preliminary data analysis results in the 2nd sea trial. There are 
examples of images of ‘Target B’. First, we detected the pingers attached to the target, in 
order to verify that the target is present in the FOV. An illustration of the target 
arrangement in the FOV is shown in Fig. 4(a), and the pingers’ detection image is shown 
in Fig. 4(b). Each pixel value was calculated by the band level from 120 to 140 kHz 
received by each element. Two peaks were detected in Fig. 4(b), and those agreed with the 
positions of the pingers (black circle marks) in Fig. 4(a). The trial of target detection using 
only natural ocean ambient noise was conducted when the pingers’ radiation was stopped. 
An image of a transient of target scattering is shown in Fig. 4(c). Each pixel value was 
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calculated by the difference of the band level from 150 to 200 kHz between the target 
scattering and the silent sound. We can see a peak in part of the target. Similarly, many 
transients of target scatterings, whose amplitudes were over the twice of the amplitudes of 
silent sound, were extracted from the recorded sound. Figure 4(d) shows the combination 
of the 30 images of transients extracted as target scatterings. The process of combination 
was to select the maximum pixel value from the 30 images. We can see that the 
reconstructed target image agrees well with the shape of “Target B” in FOV. 
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(c) An image of a target scattering 
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(d) Combination of 30 images of  

target scatterings 

Fig.4: Preliminary data analysis results obtained in the 2nd sea trial. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we built a 2nd prototype ANI system with the 2-D hydrophone array in 
order for the acoustic lens to provide full coverage of the image surface, and conducted a 
2nd sea trial of silent target detection under ocean natural ambient noise in November of 
2014. The preliminary data analysis results showed that a pictorial image of the target was 
successfully created using ambient noise.  

Future studies like the present data analysis are needed to create images of other 
targets. Additionally, the noise spatial distribution was also observed using two 
tetrahedron arrays in this trial like the previous study [10]. It needed to be verified whether 
the target can be successfully imaged under other specific conditions governing the 
direction of the imaging system and the noise distributions. 
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Abstract: A typical sonar image of an object on the sea floor is frequency dependent due 
to differences in acoustic scattering and propagation as well as in the signal processing 
parameters. Variability in e.g. bottom reverberation, acoustic penetration, shadow 
contrast, target response, antenna aperture and image statistics can be exploited for 
object recognition, when a wide sonar frequency band is available. Since additional 
information is captured, object classification performance is enhanced for sonar with 
frequency diversity. The SeaOtter MKII autonomous underwater vehicle with the 
VISION1200 synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) was equipped with an extra acoustic source 
to investigate the potential of adding a low frequency to the SAS. The sonar was operated 
at three different carrier frequencies (LF: 20 kHz, MF: 75 kHz and HF: 150 kHz) in the 
Baltic Sea during a sea trial in 2014. The LF transmitter was directed at long range for 
reasons of area coverage. The footprint of the other two transmitters largely overlapped 
at short range. The sea floor was insonified simultaneously with the LF and MF 
transmitter allowing accurate comparison of the SAS imagery. The physical differences 
and the impact on the SAS processing parameters with respect to the frequency bands are 
analysed. Experimental SAS imagery of several different objects is presented. The LF and 
MF images are compared and fused through an information-preserving method. 
Interesting physical differences such as in highlight-to-reverberation ratio, multipath 
arrivals and acoustic penetration are observed as well as image resolution and texture. 

Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Sonar, Displaced Phase Centre Antenna, Broadband SAS, 
Colour Sonar, Image Fusion  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonar frequency diversity enables improved target classification, when the 
supplementary information collected with the different frequencies is exploited. The 
difference between responses of an object on the sea floor insonified by a sonar operated 
around 100 kHz and 10 kHz is significant. Mine hunting (sonar) performance can be 
improved based upon this fact, for instance, in terms of false alarm rate. However, 
frequency diversity comes at a cost. The data rate increases and a well-functioning sonar 
has to be redesigned for each frequency band, carefully considering transmitter 
characteristics and resolution. It is here that the approach of synthetic aperture sonar 
(SAS) brings a significant advantage. Whilst conventional sonar resolution is dictated by 
sonar size and frequency, SAS resolution is not. The approach that is proposed in this 
paper is frequency diversity merely based on multiple transmitters. The receivers are used 
for all frequency bands. The footprint, desired resolution and multipath suppression lay the 
basis for the transmit beampattern. Adding a transmitter for improved classification 
performance is more affordable and feasible than replacing or redoing the entire sonar. 

The already dual-frequency SAS system VISION1200 developed by ATLAS 
ELEKTRONIK with frequencies , = 75 kHz and , = 150 kHz has been extended 
with a third , = 20 kHz transmitter for these research purposes as visible in Fig. 1. 
This much lower frequency band was chosen for reasons of acoustic penetration into both 
object and sea bottom (for buried mines). After integration of the new low-frequency 
hardware, the first challenge is to produce sufficient-quality SAS imagery with the given 
antenna characteristics. A much wider SAS aperture has to be integrated to achieve cross-
range resolution similar to the other frequency bands. In practice, this means coherent 
integration of more pings due to processing a wider angle. Another aspect to be considered 
in the SAS processing is the relative bandwidth, which is much larger for the low 
frequency band. This leads to beampattern variations within the band that create a 
difference in the number of pings to be integrated for the lowest and for the highest 
frequency. This may call for frequency dependent SAS processing as described by [1].  

In Section 2 these wideband effects are analysed. Section 3 compares SAS images of 
the different frequency bands, which are subsequently fused in Section 4. A brief 
conclusion is given in Section 5.  

 
Fig.1: SeaOtter MKII equipped with the dual-sided dual-frequency interferometric 

synthetic aperture sonar VISION1200 extended with a third low frequency transmitter. 
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2. BROADBAND SYNTHETIC APERTURE PROCESSING 

After motion estimation using the displaced phase centre antenna (DPCA) technique 
[2] and applying space-time imaging, we obtain a discretely sampled SAS image as an 
estimate of the sea bottom reflectivity. The latter is given by ( , ) with = 1, … ,  
and = 1, … ,  where  and  describe the spatial coordinates in ground-range and 
along-track direction, respectively. While an integration angle of , = 80° at the LF 
centre frequency has been used during reconstruction, the MF-SAS processing has been 
conducted with an integration angle of , =  22°. These integration angles have been 
used as a starting point for all subsequent imagery. In order to analyse the impact of the 
broadband processing, the 2-D wavenumber spectrum ,  is investigated. The latter 
can be estimated using a discrete-time (space) Fourier transform (DTFT) as follows  

, =  ( , ) ( ) ( ) , 
where  and  denote the wavenumbers in ground-range and along-track direction, 
respectively. The corresponding down-converted spectra estimates for LF and MF are 
depicted in Fig. 2 (left) and Fig. 2 (right), respectively. Furthermore, the green line in both 
subplots of Fig. 2 shows the theoretical spectral annulus that can be determined using the 
wavenumber relationships = 2 cos  and = 2  sin  with =  2π/ , where  is 
the wavelength over the entire signal bandwidth . The minimum and maximum arc radii 
are given by ± /2 with = 2 /  being the wavenumber at the carrier frequency. 
Note that the spectral annulus is determined in the bandpass region and then down-
converted. Especially for the MF spectrum in Fig. 2 (right), the theoretical spectral 
annulus shows a good match with the estimated spectrum. Given the larger relative 
bandwidth of the LF signals compared to the MF signals, the effect that the sensor 
beamwidth decreases for increasing frequencies is solely observable for the LF spectrum 
in Fig. 2 (left). Consequently, the spatial bandwidth in  dimension, and thus, the along-
track resolution becomes frequency dependent.  

                 
Fig.2: LF-SAS (left) and MF-SAS (right) image spectra (for SAS images see Fig. 6). 
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In [1], different processing schemes, e.g. narrowband, multiband, and broadband, are 
suggested to cope with the trade-off between resolution degradation and signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) during SAS imaging. The SNR is affected when the integration angle  is 
chosen according to the lowest frequency since spatial sensor positions are considered for 
higher frequencies that do not contribute anymore to the synthetic aperture. To verify 
whether different processing schemes are relevant for the introduced LF-SAS system, we 
performed a point target simulation. While Fig. 3 (left) shows the pulse-compressed point 
target signature for a single hydrophone element of the sonar array along the synthetic 
aperture, a Fourier transform in fast-time direction shows the variation of the beampattern 
over the sonar path in Fig. 3 (right). The sonar path consists of = 90 pings and is almost 
40 m long of which 15 m is within the 3dB beamwidth. Fig. 4 shows the image 
reconstruction results using simulated data that were processed with a beamwidth of = 40°. This yields a theoretical along-track resolution of = 34 mm at = 30 kHz 
and = 69 mm at = 15 kHz assuming a direct cut-off at each side of the beam. The 
corresponding point spread function (PSF) is depicted in Fig. 4 (left). On the contrary, the 
image in Fig. 4 (right) has been post-processed in the 2-D wavenumber spectrum to obtain 
a constant along-track resolution of = 30 mm over all frequencies. 

For a closer inspection of the impact of both processing schemes, Fig. 5 depicts the PSF 
in along-track direction. While Fig. 5 (left) highlights the difference in the sidelobe levels 
that is significantly improved in case of a constant along-track resolution processing, Fig. 
5 (right) compares the main-lobe width. Although the resolution is better for the original 
SAS processing scheme, the loss in resolution is negligible in case of a constant along-
track resolution processing. 
 

 
Fig.3: Pulse compressed point target signature for a single hydrophone element along 

the synthetic aperture (left) and its Fourier domain representation in fast-time (right). 

 
Fig.4: Original SAS image reconstruction result (left) of the LF-SAS processing scheme 

and after post-processing in the 2-D wavenumber spectrum (right) using simulated data.  
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Fig.5: Processing comparison based on the along-track PSF of a simulated point target 
(left) along with a zoom-out for resolution inspection (right). 

 
Based on the simulations and comparisons of real data examples, the variation of 

beamwidth and resolution within the LF band is shown to be small here. The LF-SAS and 
MF-SAS images are nevertheless post-processed in the 2D wavenumber spectrum to a 
fixed crossrange resolution of = 30 mm to enable a fair comparison and fusion. 

3. COMPARISON OF SAS IMAGERY AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES 

This section demonstrates the physical differences between the LF-SAS and MF-SAS 
images. Two objects were selected to highlight some of these differences. The medium- 
and low-frequency transmitter insonify a largely overlapping area on the sea floor, which 
enables two simultaneous looks with the SAS. The first object, a 4 m long cylindrical 
target of opportunity detected at a range of 32 m, is visible in Fig. 6. The image patch is 20 
m x 30 m, and has a dynamic colour range of 40 dB, processed at a resolution of 30 mm.  

 

    
Fig.6: LF-SAS (left) and MF-SAS (right) images of a target of opportunity. 

 
The target is much better visible with MF. The sea floor texture also has more contrast 

and the acoustic shadow is more distinct. The medium-frequency range is obviously more 
suitable for detection and classification of such objects. However, the added value of the 
low-frequency band is clear. The object highlight structure differs significantly. In the LF-
SAS image dots at the front of the object can be observed and acoustic scattering from 
within the object is higher. The acoustic penetration is notably higher here. The second 
object (10 m x 10 m) selected is a target designed to measure sonar resolution [5]. Fig. 7 
shows a zoom on the target (at a range of 20 m).                                              
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Fig.7: LF-SAS (left) and MF-SAS (right) images of a resolution test target. 

 
Fig. 7 also shows a more defined structure for the MF case. Sidelobes of corner 

reflectors are more prevalent in MF, partly caused by their high mainlobe level. The 
resolution target itself appears very differently in LF and MF. Especially the closest sector 
shows a dominant diagonal line in LF that is not dominant in MF. Another striking 
difference observed are the signatures of the four cables, which vary more in the MF 
image. All cables are well visible in LF, which may indicate (partial) burial. The following 
section presents fused imagery of both frequency bands. 

4. FUSION OF SAS IMAGERY AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCY BANDS 

To allow a direct and intuitive comparison of SAS images based on different frequency 
bands a fusion approach and a technique for displaying the result in a single image is 
presented. For that purpose, SAS data from different frequency bands have been collected 
simultaneously. It is assumed that the footprints of the data overlap, which is the case for 
the VISION1200 SAS. A fusion of SAS images based on the LF and MF bands is possible 
over almost the entire range. Additionally, a fusion of data from the MF and HF bands can 
be applied for a smaller range interval due to the design of the sonar. In a first step a 
coregistration algorithm [6] is applied. After that it is assumed that the resulting SAS 
images are aligned with respect to each other. Before comparing the images pixel-wise, 
the amplitudes of the images are weighted. For the comparison of LF and MF data, a 
single value is used to equalise the logarithmic intensities over the entire image. In case of 
MF and HF data the normalisation step is performed for each line of pixels in crossrange 
to take into account the differences of the transmit beampatterns. Finally, the data are 
displayed in an image in which the three colour components red, green and blue are 
determined separately. For the LF-MF-fusion the amplitudes of the LF-SAS image 
correspond to the first component red and the amplitudes of the MF-SAS image corespond 
to the second component green. The values for the third component blue are set to the 
mean value of the other components in order to make use of the full colour spectrum. 
Thus, a black pixel indicates a low intensity for both frequencies, a white pixel indicates a 
high intensity for both, a red pixel indicates a high intensity for LF and a low intensity for 
MF, and a low a green pixel is displayed when the intensity is low for LF but high for MF.  

Fig. 8 shows the resulting fused image of the LF and MF images previously depicted in 
Fig. 6. In the fused image the target of opportunity consists of white colored pixels at the 
front followed by a region where the majority of the pixels is shifted towards red. This 
indicates a penetration of the LF sonar signal into the object and a reflection at the back 
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side. Additionally, a multipath of the object with a higher contribution of the LF signal is 
visible. In contrast to this the weights of small scatterers are increased for the MF sonar 
signal resulting in a predominantly green-coloured background. 

 
Fig.8: Fused colour SAS image of target of opportunity: LF (red) and MF (green).   

     
Fig.9: Fused colour SAS image of resolution target: LF (red) and MF (green). 

Fig. 9 shows the resulting fused image of the LF and MF images previously depicted in 
Fig. 7. Here, the effects described in the last section can be observed directly. Beside one 
diagonal at the front and some strong point scatterers, image of the resolution object has a 
better contrast and a higher accuracy for the MF sonar signal. The cables at longer ranges 
are weighted differently by the two frequency bands. Two of them are mainly displayed in 
white and the other two are mainly coloured in red indicating a higher interaction with the 
LF sonar signal. Fig. 10 shows a fused image based on a MF and a HF sonar signal. The 
image patch covers a region of 50 m × 25 m. Both frequency bands provide high-quality 
SAS imagery with the wreck clearly visible, but some features are more dominant in the 
MF and others are more present in the HF image. Especially some multipath effects that 
are not present in the HF image appear in the MF image. Again, the sea bed is mainly 
displayed in green showing the higher interaction of the HF sonar signal with the sea bed. 
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Fig. 10: Fused SAS images of the Colosso wreck of the coast of Levanto, Italy: MF 
component (red), HF component (green). 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows the advantages of broadband or multiband SAS. Different 
frequencies reveal different aspects of the objects and the surrounding sea floor, which 
results in independent information that can be employed for object classification. A 
number of real data examples show that physical differences such as object penetration, 
multipath, bottom texture and highlight structures are significant for the presented SAS 
system. The proposed multiband fusion approach was successfully applied to real data and 
shows promising results with potential for improved classification. 
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Abstract: Widebeam synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) gathers information on the acoustic scat-
tering over a scene. From the aspect-dependent scattering of facets we can extract information
on their orientation and size. This is information that can be useful in target detection and
classification.

Each pixel of a SAS amplitude image represents the backscattering at a given location. In
SAS imaging the backscattering is normally assumed to be independent of look angle within
the beamwidth. This assumption of aspect-independent scattering is only valid for narrowbeam
systems. For widebeam systems the backscattering of real scatterers can show a strong angu-
lar dependency over the beamwidth. We suggest to extract this additional information, and
investigate the aspect-dependency of the backscattering going into each pixel. We are able to
estimate both the orientation of facets and their size. We demonstrate the method on SAS data
recorded from a HUGIN autonomous underwater vehicle using a HISAS system with a proto-
type low frequency transmitter covering the band 12-38 kHz with a -3dB beamwidth exceeding
100 degrees at the center frequency. The approach is based on adaptive matched filter feature
extraction developed in synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

Keywords: Synthetic aperture sonar, matched filter imaging, target response.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) imaging algorithms, the backscattering is normally assumed
to be independent of look angle. This assumption is usually not met when processing wide
beamwidths. For example man-made objects with facets exhibit a strong aspect-dependent
back-scattering, whereas other objects, such as small rocks, can reflect more like point-targets.
This is the notion behind a series of feature-extraction and detection algorithms developed for
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [1, Section VII.C]. We recognize the methods presented in [2],
[3] and [4] as the most fundamental of these. Rather than assuming isotropic backscattering
during the imaging, they suggest to performadaptive matched filteringin order to estimate size
and orientation of the dominating scatterers (assumed planar) for each pixel, and they also build
anadaptive matched filter image. The approach has been followed-up only to a small extent in
SAR. Within SAS one related study extracts the dominating orientation and size, represented
by coherence length of targets, though only on (simulated) target snippets and not individual
pixel level data [5].

In this paper we focus on pixel levelfeature extraction. We suggest to use the features as
complementary informationto the original SAS image. One potential beneficial application is
target recognition.

2. METHOD

The angular contribution to an image pixel is obtained by delaying the pulse compressed signal
of each transmitter-receiver element along the aperture until they all focus onto the pixel. In
traditional SAS imaging the contribution from each aperture element (all look angles) are then
averaged to give the pixel intensity. In adaptive matched filter SAS imaging and feature extrac-
tion,we do matched filtering on this angular scattering information in place of summation.

We suggest an alternative approach for extracting the angular contribution of the scatter-
ing from a single look complex SAS image. The SAS image is transformed into the image
wavenumber domain through a 2D Fourier transform, focused onto each pixel position, and the
angular dependency of the scattering is extracted.

2.1 Example Image
We form the widebeam SAS image in accordance with the wideband back projection (WBP)
approach of [6] [7]. For demonstrating the approach, we choose the low frequency (LF) SAS
image of Fig. 1. The image data was recorded using FFI’s HUGIN-HUS autonomous under-
water vehicle (AUV) outside Horten in 2012 using the HISAS synthetic aperture sonar with a
prototype LF transmitter. The LF band covers 12-38 kHz and was recorded concurrently with
a medium frequency (MF) band covering 60-85 kHz. The scene contains targets of opportunity
at 70 m depth and approximately 50 m ground range.

We assure maximumangular coverageby addressing images with samples evaluated at a
spacingdx equal to orsmaller than that supported by our sensor and the image processing (dx =
2π/ΔKx ≤ 2π/ΔKx,max_theo) [7]. We assure a goodangular resolutionby addressing images
with hundreds of along-track samples, thus supporting the same number of image wavenumber
bins.
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Fig. 1: SAS images of the example scene generated from concurrently recorded MF and LF

data, using the HISAS 1030 on FFI’s HUGIN HUS AUV with a LF prototype transmitter. The

LF band spans 12-38 kHz with a center frequency beamwidth of 106 degrees, and the MF

band spans 60-85 kHz with a center frequency beamwidth of 32 degrees.

2.2 Wavenumber Domain Focusing
We leth denote the SAS pixel value. Using the Matlab implementation of the Fourier trans-
form, and ignoring the shift, we obtain:

H[μ, η] =
M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

h[m,n] ∙ e−i2π(μ−1)(m−1)/M ∙ e−i2π(η−1)(n−1)/N , (1)
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wherem ∈ [1,M ] andμ ∈ [1,M ] addressthe along-track pixel number and image wavenum-
ber component andn ∈ [1, N ] andη ∈ [1, N ] the corresponding across-track indices. The
individual pixel values can be reconstructed using the inverse Fourier transform:

h[m,n] =
M∑

μ=1

N∑

η=1

H[μ, η]

MN
∙ ei2π(μ−1)(m−1)/M ∙ ei2π(η−1)(n−1)/N . (2)

The term insidethe summations of (2) contains data fromH([μ, η]) focused onto image pixel
[m,n] and we denote theseF ([μ, η])|[m,n].

In the above relations, the indices[m,n] address the position~x = (x[m], y[n]), and the in-
dices[μ, η] address the image wavenumber vector,~K = (Kx[μ], Ky[η]). The Imagewavenum-
ber vector is related to the acoustic wavenumber vector~k through the combined incident and re-
flected waves,~K = ~kre−~kin. Thus wehave| ~K| = 2|~k| ≈ 4π/λ, and∠ ~K = arctan(Kx/Ky) =
θ, whereλ representsthe wavelength andθ the look angle off broadside and defined positive
counter-clockwise.

By collecting all the wavenumber domain components focused onto a single pixel before
summation, we have decomposed the pixel contributions to individual frequencies and aspects.
These data also contain information on all other pixels, but while these contributions are inco-
herent, the contribution for the pixel will be coherent over (nearby) aspects and frequencies.
The approach can be summarized as follows:

h(x, y) → H(Kx, Ky) → F (Kx, Ky)|(xi,yi)

Changing the focuspoint by similar approaches is also applied in fixed focusing for enhance-
ment of shadows and elastic scattering [8] [9].

The image wavenumber domain intensity spectrum|H(Kx, Ky)| of our example scene is
shown in Fig. 2. By changing focusing point, the phase∠H(Kx, Ky) is altered whilethe
intensity spectrum remains the same.

Fig. 2: Amplitude spectrum for the LF SAS image of Fig. 1, represented as function of

image wavenumber in Cartesian coordinates (left) and polar coordinates (right). The effective

beamwidth is limited to 90 degrees due to limited recording range.
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2.3 Matched Filtering
At each pixel location, the focused wavenumber domain data can be matched to candidate target
responses with potentially better match than that of an isotropic scatterer. In [2], [3] and [4],
it is suggested to match-filter for linear (dihedral) targets of a few different lengths and many
candidate orientations. We adopt their general approach, and extend it to cover the response
of any linear scatterers (or rectangular facets), with lengthd and orientation (expressed by
broadside direction)θ.

2.3.1 Uniform Linear Scatterer
The scattering response of a uniform linear scatterer resembles the beampattern of a uniform
linear array. This is well known to be represented by a sinc-function. A linear scatterer with
broadside at angleθ will give (a frequency-independent) maximum scattering for look angles
of θ. In the image wavenumber domain, the scattering strength will change only with distance
orthogonal to the line described byθ, and follow a sinc pattern. The -3 dB bandwidthΔK−3dB

of the sinc-functionfollows from the length of the scatterer,D, as

ΔK−3dB ≈ ΔK00/2 = 2π/D, (3)

whereΔK00/2 is half thezero-crossing bandwidth. This image wavenumber domain metric
can be transformed to the beamwidthβ at any frequency-dependent wavelength through

β = 2 arcsin(λ/2D). (4)

In this study we ignore the full sinc beampattern and match to the scattering response de-
scribed through its mainlobe only.

2.3.2 Orientation Estimation
The orientation of an uniform linear scatterer at position(xi, yi) can be foundby locating
the look angle with the maximum coherent signal. We address the image wavenumber do-
main spectrumF (Kx, Ky)|(xi,yi) and apply aCartesian to polar transform (left to right panel in
Fig. 2). Next we average over theK-axis to obtain the orientation dependency of the scattering
f(θ)|(xi,yi). The approachcan be summarized as follows:

F (Kx, Ky)|(xi,yi) → F (K, θ)|(xi,yi) → f(θ)|(xi,yi)

Next weexamine the orientation dependency of the scattering in order to find the orien-
tation of strongest coherent contribution. Example scattering distributions for different target
positions and background positions are given in Fig. 3, with the obtained orientation at the peak
of the coherent contribution and its -3 dB width indicated by blue circular marks.

2.3.3 Length Estimation
The length of a scatterer is most accurately estimated through its scattering response by first
rotating the focused image wavenumber domain spectrum to align with the look angle to the
broadside orientationθ. The rotated data can be averaged along the direction expressed byθ,
giving the wavenumber domain response along the orientation of the scatterer. From this we can
estimate the scatterer length in accordance with equation (3). However, for now we approxi-
mate the result by investigating the coherent scattering contribution as function of orientation as
derived earlier for the orientation estimate and illustrated in Fig. 3. We assume that the angular
response corresponds to that of the center frequency and use (4) to estimate the scattererlength.

F (Kx, Ky)|(xi,yi) → F (θo, θno)|(xi,yi) → f(θno)|(xi,yi) ≈ f(θ)|(xi,yi)
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Fig. 3: h(θ)|(x,y) for focusing on4 different points in the scene, together with the related

estimations of orientation and beamwidth, indicated by blue circles. Top left: point at center

of strong scattering line on "box". Top right; point on "frame". Bottom left: in "sidelobe"

outside strong scattering line on "box". Bottom right: random pixel on the background.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 4 we present the estimated orientation and effective scatterer length for the sample
scene, and also include the LF SAS image for reference. Both orientation and effective length
is expressed through color coding. The orientation is represented in a linear scale over the
covered look angles, but note that the effective length is represented in a logarithmic scale.
The minimum effective length corresponds to using the full 3dB bandwidth supported by the
system, while the maximum effective length corresponds to a mainlobe width of two samples,
c.f. equation (3).

We observe that the estimates are quite consistent for the strong scatterers that can be ob-
served in the SAS image. The estimated orientations of -21 degrees and 40 degrees for the two
objects are correct. The effective length of the strong scattering lines to the left are estimated
to between 0.9 and 1.4 m correspond roughly to the observed length of 0.8 m for the lines. The
effective length for the object on the right is estimated to between 1.1 and 1.4 m, which is a
bit shorter than the actual length of 1.7 m. We have not yet investigated on the origin of this
discrepancy.

For positions with background only, the vast majority of the estimates give random orienta-
tions and rather long scattering lengths. This would correspond to choosing a narrow random
peak of coherent signal contribution (as illustrated in the lower right panel of Fig. 3), and is
expected. For positions on the background that are along a linear extension of a strong scat-
terer, the estimates of these scatterers appear to extend onto the background. More advanced
estimation of orientation and effective length might avoid this artefact, and if not, a mask might
be provided to present the valid measurements.
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Fig. 4: The LF SAS image (top), together with the estimated orientation (center)

and the estimated effective length (bottom).
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4. CONCLUSION

WidebeamSAS gathers information on the aspect-dependency of the acoustic scattering. We
have successfully demonstrated the estimation of orientation and effective length of facets,
based on this aspect-dependent scattering represented in widebeam SAS images. In addition to
providing orientation on facet orientation and length, the features can also support estimation
of roughness and also be used for target segmentation.

Follow-up studies could investigate the effect of these new features on target detection and
classification. Further studies could also investigate which related features can be extracted
from a single pass when the specular reflection is not recorded, as with more narrowbeam (high
frequency) SAS.
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Abstract: This paper presents the results obtained so far in the research project called 
“System for acoustic detection and autonomous classification of targets in the sea 
(SIDACAM, for its acronym in Spanish)”, developed by the Colombian Naval Academy for 
Cadets "Almirante Padilla" (ENAP, for its acronym in Spanish), the Oceanographic and 
Hydrographic Research Centre for the Caribbean (CIOH, for its acronym in Spanish) and 
the Engineering Faculty of the San Buenaventura University. This project proposes the 
implementation of the SIDACAM for surveillance of the acoustic spectrum of Colombian 
maritime territory against underwater asymmetrical threats such as speedboats (Go Fast) 
or semi-submersible used for drug smuggling by maritime routes. The development of the 
project has included up to now two main aspects: the design and implementation of an 
autonomous algorithm for an acoustic detection of specific speedboats, both at sea and 
rivers, and second, the system hardware which has to remain undetectable from the surface 
but assuring satellite communication using a sub-module buoy able to reach the surface 
and coil back to the subsurface. The aim of the algorithm is to evaluate the sound 
underwater spectrum in a passive SONAR system. The algorithm analysis includes the 
identification of the Acoustic Signature of interest and a comparison with ambient noise 
levels in order to determine an approximate distance of the boat from the acoustic sensor.  
Besides, in this paper a numerical analysis of the sub-module buoy is included, considering 
the ascending movement at the highest possible velocity. For this purpose, the software 
Ansys CFX was used to analyse and compare the fluid behaviour around seven different 
buoy geometries at different conditions within the realistic range. During the analysis, five 
parameters have been considered: relative pressure, pressure gradient, wall shear stress, 
turbulence kinetic energy and velocity curl. Some geometries showed to be suitable for the 
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purpose aimed and experiment should be carried on in order to verify the modelled 
situation. 

Keywords: acoustic detection, algorithm, underwater spectrum, passive SONAR system, 
Acoustic Fingerprint, power spectral density, buoy geometry, numerical analysis.  

1. ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN 
AUTONOMOUS ALGORITHM   

This chapter presents the results obtained so far in the development of an intelligent 
algorithm, capable of automatically detecting a specific speedboat in the Colombian 
maritime territory. The characterization of the ambient noise and the Acoustic Fingerprint 
of a speedboat was the first step taken in this procedure. For this purpose, acoustic 
measurements were carried out, at both sea and river. The spectral analysis of acoustic 
signals, at different depths and distances from the acoustic sensor, was the preliminary phase 
taken into account in the algorithm designing process. This analysis allowed observing the 
presence of frequency components, which helped to identify the Acoustic Fingerprint 
produced by the displacement of the Go Fast boat. This section is organized as follows; first, 
the acoustic measurements methodology is explained, after that, the spectral analysis 
implemented to recognise the Acoustic Fingerprint is presented. The chapter finalises with 
a description of the acoustic detection algorithm.  

1.1. MEASUREMENTS METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the main characteristics of the zone, the resources available for the 
measurements and the methodology implemented. The area selected was the Bay of 
Tumaco, in the Colombian Pacific Ocean. This bay has an average depth of 30 meters, 
located between 1°45' and 2°45' north latitude and longitudes 78°30' and 78°45' west. The 
hydrodynamic characteristics of the bay includes a semidiurnal tidal behaviour, with the 
presence of two high and two low levels of tide during a period of 24 hours [1]. Tumaco has 
a humid climate strongly influenced by the Intertropical Convergence Zone, with 
temperature values between 33°C and 18°C [2]. The resources available for the 
measurements can be classified in two groups related to the acoustic source and receiver. 
During the sea measurements, a speedboat (Go Fast) with Evinrude 200 hp twin-engine and 
two stroke with electronic injection was used as the noise source of study. In the river 
measurements, the source analysed was a Go Fast with Yamaha 250 hp twin-engine. In both 
cases, the boat had a GPS tracking device and interface with HYPACK software, in order 
to obtain the position of the vessel with time reference. A twin-engine boat type was used 
as the place where the receiver system was located. The acoustic transducer system 
consisted in a RESON hydrophone with flat frequency response over a wide frequency 
range, a 10 m cable, an audio interface, a PC with recording software and a GPS tracker. In 
terms of measurement methodology, the receiver vessel with the acoustic transducer was 
set 5 km from the coast. Two rounds of measurements were carried out with the hydrophone 
located at four and eight meters depths, keeping the same set up in the audio interface and 
PC in order to guarantee the same gain level. In both cases, ambient noise measurements 
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were carried out with the noise source turned off. After that, the Go Fast conducted a number 
of runs varying velocity and distance to the transducer. For the river exercise, the noise 
source used a constant velocity and audio recordings at three different distances between 
the hydrophone and the source were analysed. Each acoustic recording was between 8 to 10 
seconds long.  

1.2. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the results of ambient noise and Go Fast runs measurements. With 
the purpose of analysis and comparison of underwater spectrums, Power Spectral Density 
functions (PSD) were used to determine the Acoustic Fingerprint of the Go Fast. First, the 
noise ambient is presented, followed by the source acoustic spectrums obtained; both at sea 
and river (see figures 1, 2 and 3).   

 

 
Fig.1: PSD relative levels of ambient noise recorded at eight meters depth. 

 

 
   a)     b)  

Fig.2: a) temporal signal and spectrogram (Image taken from ADOBE AUDITION 
recording software) of the data obtained with hydrophone at 8 m depth, and closest 

distance from Go Fast path of 25 m. b) PSD relative levels of the signal measured (dB / 
Hz). 

Fig. 1 illustrates the PSD relative noise levels registered at eight meters depth. It can be 
noticed how with increasing frequency noise levels decrease, which is a common behaviour 
of ambient noise at sea. Comparing ambient underwater spectrums at four and eight meters, 
it was observed the same tendency; nevertheless, noise levels at four meters were 
significantly higher. This situation is explained by the ocean surface channel characteristics, 
where the wind, surfs and bubble population have influence over ambient noise levels [3]. 
For this reason, the analysis of the Acoustic Fingerprint of the Go Fast was based on the 
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measurements results at eight meters depth. In Fig. 2a is possible to appreciate the pressure 
variation with time and its correspondent spectrogram. In this case, some frequency 
components were observed to have energy contribution during all the elapsed time of the 
travelled path. In the PSD (Fig. 2b), it was possible to identify the fundamental frequency 
of 125 Hz, and relevant frequency harmonics at 250 Hz, 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1100 Hz. These 
frequencies were taken into account in the design of the algorithm to detect the noise source 
measured at sea. Fig. 3 illustrates the noise level spectrums obtained in the river 
measurements. In this case, it was possible to identify the main frequency components with 
the advantage of having very low levels of ambient noise. 

 

 
Fig.3: PSD relative levels of river measurements, indicating the underwater source 

spectrums for different distances and the ambient noise.  

1.3. DESIGN OF THE ALGORITHM 

The design of the algorithm was based on the passive SONAR equation (see Equation 
1), where the Source Level (SL) minus the Transmission Loss (TL) gave the level obtained 
at the transducer, assuming a constant SL. Given that only one transducer was available, the 
Directivity Index (DI) was not taken into account. The Noise Level (NL) was used to 
determine the Detection Threshold (DT) according to the distance between the hydrophone 
and the source. The next step consisted in applying a band-pass filter in a frequency of 
interest, according to the Acoustic Signature. In the last step, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
levels were estimated at different distances in order to have level ranges to approximate the 
distance from the hydrophone when a detection is achieved (Fig. 4).  

DTSNR > DI+ NL- TL- SL    
(1) 
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                            a)      b) 

Fig.4: PSD relative levels of sources at different distances from the hydrophone and 
ambient noise for sea (a) and river (b) measurements, with a band-pass filter according to 

a frequency of interest.  

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SUB-MODULE BUOY GEOMETRIES 

The elapsed time between detection, identification of the fast boat, and the response has 
to be minimal to enhance chances of interception. Once the acoustic system identifies the 
fast boat, it will send a signal to the communication system and this has to send a message 
to the operational base in order to intercept the fast boat. Since the message cannot be send 
from below the surface where the system is deployed, a modem inside a mobile buoy has to 
reach the surface to send it. For this purpose, different buoy geometries have been tested by 
numerical simulation using Ansys CFX software [4] to predict which buoy geometry 
reaches the highest speed on its way to the surface. 

2.1. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
 

Preliminary analysis was done to assess the material for the buoy and the forces acting 
on the system, so the velocity at which the buoy can rise can be determined. Five plastic 
materials were compared looking for high resistance to corrosion and impacts and the lowest 
density, so that the buoyancy force could be greater. The selected material was Low Density 
Polyethylene (LDPE). From the fluid dynamics point of view, there are few geometrical 
shapes from which detailed behavior are described analytically, therefore a sphere has been 
considered. First the forces acting on the system have to be defined, those being buoyancy, 
weight and drag force. The former two can be calculated by simply applying their 
corresponding formulae [5]. 

One of the aims is to determinate buoy’s terminal velocity, in order to do so a velocity 
value has been chosen and its corresponding Reynolds number was computed. Then, the 
drag coefficient is estimated for a sphere [5]. Once the velocity and the drag coefficient are 
known, the drag force can be computed. The terminal velocity corresponds to the point at 
which the drag force is in equilibrium with the difference between weight and floatability 
forces. The resulting velocity for a sphere with a 0.5 m radius is 3.8 m/s. After the 
preliminary analysis, the relation between the forces, external masses of the installed 
equipment inside the buoy, the velocity, and the change in volume has been found. In Fig. 
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5 it can be appreciated how the force exerted on the buoy varies with the radii and the 
velocity. 

 
Fig. 5: Force exerted on the buoy as velocity increases for different spherical buoy radii. 

 
When the velocity was defined, it can be set in the software to start running simulations. 

Here five parameters were considered during the analysis of the geometries; the relative 
pressure, the pressure gradient, wall shear, turbulence kinetic energy, and the velocity curl 
[6]. Simulations have been done for different velocities, although for the ascending 
movement only 4 m/s was considered, since it is the closest to the one obtained in the 
preliminary analysis for a 0.5 m radius sphere. Once simulations had been completed, the 
obtained results in the software could be used and compared to find the best suited geometry 
from the fluid dynamic point of view.  

Studied geometries can be seen in Fig. 6, a sphere, a cylinder with right cones and half 
spheres at front and rear ends and half a sphere attached to a right cone can be counted. The 
x-axis goes from right to left in Figs. 6 and 7, in this sense the front of the buoy is at the left 
and flow goes in the x-positive direction. The scale on Figs. 6 and 7 is the percentage of the 
distance from the front and the rear to the center point of the buoy, since its length varies 
with the geometry in order to keep a constant volume.  

 

 
Fig. 6: Geometries simulated in ANSYS. 

2.2. RESULTS 

Only results of the ascending displacement will be shown, since the behavior of the 
descent movement is very similar due to the low speed developed by the winch responsible 
of retrieving the buoy. In Fig. 7 the distribution of the pressure along front of the buoy can 
be observed for some of the most representative shapes, this was simulated along the buoy 
surface. It can be observed that on buoys with a sphere at the front, the pressure decreases 
earlier than those with cones and that on geometries with cones at its rear the pressure 
remains at its lower value by the end of the buoy, this being positive in order to achieve a 
higher velocity.  
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Fig. 7: Relative pressure along the buoy at 4m/s for the different geometries. 

 
The second parameter is the pressure gradient [5], which describes the change in pressure 

along buoy surface. It was observed that, on one hand, geometries with a cone at the front 
suffer a decrease in pressure, this been something negative since it increases the friction at 
the wall. On the other hand, a sudden increase in pressure at the rear it is positive because it 
pushes the buoy from behind. This is due to the pressure difference between the front and 
the rear part of the buoy. A cone at the front is considered to be negative in comparison with 
the rest of the geometries studied. 
 

Wall shear stress which defines the friction at the wall and the turbulence kinetic energy, 
which describes the energy created by different phenomenon of the turbulent flow, were 
studied [5]. Here the aim is to find the geometry with the lowest maximum value. It was 
found that geometries with a sphere at the front correspond to the lowest maximum values, 
being therefore the ones of interest. Looking into the second half of the buoy, those ending 
with a cone decreases faster and remains constant at lower values than the spheres.  

 
Velocity curl defines the velocity and direction at which the vortices rotate [5], therefore 

the lower the value the better the assessment. After the analysis, it was observed that the 
simple sphere is the best geometry corresponding to this parameter. Once the analysis has 
been done for the variables a conclusion can be drawn, an overall assessment can be seen in 
the Table 1, this compiles information from every variable studied for the different 
geometries. 
 

Front Overall assessment 
(relative pressure, pressure gradient, wall shear and turbulence kinetic energy) 

Sphere 4 positives 
Cone 4 negatives 

Rear  
Sphere 1positive and 3 negatives 

Cone 4 positives 
Table 1: overall assessment for different front and rear geometries. 
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From Table 1 it can be seen that the best suited geometry in order to reach the surface in 
the minimum time possible would be the buoy consisting of a sphere at the front and a cone 
at the rear. Next step is to compare the sphere-cone geometry with the sphere-cylinder-cone. 
The cylinder in the center allows the radius to be smaller, having an earlier decrease in 
pressure. However, at the same time it would extend a higher value in the wall shear and 
turbulence kinetic energy, being something that would change the final behavior. Therefore, 
the selected buoy geometry is the sphere-cone. This preliminary study shows that the 
methodology used is appropriate for a fluid dynamic analysis and that it could go into a 
more complex or detailed study, using more complex geometries or setting a more precise 
simulation in Ansys, for example defining the change in pressure, temperature and density 
due to the depth. 
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Abstract: MIMO stands for Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs. Such systems have been devel-
oped at first for radar applications. MIMO have recently gained interest in the underwater
acoustic community because of certain benefits over traditional systems such as increase reso-
lution or increase in signal to clutter ratio to name a few. The MIMO concept relies on multiple
transmitters (Nt) sending unique and orthogonal waveforms through the environment. Sev-
eral receivers (Nr) then capture environment, targets or clutter echoes. At each receiver point
the total signal is filtered to separate each transmitter signal. The stage at which MIMO sys-
tems separate from multi-static systems is at the information processing stage (done centrally
rather that separately at each receiver node). Accessing the Nt × Nr signals requires the or-
thogonality of the out-coming pulses. As purely orthogonal waveforms do not exist, different
approaches were developed to minimise the waveform cross-correlation. Such methods include
TDMA (time division multiple access) where waveforms share the same frequency band, but
at different times, FDMA (frequency division multiple access) where waveforms occupy differ-
ent frequencies at the same time, or CDMA (code division multiple access) where waveforms
share the same frequencies at the same time. In this paper we review the three main classes
of orthogonal waveforms proposed for radar applications. We examine their implications and
restrictions for sonar systems. We finally propose a novel CDMA design: the ICMS which suits
large MIMO sonar systems and transducer constraints.

Keywords: MIMO sonar systems, MIMO waveform design.
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1. MIMO SONAR SYSTEMS

1.1. MIMO sonar formulation

We first present the MIMO formulation for the finite scatterer target model. A target is rep-
resented here with Q scattering points spatially distributed. Let {Xq}q∈[1,Q] be their locations.
The reflectivity of each scattering point is represented by the complex random variable ζq. All
the ζq are assumed to be zero-mean, independent and identically distributed with a variance of
E[|ζq|2] = 1/Q. Let Σ be the reflectivity matrix of the target, Σ = diag(ζ1, ...,ζQ). By using
this notation the average RCS of the target {Xq}, E[tr(ΣΣH)], is normalised to 1.

The MIMO system comprises a set of K transmitters and L receivers. Each transmitter
k sends a pulse

√
E/K.sk(t). We assume that all the pulses sk(t) are normalised. Then E

represents the total transmit energy of the MIMO system. Receiver l receives from transmitter
k the signal zlk(t) which can be written as:

zlk(t) =

√
E
K

Q

∑
q=1

h(q)lk sk
(
t− τtk(Xq)− τrl(Xq)

)
(1)

with h(q)lk = ζq exp
(
− j2π fc[τtk(Xq)+ τrl(Xq)]

)
. fc is carrier frequency, τtk(Xq) represents the

propagation time delay between the transmitter k and the scattering point Xq, τrl(Xq) represents
the propagation time delay between the scattering point Xq and the receiver l. Note that h(q)lk
represents the total phase shift due to the propagation and the reflection on the scattering point
Xq. Assuming the Q scattering points are close together (i.e. within a resolution cell), we write:

sk
(
t− τtk(Xq)− τrl(Xq)

)
≈ sk (t− τtk(X0)− τrl(X0)) = sl

k(t,X0) (2)

where X0 is the centre of gravity of the target {Xq}. So Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

zlk(t) =

√
E
K

sl
k(t,X0)×

(
Q

∑
q=1

ζq exp
(
− j2π fc[τtk(Xq)+ τrl(Xq)]

))
=

√
E
K

(
Q

∑
q=1

h(q)lk

)
sl

k(t,X0)

(3)

1.2. ATR capabilities

In this section we are interested in the MIMO intensity response of an object: ∑
Q
q=1 h(q)lk

from Eq. (3). Lets assume that the reflectivity coefficients ζq can be modelled by the random
variable 1√

Qe2iπU where U ∈ [0,1] is the uniform distribution. The central limit theorem then
gives us the asymptotic behaviour of the target intensity response, and we can write:

lim
Q→+∞

√√√√∣∣∣∣∣ Q

∑
q=1

h(q)lk

∣∣∣∣∣
2

= Rayleigh(1/
√

2) (4)

The convergence of Eq. (4) is fast. However for a small number of scatterers (typically Q≤ 5),
the target reflectivity PDF exhibits noticeable variation from the Rayleigh distribution.
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Assuming that man-made targets can be effectively modelled by a small number of scat-
terers, we can take advantage of the dissimilarities of the reflectivity PDF functions to esti-
mate the number of scattering points. Each observation is a realisation of the random vari-

able γn =

√∣∣∣∑Q
q=1 h(q)lk

∣∣∣2 with Q the number of scattering points. Each set of observations

Γ = {γn}n∈[1,N] where N is the number of views represents the MIMO output. Given Γ, we can
compute the probability that the target has Q scatterers using Bayes rules:

P(TQ|Γ) =
P(Γ|TQ)P(TQ)

P(Γ)
(5)

where TQ represents the event that the target has Q scatterers. Assuming independent observa-
tions, 4 target types and no a priori information about the target we have:

P(TQ|Γ) =
∏

N
n=1 P(γn|TQ)

∑
5+
Q=2 P(Γ|TQ)

(6)

The estimated target class corresponds to the class which maximises the conditional probability
given by Eq. (6). Figure 1 draws the probability of correct classification for each class depend-
ing on the number of views based on 106 classification experiments. With only 100 views, the
overall probability of correct classification is great than 92%.
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Fig. 1: Correct classification probability against the number of independent views for 4
classes of targets (2, 3, 4 and 5+ scattering points targets).

1.3. Super-resolution capabilities

Let rl(t) be the total received signal at the receiver l. We can write rl(t) = ∑
K
k=1 zlk(t).

The target response xlk from the MIMO system is then the output of the filter bank s∗k(t) with
k ∈ [1,K]. With our notations and assuming orthogonal waveforms, we arrive to:

xlk = rl ? s∗k(t) =
Q

∑
q=1

h(q)lk (7)

The average target echo intensity from all the bistatic views is given by:

F (r) =
1
N ∑

l,k
||xlk||2 (8)
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Using the same target probability distribution stated in the model presented earlier (cf. sec-
tion 1.1), we deduce that F (r) follows the probability distribution:

F (r)∼ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

Rayleigh2(σ)∼ N.Γ(N,2σ
2) (9)

where Γ is the Gamma distribution. Note that the second equivalence is given using the prop-
erties of the Rayleigh distribution. The asymptotic behaviour of F (r) can be deduced from the
following identity [1]:

lim
N→+∞

N.Γ(Nx,N,1) = δ(1− x) (10)

Eq. 10 shows that the MIMO mean target intensity F (r) converges toward the RCS defined in
section 1.1 which means that the scatterers within one resolution cell decorrelate between each
other. MIMO systems then solve the speckle noise in the target response. This demonstrates
why super-resolution can be achieved with large MIMO systems.

2. WAVEFORM DESIGN FOR MIMO RADAR

2.1. TDMA: Time Division Multiple Access

TDMA refers to Time Division Multiple Access. It refers to waveform sets sharing the same
frequency band but not int the same time. Pulses are transmitted successively at regular interval
∆τ called the pulse repetition interval (PRI). This strategy is by far the most commonly used
for multi-static sonar systems. And as long as ∆τ is large enough for the sound to fall below the
detection threshold, the TDMA waveforms are quasi-orthogonal. The intrinsic problem with
TDMA is related to the dynamic of the scene. In an ASW (anti-submarine warfare) context for
example, one may require to survey a large area. If the maximum distance is 40km, taking into
account the relatively slow sound speed in water, the PRI can be as high as 1 minute. A 15 knots
target would then potentially move 1

2km between pings. The tracking related to such system
would then be diminished by the data association stage due to the rapidly growing position
uncertainty.

2.2. FDMA: Frequency Division Multiple Access

FDMA refers to Frequency Division Multiple Access. In this case the waveform set occupy
different frequency band at the same time. As long as the frequency bands of each waveform are
well separated, the waveforms are almost orthogonal. Different strategies have been explored
to implement FDMA depending on the slicing of the available frequency band. Each pulse
can occupy for example a different continuous frequency band or having finely interleaved
frequency supports. For active sonar however, the bandwidth is a rare resource. Assuming
identical transmitters, a FDMA approach results in dividing the full bandwidth by the number
of transmitters and then potentially losing all benefit of wideband systems including SNR and
resolution loss.
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2.3. CDMA: Code Division Multiple Access

Due to the restrictions of the two previous approach in orthogonal waveforms, a lot of ef-
fort has been put in code division multiple access (CDMA) approaches. CDMA waveforms
include polyphase code, pseudorandom phase codes, up and down chirps or codes such as
Baker or Gold codes. The main criteria for MIMO waveform are the sidelobe level and cross
correlation. Several optimisation solutions were proposed using SA (Simulated Annealing)
algorithms [2, 3], Bee algorithms [4] or maximal length sequences [5]. In [6], Rabideau intro-
duces another metric to measure the fitness of MIMO waveforms by considering the maximum
amount of interference that can be cancelled. He then applied his metric for clutter reduc-
tion adaptive MIMO system. Another approach to CDMA waveform design is to relax the
orthogonality hypothesis and optimising the waveform covariance matrix according to a cer-
tain criteria. Forsythe in [7] for example computed the covariance matrix which maximises
the image intensity. Li then proposed in [8] a cyclic algorithm to compute the covariance ma-
trix under the constant amplitude constraint. In [9], Yang derives optimum waveform design
to maximise MI (Mutual Information) and minimising mean-square error (MMSE) for target
response estimation.
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Fig. 2: Example of phased coded radar waveform.

3. ORTHOGONAL WAVEFORMS FOR MIMO SONAR

Radar design and electronics impose a certain number of constraints on the waveform de-
sign. One of the most restrictive is due to the non-linear amplifiers used for such systems and
imposes to the radar waveform a constant amplitude. Although the constant amplitude require-
ment maximises the pulse energy, it drastically reduces the degrees of freedom. The radar
community then find efficient solutions to manipulate the signal phase including phase shift.
Figure 2 provides an example of phased coded radar used in [5]. For active sonar system, pulse
emission is the result of piezo-electric material excitation via linear amplifiers. Sonar systems
are then not constraint to pulses with constant amplitude. The transducers however cannot han-
dle drastic phase shift and phased coded waveforms may be extremely distorted through PZT
transducers.

In this paper we are interested in the orthogonal waveform families. Section 1 highlighted
the importance of both orthogonality and independence of the MIMO signals for recognition
tasks and/or for imagery purposes. Orthogonality is indeed needed in Eq. (5) to derive the
target intensity function for each MIMO pair and in Eq. (7) to recover the target signal from
each Tx/Rx path. All derived results including MIMO autofocus algorithms [10] then depends
on the waveform orthogonality. So far only TDMA or FDMA waveforms have been tested for
orthogonal waveform design. The only exception is the CDMA waveforms known as up and
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down chirps. The up and down chirp strategy however only provides two pseudo-orthogonal
pulses and it is then inadequate for large MIMO systems. In this section we propose a CDMA
strategy which fits the requirements of wideband large MIMO sonar systems:

1. wideband width covered by every pulses

2. ’good’ auto- and cross-correlation functions

3. possibility to generate a large number of orthogonal waveforms

4. waveforms with smooth phase transition

5. waveforms with relative constant amplitude

Note that if sonar amplifier electronics relax the strict constant amplitude constraint, a rel-
ative constant amplitude helps to maintain a high energy pulse and then maximise the signal to
noise ratio. To fulfil the requirements previously stated, we propose to build the MIMO sonar
waveforms using interlaced micro-chirp series (IMCS) with constant bandwidth. The wave-
form is the summation of two concatenations of micro-chirps series with equal duration τ. The
second micro-chirps series is time shifted relative to the first one by a factor of τ

2 . Figure 3(a)
draws the envelops of interlaced two micro-chirp series.
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Fig. 3: (a) envelop of the concatenated micro-chirps (blue curve) and the interlaced
concatenated micro-chirps (red curve). (b) full IMCS waveform envelop.

Each micro-chirp has the same duration τ and the same windowing. In this paper we chose
the Hanning tapering function. The windowing function function is threefold:

• it smoothes the phase transition between each consecutive micro-chirp

• it ensures a relatively constant amplitude for the overall waveform (as shown in Fig. 3(b))

• it constrains the micro-chirp to a constant bandwidth

The full available bandwidth B is divided into NB equal sub-bandwidth. The size of the
minimal sub-bandwidth is given by the micro-pulse duration τ and the windowing function and
can be approximated in our case by 1/τ. NB can then approximated by B.τ.
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Fig. 4: Example of an IMCS waveform structure in the time-frequency domain. The blue
segments represent the micro-chirps of the first series, the red ones represent the second series.

The duration of the full waveform is τ.Nτ where Nτ is the number of micro-chirps of
the first µ-chirp series. Each µ-chirp is chosen randomly between the NB sub-bands with a
random up or down chirp structure. The randomised up or down structure minimised the cross-
correlation as well as the sidelobes in the auto-correlation function. Figure 4 draws an example
of IMCS waveform structure in the time-frequency plane. Blue and red segments represent
respectively the µ-chirp structure of the first and second µ-chirp series.

Theoretically there are (2NB)
2Nτ−1 different waveforms. We computed 100 different wave-

forms for B = [30 kHz - 130 kHz], τ = 10−4s, NB = 10 and Nτ = 90. Figure 5(a) displays the
waveform covariance matrix. For perfectly orthogonal waveforms, we expect the covariance
matrix being the identity matrix IN . Figure 5(b) shows the auto-correlation function and very
low cross-correlation function of one particular waveform.
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Fig. 5: (a) Waveform covariance matrix. (b) Example of auto-correlation (blue curve) and
cross-correlation (green curve) functions of the proposed waveforms.

4. CONCLUSION

In paper we explore the diverse strategies for orthogonal waveforms proposed for MIMO
radar applications. Because most of the strategies are based on phase coded signals, they proved
to be inadequate for sonar transducers. We proposed a novel CDMA waveform: the IMCS
which fits the requirement for large wideband MIMO sonar systems. The IMCS combines the
coverage of the full frequency band for each waveform, very low cross-correlation functions
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and minimal sidelobes for the auto-correlation functions. The signal phase varies slowly and is
suitable for piezo-electric transducers. Future work includes the testing of the IMCS waveforms
in real environments to assess their robustness against noise, clutter or multi-path.
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Abstract: Sound propagation is described by the wave equation. If in an homogenous free field
its resolution is straightforward, any variation from this hypothesis makes the wave equation
solution not analytically tractable especially in a shallow water environment. The direct res-
olution of the wave equation requires in most cases numerical methods such as FDTD (Finite
Difference Time Domain) or PSTD (Pseudo Spectral Time Domain). A direct approach how-
ever is often extremely computationally expensive (the spatial and temporal discretisation has
to be small, of the order of λ/10, for stability criterion) and approximations are necessary for
practical reasons. For low frequencies applications, mathematical models for shallow water
propagation include Normal Mode Model or Parabolic Equation Model. For higher frequen-
cies (above 1kHz), the most popular method for wave propagation in shallow water is based
on Ray theory and geometrical acoustics. Thanks to the infinite frequency assumption, the
wave equation simplifies to the eikonal equation which propagates the wavefront of the acous-
tic pulse. The ray trajectories are computed as perpendicular to the wavefront. In the ideal
case of a constant sound velocity profile and perfectly flat interfaces for the surface and the
seafloor, an elegant solution is derived from the Mirror theorem: source images are easily geo-
metrically computed by successive symmetries of the source itself. In a second step folding the
straight paths linking all the source images to a target computes the multipath. Unfortunately
this method fails for non flat seabeds, non constant depth or non constant velocity profile. In
this paper we propose an extension to the Mirror theorem to take into account any interface
geometry or sound velocity variation (horizontally or vertically) by solving the eikonal equa-
tion using the Fast Marching algorithm. We will show that multipath can then be solved by
wrapping the wavefront propagation at each interface.

Keywords: Fast Marching, Multipath environment, Propagation simulation.
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‘

1. SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION MODELLING

Different models have been developed for acoustic wave propagation during the past half-
century [1, 2]. Propagation models include Ray tracing, Normal Mode or Parabolic Equation.
The starting point of any model is the wave equation given by:

∆p =
1
c2

∂2 p
∂t2 (1)

Solving directly Eq. (1) can be archived using FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) or PSTD
(Pseudo Spectral Time Domain) [3] for example. Looking for harmonic solutions of the wave
equation, i.e. where p can be written as p(~r, t) = A(~r)e−iωt , leads to the Helmholtz equation:

∆A+ k2A = 0 (2)

In this paper we are interested on the Ray theory formalism, where the solutions of the Helmholtz
equation can be written as:

A(~r) = F(~r)eiG(~r) (3)

F(~r) and G(~r) are called respectively the amplitude and phase functions. By substituting Eq. 3
into Eq. 2, and considering the real part only, we arrive to:

∆F
F
− [∇G]2 + k2 = 0 (4)

The Ray theory assumes that k2� ∆F
F . Physically this assumption means that the sound speed is

approximatively constant over one wavelength [2]. Eq. (3) then becomes the Eikonal equation:

[∇G]2 = k2 (5)

This equation is the foundation of Ray theory and geometrical acoustics. In Eq. (5) the surfaces
of constant phase are then the wavefronts. Ray trajectoryies are computed as perpendicular to
the wavefront [4]. Considering high frequencies scenarios (above 1 kHz), Ray tracing offers a
rapid solution to the wave propagation problem even in complex environment such as shallow
water environments.

Sound reflection on the boundaries of the propagating medium (the sea surface and the
sea bottom) creates multi paths which can get extremely severe as the ratio range / depth in-
creases. An interesting case scenario is the ideal model where the sound velocity profile is con-
stant along the water column and the sea surface and seafloor are considered as perfectly flat.
In that case an elegant geometrical solution called the Mirror theorem can be applied. Because
the sound speed is constant, acoustic rays propagate in straight lines, and because the interfaces
are perfectly flat, the different multiple paths can be geometrically computed by considering
the images of the source (or the target) obtained by successive symmetry through bottom and
surface reflections and folding back the multipath image trajectories. Figure 1 draws a sketch
of multiple paths geometrical computed using the Mirror theorem.
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Fig. 1: Geometrically computing multipath using the Mirror theorem. The black circle
represents the source and the red star represents the receiver.

Unfortunately the previous hypotheses are too strong to hold against real environment
scenarios. And Ray tracing techniques, where 1000’s of rays are drawn blindly, are applied
to find the propagation pattern of a particular environment. In this paper we aim to extend
the Mirror theorem to take into account any interface geometry or sound velocity variation
(horizontally or vertically).

2. FAST MARCHING ALGORITHM

Ray tracing is not the only method to solve the Eikonal equation. Solutions to this equation
are particularly useful in computer vision or path planning, for example, and have been studied
in diverse scientific fields. An interesting solution method to Eq. (5) called Fast Marching
Method (FMM) is given by Adalsteinsson and Sethian in [5]. Using the notation T = G/ω,
Eq. (5) then writes:

|∇T (~r)|c(~r) = 1 (6)

T (~r) is then the arrival time of the wavefront. In this section, we briefly present the FMM
algorithm. We only consider here the isotropic case, where the speed is independent of the
direction of propagation. The discrete approximation of Eq. (6) in 2D is the viscosity equation
given by [6]:

max(∇+
x Tn,m,−∇

−
x Tn,m,0)2 +max(∇+

y Tn,m,−∇
−
y Tn,m,0)2 =

1
c2

n,m
(7)

where ∇+ and ∇− are the discrete forward and backward discrete differentials. (n,m) is the
pixel coordinates. Let h be the grid spacing. Using first order differentials in Eq. (7) leads to:

2

∑
k=1

max(Tn,m−Tk,0)
2 =

h2

c2
n,m

(8)

where

T1 = min(Tn−1,m,Tn+1,m) (9)
T2 = min(Tn,m−1,Tn,m+1) (10)

The FMM algorithm proposed by [5] is a one-pass algorithm and works as follows:
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Three categories of pixels are considered: known: the arrival time has already be com-
puted and validated, narrow band: an estimated arrival time has been computed and can be
updated and far: no arrival time computed. The Fast Marching algorithm pseudocode is shown
in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Fast Marching Method pseudo code
while end condition do

Find the narrow band pixel P with minimal arrival time
Update P status from narrow band to known
Update arrival time for P’s narrow band and far neighbours using Eq. (8)

end while

The end condition in Algorithm 1 can be when a particular point Pf inish is reached or when
all the map has been covered. Figure 2 sketches the wavefront propagation in a 2D grid using
Algorithm 1. Once the wavefront arrival time has been computed for the map, a steepest gradi-
ent descent algorithm such as the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method computes the shortest path
from any point on the map to the starting point. FMM have been applied for path planning for
autonomous underwater vehicles [7]. For a known map, FMM provides the optimum trajectory
for an AUV to reach a given destination.

known

narrow band

far

Fig. 2: Drawing of the wavefront propagation (the red arrow) using FMM algorithm. The
known, narrow band and far pixel are colour coded to green, yellow and white respectively.

3. MULTI-DIMENSION FAST MARCHING APPROACH

Several Fast Marching Methods have been developed during the last decade to improve the
initial FMM algorithm from [5] in term of accuracy or computation time. In this paper we
compute the wavefront propagation using the FMM multistencils approach from Hassouna [8]
which takes into account two stencils to benefit from the 8-neighbours topology of a pixel in
a 2D grid. We are also using the second order approximation of Eq. (7) proposed by Sethian
in [9] and also implemented in [8]. With these FMM variants, we seek for more precision and
accuracy in the time of arrival computation.

A naive implementation of FM to acoustic wave propagation, however, only propagates
the acoustic wavefront (i.e. the shortest path according to Fermat principle). It does not take
into account boundary reflections nor the multipath effect however. For that reason we intro-
duce here the Multi-Dimension Fast Marching (MDFM) approach. We suppose that there is
only one path per bounce. Let TSm

n be the acoustic wavefront propagated from the sea surface
after m bounces on the sea surface and n bounces on the sea bottom. Let TBn

m be the acoustic
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wavefront propagated from the sea bottom after n bounces on the sea surface and m bounces
on the sea bottom. Note that for a constant number of bounces k = n+m, there are two con-
tributing multi-paths originating from TSm

n and TBn
m. It is also interesting to note that m = n or

m = n+1. The MDFM algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Multi-Dimension Fast Marching Method pseudo code
T0← solution of Eq. (5) using Algorithm 1
Initiate TS1

0: all pixels to far except the surface interface known with T0 values
Initiate TB0

1: all pixels to far except the bottom interface known with T0 values
while end condition do

TSm
n ← solution of Eq. (5) with appropriate init values

TBn
m← solution of Eq. (5) with appropriate init values

Initiate TSn+1
m : all pixels to far except the surface interface to known with TBn

m values
Initiate TBm

n+1: all pixels to far except the bottom interface to known with TSm
n values

n← n+1
n↔ m

end while

The main idea behind the MDFM algorithm is that the acoustical wave is propagating
from interface to interface (from sea surface to sea bottom and vice-versa), the algorithm then
proceeds recursively: once TSm

n and TBn
m have been computed using FM methods, the time of

arrival at the sea bottom and at the sea surface respectively computed from TSm
n and TBn

m act
as radiating surfaces for TBm

n+1 and TSn+1
m .
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Fig. 3: (a) Sound Velocity Profile (in m.s−1), (b) Shortest path (white curve) computed with
gradient descent algorithm on the T0 field.

Figure 3(a) displays a non-constant sound speed profile example in a shallow environ-
ment. In figure 3(b) we compute the wavefront T0. The direct path (in white in the figure) from
a target in the scene to the source is computed thanks to the Runge-Kutta gradient descent.

In figure 4 we show how to compute the multiple paths with one bounce on the seafloor
or one bounce on the surface using respectively the TB0

1 and TS1
0 spaces. It is important to note

that for each multipath, we compute only one ray. Finally figure 5 draws the analogy between
our method and the Mirror theorem. The white curve corresponds to the direct path, the yellow
curve corresponds to the shortest path with one bounce on the surface and the magenta curve
corresponds to the shortest path with one bounce on the sea bottom. In this paper we are
using isotropic FM methods. So when TBm

n or TSn
m are computed using the wavefront radiating
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from the sea bottom and the sea surface respectively, every point on the interface diffuses the
acoustic wave in all directions. Interface interactions are then naturally taken into account using
the multiple dimensions approach.
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Fig. 4: (a) Steepest gradient descent in the TB0
1 space, (b) Steepest gradient descent from the

bottom reflection from (a) to the source in the T0 space ,(c) Steepest gradient descent in the
space TS1

0, (d) Steepest gradient descent from the surface reflection from (c) to the source in
the T0 space.
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Fig. 5: Multi-dimension Fast Marching analogy with the Mirror theorem. white curve: direct
path, yellow curve: one bounce (surface), green curve: two bounces (surface, bottom),
magenta curve: one bounce (bottom) and cyan curve: two bounces (bottom, surface).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we extend the Mirror theorem used for acoustic wave propagation in shallow
water environment to a multi-dimension Fast Marching approach which can take into account
any sound velocity profile and any bathymetry profile. Thanks to the MDFM approach, only
one ray per bounce is computed reducing drastically the computation time. MDFM then offers
an elegant solution to acoustic wave propagation in shallow water.
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Abstract: Since 2012, WTD 71 is part of the Sounding Ammunition project (SOAM). The 
project aims to develop an AUV based sensor suite for UXO detection. Among other 
systems, different bottom penetrating sonar systems were tested within this project in 
order to determine their capabilities for UXO detection. A new system in that respect is 
the sub-bottom profiler SES-2000 quattro with an array of four transducers. Together with 
a precise navigation component this system allows for collecting high resolution 3D sub-
bottom data for applications such as marine archaeology and marine construction.  
WTD 71 conducted together with Innomar test surveys with this new SES-2000 quattro 
system in the Baltic Sea at a test site with objects of different shape. These objects were 
submerged between 1999 and 2014 in depths between flush buried and 1.5 m in the 
sediment. 
Following an introduction this paper will describe some conducted tests, shows 
applications of this parametric sonar SES-2000 quattro, as well as some results of the 
measurements carried out. 
 

Keywords: Parametric Sonar, UXO,   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Until the seventies of the last century the North Sea, the Baltic Sea and many other 
waters have been used as dumping grounds for ammunition from World War I and II. 

Nowadays, these offshore areas are in the focus of commercial interests. Windmill 
farms, offshore platforms, pipelines and cable lines are just a few examples for the usage 
of offshore areas. This increasing interest leaves big areas which have to be cleaned from 
unexploded ordnance (UXO).  

After up to 70 years on the seafloor, the bigger part of the ammunition is buried in the 
sediment. State of the art equipment to detect this buried ammunition is a magnetometer, 
measuring the relative anomalies in the earth magnetic field. But a promising approach 
could be the fusion of acoustic and magnetic sensors, since both alone suffer from their 
limited capability to distinguish between unexploded ordnance and false alarms [1]. 
Therefore, a combination of acoustic and magnetic sensors could reduce the remediation 
costs significantly.   

In this paper, we present some measurements of buried cylindrical objects with the 
parametric sonar SES-2000 quattro. 

After this introduction we describe the SES-2000 quattro, followed by buried objects 
and the environmental conditions surrounding them. Finally, we present some results and 
a conclusion of the measurements. 

2. PARAMETRIC SONAR 

The principle of the parametric sonar relies on the fact that the transmission of acoustic 
waves at a high source level causes variations in the sound velocity. Zones of high 
pressure result in faster sound propagation velocities and zones of low pressure in slower 
sound propagation velocities than the average velocity, causing a wave distortion.  

The parametric sonar uses this concept to generate secondary frequencies by a 
simultaneous transmission of two waves of slightly different primary frequencies which 
will interact during propagation. One secondary frequency, equal to the difference of these 
primary frequencies, can be used to penetrate the seabed. This difference frequency has a 
narrow main lobe similar to the mean primary frequency and no side lobes within the 
directivity pattern. [2] 

2.1. SES-2000 quattro 

The parametric sub-bottom profiler SES-2000 quattro from InnomarTM is a pole 
mounted system with a transceiver unit and an array of four transducers (Fig. 1). The 
transducers (Fig. 1) can be arranged in different configurations and can operate either 
subsequently (A, B, C, D) for high across-track data density or simultaneously (A + B + C 
+ D) for more power if increased sediment penetration or increased range is required. The 
third system mode combines high data density and higher power (A + B, C + D).   

 
The four transducers are mounted crossline and each one has an active size of 155 mm 

by 155 mm with centre points which are 220 mm apart. 
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The InnomarTM system transmits two primary frequencies around a centre frequency of 
100 kHz and generates secondary difference frequencies between 5 and 15 kHz.  

 
 

Fig. 1: The bottom of the transducer array with four transducers and their dimensions. 
 
Figure 2 shows the directivities for a linear transducer at 12 kHz in (a) compared to the 

SES-2000 quattro sound pressure level for the mean primary frequency at 3 m distance (b) 
and parametric difference (secondary) frequency (c). The difference in footprint between 
(a) and (c) demonstrates the advantage of a parametric system regarding the achievable 
resolution. 

 
 

Fig. 2: a) Sound pressure level for a 12 kHz transducer. b) Sound pressure level for a 
100 kHz transducer. c) Sound pressure level for a parametric system with a primary 

centre frequency of 100 kHz and a secondary frequency of 12 kHz. Transducers (a–c) with 
same size (155 mm × 155 mm). 

 
3. METHODS 

3.1. Test Site 

The test site consists of five cylindrical objects of 1550 mm length and a diameter of 
about 600 mm. The targets are separated by 20 m and their orientation is in crossline. 
Three objects have been submerged in 1999 and the other two in 2014. 
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The seafloor consists of 3-4 m compacted sediment above demolition waste. The depth 
of the smooth seafloor increases from 15 m to 18 m across the measured area with the size 
of about 140 m times 15 m.  

Fig. 3: Test site with quay wall and 
objects separated by 20 m and 14 m away 

from the quay wall. 
 

 

3.2. Data Acquisition 

We used the in 2.1 mentioned SES-2000 quattro system for the test measurements, 
which was bow mounted at the survey boat Deipkieker as shown in figure 4. 

The transducer width is 88 cm and the draft is 54 cm. We used a SMC IMU-008 
motion sensor to log roll, pitch and heave as well as the accelerations in X, Y and Z 
direction.  True heading was logged by a Hemisphere Vector V110 and the positioning by 
a Trimble 5700 RTK using correction data from the "Satellite Positioning Service of the 
German Landesvermessung" (SAPOS). 

We measured the survey area in three different configurations: subsequently, paired 
and simultaneous (4 traces, 2 traces and 1 trace), which leads to different pings per second 
for each transducer (29, 16 and 9). The sound velocity in the water was set to 1500 m/s 
and the survey speed was about 2 m/s. 

The pulse length was set to the shortest period (one sinus oscillation) to achieve a good 
vertical resolution. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Survey boat Deipkieker with 

transducer array, navigation and motion 
sensors. 
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We measured in single mode (simultaneous) at 10 kHz three lines with 1 m spacing, in 
the paired mode area-wide at 12 kHz with 0.5 m spacing and additionally five crosslines 
over the objects. Furthermore, we measured twelve lines in the paired mode at 8 kHz with 
1 m spacing and in the subsequently mode at 10 and 12 kHz with 1 m spacing. 

3.3. Processing 

For data processing the Innomar ISE Software was used with the following processing 
steps: 

 Linear coordinate interpolation (update rate of the GPS too low) to provide 
unique positions for every ping. 

 Array offset correction (depending on the configuration) 
 Drift correction for heave 
 Array heave and roll correction 
 Water level correction (using RTK height information)  

The dataset is already band limited, since the primary and secondary frequencies are 
separated by an analogue filter. Depending on pulse length and frequency, the system 
filters are set to the optimal bandwidth.  

The amplitude values are stored as 16 bit full-waveform values with a sampling rate of 
96 kHz. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We made area-wide measurements and additionally some long profiles and crossline 
profiles to map the closer surrounding of the test site. The wave movement could be 
removed for the majority of the profiles but is still visible in some lines, just as some noise 
from the air bubbles in the water column (Fig. 5). 

The wave movement could be removed for the majority of the profiles but is still 
visible in some lines, just as some noise from the air bubbles in the water column (Fig. 5). 

The test site is situated at a relatively steep slope, hanging from the quay wall to the 
open sea (Fig. 5). This causes weaker signals in the steepest areas and diffuse bottom 
reflections as well as travel time variations. 
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Fig. 5: Echogram of a crossline of 

the test site. The water depth 
varies between 17 m and 15 m in 

the survey area. 

The 12 kHz data set in the paired mode shows the best results for the predominant 
conditions (steep slope, hard sediment). 62 lines from 31 profiles were obtained with some 
strong hyperbolas from single objects in the centre lines (Fig. 6). 

 

  
 
Fig. 6: Profile of a central line with some stronger and some weaker hyperbolas from 

single objects. 
 
The objects are visible in several profiles, especially number 1 and 2. Number 2 is flush 

buried and number 1 approximately buried 0.5 m below the surface. Echoes from target 
number 5 are very rare in the profiles. Target number 4 has a very strong hyperbola in 
about 1.7 m depth. The sediment layers over the target are distorted and an indication for 
artificial submersion.  
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5. CONCLUSION 

The arrangement of multiple parametric transducers in a line array is feasible for UXO 
detection. A very dense and coherent dataset was obtained and all objects were detected. 
The strong hyperbolas, caused by the size of the object and its impedance contrast to the 
surrounding sediment, allow distinguishing between target and debris. The two objects 
from 2014 have very strong reflection signals, probably because the surrounding sediment 
has not been relaxed from the submersion yet. 

To avoid problems with the wave height and to operate the system in deeper water 
depths, an AUV or ROTV version of the system could obtain higher ping rates since it is 
possible to operate closer to the ground. This leads to a better lateral resolution (more 
pings per meter) and a constant resolution (if the vehicle follows the topography).    
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Abstract: A modeling approach is described that allows fast estimations of volume 
reverberation in complex shallow water environments. A simplified first-order version of 
the approach is considered to show how far-field scattering solutions obtained for free 
space can be incorporated into reverberation in complicated bounded, range-dependent, 
and stratified environments. An integral expression is presented for the backscatter 
intensity with a factorized integrand comprised of two kernels, the two-way propagator 
and the scattering kernel. The propagator is a product of two local intensities, each being 
defined along one of the two ways of propagation. The local intensity can be calculated 
using available models for Green’s function in shallow water, such as PE, normal modes, 
ray-based, or other approximations. The scattering kernel is defined as a local volume 
scattering coefficient and exploits simple solutions for far-field scattering in free space. It 
is specified for sea-water column and seabed with continuum heterogeneity, such as 
spatial fluctuations of density and sound speed, and/or discrete randomly distributed 
targets, such as bubbles, fish, shells, and others. Numerical examples for shallow water 
reverberation time series, based on a PE propagation model, are presented to estimate 
potential contributions of different mechanisms of scattering. A higher order modification 
of this approach is considered as well, using a MFSB (Multiple Forward Single 
Backscatter) approximation. The modified approach allows taking into account such 
multiple scattering effects, as the scintillations of propagated intensity, the two-way 
propagation coherence, and the related backscattering enhancement known also as 
“coherent backscatter” and “weak localization”. Potential applications to analysis of 
shallow water reverberation measured during recent experiments, such as TREX13, are 
discussed. 

Keywords: TREX13, backscatter intensity, Green’s function, continuum and discrete 
heterogeneity, multiple scattering effects, scintillations, backscattering enhancement.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

This paper describes a modeling approach aimed to provide fast estimations of mid-
frequency (1 – 10 kHz) volume reverberation in complex shallow water environments, 
such as those at the ONR Target and Reverberation Experiment 2013 (TREX13) and 
Seabed Characterization 2015 [1,2]. The approach also addresses a common practical 
problem: how far-field scattering solutions obtained for free space can be incorporated 
into reverberation in bounded and complicated environments such as shallow water or 
deep-water waveguides.  

A basic modeling approach, its simplified first-order version and initial results, are 
based on models discussed in [3-6]. A higher-order modification of this approach exploits 
ideas of a MFSB (Multiple Forward Single Backscatter) approximation developed by De 
Wolf [7] for studying electromagnetic propagation and multiple scattering effects in a 
turbulent atmosphere. For conditions of marine environments, and particularly for shallow 
water, such effects have not yet been adequately described (although experimental 
observations exist [8]). The modified approach allows taking into account such multiple 
scattering effects, as the scintillations of propagated intensity, the two-way propagation 
coherence, and the related backscattering enhancement.  

First, in Section 2, a simplified first-order approach and its limitations are discussed. 
Numerical simulations to demonstrate capabilities of this approach are presented in 
Section 3. A higher-order modification of the approach is considered in Section 4.  

2. A FIRST-ORDER APPROACH  
 

Consider the total field (acoustic pressure) as a sum of the unperturbed field and a first-
order (single-scattered) field expressed through correspondent components of the full-field 
Green’s function,  

 
 1010 GGAAGppp        (1) 

 
with a coefficient A  introduced so that the Green’s function near the source represents a 
spherical wave of the unite magnitude, i.e. 1)",(" "  rrrrGrr 

 . Analytical results 
and numerical solutions for zeroth-order Green’s function are currently available for rather 
complicated  background (or unperturbed) media, such as range-dependent shallow water 
or deep-water waveguides, and are based on various propagation models, such as PE, 
normal modes, or ray approximations.  

A solution for the single-scattered field is known, see e.g. [3-6,9,10], which then results 
in an integral expression [4,5] 
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where 

2
1,01,0 pI   are the zeroth- (unperturbed) and first-order (scattered) intensities, 

)(0 r  is the density in unperturbed medium,   VVef MrrM 2
00 )(/)'(   , and VM  is a 
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volume scattering coefficient, or the scattering cross-section (strength) per unit volume. 
Limitations of Eq.(2) result from assumption that the spectrum of heterogeneity is a 
smooth enough function, allowing neglecting bistatic scattering effects by ignoring 
difference in wave vectors appearing in the stratified environment with both down-going 
and up-going waves [4,5]. Despite of its simplicity, Eq.(2) is rather general and can be 
applied to scattering near marine boundaries, seabed or sea surface, or near an arbitrary 
reference interface within marine environment, using a general procedure described in [5].  

A specific expression for VM  can be obtained from a far-field solution for scattering in 
free space with a specified type of heterogeneity, continuum or discrete. For backscatter 
from continuum heterogeneity caused by local spatial fluctuations of the density and 
sound speed, we have [5,6] 
 

)(2 2
4

ckV kM        (3) 
 
where 1)/()( 00  ccc   are relative fluctuations of the impedance, and   is their 
power spectrum. In the case of discrete scatterers, such as particles and objects of various 
kinds, a general expression for the incoherent volume scattering strength of randomly 
distributed objects is of the form [6]  

 
vCM VV /       (4) 

 
where   and v  are the individual scattering cross section of the object and its volume, 
their ratio is averaged (given a fixed volume) over other parameters, such as size, shape 
and orientation, and 1VC  is the total volume concentration of the objects. 

Therefore, the approach can be be briefly described as follows. An integral expression 
for the backscatter intensity, given by Eq.(2), has a factorized integrand comprised of two 
kernels, the two-way propagator and the scattering kernel. The propagator is a product of 
two local intensities, each being defined along one of the two ways of propagation. For 
rather complicated environments, generally depth-range-dependent, the local intensity can 
be calculated using available models and codes, e.g. PE, normal modes, ray-based, or 
other approximations. The scattering kernel is defined as a local volume scattering 
coefficient and exploits simple first-order solutions for far-field scattering from a 
heterogeneous volume in free (unbounded) space. It can be specified for sea-water column 
and seabed with continuum heterogeneity, such as spatial fluctuations of density and 
sound speed, and/or discrete randomly and sparsely distributed targets, such as gas 
bubbles, fish, shells, lenses-like inclusions, oil droplets and solid hydrate particles [3-6]. 

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE  
 
An example here is to demonstrate capabilities of the first-order approach to provide 

fast estimations of reverberation, to show three critical steps in the algorithm of these 
estimations, and to help analyze potential contributions of different mechanisms of volume 
scattering in shallow water environment.  

The first step of the algorithm is to evaluate the propagator kernel in the waveguide of 
interest. The double propagator in the case of monostatic reverberation corresponds to 
fourth power of the field’s magnitude, see Eq.(2), and is a function of range and depth 
(specified for given shallow water waveguide). In the following example, Green’s 
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function magnitude was calculated using a PE code [11] at 3.5 kHz for a source located at 
a distance 1m above bottom in a very shallow water (20 m depth) for two bottom models 
chosen to represent typical for TREX13 environments [1]: (1) sand, and (2) mud/sand with 
0.5 m of mud above sand  halfspace.  

At the second step, the double propagator is being integrated over the scattering 
volume, i.e. depths (here 0-20 m for water and 20-25m for bottom), azimuths, and a span 
of ranges, 75L m, which for the used pulse duration s1.0  and a typical sound speed 
in water 5.1c km/s corresponds to a span of double (two-way) propagation time. The 
results represent the normalized reverberation intensity, i.e. the intensity per unit scattering 
coefficient for all scattering mechanisms. It shows the dependence of the reverberation on 
scatterer depths, and also accounts for depth-changes of the density (in a water/mud/sand 
environment). This is illustrated in Fig.1, that shows relative contributions of scatterers 
with the same volume scattering strengths but located at in water column or below the 
seafloor for the two chosen types of the environment: with sand, and mud/sand bottom. 
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Fig.1: Normalized (i.e. per unit volume scattering strength) volume reverberation 

intensity from water column (red) and bottom (blue) for two environments: with sand 
(solid lines) and mud/sand seabed (dashed) calculated using a PE code [11] at 3.5 kHz. 

  
The algorithm provides, at the third step, an input to calculate the reverberation 

intensity, generally, for an arbitrary distribution of scatterers defined by their volume 
scattering strength, or the scattering cross section per unit volume VM , see Eqs.(3,4) and 
then allows a fast estimation of potential contributions of different mechanisms of 
scattering with arbitrary strengths and locations. Note, that this approach provides 
estimations of bottom reverberation without calculations of the equivalent surface 
scattering strength (although may include it as a particular case [5,6]).   

4. A MODIFIED APPROACH  

Integral expression (2) for the reverberation intensity can be generalized by treating the 
propagating kernel stochastically and accounting for multiple forward-scatter effects, 
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using MFSB approximation developed by De Wolf [7]. According to this approach, the 
total field is presented as a sum of a multiple forward-scattered field and a single-
backscattered field, or through correspondent components of the full Green’s function,  

 
 sfsf GGAAGppp        (5) 

 
Then one obtaines the integral expression  
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where 

2
,, sfsf pI   are the multiple forward- and single backscattered intensities.  

Despite of apparent similarity to the first-order expressions (1,2), Eqs.(5,6) represent a 
substantial modification and improvement. The modified approach allows taking into 
account such multiple scattering effects, as the scintillations of propagated intensity, the 
two-way propagation coherence, and the related backscattering enhancement known also 
as “coherent backscatter” and “weak localization”. To compare the two approaches, recall 
an important energy conserving advantage of the forward scattering propagator, resulting 
in 0II f  . Then for the backscatter from uniform scatterer distributions one obtains   

   rdrrKrrIrMArrII IVefsb
3
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2
0

2
11 )],(1)[,()(),(     (7) 

 
where IK  is the scintillation index. The effect of backscattering enhancement appears here 
automatically because 0IK .  

Consider now applicability of this modified approach to analysis of the seabed 
reverberation in complicated conditions, where marine sediments have a substantial lateral 
variability, such as in the TREX13 environment [1]. To apply Eq.(6), a general procedure 
can be used similar to described in [5]. Consider spatial variables of integration in (6) of 
the form 0),,(

 


 rrrr  , and introduce normalizing functions, for example as 

incident wave functions on the bottom surface, ),( 20 rrG f


 , so that 
)(),(),( 2,12,102,1 rgrrGrrG ff


 . Then Eq.(6) can be presented in the form   
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where SM   is a local equivalent surface scattering strength, or dimensionless scattering 
cross section, 
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Eqs.(6-8) can be used for analysis of volume reverberation in a complex TREX13 
environment taking into account heterogeneity of both water column and the seabed. For 
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instance, TREX13 sediments were very heterogeneous, and had a substantial lateral 
variability of the sediment type and composition, mostly due to variations in mud and 
shell content [1]. The observed variability of sediment composition (e.g. change from 
well-sorted medium sand to muddy or shelly sand) may result in noticeable variations in 
sound speed and attenuation. Particularly important in this case are changes in local 
critical angle, affecting local reflection, penetration, and scattering properties. For 
instance, alternations of the sediment type along the propagation paths may have a strong 
accumulation effect on the propagator kernel in (6-8), resulting in the propagation 
intensity scintillations and corresponding backscattering enhancement, see Eq.(7). The 
alternations across the pass result in an effective averaging of the scattering kernel in (8) 
given by the local bottom scattering cross-section SM , whose angular dependence is very 
sensitive to changes of the sediment type, especially at shallow grazing angles (below the 
critical angle), which, therefore, may significantly affect the reverberation at long ranges.  

A quantitative analysis based on this approach is being planned as a part of future work.  
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Abstract: It is well known that the effects of long-range signal propagation in oceanic waveguide 
generally lead to considerable degradation of both the signal coherence and array output 
performances. In this paper it is investigated the gain of the vertical antenna array which is 
situated in a randomly inhomogeneous underwater sound channel, where coherence-degraded 
multimode signal is propagated against the background of multimode noises. The model of the 
received to the array signal is defined as the superposition of normal waves with specified 
spectrum of wave numbers and with random amplitudes. The scale of mutual correlations 
(between different numbers of modes) of modes is depended on the distance of signal 
propagation. The amplitude-phase distribution, defined on the antenna array, was allowed us to 
adapt to any of the propagating modes. In addition, it is considered two different types of ocean 
noise, namely, the model of noise with continuous (Cron-Sherman model) and discrete-mode 
(Kuperman-Ingenito model) spectrum. As a result it is analyzed the dependence of response of 
the vertical antenna array on such following parameters as: the spectrum of mode’s intensities 
of signal and the scale of cross-modal correlations. Real conditions of sound propagation and 
large vertical array operation in underwater channels are considered to be a practical ground. 

 

Keywords: spatial coherence, coherence loss, underwater sound channel, vertical antenna 
performance, cross-modal correlations, modal noise, shallow water. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

It is well known that statistical antenna theory (SAT) is focused on the study of antenna 
performances under the conditions of any (amplitude and phase) random fluctuations in both the 
antenna itself and/or environmental channel of signal propagation. The most specific and even 
dramatic effects arise if the array size is greater than a coherence length of such fluctuations, and 
the fluctuations themselves are intensive enough. So general statement of the SAT problem from 
its origin in the sixties [1] concerns inherently the scenario of coherence-degraded signals in 
large arrays and predictable estimations of the coherence effects on the output array 
performance. Among them, the array beam pattern and the output signal-to-nose-ratio gain are of 
the most importance in many practical applications.   

More recent developments in this field have been stimulated in part by the problems of the 
signal detection in random-inhomogeneous transmission channels. For example, a great actuality 
of these problems was found in the last decades in long-range sonar. The main research reason 
was the basic features of underwater sound in the upper ocean, namely, its multimode 
propagation and signal coherence degradation caused by multiply sound scattering at the random 
channel inhomogeneities (both volume and surface ones) [2].  

Moreover, specific shapes of the normal modes in their “projections” at the array (in the other 
words, the spatial harmonics of the received fields from the array “point of view”) are essentially 
dependent on the array arrangement in a channel. The horizontal and vertical array operations in 
the same channel are quite different cases. The physical mechanisms of the coherence loss are, 
however, independent on the array configuration and caused by a transmission channel itself.  

Thus, we have a stimulus to develop a general approach to this study based on adequate 
models of long-range sound propagation in real ocean, as the first milestone, and the SAT 
formalism broadened to the discrete spectrum multimode signals, as the second one.       

Note, that if we consider the case of the discrete spatial spectrum for the received signals at the 
array inputs, the term “large array” should have also some another physical understanding. 
Namely, this term means not only the array “sensitivity” to the coherence effects in space 
domain (as was emphasized above), but a possibility of spatial resolution (at least, partial) of the 
discrete spectrum modes. Only in such an important case the array can “exploit” any differences 
in the modal spectra of the desired signal and noise interference to enhance the output 
performance. In other words, it means that the array can operate as an effective spatial filter of 
the received multimode signals against the multimode noise background.  

Various aspects of the issues motivated by the large-array operation in multimode transmission 
channels have been discussed previously in many papers. From the first papers which the 
horizontal and vertical antenna beam patterns in regular underwater channels were considered in 
[3-5], many efforts were focused on statistical effects of multimode signal propagation and the 
array performance under the coherence loss conditions [6-11]. In most papers, however, the 
problem was studied by using a specific propagation model in underwater sound channel for a 
fixed set of the key parameters, namely, of the environmental and source/array location 
parameters.  
  In this paper, we mainly focus on the vertical array operation. Our study is motivated in part by 
the use of expanded vertical arrays in many sea experiments (we are pleased to emphasize here 
the IAP RAS experience for the last decades [12]). We also assume here a multimode signal 
from a point source, that consists of a large number of the discrete spectrum normal modes, and 
the modal noise interference. First, we simulate the multimode signal coherence and demonstrate 
the essential influence of all the basic propagation aspects, namely, the spectra of modal wave 
numbers and modal intensities, and arbitrary (partial- or full-degraded) mutual correlations of 
random modal amplitudes. This is, in fact, “the input” of the SAT problem in our statement.  
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Finally, we examine the SNR gain for vertical arrays and demonstrate the various approaches 
to the choice of the array weight coefficients. Thus, both the signal coherence and the array 
output estimations give together realistic predictions for the propagation effects on large-array 
output performance, with application to array operation in random-inhomogeneous multimode 
channels, underwater sound channel included.  
 

2.  THE MODEL OF SIGNAL 

Let us assume that the receiving linear configured antenna array is situated in the vertical 
plane of the underwater sound channel (USC), which is characterized by transverse wavenumber 
spectrum and amplitude distribution of the individual modes (for a given carrier frequency 
signal). The signal arriving to the antenna from a point source, which is situated quite far away 
from the antenna, is represented as a superposition of a finite number of modes of the discrete 
spectrum: 
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where z – is the coordinate axis directed along the linear antenna over the depth of the channel 
facing away from surface (z = 0) to the bottom (z = H); M – is the number of propagating modes 
of the discrete spectrum; am – is the amplitude of the m-th mode (depending on entire set of 
parameters of the problem); ϕm(z) – is the wave function of the m-th mode. The modal structure 
of the signal, as well as the spectrum of transverse wave numbers γm, is determined by the choice 
of USC. The signal modes amplitudes are assumed to be random functions of time, depending 
both on the coordinates of the source, and on the effects of propagation (for example the 
transformation of the modal spectrum on the track). 

The statistical properties of the signal, which received to the antenna, are described by the 
function of spatial coherence: 
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where <...> - is a statistical average, and * - is complex conjugation. 
The set of values *

nmaa  forms the matrix of the mutual correlations of modal amplitudes, or 
cross-modal correlations, The matrix dimension is M×M. Each diagonal element is the 
corresponding modal intensity. In an asymptotic case of long-range signal propagation in random 
channel, all non-diagonal elements are practically negligible, so we can consider the signal as a 
mutually-incoherent combination of modal waves. Physically clear, that this case gives a lower 
estimate of the signal coherence length. In more practical cases, however, we should consider a 
more general scenario of partially correlated modal amplitudes. 

In case of partial correlated modes, we exploit a heuristic model of cross-modal 
covariance in the following Gaussian form: 
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where the parameter   could be treated as the cross-modal correlation “length”. This simple 
model is motivated by numerous theoretical results on long-range sound propagation in realistic 
underwater channels (for example, [9, 13]) and demonstrates the most significant feature of the 
cross-modal covariance. 
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As was emphasized above and manifested in early papers, the multimode signal 
coherence is a key physical factor affecting the output array performance in realistic random 
channels. So we start with coherence function of dimensionless distance between any two 
receiving elements, /x .  

Physically clear that the scenario of decayed cross-modal correlations gives us a “lower 
limit” for the signal coherence and corresponds to largest distances to a source. In real 
underwater channels and low frequencies ~100 Hz, such critical distances are about several 
hundred of kilometers in deep-water environments and ~100 km or less in shallow seas [13]. 
More general case of partially-correlated modes corresponds to very wide range of distances, 
from several kilometers to the above estimates. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the coherence functions for the very different cases of cross-modal 
covariance: 20,3,1  in a vertical plane of a channel. The number of modes is 20M , the 
modal intensities are equal, and the wave number spectra are essentially non-equidistant in such 
a way that the lower-order modes are practically non-resolvable in comparison with the higher-
order modes. The critical dependence of the coherence length in space domain on the coherence 
length in mode domain, which is governed by the parameter  from Eq. (3). It is clear also that 
the case of 20  (for 20M ) leads practically to the perfectly coherent signal, in spite of the 
large number of signal-carrying modes and their interference at the array input. It is a general 
understanding that cross-modal coherence degradation leads only to weakness of the interference 
wave pattern, and vice-versa.     
 

  
Fig. 1.  Signal coherence functions in vertical plane for the various  cross-modal correlations (parameter ). The 

number of modes 20M . 

From the point of view of the detection problem, especially when the desired signal is weak 
against the noise background, the key array performance is the SNR gain. To examine the array 
gain under the environmental conditions discussed above we should choice a proper model for 
the noise interference. This choice, in its turn, is known to be critically dependent on the array 
arrangement in a channel. One of the basic model for the “vertical noise” in underwater sound is 
the well-known model of modal ambient noise developed in [14]. We adopt this model here for 
our examinations of the vertical array gain. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the SNR gain for the vertical array as a function of the mode number.  
We chose the array weight coefficients in accordance with the modal shapes. Such a choice 
seems to be natural here because the array “sees” some specific oscillating waveforms. The left 
figure corresponds to the case when the modal spectra of the signal and ambient noise are 
practically separated. For the channel adopted for simulations (isovelocity channel), the modal 
ambient noise has a pronounced maximum  
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of intensities in the higher-order modes as calculated directly from the model [14]. Note, that 
this is a rather general feature of the ocean ambient noise in a wide frequency band about 
~100…1000 Hz. It means clearly that the lower-order modes are much more “effective” for the 
signal reception and processing, especially in the weak-signal scenario.  

We see that this case is a real challenge for the vertical array processor because only a proper 
choice of the array weights leads to significant gain, and the performance dependence is very 
sharp and “sensitive” to the mode selection. From the other side, the right figure exhibits more 
smooth dependence and not so significant values of the gain due to the fact that the signal and 
ambient noise are more “close” to each other in mode domain. In this case, the array is not so 
effective spatial filter to “extract” the weak signal from the ambient noise and to realize higher 
gain performance. 

 

  
Fig. 2.  Vertical array gain vs. mode number in the isovelocity channel, 20M , under the conditions of 

uncorrelated modes and signal carrying by the lower-order (left) and middle-order (right) modes; the ambient noise 
is carried mainly by the higher-order modes. The number of modes 20M , the array length is 10 .   

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we give only several shots of simulation aimed at statistical effects of long-
range signal propagation in random multimode channels with application to large-array 
operations. More details and discussion are given at the conference presentation. The essentials 
are, however, clearly demonstrated here.  

Our approach is based on heuristic physical assumptions originated from very general 
properties of random-inhomogeneous transmission channels and also incorporates the known 
results on underwater sound coherence at long ranges in real ocean environments. Taking into 
account also the results presented in our recent paper [15], we can conclude that large-array 
operation under the environmental conditions of multimode signal broadening and signal 
coherence degradation in space domain meets generally the very complicated scenario, and the 
output array performance may be rather poor. The intrinsic physical factors are shown to be the 
specific features of the wave number spectrum (i.e., the specific type of the propagation 
channel), spectrum of intensities for the signal-carrying and interference-carrying modes, and 
cross-modal correlations. Moreover, in real channels like underwater sound channels, these 
factors are interrelated and also dependent inherently on the frequency band and array 
arrangement. So they should be considered carefully if we anticipate the predictable estimates of 
the large-array output performance in practical systems.  

This research was performed as part of the base portion of the UNN state task 2014/134 
(№1822). 
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Abstract: How accurately must terms in the sonar equation be estimated in order for the 
resulting forecast of detection performance to be operationally meaningful? The question 
is addressed here, top-down, starting with the cumulative probability of detection. Advanced 
statistics are used to estimate the expected error or uncertainty in the overall detection 
performance for sets of operationally relevant target-detection scenarios and their 
modelling errors, both characterised statistically. By working top-down (performance to 
sonar equation), rather than bottom-up as typically done in sonar performance studies 
(physical acoustics to sonar equation), the analysis can be carried out in a very general 
way, without the need for detailed and restrictive descriptions of the target-detection 
scenario, and without the need for intensive sonar-modelling exercises. The results include 
analytically derived accuracy requirements—the accuracy ±dB required in the sonar 
equation in order to achieve a desired accuracy ±% in the cumulative probability of 
detection. And results include feasibility requirements—the inaccuracy ±dB for which 
nothing can be said about detection performance, except that it is unpredictable. The switch 
to top-down statistical methods may be a paradigm-shift for many sonar modellers. 
Uncertainty is treated directly in terms of the expected detection performance, dealing very 
generally then with classes of detection scenarios and their uncertainty, rather than treated 
by forward modelling of target-detection scenarios, dealing much more specifically then 
with prescribed perturbations in a narrowly defined subset of independent variables. The 
quantitative conclusions of either method are of course approximate. The present method 
gives an alternative, more compact and general way of assessing accuracy requirements 
for sonar performance estimation. The method is illustrated by example. 

Keywords: Sonar Performance Prediction, Sonar Modelling, Operational Analysis 
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INTRODUCTION  
The ability of a sonars to detect elusive targets is known to be highly variable in practice 

owing to the variability and imperfect knowledge (error and uncertainty) of  the 
environmental conditions affecting sound propagation (transmission loss TL, ambient noise, 
and so forth), and of the conditions that affect target saliency (target strength TS, aspect, 
motion, glints, scintillation, and clutter). Computer models have been developed to forecast 
sonar performance, based on the sonar equation, but the degree of accuracy required in the 
sonar equation for successful modelling has remained a matter of intensive sonar-
performance modelling exercises of particular, narrowly-defined scenarios (performance 
sensitivity studies), from which little quantitative generalization follows. A statistical 
approach to quantitative accuracy requirements for target search missions is given here. We 
proceed from assumptions, to statistical framework, to example.  

ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS  
1. A target dwells for a time  in the field of view of a sonar prior to detection. The 

dwell time  prior to detection is a random variable. 
2. The cumulative probability of detection  is the probability of registering the 

presence of a target in dwell-time  under realistic operating conditions, given one 
target in the field of view of the sonar.  is among the most generally informative 
measures of expected target-detection performance, from which the expected time 
and range of detection, their variance, and the expectation of success can be derived.  

3. The local probability of detection = , ,  is the momentary probability of 
registering a detection given (1) a target whose acoustic relation to the sonar is 
manifest quantitatively by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)  or other term in the 
sonar equation; (2) an operationally-acceptable probability of false alarm (PFA) ; 
and (3) a relatively short time period , of roughly the timescale of information 
gathering and delivery by the sonar, on the order of the ping-period of active sonar 
or the sampling time window in passive.  

4. It is assumed that detection is challenging, in the sense that the expected time to 
detection   is notably greater than , and  is therefore small, ≪ 1, owing to low 
target saliency, or to low sonar sensitivity setting to keep false alarm rates acceptably 
low. Small  is compensated by increased dwell . If  were consistently large, on 
the other hand, > 0.33 say, then detection would be fast, reliable, and consistent, 
making performance prediction straightforward for mission planning or execution.  

5. The sonar equation ( ) is used during mission planning to forecast local detection 
performance ( ), and hence the overall performance ( ), with a view to 
improving the expectation and speed of mission success. But independent variables 
affecting the sonar equation (parameters of sound propagation, target strength or 
source level, noise, reverberation, and so forth) are imperfectly known, and their 
errors or uncertainties undermine the quality of the forecast. Model quality control 
is needed to ensure that sonar performance forecasts provide mission benefits.    

ERROR AND UNCERTAINTY IN PERFORMANCE FORECASTS  
The probability of missing a given target in dwell time = =  is 
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1 − = 1 −  (1) 

where = , = , , ,  and  were all defined above, and  is the SNR 
(or other relevant term) in the sonar equation, forecast or observed for time-varying target 
position and aspect.  is assumed to be independent of  for different time intervals ≠
, as generally assumed for receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves , ,  in 

sonar. (1) can be written as = = 1 − exp 〈ln 1 − 〉 ℎ 〈 〉 = 1 . (2) 

The difference in overall performance between any two target-detection scenarios, 1 and 2, 
with local probabilities of detection ,  and , , will, after the same dwell time = , 
be  ,  = , − ,  (3) 
 = 1 − , 1 − exp 〈ln 1 − , − ln 1 − , 〉   

Solving (2) for  gives = ln 1 − 〈ln 1 − , 〉⁄ , (4) 
which, though transcendental in , may nevertheless be substituted for  in (3), , = 1 − , 1 − 1 − , , , (5) 
where , = 〈ln 1 − , 〉〈ln 1 − , 〉 ≈ 〈 , , 〉〈 , , 〉 = 〈 〉〈 〉 . (6) 

The approximation in (6) holds to first order in small  and  (Assumption 4 above). 
Now introduce an exact discrete expectation operator and its continuous approximation = = , − , ≈ , (7) 

in which  corresponds to the maximum time allowed for continuous search, = , 
and , = 0. The integral approximation holds in the limit of small , → 0, 
whereby ∆ = , − , → 0, → ∞, and → 0 such that =  is 
constant. Being a measure of expectation,  requires , → 1, implying that 
detection is assured given a sufficiently long search time . Important counter examples , ≠ 1 exist but cannot be explored here. Using the integral form in (7), the mean-
square performance mismatch (5) is estimated by ≈ , ;     , = 1 − 1 − 1 − ,  (8) 

Now let ,  be the SNR sequence forecast in support of mission planning, computed by 
any form of sonar modelling, and let ,  be the actual SNR sequence that ,  is to replicate.  
Then modelling accuracy requirements such as = √ <  can be constructed 
using (8), where  is a maximum allowable error, determined by operational analysis, to 
ensure that the model accuracy suffices for mission planning. If accuracy requirements of 
this kind are to apply the sonar model itself, and to the range of error and uncertainty that 
can realistically be expected in its many independent variables, then the requirements must 
apply to a set of expected target-detection scenarios, and to an expected degree of error and 
uncertainty in their variables, rather than to very specific SNR sequences as (8) has it. So 
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let , , ,  be any forecast-actual SNR sequence pair that might arise given a set of 
operationally relevant target-detection scenarios whose independent variables are 
statistically or parametrically characterized in some way. We can estimate the mean root-
mean-squared difference =  for that set in the following way:  

 estimate the expected value  ,  of ,  in (8) using a Taylor-series 
expansion about the expected value   of  across the set, , ≈ , + 12 , − + ⋯ (9) 

 substitute this into (8) and integrate analytically, = ≈ 2 − 13 + 2 2 + 1 + 6 6 − 2 + 52 + 5 + 2 + ⋯ (10) 

 estimate the mean  and variance = −  of , again using Taylor 
series (see [1,2] for instance):  ≈ 〈 〉〈 〉 − 〈 〉 , 〈 〉〈 〉 + 〈 〉 〈 〉〈 〉  (11) 

≈ 〈 〉〈 〉 〈 〉〈 〉 − 2 〈 〉 , 〈 〉〈 〉 〈 〉 + 〈 〉〈 〉  (12) 

〈 〉 ≈ , + 12 ,  (13) 

〈 〉 = 〈 , , 〉 − 〈 , , 〉 ≈ ,  (14) 

  is the expected number of terms in the running mean, ≈ 1 〈 〉⁄  with 〈 〉  from (13); = , ; = , − ; and  is the covariance, 〈 〉 , 〈 〉  ≈ , ⁄ , ⁄   , . (15)
 Equations (10) to (15) contain all that is needed to directly estimate the mean-square 
performance mismatch  for sequence pairs , , ,  characterized by their mean, 
variance, and covariance ( , , , , , ). 

APPLIED ACCURACY & FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
A condition difficult for sonar modellers to accept, which must nevertheless be accepted 

in mission planning and accuracy requirements, is the absence of detailed scenario 
information, when SNR  can only be treated as a random variable. Sets of SNR sequences 
are characterized above by their set mean  and variance . Any random distribution  
could be used, like those sometimes observed with transmission loss (Rayleigh, Rice, or 
log-normal), provided their higher-order moments are included above as necessary, but 
these observed distributions omit variability of independent scenario variables within 
realistic bounds, or within the error and uncertainty bounds set by accuracy requirements. 
The uniform or normal distributions have justification for epistemological reasons.   

Accuracy requirements on SNR expressly focus on model error ∆ = , − , , 
which, across the set of forecast-actual sequence pairs , , , , has mean ∆ = −

 and variance ∆ = + − 2 , . ∆  is a systematic model error and ∆  is a random. There are different accuracy requirements for each. To derive them as 
simply as possible, consider a subset of operationally relevant scenarios in which the 
modelled ,  is constant; , =  dB and = 0. Then the random error is due to real-
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world random variation of , , with = + ∆  dB, = ∆  dB2, and , = 0. This is not so idealized or exceptional as it may first appear if one includes 
the kinds of signal normalization invariably required ahead of detection, ordinarily excluded 
from the sonar equation, such as time-varying gain and other forms of adaptive (sliding-
window) signal normalization. Estimates (10) to (15) then give  

 ≈ + ∆ , + , ⁄ ∆ 2⁄  ,⁄ , (16) 

 ≈ , ⁄ ∆ ,⁄ . (17) 
Random error ∆  asserts itself in proportion to the derivatives of , . Hence a rather 

complete understanding of ,  is required to accurately predict sonar performance. 
Equation (10), (16), and (17) were tested by Monte Carlo simulation of forecast-actual SNR 
sequence pairs , , , , when, for the sake of illustration, the translation function  was 
the optimal Rayleigh detector [3] , = ⁄⁄ , (18) 
with PFA = 10 . Systematic model errors ∆ = 0, 1, and 3 dB, and random model 
error bounds ±3 dB and the uniform distribution were assumed. The points in Fig. (1) are 

the root-mean-squared (rms) error , − ,  computed using the exact discrete form 
of  in (7) for 300 forecast-actual sequence pairs , + ∆ ± 3 . The curves in Fig. 
(1) are the analytic estimate  (10) using  and  in (16) and (17). There is good 
agreement with the Monte Carlo trials, which the curves are intended to avoid.  

Focusing on the curves, then, for accuracy requirements assume that operational analysts 
determine that sonar performance forecasts must be accurate to within = 10 % in order 
for sonar-performance forecasting to be sufficiently reliable for planning and executing 
target search missions, ≤ 0.10. If sonar modelling is only accurate to within 3 dB in 
both systematic and random error, then we see from Fig. (1) (upper curve) that there is little 
expectation that the accuracy requirement will be met for SNR < 7 dB, for challenging 
detection problems that is. One would have to reduce the systematic error to 0 dB (lower 
curve), in order to meet the accuracy requirements.  

For feasibility requirements, assume that the condition ≥ 1/3 marks the point at 
which sonar performance prediction has broken down, because the error or uncertainty 
bounds on overall performance  span roughly ±33 %, hence a total error range in 
probability of 66 %. The transition zone of performance  from low to high is entirely 
uncertain then, implying that sonar performance forecasts are unpredictable so far as 
operations are concerned. The feasibility condition is marked in Fig.(1). It is clear that 
systematic and random errors in SNR on the order of 3 dB (upper curve) make sonar-
performance unpredictable when SNR is moderate to low SNR < 3 dB. 

If the onset of serviceable sonar coverage is defined by > 0 dB, as it sometimes is, 
when mission-relevant performance metrics are absent or avoided for simplicity, then we 
can take = 0 dB as the point of application of accuracy and feasibility requirements. 

 from (10) is plotted then in Fig. (2) for a range of systematic errors ∆  and random 
errors ±√3 ∆ , again for the detector  in (18). Contours > 0.33 mark where 
modelling error and uncertainty make > 0 dB an entirely unpredictable marker of 
operationally relevant sonar coverage. Owing to nonlinearity in this detector (curved 
contours in Fig. (2)), the error due to a model’s systematic underestimation of SNR ( ∆ <0) can be countered somewhat by the addition of random error.    
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CONCLUSIONS 
The top-down approach to error and uncertainty sonar performance prediction frames 

accuracy and feasibility requirements for sonar modelling statistically, in terms of the most 
generally informative operational measure of expected performance, which is the 
cumulative probability of detection ( ), without intensive sensitivity studies. Space 
permitted simple illustration only. More complex model-reality mismatch can be handled 
using statistical terms such as the correlation, and higher statistical moments, multiple time-
scales of variability of the mismatch. The role of the ROC curves ( ) is made explicit. 
Smooth, flat curves make systematic modelling errors ( ∆ ) more significant than random 
( ∆ ). The method could be applied to uncertainty in ROC curves (p) and sonar sensitivity 
setting (PFA ), which have apparently never been considered elsewhere. 

The example illustrates the ambiguity that attends much in sonar performance 
forecasting, how error or uncertainty in the sonar equation on the order of 3 dB can drive 
performance forecasts from reasonably high quality (better than ±10 %), to what may be 
considered unpredictable (worse than ±33 %), depending in large part on how the error is 
apportioned between systematic and random errors. The method is a way to explore this 
ambiguity, quantitatively and generally, without venturing into detailed scenario 
descriptions, by direct statistical estimation, without intensive, detailed sonar modelling 
exercises.      

Fig.1 Validating the estimated 
performance error (10) (curves) using 

Monte Carlo simulations (points) for the 
detector (18). 

Fig.2 Estimated rms error in forecasts of 
overall performance when = 0  for 
the detector (18), due to mean (systematic) 

and random errors in the forecast SNR.
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Abstract: Wind and waves are known to have complex influence on the performance of 

active and passive sonars. The most direct effect is the increase of ambient noise due to 

breaking waves. In the case of active sonar, the rough sea surface and bubble layer result 

in scattering that increases reverberation from the surface. Another effect is an increase in 

reflection loss compared to reflection under a mirror sea, especially for steeper paths or 

higher order modes. This results in an increase in propagation loss but also affects the 

shape of the channel impulse response. The shape of the impulse response influences 

matched filter gain, which is important for active sonar. 

Matched filter gain is a measure of the increase in signal to background (noise or 

reverberation) ratio brought by applying such a filter. For an ideal channel that preserves 

the transmitted waveform shape and phase, this gain is proportional to the time-bandwidth 

product of the waveform. However, this is generally not the case in shallow water, where 

the spreading of the impulse response reduces the matched filter gain. While having an 

unfavourable effect (in terms of detection) on most terms of the sonar equation, wind 

reduces multipaths and brings matched filter gain closer to its ideal value.  

In this paper, we concentrate on the specific effect of wind on matched filter gain at mi-

frequencies (of a few kilohertz). Using modelling. broadband parabolic equation model 

runs, we evaluate matched filter gain in different sea surface conditions in an otherwise 

idealised shallow water environment. 

Keywords: Propagation modelling, matched filter gain 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A matched filter is a signal processing technique found in most modern active sonars [1]. 

It consists in correlating the received signal with a replica. Generally, the waveform of the 

received signal is assumed to be identical to that of the transmitted signal This process 

allows reducing the measured signal that is not resulting from the transmitted signal (noise). 

It also separates echoes from objects of interest (targets) from other scatterers (reverberation 

and clutter). While the discrimination is a function of the respective configuration of the 

scatterer and the target, the suppression of noise or matched filter gain is generally assumed 

to be: 

𝑀𝐹𝐺 = 10 log10 𝐵𝑇, (1) 

where B is the transmitted signal bandwidth and T the transmitted pulse duration, and 

subsequently often used in the computation of the sonar equation. This expression can 

widely be found in literature but, generally accompanied by a mention that this expression 

is valid if the received echo is a replica of the transmitted signal [2]. In practice, measured 

echoes are affected by the channel response due to multipaths and reflections at the seafloor 

and surface interfaces. In this paper, we propose to show on a simple case how much this 

perfect echo assumption affects the computation of the sonar equation. This is done by 

simulating the influence of the channel using a propagation model. The influence of the 

target response will not be treated.  

Furthermore, we will show how surface roughness, due to wind can affect matched filter 

gain. 

2 MATCHED FILTER AND MATCHED FILTERING GAIN 

To shorten the computations, the active sonar problem is simplified to the detection of a 

known transmitted pulse, propagating through an underwater acoustic channel in Gaussian 

noise, white over the pulse bandwidth 𝐵 ([𝑓𝑐 − 𝐵 2⁄ , 𝑓𝑐 + 𝐵/2]). Its spectrum is null outside 

of this band. This simplification has for effect to remove one target-receiver path, and not 

treating the problem of reverberation. Also, the specific spectrum of ambient noise is 

assumed white, and uncorrelated from the signal, with variance 𝜎. Furthermore, we assume 

noise is negligible with respect to the signal (𝑠(𝑡) ≫ 𝑛(𝑡)) which allow noise and signal to 

be treated separately in the derivations. 

Let 𝑟(𝑡) be the transmitted waveform, 𝑓𝑐, 𝐵 and 𝑇 its centre frequency, bandwidth and 

duration respectively and 𝑝(𝑡) the signal measured at the receiver. We choose 𝑟(𝑡) such 

that its mean squared value 𝑟2̅̅ ̅ is 1: 

𝑟2̅̅ ̅ =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑟2(𝑡)d𝑡 = 1

𝑇/2

−𝑇/2
.  (2) 

This notation (𝑥2̅̅ ̅) is used in the rest of the paper for mean squared values of other 

variables over time. We define the matched filter as 

𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡) = √
1

𝑇2𝑟2̅̅̅̅  ∫ 𝑝(𝜏)𝑟(𝑡 + 𝜏)
𝑇/2

−𝑇/2
d𝜏,  (3) 

where 𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡) is the matched filter output. With this definition of the matched filter, when 

the received signal is a delayed and attenuated version of the transmitted replica, the squared 
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peak amplitude of the matched filtered signal is equal to the mean squared pressure of the 

measured raw signal, i.e  

𝑝2(𝑡) = max(𝑝𝑚𝑓
2 (𝑡)).  (4) 

Let us now define and derive the matched filter gain (MFG). Let the signal to noise ratio 

of the measured signal (at hydrophone level): 

𝜌 =
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑝2(𝑡)d𝑡

𝑇

2

−
𝑇

2

/ (
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑛2(𝑡)d𝑡

𝑇

2

−
𝑇

2

) =
𝑝2̅̅̅̅

𝜎2.  (5) 

Assuming the detection after matched-filter is carried out on the signal peak, we define 

the signal to noise ratio after matched filtering as: 

𝜌𝑚𝑓 = max 𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡)2 /𝑛𝑚𝑓
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅,  (6) 

where 𝑛𝑚𝑓(𝑡) is the noise time series after matched-filtering. 

Let us derive 𝑛𝑚𝑓
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅. Let us compute the Fourier transform of the matched filter noise 

equation, 

𝑛𝑚𝑓(𝑡) =
1

𝑇
 ∫ 𝑛(𝜏)𝑟(𝑡 + 𝜏)

+∞

−∞
d𝜏,  (7) 

which becomes in the frequency domain, using the convolution theorem 

𝑁𝑚𝑓(𝑓) =
1

𝑇
 𝑁(𝑓)𝑅(𝑓)∗ (8) 

where we use the following notation for the Fourier transform 

𝑋(𝑓) =  ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)e−2𝜋𝑗𝑓𝑡d𝑡,
+∞

−∞
 (9) 

where 𝑓 is frequency and 𝑋(𝑓) the Fourier transform of 𝑥(𝑡). Using Plancherel’s theorem, 

we obtain 

𝑛𝑚𝑓
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

1

𝑇
∫ |

1

𝑇
 𝑁(𝑓)𝑅(𝑓)∗|

2
d𝑓.

+∞

−∞
 (10) 

As 𝑛(𝑡) is a noise sequence white over the pulse bandwidth, we obtain: 

𝑁(𝑓) = 𝜎√
𝑇

𝐵
. (11) 

Which gives us 

𝑛𝑚𝑓
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

𝜎2

𝐵𝑇2 ∫ |𝑅∗(𝑓)|
2
d𝑓

𝑓𝑐+
𝐵

2

𝑓𝑐−
𝐵

2

.  (12) 

Recalling that 𝑟2̅̅ ̅ = 1 and re-using Parseval’s theorem, we finally obtain: 

𝜌𝑚𝑓 = max 𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡)2 / (
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑛𝑚𝑓

2 (𝑡)d𝑡
𝑇

2

−
𝑇

2

) =
max 𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡)2

𝐵𝑇𝜎2  (13) 

We finally define the matched filter gain as  

𝑀𝐹𝐺 = 10 log10 𝜌𝑚𝑓/𝜌 (14) 

and therefore obtain 
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𝑀𝐹𝐺 = 10 log10 𝐵𝑇 − 10 log10
𝑝2̅̅̅̅

max 𝑝𝑚𝑓(𝑡)2 . (15) 

From this expression, it is clear that the matched filter gain is 10 log10 𝐵𝑇  only if the 

second term of the right hand side disappears, i.e. if the received signal is a perfect replica 

of the transmitted signal. The departure with respect to equation (1), hence correlation loss 

(CL) 

𝐶𝐿 = 10 log10
𝑝2̅̅̅̅

max 𝑠(𝑡)2
, (16) 

can be found through the study of the signal only. A similar term can be found in 

literature, [3][4][5] under different names (echo spreading loss or correlation loss). In the 

rest of the paper, we will concentrate on the study of this term. 

3 SIMULATIONS 

In this section of the paper, we describe simulations of Correlation Loss computed with 

a broadband acoustic propagation model. 

3.1 Simulation set up 

The simulations described in this paper are carried out using the acoustic propagation 

model RAM, using the version allowing for a rough surface [6]. The model is used to 

compute time series of the received signal for each range and depth by means of Fourier 

summation. 

For our simulations, we consider two series of scenarios. The environment of the first set 

of scenarios is based on Case IV.1 of [7] and consists of an isovelocity wave guide with a 

flat bottom and constant bathymetry of 100 m. A source at 10 m depth is transmitting a one 

second linear frequency-modulated pulse of centre frequency 3.5 kHz and bandwidth 200 

Hz. The second scenario is identical except for a shallower water depth of 20 m. 

Finally, a single realisation of a Pierson-Moskowitz rough surface is generated using the 

recommendations given in [8] and integrated in the acoustic propagation modelling. 

The Correlation Loss term (16) is then computed from the pressure time series, before 

and after matched filtering, using the matched filter detailed in (3). Additionally to CL, we 

also display the depth averaged impulse response, defined as 

ℎ2
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝜏)dB   = 10 log10 |

1

√2𝐵
∫ 𝐻(𝑓) e−2𝜋𝑗𝑓𝑡 d𝑓  

𝐵
|

2

,  (17) 

where 𝐻(𝑓) is the channel transfer function at a given frequency 𝑓. 
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3.2 Results 

 

 
Wind Speed [m/s] 

Fig. 1: Left: Depth averaged impulse response at 5000 m range for P-M rough 

surfaces corresponding to wind between 0 m/s and 15 m/s (colour coded) for 

the 100 m scenario (top) and 20 m scenario (bottom). Right: Correlation Loss 

for both scenarios 

In Fig. 1: the depth averaged impulse response is plotted for the 100 m scenario (Top) 

and the 20 m scenario for various wind speeds. The corresponding CL are plotted in the 

right column. One can observe that as the wind speed increases, the impulse response 

duration reduces, as the steeper paths are more attenuated, especially so for the 20 m 

scenario. The corresponding correlation loss goes up to 6 dB at 5000 m for the 100 m 

scenario and is not much affected by wind speed increase. For the 20 m scenario, however, 

the effect of the increase in wind speed is much more drastic. CL at 5000 m goes from 3 dB 

for a flat sea to 1.5 dB for a wind speed of 10 m/s. This difference can be explained by the 

fact that in shallower water, the number of ray-paths interactions with the surface is more 

than in deep water.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

We have explicitly derived an expression for Matched Filter Gain taking into account the 

Correlation Loss (CL) due to the distortion of the received pulse. This CL can be evaluated 

by computing the channel impulse response. The example scenarios shown in this paper 

involved only a “one way travel” (i.e. detection of a pulse) but in the case of an active sonar, 

CL due to the environment is expected to be doubled. Examples of CL have been computed 

with a broadband propagation model for a 100 m and a 20 m water depth scenarios. In the 

shallow scenario, the inclusion of a rough surface shows a strong reduction of CL with 

increasing wind. 

This short study serves to illustrate the usefulness of including correlation loss in the 

active sonar equation, as part of the computation of the matched-filter gain, through 

broadband modelling when possible. Furthermore, the effect of wind on the impulse 

response here will probably reduce (bottom) reverberation, although surface reverberation 

is known to increase in presence of wind. Finally, an increase in surface roughness is known 

to increase propagation loss. Therefore, the net effect of wind on active sonar performance 

is a continuing topic of research and depends on the environmental conditions as well as the 

frequency of the considered sonar. 
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Abstract: In order to obtain high spatial resolution, active arrays are used, which consist of a 
large number of elements. For cost reduction, antenna arrays with thinned aperture are used. 
The main problem in formation of thinned apertures is arrangement of antenna array 
elements, providing formation of antenna pattern with the required characteristics. The 
paper proposes using Costas arrays to form thinned aperture in cylindrical antenna arrays. 
The antenna array is divided into several subarrays. Geometrical dimension of subarrays is 
equivalent to arrangement of Nс*Nс elements of not-thinned array. Subarrays are filled by 
Nс elements, located in accordance with the Nс-th order Costas array. Each subarray is 
filled by proper Costas array. Here, the number of elements in the antenna array is reduced 
Nc times. The form of the thinned array pattern is close to the form of cylindrical array 
pattern, and а concentration factor slightly depends on frequency in the bandwidth. By 
assigning the size of the Costas array, the degree of reducing the number of elements in the 
antenna array, with the specified aperture angle and concentration factor, may be optimized 
in every particular case. 
 
Keywords: Thinned aperture, cylindrical (antenna) array, pattern, concentration factor 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
In order to obtain high spatial resolution, active antenna arrays are used, which consist of a 

large number of elements. For cost reduction, antenna arrays with thinned aperture are used. 
The main problem in formation of thinned apertures is arrangement of antenna array elements 
in the aperture, providing formation of antenna pattern with the required characteristics. 
There are many approaches to solving this problem, and they are reviewed in [1], including 
the methods of random search, random arrangement of elements, linear and dynamic 
programming, difference sets [2], and spiral spacing of elements [3]. Most of the works 
describe thinned flat antenna arrays. In [9] Costas arrays [8] are proposed to be used for 
creating a thinned aperture in a flat antenna array. In practice, it is often required to apply 
thinned cylindrical arrays. The present paper is devoted to formation of a thinned aperture in 
cylindrical antenna arrays on the basis of Costas arrays. 

The classical Costas array is a square matrix of N*N elements. Here, N elements in the 
matrix are equal to 1, and the rest are equal to zero. Position of elements equal to 1 is 
calculated by ad hoc algorithm [8]. The antenna array is divided into several subarrays. 
Subarrays are filled by Nс elements, located in accordance with the Nс-th order Costas array. 

2. FORMATION OF THINNED CYLINDRICAL ARRAY APERTURE USING 
COSTAS ARRAYS 

Let us assume that it is required to form a cylindrical antenna array with a specified 
aperture angle (beam width). Non-thinned cylindrical array consists of ∙  elements. 
The action spot of the antenna array consists of ∙  elements. Basing on the economical 
grounds and the requirements to the array concentration factor, suppose it is determined that 
the number of elements in the antenna array should be reduced by a factor of Nc. In this case, 
the action spot of the array is divided into ∙  subarrays, where =, = ; round() is a rounding function. The subarray is 
filled with Nс elements arranged in accordance with the Nс-th order Costas array. As a result, 
the number of elements in the antenna array is reduced by a factor of Nс. Each subarray is 
filled with the proper Costas array. From the set of Nс-order Costas arrays we select 
orthogonal or quasiorthogonal matrices, i.e. such matrix arrays, for which the value ∆=∑ , ∙ ,, , где ,  и ,  – where An,m and Bn,m are the n,m-th elements of Costas 
arrays A and B – is equal to 0 or to the minimal value. Besides, the action spot of the antenna 
array should contain an integer number of subarrays. 

The beam pattern of the formed antenna array is as follows: 
 , , 0, 0 = ∙ ∑ ∑ , ∙ , , ∙ ∙ , ,  ∙− ∙ , 0, 0 , 

 

(1)

where β,ε – angular coordinates; β0,ε0 – direction of the beam pattern maximum; С– 
normalizing constant; ,  – indicators of an element existence in the appropriate array 
point; , ,  -  element pattern, , ,  – phase progression in an array element. 
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Indicators , , included in (1), are pseudo-random numbers taking on a value of 1 with 
a probability of 1 = 1 , or 0 with a probability of 0 = 1 − 1. Mathematical 
expectation and variance of indicators ,  are equal to P1.  

The antenna array pattern is a pseudo-random function with mathematical 
expectation in the form of: 
 , , 0, 0 = ∙ 1 ∙ ∑ ∑ ∙ , , ∙ ∙ , ,  ∙ − ∙ , 0, 0 = ∙ 1 ∙ ∑ ∑ ∙ , 0, 0 ∙ 0 , , 0, 0 , 

 
(2)

 
where 0 , , 0, 0  – pattern of non-thinned cylindrical array, normalized to 1. 

The line above in formula (2) and hereafter means the statistical averaging operation. 
From formula (2) it follows that the non-thinned array pattern coincides with the thinned 

array pattern accurate to a multiplier. A normalizing constant included in formula (1) is 
selected so that an average value of the thinned array pattern in the direction of the pattern 
maximum is equal to 1: 
 С = ∑ ∑ ∙ , ,  .   (3)

  
Dispersion of the thinned array pattern is: 

 , , 0, 0 =  

∑ ∑ ∙ , 0, 0 , , . (4)

  
In formula (4) it is taken into account that due to using orthogonal (quasiorthogonal) 

Costas matrices in subarrays, indicators , , included in (1), are uncorrelated (weakly 
correlated) pseudo-random numbers. 

The concentration factor of the thinned antenna array is calculated as: 
 0, 0 = 4 ∙| , , 0, 0 | ∙

≅ 4 ∙ ∑ ∑ , 0, 0∙ ∑ ∑ , , . 
 

(5)
 
 

Let us consider that the element patterns are identical and are equal to 0 , . Here: 
 for the vertical cylindrical array the element patterns are calculated as , , = 0 − ∆ ∙ − , , and the concentration factor of the thinned 
array, with allowance for shielding of the rear array surface, is calculated as: 
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0, 0 ≅ 4 ∙ ∑ 0 − ∆ ∙ − 2 ,∙ ∑ 0 − ∆ ∙ − 2 ,  

  
(6)

 
 
 
 

 

 for the horizontal cylindrical array the element patterns are calculated as , , = 0 , − ∆ ∙ − , and the concentration factor of the thinned 
array, with allowance for shielding of the rear array surface, is calculated as: 
 0, 0 ≅ 4 ∙ ∑ 0 , − ∆ ∙ − 2∙ ∑ 0 , − ∆ ∙ − 2  

 
(7)

 
 

 

3. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS  
Calculations were performed for the array pattern and concentration factor (CF) of 

the thinned horizontal cylindrical antenna array with parameters: Costas array order Nc=8; 
the number of subarrays in the action spot of the array Nxs =8, Nys=3. For comparison, 
calculations were also performed for the non-thinned cylindrical array with the number of 
elements if the action spot Nx=Nc*Nxs=64, Ny=Nc*Nys=24. Fig. 1 shows arrangement of 
elements in the action spot of the thinned antenna array. 

Figure 1: Arrangement of elements in the action spot of the thinned antenna array 
 
Fig. 2 shows the calculated array pattern of the thinned (red graph) and non-thinned 

(blue graph) array in the horizontal plane (HP) and vertical plane (VP) with various directions 
of the pattern maximum at 2 frequencies (upper frequency of the bandwidth f=Fu and half of 
the upper frequency f=Fu/2).   

From Fig. 2 is it obvious that the pattern shape for the thinned array well coincides 
with the non-thinned array pattern in the area of the main and first few minor lobes at 
different frequencies. In the area of the far-out side lobes the thinned array pattern level does 
not exceed minus 18 dB. 

 

0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64
0

8
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a) Array pattern  in HP at β=0°; ε=0°; f=Fu b) Array pattern  in VP at β=0°; ε=0°; f=Fu 

c) Array pattern  in HP at β=-30°; ε=0°; f=Fu d) Array pattern  in VP at β=-30°; ε=0°; f=Fu 

e) Array pattern  in HP at β=0°; ε=0°; f=Fu/2 f) Array pattern  in VP at β=0°; ε=0°; f=Fu/2 

g) Array pattern  in HP at β=-30°; ε=30°; f=Fu/2 h) Array pattern  in VP at β=0°; ε=30°; f=Fu/2 
 

Figure 2: Patterns (in dB) of thinned (red) and non-thinned (blue) antenna arrays   
 

Table 1 gives the values of concentration factors (CF) of the thinned array, 
calculated by formula (4), as well as CF of non-thinned arrays, for comparison. From Table 1 
it is obvious that CF of the thinned array weakly depends on frequency. 
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          Parameters 
CF 

β=0°; 
ε=0°; 
f=fu 
[dB] 

β=-30°; 
ε=0°; 
f=fu 
[dB] 

β=0°; 
ε=0°; 
f=fu/2 
[dB] 

β=-30°; 
ε=0°; 
f=fu/2 
[dB] 

CF of thinned array 1157 821 824 664 
CF of non-thinned array  4423 3846 1132 989 
 
Table 1 – CF of thinned and non-thinned arrays 

4. CONCLUSION 
The paper considers formation of thinned apertures of the cylindrical antenna array 

using Costas arrays. The following results are obtained: 
a) The shape of the thinned array coincides, on the average, with the pattern of the 
non-thinned array. 
b) The aperture angle of the thinned array coincides, on the average, with that of the 
non-thinned array. 
c) The concentration factor of the thinned array weakly depends on frequency. 
d) By assigning the order of the Costas array, the degree of reducing the number of 
elements in the antenna array, with the given aperture angle and concentration factor, can be 
optimized in every particular case. 
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Abstract: Image Source Method (ISM) is a geoacoustic inversion method based on the 
study of acoustic signals reflected by a sedimentary seabed and recorded on a hydrophone 
array. It provides the number of layers, their thicknesses and the sound-speed profile 
(SSP).  ISM is a two steps method: first, the signals reflected by each layer are detected 
for each hydrophone and the time-of-arrival (TOA) of signals are estimated, and second, 
the SSP is computed from these TOAs using Snell-Descartes law of refraction. The work 
presented in this paper deals with the first step of the ISM. To detect and estimate the 
TOAs, one can use array processing techniques, such as beamforming or migration. The 
presented approach is based on the analysis of the signals in the time domain considering 
that the time resolution is good enough to provide all the needed information. The 
algorithm we currently use is based on the Teager-Kaiser energy operator (TKEO), which 
is very sensitive to discontinuities in signal and thus is a good tool to detect and estimate 
TOA. Nevertheless, the use of TKEO has some drawbacks such as the need to oversample 
and to filter the signals to get an accurate estimation. Therefore, in this work, we explore 
the advantages and drawbacks of other methods, mainly based on time-frequency 
representations: spectrogram and wavelet transform. The different methods are presented 
and compared first on synthetic signals. Their performances are compared with an 
emphasis on their implementation and the computation cost. Finally, these methods are 
illustrated on real signals acquired in a tank experiment. 

 

Keywords: Image source method, Geoacoustic inversion, Teager-Kaiser energy operator, 
time-frequency representations, Time-delay. 
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1. INTRODUCTON  
Knowledge of seabed properties is essential in the fields of geology related to mineral 
exploration, civil engineering, the installation of offshore platforms or in the military field 
for the detection of objects such as mines. The access to these properties requires 
measurements on the sediment. But recently developed acoustic methods can perform 
more accurate measurements on larger areas. The sound velocity in sedimentary strata and 
the thickness of these layers can be known by emitting a sonar signal on the seabed. This 
sonar signal is reflected and recorded by array of hydrophones. Image source method 
(ISM) is one of the ways to analyze this recording: it is considered that the rays 
successively reflected by the sedimentary strata derive from image sources, symmetrical to 
the actual source with respect to the various interfaces between the layers. An essential 
step of the ISM is the detection of the time-of-arrival (TOA) of the reflections in the 
received signal. This step is particularly important for this work. The Teager-Kaiser 
energy operator (TKEO) is a reliable way to estimate these TOAs. This operator provides 
accurate estimation of the TOAs provided that the signal is oversampled and filtered. To 
avoid these requirements, we investigate the potential of the time-frequency 
representations to detect the TOAs of the reflected signals. Indeed, it has recently been 
shown the interest of such representations for peaks detection and for sources separation 
[1]. We limit ourselves to two representations, scalogram and the spectrogram which are 
free of cross terms compared, for example, to Wigner-Ville distribution.  
 
The paper is organized as follows: We first present the basics of the ISM and the 
associated experimental device followed by the theoretical concepts of the two time-
frequency approaches. The findings of these methods are compared to theoretical values 
for different signal to noise ratio (SNR). The proposed approach is also illustrated on real 
controlled data acquired in a tank where two plates, one made of resin and one made of 
silicon, are used to simulate a two-layers seabed. The receiving hydrophone is displaced to 
simulate a vertical or and horizontal array. Different kind of emitting signals are used. 

2. IMAGE SOURCE METHOD 
The ISM-inversion is a recently developed technique for geoacoustic inversion [2,3], 
which gives the local sound speed profile (SSP) with a good resolution and low 
computational cost compared to conventional approaches [4]. The inversion is based on 
the analysis of an acoustic wave emitted by a broadband source and reflected by a layered 
seabed where a single recording of the wave reflected at the bottom on a hydrophone array 
is used. Under the Born approximation [2], the reflected signal can be modeled as a sum of 
contributions from image sources which are symmetrical to the actual source relative to 
the seabed layers. The locations of these image sources are related to the SSP of these 
layers. Thus, this structure can be reversed by detecting the image sources. The first step 
of the ISM-inversion is the detection and the location of image sources in a homogeneous 
medium (Fig 1). The location of the source images depends on the knowledge of the 
geometry of the array, which allows us to determine the two key inversion parameters: the 
TOA (t) and the arrival angles (θ) of each source image to each hydrophone of the 
antenna. With these two parameters, the second step of the algorithm is to find recursively 
the thickness and sound speed of each layer, from the first one to the deepest one, with 
formula derived from the Snell-Descartes law of refraction. 
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                              Fig. 2. Flowchart diagram of the ISM-inversion. 
 

3. TIME-FREQUENCY METHODS 
The work presented in this paper deals with the first step of the ISM. To detect and 
estimate the TOA, array processing techniques such as beamforming or migration can be 
used. The approach we use is based on the analysis of the signals in the time domain 
considering that the time resolution is good enough to provide all the information we need. 
The algorithm we currently use is based on the TKEO, which is very sensitive to 
discontinuities in signal and thus is a good tool to detect and estimate TOA. Nevertheless, 
the use of TKEO has some drawbacks such as the need to oversample and to filter the 
signals to get an accurate estimation. To avoid these requirements, in this work we explore 
the potential of methods based on time-frequency representations which have been shown 
to be useful for peaks detection and for sources separation in the time-frequency plane [1]. 
We limit ourselves to two representations, scalogram and the spectrogram which are free 
of cross terms compared, for example, to Wigner-Ville distribution. 
 
The time-frequency methods are tested on simulated signals corresponding to 
CLUTTER’09 campaign [3]. Reflection of spherical wave on stratified seabed of two 
layers recorded with array of hydrophones. Integral of Sommerfield and Born 
approximation [2] is used to generate the signal followed by its contamination with a 
white Gaussian noise with SNR varying from -5dB to 10dB. The signal is match filtered 
to increase its SNR. 

 
 
 

 
 
2.1 Spectrogram 
The Short Time Fourier transform (STFT) estimates the frequency content of a signal 
locally around each instant. To do this, it calculates the Fourier Transform of the signal 
s(t) multiplied by a window h(t) centered to  and short duration during which s(t) is 
considered to be stationary. The STFT performs this analysis at every time t and proposes 
a two-dimensional representation (2D) time-dependent and frequency [5]: 
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dtethsfS jft 2)()(),(             (3) 

 
A mask is applied on the spectrogram image (|S(,f)|2) where the TOAs are automatically 
detected using a threshold value. For each hydrophone, a threshold value is carefully 
chosen.  

 
Figure 3: Spectrogram (a) without and (b) with a mask of a noisy signal (SNR=0dB). 

 
To find the optimal size, L, of h(t) we have analyzed the effect of noise on the TOA 
detection by measuring the relative between the estimated and theoretical TOAs. For good 
time resolution the number of overlapping of the sliding windows has been fixed to L-1. 
Results of this analysis are reported in figure 3.  

 
Figure 4: Relative errors of the TOA of the second stratum with different SNR values and 

the window size (number of points)  
 

This figure shows that the smaller the size window, the better the relative error. Thus, size 
values between 10 and 60 samples can be used for accurate TOA estimation. Note that the 
relative error does exceed 16. 10-4 
 
2.2 Wavelet transform  
The definition of the wavelet transform (WT) is close to that of the STFT, but the 
modulated window h(t) e-2jft  has been replaced by a mother wavelet (t/a) [5]: 
 

dt
a

t
a

tsaTs 





 

 




 *1)(),,(     (4) 

 
In the experiment a Ricker wavelet is sent, thus a Mexican mother wavelet is used. The 
TOAs are directly detected on the wavelet coefficients.  
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For each SNR and each scale, the relative errors between the true TOA and the estimated 
one by the WT are shown in figure 5. This figure shows that the relative errors are less 
than 1% and the best results are obtained for the dominant energetic scales. 
 

 
Figure 5: Relative error of the TOA of the second stratum with different SNR and scales 

values.  

4. REAL DATA: TANK EXPERIMENTS 

To investigate the feasibility of the proposed method and compare the performance of 
different time delays detection on real data, experiments have been carried out in water 
tank. The principle is to reproduce in a controlled environment a configuration similar to 
what one might have in the sea: a point source, a hydrophone, an array and a layered 
seafloor. The advantage is to benefit from an ideal laminated floor whose characteristics 
are known. The signals are recorded with a single hydrophone which position is 
controlled. A synthetic array is then reconstituted by moving the hydrophone horizontally. 
The dimensions of the tank used for the experiment are 2 m wide, 3 m long and 1.5 m in 
height. The choice fell on a spherical piezoelectric hydrophone 2 cm in diameter. As for 
the receiver, a needle transducer Precision Acoustics was chosen. The laminated mediums 
formed of two plates consisting of different materials. Their dimensions are 50 cm wide, 
50 cm long and of different thicknesses. The first plate is made of Teflon, and the second 
is made of Resin. Based on these parameters, one can equate the Teflon plate to a layer of 
sediment and the resin plate to a solid core. The ISM inversion consists in analysis the 
time delays of a pulse signal emitted by a point source. In order to increase the precision 
of the time delays detection, the signal sent from the equipment used is a period of sinus at 
frequency of 150 kHz with duration of 6.6 s.  
The SSP obtained with the ISM using the approaches (WT, Spectrogram) to find the time 
delay are presented in Table 1. The results are compared with the results found with the 
TK applied directly on the signals. The comparison is very satisfactory. In particular, for 
the CWT approach, the sound speeds are very close to the measured ones but  the 
Spectrogram approach is less accurate for than the two other methods. 
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  TK SP WT 

Strate1 C(m/s) 1439.5 1347 1438.9 
 H (m) 0.0533 0.049 0.053 

Strate2 C(m/s) 2036 1936.8 2028 
 H (m) 0.047 0.041 0.045 

 
Table 1: Geo-acoustic parameters of plates.  

Conclusion 
In this paper, we present a study of TFRs (CWT and Spectrogram) to detect and estimate 
time-delays in the context of a geoacoustic inversion method. The results obtained on both 
synthetic and real signals lead to the following conclusions. CWT is effective to find the 
desired peaks, even for low SNR (- 5 dB), and it reduces the number of false alarms. The 
supplementary operations are fast enough to not affect the total computational cost. 
Spectrogram is efficient for SNR above -4 dB and it involves an increase in computational 
cost. For the three algorithms (TK, CWT, Spectrogram), the threshold is computed 
automatically from the data themselves. The SSP inversion performed on real data 
acquired in a tank experiment are very satisfactory compared to the ground truth. 
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Abstract: New measuring technology for metrological work in a laboratory water tank 
was developed in the VNIIFTRI and it being improved today. Free-field calibrations are 
performed in reverberant fields of broadband sound signals that significantly enhanced 
the ability of metrological work. The technology includes: hard- and software 
implementation of the complex moving weighted averaging (CMWA) method, criteria 
quality of realization the free-field conditions during measurements, procedures of 
operative measurement the detail frequency dependence of the projector-receiver pair 
complex transfer impedance, procedure absolute and relative free-field calibration of 
underwater sound receivers including measurements of phase-frequency responses, 
procedures for testing the acoustic properties of hydrophones and various carrier systems 
for their suspension under water. 
This technology allows measuring the sensitivity of the underwater receiver of a scalar 
(sound pressure) and vector (sound oscillation velocity, pressure gradient) values of the 
sound field using reciprocal transducer of sound pressure or the reference hydrophone. 
The report provides details on the procedure for measuring in the reverberant fields of 
sound noise, and the results of testing technology in the laboratory water tank. 
 

Keywords: calibration, noise measurement 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A new measurement technology has been developed and is being improved at 
VNIIFTRI which substantially expands the range of metrological work that can be 
performed in a laboratory water tank. The technology is based on the use of reverberant 
fields of broadband acoustic signals. It comprises: software and hardware implementation 
of the complex moving weighted averaging method (CMWA) [1], a quality criterion for 
obtaining free-field conditions [2], procedures for measuring the detailed frequency 
dependence of the complex transfer impedance of the projector-receiver pair [1, 4], 
procedures for testing the acoustic properties of hydrophones and its underwater 
suspension (carrier) systems [5, 6], procedures for free-field calibration of underwater 
receivers of scalar (sound pressure) and vector (sound pressure gradient, particle velocity) 
quantities by absolute and relative methods, including measurements of phase 
characteristics [7-9]. 

The paper presents information on the measurement procedure for calibration in a noise 
reverberant field and the results of its testing in a laboratory water tank. 

2. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

Calibration of underwater transducer by the reciprocity method and the method of 
comparison with a reference hydrophone involves measuring the transfer impedance of the 
projector-receiver pair [10]. In a free sound field, complex spectra of the current through 
the projector Si(f) and the receiver output voltage Ri(f) are related through the complex 
transfer impedance of the projector-receiver pair in the free field ZFF(f) by the expression 
Ri(f) = ZFF(f) Si(f). The technology suggests the following steps for obtaining ZFF(f) from 
the results of measurements in a noise reverberant field. A reverberant field is generated in 
a water tank by exciting the projector by a prolonged (exceeding the reverberation time in 
the tank) noise signal. The current through the projector and the receiver output voltage 
are measured and used to calculate current and voltage cross spectra Ri(f)Si(f)* and power 
spectra |Si(f)|2 = Si(f)Si(f)*. These spectra are averaged over n  realizations, and estimates of 
the power spectrum < |Si(f)|2 > and the cross spectrum < Ri(f)Si(f)*> are obtained. The 
transfer impedance of the projector-receiver pair in the reverberant field ZRF(f) is given by:  

ZRF(f) = < Ri(f)Si(f)*>/< |Si(f)|2 > (1) 

 
The free-field transfer impedance ZFF(f) is found by processing the transfer impedance 

ZRF(f) by the CMWA method:  
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where Δfwa is the frequency interval of weighted averaging; hWT(f) is a weighting 

function [1]. 
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3. TESTING CONDITIONS 

To test the technology in the laboratory water tank (a reinforced concrete box with the 
depth of 6.0 m as its minimal dimension), we carried out: 

- measurements of free-field directivity characteristics of the underwater receivers, 
amplitude and phase characteristics of the projector-receiver transfer impedance (the tone-
burst method); 

- investigations of the sound field when radiating prolonged white noise signals in the 
water tank; 

- measurements in the noise reverberant field using the technology: dependences of the 
sound pressure on the distance from the projector, the receivers’ “free-field” directivity 
characteristics, “free-field” amplitude and phase characteristics of the transfer impedance 
of the projector-receiver pair.  

A peculiarity of the noise reverberant field in a water tank is that it is possible to 
distinguish in it a “free-field” zone (the direct wave of the projector predominates) and a 
“diffuse-field” zone (there is no dominant direction of incidence of the sound wave), 
separated by a transition zone. It has been experimentally determined that the area of the 
sound field at distances of 30 to 60 cm from the projector may be assumed as being close 
to a free field. With the increase in distance from 60 cm to 2 m (the transition zone) the 
trend of the experimental dependence of the sound pressure increasingly deviates from the 
1/r relationship and approaches a horizontal line. At distances of 2 to 5 m from the 
projector the sound pressure becomes less dependent on the distance, and the sound field 
comes close to a diffuse one. 

4. CHECKING THE QUALITY OF OBTAINED FREE-FIELD CONDITIONS 

The quality of free field conditions was checked at frequencies from 1 kHz to 300 kHz 
using experimental dependences inverse to the dependence of the sound pressure on the 
distance from the projector. Lines of best approximation (in the sense of least squares) 
were plotted for the dependences, characterizing their behavior in the free field of a 
spherical sound wave.  Deviations of the experimental data from the lines of best 
approximation have not exceeded 1.3 %, irrespective of the zone (free-field, diffuse-field, 
or transition) in which the receiver is located, or the frequency at which the measurements 
are made. 

Standard deviations of the frequency dependences of the transfer impedance of the 
projector-receiver pair, obtained using the technology when varying the distance between 
the projector and receiver from 0.3 to 5 m, from a reference dependence measured by the 
tone-burst method at a distance of 0.5 m from the projector have not exceeded 0.3 dB. 
Differences of the standard deviations determined in experiments at different frequencies 
and distances have proved negligible and have exhibited no dependence of the standard 
deviations from frequency or from closeness of the reverberant field to a diffuse one.  

Differences between the phase characteristics of the projector-receiver pair measured 
by the tone-burst method at a distance of 0.5 m from the projector and those measured 
using the technology in the diffuse zone at a distance of 4 m increase with frequency, but 
at frequencies up to and including 63 kHz they have not exceeded 0.1 radian, which 
corresponds to the accuracy of modern standard facilities for phase calibration of 
hydrophones.  
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5. DIRECTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS MEASUREMENTS 

To reduce measurement errors in the above mentioned experiments, we used 
omnidirectional hydrophones as the projector and receiver. To estimate the quality of 
“free-field” measurements in the diffuse-field zone, it is convenient to use a receiver with 
substantially uneven directivity characteristics. The concepts of the direct wave of the 
projector and direction of the receiving (directivity of receiver) do not exist in a diffuse 
field. Even though the free-field directivity pattern of a receiver may have multiple deep 
and narrow dips, the one measured in an ideal diffuse field must be circular. Closeness of 
the behavior of the free-field directivity pattern and the one measured under “free-field” 
conditions in the diffuse zone of noise reverberant field in the segments where substantial 
unevenness and dips occur allows us to judge the quality of free-field conditions achieved 
using the technology.  

Two special receivers with most expressed directional properties were used in 
experiments in which directivity patterns at frequencies of 25 and 30 kHz (receiver A) and 
270 and 320 kHz (receiver B) were measured. In Fig. 1 curves 1 (almost coincide with 
curves 3) show the free-field directivity patterns of the receiver А measured by the tone-
burst method at a distance of 0.7 m from the projector.  

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Directivity patterns of the receiver А measured (1) in the free field, (2) in the  

diffuse field, (3) under “free-field” conditions in the diffuse-field zone; (4) the “diffuse-
field” sensitivity. 

 
The patterns have multiple narrow dips with depths of up to 35-40 dB. When 

measuring in the diffuse field, the receiver was placed at a distance of 4.7 m from the 
projector and pointed with its reference direction at the projector; prolonged noise signals 
were radiated, and dependence of the receiver output voltage in frequency bands with a 
width of 3 kHz on the angle of incidence of the direct sound wave on the receiver was 
measured. The dependencies are shown in Fig. 1 as curves 2, which are much more 
uniform than the free-field patterns: there are no deep, narrow dips, and unevenness does 
not exceed 4-5 dB.  
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The directivity patterns obtained under “free-field” conditions in the diffuse zone of the 
noise reverberant field at a distance of 4.7 m from the projector (curves 3 in Fig. 1) have 
been nearly identical to those obtained by the tone-burst method at a distance of 70 cm, 
except for the angular interval 15 to 45º. 

In this angular interval, as is shown in Fig. 1 for 25 and 30 kHz, the differences 
between the patterns may be considered substantial. Also, discrepancies at the angles 115 
to 125˚ may be observed for the patterns at 30 kHz.  

These differences are not due to violation at these angles the free-field conditions, 
implemented using the technology. The differences are explained by different influence on 
the measurements  the  displacements of receiver from its rotation axis when the distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver are different almost seven times (from 0.7 m to 
4.7 m). 

Curves 1 and 3 in Fig. 2 illustrate the directivity patterns of the receiver B measured by 
the tone-burst method and those determined using the technology in the diffuse zone of the 
noise reverberant field. The almost complete coincidence of curves 1 and 3 (differences 
can be noticed in the 150º - 180º angular interval) allows us to conclude that the developed 
measurement technology is highly effective. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Directivity patterns of the receiver B measured (1) in the free field, (2) in the 

diffuse field, (3) under “free-field” conditions in the diffuse region; (4) the “diffuse-field” 
sensitivity. 

 
The hydrophone used as receiver B was a sound pressure receiver, and the scalar 

quantity of the acoustic field was measured.  The hydrophone used as receiver A was a 
sound pressure gradient receiver, and the vector quantity of the acoustic field was 
registered. The directivity patterns of the receiver А at frequencies much higher than 
12.5 kHz are markedly different from the dipole type pattern: there are sharp dips with 
depths of 30 to 35 dB. This fact was also used to make the testing conditions for the 
technology more stringent. 

The directivity patterns obtained using the technology at frequencies within the 
operating range of the receiver A have the form of a dipole typical for a vector receiver.  
Calibration of the vector receiver till now been carried out in the standing wave in small 
volume of chamber over the range bounded above by the chamber’s critical frequency of 
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1-2 kHz. The attempts to extend the chamber’s frequency range to higher frequencies have 
been unsuccessful. The use of the technology enables to perform the free-field calibration 
of vector receivers in the reverberant sound field over the frequency range from 500 Hz 
and higher. Calibration in the standing wave should be applied at frequencies of 500 Hz 
and below for which the measurement uncertainty in the chamber are acceptable. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Created technology changes the common ideas about the possibilities of metrological 
works in the laboratory water tank and allows many times increase informativity of the 
measuring experiment in comparison with the measurements using tone burst technique.  

The technology for measurements in reverberant sound fields:  
- shows high – of the level of primary standards – quality indicators of free-field 

measurements regardless how close the reverberant field in the experiment to a diffuse 
field;  

- allows quick free-field measurements in a wide frequency range, obtain directional 
characteristics, detailed amplitude and phase responses of sound receivers - that is, in the 
absence of anechoic water tank perform measurements like in an anechoic chamber. 

The technology is equally effective in testing receivers of both scalar (sound pressure) 
and vector (sound pressure gradient, particle velocity etc.) acoustic field quantities. 

The results of noise signal experiments presented here have confirmed the conclusion 
in [1] that the results of applying the CMWA method are independent of the way of 
obtaining the frequency dependence being processed. This allows us to treat the noise 
signal not as random in the sense of measurement repeatability, but as one of type of 
broadband signal suitable for metrological use in a reverberant water tank.  Tone-burst, 
noise and frequency modulated signals make up a harmoniously supplemented each other 
set of signals, that makes actual the use of these signals at different levels of verification 
hierarchy from primary standards to working measuring instruments. 
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Abstract: In this paper calibration and measurement capabilities of new Underwater 
Acoustics Laboratory (UAL) of Turkey are presented. UAL is established in Marmara 
Research Center, Materials Institute  (Gebze, Kocaeli), which is a part of The Scientific 
and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK). UAL is newly assigned as 
“Designated Institute” by National Metrology Institute (TÜBİTAK UME) as the holder of 
the national standards of measurement in the area of underwater acoustics.  
UAL has open tank of  15 m x 10 m x 7.5 m dimensions with resonance frequency ~ 8,4 
Hz. Tank is equipped with High Accuracy Positioning System consisting of 2 bridges 
carrying 3 platforms. Heavy-weight bridge can position parts up to 3000 kg and the light-
weight one has single platform, 100 kg loading capacity. The temperature profile in the 
water column is measured by 8 digital thermometers with accuracy better than 0,2 ºC. 
The primary and secondary level calibration of electro-acoustic transducers in the 
frequency range 2 – 120 kHz in open tank is realized by the use of Brüel & Kjaer Type-
9718 Hydrophone Calibration System (HCS). Nowadays new system for the primary and 
secondary level calibration of electro-acoustic transducers in the frequency range up to 
hundreds kHz is under test for development in UAL. In this paper the primary calibration 
results for B&K 8104 hydrophone, measured by the use of new TÜBİTAK  Hydrophone 
Calibration System in the frequency range 10 kHz- 300 kHz and B&K-9718 HCS in the 
frequency range 2 kHz – 120 kHz, are presented. The calibration data of the same 
hydrophone in the frequency range 2 kHz – 300 kHz done by National Physical 
Laboratory (NPL) of UK is also given for the comparison. Other facilities for the 
characterization of underwater electro-acoustic elements are also presented in the paper.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Underwater Acoustic Laboratory (UAL) of TÜBİTAK is first and unique infrastructure 
in Turkey to carry out research&development, test&characterization and calibration of 
electro-acoustic transducers in the field of underwater acoustics.  The UAL is accredited 
for the calibration of underwater electro-acoustic transducers, i.e., hydrophone sensitivity, 
projector transmission response and electrical impedance, in the frequency range 2 kHz – 
120 kHz. The laboratory is assigned as “Designated Institute” as the holder of the national 
standards of measurements in the area(s) of underwater acoustics in 2012. 

The main infrastructure of UAL is the acoustically isolated open tank with the 
dimensions of 15x10x7.5 m3 and resonance frequency ~8.4 Hz. Besides, open tank has 
high accuracy multi-freedom positioning system (HAPS) which can provide precision 
positioning for the various sensor and sensor arrays of 100 kg and 3000 kg capacity. The 
general views of laboratory from outside and inside are given in figure 1 and figure 2. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.1: UAL Building 

 
The temperature profile in the water column is measured by 8 digital thermometers  

with accuracy better than 0,2 ºC. 
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Fig.2: Open Tank and HAPS 

2. CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES 
 

The primary and secondary level calibration of electro-acoustic transducers [1-4] in the  
frequency range 2 – 120 kHz in open tank is realized by the use of Brüel & Kjaer Type-
9718 Hydrophone Calibration System (HCS), figures 3,4. The system has integrated 
100W/100 Vrms power amplifier. Calibrations are carried out in pulse regime and free- and 
far-field conditions are satisfied for the pulse length 3-5 msec. 
 

 
 

Fig.3: Brüel&Kjaer Hydrophone 
Calibration System, Type 9718 

 
 

Fig.4: Directivity Measurement Interface 
and Turn-Table 

There are available different types of reference hydrophones and projectors in 
laboratory. For example, figure 5; 

Reson TC1010: Transmitting Sensitivity (12 kHz)  133.48 dB re uPa.m/V 
      Reson TC1010: Receiving Sensitivity (12 kHz)  -181.41 dB re V/uPa 

      Reson TC4034: Transmitting Sensitivity (100 kHz)  122 dB re uPa.m/V 
      Reson TC4034: Receiving Sensitivity  (250 Hz)  -218 dB re V/uPa 

B&K 8103:  Receiving Sensitivity  (250 Hz)   -213.6 dB re V/uPa 
B&K 8104:  Receiving Sensitivity  (250 Hz)   -206.6 dB re V/uPa 
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B&K 8105:  Receiving Sensitivity  (250 Hz)   -205.8 dB re V/uPa 
B&K 8106:  Receiving Sensitivity  (250 Hz)   -172.4 dB re V/uPa 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Reference Projectors and Hydrophones 

 
The laboratory has two hydrostatic pressure tanks, the big one’s sizes are 1500 mm 

inner diameter and 2000 mm height and the small one’s sizes are 255 mm inner diameter 
and 500 mm height, figure 6. The maximum working pressure is 35 kgf/cm2 for both 
tanks. Tanks are also used for the isolation resistance tests under hydrostatic pressure. 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Hydrostatic Pressure Tanks 

 
Temperature Controlled Acoustic Test Tube is designed for investigating temperature 

dependence of electrical impedance of underwater electro-acoustic transducers, figure 7. It 
has 6000 mm length and 460 mm inner diameter.  The measurements are carried out in 
Pulse regime in temperature range between 2 oC – 30 oC. 

 

 
 

Fig.7: Temperature Controlled Acoustic Test Tube 
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In order to develop calibration capabilities of UAL, new system for primary and 
secondary level calibration of electro-acoustic transducers by the methods of three 
transducer spherical-wave reciprocity and comparison in conformance with [1] in the 
frequency range from 10 kHz up to hundreds kHz is elaborated. The primary calibration 
results of  B&K 8104 hydrophone (S/N:2486797), measured by the use of new TÜBİTAK  
Hydrophone Calibration System (HCS-Pico) in the frequency range 10 kHz- 300 kHz and 
B&K-9718 HCS in the frequency range 2 kHz – 120 kHz, are presented in figure-8,9. The 
calibration data and uncertainty of the same hydrophone in the frequency range 2 kHz – 
300 kHz done by National Physical Laboratory (NPL) of UK is also given for the 
comparison in the figures 8,9. 

 
Fig.8: Free Field Voltage  Sensitivity of B&K Type 8104  

Hydrophone in the frequency range 2 kHz – 40 kHz 

 

 
Fig.9: Free Field Voltage  Sensitivity of B&K Type 8104  

Hydrophone in the frequency range 40 kHz – 300 kHz 
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The main activity of UAL is to model, design, prototype and characterize various 
underwater electro-acoustic devices. In this scope Turkey’s first National Sonar 
Transducer Prototype (TBT-01 Ver:1.01), figure 10 and first National Sonobuoy DIFAR 
Sensor Prototype (BGM-01), figure 11 were designed, produced and accepted  by 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries in 2008 and 2009 respectively [5].    

 

 
 

Fig.10: TBT-01 SONAR  
Transducer 

 
 

Fig.11: BGM-01 Sonobuoy  
Vector Hydrophone 

 
Other than Transmitting Voltage Response (TVR), Free Field Voltage Sensitivity (M) 

and electrical impedance calibration of underwater electro-acoustic transducers, UAL also 
has test facilities and set-ups for the characterization of underwater electro-acoustic 
elements, mainly: 

- Sound Pressure Level (SPL) 
- Directivity Patterns (DI) 
- Linearity of Transmitting Response 
- Harmonic Distortion  
- Hydrostatic Pressure Tests 
- Isolation Resistance Measurements 
- Mechanic Q-factor Measurements 
- Mechanic Resonance Frequency Measurements 
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Abstract: Signal modelling techniques are presented which enable accurate signal 
amplitude measurements to be made at lower frequencies in situations where echo-free 
time is limited, such as in reverberant laboratory tanks where the direct path signals are 
contaminated by boundary reflections. In the case of conventional approaches, tone-burst 
signals and time gating techniques are generally used to make free-field measurements, 
and such methods enable echo-free measurements to be made at frequencies typically 
down to a few kilohertz, depending on the size of the tank. The signal modelling 
techniques presented here enable accurate signal amplitude measurements to be made at 
frequencies down to a few hundred Hertz for typical reference hydrophones, and may even 
be applied for the calibration of high-Q devices. Results of measurements made in a 
laboratory tank using these techniques are presented. These are compared to 
measurements of the same devices made at an open-water site where the echo-free time is 
significantly longer, allowing standard analysis methods to be used. Comparisons are also 
shown with pressure calibrations of hydrophones in enclosed chambers. 

Keywords: Hydrophone, calibration, low-frequency, high-Q 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The low-frequency limit for free-field measurements in reverberant laboratory tanks is 
determined by the finite size of the tank. Generally, tone-burst signals and time-gating 
techniques are used to make measurements of the steady-state signal before the arrival of 
boundary reflections [1]. But, as the frequency decreases, the number of cycles of signal 
within this steady-state region available for analysis also decreases. As many amplitude 
analysis methods require the presence of at least one full cycle, a low-frequency limit at 
which reliable measurements can be made is reached.   

In this paper, a least-squares sine fit technique is presented which enables reliable 
amplitude measurements to be made when only a quarter of a cycle of steady-state signal 
is available for analysis. By the use of this analysis method, the low-frequency limit for 
free-field measurements in a typically-sized laboratory tank of 5.5 m diameter and 5 m 
deep can be extended down to a few hundred Hertz. 

While the end of the steady-state region is defined by the arrival of boundary 
reflections, the start is determined by the length of the start-up transients caused by the 
resonant behaviour of the transducers under test. With a combination of small tank size 
and high-Q transducers, it is possible that steady-state is not reached before the arrival of 
boundary reflections, and a direct measurement of the signal amplitude cannot be made by 
the conventional means described above. In this case it is possible to represent the signal 
as a model of damped exponentials to determine the steady-state amplitude from 
measurements made during the waveform-portion taken up by the start-up transients. 

Results are presented which demonstrate the techniques described above. The least-
squares sine fit analysis method is used to calibrate a reference hydrophone down to 
250 Hz in a laboratory tank, and the resulting sensitivities are compared to a low-
frequency calibration in a closed chamber by comparison to a reference microphone. The 
signal modelling technique is used to calibrate two high-Q projectors with resonance 
frequencies of only a few kilohertz in the NPL Acoustic Pressure Vessel (APV). The 
results are validated by comparison with measurements made at NPL’s open water 
calibration facility, where it is possible to undertake steady-state measurements. 

2. METHODOLOGIES 

2.1. Least-squares sine fit method 

The signal amplitude is determined by fitting a sine wave of known frequency to the 
waveform segment in the steady-state region [2]. The function is of the form 

 
    cftbftaty   2cos2sin)(              (1) 

 
where f is the known measurement frequency and the c term accounts for any DC bias 

in the signal. The amplitude of the measurement signal is then given by  
 

22 bav                     (2) 
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If the sampling frequency is much greater than the measurement frequency, and this 
will generally be the case for the low frequencies in question, the averaging effect of the 
least-squares fit means that reliable estimates of the signal amplitude can be produced 
even when the measured waveform segment is noisy [3]. 

2.2. Signal modelling method 

2.2.1. Model 

A projector is driven in turn by nf signals, each consisting of a discrete-frequency tone-
burst of frequency i, i = 1, …, nf, and finite time duration. For each drive signal, let t = 0 
denote the arrival time of the transmitted signal at the receiving hydrophone, and t = j > j 

 1, j = 1, …, R, that of the jth reflection of the transmitted signal from a boundary of the 
tank. If the devices remain in the same positions within the tank, the arrival-times j can be 
assumed to be the same for all drive signals. For the ith drive signal, a model for the 
response yi(t) is 
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where yij(t) is the response corresponding to the jth reflection of the transmitted signal, 

with yi0(t) the response corresponding to the transmitted signal itself. If we consider the 
response of an electroacoustic transducer at frequencies i at or below its first resonance, it 
is reasonable to assume the behaviour is that of a damped harmonic oscillator [4, 5]. Thus, 
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The first terms in (4) describe the steady-state response for the ith drive signal and the 

jth reflection, and depend on parameters Cij0 and Sij0 that determine the amplitude and 
phase of the response. Assuming there are nr resonances, the remaining terms represent 
the resonant behaviour in terms of parameters Cijk and Sijk, resonance frequencies fk and 
damping factors dk. If there are no dispersive or nonlinear effects present in the system, the 
fk and dk can be assumed to be the same for all drive signals and all reflections. The 
primary parameters of interest are the amplitudes of the steady-state responses for the 
direct transmitted signals. The amplitudes correspond to the free-field voltage responses of 
the receiving device that would be detected in the absence of reflections of the transmitted 
signals. The transmitting voltage response is then evaluated in terms of these amplitudes, 
the projector drive voltages, the receiver sensitivity, and the distance between the devices. 

2.2.2. Solution methodology 

Suppose each response yi(t) is sampled to yield data (til, yil), l = 1, …, m, with til  0. 
The measured values yil are subject to random noise (potentially from both acoustic and 
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electrical sources) but the corresponding times til are assumed to have negligible 
uncertainty. An approach to obtaining estimates of the model parameters is to solve the 
least-squares adjustment problem: minimize S2, where 
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The problem formulated is a large, nonlinear least-squares adjustment problem that 

provides “simultaneously” estimates of all the model parameters. A typical calibration 
problem can involve sampling at m = 1000 points the response to nf = 20 drive signals, 
yielding 1000  20 = 20000 data values yil. For a system with nr = 2 resonances and a 
measurement for which R = 2 reflections of the transmitted signal are observed, the 
number of parameters to be estimated is n = 366. 

When the arrival-times j are treated as model parameters, the problem formulated 
above is ill-posed because the resolution to which the arrival-times may be estimated is 
limited by the time resolution of the sampling [4,5]. The problem is made well-posed by 
augmenting the least-squares formulation with constraints on the model parameters. A 
constraint on the parameters of yij(t) that is based on physical considerations is to require 
that yij(t) is a continuous function, in particular at t = j. Each constraint is used to 
eliminate explicitly a parameter of the model. The resulting nonlinear least-squares 
problem, involving a reduced set of parameters, is unconstrained and is solved using a 
standard numerical algorithm, such as the Gauss-Newton algorithm [6], for such problems. 

The uncertainty matrix (covariance matrix) U associated with the solution is given, 
formally, by U = u2(y)(JTJ)1 where u(y) = S2/(m  n) is an estimate of the standard 
uncertainty associated with the measured values yil, and J is a matrix containing the 
derivatives of eil with respect to the model parameters evaluated at the solution. An 
application of the law of propagation of uncertainty [7] is used to evaluate the standard 
uncertainty associated with an estimate of the amplitude of each steady-state response. A 
further application is used to evaluate the standard uncertainty associated with an estimate 
of the transmitting voltage response corresponding to each drive frequency. 

2.2.3. Starting estimates 

The Gauss-Newton algorithm is an iterative procedure requiring initial estimates of the 
model parameters. Often a priori knowledge of the resonant behaviour will be available, 
for example, from measurements of electrical admittance. In the absence of such 
knowledge, the Prony method [8-11] is an approach to obtain, from the measured data, 
estimates of the parameters fk and dk. The method operates with that part of the data before 
the arrival of the first reflection of the transmitted signal. A number of variations have 
been proposed to improve the performance of the method, which can be poor in the 
presence of noise. 

Estimates of the arrival times j, j = 0, …, R, may be determined from the geometry of 
the measurement system, and evaluated in terms of measurements of the positions of the 
devices in relation to the reflecting surfaces, which determine the distances travelled by 
the reflected signal, and the signal speed. Signal processing techniques, such as wavelet 
analysis [12], are also useful for extracting from the measured data information about the 
arrival times. The representation of a signal in terms of wavelets conveys information 
about the signal in both time and frequency. Wavelet analysis has been used here to 
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identify features in the measured signals that are associated with the arrivals of reflections, 
confirming the arrival time estimates obtained from geometrical considerations. 

Finally, given estimates of the parameters fk, dk and j, the models yi(t) are linear in the 
parameters Cijk and Sijk. A sequence of linear least-squares problems (one for each 
waveform) is solved to obtain estimates of these remaining parameters. 

3. MEASUREMENTS 

3.1. Least-squares sine fit 

A Reson TC 4032 hydrophone was calibrated in the NPL large open-tank facility, over 
the frequency range 250 Hz to 1 kHz, by the method of three-transducer spherical-wave 
reciprocity [1]. Two NPL ITC 1001 reference transducers were used as devices P and T. 
The tank is 5.5 m in diameter and 5 m deep and, with the devices mounted at mid-depth 
and 1.5 m apart, the echo-free time is approximately 2 ms. Tone-burst signals were used 
with the signal amplitude in the steady-state region (0.9 ms to 2 ms) determined by the 
least-squares sine fit method described above. 

To validate the method, the TC 4032 hydrophone was also calibrated over the 
frequency range 25 Hz to 400 Hz in a closed chamber by comparison to a reference 
microphone [1].        

3.2. Signal modelling  

Two flexural disc transducers with nominal resonance frequencies of 2 kHz and 4 kHz 
and Q-factors of 10 were calibrated using the signal modelling method described above. 
The transmitting voltage response (TVR) of the projectors was measured in the NPL 
Acoustic Pressure Vessel (APV), which has internal free-volume dimensions of only 
4.9 m in length and 1.9 m in diameter. Discrete frequencies in the range 1.0 kHz to 3.0 
kHz for the 2 kHz device and 2.5 kHz to 5.5 kHz for the 4 kHz device were measured. The 
projector was driven with tone-burst signals from an HP33120A function generator via a 
B&K 2713 power amplifier. The waveform received by a calibrated reference 
hydrophone, situated at 0.74 m from the projector, and the drive voltage waveform were 
both measured using an HP89410A vector signal analyser. A calibrated attenuator was 
used to reduce the drive voltage to a suitable level for input to the analyser. The actual 
resonance frequencies and Q-factors of the projectors were determined by measurement, 
using an HP4192A impedance analyser, and found to be 1.99 kHz with a Q-factor of 9.8 
for the 2 kHz device and 4.08 kHz with a Q-factor of 9.6 for the 4 kHz device. These 
values were used to provide starting estimates for the model.  

In order to validate the method, the TVR of the two projectors was measured in a free-
field environment at the NPL open-water calibration facility, a floating laboratory located 
on a reservoir at Wraysbury, near London. With a measurement depth of 8 m and reservoir 
dimensions of 1 km by 2 km by 20 m deep, the echo-free time was sufficient to allow 
steady-state conditions to be reached for all frequencies measured during the APV 
calibrations. For the measurements in the APV, the temperature of the water was set to 
14 ºC, the same as that measured in the reservoir. 
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4. RESULTS 

Fig. 1 shows the results of the calibration of the Reson TC 4032 hydrophone. The solid 
line shows the hydrophone sensitivity measured by the method of three-transducer 
reciprocity, with the amplitude of the steady-state region of the signals during the 
calibration determined by the least-squares sine fit technique described above. The circles 
display the sensitivity of the hydrophone as determined by comparison to a reference 
microphone in a closed chamber. The uncertainty for this calibration method (for a 
coverage probability of approximately 95%) is 0.5 dB [7] and is illustrated by the error 
bars. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Reson TC 4032 hydrophone sensitivity measured be three-transducer reciprocity 
and in a closed chamber by comparison to a reference microphone. 

 
 
Figs. 2 and 3 show the results of the calibration for the 4 kHz and 2 kHz high-Q devices 

respectively. The continuous curve shows the TVR obtained from analysing the steady-
state part of the waveforms measured at the NPL open-water facility. The circles show the 
estimate obtained by applying the signal modelling method to analyse the waveforms 
obtained in the APV. Those parts of the waveforms restricted to a time-window lasting 
1.8 ms have been treated. The model used includes two resonances and two reflections of 
the transmitted signal. The error bars illustrate 95 % coverage intervals associated with the 
uncertainty estimates from the signal modelling method. The uncertainties from the free-
field measurements are not shown, but these are approximately 1 dB at all frequencies. 
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Fig.2: TVR for the 4 kHz projector showing the free-field (solid curve), and the results 

of signal modelling applied to the waveforms measured in the APV (circles with 
associated 95% coverage intervals). 

 

 
Fig.3: TVR for the 2 kHz projector showing the free-field (solid curve), and the results 

of signal modelling applied to the waveforms measured in the APV (circles with 
associated 95% coverage intervals). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Signal modelling techniques presented in this paper have been used to make accurate 
signal amplitude measurements at lower frequencies in situations where echo-free time is 
limited. Results have been compared to measurements at an open-water facility, where it 
is possible to undertake measurements under steady-state conditions, and to a pressure 
calibration by comparison to a reference microphone in a closed chamber. Excellent 
agreement is observed, with the differences in results being well within overall 
uncertainties. 
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Abstract: Characterisation of the acoustic properties of materials for underwater 
acoustics is often carried out by measuring the transmitted and/or reflected pressure 
signals after insonification of a test panel by an incident acoustic wave. For this method to 
be reliable, the incident and transmitted (or reflected) signals arriving at the hydrophone 
receiver should be well separated in time (enabling windowing techniques to be applied), 
and the diffracted signals from the panel edge should not contaminate the measured 
signal. At low kilohertz frequencies, these conditions are difficult to achieve for the size of 
panel and test tank commonly available. This paper describes a method for discriminating 
against the diffracted signals by use of a planar array of hydrophones as the receiver. The 
sound source used for the method is a parametric array to provide some source directivity 
and to provide short broadband signals for analysis. The method is demonstrated by 
application to the measurement of reflection loss and transmission loss for test panels at 
frequencies of 1 kHz to 10 kHz under simulated ocean conditions using a specialised test 
chamber capable of controlling the water temperature and hydrostatic pressure during 
measurements. A comparison is shown with results obtained with a single hydrophone, 
and a discussion is given of the number and position of hydrophones in the array. 
  
Keywords: Reflection loss, transmission loss, simulated ocean conditions, panel 
measurements 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

A common requirement in underwater acoustics is to determine the acoustic properties 
of materials used as absorbers and windows, in particular in terms of reflection loss and 
transmission (insertion) loss [1]. Many materials of interest are viscoelastic and exhibit a 
variation in performance when subjected to a change in environmental conditions. It is 
therefore necessary to characterise the materials at the environmental conditions at which 
the materials will be used. The Acoustic Pressure Vessel (APV) at the National Physical 
Laboratory (NPL) in the UK provides the ability to conduct acoustic testing at simulated 
ocean conditions in a controlled laboratory environment. However, the APV will 
accommodate test panels of only moderate size, and with the test chamber’s finite physical 
size and internal geometry, this introduces limitations which restrict the lowest frequency 
of measurement.  
 
The characterisation of the test panel is performed by insonifying the test panel with an 
incident wave from a source transducer. In the case of the method described here, a 
parametric array is used as the acoustic source. The hydrophone receivers are positioned 
either in front of the test panel to determine the reflection loss, or behind to determine the 
transmission loss. Reference measurements without the test panel being present are then 
conducted (and signal subtraction performed to obtain the reflected signal in the case of 
reflection loss). Comparison of the relative signal changes between the “with-panel” and 
the corresponding reference measurements allow for the transmission loss and reflection 
loss to be derived. The parametric array provides some source directivity to mitigate 
reflected signals from the test chamber panel support structure and diffracted signals from 
the panel edges. However, interference from diffracted signals from the panel edge can 
still be observed, and are especially problematic at low kilohertz frequencies. To improve 
performance, a directional receiver is employed in the form of an eight element pseudo 
random array. This is in place of a single hydrophone that would normally be used for 
higher frequencies of interest (greater than 10 kHz). With this arrangement, it is possible 
to conduct measurements down to as low as 1 kHz (depending on panel performance). In 
the following section, a description is provided of the acoustic source, the single 
hydrophone and array receivers, the experimental set up and the test panels measured, and 
finally the results. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

The basic experimental set up for the work undertaken here has been described in 
previous scientific publications [2]. 

 
2.1 Parametric array source 
 
A parametric array is used as the acoustic source for the work described here [3]. Such 

a source uses the non-linear propagation of primary wavefields to generate additional 
lower frequency (secondary) components that are then used to insonify the test panel. 
Such a source has the advantage of producing a more directional sound field than would 
be possible from a linear source of similar size. In the NPL arrangement, the primary 
transducer is driven with a short pulse of 300 kHz carrier frequency, with a raised cosine 
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bell envelope. The low-frequency secondary waveform generated on axis can be shown to 
be proportional to the second derivative, with respect to time, of the square of the 
transmitted pulse envelope [3]. The generated waveform shape and spectrum is then easily 
modified by altering the envelope function. In practice, for parametric array measurements 
in confined spaces, it is necessary to limit the length of the interaction region of the 
primary beams, which is achieved by placing a panel of absorbing material, known as the 
acoustic filter, across the field at some distance from the source transducer to absorb the 
high-frequency primary beams and transmit only the low-frequency beam [3].  

 
2.2 Experimental configuration 
 
The APV consists of a cylindrical tank of external dimensions 7.6 m long by 2.5 m in 

diameter [2]. The tank may be pressurized to simulate increased water depth up to a 
maximum hydrostatic pressure of 68 bar. The facility also allows the water temperature to 
be controlled in the range from 2 ºC to 35 ºC. There are two access ports, the centres of 
which are 2.4 m apart. A diagram of the arrangement inside the vessel is shown in Fig. 1. 

A mounting arrangement enables the receiving hydrophones to be positioned at any 
preferred distance from the panel face in the range from 0 m to 0.4 m. Typically, when 
using a single hydrophone receiver, the hydrophone is mounted either in front or behind 
the test panel (for reflection or transmission respectively) with one side of the panel 
measured at a time. The parametric array consists of the 300 kHz piezoelectric source 
transducer placed at the end of the vessel, with array truncation provided by the acoustic 
filter (a 35 mm thick Expancel-filled polyurethane sheet). The separation between the 
source transducer and the panel under test is 2.75 m and the acoustic filter is normally 1.88 
m from the transducer [2]. 

The simplest method of capturing the energy incident upon, reflected from and 
transmitted by the test panel is via a single hydrophone placed on either side of the test 
object [2]. Spectral analysis is then performed on the time histories, from which the 
reflection and transmission loss can be calculated [2] from the incident, reflected and 
transmitted pressure waves (pi, pr, and pt) by  
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where R is the reflection loss, T is the transmission (insertion) loss and f is frequency. 
The time history containing the reflected pressure wave also contains the incident 

signal. Ideally, the hydrophone would be placed in such a position that it would be 
possible to time resolve the incident and reflected signals; however, at the low kilohertz 
frequencies of interest, there is additional contamination to the reflected signal from 
diffracted signals from the panel edges and reflected signals from the vessel boundaries 
and panel mounts. It is, therefore, necessary to subtract from the reflection time history an 
incident signal recorded at the same point and under the same conditions without the test 
panel present (the latter being termed the “reference” measurement). Because the reflected 
signal has travelled further than the incident signal (twice the separation between the 
measuring hydrophone and the test panel), it is necessary to correct the reflection loss for 
the reduction in signal amplitude due to the extra distance travelled [2]. When measuring 
the transmission loss, it is not possible to capture the incident signal at the measurement 
point behind the test panel, and for this reason a separate measurement must be made to 
capture the incident signal without the test panel present. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the measurement configuration in the APV, showing 

location of transducer, acoustic filter, test panel and receive array. 

2.3 Test panel 
 
Measurements were conducted on a test panel designed to have suitable performance in 

the frequency range 1 kHz to 15 kHz. This was 800 mm wide, 900 mm high and 125 mm 
thick. The test panel was designed and manufactured by QinetiQ Ltd and consists of a two 
layer acoustic absorber fabricated from polyurethane to which Expancel spheres had been 
added as a filler material. 

3. HYDROPHONE RECEIVE ARRAY 

The acoustic pressure wave generated by the truncated parametric array can be readily 
acquired and time resolved by a single hydrophone under free-field conditions. However, 
measurements in the APV are not true free-field measurements, particularly when a test 
panel is present, and the benefit obtained by additional directivity from the parametric 
array source is substantially reduced at frequencies below 10 kHz. Since the signals of 
interest are plane waves travelling in directions orthogonal to the panel surface, and the 
contaminating signals are predominately travelling in directions across the panel at 
significant angles (from panel edges or vessel walls), it is possible to utilise a directional 
planar array to select the plane wave components of interest [4,5].  

The planar array used is constructed from eight Neptune Sonar T293 spherical 
hydrophones of approximately 20 mm diameter, which are mounted using a mount which 
is acoustically transparent at frequencies below 10 kHz (a thin 0.6 mm diameter cord and a 
550 mm square aluminium frame). Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement. The 
configuration is a pseudo random, 2D arrangement covering an area of approximately 
0.4 m2. Measurements are performed by capturing the hydrophone signals using 
simultaneous capture on an etec B2008 eight channel charge amplifier and a National 
Instruments multifunction DAQ using bespoke LabView software. In the analysis, an 
average is initially calculated across the eight channels and the resulting waveforms 
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averaged over a number of pulses. The subsequent analysis followed that of the single 
hydrophone pressure technique described in [2]. 

 
To examine the potential benefit of using a receive array and to determine the optimum 

number of elements in the array, a simulation was undertaken [6]. Synthetic array data 
were collected with a hydrophone scanning a square area in a plane parallel to the front 
and the back of a smaller test panel. This simulation was undertaken experimentally in an 
open tank facility fitted with an automated positioning system under computer control. A 
Reson TC4035 hydrophone (1.6 mm element) was scanned in front and behind a test panel 
consisting of a single layer of Expancel filled polyurethane sheet (thickness: 25 mm; 
width: 300 mm; height: 313 mm), backed with a 4 mm aluminium plate. A plane piston 
transducer with a centre frequency at 1 MHz was used to generate parametric signal for 
the measurements, the transmitted signal modulated by a single cycle of a raised cosine 
signal to give a centre frequency of the secondary pulse at 30 kHz. An acoustic filter was 
used to remove the primary signal before it reached the panel [6]. Using the scanned 
hydrophone data, it was possible to perform a simulation of a planar array placed before 
and after the panel using varying numbers of elements in varying positions (the 
transmission and reflection loss can be derived from these data sets with any combinations 
of elements). The performance of random arrays with different number of elements was 
then assessed with the data in terms of a normalised standard deviation for the 
measurements [6].   
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Hydrophone array consisting of 
eight hydrophones in the measurement 
position for the test panel (left). 
 
 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1. Simulated array performance 

A simulation was carried out to assess the performance of random array for use as 
receivers in panel measurements. Using the scanned data, the elements of the random 
arrays were selected randomly within a smaller area inside maximum scan ranges. Figure 
3 shows the measured transmission loss with a number of planar arrays and with the centre 
element alone. The planar array was formed with all the elements with their signal levels 
in the reference signal greater than 3 dB to have a good signal to noise ratio for all the 
selected elements in the calculation of transmission loss. The solid lines in the figure are 
for the data with all the elements in the planar arrays, while the dash and dotted lines are 
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for the centre element of the arrays. The results with the arrays are close to expected 
values, while spread is much more with a single element for the transmission loss. 

 
A planar array is very costly in practice, so a random sparse planar array may be a good 

alternative if the performance is close to a planar array while the number of elements is 
significantly fewer. A reasonably large ensemble of 50 random arrays was formed to 
provide reliable results. The standard deviations of the measured reflection and 
transmission loss were normalised with averaged reflection and transmission loss, and 
plotted as function of the element numbers in a random array in Figure 3. The spread of 
results decreases quickly with increase of number of elements initially, and then approach 
a constant as the number exceeds 10. Considering the cost effectiveness and practicalities 
of the technique, an optimum number of eight elements is a reasonable choice where the 
residuals variation is low but the number of elements in the array is reasonably small. 

 
 
Figure 3. Measured transmission loss with all array elements and the centre element 

(left) and measurement spreads for transmission loss with different number of elements. 
 
 
4.2. Test panel results 
 
Figure 4 shows the results obtained from the test panel for reflection loss in the range 

1 kHz to 12 kHz at water temperatures of 8 °C and 20 °C. Also shown are results for 
0.1 MPa (1 bar; atmospheric pressure), absolute hydrostatic pressures of 0.7 MPa (7 bar; 
approximately equivalent to 60 m water depth), and 1.4 MPa (14 bar; approximately 
130 m water depth) and for a temperature of 20 °C. As can be seen, an overall level of 
reflection loss at higher frequencies of approximately 10 dB is observed, with some 
dependence on hydrostatic pressure and temperature.  

The results also show several peaks in the response, due to thickness-mode resonances 
of the panel.  The peaks change as pressure is applied to the panel, reducing in amplitude 
and changing in frequency, and do so in a predictable manner (from knowledge of the 
behaviour of the material properties with temperature and pressure) [7].  

When compared to the use of a single hydrophone receiver, the array offers additional 
discrimination against unwanted signals arriving from high angles (e.g. diffraction from 
panel edges, scattering from mounts). When using a single hydrophone it is not possible to 
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so clearly observe the peaks in the structure of the reflection loss at low kilohertz 
frequencies.  

The array offers additional rejection of diffracted and parasitic reflected signals, but 
requires greater processing (using eight hydrophone channels). It must also be noted that 
there is insufficient frequency resolution to accurately define the low frequency peaks. 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Results for the test panel using the receive array for reflection loss  for water 

temperatures of 8 °C and 20 °C at atmospheric pressure (left), and for hydrostatic 
pressures of 0.1 MPa, 0.7 MPa, and 1.4 MPa at a temperature of 20 °C. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Results for the test panel using the receive array for transmission loss for 

water temperatures of 8 °C and 20 °C at atmospheric pressure (left), and for hydrostatic 
pressures of 0.1 MPa, 0.7 MPa, and 1.4 MPa at a temperature of 20 °C. 

 
Figure 5 shows the results obtained from the test panel for transmission loss in the 

range 2 kHz to 11 kHz at water temperatures of 8 °C and 20 °C. Also shown are results for 
0.1 MPa (1 bar; atmospheric pressure), and hydrostatic pressures of 0.7 MPa (7 bar; 
approximately equivalent to 60 m water depth), and 1.4 MPa (14 bar; approximately 
130 m water depth) and for a temperature of 20 °C. As can be seen, the transmission loss 
is frequency dependent rising from about 6 dB at 2 kHz to 30 dB at 11 kHz (at 
atmospheric pressure). Increased transmission loss is observed at elevated hydrostatic 
pressure. This response change is predicted from knowledge of the behaviour of the 
material properties with hydrostatic pressure [7]. Some fluctuations are still observable in 
the transmission loss curves, and this is possibly the results of the influence of residual 
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diffracted signals from the panel edges (the fluctuations being much greater for a single 
hydrophone receiver).  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The method described in this paper has been shown to be capable of determining the 
reflection and insertion coefficients of panel materials at low kilohertz frequencies. By 
using both a directional source and receiver it is possible to provide some discrimination 
against unwanted signals that are diffracted from the panel edges and reflected from the 
tank boundaries. This enables panels of modest size to be measured at frequencies as low 
as a few kilohertz. The results presented here demonstrate their successful use to assess 
the properties of a test panel exhibiting transmission loss of up to 18 dB at 2 kHz and 
reflection loss containing specific peaks in the range 1.5 kHz to 4 kHz.  
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Abstract: A method for measuring acoustic properties of panel material at 
oblique incidence is described. Spatial Fourier transform technique is used to 
decompose the complex pressure distributions into plane-wave components at 
arbitrary angle of incidence. The plane-wave propagation theory is applied to 
separate the incident, reflected and transmitted components on the surface of the 
panel material. So, acoustic properties of panel materials, including reflection 
coefficient, transmission coefficient and absorption coefficient at oblique 
incidence can be easily evaluated. The method is experimentally checked using 
water layer and the experimental results are in good agreement with the 
theoretical value. 

Keywords: panel materials, oblique incidence, acoustic properties  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the field of underwater acoustics, it is necessary to have knowledge of the 

acoustic properties of materials, in particular reflection coefficient, transmission 
coefficient and absorption coefficient. Nowadays, these characterization are often 
evaluated in a rigid-walled tube with small samples[1] or in a free-field with 
panel materials. The tube measurement assesses materials’ acoustic properties at 
normal-incidence[2], while the panel test can not only detect the normal-
incidence properties of materials but also the oblique-incidence performances. 
Acoustic properties of underwater materials vary dramatically with the incident 
angle.  

There have been many methods proposed for the measurement of acoustic 
properties at oblique incidence in a free field, such as surface pressure method[3], 
interference pattern method[4], signal separation method[5,6] and two-
microphone methods[7,8]. Tamura firstly proposed a method that utilizes spatial 
Fourier transform to measure reflection coefficient at oblique incidence[9]. Then, 
he gave experimental verification of the method in the air[10,11].  

The purpose of this paper is to present a method to measure the acoustic 
properties of underwater materials at oblique incidence. First, the principle of the 
method is described. It is based on the spatial Fourier transform technique and the 
plane-wave propagation theory. Then, acoustic properties of a plane with 
perfectly transmission property (an imaginary plane in the water) are measured. 
The experimental results is generally in good agree with the theoretical value 
(zero reflection and entirely transmission), which verified the method.  

2. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE  
The present method involves the measurement of complex pressure 

distributions on three parallel planes lying close to the surface of a test panel and 
decomposing each of the complex pressure distributions into plane-wave 
components by using two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform. The incident, 
reflected and transmitted components on the surface of the panel material can be 
mathematically separated by the use of the plane-wave propagation theory. This 
separation leads to the determination of reflection coefficient and transmission 
coefficient at arbitrary angle of incidence. 

 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the measurement principle 
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Fig.1 is a schematic diagram of the principle. A Cartesian coordinate system 
(x, y, z) is placed on the surface of a test panel, its origin coinciding with the 
center of the surface. Transducer is located at a height sz z  on the z axis. z1, z2 
and z3 are three measurement planes which are all parallel to panel surface. They 
are located very close to the panel, z1 and z2 loaded between the transducer and 
the test panel while z3 placed behind the test panel. Suppose that the test panel 
and the measurement planes are infinite, and that the transducer and the test panel 
are in a borderless free field.  

The complex pressure distribution on the measurement planes can be 
decomposed into plane-wave components at arbitrary incidence by two-
dimensional spatial Fourier transform, where xk and yk are the x and y 
components of the wave vector ),,( zyx kkk : 

     
1 1, , , , x yj k x k y

x yP k k z p x y z e dxdy


 



  
 

(1)

     
2 2, , , , x yj k x k y

x yP k k z p x y z e dxdy


 



  
 

(2)

     
3 3, , , , x yj k x k y

x yP k k z p x y z e dxdy


 



    (3)

The traveling direction of each component is indicated by the wave vector 
( , , )x y zk k k , as shown in Fig.2. The z component of the wave vector is given by 

2 2 2
0z x yk k k k   , where 0k  represents the wave number, determined by the 

measurement frequency (f) and the velocity (c) in the water: 

0
2 fk

c


  (4)

 
Fig.2 Traveling direction of plane-wave component and wave number 

We know that when a plane-wave component travels from the plane 0z   to 
another plane 1z z , its complex amplitude on the plane 1z z  is given by: 

     1 1, , , ,0 exp (0 )x y x y zP k k z P k k jk z   
(5)
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So each plane-wave component on the plane z1 and z2 can be expressed as a 
sum of the incident and reflected plane-wave components: 

         111 exp0,,exp0,,,, zjkkkPzjkkkPzkkP zyxrzyxiyx   (6)

         222 exp0,,exp0,,,, zjkkkPzjkkkPzkkP zyxrzyxiyx 
 (7)

Thus, incident and reflected plane-wave components can be separated:  

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1

( , , ) exp( ) ( , , ) exp( )
( , ,0)

exp( ) exp( )
x y z x y z

i x y
z z z z

P k k z jk z P k k z jk z
P k k

jk z jk z jk z jk z
  


  

 (8)

       2 1 1 2

1 2 2 1

, , exp , , exp
( , ,0)

exp( ) exp( )
x y z x y z

r x y
z z z z

P k k z jk z P k k z jk z
P k k

jk z jk z jk z jk z



    (9)

According to the plane-wave propagation theory, the incident plane-wave 
component on the plane z3 before the test panel is inserted into the water can be 
written as: 

3 3( , , ) ( , , 0) exp( )i x y i x y zP k k z P k k jk z   
(10)

And 3( , , )x yP k k z  is actually the transmitted plane-wave component on the 
plane z3 with the test panel in the water: 

3 3( , , ) ( , , )t x y x yP k k z P k k z  
(11)

Reflection coefficient, transmission coefficient and absorption coefficient are 
defined by Eq.(12), Eq.(13) and Eq.(14).  

( , ) ( , ,0) / ( , ,0)p x y r x y i x yr k k p k k p k k  
(12)

3 3( , ) ( , , ) / ( , , )p x y t x y i x yt k k P k k z P k k z  (13)

2 2( , ) 1 ( , ) ( , )x y p x y p x yk k r k k t k k     (14)
 

Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) are the acoustic properties’ expression of panel materials 
at an angle of  incidence 1 2 2 1/2

0sin [( ) / ]x yk k k   . 

         
       

2 1 1 2

1 2 2 1

, , exp , , exp
,

, , exp , , exp
x y z x y z

p x y
x y z x y z

P k k z jk z P k k z jk z
r k k

P k k z jk z P k k z jk z




  
 (15)
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1 2 3 2 1 3

( , , ) exp( ) exp( )
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( , , ) exp( ) ( , , ) exp( )
x y z z z z

p x y
x y z z x y z z

P k k z jk z jk z jk z jk z
t k k

P k k z jk z jk z P k k z jk z jk z
   


      (16)

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The block diagram of the measurement system is shown as Fig.3. The 

experiment measurement was undertaken in an anechoic tank. The transducer and 
the test panel were positioned by locating devices and their centers were aligned 
at the same water depth. 15 hydrophones whose sensitivities were in close 
agreement with each other were equally spaced arranged to be a linear array. The 
hydrophone array, its position controlled by computer via scanning device, 
scanned the complex pressure distributions on the planes of z1, z2 and z3. Another 
hydrophone was fixed under the transducer. It had the same sampling clock with 
the hydrophones in the array, so the acoustic pressure phase could be confirmed 
at every test moment.  
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Fig.3 Block diagram of the measurement system 

For the work described here, wave generator is used to produce a pulse from 
the transducer, which can be time gated to remove unnecessary signal reflections 
from surroundings. Theoretically, the test panel should be infinite large and we 
should detect the complex pressure distribution on the plane all over the space. 
However, in practice the panel materials and measurement areas are restricted in 
size. So, the error introduced by the restriction size is inevitable. Two dimension 
space discrete Fourier transform technique is used in data processing.   

The method was experimentally checked using water layer, which is an 
imaginary plane in the water, its reflection coefficient should be theoretically 
zero, its transmission coefficient should be one and its absorption coefficient 
should be zero at any angle of incidence. We can suppose the size and the 
thickness of the water layer with any value (of course, the thickness should be 
smaller than the distance z1 from z3). Furthermore, water layer is a special 
material. It doesn’t like practical materials which would be bent or distorted when 
they are fabricated, transported or deposited. The distortion of the sample 
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certainly will introduce the huge error when measurement conducted at high 
kilohertz frequency. So, water layer is a perfect material to verify the method. 

During the experiment, we tested a measurement size of 1760mm×1595mm. 
The distance between each acquisition position was set 5.5cm. Suppose the 
transducer was suspended 32cm from water layer and the test layer was 1cm 
thickness. The plane z1 was positioned 1.5cm from the water layer and 2cm from 
the plane z2. The distance between the water layer and the plane z3 was 1.5cm. 
Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.6 presented the experiment values and theoretical curves of 
the acoustic properties of water layer at angle from 0° to 45°. The frequency 
varied from 2kHz to 9kHz. 
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Fig.4 Reflection coefficient of water layer as a function of the angle of incidence 
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Fig.5 Transmission coefficient of water layer as a function of the angle of 

incidence 
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Fig.6 Absorption coefficient of water layer as a function of the angle of incidence 

Obviously, the reflection experimental result agreed well with the theoretical 
value. The result of reflection coefficient was better than the transmission result 
and absorption result because increasing physical quantities introduced more 
error sources. Although the error between absorption experimental value and the 
theoretical value was the biggest, it’s still within the scope of ±0.2, which is a 
regular value of uncertainty of measurement in acoustic measurement of 
underwater materials.   

We found that the low frequency deviation between the experimental results 
and the theoretical values was bigger than the high frequency one. It can be 
explained below: the x component of the wave vector at the i measurement 

position is given by 2 , (0 )
2

x
xi

x

nik i
L


   , here xL  is the measure size along x 

direction, and xn  is the measure point number. When assessed at low frequency 
kilohertz, 0k  is small, and the point number can be measured for plane 

component ( 2 2
0x yk k k  ) is less. It causes the value of uncertainty increasing.  

The error became bigger and bigger when the incidence angle increased. 
According to Equation (15), when the angle of incidence is 90°, 0zk  , then 

 , 1p x yr k k  . As shown in Fig.7, we evaluated the reflection coefficient of water 
layer at 7kHz. The measured value became nearly 1 when the acoustic incident at 
a normal angle. The result was coincide with the method theory, but obviously 
was not reasonable with the truth. So the method is limited when the incidence 
angle is large enough. In general, the max angle can reach to 45°. 
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Fig.7 Comparison diagram between the reflection experimental result at 7kHz 

and the theoretical value 

4. CONCLUSION 
A technique has been described for determining the acoustic performance of 

panel materials at oblique incidence. Then, the experimental procedures adopted 
are described. The method is validated by undertaking measurement on water 
layer that have predictable behavior. Because of the constraint of the 
measurement dimension and the max angle method limited, the frequency should 
be selected to ensure measurement range 2 times larger than the wavelength. 
Otherwise, the calculate angle should be lower than 45°. 

The method has two major advantages. First, acoustic properties at oblique 
angles of incidence can be obtained from a set of measurements. Second, the 
correction for the effects of sphericity is not necessary, since the spatial Fourier 
transform decomposes spherical waves into “pure” plane waves. 
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Abstract: Self-noise is one of the important specifications of hydrophone with 
preamplifier. This paper presents the measurement and optimization of self-noise 
of hydrophone with preamplifier. Through analyzing the various noise sources 
which affect the hydrophone and its preamplifier, the equivalent circuit noise 
model of hydrophone with preamplifier is established. The parameters used to 
evaluate the self-noise of hydrophone with preamplifier are introduced, and a 
equivalent noise pressure measurement system is constructed. On the basis of 
these, the parameters such as capacity and sensitivity of hydrophone, input 
resistor, current and voltage noise of preamplifier which affect the self-noise are 
investigated and analyzed, and the basic principles of self-noise optimization for 
hydrophone with preamplifier are given here. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrophones can be divided into reference hydrophones and measuring 
hydrophones [1]. Usually, reference hydrophones are calibrated by the primary 
standards using absolute calibration methods, most of them are without integral 
preamplifier. Measuring hydrophones are calibrated by reference hydrophones, 
and used for measuring the underwater sound pressure directly. In order to 
increase the SNR of measurement systems, most of the measuring hydrophones 
are equipped with an integral preamplifier. Generally, the hydrophones of 
underwater acoustics are piezoelectric type, and the preamplifiers used are 
voltage preamplifiers. The performance of underwater acoustical measurement 
systems are largely determined by the systems of hydrophone with preamplifier. 

Self-noise is one of the important specifications for hydrophone with 
preamplifier, it directly affects the SNR and dynamic range of the underwater 
acoustical measurement system. Much attention [2-5] had been paid to the 
measurement and optimization of self-noise of hydrophones and its preamplifiers 
in the past. Tims [3] studied the hydrophone preamplifier optimization in 1978, 
and proposed an equivalent circuit noise model including the acoustic sensor, 
coupling network, and preamplifier input stage for predicting the self-noise of 
hydrophone preamplifier. Brown and Tims [4] continued the optimization of 
hydrophone and preamplifier. They studied the hybrid microelectronics for low-
noise hydrophones, and presented a dc and low-frequency ac analysis of a low-
noise preamplifier design in 1987. In 1993, Straw [5] developed noise prediction 
for hydrophone preamplifier systems, a simulation model used for calculating the 
electronics noise of preamplifier and hydrophone was given. With the 
development of technology of electronics, operational amplifiers had been used in 
the hydrophone preamplifier, and related work was recently studied [6]. 

This paper presents the measurement and optimization of self-noise of 
hydrophone with preamplifier which using the operational amplifier [6]. Utilizing 
equivalent circuit model analytical method, a noise model for evaluating the 
piezoelectrical hydrophone with preamplifier is established, and a system for 
measuring the self-noise of hydrophone with preamplifier is constructed. On the 
basis of these, the parameters such as hydrophone capacitance and sensitivity, 
input resistor, current and voltage noise of preamplifier which affect the self-
noise of hydrophone with preamplifier are investigated and analyzed, and the 
basic principles of self-noise optimization for hydrophone with preamplifier are 
given here.  

2. SELF-NOISE MODEL OF HYDROPHONE WITH PREAMPLIFIER 

In the absence of sound pressure, noise and other interference, the noise 
pressure presents at the electrical terminals is named as equivalent noise pressure 
of hydrophone, which is one of the important specifications used for evaluating 
the performance of hydrophone, and directly affect the SNR of the output signal 
of hydrophone. Preamplifier is the first circuit at the output of hydrophone, and 
used for amplify the output signal of hydrophone and realize the transform of 
impedance. But the noise is also introduced when amplifying the signal, including 
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voltage noise and current noise. And the equivalent noise pressure is the 
combination of thermal noise contribution of sensor element and electronic noise 
of preamplifier. Usually, the electronic noise is higher than the thermal noise. 

 
Fig.1: equivalent circuit of hydrophone with preamplifier 

Fig.1 shows the equivalent circuit of hydrophone with preamplifier. 
Hydrophone is represented by capacitance CH in series with resistance RH, eS 
represents the signal produced by sensor element, A represents the amplifying 
number of preamplifier, Ri represents the preamplifier input resistance. 
Resistances of circuit will produce thermal noise, and its noise spectral density 
can be written as 

2
R 4e kTR  

 
(1) 

Where, k is the Boltzmanns constant, 1.3810-23 J/K. T is the temperature of 
conductor, K. R is the resistance, or the real part of the conductors impedance, Ω
。 

Considering the noises produced by hydrophone and preamplifier, we can get 
the noise model of hydrophone with preamplifier shown in Fig.2. Where, eH is 
thermal noise produced by RH, eRi is thermal noise produce by Ri, eA is 
preamplifier voltage noise, and iA is preamplifier current noise. These noises will 
produce voltage noises at the output terminal of the preamplifier. 

 
Fig.2: noise model of hydrophone with preamplifier 

    Although the preamplifier voltage and current noise sources are sometimes 
correlated, assuming that they are not so results in little or no error [5]. If the 
sensitivity of hydrophone is M, the equivalent noise spectral density of 
hydrophone with preamplifier can be written as 
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Where, the first term in (2) is the thermal noise due to hydrophone internal losses, 
and is independent of any cable or preamplifier parameters. This noise is the 
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lowest limitation that can be achieved by the system of hydrophone with 
preamplifier. The second term in (2) is preamplifier noise, including preamplifier 
voltage noise, preamplifier current noise and preamplifier input resistance thermal 
noise. 

3. MEASUREMENT OF EQUIVALENT NOISE PRESSURE 
In IEC 60500 which is now revising, the parameters used for evaluating the 

self-noise of hydrophone are equivalent bandwidth noise pressure and equivalent 
noise pressure spectral density. Equivalent bandwidth noise pressure is radio of 
the noise voltage at a specified central frequency in the relevant frequency band 
present at the electrical terminals of the hydrophone, in the absence of sound 
pressure, noise and other interference, to its sensitivity at a specified frequency. 
It will be equivalent noise pressure spectral density when the bandwidth equals 
to 1 Hz. 

Fig.3 shows the diagram of noise measurement system. A hydrophone with 
preamplifier is put into a closed stainless steel barrel with its dimension of 400 
mm  300 mm and wall thickness of 20 mm. Through a hose connected to the 
vent on the lid, the barrel is vacuumized by a vacuum pump. In order to isolate 
vibration and absorb the sound, vibration isolators at the bottom of barrel and 
multilayer acoustical foam cotton in the barrel are further used. The output noise 
voltage of hydrophone with preamplifier is sampling by an NI-PXI acquisition 
system with a PXIe-4498 dynamic signal acquisition card of very low 
background noise.  

 
Fig.3: Diagram of noise measurement system 

The practical testing proves that the chamber has a good isolation for noise 
above 100 Hz, and relatively worse for below 100 Hz, and also has 
electromagnetic shielding effect, especially at the high frequency band. Because 
the outside interference can not be fully isolated, the measurement results need 
to be determined according to the actual situation, and eliminate invalid 
measurement. 

4. RESEARCH AND ANALYZATION OF NOISE MODEL 
4.1 Analysis of hydrophone quality factor noise impact 

The hydrophone quality factor H equals to the square of hydrophone sensitivity 
M2 plus hydrophone capacitance CH. It can be seen from the equation (2) that 
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with the increasing of hydrophone quality factor, the equivalent noise pressure 
will decrease. Although the values of M and CH are associated with series or 
parallel ways which been used when hydrophone is constructed of several sensor 
elements, the hydrophone quality factor is constant if volume of sensor elements 
not changing, and has nothing to do with the connection of elements. 
4.2 Research and analysis of preamplifier noise impact 

A preamplifier with its circuit diagram shows in Fig.4 is designed and 
produced to study the preamplifier noise impact. Where, OP is an integrated 
operational amplifier, R1 and Rf constitute a negative feedback with its gain factor 
of A=R1/Rf, C1 and Rin constitute the preamplifier input stage, C3 and RL 
constitute the preamplifier output stage, and R2 and C2 are used for balancing the 
forward and backward direction impedance, and decreasing the effect of bias 
current. 

 

Fig.4: Circuit diagram of preamplifier 
Through the study of circuit simulation and experiment of actual hydrophone 

preamplifier noise optimization, it is known that: 
 (1) Preamplifier current noise mainly comes from operational amplifier, 

preamplifier voltage noise not only comes from voltage noise of operational 
amplifier, but also thermal noise of circuit resistances. Usually, current noise 
plays a leading role at low frequency band, and will be voltage noise when above 
1 kHz. 

(2) The effect of thermal noise will decline through decreasing preamplifier 
circuit resistance. At the same time, the power consumed will magnify, and 
introduce the matters of heating and high power consumption, etc. And related 
factors shall be considered when selecting the resistances of preamplifier circuit. 

(3) Increasing of the preamplifier input resistance will not magnify the noise of 
system, but decrease the input resistance thermal noise impact on system on the 
contrary. And the preamplifier input resistance shall be high enough if 
hydrophone with preamplifier needs to work at low frequency band.  

5. CONCLUSION 
From the research what had been done above, some basic principles of noise 

optimization for hydrophone with preamplifier can be concluded: 
First, the noise optimization of hydrophone with preamplifier shall be 

considered according to the noise situation where you use it. If equivalent noise 
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pressure of measurement system is higher than the circumstance noise, the noise 
should be optimized to assure the performance of system. 

Second, the noises of hydrophone with preamplifier mainly come from 
preamplifier circuit. In order to decrease the noise, the selections of operating 
preamplifier, feedback resistance and input resistor are very important, especially 
the operating preamplifier.  

Third, the noise of hydrophone with preamplifier can be decreased effectively 
through increasing the hydrophone quality factor. And enlarging the volume of 
sensor element or using better performance piezoelectric material is the best 
choice for increasing the hydrophone quality factor. 
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The ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 standard, “Procedures for Calibration of Underwater Electroacoustic 
Transducers” was released in February 2012.  It is a revision of American National Standard 
S1.20-1988 (R2003).  An overview of the content of this standard, inclusive of the typical primary 
and secondary open water procedures for determining the measurable characteristics of free-
field receive voltage sensitivity and transmitting responses, are examined along with highlights 
of materials that are new to the 2012 revision.  In this latter category, this presentation provides 
overview information contained in the S1.20-2012 related to correction factor application (with 
an emphasis on extension cable usage) and introductory material on measurement uncertainty 
analysis (along with the identification of common error sources).  A cursory look at the 
informational annexes will also be addressed with an emphasis on the 2012 revision-specific 
ones related to medium correction factors, nonlinear effects including cavitation, and a 
standard-target method for calibrating active sonars. 
 

Keywords: hydrophone, sensitivity, underwater acoustics, measurement uncertainty, calibration, 
cable correction, medium correction, non-linear, standard-target, active sonar, transducer 
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1.0 Introduction 

The ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 standard establishes measurement procedures for calibrating 
underwater electroacoustic transducers. It is a revision of American National Standard S1.20-
1988 (R2003). Both primary and secondary calibration procedures are specified for frequencies 
from a few hertz to a few megahertz. Procedures are specified for determining the measurable 
characteristics of free-field receive voltage sensitivity, transmitting response, directional 
response, voltage coupling loss, impedance, and equivalent noise pressure. Measurement 
uncertainty analysis is introduced for these measurement types, with identification of common 
error sources. Equations are given for the following derived characteristics: beam pattern, 
directivity factor and index, equivalent two-way beam width, acoustic power output and level, 
electrical power input, transmitting efficiency, open-circuit effective bandwidth, and quality 
factor. Annexes have been included to address: A) free-field calibration in a laboratory tank, B) 
medium correction factors, C) measurement of sensitivity and response—infrasonic and low 
audio-frequency range, D) phase of free-field voltage sensitivity via reciprocity method, E) 
nonlinear effects including cavitation, and F) standard-target method for calibrating active 
sonars. 
 
 Select discussions of the materials pertaining to the revision details and additions 
incorporated in the ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 standard are provided in the sections that follow. 
 
2.0 Open Water Procedures Overview 
 
 There are two primary methodologies that are used to determine the receive sensitivity of a 
hydrophone.  A primary calibration technique is employed to establish the receive sensitivity of a 
hydrophone when no reference hydrophone is available. A secondary comparison calibration 
technique is employed when a known sensitivity reference hydrophone is available for use and 
can be used to compare to an unknown hydrophone to obtain its receive sensitivity 
characteristics.  As with all acoustic measurements, consideration must be given to the 
orientation of all devices involved in the test set-up and that all devices involved in the 
measurement are in the far field.  This latter consideration assures that the performance reported 
is independent of the test distance used during the calibration.  
 

2.1 Primary Open Water Procedures for free-field receive voltage sensitivity 

The primary methodology used for free-field receive voltage sensitivity is the reciprocity 
calibration technique.  In this method, three devices, a projector, a transducer (that has both 
transmit and receive capabilities) and a hydrophone under test are rigged in the three 
arrangements identified in the next figure.  For each arrangement, the input current to the 
projector, P, or transducer, T, is measured along with the output voltage from the hydrophone, 
H, or the transducer, T.  The test distances for each arrangement are also noted and recorded.  
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For each arrangement, the distance is that measured between acoustic centers. Arrangement       Input Current      Projector             Hydrophone              Output Voltage 1                                                                                                                             2                                                                                                                              3                                                                                                                             
Figure 1 – Transducer arrangements for reciprocity calibration 

The complex receive sensitivity, H , for the hydrophone is given by: 

 H = 4 1 32 1 +  3 −  2  , 
where  

 is the angular frequency in radians per second, 

 is the sound speed of the surrounding medium in meters per second,  

 is the density of the surrounding medium in kilograms per cubic meter, , , and    are the measured drive currents in amperes,  , ,   and   are the measured receive voltages in volts,  

1 is the distance between the projector, P, and the hydrophone, H, in meters, 

2 is the distance between the projector, P, and the transducer, T, in meters,  

3 is the distance between the transducer, T, and the hydrophone, H, in meters. 
 

 The ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 revision differs from the 1988 revision for this measurement 
definition in that the complex expression for acoustic sensitivity has been more generalized 
to take account all of the measured drive currents.   

 
2.2 Secondary Open Water Procedures for free-field receive voltage sensitivity 

 
 In a secondary calibration, the hydrophone sensitivity is determined by comparison to a 
reference hydrophone with a known sensitivity. The secondary calibration of a hydrophone 
requires a projector for use as a sound source.   A typical comparison calibration is made by 
placing the reference and the unknown hydrophones successively in the same position in the 
acoustic pressure field of the projector (although in some cases, the reference and unknown 
may be rigged side by side). 
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The magnitude of the free-field voltage sensitivity | H| of the measured hydrophone for the 
secondary calibration technique is given by: 

 | H| =  ref     , 
where 

ref  =  free-field voltage sensitivity of the reference hydrophone, 

  =  open-circuit voltage output of the hydrophone being calibrated, 

  =  open-circuit voltage output of the reference hydrophone, 

 =  drive current of the projector while receiving on the reference hydrophone, 

 =  drive current of the projector while receiving on the hydrophone being calibrated. 

 
 The ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 revision differs from the 1988 revision for this secondary 
measurement definition in that the expression for acoustic sensitivity has been more 
generalized to take account any potential difference in the measured drive current of the 
projector.  This is an improvement over the 1988 revision since no assumption has been made 
that the drive currents are identical for the two test arrangements.   

 
 While not addressed in any specific detail in this conference paper, the transmitting 
responses (current and voltage) were also modified in the 2012 revision to take test distances 
measured into account rather than assuming their equality in the resulting equation 
definitions. 

 
3.0 Correction Factor Application 
 
 The 2012 revision incorporates a new section addressing the application of correction factors.  
The application of correction factors to measurement data may be necessary in some limited 
cases to account for known and recognizable effects. One effect requiring correction is due to 
extension of the electrical cable to the device being tested. This may be due to remoteness of the 
measuring instrumentation from where the device is deployed and/or an insufficient length of the 
device’s cable. In such cases, it may not be possible to make measurements directly at the end of 
the hydrophone cable and a correction to the data would be required.  
 
 Typically, the sensitivity of a hydrophone is specified as the end-of-cable open-circuit 
sensitivity. This is the sensitivity of the hydrophone at the end of its cable when not connected to 
an electrical load. When a specific electrical load is connected to the output of the hydrophone, 
the sensitivity may be reduced by the influence of the load. This is particularly important for 
small piezoelectric hydrophones used at high frequencies, where the small element size leads to 
low electrical capacitance (and therefore high impedance).  It is possible to correct the 
hydrophone sensitivity to account for the additional load (which for our purposes is typically an 
extra length of cable added to the hydrophone).  It is of specific interest to indicate here that 
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those hydrophones that have an integrated preamplifier would not require the corrections defined 
herein. 
 
 A simple correction may be made if the electrical impedances of both the hydrophone and the 
load can be assumed to be restricted to consist of electrical capacitance. In this case, if CH is the 
end-of-cable capacitance of the hydrophone (including any integral cable and connector) and CL 
is the capacitance of the electrical load (typically an added length of cable), the loaded sensitivity 
of the hydrophone, ML, may be derived from the open-circuit sensitivity, MO, by: 
 












LH

H
OL CC

CMM
 

 
 The above relationship is typically applied to hydrophones operated well below their 
resonance.  For corrections required that are nearer to the hydrophone’s resonance, an approach 
utilizing the complex electrical impedance of the hydrophone/cable and cable alone is outlined in 
the ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 (Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3).  The reader of this document is referred to 
this standard for these details. 
 
 Another common effect requiring the application of a correction factor is due to the 
attenuation of the acoustic signal over the propagation path. This is especially significant at 
megahertz frequencies and measurement distances on the order of several meters or more.  In 
every case, however, the test configuration and any potential effect should be assessed at the 
time measurements are made.  Additional comments in regards to the effect of the test medium 
are addressed in the comments provided with respect to Annex B, Medium Corrections. 
 
4.0 Measurement Uncertainty Analysis 
 
 The 2012 revision includes a more detailed section providing background material related to 
measurement uncertainty definitions and protocols along with considerations specific to 
underwater acoustic calibrations.  This section first addresses the definition distinction between 
accuracy and precision and then evolves that into statements that would be appropriate for the 
data that would ultimately be reported.  As an example, when a standardizing institution such as 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology issues a certificate for a standard, it attributes 
to that standard a numerical value together with a statement about the uncertainty of this value.  
The standardizing laboratory cannot state, in an absolute sense, that the reported value falls 
within the limits stated in any issued certificate; however, from a practical viewpoint, it is quite 
justified in having confidence in a calibration value based on its knowledge of the calibration 
process and the physical nature of the device calibrated.  This confidence is generally transmitted 
in the form of an uncertainty statement. 
 
 The two measures of uncertainty, Type A – estimated by statistical means, and Type B – 
estimated by other means, are identified.   Protocols to satisfactorily combine these uncertainties 
in a meaningful and recognized standard methodical manner are referenced.   
 
 This section also includes a listing of potential sources of uncertainty as references for 
consideration and possible application for the end user.  These include sources of uncertainty 
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associated with the calibration level of a reference hydrophone or projector used in a relative 
calibration, boundary influences, the implication of the finite-sized device(s) utilized, electrical 
conditioning equipment and others.   
 
 Finally, a set of uncertainties applicable for consideration in some given scenarios are 
examined.  Uncertainty considerations such as those associated with reciprocity calibrations, 
drive current measurements, hydrophone voltage measurements, acoustic alignment, and 
differences between the environment of calibration and application are briefly examined.  These 
examples were provided to help serve as a guide for more user-specific detailed process 
examinations and assessments. 
 
5.0 Annexes 
 
 Several new additions to the informative annexes were included in the ANSI/ASA S1.20-
2012 revision.  These new annex entries address medium corrections, non-linear effects 
including cavitation and standard target test protocols associated with active sonar calibrations.   
While the materials may or may not have application to all users of this standard, they do serve 
to provide an additional set of references and are provided to assist the user in refining 
parameters that may need address for a given application and/or test scenario.   
 

5.1 Medium Correction Factors 

Annex B addresses medium correction factors.  The inclusion of this material stems from 
the need to understand that environmental conditions generally vary between calibration and 
application.  These conditions may have significant impact upon the usefulness and validity of 
the calibration undertaken and the test results so obtained.   The particular issue is that 
measurements of transducer directionality and sensitivity depend upon the calibration 
conditions, as do important derived characteristics.  As examples, many computed parameters 
rely upon wavenumber k = 2π/λ, with wavelength λ, in turn, dependent upon frequency and 
sound speed c.  Acoustic power output and acoustic power level also depend on c, as well as 
the mass density ρ of the medium.  Lastly, a more fundamental quantity determined by 
calibration, namely that of the transmitted or received acoustic field, depends on the acoustic 
absorption coefficient α. 

 
It is possible to correct or compensate for differences due to changing environmental 

conditions between calibration and application if these are known.  Typically, physical and 
chemical properties of the ambient media are measured, and standard formulas are used to 
calculate the principal media properties of mass density, sound speed, and absorption 
coefficient.  A candidate set of expressions defining computational protocols and a 
comprehensive set of references for each of these parameters are provided in this annex. 

 
5.2 Nonlinear Effects including Cavitation 

Annex E addresses nonlinear effects including cavitation.  This annex provides technical 
insight into non-linear effects that can have useful application to some select technology areas 
such as sonochemistry, sonoluminescence, ultrasonic cleaning, lithotripsy, tissue 
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hyperthermia, and parametric sonar, among others.  While these application areas are, by their 
nature, specific to these related disciplines, the behavior and physical traits of nonlinearities 
can also be employed by those seeking to avoid their presence.  The annex discusses a range 
of physical phenomena (such as non-linear performance of electrical power input to acoustic 
power output, existence of higher order harmonics, asymmetry and/or a general raggedness of 
observed waveforms) that can be used to help assure that nonlinearities are avoided or are at 
the very least understood (to the extent that their impact on measurement uncertainty can be 
further assessed).   As with the other annexes in the 2012 revision a comprehensive list of 
reference has been provided. 

5.3 Standard-Target method for calibrating active sonar 

Annex F addresses a standard-target method of calibrating active sonar.  The basis of a 
standard-target calibration is the measurement of the overall system response of a sonar 
system.  In the methodology, an appropriate standard target is utilized.   A standard target is a 
compact, finite object whose acoustic scattering properties are known either a priori, as by 
calculation on the basis of knowledge of the geometry, dimensions, and material composition 
of the target, or a posteriori, on the basis of measurement.  The standard target is suspended at 
a known position in the transmit and receive beams of the transducer arrays.  A prescribed 
signal is generated and transmitted.  The signal propagates to the standard target where it is 
scattered.  The scattered signal is received and processed.  The material presented in this 
annex was included to extend the more traditional methodologies of calibrating transducers 
for their transmit and receive characteristics to introduce a procedure with system level 
implications.  As with the other annexes, the standard provides a number of annex-specific 
references that supports the material presented.  

 
6.0 ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 Standard 
 
Copies of the ANSI/ASA S1.20-2012 standard are available through the ASA Standards Store at:   
https://global.ihs.com/home_page_asa.cfm?&rid=ASA 
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Abstract: Participation of Polish Naval Academy in the international project SIRAMIS 
related to the signature response analysis on multi-influence sensors developed within the 
European Defence Agency UMS program in the years 2012 - 2015 required the use a 
mobile measuring module. In the project was used previously owned multi-sensor module 
Igloo constructed in the PNA for ISR. In order to obtain the spatial distribution of the 
measured signatures mobile measuring system was extended for a further measurement 
modules (mini-igloo) equipped with a hydrophone. This paper presents the configuration 
of the measurement system and shows an example of the results of measurements carried 
out the described system. 

Keywords: acoustic signature measurement, underwater measurement module, mobile 
multi-influence range 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The aim of the development module for multidimensional physically underwater 
surveillance and reconnaissance is: 

 Verify signatures limit values for ships and unmanned marine systems, 
 Allowing development of a signature model for the selected object of the marine, 
 Research, simulation and risk of objects with large values of signatures, 
 Assessment of effectiveness against  threat of underwater objects and surface ships,, 
 Location of investigated object, 
 Data collection for classification and identification of marine objects, 
 Signature response analysis on multi-influence mines. 

Underwater mobile unit beyond the current use for the measurement of ships was used 
for the implementation of several research projects. Some of the most important was to 
use the module as part of the detection system to protect sea port [1, 2]. Then the unit was 
used for the measurement of ships on the range WTD-71 in the Gulf of Eckernforde 
within the framework of the STO NATO RTG SET-166. Once again, the module was used 
in the project EDA SIRAMIS for calibration between mobile systems [3] of countries 
participating in the project and used as a reference range of WTD-71 in the Gulf of 
Eckernforde and measurement campaign [4] in the Gulf of Gdansk for the measurement of 
merchant ships. 

During the development of the base configuration of detectors it assumed that the 
module will be equipped with the following system of sensors: the acoustic signature 
channel, magnetic signature channel, electric signature channel, the pressure signature 
channel and seismic signature channel. It was also provided that the measurement system 
of marine environment parameters and Physico-chemical parameters of seawater should 
be possible to measure: the conductivity of sea water, tides, water temperature, salinity 
and depth measurements. 

In addition, pre-defined concept of signal processing subsystem of the detectors 
measuring module and in particular the analysis of pre-processing subsystem parameters 
of signals from sensors measuring module and preliminary processing system 
configuration. Moreover defined analog-to-digital processing (ADC) and selection of 
transmitter parameters with the speed of analysis and data transfers. Also resolved was the 
structure of the signal processing subsystem including the implementation of hardware 
and software, and power system in wired mode (power from shore or floating 
measurement base, the maximum Hybrid fiber-optic cable length of 1.5 km) and the 
autonomous mode (to 80 hours). Developed and manufactured launching and recovery 
system for measuring module, storage, and communication with the operator console 
(coastline or  measurement ship). Also developed GUI - the operator console module with 
a user interface to preview and preliminary analysis of the measured signals in real time. 
Advanced analysis of the measured data sets is possible in post-processing or after 
checking algorithm in action possible to implement in a processing computer.  

The advantages of using the multi influence, multi sensors module are as follows: 

 One position of all sensors 
 The same time of recording, 
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 Monitoring on-line, 
 No position recalculation, 
 Minimize position error, 
 Module can be duplicated to aim of measurement space signatures, e.g. Distribution 

signature on the seabottom. 

2. MEASUREMENT MODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

Assumptions for the underwater measurement module called IGLOO: 
 Measurements of all possible signatures of objects underwater and surface ships at 

sea. A set of technical parameters for the channel is presented below; 
 Hydroacoustic signature channel is equipped with 4 hydrophones with bandwidth 

frequency between 3 Hz and 25 kHz, along with preamplifiers (constituting one 
unit with transducer) and for the purposes of determining the parameters of 
movement and distance of the object being measured with a set of sensors placed 
on the vertices of the tetrahedron [5]. Additionally, the module is equipped with a 
hydrophone with a bandwidth of 3 Hz to 100 kHz (total 5 hydrophones); 

 Magnetic signature channel is equipped with three-axis magnetic probe consisting 
of 3 transmitters transducers t. Fluxgate with digital output (measurement of 
magnetic induction Bx, By, Bz) with magnetometers electronics (in waterproof 
housings); 

 Electric signature channel is equipped with one-horizontal axis with a high 
temporal stability and compensate for interference. The sensor measure UEP and 
ELFE signatures separated digitally from one pair of electrodes; 

 Pressure signature channel is equipped with piezoresistive sensor for measuring the 
hydrodynamic pressure (having the ability to also measure the temperature and 
static pressure); 

 Seismic signature channel is equipped with piezoelectric transducer to measure the 
moving ship acceleration at low frequencies (to about 500 Hz); 

 Measurements at one time and at one position (sensors placed spot) 
 Target measurement system should consist of several of measurement modules. 

Execution and location of the sensor measurement modules on the seabed allows the 
registration of measurement data sets signatures offshore without errors resulting from 
the placement of sensors in different positions and their subsequent conversion into one 
position. 

Ultimately, the project SIRAMIS configured measuring system consists of one 
module IGLOO configuration as above additionally equipped with a motion sensor and 
probe STD and four modules called mini-Igloo equipped with three channels 
(hydroacoustic, pressure and magnetic). In each channel a sensor is of the same type as 
in IGLOO. 

The concept of using Module for measuring the signatures of ships is shown in Fig. 
1. Details of the module shown in Figure 2. The IGLOO and mini-Igloo laying on the 
sea bottom during measurements is presented on Figure 3. The operator panel with 
hydroacoustic data processing application in accordance with the requirements of the 
project SIRAMIS is shown on Figure 4 and next Figure 5 contains the results of the 
comparison between the position of the investigated ship designated from the 
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tetrahedral antenna (with using sound intensity method) and item shown with the AIS 
ship. 

 
Fig.1: The concept of using mobile multi-influence module for measuring the 

signatures of ships. 

 
Fig.2: The IGLOO outside view – on the left picture hydrophones are marked with red 

rectangles. 
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Fig.3: The IGLOO (left) and mini-Igloo (right) laying on the sea bottom during 

measurements. 
 

 
Fig.4: The operator panel with hydroacoustic data processing application in 

accordance with the requirements of the project SIRAMIS. 

  
Fig.5: The comparison between GPS and calculated track of investigated ship. 
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3. SUMMARY 

 Designed, constructed and tested by a team of hydroacoustics of Polish Naval 
Academy mobile multi influence, multi sensor module has fulfilled its requirements 
especially in terms of acoustic signature and pressure. Further research and 
improvements require electrical and seismic channels. It is planned to expand their 
configuration to the three orthogonal axes;  

 The sound intensity method of bearing calculation of moving target provides 
sufficient accuracy for small distances from the target in the shallow water. Bearing 
was verified with the actual position obtained from the GPS receiver. The 
advantage of using algorithm is the possibility to track a source in real time. 
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Abstract: In room acoustics harmonic distortions are suppressed by fading-out the 
impulse response, which is the inverse Fourier transformation of the transfer function. In 
hydro-acoustic tank measurements we have typically to deal with reflections and echoes, 
which disturb the measurement result. Harmonic distortions as well as echoes are 
separated in the impulse response beside the major component. 
The fading-out principle has been adapted to echoes and reflections at ATLAS 
ELEKTRONIK GmbH. It is possible to reduce the measurement result to the direct impact 
of sound and thus simulate free-field conditions. The method allows the use of pulses of 
nearly any length; typically pulses of up to 10 seconds are applicable. The insufficient 
frequency resolution of the short window pulses, in measurement tanks only few 
milliseconds, has been resolved. Random pulses (Gaussian or binary, broadband or band 
limited) can be used as stimulus. Especially FM-sweeps show several advantages. The use 
of certain sweeps separates harmonic distortions and echoes simultaneously. Specially 
tuned FM-sweeps compensate the frequency response of the used projector (pre-
emphasis). This causes a whitened source spectrum. 
The so called ‘Blanked Impulse Response (BIR)’ method algorithm will be explained by 
using block diagrams. Measured transfer functions of a hydro-acoustic measurement 
application by using the BIR method will be compared with those of a classical short 
windowed analysis. 

Keywords: Hydro-acoustic Calibration, FM-Sweep, Impulse Response Function, Rejection 
of distortions, Free-field condition 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Usually the evaluation of the of hydro-acoustic sensors frequency response is done by 
analysis of short time pulses that are limited by the arrival of the first echoes. This method 
has some limitations: 

 Using Gaussian random noise pulses, the frequency resolution depends on the echo-
free time pulse captured by hydro-acoustic sensors. For common measurement 
setups in the water tanks or in the test lake of ATLAS ELEKTRONIK GmbH, the 
results are limited to a spectral resolution of appr. 300 Hz to 1 kHz, dependent on 
the measurement setup geometry. Narrow-band effects can not be considered. 
Additionally, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of Gaussian random noise pulses is not 
sufficient below appr. 600 Hz. Thus, this method is insufficient for finding answers 
to a lot of measurement problems. 

 The investigation of particular frequencies requires the measurement and analysis 
of sine pulses. The time of sine pulses captured by the sensors should be echo-free 
again and the considered sensor should exchange into the steady state before the 
echo-free time is over. Depending on the measurement geometry, the lower 
measurement frequency is limited again. Furthermore, due to amount of interested 
frequencies, the sine-pulse-method is very time-consuming and therefore 
inefficient. 

 The analysis of echo-free time pulses is very sensitive to all kind of distortions 
(noise). In the past, measurement activities at the ATLAS Lake had been often 
delayed due to a bad background noise situation (e.g. traffic, weather conditions 
like rain or storm, mechanical works, clicking noise of ice layers etc.). 

The presented procedure, called ‘Blanked Impulse Response (BIR)’ method, handles 
the limitations mentioned above. 

2. ALGORITHM 

The basic idea of the underlying algorithm has its origin in the audio technology [1], 
where the measurement and analysis of impulse response functions (IRFs) is an important 
task. E. g., IRFs are used for: Characterisation of loudspeakers, checking the quality of 
room and building acoustics, compensation of nonlinearities in hearing aid receivers [2], 
verification of material parameters, etc. 

For the frequency response determination of hydro-acoustic sensors (e.g. hydrophones, 
transducers, antennas) the theory of the IRFs evaluation, as proposed in [3], was adapted 
and applied to the requirements of SONAR applications. The evaluation of the IRFs of 
transfer functions (TFs) between a stimulus (e.g. the clinical sending signal generated by a 
frequency generator) and the responses (e.g. of the hydrophone signals) is the core of the 
BIR algorithm. Fig. 1 describes the signal-processing stages of the algorithm by a block 
diagram. 
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Fig.1: Signal-processing block diagram of the BIR algorithm. 

 
In the common short pulse analysis, the frequency response computation of a sensor 

under test (SUT) requires a calibrated reference spectrum. However, the BIR algorithm 
additionally makes use of the distortion-free stimulus that acts as a spectral weighting 
function. In the Impulse Response Function (IRF) of the TF between a hydro-acoustic 
signal and the stimulus, echoes, harmonic distortions and other external disturbances can 
be separated chronologically from the direct acoustic signal as a result of the individual 
runtime respective group delay of the different acoustical events. By multiplication of the 
IRF with an appropriate blanking window disturbing components can be rejected. The 
separation of the direct acoustical sound simulates the free-field conditions which are 
fundamental for the determination of the frequency response of the sensor under test. 

Fig. 2 shows the IRF of a simulated TF between a generated linear frequency-
modulated sweep and the duplicated signal with superimposed echoes after 10 ms and 
25 ms. By multiplication of the IRF with an echo-matched window the echoes can be 
eliminated and the result of the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the blanked IRF is 
the echo-free TF between a hydro-acoustic signal and the stimulus. For the measurements, 
this procedure is applied to the signal received by a calibrated device (e.g. reference 
hydrophone) and to the signal received by the SUT. The complex spectral characteristic of 
the SUT (e.g. sensitivity, source level, phase response, target strength) is the quotient of 
such two echo-reduced TFs, also known as equalized transfer function (ETF).  
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Fig.2: Time-Frequency-Spectrogram of a simulated Impulse Response Function of a 

linear frequency-modulated sweep. 

3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION AND VERIFICATION 

The determination of the hydro-acoustic characteristics of antennas on platforms or of 
towed arrays is of special interest but represents a challenging task at the same time. 
Compared to series measurements in semi-anechoic water tanks, the acoustical 
background conditions are severely limited and the measurement conditions are time 
variant. The sound field is overlapped and masked with diverse disturbances, e.g. the 
weather conditions, traffic, relative movements of the measurement setup due to currents 
of water. Last but not least, such kinds of investigation are very complex and consequently 
expensive. Therefore, the used measurement method has to be fast and resistant against 
distortions. Furthermore, the quality of the results should be very high. The described BIR 
method provides qualities to fulfil these requirements. 

To evaluate the availability for use and the robustness of this method in matters of 
platform applications, the performance of the BIR algorithm was tested by measurements 
of a towed array under controlled ‘worst case’ scenarios in the ATLAS Lake. Fig.3 shows 
the measurement setup. 
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Fig.3: Measurement setup: Determination of the hydro-acoustic performance of a 

Towed Array. 
 
A buoyancy neutralised towed array was statically deployed in a distance of 5 m in 

parallel to the measurement house, stabilised by lifting bodies and ballast weights and 
horizontally tensed. Pulleys and tensioning devices ensured the array adjusting in its 
longitudinal direction. The transducer and a reference hydrophone were fixed at a slewing 
boom, which is mounted at the measurement house. The measurement depth was 5 m. 

Fig.4 presents exemplarily results of the measured receiving sensitivity of a towed 
array hydrophone evaluated by BIR method (blue curve) and by the common short pulse 
analysis of random noise pulses (green curve). The red lines indicate the typically 
specified tolerances for that kind of hydrophones. Obviously, the method of the short 
random noise pulses analysis fails below a specific frequency while the BIR method 
delivers feasible results. Furthermore, due to the use of comparatively long excitation 
signals, the characteristic of the result of the BIR method has a much higher frequency 
resolution and a homogeneous structure. 
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Fig.4: Comparison of results: receiving sensitivity for different measurement methods. 

 
In a second step the BIR method is checked via some acoustical hardness tests to 

investigate the application limits. For this purpose, the measurement signals were 
‘stressed’ by permanently radiated broadband random noise transmitted from a second 
transducer (with increasing level in steps of 10 dB up to its maximum source level), by 
influence of transients by strokes with a hammer on the slewing boom and by movements 
of the array in its longitudinal direction. 

Fig.5 displays some FTR spectrograms of towed array hydrophone signals for 
exemplary situations: undisturbed (top left), with disturbing broadband noise of a second 
transducer with maximum source level (top right) and with transients by strokes of a 
hammer (bottom). In each case the stimulus is a linear frequency-modulated sweep that is 
running from 100 Hz to 10 kHz within 2 s. 

Fig. 6 characterises the influence of the noise signals to the results of the BIR method. 
It is visible that the results are only affected in those frequency ranges where the noise 
level is higher than the sound pressure level of the radiated FM-sweep (signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) ≤ 0 dB). That denotes that the BIR algorithm is very robust against external 
distortions. 
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Fig.5: FTRs of a hydrophone signal with linear FM-sweeps: without distortions (top 

left), with disturbing broadband noise of a second transducer with maximum source level 
(top right) and with transient noise by strokes of a hammer (bottom). 

 
Fig.6: Comparison of BIR-results for different noise situations. 

2 dB
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

The performed investigations demonstrate that nearly any kind of disturbances can be 
blanked by the BIR algorithm. Even under worst acoustical background conditions the 
results are of high quality, provided that the sound pressure level of the stimulus is higher 
than noise (SNR > 0 dB). Compared to the common short pulse analysis, the BIR method 
has following advantages: 

 Less time-consuming in terms of measurement and evaluation time. 
 Higher frequency resolution and SNR. 
 Extension of the band width to a lower frequency limit. 
 Evaluations occur at steady state conditions of the system (no influence of transient 

effects by materials and electrical filters). 
 Permanent as well as transient noise events can be effectively blanked. 

Thereby the fields of possible BIR method (SONAR-) applications are versatile, e.g.: 

 Transfer Path Analysis (rejection of multipath scattering). 
 Verification of the antenna design on platforms (stave as well as beam 

performance). 
 Verification of material parameters (e.g. transmission measurements). 
 Implementation in numerical FEM-models. 
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Abstract: Stimulated Brillouin scattering is an important limiting factor to the 

maximum transmission light power and transmission length of the long-haul optic 

fiber sensing system. A SBS suppressed long-haul optic fiber sensing system is 

demonstrated in the paper. By apply phase modulation and frequency modulation to 

the transmission light, SBS threshold can be increased effectively while the phase 

noise keeps a low level. The repeaterless transmission length of the system increases 

by nearly 100 km in the experiment, and the further increase of the transmission 

length is limited. The result is meaningful to the design of the remote interferometric 

fiber sensing system. 

 

Keywords: optic fiber sensing system, stimulated Brillouin scattering, phase noise 
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Introduction 

It is nearly 40 years since the born of the first optic fiber hydrophone [1]. 

Nowadays, long-haul optic fiber sensing systems have been widely used in 

underwater acoustic detection [2-4]. With the development of the multiplexing 

technology, hundreds of sensors can be interrogated in a single transmission fiber and 

be demodulated simultaneously, which can promote the detection ability effectively 

compared to the single sensor system. In recent years, remote measurement drew 

much attention and a few remote optic fiber sensing array systems were demonstrated 

[5-7]. However, the light power suffers a serious loss with the increasing transmission 

length. To compensate the power loss, repeated spans of optical fiber with amplifiers 

in each span is an effective way, which is widely used in the existing long-haul 

systems [8]. Increasing the input power is another method which can be easy to think 

of, but the nonlinear optics effects are serious and limit the maximum input power in 

the remote system. If the nonlinear effects can be suppressed effectively, the 

acceptable input power would be increased effectively, which leads to an increased 

transmission length. Among the nonlinear effects, stimulated Brillouin scattering 

(SBS), which leads to serious power loss and phase noise increase, is the limiting 

factor of the input power in the system [8]. So SBS suppression is an important 

subject to achieve remote measurement. Phase modulation and frequency modulation 

are effective methods to suppress SBS [9, 10]. The paper focuses on the SBS 

suppression in interferometric optic fiber sensing systems. A SBS suppressed 

long-haul optic fiber sensing system is demonstrated to test the effect of the methods 

on the transmission length. The experimental results show that transmission length 

can be increased effectively while the phase noise keeps a low level in the system.  

 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup in the laboratory is shown schematically in figure 1. As 

the existing paper indicates, the SBS threshold is related to the light pulse length and 

repetition rate [11]. For simplicity, the paper focuses on the condition of continuous 

light, which has reference meaning to the non-continuous condition. 

The system is comprised by the onshore part, transmission part and offshore 

sensor part. In the onshore part, the distributed feedback laser (DFBL) with a 

line-width about 10 kHz is frequency modulated by the current. Then the light from 

DFBL is modulated by a LiNbO3 phase modulator. The frequency modulation and 

phase modulation is used to suppress SBS in the system and the frequency modulation 

offers a carrier signal for phase generating carrier (PGC) demodulation as well. The 

modulated light is amplified by the Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and then 

injected to the 100 km long single mode fiber (SMF), after passing through the sensor 

part and the 100 km tie-back single mode fiber (SMF), the light is detected and 

demodulated at the signal proceeding system (SP). The arbitrary waveform generators 

(AWG1/AWG2) are used to generate modulation signals. The isolator (ISO) is used to 

suppress Rayleigh scattering. 
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In the system, the SBS threshold is lower than 4.5 mW (about 6.5 dBm) without 

SBS suppression method, which limits the maximum input power. However, the light 

in the system suffers a serious power loss in the transmission fiber. The transmission 

fiber length is long as 200 km, which has a loss of 40 dB (0.2 dB/km).The isolator has 

a loss about 3 dB and the sensor about 4 dB. So the total loss is about 47 dB. The light 

power injected into the detector is about -40 dBm, which is too low for the detector 

(the accepted power must be higher than -30 dBm). So the input power has to be 

increased by SBS suppression methods. In the experiment, the phase modulation is 

applied to suppress SBS by generating equal-amplitude spectral lines, and frequency 

modulation suppresses SBS by sweeping the output frequency of the laser. By the 

above SBS suppression methods, the SBS can be suppressed effectively, which leads 

to the maximum input power increases. 

 
Figure 1 The experimental setup 

Results 

The phase modulation parameters are adjusted carefully to satisfy the matching 

condition which suppresses the excess phase noise [9]. And the frequency modulation 

parameters are adjusted for PGC demodulation. Figure 2 shows that the relationship 

between the injected power to the detector and the input power. As we know, the 

forward propagating power shows a saturation characteristic when SBS occurs, so the 

good linear relationship in figure 2 means that SBS does not occur at the maximum 

input power level offered by the EDFA (about 20 dBm). The result shows that SBS is 

suppressed effectively. 

By PGC demodulation method, the phase noise, which determines the detectable 

sensitivity of the system, is measured as a reference to judge the performance of the 

system. Figure 3 shows the phase noise performance of the system when the input 

power is 100 mW. The averaged phase noise between 0-5 kHz is about -104.7 dB 

rad/Hz1/2, which is equivalent to about 10 µPa/Hz1/2 as the measurement sensitivity. 

The result indicates that the SBS suppression method can effectively increase the 

transmission length with a low phase noise level. It has more important meaning when 

the method is used in the remote system in which repeated spans with amplifiers are 
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used. The method can increase the distance between adjacent amplifiers, which can 

reduce the cost and complexity of the system. 

 

 

Figure 2 The relationship the injected power 

to the detector and the input power 

 

Figure 3 The phase noise of the system 

 

Conclusion 

A 100 km un-repeated optical fiber sensing system based on continuous light is 

demonstrated by SBS suppression methods. The results show that phase modulation 

and frequency modulation increase the maximum input power and transmission length 

effectively. The averaged phase noise between 0-5 kHz is about -104.7 dB rad/Hz1/2. 

Even though this is a simplified system, the results are meaningful to be an important 

reference for the practical remote optic fiber sensing systems. The work is still on the 

way, the latest results will be presented at the conference. 
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Abstract: We present here an experimental protocol to reproduce the effects of linear internal 
waves (LIW) on acoustic wave propagation in a very controlled and reproducible manner. In 
fact, the experiment consists in propagating an ultrasonic wave through an acoustic lens 
presenting a plane input face and a randomly rough output face. The so-called RAFAL 
(Random Faced Acoustic Lens) was designed so that the roughness of the output face induce 
resulting acoustic pressure field featuring typical characteristics of propagation though 
LIW.To ensure representativeness of our model, we conducted analytical calculations leading 
to dimensionless parameters equivalent to the ones developed by Flatté (strength parameter 
Φ and diffraction parameter Λ). In our case, the strength parameter was calculated after 
evaluation of the phase of the average acoustic field propagated through the RAFALS, 
whereas our diffraction parameter was evaluated using the phase sensitivity kernel. On the 
other hand, we calculated the ratio of correlation length of the acoustic field to wavelength. 
Measurements were conducted on several RAFALS, corresponding to various realistic 
configurations. The regimes of saturation (full and partial) and unsaturation were explored. 
The results are presented in terms of order 2 (coherence function) and order 4 (intensity) 
statistics and demonstrate the accuracy of our experimental scheme with respect to real scale 
simulations and simplified theory. Other representations, such as phasors, also show a very 
meaningful behavior. 

Keywords: coherence, tank experiment, acoustic fluctuations, internal waves. 
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1. INTRODUCTION.  

This paper addresses the topic of acoustic wave distortions when they travel through an ocean 
subject to linear internal waves (LIW). Transverse to many scientific fields [1-3], the 
phenomena associated with this topic are of great influence on the system performance 
(detection, localization) [4-7]. A novel experimental protocol is proposed here: it allows to 
isolate the fluctuations due to LIW from other sources of signal de-coherence (scattering from 
the sea surface or the seabed) and provide reproducibility and control. Our scheme differs 
from what can be found in the literature [8-10] since we propagate a signal through a Random 
Faced Acoustic Lens (or RAFAL), whose characteristics are given in the present paper. The 
relevance of our scheme is demonstrated using a statistical study (second and fourth order 
moments of the received acoustic pressure). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL. 
 

The experiments conducted here follow the scheme described in reference [11]. An ultrasonic 
signal (f=2.25MHz) is propagated through the RAFAL (manufactured as presented in 
reference [11]), and the measurement of the acoustic pressure field throughout specific 
regions of the three-dimensional space is conducted. A diagram of the experimental 
configuration is given in Fig.2: 

 

Fig.2: Experimental configuration diagram. 

3. CONFIGURATIONS STUDIED 

3.1 CORRESPONDANCE WITH OCEANIC CONFIGURATIONS. 
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To ensure the representativeness of our experiment, the dimensionless parameters defined 
by Flatté in [12] are used. Because they both depend on environmental parameters 
(correlation length and amplitude of the sound speed fluctuations), they are not adapted to our 
experimental configuration. In reference [11], statistics of rays were used to obtain Λ and Φ in 
our case. A more robust method is proposed here: Φ is obtained from the averaged acoustic 
field (from 2D Fourier transforms based analytical calculations), and Λ is calculated using the 
Fréchet derivative of the acoustic field, leading to the evaluation of the Fresnel radius (linked 
to the phase sensitivity kernel [13,14]). The expressions obtained for the scaled dimensionless 
parameters, denoted S  and S  , are: 
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where k  is the wavenumber in water, 0  is the standard deviation of the RAFAL’s output 
face amplitude, 1c  is the sound speed in water and 2c  is the sound speed in the RAFAL.We 
also define two others dimensionless parameters: the ratio of the acoustic field correlation 
length to the wavelength (in both vertical and horizontal directions). In an oceanic 
environment, these parameters are obtained using Tatarskii’s work [3]. Here, they derive from 
calculation of the intercorrelation of the analytically calculated acoustic field: 
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Overall, the scaled experiment configurations studied and their correspondence in an oceanic 
medium are given in Figure 3: 
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Fig.3: Λ-Φ plane. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
4.1 RADIUS OF COHERENCE. 

The mutual coherence function (MCF) is often used to evaluate the correlation of the acoustic 
wave received by a linear array. The interspectral matrix is first computed, then averaged 
across the iso-spaced sensors, leading to a function of the sensor spacing  l , such that 
[5,15]:  
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  (5) 

In Figure 4, the radius of coherence (sensor spacing c  for which    exp 0.5c   [16]) is 

displayed for the configurations explored in this series of experiments (see Figure 3). The 
calculation is performed using the measurements (red circles), simulations of the RAFAL 
experiment (magenta diamonds), simulations in the corresponding oceanic environment [17] 
(cyan squares) and simplified theory [18] (blue crosses).  

A good agreement is found in most configurations (except FS1 and PS1), since the value and 
evolution of the radius of coherence is consistent throughout the explored configurations. We 
may explain the higher differences in c in the case of configurations FS1 and PS1 because of 
the experimental parameter that they have in common: the distance between the source and 
the receiving VLA was the highest in these configurations. The propagation and diffraction of 
the acoustic wave may have overcompensated the effects of the presence of the RAFAL. This 
phenomenon is not observed in the case of P3DCOM because the perturbation, in the ocean, 
is not local but continuous. 
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Fig.4: c  estimation. 

4.2 COMPLEX PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION. 

The real and imaginary parts of the complex pressure are displayed for each realization of the 
medium. The distribution of the complex pressure is compared to the mean pressure 

distribution ( 2
0

rN
p p , displayed with the dashed line). The CPDs exhibited in the 

regimes of fluctuations show characteristic behaviours [19]: in the fully saturated regime, 
important phase variations are noticed, inducing a chaotic representation of the so-called 
phasor. In the regime of unsaturation, the CPD is supposed to follow the circle of mean 
complex pressure. A transition between these is found in the partial saturation case, with a 
more uniform CPD. Figure 5 depicts the CPD for three configurations (FS3, PS1 and US1, 
from left to right) in three different environments: the first line displays the CPD 
corresponding to the experimental data, the second line displays the same quantity calculated 
using P3DTEx, with ten times more realizations than the experimental data ; finally, the third 
line displays the CPD calculated using P3DCOM, again, with ten times more realizations than 
the experimental data. 
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Fig.5: Complex pressure distribution. 

4.3 INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION. 

In this section, the higher order moment (4th order) is studied: the acoustic intensity I . More 
precisely, the distribution of the normalized intensity /I I  is computed in three typical 
configurations (FS3, PS1 and US1, similarly as in section 4.2) for the experimental data and 
the simulations (P3DTEx and P3DCOM). The results, displayed in Figure 6, clearly show the 
relevance of our experimental scheme. In fact, the intensity distribution  /W I I  follows an 
exponential curve in the fully saturated case, and a log-normal distribution in the unsaturated 
case in all cases, despite the fact that the experimental data display far less realizations than 
the simulations. This results echoes the analysis in reference [10]. 
The partially saturated case is, once again, a transition between the two other cases. 
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Fig.6: Intensity distribution. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We developed a highly reproducible experimental protocol in a controlled environment. The 
use of RAFAL to reproduce LIW effects on underwater acoustic propagation was proven to 
be relevant, since statistical tools such as the radius of coherence, the complex pressure 
distribution and the normalized intensity distribution displayed behaviours representative of 
oceanic configurations. The ability to acquire experimental data perturbed in a very controlled 
fashion is therefore provided here. It can be used to measure the influence of the type of 
medium fluctuations studied here on signal processing techniques. 
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Abstract: Assessment of acoustic radiations from submerged structures is a growing 
concern. The object of the present work is to evaluate the impact of the level of water on 
the vibration behaviour of a partially submerged vertical cylindrical shell. An 
experimental study has been carried out to achieve this goal for a shell which is free at 
both ends. The stainless steel shell has an external diameter of 219 mm, a thickness of 
3.76 mm and a length of 3.7m. The shell is placed in a water tank and excited in its 
emerged part. Resonances of the tube have been determined for the frequency band [0 - 
4000 Hz] for 4 levels of water. Identification of the circumferential mode has been 
realised for each resonance. Pressure measurements are made in air and water, with a 
hydrophone positioned at 2cm from the surface of the shell. A vertical scan in water gives 
the deformed shape of the shell for each resonance. Natural frequencies results are 
discussed and compared with results obtained in air. Experimental results show that axial 
wavelength in the immersed part and in the emerged part is different and vary 
significantly in the neighbourhood of the cut-off frequencies. A model based on the 
elasticity theory provides an explanation of the evolution of axial wavelength with 
frequency and circumferential mode. The idea here is to consider the partially submerged 
shell as two distinct shells: one in vibration in the air, the other in vibration in the water. 
Good agreements have been obtained between the results of this approach and the 
experimental and FEM results. Finally, this model turns out to be a relevant tool to 
predict resonances and axial wavelengths of partially submerged shells. 

Keywords: Natural frequencies, partially submerged cylindrical shell, vibrations, offshore 
structure 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Under the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), level of continuous low 
frequency sounds should be evaluated. This kind of noise is typically generated by the 
vibration of submerged or partially submerged structures. The effect of the water level on 
natural frequencies of a partially submerged cylindrical shell is investigated in this paper.  

Vibrations of partially submerged or filled cylindrical shells have been the subject of 
several studies [1 - 3]. Specially, the behaviour of cylindrical shells filled with liquid 
(storage tanks) has been mainly studied. Usually, these problems are solved by the use of 
thin shell theories and approximate methods like the Raleigh-Ritz or the Galerkin method. 

In this paper, a model based on the results from 3D elasticity theory is proposed in 
order to predict the natural frequencies of a partially submerged cylindrical shell in the 
water. This model is validated with results from experiments and FEM. The shell is in a 
free - free configuration. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

The experiment is conducted for a stainless steel cylindrical shell (  = 7900 kg.m-3). 
The shell has an external diameter 2a of 0.219 m, a thickness of 0.00376 m and a length L 
of 3.7 m. The lower extremity of the shell is closed with a PVC cap in order to keep air 
inside. It is held vertically in water by means of ballast and excited by a vibration exciter 
in its emerged part (Fig. 1 (a)). Four levels of water are investigated: H = [1, 1.52, 2, 2.5 
m]. For each level, a hydrophone scan is performed in the vertical direction in water at a 
distance of 2 cm from the surface of the shell. Pressure measurements have been achieved 
also in the emerged part even thought pressure signals need more amplification and are 
noisier. This axial scan allows us to determine the axial wavelength in the both parts of the 
cylindrical shell.  

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.1: (a) Experimental set-up; (b) Two-dimensional axisymmetric FEM model for a 
partially submerged cylindrical shell in water. 

Cylindrical shell 

Tube Ø 219 mm  

Vibration exciter Vertical motion of 
the hydrophone  
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A FEM calculation has been performed with ANSYS (Fig. 1(b)) to obtain all deformed 
shapes of the tube.  

 

Fig. 2 shows some deformed shapes of the shell for the circumferential mode n = 3. 
The cut-off frequency of this mode, for the tube placed in air, has a value of =593  and the cut-off frequency for the tube submerged in water and filled with air has a 
value of = 413 .  

For all the mode > 1 (i.e. mode which have a cut-off frequency), three frequency 
domains can be identified: 

-  <  : there is no natural frequency 
-  < <  : there are natural frequencies, the deformed shape in the emerged 

part don't have any node of vibration (Fig 2 (a)). 
-  <  : there are natural frequencies; the axial half wavelength  in the emerged 

part is always bigger than the one  in the immersed part of the shell. The larger 
difference between the two axial wavelengths occurs just after  (cf. Fig. 2 (b)).  

 

(a) F = 431 Hz, m = 2 (b) F = 626 Hz, m = 8 

Fig.2: Deformed shapes of the shell obtained with ANSYS for the mode n = 3. The 
green line represents the level of water H = 2 meters. (a) m = 2; (b) m = 8. 

3. MODEL FOR THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES PREDICTION 

3.1. Vibration behaviour of the partially cylindrical shell 

Experimental results and FEM results show that the values of axial wavelength are 
distinct in the immersed part and emerged part. In fact, the partially submerged cylindrical 
shell behaves as if the immersed and emerged parts of the tube were decoupled. More 
precisely, the emerged part behaves as a ( − ) long cylindrical shell which is filled and 
surrounded by air and the immersed part behaves as a  long cylindrical shell which is 
filled with air and surrounded by water (cf. Fig. 3 (a)). So we are dealing with two tubes.  
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3.2. Computation of natural frequencies for an unique cylindrical shell immersed 
in a medium 1 and filled by a medium 2 

The natural frequencies of an infinite cylindrical shell immersed in a medium 1 and 
filled with a medium 2 can be obtained by the use of the three-dimensional elasticity 
theory. For more details, see [4] where the case of an infinite air-filled cylindrical shell 
immersed in water is considered. Usually, for a finite tube (with a length of ), a steady 
state condition along the axis is added [5]:     

=  ∗
 (1) is the axial wave number. ∗ is the number of axial half wavelength of the shell. Its 

expression depends on the boundary conditions at the extremity of the shell. If the shell is 
simply supported at both ends, then  ∗ = . For our study, the shell is considered free at 
both end so  ∗ = − 1/2 (  = {2, 3, 4,...}) [6] 

A natural frequency appears when the condition of phase matching in the 
circumferential direction and in the axial direction are both satisfied at the same time. This 
frequency (denoted by ) is identified by a mode ( , ).  is the circumferential mode 
number. 

3.3. Case of the partially submerged cylindrical shell 

In order to compute the natural frequencies of a partially submerged cylindrical shell, 
we have considered the 3 relations of the Eq. 2 for a given . The relation (i) of the Eq. 2 
reflects the boundary condition of the whole cylindrical shell. This relation is only valid 
for frequencies above the cut-off frequency   of the tube placed in air. When <<  another relation is used. The relations (ii) and (iii) reflect the stationary condition 
of respectively the emerged part and the immersed part of the shell. 

∗ = + =  − 1/2 ( )2( − ) = ( )           ( )2  = ( )               ( ) 
(2)

 is the axial phase velocity of an infinite cylindrical shell placed in air.  is the 
axial phase velocity of an infinite cylindrical shell filled with air and immersed in water. 
The axial velocities are functions of the frequency. Three parameters are unknown: , , .  is the natural frequency of the mode ( , ).  is the number of half 
wavelength in the immersed part.   is the number of half wavelength in the emerged 
part.  

Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the resolution of the system of equations (Eq. 2) where dispersion 
curves of the axial velocity and stationary condition curves are plotted.  
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(a) (b) 

Fig.3: (a) Geometry of a cylindrical shell partially submerged in water and filled with 
air; (b) Determination of the natural frequencies from the dispersion curves of axial 

velocity and from the stationary conditions of the two parts. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Natural frequencies 

Fig. 4 (a) compares the results of the natural frequencies (denoted by  ) computed 
with the model and those found experimentally for a level of immersion of 2 m. A good 
agreement between the two approaches is observed.  

(a) H = 2 m (b) m = 3 

Fig.4: (a) Natural frequencies   for a level of immersion of 2 meters. Dot = 
experimental results, Solid lines = computed with the model; (b) Evolution of the 

ratio  , calculated with the model, with the immersion height H, for m = 3. 
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 Fig. 5 presents the ratio between the natural frequencies of the tube placed in air 
(denoted by ) and the natural frequencies of the tube immersed with 2 meters of water. 
Fig. 5 (a) shows the results from our model. Fig. 5 (b) shows the results from FEM. First 
results are very close, thus FEM results valid the results from the model of decoupled 
tubes. Then the partially immersion doesn't affect the circumferential mode with the same 
manner. The mode n = 1 behaves quite differently than the modes n = 2 to 5.  

The model allows us to investigate easily a large panel of immersion heights. Thus Fig. 4 
(b) shows the influence of the level of water for the axial mode m = 3. We note large 
difference between the different circumferential modes. In conclusion, the influence of the 
level of water can change a lot with the circumferential number  and the axial number . 

(a) Model (b) FEM 

Fig.5: Evolution of the ratio   with the axial mode number m for a level of water of 
2 meters: (a) calculated with the model, (b) FEM results. 

4.2. Evolution of the half wavelength in the immersed  and emerged parts 

As shown in Fig. 2 (b) the difference between  and  can be important.  

(a) n = 1  (b) n = 3 

Fig.6: Evolution of the ratio:  (FEM results) with m for: (a) n = 1; (b) n = 4. 
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Fig. 6 displays the evolution of the ratio   versus . For example for the mode n = 3 
(Fig. 6 (b)), just after his cut-off frequency ,  is 4 times higher than . The 
evolution of this ratio is directly linked to the dispersion curves of axial velocity of 
Fig. 3 (b) through the relations (ii) and (iii) of the Eq. 2 (indeed =  and = ). 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has presented a new method to calculate natural frequencies of partially 
submerged cylindrical shell. This method is based on the 3D elasticity theory and on the 
use of suitable stationary conditions.  

The present model provides good results which are in agreement with those from 
experiments and FEM. 

This model can be generalised to a shell with several different layers of fluid along its 
length. Finally, it could be a useful tool to predict the natural frequencies of offshore 
structure which are partially submerged in water.  
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Abstract: Previously, by limiting attention to supersonic-like wave-vectors, time-resolved 
holographic imaging was found helpful for identifying transient elastic responses of targets 
contributing to far field scattering [B. T. Hefner & P. L. Marston, Acoust. Res. Lett. Online 2, 
55-60 (2001)]. That approach was applied to time-evolving three-dimensional wavefields 
scanned with a two-dimensional raster scan of a hydrophone. Line scan data processed 
quasi-holographically was determined an alternative to synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) 
imaging [K. Baik, C. Dudley, & P. L. Marston, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 130, 3838–3851 (2011)].  
Quasi-holographic imaging is reversible [D. J. Zartman, D. S. Plotnick, T. M. Marston, & P. 
L. Marston, Proc. Meet. Acoust. 19, 055011 (2013)], allowing isolation of spatial or 
temporal features and self-normalization. Subsequently, two independent transducers in a 
side-by-side configuration were used to transmit and/or receive in-phase or out-of-phase with 
each other. When transmitting, the transducers are driven individually; while receiving, they 
are separately recorded; giving both monostatic and weakly bistatic data, and allowing post-
processing to determine phase relationships. When the transducers were scanned together, 
glory scattering of a small solid sphere in water was sensitive to different combinations of in-
phase and out-of-phase sources/receivers. Certain combinations function as a spatial 
derivative and may be generated synthetically from scans using a single transducer. Spatial 
derivative images are highly sensitive to the alignment of a solid cylinder in water. Though 
transmitting and receiving in-phase improves ordinary SNR, it can reduce some feature 
sensitivity relative to differential processing.  [Supported by ONR.] 
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Introduction 
 

Supersonic acoustic holography, unlike nearfield holography, does not attempt to make 
use of subsonic components of an acoustic wavefield [1]. The supersonic components 
retained in the analysis are directly related to information propagated to the far field and the 
technique is especially useful in scattering research. For example, Hefner and Marston [2, 3] 
were able to use this method to interpret the scattering of sound by a circular elastic disk in 
water. By acoustically illuminating the disk with a short tone burst and recording a two-
dimensional raster scan of the associated radiated transient wavefield it was possible to infer 
the apparent transient modes of the disk [2, 3]. Also using a raster scan of the radiated 
wavefield of a vortex beam transducer, it was possible to make inward and outward 
projections of the radiated wavefield [4]. Recently the method was modified by Baik, Dudley, 
and Marston to facilitate the extraction of useful information from the scan of a transducer 
along a single line instead of a raster scan [5]. Prior to reviewing that result it is first 
necessary to review some aspects of sonar image processing. 

 

Prior Approach to Reversible SAS Imaging  

Synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) imaging is a widely used approach to constructing high 
resolution sonar images in which data is acquired by repeated pinging a region of interest 
using a sequence of transducer positions. When using metallic elastic objects in water with an 
appropriately selected wide bandwidth signal the resulting images typically display geometric 
features associated with the shape of the object being viewed [6]. They also often display 
features associated with the detailed elastic or modal response of the object [7, 8]. The 
additional image features associated with the elastic response often contain potentially useful 
information concerning the viewed object so that it can be desirable to isolate the portion of 
the recorded acoustic scattering data associated with a particular image feature. For that 
reason, and others summarized below, it was desirable to develop a technique for the 
reversible processing of sonar images for the spatial filtering of scattering data. In reversible 
processing, information is retained from selected regions of complex pixel image data 
through the application of a mask, while information associated with the other parts of an 
image is discarded.  The original approach to that method of processing [9] was based on a 
Weiner deconvolution of the data records with an idealized arc in the cross range versus time 
domain. The aforementioned arc corresponds to the idealized response of a point like target at 
the estimated range of the object of interest. The output of that process gives a complex SAS 
image, the envelope of which produces an image having similarities with ordinary SAS 
images in some significant ways for highly elastic targets for which the re-radiation of 
scattered energy is spread out in time.  

 
 Using the aforementioned deconvolution approach Marston et al. [9] demonstrated the 

fast generation of SAS images computationally followed by extraction of signals associated 
with windowed regions by convolution of the complex image with the idealized point-target 
arc. Using this method it has proven feasible to acquire data on several targets at the same 
time even when the space-time domain target arcs are overlapping from adjacent targets, 
provided the spacing between adjacent targets is sufficiently large.  A mask is used to select 
the data from a specific target of interest [10, 11]. For brevity this method of imaging and 
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filtering will be described as synthetic aperture deconvolution (SAD) processing. One 
disadvantage of the SAD method is that it is necessary to select the magnitude of a Weiner 
noise suppression parameter. A form of reversible holographic imaging is found to remove 
the need for that step, as explained below. 

 

Line-Scan Quasi-Holographic Imaging 

As an alternative to SAS processing consider first the line-scan quasi-holographic 
processing of Baik et al. [5]. In their experiments, transient bistatic scattering by a target was 
recorded when a receiver was scanned along a line in equally spaced intervals Δx. Let z be 
the propagation coordinate and y be the Cartesian coordinate orthogonal to x and z. The 
recorded signal was in effect back propagated to the location of the target just as if the signal 
did not depend on y. The resulting processing involves a sequence of Fourier transforms or 
inverse transforms and, when needed, multiplying by a complex propagator: (a) Convert the 
time records to the frequency domain ω for each transducer position x. (b) Convert the 
records p(x, zh, ω) from step (a) to the domain with a spatial frequency kx coordinate though a 
Fourier transform giving P(kx, zh, ω). If x denotes the position of the sensor along the scan 
line, zh corresponds to an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate held constant on the scan line.  The 
domain of zh is like that of a range coordinate. (c) The next step in constructing an image is to 
back propagate the detected wave packet to a specified range corresponding to the estimated 
range for the object to be imaged using the simplifications discussed in [5].  In the 
terminology of [5] the specified plane is referred to as a “source plane” of the scattered waves 
with a coordinate designated by zs and a range of (zh-zs) > 0 relative to the plane of the scan 
line. For this summary it is sufficient to note that back-propagation involves the 
multiplication of P(kx, zh, ω) by the following simplified and filtered Green’s function: 
 

k), ,D(k )]z-(zexp[-ik /k)(k = ) ,z-z ,GD(k xshzzshx   (1) 
 

 /c, =k    (2) 
 

,)k - (k = k 1/22
x

2
z   (3) 

 
.)k  =or  > | k | (if 0 = k) ,D(k and ),k  < | k | (if 1 = k) ,D(k and xxxx  (4) 

 
Here c is the sound speed. The factor (kz/k) was included in [5] following the usual 

holographic practice of considering the apparent normal velocity of a vibrating object. Notice 
that kz/k = 0 at the supersonic-subsonic boundary where kx = k and D vanishes.  The two-
dimensional image is constructed by returning the back-propagated wave packet to the space-
time domain through a sequence of inverse Fourier transforms, Eq. (6) of [5]. 

 

Reversible Bistatic Quasi-Holographic Image  

As a test of reversible processing weak bistatic target signals acquired in a water tank in a 
cluttered environment were extracted by applying a two-dimensional mask to the back-
propagated wave packets constructed as previously described by the method of [5] with one 
noteworthy modification: The filtered Green’s function in Eq. (1) was replaced by: 
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 k), ,D(k )]z-(zexp[-ik = ) ,z-z ,GD(k xshzshx   (5) 
 
The reason for omitting the kz/k factor is that it was desired to reconstruct the target 

contribution to the apparent acoustic pressure field along the scan line. After masking to 
retain only the desired information the signal is forward-propagated out to the scan line. This 
approach was successfully applied to remove some corrupting effects of clutter in bistatic 
line-scan data. In those experiments, as in the case of [5], the target was illuminated with a 
short acoustic burst from a fixed source as the receiver was scanned along a line. 

 

Reversible Monostatic Quasi-Holographic Image Processing  

In this situation it is assumed that there is a single source-receiver transducer scanned 
along a line. The simplest and most robust approach for modifying the processing algorithm 
in this case is to replace the medium sound speed c by c/2. Consequently, for example, in Eq. 
(2), k is replaced by 2ω/c where c is the actual sound speed. Repeating the operations 
summarized above using Eqs. (3) and (4) facilitates the construction of the desired image. 
Multiplying the image by a two-dimensional mask function allows the extraction of the 
desired signal. The signal can then be referred back to the scan line by a sequence of inverse 
Fourier transforms.  Using a calibration procedure [9, 12] the spectrum of the response 
associated with a designated region of the image may be extracted over the range of 
frequencies of the illuminating pulse having appreciable energy content. 

 

Example of Monostatic Quasi-Holographic Imaging of a Cylinder 

The first series of laboratory tests of the aforementioned imaging algorithm were carried 
out using the same data set from the small water tank used for our initial demonstration of 
SAD filtering acquired with a small solid aluminum cylinder with length-to-diameter (L/D) = 
5 viewed broadside [9]. The solid aluminum cylinder was made of 6061 aluminum having D 
= 9.1 mm and L = 45.5 mm. Using the same data set as described in [9] the SAD and 
holographic images were practically the same. The holographic image is shown here in 
Figure 1 displayed with a 50 dB dynamic range. The exciting signal was approximately a 
single voltage cycle of a 400 kHz sine wave. The peak of the illuminating spectrum 
corresponded to a product of the wave-number and the cylinder radius of kD/2 = 7.7. The 
cylinder as well as the line of the scan were both horizontal and the transducer was at the 
same depth as the center of the cylinder. The general image features are described as follows 
beginning with the feature having the smallest apparent range.  (a) The closest bright line is 
mainly associated with the specular reflection from the cylinder’s side.  (b) It is followed by 
signals that generally decrease in magnitude with increasing range.  The associated image 
features are mainly associated with the elastic response of the cylinder resulting in a ring-
down of modal responses.  Parts of those features are from a generalization of a leaky 
Rayleigh wave that circumnavigates the cylinder. Ray theory is useful describing the 
amplitude of those features [9, 12]. Figure 1 also shows distant bright patch near a range of 
1120 mm. That patch is caused by multipath contributions to the recorded signal from the 
cylinder’s bistatic scattering reflected from the upper or lower surface of the tank. The 
bistatic scattering also occurs when the incident wave reflects off of the upper or lower 
surface and onto the cylinder. Using the holographic processing it was feasible to mask out 
the multipath contributions so as to measure the uncontaminated target strength. It is also 
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possible to extract the non-specular elastic part of the target response by using a mask as 
previously described for SAD processing [9]. 

 

 
Fig. 1:  Quasi-holographic image of a suspended small solid aluminum cylinder in water 
constructed from monostatic scattering by a short pulse. The horizontal axis is the cross 
range coordinate. The back propagation distance was set to the range of the horizontal 

cylinder though the image is insensitive to that parameter within variations of approximately 
10%. 

 
Figure 2 displays the target strength for the filtered record of the scanned transducer at the 

position corresponding to broadside backscattering, The filtered record was extracted from 
the data shown in Figure 1 using reversible holographic image processing. Also shown are 
two approximate theoretical curves. In the measurements a mask was introduced to retain 
only the data from the portion of the image associated with the direct scattering while 
completely excluding the delayed multipath contribution. One of the theoretical curves (the 
solid curve) is based on starting with the exact computation of the backscattering by an 
infinite cylinder and then modifying the result using an approximation to account for the 
finite length of the cylinder [8, 9].  The other theoretical curve (dashed) is based on 
quantitative ray theory for the superposition of the specular reflection with a contribution 
from the repeated circumnavigations of a leaky Rayleigh wave [9]. That approximation does 
not include the contributions to the scattering caused by a different type of guided wave 
associated with some narrow resonances [9]. Both of the theory curves assume the cylinder is 
in the farfield which is an assumption that breaks down when ka = kD/2 exceeds about 10. 
The agreement between the measurement and the models below ka of 10 is sufficient to 
support the utility of this form of holographic reversible processing.  Especially noteworthy is 
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the prominent dip in target strength near ka of 4.9 that is associated with the destructive 
interference of the specular reflection with the guided wave contribution [9, 13, 14]. 

 

Fig. 2:  The curve with alternating dots and dashes is the measured target strength of the 
cylinder extracted from the monostatic data displayed in Figure 1 using reversible quasi-

holographic processing. The horizontal axis is the product of the acoustic wave-number and 
the cylinder radius. The solid and dashed curves are theoretical approximations discussed in 

the text. 
 

Dual Transducer Sonar Experimental Setup 

    A horizontally parallel dual transducer sonar system was installed for use in linescan and 
CSAS data, using a target on a rotation stage to emulate circular scans and the dual 
transducers mounted together on a long rail for linescan data. The electronic setup is 
diagrammed in Figure 3, showing the signal generator sending the signal through a power 
amp to a switch connected to two TR boxes and the two transducers. The setting on the 
switch determines which transducer is being driven. The TR boxes are also connected to 
preamps and then the oscilloscope to allow data from both transducers to be recorded 
simultaneously on separate channels. This allows the sending and receiving transducer 
combinations to be recorded as 4 separate channels independently, then analyzed 
independently and in combinations in post processing. For linear acoustics these 
combinations are equivalent to driving and/or receiving from the transducers in phase or out 
of phase with one another.  
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Fig. 3:  Electronic Setup for the Dual Transducer System. The amplified signal is sent 
through a switch to drive one, then the other transducer. The received signals are 

simultaneously recorded after passing through a preamp. 
 
 
Calibration 
 
The two transducers are not perfectly identical, thus calibration factors are needed to make 
the paths appropriately comparable. Labelling the paths with 1 and 2 for transmitting 
transducer, and ‘a’ and ‘b’ for receiving transducer, the four paths become 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b. 
These paths are diagrammed in Figure 4. Using these designations for the channels, adding 
brackets to signify the amplitude of the specular reflection off of a sphere, and normalizing 
with respect to channel 1a; calibration parameters α, β, and γ can be defined as: 
 1 = 	 	 1 = 	 	 2 = 	 	 2          (6) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Diagramming the four channels for the dual transducer. 1a and 2b shown on the left 
are monostatic direct paths to the same transducer. 1b and 2a shown on the right are quasi-

bistatic cross paths to the other transducer. 
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Combinations 
 
These channels can be combined in post processing as if they were symmetrically in phase, 
labelled ‘S’, or asymmetrically out of phase, labelled ‘A’. Labeling these modes in (T,R) 
format where ‘T’ stands for the transmitting case and ‘R’ stands for the receiving case, the 
equations for the combinations now with the normalized channels are as follows: 
 ( , ) = 	 (1 + 1 + 2 + 2 )         (7) 
 ( , ) = 	 (1 − 1 + 2 − 2 )         (8) 
 ( , ) = 	 (1 + 1 − 2 − 2 )         (9) 
 ( , ) = 	 (1 − 1 − 2 + 2 )                  (10) 
 
 
Applications 
 
Dual Transducer Sonar is useful for alignment purposes, and for highlighting changing 
features as certain combinations act as derivatives. (S,S) mode is a spatial average of the 
direct and cross terms. (S,A) and (A,S) modes with similar cross terms are digital derivatives 
multiplied by the transducer spacing. (A,A) is a gradient driven, gradient sensitive mode that 
is axially sensitive by contrasting differences between  monostatic direct paths and quasi-
bistatic cross paths, showing that monostatic and quasi-bistatic imaging are not identical. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we present the main objectives and technical characteristics of a 
new experimental facility, ALMA (Acoustic Laboratory for Marine Applications), designed 
by DGA Naval Systems, in order to address future problems in underwater acoustics, 
especially in coastal waters or shallow waters. ALMA is a deployable and autonomous 
system, with passive and active sub-systems. The ALMA project has two main objectives: 
1) to increase the scientific knowledge of the impact of the environment and of its 
variability at different temporal and spatial scales, on the acoustic propagation and on the 
signal processing in the sonar domain, and 2) to collect and share high quality real data 
(both acoustical and environmental data) with scientists of the underwater acoustics 
domain, in order to improve scientific knowledge needed for improving the mastering of 
sonar performance in such highly variable and fluctuating environments. 

Keywords: acoustic systems, shallow waters, coastal waters, underwater acoustics 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in shallow and coastal waters is in a continuous increasing since many 
years, either in the defence community than in the civilian community.   

In the defence community, the mastering of sonar performance is a constant objective 
of the underwater warfare domain. This mastering implies the mastering of the acoustical 
impact on the sonar systems of all environmental typologies, from deep waters to shallow 
and coastal waters. The evolution of sonar systems, combined with the complexity of 
shallow and coastal environments and the high variability and fluctuation of their 
environmental parameters, at different temporal and spatial scales, lead to the necessity to 
continuously increase the scientific knowledge of the impact of the environment on the 
acoustic propagation and on the sonar signal processing. 
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In the civilian domain, the interest in underwater acoustics in shallow and coastal 
waters is continuously increasing, mainly due to environmental preoccupations linked 
with, for example, the monitoring of ambient noise and the quantification of effects of the 
anthropogenic noise on marine life, species counting and, more generally with ecological 
objectives.  

For both the defence and the civilian communities of underwater acoustics, the current 
knowledge of the preponderant physical and acoustical processes in such harsh 
environments is incomplete, mainly due to the lack of environmental and acoustical data 
available for the scientific community allowing to quantifying the impact of the 
environment and of its variability at different temporal and spatial scales on spatial and 
temporal processing dedicated to the detection, localisation and classification processes. 

In 2012, DGA Naval Systems started the design studies of an acoustical system, named 
ALMA (Acoustic Laboratory for Marine Applications) in order to address the main topics 
of the underwater acoustics domain for shallow and coastal waters. The ALMA system 
was realized in 2013-2014 by the ALSEAMAR and CESIGMA companies, with the 
COMEX Company for at-sea deployment and marine operations. The first version of the 
ALMA system was qualified at sea on October 2014.  

2. ALMA : MAIN OBJECTIVES AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The philosophy chosen for the ALMA project is the following one: 

- to design an acoustical system able to address the spatial and temporal 
decoherence effects on acoustic propagation and on array processing, 
decoherence due to the environmental fluctuations (in the water column, on the 
interfaces), in a large frequency range. 

- to gather environmental and acoustical data for developing and validating 
advanced signal processing algorithms and acoustic models, linked with the 
current and future main topics of the underwater acoustics domain for shallow 
and coastal waters. 

- to share these data with the technical and scientific community, in order to 
contribute to the improvement of the scientific knowledge and of the state-of-
the-art of the underwater acoustic domain. 

- to design a fixed acoustical system, deployable in shallow and coastal waters 
(water depth less than 200 meters for the system anchoring), energetically 
autonomous, able to gather, store and transmit acoustical and environmental 
data. 

- to design a system with a high level of modularity and capability of evolution 
(array geometry, hydrophones number and spacing,…).  

- to ensure a high quality level for the acoustic components and for acoustical 
measurements. 

- to minimize specific technological developments, use of COTS. 
- to minimize the impact of the ALMA system on the environment: no anchoring 

leaved on the sea-floor at the end of the at-sea measurements campaign. 

From the philosophy previously presented, the ALMA system is composed of two 
separated components with their dedicated anchoring and acoustic systems: a passive sub-
system and an active sub-system (cf. Fig.1 for an “artist view” of the system).  
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Fig.1: “Artist view” of the ALMA system composed of passive and active sub-systems. 

 
 

-  Technical characteristics of the ALMA Passive sub-system : 

o 4 acoustic “arms”, each composed of 64 hydrophones with an adjustable 
spacing between 11cm and 15 cm (cf. Fig.4). Arm length: 2.70 m. 

o Capability of several array geometries: linear, plane, volume (cf. Fig.2). 
o Adjustable sampling frequency from 7.5 kHz to 48 kHz. 
o Noise level less than sea state 0 for the hydrophonic chain. 
o 16 temperature sensors (4 per arm). 
o 3D orientation sensors for the monitoring of the array orientation. 
o Adjustable array depth. 3 anchoring in order to minimize the array 

disorientation. 
o Autonomy: 200 hours in continuous measurements. 
o Programming of the measurements sequences. 
o Energy and data storage in the surface buoy (cf. Fig3). 
o Electric energy: 9.6 kWh. Rechargeable electric battery. 
o Data transmission via long range WIFI. 

- Technical characteristics of the ALMA Active sub-system : 

o Omnidirectional wideband transmitter (from 1 kHz to 14 kHz). 
o Adjustable source level up to 160 dB ref Pa@1m. 
o Transmitted signal programming by .wav files 
o Autonomy larger than 3h30 hours for a continuous transmission with source 

level of 160 dB ref Pa@1m. 
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Fig.2: scheme of four of the possible array geometries for the passive array. 

 

         

Fig.3: surface buoy of the ALMA passive sub-system.                    Fig.4: acoustic arms 
 (height: 3.5m – diameter: 2.1m – weight: 550kg)                         in linear configuration 
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3. FIRST AT-SEA MEASUREMENTS 

The first at-sea measurements, including the qualification tests, took place on October 
2014 on the continental shelf of the east coast of the Corsica island. The ALMA system 
was deployed by 90 meters water depth on a coarse sand flat sea bottom. Fig.6 shows the 
entire system on the deck of the COMEX JANUS ship.  

 

 
Fig.6: ALMA on the JANUS deck 

 
Fig.7 (a,b,c,d,e) shows pictures of ALMA components during the 2014 at-sea campaign. 
 

    
    Fig.7a: ALMA surface buoy of the passive system    Fig.7b: Passive array at 60M depth 
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      Fig.7c: ALMA surface buoys of the active system                 Fig.7d: Active transmitter  

 
Fig.7e: real time spectrogram from ALMA system, from data transmitted by WIFI.          

4. CONCLUSION  

The first at-sea measurements with the ALMA system demonstrated the capability of 
this acoustic system to reach the technical and scientific objectives dedicated to ALMA. 
Some evolutions and improvements are planned to be realized during the first half of 
2015. The next at-sea campaign is planned for September 2015. The acoustic data 
gathered in 2014 are already being valorised, especially for the studies on acoustic 
decoherence and its effects on sonar signal processing. Several French academic 
laboratories are already involved in the valorisation of the ALMA data, demonstrating the 
usefulness of this system for the underwater acoustics scientific community. 
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Abstract: Sea Test Base / Celadon is a non-profit organization, which offers testing 
facilities in the Bay of Brest, Brittany, France. It is dedicated for designing, testing, and 
qualifying marine sensors and marine instruments in real conditions. Sea Test Base is 
composed by on-land facilities (office, shelter), small boat, and a pontoon, anchored in the 
Bay, 1 km off-shore. The pontoon is non-cabled; either for energy or Internet as it is 
equipped by solar panels, wind turbine, and Wi-Fi modems. Thus, it can be considered as 
an experimental laboratory at sea, available 24/7/365 from the Internet. 
Many experiments have been done  at Sea Test Base since 2010, mainly dedicated to tests 
and improvements of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV), but other applications were 
also tested, such as underwater communications, aging of buoys, effect of sea surface 
roughness on aerial communications, etc. 
In this communication, the infrastructure of the Sea Test Base is presented, with a focus 
on the design, improvements, and qualifications of the hardware and the algorithms for 
underwater acoustic communications between an AUV and its operators. An example of 
recent experiments using these devices is presented. We also present the upcoming 
extension of Sea Test Base, which consists of a shared open platform based on a mesh 
network including buoys and a pontoon, dedicated to underwater acoustic experiments at 
sea. 

Keywords: Testing facilities, marine observatories, AUV, underwater acoustic modem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Leading experiments at sea is a crucial step in the R&D process of a new product for 
companies or laboratories or to test new ideas or algorithms. But it is an operation often 
difficult to perform mainly due to technical or administrative issues. Indeed, a lot of 
different devices and various permissions must be provided at the same time and the same 
locations, involving different organization with different objectives.  

From this assessment, several companies and research laboratories from the Brest area in 
Brittany at the western side of France have decided in 2008 to join their effort to build an 
organization, named Sea Test Base / Celadon, dedicated to help engineers and researchers 
to perform experiments at sea. This paper presents in a first part this project with its 
organization and the proposed facilities. Then, in a second part, two passed experiments 
are presented. And finally, the development perspectives are exposed in a third part. 

  

2. SEA TEST BASE 

2.1. Objectives 

Sea Test Base is a project to help engineers, researchers to conduct experiments in order to 
design devices or improve algorithm at sea in real conditions. All the field of oceanic 
engineering could be concerned by such facilities, for example sea fishing, oceanography, 
oil & gas industry, submarine cable companies, maritime security and the Naval Defence 
projects. The main objective is not to substitute to engineers or researchers but to help 
them to lead their experiments by providing facilities, devices, and administrative support. 
Therefore, Sea Test Base platform provides the opportunity for companies, research 
institutes and graduate schools to qualify or demonstrate in real conditions their innovative 
technologies in the field of instrumentation, robotics or naval systems.  

 
From our facilities onshore, located at the French Naval Academy premises in Lanvéoc 
Poulmic in the bay of Brest, Brittany, France (Fig.1), it is possible to conduct shallow 
water at sea trials (<50 m inside the bay) or deeper water at sea trials (up to 200 m outside 
the bay). 

 

   
Fig. 1:  Western France (left) and location of the Sea Test Base 

(red dot on the figure on the right side) 
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2.2. Organization 

Sea Test Base project is developed by a non-profit organization named Celadon which 
brings together commercial companies and research or education institutes: 

- Major industrial partners: Thales Underwater Systems (TUS), Thales Airborne 
Systems (TAS), DCNS, ECA-Robotics, IXBlue, Sercel, Neotek, RTsys. 

- Research institutes and graduate schools: École Navale (French Naval Academy), 
ISEN Brest, IFREMER, SHOM, ENSTA, Télécom Bretagne.  

 

Sea Test Base is supported by a partnership with the French Navy for its location on the 
French Naval Academy Area. The executive direction, R&D, and the maintenance of Sea 
Test Base is supported by ISEN (Institut Supérieur de l'Électronique et du Numérique), a 
French engineering school located in Brest. The development of Sea Test Base is built 
with a strong cooperation with organization such as the Technopôle Brest Iroise and the 
Pôle Mer Atlantique which help us on funding and communications aspects. 

2.3. Facilities 

Sea Test Base is composed of facilities in land and at sea. On the site of the French 
Naval Academy, a 1200 m2 area with a secure perimeter fence includes offices, sheds, 
shelters and masts able to support communication arrays (Fig. 2). The marina of the 
French Naval Academy is able to welcome ships up to 20 m long. Sea Test Base has got a 
RHIB able to transport 6 people in the Bay of Brest or to deploy small devices. For the 
experiments involving large or heavy devices, we have strong partnership with private 
companies to rent cranes or boats. 

 

 
Fig.2: Sea Test Base facilities in land 

 
 
Sea Test Base / Celadon has deployed a coastal observatory mainly based on an 

offshore pontoon (Fig. 3).  
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This platform, easily accessible from the shore, has been designed to meet different 
applications: 

- R&D experiments to accelerate and to improve the design of new marine sensors 
and new instruments, 

- Underwater acoustic communication and wireless radio link relay to control and 
command from the shore Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and Unmanned 
Surface Vehicle (USV), 

- Long-term intensive tests and a qualification for quality assurance & quality 
control (QA/QC) for marine sensors and instruments, 

- Live data of environmental conditions and human activities at sea: meteorological 
parameters, automatic identification system for ships (AIS), video camera… 

All the instruments connected to the pontoon stream data to our lab or any other 
location via a Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection to the shore station. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Offshore pontoon of the Sea Test Base 

3. DESCRIPTION OF SOME PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS 

Sea Test Base assists in conducting tests and experiments at sea for scientific or 
technical purposes, but it also promotes the development of research and training actions 
for marine and subsea technologies.  

 
Since its first experiments led in 2009, many experiments have been conducted at Sea 

Test Base. The most of these experiments concerns AUV or ROV trials but other fields of 
ocean engineering techniques have been investigated.  

 
 
Some examples of previous experiments are described below. 
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 The implementation and performance evaluation of an Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle (AUV) (Fig. 4) with sonar (Thales). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: TUS AUV in the Bay of Brest 
 

 Management flight authorization requests a UAV and logistical organization of a 
demonstration in Douarnenez Bay in the 3i European project. 

 
Fig. 5: UAV tested in the Douarnenez Bay 

 
 Tests were designed to evaluate the performance of a tracking system from acoustic 

beacons (IXblue). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6: Acoustic beacon designed by IXBlue 

 
 The company CESTA (Systems Center of Studies and Advanced Technologies) 

located in Bruz near Rennes asked us to organize and participate in low signature mine 
detection tests. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Low signature mine detection with Radar 
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4. DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVES 

Within the next months, Sea Test Base will develop its infrastructure with two main 
devices. First, Sea Test base will deploy a network of communicating buoys in the Bay of 
Brest. These buoys could act as emitting and/or receiving devices and they will be 
connected to the Internet using pontoon as relay to the shore station. This network will be 
a real in-situ laboratory at sea, allowing engineers and researchers to directly interact with 
the buoys from everywhere in the world. 
 
The second axis of development consists on the acquisition of a 12 meter-long boat (Fig. 
9), equipped with a crane and communication devices. This boat will allow us to easily 
deploy any devices in the Bay of Brest or further. 
 

 
Fig.8: I-ROMI project WP L-MAIR - underwater acoustics in situ laboratory 

 

 

Fig.9: 12 m boat of the Sea Test Base 
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Abstract: The scattering of a plane acoustic wave by an infinite elastic cylinder of 

elliptical cross section is studied from a modal formalism by emphasizing the role of the 

symmetries. More precisely, as the symmetry is broken in the transition from the infinite 

circular cylinder to the elliptical one, the splitting up of resonances is observed both 

theoretically and experimentally. Symmetry considerations significantly simplify the 

numerical treatment of the problem, provide a full classification of the resonances, and 

give a physical interpretation of the splitting up in terms of symmetry breaking. An 

experimental part based on ultrasonic spectroscopy complements the theoretical study. A 

series of tank experiments is carried out in the case of aluminum elliptical cylinders 

immersed in water, in the frequency range 0<kr<50 where kr is the reduced wave number 

in the fluid. The symmetry is broken by selecting various cylinders of increasing 

eccentricity. More precisely, the greater the eccentricity, the higher the splitting up of 

resonances is accentuated. The experimental results provide a very good agreement with 

the theoretical ones, the splitting up is observed on experimental form functions, and the 

split resonant modes are identified on angular diagrams. 

 

 

Keywords: acoustic scattering, resonances, splitting, elastodynamics, symmetry breaking, 

ultrasonic spectroscopy 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The acoustic scattering by simple shapes has been extensively during the last 50 years 

but little attention has been given to the elliptical geometry [1,2], especially in the 

experimental field [2,3,4]. The scattering of a plane wave by an infinite elliptical elastic 

cylinder is studied theoretically and experimentally from a modal formalism associated 

with symmetry considerations [5,6,7]. We focuse on the splitting-up of resonances which 

occurs when the symmetry is broken from the circular cylinder to the elliptical one. The 

main advantage using symmetries stands in (i) the uncoupling of the equations, (ii) the 

classification of resonances, (iii) the highlighting of the splitting up and its interpretation 

in terms of symmetry breaking and (iv) the improvement in numerical computations. 

2. THEORETICAL STUDY 

 

The geometry of the 2D-problem and the notations used are displayed on Fig. 1. The 

boundary of the cylinder is described by the radius r()=b(1-e2cos2)-1/2 (e is the 

eccentricity). The incident and scattered fields, pinc and ps, as well as the potentials  and 

 associated to the longitudinal and transverse fields are expressed in terms of modal 

series.  

 

Fig.1: Geometry of the problem and symmetry transformations. 

 

Our method is based on symmetry considerations and provides a decomposition of the 

problem in sub-problems that can be solved independently. In order to achieve this, we 

have to identify the irreducible representations (IRep) of the symmetry group of the 

elliptical disc C2v and decompose the physical quantities of interest over each IRep. More 

precisely, 4 IRep A1, A2, B1 and B2 are associated to C2v which is formed by 4 symmetry 

transformations E, C2, x and y (Fig. 1) [8]. These transformations are linked to the IRep 

by the character table (Table 1) which is important to understand some experimental 

observations, due to the invariance of the total pressure p under some incidence (angle α). 

When the scatterer is insonified by an acoustic plane wave, p is not invariant under all 

symmetry transformations according to the value of α. For example, in oblique incidence, 

p only satisfies E and then, the resonances are obtained in all IRep. However, when the 

scatterer is insonified on its major axis (α=0°), p satisfies E and x and then, the 

resonances are obtained in A1 and B1. Symmetries allow us to restrict the study to the 

fundamental domain θ ∈ [0, π/2] (Fig. 1). This constitutes a great improvement from both 

theoretical and numerical point of view. The boundary conditions are written in each IRep 

and development in Fourier series is used to overcome the  angular dependence. Thus, 

we obtain a double summation for each equation of continuity, the first according to the 
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mode of vibration n and the second according to the index p of the Fourier coefficients. 

These indexes are even for A1, A2 and odd for B1, B2. Details of calculations can be found 

in the reference [7]. The resonances, the elastic displacement and the scattered pressure 

are determined for each IRep. We can also extract the far field form function. 

 

C2v E C2 x y 

A1 1 1 1 1 

A2 1 1 -1 -1 

B1 1 -1 1 -1 

B2 1 -1 -1 1 

 

Table 1: Character table. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Numerical considerations 

The matrices involved in the computation are truncated and the truncation order N 

depends on the product (frequency × semi-major axis). Symmetry considerations 

provide a reduction of the size of the matrices by a factor of 4 that leads to faster 

computations. The matrices conditioning is improved and the resonances can be 

obtained up to high frequencies (2MHz) and for large eccentricities (b/a up to 0.5). 

 

 

3.2. Experimental set-up 

  

A series of experiments have been performed for aluminium elliptical cylinders 

immersed in a water-tank (190 cm×130 cm×90 cm, cw=1482.7 m/s) equipped to allow 

precise measurements of the acoustic field. The physical characteristics of the 

cylinders are given in Table 2. Various ratio b/a are chosen in order to realize the 

symmetry breaking. The cylinders are machined at constant perimeter to keep an 

identical travel time for any circumferential wave, whatever the ratio b/a. The 

transducers are PANAMETRICS models whose characteristics are summarized in 

Table 3. The distance between the cylinders and the transducers is 60 cm ensuring the 

far field condition. These transducers can turn around the scatterer with an accuracy of 

1/100 of a degree. The experimental results are obtained by ultrasonic spectroscopy in 

monostatic (backscattering) and bistatic configurations.  

 

P-wave speed cP S-wave speed cS Density s Ratio minor axis/ major axis b/a 

6277 m/s 3162 m/s 2670 kg/m3 From 0.9640 to 0.5370 
 

Table 2: Physical characteristics of the cylinders. 

 

 Central frequency Bandwidth (-12 dB) Radiating surface diameter 

V 389 475 kHz 250 kHz ≤ f  ≤ 700 kHz 4 cm 

V 392 870 kHz 400 kHz ≤ f  ≤ 1300 kHz 4 cm 
 

Table 3: Characteristics of the transducers. 
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3.3. Comparison theory/experiment 

 

We focus now on the splitting up of resonances interpreted in terms of symmetry 

breaking. The resonances of the circular cylinder are associated with resonant modes 

(n,l) and tracked as it is deformed to the elliptical one. 

In Fig. 1, we emphasize the splitting up by linking the deep peaks appearing on 

both theoretical and experimental form functions in oblique incidence (Fig. 1a) with 

the resonances located in the complex kr-plane (Fig. 1). Among the split modes 

observed, interest is focused on the mode (1,3) split in B1-B2, and the mode (2,4) split 

in A1-A2. It should be noted that both real and imaginary parts of the resonances 

separates, and, for any even (resp. odd) angular index n, the resonances are split in A1 

and A2 (resp. B1 and B2). The time harmonic frequencies of the plane incident wave 

are chosen equal to the computed resonance frequencies of the 4 distinct selected 

modes. The angle of incidence is fixed following the symmetry considerations for the 

total pressure. The position of the emitting transducer is represented by a plain square 

symbol on these angular diagrams. The results obtained correspond to the scattered 

pressure and they permit one to identify unambiguously the modes (1,3)B1, (1,3)B2, 

(2,4)A1 and (2,4)A2. Finally, the computed amplitudes of the elastic displacement and 

the scattered pressure, for each normal mode, are plotted on Fig. 1d. The angular 

diagrams are in a good agreement with the scattered pressure computed for each IRep 

and normalized by the incident pressure. 

 
 

Fig. 1: Elliptical cylinder b/a=0.9051. (a) Comparison theoretical and experimental form 

functions in oblique incidence. (b) Resonances in the complex plane. (c) Experimental 

bistatic scattering patterns. (d) Computed amplitudes for the elastic displacement and the 

normalized scattered pressure. 
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Fig. 2: Elliptical cylinder b/a=0.9051. Comparison theoretical and experimental form 

functions in major-axis incidence and resonances in the complex plane.  

 

Fig. 3-Left show a very good agreement between theory and experiment for 

small value of the ratio b/a (large eccentricity). Although the numerical computations 

to determine the resonances have been also carried out in the case of large 

eccentricities when rapid variations of the curvature radius occur, the identification of 

modes splitting becomes increasingly difficult. Indeed, numerous resonances are too 

attenuated to be observed on the form functions since the absolute value of their 

imaginary part increases. Finally, a very good agreement is also provided in high 

frequency domain (up to 1.5 MHz) between experimental and theoretical form 

functions on Fig. 3-Right. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Comparison theoretical and experimental form functions in oblique incidence 

(Left) b/a = 0.5370. (Right) b/a = 0.7616, extended frequency range. 

4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

 

 

The scattering of a plane acoustic wave by infinite elliptical elastic cylinders has been 

studied from a modal formalism, including symmetry considerations. This method 

significantly simplifies the numerical treatment of the problem, and allows us to interpret 

the experimental results. Further the numerical enhancements, the main advantage of 

exploiting symmetries is to obtain uncoupled equations that can be solved separately for 

each IRep of the symmetry group of the scatterer. This leads to a full classification of the 

resonances and this provides consequently a physical interpretation in terms of symmetry. 
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Furthermore, computations can also be carried out at high frequency (up to 2 MHz) and 

also in the case of large eccentricities (up to b/a=0.5). 

Furthermore, a series of experiments based on ultrasonic spectroscopy has been 

performed in the case of aluminium elliptical cylinders immersed in water. The 

experimental form functions are compared with the theoretical ones. The sharp minima 

corresponding to resonances as well as the variation of the form function due to the 

interference phenomenon are observed experimentally in a quite good agreement with the 

theory. Angular diagrams have been also investigated; they confirm experimentally the 

identification of the modes studied. The splitting up is emphasized both theoretically and 

experimentally and we note that the resonances separate in frequency (real part of the 

computed resonance) but also in attenuation (imaginary part of the computed resonance). 

In this study, the comparison between the resonance width on the form functions and 

the value of the imaginary part of the computed resonance is qualitative and it would be 

interesting to obtain a quantitative comparison by extracting the values of resonances 

attenuation directly from the experimental data.  
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Abstract 
The sounds produced by fish fall into several categories. There are sounds like constant 
whistles, moans or purrs, simple pulsed (of knocking nature) sounds or series of pulsed 
sounds. Gilthead seabream and European seabass (Sparus aurata & Dicentrarchus 
labrax), are among the most commercial fish species that are raised massively in fish 
farms in Greece and abroad. In order to investigate the sound production capability of 
these species as well as studying their response to various emitted underwater sounds, a 
medium size tank (1.2 × 1.1 × 1.48 m) and a smaller size tank (1.14 × 0.45 × 0.30 m) 
have been designed and constructed. In this study, the supporting hardware and software 
will be discussed along with issues concerning the tanks’ acoustics. Calculated values of 
eigenfrequencies and cutoff frequencies along with pressure field images obtained through 
the finite element method will also be presented. Problems encountered when developing 
an automated recording system for functioning in an environment where other fish 
supporting devices are operating will be mentioned and general guidelines for handling 
these problems will be discussed.  
 
Keywords: Tank experiments, Bioacoustics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

    Several fish species produce sounds using different mechanisms. They are using their 
teeth, pharynx, fins and swimbladder, [1,2]. Although the sound production is limited to 
certain species of fish, it is obvious that all fish are able to perceive some kind of auditory 
stimuli. In order to investigate if some particular species are soniferous, record the sounds 
and also study their responses to various sounds in a laboratory environment, customized 
tanks for this purpose should be built. In this paper, description of a medium size tank for 
studying primarily Gilthead seabream and European seabass, of a smaller size tank for 
studying smaller fish (zebra fish), and of the supporting hardware and software for audio 
and video recordings. Several concerns that affect the methodology because of the tanks’ 
acoustics and other problems that arise will be discussed.   

2. TANK FACILITIES 

In this section we will refer to the tanks that were built and to the problems that arise 
when trying to collect sounds from various fish in tanks. Two separate cases will be 
described: A) A medium size fish tank along with the appropriate equipment for sound 
and video recordings B) A small size fish tank for sound and video monitoring of smaller 
fish.  

A) The main experimental facility for underwater sound recordings and video 
monitoring consists of a tank constructed from scratch. Using molds, two fiberglass pieces 
were built and attached face to face. One of the pieces carries a transparent thermoplastic 
Polymethyl methacrylate, (PMMA), window. The tank (Tank 1) is a rectangular 
parallelepiped (Fig.1), with dimensions: 1.1 x 1.2 x 1.48 m (Volume=1.95 m3).   

The structural vibration isolation of the aquarium was achieved by resting the whole 
tank on a special elastic base. The tank was placed in a small room on the ground floor of 
the Biology Department (U. of Crete) building. The sound pressure level inside this room 
was measured and found to be less than 35 dB (re 20 μPa), during all day or night hours. 
The equipment which is an integral part of this experimental aquarium consists of the 
following components/devices: 

1. Water purification filter (EHEIM, model 2217, 1000 l/hour) 
2. Air pump RESUN (model AC-9602, 1.5 l/hour). 
3. Depending on the application three hydrophones were used:  

a) HS / 150 (company SRD) 1Hz-150kHz, Receiving sensitivity -204dB (100 
kHz). 

b) Teledyne Reson, TC 4033, spherical reference hydrophone. 
c) Αquarian Audio Products, Model Η2. 

4. Two hydrophone preamps-filters, Reson EC6081 and Reson EC6067. 
5. Data acquisition module, National Instruments NI 9215. 
6. Desktop PC, Dell Precision T1650. 
7. Three video cameras (a USB, an IP and an underwater camera), with appropriate 

stands. 
8. Underwater speaker, Lubell 3400 U/W PA System, (Model LL916R). 
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9. Audio amplifier for driving the underwater speaker (TOA CA160, PA amplifier).  
10. Special supports on top of the tank will give the potential to adjust the horizontal 

placement and depth of the hydrophones in the tank. 
 

        

Fig. 1: The primary fish tank (Tank 1). 
 

Several software applications were developed for capturing one or two audio signals 
from the hydrophones along with the video signal from the camera. The application is 
based on the MATLAB language and can be set to automatically start capturing and 
saving all signals. The recordings’ starting times and durations can be adjusted in advance, 
so that fish can remain undisturbed from any human presence. Several recordings were 
made for 5-6 successive days, spanning several day and night hours. Usually each 
experimental session lasted for 5-6 days involving fish of different age or species in each 
session. Our undertaken research aims to investigate both the sound production and the 
mechanisms involved in it, [3], concerning primarily two fish species: Gilthead seabream 
(Sparus aurata) and European seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax). All recordings made in Tank 
1 so far, involve these two fish species.  

Experiments were also performed for studying the behaviour of the fish in response to 
various sounds played by the underwater speaker. A collection of 10 sound files were 
played at certain intervals. The collection consisted of files with sinusoidal wavetrains at 
different frequencies, slowly sweeping sinusoidal sounds, compilations of fish sounds 
from other species or of the same species as the ones tested and compilations of 
synthesized fish like knocking sounds. During the sound reproduction, the audio and video 
signals from the hydrophone(s) and the camera were recorded.  
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B) A smaller fish tank for experiments involving small size fish (i.e. zebra fish) was 
also constructed. This set up can also be used for experiments with medium size fish and 
is handier than bigger tanks. It can also be used for informing and educating pupils, 
students and the general public on acoustic ecology issues. For this purpose, it is proposed 
to use freshwater fish of the species that are known to produce sounds. The fish tank was 
made from fiberglass. Only one side was made transparent by attaching a transparent 
thermoplastic (plexiglass) window (Fig. 2).   

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Small size fish tank (Tank 2). 
 
The tank’s capacity is 104 l with dimensions: 1.14 x 0.45 x 0.30 m (water depth 

0.26m). In tests conducted in our laboratory, recordings were made using the following 
freshwater fish species: Pterophyllum Scalare, Pimelodus Pictus, Trichogaster leeri, 
Paracheirodon simulans and Ancistrus cirrhosus. The Pimelodus Pictus species was 
studied more thoroughly, (far more sound recording time was captured). Recordings were 
made using the following saltwater fish species: Oblada melanura, Sarpa salpa, Balistes 
capriscus, Diplodus sargus sargus, and Sparus aurata. It should be noted that even for 
species with known sound producing potential, very lengthy recordings had to be made for 
a sound to be captured. A typical stridulatory sound followed by a knock sound from a 
Pimelodus Pictus, is shown in Fig. 3.   

 

 
Fig. 3: Characteristic sound waveform from Pimelodus Pictus, recorded in Tank 2. 
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3. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL APPROACH OF TANKS’ ACOUSTICS 

The shape of both tanks constructed, was rectangular parallelepiped. In the small tank 
(Tank 2), one dimension is remarkably larger than the rest of them. In cases where the 
tank wall material is lightweight and it is thin (as it is the case with the small tank), it can 
be shown both experimentally and theoretically that the boundary surfaces of the aquarium 
behave as if they were free [4,5]. Since the small tank was made out of plastic (fiberglass) 
with its bottom surface resting on the floor, it is more reasonable to assume a different 
boundary condition only for this surface. We consider the bottom surface as hard and all 
other surfaces as being free. The resonance frequencies in this case will be given by the 
relationship,   

                                              
22 2

2 1
2 2l mn

x y z

c l m nf
L L L

    
            

                                              (1) 

 

Where the sound speed in water c=1500 m/sec, Lx, Ly, Lz the dimensions of the tank in 
meters, while l, m, n take the values: l, m = 1,2,3…. and  n = 0,1,2,3… The lowest 
eigenfrequency corresponds to: (l,m,n)=(1,1,0). Considering the small tank as a 
waveguide with the boundary conditions mentioned above, the cutoff frequency for this 
kind of tank (rectangular parallelepiped), is given by the relation: 
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y z
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                                                       (2) 

We can define the attenuation distance, as the frequency dependent distance, for which 
the sound is reduced by 20 dB, [5]. In Fig. 4 the attenuation distance is plotted with 
respect to frequency, in the case where the water depth is 0.26 m and the bottom is 
considered hard (fixed). We notice that up to 1800 Hz the attenuation distance is below 30 
cm. 

The cutoff  frequencies and lowest eigenfrequencies for the small tank but for different 
water depths are summarized in Table 1. The length Lx and the width Ly of the tank, are 
1.14 and 0.35 m respectively, while Lz corresponds to the water height (depth). 

 

 
Table 1: Cutoff frequencies and lowest eigenfrequencies for the small tank (Tank 2) for 

different water depths. Free boundary conditions are considered all around this tank, 
except for the bottom surface (considered hard). 

 

Water depth Lz (m) Cutoff Frequency (Hz) Lowest Eigenfrequency (Hz) 
0.15 3292 3357 
0.19 2913 2986 
0.23 2692 2772 
0.26 2583 2665 
0.30 2480 2566 
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Fig. 4: Attenuation distance with respect to frequency for the small tank with a water 
depth of 0.26 m. For tank’s boundary conditions and dimensions, see text. 

 
Since the walls of primary tank (Tank 1) are much thicker than those of Tank 2, hard 

boundary conditions (BCs) can be considered for size and bottom surfaces, and free BC 
for the top water surface. Equation (1) can still be used to obtain the theoretical values for 
the eigenfrequencies, but in this case take the following values: l,m,n=0,1,2,3… . The 
lowest eigenfrequency corresponds to: (l,m,n)=(0,0,0). The corresponding 
eigenfrequencies for both tanks, as derived through commercial FEM program (Comsol) 
for the first 9 modes, are given in Table 2. In what follows some characteristic images of 
the basic acoustic pressure inside Tank 1, are presented (Fig. 5). 

 

Table 2: The first ten eigenfrequencies for primary (Tank 1) and secondary (Tank 2). 

4. DISCUSSION - CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this section some issues one has to face while trying to collect fish sounds that are 
not obvious at first, will be discussed. We should notice that even well known for the 
sound production capabilities fish species often they do not produce any sounds 
(especially under this artificial environment of captivity and possibly stress induced). 
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Therefore many hours of recordings are needed only to find out, after off line processing, 
that one or two fish sounds were detected. 

 

   
 

   
 

Fig. 5: Sound field representation in the primary tank for modes 5,6,8 and 12. 
 
 

Moreover since the produced fish sounds are of very low intensity, for the fish sounds 
not to be buried in the noise produced by the circulating water filters and air pumps, all 
these noise making devices should be turned off for a recording to take place. This process 
reduces the recording’s duration since the fish wellbeing cannot be maintained if these 
vital devices remain off for more than 5 hours. Furthermore, because of the long 
hydrophones cables along with the many devices (audio, video, computers, lighting, etc.) 
and power appliance outlets involved, interference noise and ground loops deteriorate the 
audio signal quality. In many cases all the equipment involved with audio and video 
recordings was battery operated resulting in a much cleaner sound signals.  

As far as small sized tanks are concerned additional factors should be a concern when 
one is willing to record various types of fish. We should consider that the fish sound 
signature recorded in such a small tank could be remarkably different than the actual one. 
This is due to spectral morphing, because some fish waveform frequencies might be 
boosted when they coincide with tank eigenfrequencies and also, since the attenuation 
distance is frequency dependent, depending on the distance of the active fish from the 
hydrophone, the fish waveform might be distorted. Because of this and the weakness of 
fish sounds, it is then good practice to install more than one hydrophone in the tank, 
increasing this way the odds, the fish being close to a certain hydrophone at the moment it 
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is vocalizing. This in turn, increases the equipment and processing requirements (more 
audio channels synchronized with the video signal). 
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Abstract: In the framework of the Sea-Ears project, a system is designed and built for 
passive acoustic localization of broadband sources laying in the water column (e.g. 
vocalizing cetaceans) or on the seabed (e.g. underwater locator beacons). The localization 
method exploits time of arrival differences between direct and surface–reflected arrivals 
at one or two hydrophones and accounts for refraction caused by a depth-dependent 
sound-speed profile. Bayesian inversion allows for the estimation of localization errors 
taking into account arrival time measurement errors as well as uncertainties of 
hydrophone locations and the sound-speed profile itself. A number of controlled 
localization experiments were conducted in the bay of Heraklion using an acoustic pinger 
as a source. In this work the system components are described, one of the experiments 
performed is discussed and some results on source localization are presented. 

Keywords: Passive acoustic localization, travel times, refraction,  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Effective and accurate localization of underwater sources plays a central role in 
security monitoring of diver operations, post-accident recovery of black boxes (voice and 
data recorders) at sea, marine-mammal/cetacean research and associated conservation 
activities, etc. The Sea Ears project addresses passive localization of broadband 
underwater acoustic sources, using minimal hydrophone sets, taking into account 
refraction effects and exploiting multipath propagation 

 

 
 

Figure.1: Localization using two Hydrophones. 

The localization is based on measured travel-time differences between direct and 
surface-reflected arrivals at one or two hydrophones and takes into account refraction 
characteristics of the ocean sound channel and their effects on propagation geometry and 
travel times [1], [2] (Fig. 1). A Bayesian estimation framework is used to account for 
measurement errors and environmental uncertainties [3]. This system consists of a number 
of hardware components (hydrophones, depth sensors, GPS etc.) connected to a standard 
PC/laptop running a custom-made software suite that performs data acquisition and 
processing (estimation / detection / localization) and presents  localization results on a 
geographic map  in real-time aboard the ship (on-line mode). The software also features an 
off-line operation mode where the acquired data can be further studied and analyzed.   

In this work, the above system is described in terms of both its hardware and software 
components. Furthermore the results of some localization experiments conducted in the 
Bay of Heraklion are presented and discussed. 

2. HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

The system’s hardware comprises of three modules: the sensing module, the acquisition 
module and the GPS positioning module.  

The sensing part of the system consists either of two towed hydrophone arrays custom 
made by Ecologic (each of which has three hydrophones, two depth sensors and 200-m 
cable) or alternatively of a single cabled hydrophone (Reson TC4032 with 200-m cable). 
In the first case two hydrophones (one from each array) with their corresponding depth 
sensors are used. A photograph of one of the arrays and also a photograph of the single 
hydrophone is shown in Figure 2. 

For the acquisition of the acoustic signals and the depth sensors readings, a USB data 
acquisition system from National Instruments is used. It allows for 16-bit simultaneous 

H2

( )c zH1

S
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sampling of multiple channels with sampling frequency up to 100 kHz. Two channels are 
used for the acoustic data and two more for the depth sensors. 

 

                                
 

Figure 2: Left: Ecologic hydrophone array Right:  Reson TC4032 hydrophone 
 
The position (longitude, latitude) of the vessel as well as of the controlled source is 

monitored using Garmin GPS Units. The vessel position is directly streamed through a 
USB port to the PC running the detection/localization software 

3. SOFTWARE SYSTEM  

An interactive software system was developed for the data acquisition, preprocessing, 
analysis and presentation of localization results. This system, named “Moby Dick” is 
running on a standard PC/laptop interconnected with the data acquisition system and an 
external GPS device. It integrates data acquisition, detection and localization codes, along 
with a GPS module and several database components providing a user-friendly dynamic 
environment to be used both during field observations as well as for post-processing data 
analysis.  Its user interface features an interactive dynamic map on which the localization 
results are plotted. A block diagram of the software is presented in Fig.3.   

 

 
 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the Moby Dick software 
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Moby Dick supports two Modes of operation: (a) on-line operation for real-time data 
acquisition pre-processing and analysis – this is the mode to be used while conducting 
localization in the field, and (b) off-line operation for post-processing and detailed 
analysis of collected data after the completion of an experiment/measurement at sea. In 
Figure 4 a screenshot of the Moby Dick interface is shown. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: A screenshot of the Moby Dick  
 

Two fundamental modules of Moby Dick that may also function as standalone 
applications are the data acquisition module collecting and preprocessing data from the 
underwater sensors and the estimation / localization module producing localization results. 

  The data acquisition module was developed in C++ using the Framework wxWidgets. 
One part of the module is controlling the communication with the data acquisition system 
and the collection and recording of data in binary files on the disk. The second part 
displays and analyzes the recorded data by applying an energy filter on them in order to 
detect points of interest for further processing. Further data processing results in the 
detection of matches which are saved separately. A match is a combination of two close 
waveform arrivals of a pulsed signal (considered to be  direct and surface-reflected) 
recorded at both hydrophones (or at one hydrophone in the case of single-hydrophone 
configuration). The user can control the parameters of data collection and inspect the 
process in real-time through a data acquisition interface. A screenshot of the data 
acquisition module is shown in Figure 5, where the acoustic waveforms are shown in blue 
while in red is the result of the application of an energy filter to the signal. The large 
numbers on the left are the corresponding hydrophone depth readings (in meters).  

The localization module features a number of codes for Bayesian localization from 
measured time of arrival differences between direct and surface–reflected arrivals at one 
or two hydrophones. Refraction caused by a depth-dependent sound-speed profile is taken 
into account by applying a ray-tracing approach. Travel times are linearized with respect 
to source range, hydrophone and source depths as well as with respect to perturbations of 
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the sound-speed profile. The solution of the non-linear inversion problem is obtained 
through an iterative approach, solving a linear inverse problem in each step. The Bayesian 
approach allows for the estimation of localization errors caused by various sources of 
uncertainty, such as travel-time measurement errors, hydrophone location errors, and 
depth-dependent sound-speed uncertainty. In the case of a source lying in the water 
column synchronous recordings at a pair of two hydrophones are used to estimate the 
source range, depth and azimuth (subject to left-right ambiguity with respect to the vertical 
plane through the hydrophones). In the case of a source lying on the seabed of known 
depth and depth uncertainty, its location (range and azimuth) is estimated by combining 
recordings at a single hydrophone at various locations.  

 

 
 

Figure. 5: A screenshot of the data acquisition module. The signal recorded is in blue and 
the result of an energy filter applied to the signal is shown below in red.  

4. PRELIMINARY TESTS AND RESULTS 

A number of controlled localization experiments were conducted in the Bay of 
Heraklion, between the city of Heraklion and the island of Dia, Figure 6, in an area with 
water depths between 140 and 200 m. A two-hydrophone configurations was used. 

 

 
 

Figure. 6: The Bay of Heraklion and the experiment area (red) 
A broadband pinger (acoustic pinger 1201 by Online Electronics) emitting every 5 s 

box-shaped pulses of 5 ms duration was used as a source. During the experiments the 
pinger was deployed in the water column at certain depths as well as on the seafloor. A 
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custom-made surface float attached to the pinger facilitated its deployment and retrieval 
(Fig. 7). The pinger depth versus time was recorded using an autonomous TDR unit 
whereas the float location (longitude, latitude) was monitored through wireless GPS.  
 
 

                                         
 

Figure.7: Left: Putting the pinger in the water. Right: The surface float  
 

The localization experiments were conducted from SB Maryline. First the pinger and 
the float was put in the water, then the vessel moved away and the hydrophones were put 
in the water and towed by the vessel. When the vessel was moving, the distance between 
the vessel and the first hydrophone (H1) was about 90 meters and the distance between the 
two hydrophones H1, H2 was 100 meters as seen in Figure 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: A sketch (not in scale) of the position of the hydrophones behind the vessel 
 

Acoustic data from the hydrophones H1 and H2 and depth readings from the nearby 
depth sensors were used for the estimation of source range and depth. The depth readings 
were then combined with the vessel location data in order to map the location of the 
hydrophones in the horizontal and then using the source range estimates to obtain 
estimates for the source bearing (subject to left-right ambiguity).  

In the following some localization results from one of the experiments, conducted on 
15 December 2014 are presented. In that case the pinger was deployed on the seabed at 
~140 m depth and the vessel followed the path shown in Figure 9a as a green line - the 
location of the pinger (P) is denoted by a blue dot in this figure. The vessel stopped at 
predefined positions (stations) and data were collected. These stations labelled B1 through 
B9 are shown as magenta segments in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows localization results from 
the analysis of data collected during station B5 using the Moby-Dick software. 

H1

90 m 100 m

H2 
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                                      (a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 9: (a) The vessel route (green) and stations (magenta) and the pinger (P) position 
(blue dot). (b) Estimated pinger position (red dots) while at station B5 – true position is 
marked by pink disk. The position of the vessel is at the centre followed by the two 
hydrophones. 
 
The actual position of the pinger is shown by a pink disk in this figure. The position of the 
vessel is at the centre followed by the two hydrophones. The actual distance between the 
vessel and the pinger is 686 meters. The red dots are the estimated positions of the pinger 
obtained using the source localization software. A typical left-right ambiguity is observed.  
The standard deviation of the location estimation is about 50 m.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work a passive acoustic system for the localization of broadband sources is 
presented and its hardware and software components are described. The system has been 
tested in shallow water so far and one of these tests is briefly presented in this work 
together with some representative localization results. These results indicate that the 
system is working as expected and the estimation of a source position in shallow water is 
possible. Future work involves localization experiments in deep water.  
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ABSTRACT : The optimum detection problem of Gaussian signal in the background of Gaussian noise 

have attracted many research interests, it is the one of theoretical basis of passive sonar detection. But, the 
theoretical analysis and at sea experiment proved that there exist single frequency signal component in radiated 
noise of underwater target. In the situation of low signal to noise ratio, the traditional detection technique for 
broad band signal plus noise is not optimum because the existence of single frequency component. It is 
necessary to adopt new detection method, which is different with broadband energy detection. Several kinds of 
theoretical method for detecting single frequency component are described in this paper, including 
autocorrelation detection, FFT analysis, adaptive line enhancing etc. For stationary random data, the long time 
integration will much improve the receiver performance of detection for single frequency component. But, the 
frequency fluctuation will results the degrading of system gain.  A new technique based on segment FFT 
method is proposed to meet the requirement of long time integration. The system gain expressions for these 
methods are derived and compared. It is showed that the segment FFT detection obviously has advantage; it is 
more robust for the frequency fluctuation, which might have in underwater signal propagation. 

 
Key Words: Single frequency component, passive sonar detection, segment FFT algorithm 
 
1  Introduction 
The detection, location and identification of radiated noise of underwater target is the most 
important topics in passive sonar. In the traditional broad band detection architecture, it is proved 
that the energy detector is optimum for Gassian signal detection in the background of Gassian 

noise [1]. 

It is proved by the theoretical analysis and experiment that the radiated noise of underwater 
target contains plenty single frequency component. Particularly in low frequency band (less than 
100Hz), in the procedure of propeller rotation, the blade of shaft will result single low frequency 
component. Some of these low frequency components appear in additive form, and some will 

modulated to a relative high frequency band by the vibration of vessels [2-3]. In a word, the 

detection of low frequency component of radiated noise of underwater target is a very important 
topic in passive sonar, it is possible to provide a practical detection technique for low noise and 
quiet submarine. 
The detection problem of low frequency signal is of course related to the characteristics of low 
frequency signal propagation in ocean. 
S.V.Burenkov have made some experiment of  long distance propagation for 228 Hz low 

frequency signal in 90’s of last century, the receiving distance is more than 9000km[4]。 The 

following two important facts they’ve found: the first one is the signal fluctuation in long 
distance propagation is very serious, in the five minutes observation period, the fluctuation value 
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large then 20 dB. The second fact is the signal phase has “incredible stability” during the long 
distance propagation. D.F.Worcester and R.C.Spindel point out in a summarize report about 

ATOC（Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate）project[5]，between 1995-1999 US scientists 

record 57Hz and 75 Hz low frequency signal propagation data by using 14 SOSUS receiving 
arrays, the maximum recording distance is 3900km, they suggest that the signal filtered with 
bandwidth 1-2Hz can be used for target recognition. 
The theory of single frequency detection in wide Gassian noise background is discussed in this 
paper. The signal and noise model is presented， various detection methods, including energy 
detection, auto-correlation, FFT analysis and adaptive line enhancer are studied 
Two different FFT analysis methods for long time integration are derived, it is shown that 
segment FFT technique has advantage in the case of frequency fluctuation during signal 
propagation. 
2. Signal model 
Suppose radiated noise of underwater target can be expressed as 





N

k
kkk tntfAtx

1
)()π2cos()(                               （1） 

Where kA  is the amplitude of thk   single frequency component， k  is the random phase，

and )(tn  Gaussian random noise. In equation (1), it is supposed that N  components are 

independent，and k  is also independent to )(tn , k  has uniform distribution function in 

]π2 ,0[ . 

Assume  
2)]([Var      ,0)]([ ntntnE                                   （2） 

The signal to noise ratio of k -th single frequency component in equation (1) is 

2
2
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)SNR( n

k
k

A
                                         （3） 

In particle applications，we are facing weak signal detection，therefore 

1)SNR( ,in k                                             （4） 

    Since the number of components of single frequency has no particularly meaning in the 
discussion of detection method, we can simplify our signal model as  

)()π2cos()( 0 tntfAtx                                    （5） 

Where 0f  is the frequency of component，  is random phase with uniform probability 

distribution within ]π2 ,0[ ，and independent to )(tn . 

The method described below is based the model of equation（5）， but it is easy to extended to the 
case of 1N . 
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3.Comparison of several detection techniques 
 
3.1 Energy detector 
The signal to noise ratio expressed in equation（5）is 

2222
in 2)SNR( nns A                                   （6） 

Where )]([ 22 tnEn   is the noise power. 

Suppose the noise power is known，then the energy detector is a quite good detection technique, 
let the energy detector perform operation: 
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The output signal to noise ratio of energy detector is   
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It is actually the ratio of direct current jump when signal present. It is no difficult to prove[6]，that 

the system gain of energy detector is equal to 
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Where )(n  represent the correlation coefficient of noise. 

Equation （10）can be rewritten as 

TWG 2                                           （10） 

The physical meaning of this expression is quite clear，that is the system gain of energy detector 
is equal to the square root of the product of bandwidth and integration time. Therefore, in certain 

sense, if the integration time is doubled, then the system gain will rise a factor of 2 (1.5dB）. 

The preliminary condition in applying energy detector for single frequency detection is the noise 
power must be known. This is not often possible in practice.  
3．2  Auto-correlation detector 
Fig.1 is the block diagram of auto-correlation detector. By adjusting the time delay operation, the 
single frequency component will be finally extracted from wide band noise background.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1  Block diagram of auto-correlation detection 
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The model of auto-correlation detection is as follows： 
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It is easy to show, that 
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When the time delay 0  is large enough，and 00f ＝integer，then 

2
)]([

2AtzE                                                   

It is also proved that the system gain of auto-correlation detector can be also expressed by 
equation（10）. 
3．3 Narrow band filter（FFT Analyzer） 

Suppose the signal to be detected is a sinusoidal wave with frequency 0f ，if we can use a 

narrow band filter with center frequency 0f ，then the most background noise can be filtered and 

the signal will pass through. 

Assume the power density spectrum of )(tn  in ] ,0[ W  is Wn 2/2 ，i.e. 
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Therefore the noise power is 
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Let the bandwidth of the filter is 2/f ，i.e. 
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The signal power of the output of this filter should be 2
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2 s
A  ，and the noise power 

is Wf n 2/2 ，then the output signal to noise ratio is 
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And the system gain is 
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We can see that the system gain of narrow band filter is much larger than energy detector and 
auto-correlator. 
Fig.2 is the theoretical result.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2  Comparison of narrow band filter and auto-correlator  
 
There are many methods can realize the narrow band filtering. FFT analysis is one of effective 
technique in digital signal processing. 

Suppose sf  is the sampling frequency，the sample number is N ，therefore the frequency 

resolution is 

ss TNff /1/                                      （16） 

Where sT  is the sampling duration， ss /1 fT  。 

Replacing equation（18） into equation（17），we get 

s2 NTWG                                         （17） 

In doing FFT analysis, when sf  large enough， then the analysis band will cover the unknown 

signal frequency, therefore the sinusoidal component can be extracted by FFT analyzer. 
3．4  Adaptive line enhancer（ALE） 
Adaptive line enhancer (ALE) is a very effective technique to enhance sinusoidal component in 
wide band noise background. 
The basic principle is shown in Fig.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

Fig.3 Block diagram of Adaptive line enhancer (ALE) 
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)()()( tntstx   is the primary input of ALE，suppose the sinusoidal signal is the main 

components in )(ts ， )(tn  is the wide band noise. Taking time delay 0  for )(tx ，it yields 

)()()()( 000   tntstxty                    （18） 

Adjust the filter response )( fH ，such that the output of )( fH , the difference between )(tz  

and )(tx  

)()()( txtzt                                     （19） 

minimum. Since )(tn  and )( 0tn  are independent （when 0  large enough），and )(ts , 

)( 0ts  is always correlated. Therefore the minimization of )(t  is equal to suppressing )(tn  

to lowest，and the sinusoidal signal is enhanced[7]. 

4  Selection of DFT analysis parameters 
For a digital sonar system, it is necessary to have some pre-processing for analogue signal, that is 

sampling and A/D conversion. Assume the input signal is )()π2cos()( 0 tntfAtx   .                 

Suppose the sampling duration is sT ，therefore the digital signal is 

)()π2cos()( ss0s kTnkTfAkTx                         （20） 

For simplification, rewrite the equation（22）as 

 ,2 ,1 ,0                )()()(  kknkskx                    （21） 

The N  point  DFT  for this signal is 
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The frequency resolution become 

ss /1/ NTNff                                            

It is known from equation（19）,  in the case of signal frequency is very stable, the larger of N ，

the system gain is higher. If the frequency 0f  of signal )π2cos( s0 kTfA  has some kind of 

fluctuation or the background noise is not stationary, then the increase of integration time will 
not be able to bring higher system gain.   
The following segment DFT algorithm can improve the system gain and also keep relative high 
frequency resolution. 

Divide the data in M  segment，each segment has 0N  points（for example 10240 N ），

therefore the sample series can be represented as 
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The DFT of m -th segment of 0N  points is 
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The frequency resolution of each segment DFT is given by 

s0/1 TNf                                                  

It is obviously lower then the resolution of 0MN  DFT.  Summarizing )(lZm  for all M    

segment，we have 
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Where ][Int x  denote the integer of nearest to x . 

It is easy to show that 
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It is not difficult to prove that based on equations （25） and （26）, the output signal to noise 
ratio of segment DFT is 

s0inout 2)SNR()SNR( WTMN                                （27） 

Therefore the system gain should be 

s02 MTWNG                                              （28） 

This is agree with equation (15). 
    When the condition expressed by equation（24）can be valid ( this is most possible situation), 
the system gain could not reach the value given by equation (15). But, the numerical simulation 
shows if the parameters of M segment DFT are chosen right, then the system gain will be satisfy 
and also the algorithm is not sensitive to the frequency fluctuation. 
5. Conclusion 
The detection of single frequency signal in wide band noise background is very important in the 
theory and practice. The method of energy detection, auto-correlation detection and adaptive line 
enhancer could be considered as one of potential technique for extracting signal. But the M 
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segment DFT algorithm proposed in this paper shows much better system performance when the 
sinusoidal component has some frequency fluctuation due to long distance propagation.  
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Abstract: the deployment of underwater acoustic modems was done for investigation of 
various effects of an underwater acoustic channel onto the propagation of hydro-acoustic 
signals and thus onto the performance of a hydro-acoustic modem. Data represented the 
sequences of QPSK signals spread over broad frequency band (18-34 kHz) using sweep-
spread carrier (S2C) technology. Transmissions were conducted with data rates between 
1 and 20 kbps. Underwater acoustic channels were of a horizontal geometry with water 
depths 8 to 22 meters. Two transmission distances, 328 m and 437 m, were used. Data 
obtained from the deployment included modem performance statistics for over 2 days, 
channel impulse response for each data packet, estimations of Doppler impairments of the 
receive signals, noise levels, and sound velocity profiles. Communication and channels 
statistics were collected during bidirectional exchange. By means of channel probing the 
transfer function of the acoustic channel was repeatedly recorded and directly compared 
with the result obtained using channel simulations. This provided the possibility for a 
“prediction” of the modem performance in the channel with given characteristics. 
Predictions of the experimental performance over time were obtained using underwater 
acoustic simulator based on the Bellhop model. Simulator was progressively updated with 
settings of actual environmental parameters including sound velocity profile, bottom 
profile and its acoustic properties. Comparison of the predictions with measured modem 
statistics demonstrated a reasonable agreement. 

Keywords: underwater acoustic communications, underwater acoustic modem, S2C 
technology 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Twelve years have passed since the development of the prototype acoustic modem 
based on Sweep-Spread Carrier (S2C) technology [1], and then start of commercial 
production of such modems in late 2002. During the last ten years there has been 
developed a commercial line of acoustic modems based on the use of the Sweep-Spread 
Carrier (or swept carrier) – a subtype of spread-spectrum waveforms characterized by 
continuous frequency change. 

Practical experience of long-term operations of the modem demonstrated a reliable 
transfer of data in different conditions of underwater acoustic channels, in particular, in 
tricky multipath channels (deployments of the IFREMER, Baltic Sea Research Institute, 
Baikal Neutrino Telescope Collaboration, etc.). The experimental performance of S2C 
modems is partially described in papers of Evologics [2]-[6], as well as in papers of the 
commercial customers using these devices [7], [8]. However, the information presented in 
the papers does not provide an full picture about the abilities of modems built upon the 
S2C technology to operate in underwater acoustic channels of high complexity. 

One of the main purposes of this paper is to generalize the characteristics of S2C 
modem operating in underwater acoustic channels with dynamic multipaths, as well as to 
compare the modem’s performance in different conditions of the underwater acoustic 
channel. The next section presents the peculiarities of underwater acoustic modems based 
on the S2C technology. The third section described methods, instruments and facility. The 
fourth section presents results of simulations. The fifth section contains the experimental 
results and the characterization of the acoustic channel based on the physical 
measurements carried out with the modems during data exchange. The last contains 
discussion and conclusion. 
 
2. PECULARITIES OF UNDERWATERACOUSTIC MODEMS BUILT 
UPON THE S2C TECHNOLOGY 
 

If a transmission of digital signals is based on discrete manipulation with a carrier of a 
non-changing frequency, the received signal usually experiences serious distortion 
resulting from interfering multipath arrivals having random propagation delays, but still 
the same (or nearly the same) frequency. 

On the other hand, if a transmission of digital signals is based on the use of the sweep-
spread carrier (swept carrier), the received signal experiences less distortions, while 
besides the different delays they have different instantaneous frequencies. This 
circumstance significantly changes the nature of received signal distortions [1]. 

For example, when two multipath arrivals of a signal with the swept carrier come to 
receiver with even a small difference of their propagation delays, identical amplitudes and 
opposite phases, the fading effect of the received signals is not going to be significant. 
And this has the following explanation. 

If the reference signal in the receiver is synchronized in time with of one of the 
multipath arrivals of the received signal and then multiplied with this received signal, the 
power spectral density of the resulting function measured at zero frequency is directly 
proportional to the power of the synchronized arrival. (The arrival, which is synchronized 
in receiver with the reference signal, is further referred as “synchronous arrival”). 

On the other hand, the contribution of any other (i.e. non-synchronous) arrival to the 
power spectral density of the resulting function at zero frequency is not directly 
proportional to the power of this (non-synchronous) arrival. As demonstrated in [1], [9], 
the larger the excess propagation delay between synchronous and non-synchronous 
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arrivals, the smaller the contribution of the non-synchronous arrivals (to the power 
spectral density of the resulting function at zero frequency). Therefore, the time-frequency 
offset of each multipath arrival of the signal with swept carrier can be used for filtering the 
synchronous arrival of the received signal and mitigating all non-synchronous arrivals. In 
the ideal case, owing to the filtering, separation of multipath arrivals and subsequently 
their separate processing can be achieved. 

In [1], [9], when using linearly swept carrier, the effect of mitigation of non-
synchronous arrivals onto parameters estimation of the synchronous arrival has been 
studied. It has been demonstrated, that if a synchronous and a non-synchronous arrival 
have equal power levels, the output of the complex correlator allows to estimate the error 
of the parameters estimation of the synchronous arrival, and thus to characterize the 
influence of the non-synchronous arrival onto the synchronous one, particularly as 
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maximum phase error (deviation from the correct phase  ), d  – frequency spread of the 
swept carrier from the central frequency of the spectrum representing the spreading 
parameter of the S2C signal, n  – excess propagation delay of the non-synchronous arrival 
relatively to the synchronous one. 

According to (1), the influence of a non-synchronous arrival onto the accuracy of the 
parameter estimation of the synchronous arrival can be characterized with decreasing 
oscillating function similar to xxsin . Owing to relatively low sound velocity in water the 
excess propagation delays of multipath arrivals are relatively large, and thus the 
differences of their instantaneous frequencies are rather large. Therefore, the influence of a 
delayed (non-synchronous) arrival onto the accuracy of parameters estimation of the 
synchronous arrival rapidly decreases with increasing frequency spread of the swept 
carrier signal. It is noteworthy to mention that reduction of the influence of a non-
synchronous arrival onto accuracy of parameters estimation of the synchronous arrival is 
equivalent to widening the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 

Let ACF(t)  be the autocorrelation function of the transmitted signal having swept 
carrier, and CCF(t)  – the cross-correlation function of the received signal with the 
corresponding reference signal. After synchronization of the maximum of ACF(t)  with a 
local maximum of CCF(t) , a function in the following form can be calculated: 

)tCCF(t )tACF(t(t)MIF cam  ,     (2) 

where at  – time instance of the maximum for ACF(t)  and ct  – time instance of the local 
maximum for CCF(t) , i.e. the time instance corresponding to one of the multipath 
arrivals which we define as the synchronous arrival. This function demonstrates the extent, 
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to which each multipath arrival can be mitigated due to matched processing of the 
received signal at the time instance, at which ca tt  . 

Since expression (2) gives a numerical representation of the mitigated influence of each 
non-synchronous multipath arrival onto the parameters estimation of the synchronous one, 
the expression can be used as a form of modified multipath intensity profile. In its turn, 
Fourier transform of the modified multipath intensity profile can provide a numerical 
evaluation of the coherence bandwidth of underwater acoustic channel for the case of 
transmission of signals with sweep-spread carrier. (It is reasonable to expect that the 
mitigation of multipath arrivals can cause corresponding widening of the coherence 
bandwidth.) 

Estimation of the coherence bandwidth may serve as a general metric, which reflects an 
expected performance of the modem based on S2C technology in underwater acoustic 
channel with given characteristics of impulse response (for example, characteristics based 
on directly measured impulse response e.g. during establishment of acoustic connection or 
in the process of bidirectional modems interaction). The estimation can be also used for 
evaluation of the ratio between the signal bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth and 
thus also for evaluation of the output signal-to-noise ratio and the bit error rate expected in 
given conditions of the channel with multipath. 

3. METHODS, INSTRUMENTS AND FACILITY 
 

In the experiments, WiSE modems were used (WiSE – White Line Science Edition), in 
particular, modems type S2CR18/34 WiSE. When using the modems, the user has access 
to a "sandbox" [10], in which he can implement and run his own applications. For rapid 
development of custom applications, the sandbox allows running TCL/Expect scripts 
and/or C/C++ programs. 

During experiment preparation, a TCL script there was designed, enabling message 
exchange between acoustic modems, saving the results of data exchange and service 
informations with estimated channel characteristics. 

Data exchange scenario consisted of following steps: 
1) data source transmitted so-called instant messages [4] to the recipient (instant 

message is a message type for transmission of short bit trains, up to 64 bytes, with a fixed 
bit  rate 1 kbps); the instant messages contained the settings for the session, e.g. bit rate, 
packet length, package length, etc.; 

2) after receiving the instant message the recipient returned an acknowledgement (also 
in the form of an instant message); 

3) upon acknowledgement reception the source sent a data sequence in form of burst 
data, to the recipient; 

4) after receiving the burst data, the recipient answered with an instant message 
acknowledging the data reception; 

5) the source of the burst data transmitted an instant message to the recipient containing 
settings for the next session. 

The scenario was repeated until all sessions (with different settings prepared for the 
experiment) have been executed. After going through all the sessions the source and the 
recipient changed roles and the data exchange scenario was repeated again, now 
transmitting burst data in opposite direction. 

Upon reception of a message (instant message or burst data), the receiver estimated the 
channel characteristics, in particular, impulse response, multipath intensity profile, 
standard deviation of the multipath propagation delays, input and output signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNRin and SNRout correspondingly), time of reception, and the result of data 
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transfer, in particular, the bit error rate (by means of direct comparison of received and 
transmitted sequences), the locations of bit errors (group errors) in the received sequence. 

The estimations of channel characteristics, as well as the results of data transmission 
were stored in the internal data-logger of the modem (up to 32 GB). Besides the physical 
measurements of the underwater acoustic channel, numerical evaluation of the expected 
channel characteristics based on simulation software Bellhop was also carried out. 

The experimental material presented in the paper has been collected over 13-14 July 
2012 in Cossachiya bay waters, Sevastopol, Black Sea. The weather conditions during 
both experiments were comparable. In all experiments, the same modems (S2CR18/34 
WiSE) were used. The modems operated in the frequency band between 18 and 34 kHz. 
The channel geometry was horizontal with water depths between 6 and 22 m. 

One of the modems was placed under an anchored pontoon. The other was placed under 
an anchored boat. In the test on July 13, 2012, the depth of the modem under the pontoon 
(44 ° 34,895 'N, 33 ° 24,308' E) was 5 m, the water depth under the pontoon was 6 m. The 
depth of the modem under the boat (44 ° 34,910 'N, 33 ° 24,540' E ) was 14 m, the water 
depth under the boat was 16 m. Transmission distance was 328 m. 

In the test on 14 July, 2012, the depth of the modem under the pontoon (44 ° 34,904 'N, 
33 ° 24,393' E) was 8 m, the water depth under the pontoon was 9 m. The depth of the 
modem under the boat (44° 35,109'N, 33 ° 24,561' E) was 14 m, the water depth under the 
boat was 22 m. Transmission distance was 437 m. 

The experiments were carried out under the following conditions. Wind 2-4 m/s, sea 
state 1-2 Bft. The noise level of the sea at the site of the experiment was 35-37 dB (in one-
Hz-band near transducer resonance). Propagation was characterized with moderate 
variability: because of pitching and drift of the boats during experiments, the depth of the 
modem varied within a range of ± 0.5 m, and the horizontal displacement of the receiver 
(in respect to coordinates given above) did not exceed 10 m. The relative transmitter-
receiver velocities did not exceed 0.3 m/s. 

Modem transducer was characterized by a smooth transmit voltage response in the 
frequency range from 18 to 34 kHz with variations of up to 6 dB at the edges of the 
frequency band. The transducer had a weakly pronounced resonance at 26 kHz and was 
characterized with an omnidirectional transmit diagram in horizontal plane and weakly 
expressed directivity in vertical plane (about 120°). The transmit level of the signals was 
169 dB re 1 Pa/m. Burst data were M-sequences, 1024 bits each. The sequences were 
subjected to a recursive convolutional coding (turbo-coding) [12]. Given the ½ rate of 
coding the length of each sequence being transmitted into water increased to 2048 bits. 
Before being sent to the recipient, the sequence was split into packets and transmitted in 
packages (the structure of a data package – train of data packets – is in Fig. 1). 

As seen in Fig. 1, each packet included a pair of sync pulses, a header, and payload 
data. Each packet was followed by a pause. Duration of the payload data in the packet was 
1 s. The number of packets in a package depended on the bitrate. The range of bitrates 
used in the experiments stayed between 1 and 14 kbps. Data symbols were generated as 
differential QPSK pulses. Sweep-spread carrier represented a succession of linear sweeps 
followed without pauses one after another one. The length of every sweep was equal to the 
length of a data symbol. Symbol length (i.e. sweep lengths) stayed in the range between 
0.14 ms and 2 ms (data rates 1-14 kbps). 

 

 
Fig. 1: Structure of the data package (train of packets) 
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4. SIMULATION OF THE UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC CHANNEL 
 

Sound velocity profiles were measured before each test on 13th and 14th July 2012. The 
profiles are represented in Fig. 2 (profile for 13.07 – solid line, profile for 14.07 – dashed 
line).  

 
Fig. 2: Sound velocity profiles 

 
According to profile shapes, the signal propagation paths were expected to be refracted 

downwards (Fig. 3a,b). 
When transmitting over the distance of 437 m, the received signals were expected to 

experience bottom scattering. Bellhop simulation, Fig. 3a,b, shows that all multipath 
arrivals of the received signal experienced at least one reflection from the channel 
boundaries. In turn, when transmitting over the distance of 328 m, the received signals 
were expected to travel on a "direct path", i.e. not experience reflections from channel 
boundaries (corresponding figure is not presented here). Hence, at such distances the 
received signal was expected to contain a strongly dominating arrival with rather minor 
fluctuations In turn, due to wind and waves, the multipaths reflected from the surface were 
expected to demonstrate significant fluctuations. In fact, Fog. 4 and Fig. 6 confirm such 
expectation: the first lobe of the correlation function (reference-to-receive signal) has less 
fluctuation than the other lobes corresponding to delayed (scattered) multipath arrivals. 

To model the impulse response by means of Bellhop, the following code-independent 
parameters of the propagation medium were used: 

- on 13.07.12: bottom top layer density 1900 kg/m3 (mostly sandy bottom, [13]) and 
sound velocity in the layer 1430 m/s; 

- on 14.07.12: bottom top layer density 1930 kg/m3 (mostly silt bottom, [13]) and 
sound velocity in the layer 1410 m/s; 

- salinity 18 ppm; 
- bottom and surface roughness 0.25 cm rms. 
As noted above, the boat and the platform were anchored and experienced some 

movement by wind and waves (about 10 m on the surface, and up to 0.5 m in depth). To 
assess the extent of the impulse response variations associated with such movements  
simulations of the Bellhop software were launched multiple times with different settings 
corresponding to different depth and range displacements by incrementing the depth 
variations by 0.2 m, and distance variations by 1 m.  

The set of multipath propagation intensity profiles, obtained by means of simulation, is 
shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b for the test on data transmission over the distance of 328 m 
and for the test on data transmission over the distance of 437 m correspondingly. 
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Based on the models, in the test on data transmission over the distance of 328 m, the 
excess propagation delays were expected to remain within 4 ms (Fig. 4a), the number of 
multipath arrivals – between 3 and 4, power fluctuations of the multipath arrivals – in the 
range between 2 and 3 dB. In the test on data transmission over the distance of 437 m, the 
excess propagation delays were expected to remain within 2 ms (Fig. 4b), the number of 
multipath arrivals – 2, power fluctuations of the multipath arrivals – up to 5 dB. 

a) b) 
Fig. 3: Ray tracing, a – test 13.07.2012, b – test 14.07.2012 

 
Based on the models of the impulse response (and, correspondingly, models of the 

multipath intensity profile), the estimations of the coherence bandwidth were obtained. 
According to [12], a multipath intensity profile and a two-frequency correlation function 
are related to each other through Fourier transform. Finding the Fourier transform of the 
multipath propagation intensity profile, a frequency range was obtained, where the 
amplitudes of the spectral components correlated with high probability. In particular, for 
mobile radio communication, this range is determined by the interval at which the 
complex transfer function of the channel has a correlation of at least 0.5 [12]. Using this 
(conventional) approach, the coherence bandwidth of the modelled channel was evaluated 
and represented in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. 

 

 
a) 

 

b) 
Fig. 4: Models of multipath propagation intensity profiles, a – test 13.07.2012, b – test 

14.07.2012 
 

These figures allow to evaluate the expected coherence bandwidth when testing data 
transmission in the channel over the distance of 328 m, and over the distance of 437 m. 
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Particularly, in the first case, the expected coherence bandwidth was expected to be in the 
range between 1100 and 1420 Hz, and in the second case the expected coherence 
bandwidth was expected to be in the range between 1200 and 2700 Hz. 

 

a)  
b)  

Fig. 5: Coherence bandwidth (conventional estimation) in vicinity of the modem locations, 
a – test 13.07.2012, b – test 14.07.2012 

 
Given the ability of the S2C receiver to mitigate the influence of delayed (non-

synchronous) multipath arrivals, and thus to improve the coherence bandwidth, the 
modified form of the multipath propagation intensity profile (see above) was calculated. 
For the given signal bandwidth (16 kHz), the expected improvement of the coherence 
bandwidth was expected to be between 3 and 4. The coherence bandwidth, obtained by 
using the modified multipath intensity profile, was in the range between 3200 and 4500 
Hz for the test of data transmission over the distance of 328 m, and between 3500 and 
5900 Hz for the test of data transmission over the distance of 437 m. 

5. EXPERMANTAL RESULTS AND CHARACTERISATION OF THE 
ACOUSTIC CHANNEL BASED ON THE PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
 

For evaluation of the channel (channel probing), synchronisation pulses were used 
(broadband linear sweeps, bandwidth 16 kHz, duration 2.048 ms), always transmitted as 
forepart of each instant message or each burst data packet. After processing these pulses, 
the actual multipath intensity profile was evaluated and then the coherence bandwidth of 
the actual channel was estimated. 

 
Fig. 6:  Multipath propagation intensity profile (physical measurements) 
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Fig. 6 shows the superposition of several of multipath intensity profiles recorded in the 
test on data transmission over the distance of 328 m. Their comparison with multipath 
intensity profile obtained by the simulations (Fig. 4) shows their similarity, both in terms 
of the number of multipath arrivals (3-4) and the their excess propagation delays (about 4 
ms). The difference consists in their levels (differences between arrivals expected to be 
larger when simulating their propagation), as well as in dynamics of the arrivals (when 
simulating their propagation the dynamics expected to be less). These differences can, 
however, be explained. Particularly, in addition to the displacements in range and depth, 
the modem on flexible cable could also experience some angular variations, e.g. due to 
rapid vertical movements of the boat on the wave, what could lead to cable slacks and 
uncontrollable tilts of the modem. The direction of maximum transmitting power of the 
modem could constantly change causing variations of signal levels transmitted in each 
direction of the propagation medium. With this in mind, the agreement between the set of 
measured multipath propagation intensity profiles and their models can be considered as 
satisfactory. Obtained from the physical measurements of the multipath intensity profile, 
the corresponding estimates of the coherence bandwidth are demonstrated in Fig. 7a and 
Fig. 7b. In Fig. 7a, the estimates are made using conventional approach (from Fourier 
transforms of the multipath intensity profiles). The coherence bandwidth ranged from 200 
Hz to 7 kHz. 

In Fig. 7b the estimates are obtained using modified approach (from Fourier transform 
of the modified multipath intensity profile, i.e. after applying the expression (2)). The 
coherence bandwidths were in this case (when swept carrier was applied) in average 
higher and ranged from 2 kHz to 8 kHz. 
 

a) 

 

 
b) 

Fig. 7: Coherence bandwidth estimated during the tests, a – conventional estimation, b – 
modified estimation (signals with swept carrier used) 

 
Comparing Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, one can also see that in channels with relatively large 

coherence bandwidths (i.e. the standard deviation of multipath delays is small) the 
improvement of the coherence bandwidth (owing to signals with swept carrier) is less 
significant. In contrary, in channels with relatively small estimates of the coherence 
bandwidth (i.e. the standard deviation of multipath delays is relatively large) the 
improvement of the coherence bandwidth (owing to signals with swept carrier) can be 
very significant.  

To illustrate this observation, Fig. 8 demonstrates the coefficient of coherence 
bandwidth improvement as function of channel complexity (here the channel complexity 
is given as standard deviation of excess propagation delays). As follows from the figure, in 
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channels with high complexity the coherence bandwidth may be increased by times or 
even tens of times when using signals with swept carrier. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Improvement of the coherence bandwidth as function of channel complexity 

 

Usually, as a measure of the received signal’s quality, the signal-to-noise ratio is often 
used. Particularly, the ratio of the average power of the received multipath signal to the 
average power of the ambient noise at the receiver input (SNRin). In our tests this SNRin 
was 9-12 dB. However, in channels with multipath, the SNRin is often a poor measure for 
received signal quality. With increasing the transmit level, the level of received signal (in 
relation to the level of ambient noise) becomes higher, but the level of other disturbances – 
the multipath interference – remains unchanged (the level of reflected signal is 
proportional to the level of transmit signal). In this regard, more useful measure of a 
received signal quality could be the output SNR, i.e. the SNR estimated at the point 
following the demodulator, i.e. at the pre-detector point of the receiver. 

Since the signal with swept carrier is processed on the quadrature demodulator, SNRout 
can be estimated at the output of the demodulator as the module of the ratio described as: 
mean value of the complex envelope divided through standard deviation of the complex 
envelope. Such definition of SNRout is similar to the definition used in optics [14]. Fig. 9 
demonstrates the scatter of the complex envelope of the signal at the pre-detector point of 
the receiver (input of the phase detector) for two sequences transmitted in the same 
channel, but under different conditions. In general, the standard deviation of the estimated 
phase in the channels with smaller excess propagation delays is less than the standard 
deviation of phase estimated in channels with larger excess propagation delays. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 9: Examples of complex envelope scattering, a –  SNRout = 5.32, b – SNRout = 5.96 
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Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the SNRout and the relative signal bandwidth, 
which transmit signal occupies (here: relative signal bandwidth is the ratio between the 
signal bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth of the channel). This relationship shows 
that as the signal bandwidth increases with respect to the coherence bandwidth the SNRout 
becomes less. Particularly, with increase of the relative signal bandwidth from 0.25 to 1.75 
the SNRout decreases from 6.7 to 5.3 dB. However, it should be noted that in these tests it 
was not possible to clearly separate between the influence of the multipath effect and 
influence of ambient noise on the quality of the received signal. As the level of the 
transmitted signal was set low (169 dB), and the distance was relatively large, the 
contribution of ambient noise was significant. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: SNRout vs relative signal bandwidth 
 

Furthermore, the bit error rate (BER) was taken as one of very important characteristics 
of the received signal quality. Tested for wide range of bit rates, BER significantly 
changed, specifically between 0 to 0.125. 

BER depended on the nature of the influence of the channel onto the received signal. In 
particular, with increase of the relative bandwidth of the signal, and thus more severe 
frequency-selective fading, BER expectedly increased. The relationship between BER and 
the relative bandwidth of the signal is shown in Fig. 11a. It demonstrates, that in the range 
of the relative bandwidth values less than 0.75, the BER remained less than 10-3. When the 
relative bandwidth reaches 1.0, BER increased to few hundredth. And when the relative 
bandwidth reached 1.25, BER could already reach a few tenths. 

For comparison, Fig. 11b shows similar relationship but when the coherence bandwidth 
of the channel was estimated using conventional approach. Qualitatively the relationship is 
similar. The difference consists in quantities. 

It should be noted that these relationships were obtained under combined contribution 
of the multipath effect and the ambient noise. For evaluation of more exact relationships 
the tests should be repeated with higher transmit signal levels, so that the contribution of 
ambient noise could be neglected. Nevertheless, this material clearly shows that with the 
relative signal bandwidth less than 1.0 BER has low values, and after exceeding 1.0 BER 
rapidly grows. 

This circumstance can be interpreted as follows. Until relative bandwidth is equal to 
1.0, the frequency-selective fading remains minor. But with further increase of the relative 
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bandwidth, the frequency-selective fading rapidly grows and the quality of received signal 
decreases. 

On one hand, this result is expected to be obtained according to the theory. On the other 
hand, the test results confirm the validity of the modified evaluation of the coherence 
bandwidth when signals with swept carrier are used. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 11: BER vs relative bandwidth, a – for modified coherence bandwidth estimation 
when signals with swept carrier used, b – for conventional coherence bandwidth 

estimation 
 

Also, this result is of significant practical importance: the relationships can be used for 
automatic selection of the appropriate error correction method (from a set of methods 
implemented in the modem), as well as for selection of the sufficient redundancy of the 
error correction code for increasing the effective rate during data exchange in complicated 
underwater acoustic channels. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The deployment of commercial (S2C-based) underwater acoustic modems was 

applied for investigation of various effects of underwater acoustic channel onto 
performance of acoustic underwater communications. Programming the commercial 
modem for execution of special (user-specific) scenarios was carried out by exploiting the 
advanced property of S2C-based modems (i.e. "sandbox" functionality) for 
implementation and running the custom-specific applications and protocols. Particularly, 
for rapid development of test scripts and applications the sandbox enables execution of 
TCL/Expect scripts, as well as allows to launch custom applications written in C / C + +. 

2. Experimental performance of the S2C-based underwater acoustic modems, evaluated 
in comprehensive tests, was compared with expected performance evaluated by using the 
underwater acoustic simulator (Bellhop). The comparison demonstrated reasonable 
agreement. The simulated performance did not correlate well with measured data when 
considering only the short-term fluctuations. Nevertheless, the simulation demonstrated 
reasonable way for obtaining predictions of modem performance with flexibility, that 
would allow to further implement additional modem features. 

3. The usage of the modified coherence bandwidth estimates has been considered. Such 
estimates may serve as metrics reflecting expected performance of the modem based on 
S2C technology in underwater acoustic channel with specified characteristics of impulse 
response (for example, the characteristics based on simulation results or characteristics 
measured directly in the physical channel upon the impulse response during establishing 
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and maintaining the acoustic connection). The modified estimates can be used for 
determining an acceptable bandwidth of the transmitted signal (when an acceptable bit 
error rate is specified), as well as for evaluation of expected output signal-to-noise ratio 
(when the ratio between the signal bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth of the channel 
is known). 

4. The usage of the relative bandwidth (ratio between the signal bandwidth and the 
modified coherence bandwidth) has been considered for evaluation of expected quality of 
the signal received. The relationship between BER and relative bandwidth of the signal 
demonstrated low BER when relative bandwidth was less than 1.0, then rapidly growing 
BER when relative bandwidth was increasing. Until relative bandwidth is equal to 1.0, the 
frequency-selective fading remained insignificant. However, with further increase of the 
relative bandwidth, the frequency-selective fading grew rapidly and the quality of the 
receive signal decreased. On one hand this confirms the theory. On the other hand, this 
fact confirms the validity of the modified evaluation of the coherence bandwidth in 
underwater acoustic channels when signals with swept carrier are used. 

5. The relationship between BER and relative bandwidth has a significant practical 
importance: this can be used for automatic selection of the appropriate error correction 
method (from a set of methods implemented in the modem), as well as for estimation of 
sufficient redundancy of the error correction code and thus increasing the effective data 
rate during data exchange in complicated underwater acoustic channels. 
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Abstract: Shallow water acoustic communication systems are key to efficient monitoring 
of territorial waters, with both civilian and military purposes. Being able to reach a 
vessel, or a station, located miles off the coast with minimum disturbance to marine life is 
a clear advantage and must be a designer's target. Beamforming is a valuable asset for 
improving untethered communication efficiency and range, and angle-of-arrival (AoA) 
estimation is an important part of beamforming design. In this paper, we show the first 
results of AoA estimation tests conducted at Enseada dos Anjos, located in the northeast 
coast of the State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. We used a receiver specially designed and 
constructed for the experiment, consisting of a linear array of eight uniformly spaced 
underwater acoustic sensors. We provide a detailed description of the array, including 
how the acceptance and calibration tests were carried out, as well as measured and 
theoretical directional responses of the array for a set of frequencies ranging from 
6.46kHz to 8.46kHz. The main goal of the experiment in the ocean was to analyze and 
compare vertical AoA patterns of the signal received at the array calculated with the 
MUSIC algorithm using spatial smoothing, with those predicted from simulations with the 
BELLHOP finite element beam code. In our simulations, bathymetric data was obtained 
from a nautical chart, and the sound speed profile was calculated with the aid of a CTD 
(Conductivity, Temperature, Depth) sensor. For the experiment, the receiver apparatus 
was installed in a vessel positioned within the line-of-sight of an omnidirectional 
transmitter installed in an anchored ferry. The results obtained at four different distances, 
ranging from 150 meters up to 1684 meters, showed excellent agreement with the model, 
which indicates its suitability for shallow water AoA estimation. 
 
Keywords: Angle-of-arrival, shallow water, underwater acoustic communication 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring the underwater environment has strategical importance to all modern 
nations with both military and civilian applications. Being able to communicate with 
underwater stations improves safety in operations in the oil and gas industry, with faster 
response to disasters and even the ability to anticipate faults with increased situational 
awareness. Moving data to and from remotely located sensors is as important as collecting 
them. Submarines need to remain unnoticed while patrolling near the coast, but need to be 
reached during routine or tactical military operations without surfacing. 

Communication efficiency is improved in receivers when the directions of the beams 
match the directions of arrival of desired signals. In transmitters, efficiency is improved 
when beams point in the directions that will more easily reach the target. In any case, if 
beamforming is to be used, transceiver front-end design benefits greatly if knowledge of 
these directions is either available, or can be estimated. Beamforming is one of many 
signal processing techniques capable to enhance communication range when severe 
energy constraints are enforced [1]. With an appropriate linear combination of the signals 
captured by an array of sensors, considered isotropic, reception beams are formed towards 
desired directions. Similar reasoning applies to transmission beamformers.  

With a coastline of more than 7000 km, Brazil is well aware of the importance of 
underwater communication to maintain sovereignty in its territorial waters. Several 
funding initiatives have spawned multidisciplinary research and development teams with 
interests in marine life surveillance, oil and gas industry, and military communications. In 
this context, IEAPM (Institute of Sea Studies Admiral Paulo Moreira) is a key national 
player, due to its localization in the northeast coast of the Rio de Janeiro State, relatively 
close to marine life sanctuaries, touristic hotspots and undersea oil fields. 

In this paper, we report the results of a series of experiments carried out by UFRJ in 
cooperation with IEAPM to estimate the vertical angle of arrival of signals impinging a 
receiver in shallow water. Simulation results using ray tracing were compared to the 
measurements. In the next sections, we describe the uniform linear array (ULA) used in 
the experiments, the experiment setup, the results obtained, and some conclusions. 

2. THE UNIFORM LINEAR ARRAY 

Arrays may have sensors placed according to different geometries; they can be linear, 
planar, or spatial, with different capacities in terms of resolving azimuth and elevation 
angles. In our experiments, we used a uniform linear array with eight sensors, which 
means that there were eight underwater acoustic transducers equally spaced along a line. 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical ULA with N sensors.  

The resulting beamforming is called narrowband, given that it cannot discriminate 
different frequencies [1]. For a particular choice of the coefficients that weight the signals 
captured by the sensors, we can steer the lobes of the array's spatial response, called 
beampattern, towards a desired direction, as illustrated in Figure 2  

We built our 8-sensor ULA based on piezoelectric ceramics spaced 10.5cm apart, and 
held under pressure in a four-rod metallic cage by rubber rings, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
The metallic cage was encapsulated in a rubber tube and filled with a fluid which 
approximates the water acoustic impedance. At the top of the array, a sealed box was 
custom-made in nylon to hold the electronics, which consists of eight identical pre-
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amplifiers designed as balanced common-mode rejection amplifiers with 50dB gain at 
7240Hz. Each pre-amplifier was fed by signals coming from two second-order highpass 
filters with cutoff frequency set at 4093Hz, one for each terminal of the piezoelectric 
ceramic. Figures 4 and 5 show the highpass filter and pre-amplifier circuitry. After 
amplification, the output of the each pre-amplifier was fed to a balanced-unbalanced 
(BALUN) amplifier for mitigating noise at the differential input of the data acquisition 
equipment. The circuits were individually tuned for identical performance. Figures 6 and 7 
show the BALUN circuit and a picture of the final circuitry placed inside the sealed box. 

 

Fig. 1: Uniform Linear Array. Fig. 2: Beampattern of an ULA steered to 60º. 
  

Fig. 3: Illustration of the 8 sensor ULA. 
  

Fig. 4: Second-order highpass filter. Fig. 5: 50dB-gain pre-amplifier. 

The directional response of the array was obtained in a tank with the array placed in the 
horizontal position. Measurements were taken at intervals of 0.5º. The distance between 
the projector and the array was greater than L²/λ, where L is the maximum separation 
between sensors and λ was the wavelength [2]. We discarded from the received signals the 
reflections of the tank walls and added the signals from the eight sensors for each angle. 
Figure 8 shows the measured beampattern compared to the theoretical beampattern of a 
uniformly weighted linear array with similar construction parameters. Although the 
absolute zeros have been lost, there is remarkable agreement as far as gain, sidelobe 
rejection, and directivity are concerned 
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Fig. 6: BALUN amplifier. Fig. 7: Array electronics for the eight ceramics. 
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Fig. 8: Measured and theoretical responses of the array. 

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS 

The goal of our experiments was to estimate the angular spread of signals transmitted 
using an omnidirectional source in shallow water. The signals were captured by the 
sensors in the array, recorded, processed, and the obtained magnitude response as a 
function of the angle of arrival was compared with simulation results. 

The reception setup consisted of a portable data recorder Dash 8HF-HS connected to a 
1kW voltage inverter Hartronic E-1k0-1211 with power supplied by a 60Ah automotive 
battery. Power for the array circuitry was supplied by two 12VDC/5Ah batteries. Common 
“ground” was done by a steel plate thrown in the water. 

The transmission setup consisted of a diesel generator supplying power to a laptop 
computer feeding a 10V analog output module from National Instruments (NI9269), a 
Crown CDI6000 power amplifier, a transformer to raise voltage and match impedance, 
and a spherical transducer ITC-1001. Common “ground” was also done by a steel plate 
thrown in the water. The transmitted signals were continually monitored using a Tektronix 
TDS2004B oscilloscope. The transducer was previously calibrated within the frequency 
range of interest. 

The experiments were carried out in Arraial do Cabo, with the transmitting gear placed 
on-board an anchored ferry, in a configuration similar to that illustrated in Figure 9. The 
receiver was placed in four different positions, with distances ranging from 150 meters up 
to 1684 meters from the transmitter, in a configuration similar to that illustrated in Figure 
10 for the first three experiments. In the fourth experiment, the array was not fixed to the 
bottom of the ocean. In the figure, the device marked with number 3 is a mini Valeport 
CTD sensor, the devices marked with numbers 6 and 8 are pressure sensors, and number 
12 indicates a GPS.  
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Fig. 9: Transmission gear. Fig. 10: Reception gear. 

Fig. 11: Target at 152m distance, transmitter 
at 5m depth, receiver at 7.6m depth. 

Fig. 12: Target at 343m, transmitter at 
5.9m depth and receiver at 10.3m depth. 

 
Fig. 13: Target at 556m distance, transmitter at 5.9m depth and receiver at 12.8m depth. 

We transmitted streams of 1000 or 10000 randomly generated bits at a rate of 128bps 
using 2-FSK modulation with Hann pulse formatting for a bandwidth of approximately 
362Hz, centered at 7240Hz. The beginning of the streams was marked by a 100ms chirp 
followed by 400ms of guard period. 

We calculated the beampattern using the signals captured by the array and using the 
spatial smoothing (SS) MUSIC algorithm [3][4]. These measured beampatterns were 
compared with those obtained using the BELLHOP model from the Acoustics Toolbox [5] 
with MATLAB. BELLHOP uses ray tracing for estimating several useful quantities in 
underwater acoustics, such as those related to multipath with individual calculations for 
path loss, direction of arrival, propagating time, and phase distortion. As input 
information, the software uses a comprehensive set of data from the environment, such as 
bathymetric data, link length, sound speed, depth of transmitter and receiver, ocean 
surface and bottom characteristics, etc. We collected this information from the CTD and 
pressure sensors, and from a nautical chart.  

Figures 11 to 13 show the results of three experiments, where the target was located at 
152m, 343m, and 556m from the receiver, respectively. Although the gains at angles 
which correspond to measured peaks did not match perfectly those obtained from 
simulations, the observed angles for the main lobe and for the sidelobes did agree well 
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with simulations. Furthermore, the angular spread of the measured magnitude response 
matched closely the results from the simulations. For the fourth experiment, the array was 
not at a fixed depth. The distance between receiver and transmitter was equal to 1684m, 
and the array was placed at 10 different depths, from 3.3m to 12.5m with the transmitter at 
8.8m. Table 1 shows average measured angular ranges. 
 

Depth 3.3m 4.2m 5.2m 6.3m 7.3m 8.3m 9.3m 10.3m 11.3m 12.5m 

Δθ 24.4º 27.1º 22.6º 13.0º 33.3º 26.2º 25.4º 26.6º 19.3º 16.2º 

Table 1: Measured angular ranges at different depths. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We performed several measurements using an ULA for estimating the angle of arrival 
of signals transmitted using an omnidirectional source in shallow water. In our 
experiments, we were able to verify that the channel magnitude response as a function of 
angle of arrival is time varying and does not match perfectly the simulations, even if very 
accurate ray-tracing models are used together with actual data from the evironment, such 
as sound-speed profile, CTD information, and bathymetric data from nautical charts. 
However, if one is interested in the breadth of angular spread, simulations can be a 
valuable asset for receiver design. Furthermore, in our experiments, this angular spread 
was relatively narrow, which justifies the use of a receiving array in underwater 
communication modems. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose and investigate a low-complexity technique for 
estimating the Doppler parameters in fast-varying underwater acoustic channels. This 
technique can be used in communication systems with periodically transmitted spread-
spectrum pilot signals. The known autocorrelation techniques for Doppler estimation 
suffer from low accuracy in channels fast-varying over the estimation interval. The 
proposed technique avoids such a problem by introducing a multichannel estimator. The 
proposed technique not only measures the time compression over the estimation interval, 
but also the gradient of the time compression, thus allowing more accurate (with time-
varying sampling rate) resampling the received signal to compensate for the Doppler 
distortions. The proposed method is compared with a known autocorrelation technique 
and the technique based on computing the cross-ambiguity function between the received 
and pilot signals. The comparison is performed using ocean experiments at short and long 
distances. The short-range experiment is at a distance of about 3 km with drifting 
transmitter and receiver (at a speed of 0.5 m/s) and a few discrete multipath components. 
The long-range experiment is at a distance of 80 km with a transmitter moving at a speed 
of 6 m/s and a large number of scattered multipath components. The transmitted signal is 
a pilot-added guard-free OFDM signal. The results demonstrate that, in both the 
experiments, the proposed technique outperforms the known autocorrelation technique 
and comparable in the performance with the cross-ambiguity method. The performance 
improvement is especially significant in the second experiment, where the known 
autocorrelation method is not capable of providing reliable demodulation of the 
transmitted data, whereas the proposed technique performs similarly to the cross-
ambiguity method. 

Keywords: Ambiguity function, autocorrelation, Doppler effect, fast-varying channel, 
guard-free OFDM, underwater acoustic communication 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

     In underwater acoustic communications, it is important to accurately estimate the 
Doppler effect caused by moving transmitter/receiver and reflections from the surface. 
Relative velocity and acceleration of the transmitter and receiver are usually unavoidable, 
particularly if both of them are deployed by a surface vessel which is subject to the effects 
of surface waves and sea currents [1,2,3]. The accurate Doppler estimation is vital for 
compensating severe Doppler effects. There is a growing interest in the development of 
Doppler estimation methods which enable compensating the multipath and Doppler effects 
in time-varying underwater acoustic channels. 

 
Various Doppler estimation methods are being actively pursued. Often, the cross-

ambiguity function is used to estimate the Doppler expansion/compression [4,5], in 
particular, in high-data-rate acoustic communications between rapidly moving platforms, 
e.g. autonomous underwater vehicles [2]. The cross-ambiguity function estimates can be 
further refined to improve the estimation accuracy by introducing a residual Doppler shift 
estimation step [2,5,6,7]. However, the cross-ambiguity function method might be 
impractical due to its high complexity, as it requires a large number of estimation channels 
(Doppler sections) and resampling the signal in each Doppler channel [8]. Doppler 
estimation techniques with lower complexity are required. 

 
To reduce the complexity, the time-frequency autocorrelation function of the received 

signal can be used [9,10], which potentially has significantly fewer estimation channels. 
The Doppler estimation exploiting the time autocorrelation function (with a single 
estimation channel) was used, e.g. in [2,8]. However, the known autocorrelation 
techniques suffer from low accuracy in channels fast-varying over the estimation interval. 
To alleviate this problem, we propose a Doppler estimate derived from the peak position 
of the time-frequency autocorrelation. The proposed technique not only measures the time 
compression over the estimation interval, but also the gradient of the time compression, 
thus allowing more accurate (with time-varying sampling rate) resampling the received 
signal to compensate for the Doppler distortions. We apply the proposed technique to 
guard-free OFDM signals [6,15]. The comparison of the proposed and known techniques, 
performed using ocean experiments at short (about 3 km) and long (about 80 km) 
distances with different transmitter and receiver speeds, shows a good performance of the 
proposed technique, which is comparable to that of the cross-ambiguity method, whereas 
having significantly lower complexity.  

2. TRANSMITTED SIGNAL AND STRUCTURE OF THE RECEIVER 

We consider transmitting a sequence of the guard-free OFDM symbols [5,6]: ( ) = cos + ( ) ,   = 1,2,3 … ,                                                       (1) 

where = 1024 is the number of subcarriers, = 2 , = − 2⁄ + ⁄ ,  is 
the carrier frequency,  is the symbol duration, = ⁄  is the frequency bandwidth of 
the signal, and   is the number of OFDM symbols in the transmitted data package. The 
sequence ( )  represents the phase modulation of subcarriers: √2 ( ) = ( ) +
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( ) , where ( ) ∈ [−1, +1]  represents a binary pseudorandom sequence, while ( ) ∈ [−1, +1]  represents the information data in the th  OFDM symbol. The 
transmitted data are encoded using a 1/2-rate convolutional code; we consider codes 
represented by the polynomial [3 7], [23 35] and [561 753] in octal [11]. 

     Fig. 1 shows the general structure of the receiver (for more details, please see [6] and 
[12]). We are interested here in the ‘Doppler estimator’ block. 
 

 
     Fig.1 Block diagram of the receiver of guard-free OFDM signals. 

3. PROPOSED AUTOCORRELATION DOPPLER ESTIMATOR 

Fig.2 shows the block diagram of the autocorrelation method. The autocorrelation 
function is computed on the delay-Doppler shift grid; the autocorrelation is computed over 
an interval of duration  with a grid of delays in vicinity of the OFDM symbol duration 

. The delay step on the grid is chosen as  ∆τ = T ⁄ , where  is the time 
oversampling factor;  can be chosen to be 2 or 4. The Doppler shift is chosen as a 
predefined fraction of the frequency resolution / , where  is the frequency 
bandwidth of the OFDM signal and  is the length of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
used for computing the autocorrelation function. The smaller , the simpler the 
implementation, but with a lower frequency resolution. Typically,  is chosen to be the 
length of one OFDM symbol or twice of it, i.e.  or 2 . The refinement of the timing and 
frequency shift estimates is further applied using the parabolic interpolation (e.g., see [6]). 

 
Fig.2: Proposed autocorrelation Doppler estimator. 
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The maximum frequency shift   is defined by the maximum speed of the 
transmitter/receiver. Doppler sections ( 2 + 1  sections) of the time-frequency 
autocorrelation function ( , )  need to cover the whole range of frequency shifts 
defined by the maximum possible acceleration, = −  , … , , and delays defined by 
the maximum possible speed.  

For a wide-band continuous periodic transmitted signal ( ) with the period  , we 
have: ( + ) = ( ). If a channel is modelled as a delay line with a time-varying 
delay ( ) , the output of the channel is ( ) = ( − ( )) . For estimation of 
parameters of ( ), the autocorrelation function ρ(τ) =   ∗( ) ( + )dt⁄

⁄                                                                                                  (2) 

can be used, where  is an integration interval. In a channel with a linear variation of 
delay over time, which is described by a time compression factor, the compression factor 
can be estimated by searching for the maximum of | ( )|. The ratio of the peak position 

 of the autocorrelation function to the signal period  can be considered as an 
estimate of the compression factor. However, this approach provides a limited accuracy 
when the Doppler compression factor varies over the signal period, i.e. the delay line is 
described by an equation of a higher order, e.g. if ( ) is a quadratic polynomial. In the 
fast-varying channels, for estimation of Doppler parameters, instead we can use the 
following statistics: ρ(τ, Ω) = ∗( ) ( + )e dt⁄

⁄ .                                                                                      (3) 

Specifically, the position of the peak of | ( , Ω)| within the anticipated Doppler range, i.e. [ , ] = | ( , )| , where ∈ [− , ]  and ∈ [ − , +], allows more accurate estimating the Doppler parameters. 
 
To analyse the received signal, we represent the transmitted signal ( ) using the low 

frequency equivalent ( ) = ̃ ( ) , where ̃ ( ) is a low frequency signal,  is a 
carrier frequency. Then the product ( , ) = ∗( ) ( + ) involved in the integral in (3) 
can be represented as 

 ( , ) = ∗( − ( )) ( + − ( + ))                                                                             = ̃∗( − ( )) ̃ ( + − ( + )) [ ( ) ( ) ].                                (4) 
 
Taking into account the effects of relative motion of the transmitter/receiver, we use a 
quadratic polynomial for modelling the time-varying delay: ( ) = + + , 
where  is a time at the transmitter,  is a constant delay,  is the compression factor,  
is a factor describing the effect of acceleration. The time + ( )  at the receiver 
corresponds to the time  at the transmitter. Then, the component + ( ) − ( + ) in 
(4) can be represented as 

 + ( ) − ( + )  = − − 2 − .                                                       (5)        
 
For = , we can approximately write that [ ( ) ( ) ] = , 

where  is a constant value independent of time . We then obtain 
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[1 − − 2 − ] = − + .                                                          (6) 
 
From this equation, it follows that = − [1 − − ].  However, the term 
involving Ψ can be ignored as it does not affect the magnitude | ( , )|. We also obtain 
that − 2 = − , from which we arrive at an estimate of the parameter : 
 = 2 .                                                                                                                         (7) 

 
The fact that the maximum of | ( , )| is achieved at τ =  means that for =  
we can approximately write  + ( ) − ( + ) = , i.e.  [1 − − 2 −] = . The term 2  represents a problem as it depends on time . Since we can 
take an average of the value in the observation interval [− , ],  can be ignored. We 
can now arrive at [1 − − ] = , and the estimate  is given by 
 = 1 − −   = 1 − −  .  
 

The estimates of the parameters  and , obtained in the proposed autocorrelation 
Doppler estimator, are used for approximation of the delay  ( ) for resampling the 
received signal (see Fig. 1). 

4. EXPERIMENT 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed autocorrelation method, the receiver 
with different Doppler estimation methods was applied to signals from two ocean 
experiments. We compare the proposed (multiple Doppler sections) autocorrelation 
method, the known (single Doppler section) autocorrelation method and the cross-
ambiguity method.   

In the first experiment, the guard-free OFDM symbols at the carrier frequency 768 Hz 
with a frequency bandwidth of 256 Hz were transmitted at a distance of 3 km from a 
drifting transmitter to a drifting omnidirectional receiver; the relative speed was about 0.5 
m/s. The depth of both the transmitter and receiver were at 200 m. The BER performance 
of the receivers with the three Doppler estimators is shown in Table 1. Note that, since in 
this experiment the speed and acceleration of the transmitter/receiver were low, we would 
expect a similar performance for the single-channel and multichannel autocorrelators. It 
can be seen that the proposed estimator guarantees the performance comparable to that of 
the cross-ambiguity method, and it still outperforms the single-channel autocorrelation 
method. Thus, even in this low-speed case, the proposed estimator results in the 
performance improvement.  

       
Doppler estimator Code [3 7] Code [23 35] Code [561 753] 
Cross-ambiguity function 5104.2   0  0  
Single-channel autocorrelation 3100.1   3100.1   3104.1   
Multiple channel autocorrelation 5101.4   0  0  

Table 1: BER performance of the receiver with different Doppler estimators; low speed. 
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In the second experiment, the guard-free OFDM symbols at the carrier frequency 3072 
Hz with a frequency bandwidth of 1024 Hz were transmitted at a distance from 80 to 78 
km. The transducer was towed at a speed of 12 knots at a depth of 200 m, whereas the 
drifting omnidirectional hydrophone was positioned at a depth of 400 m. During the 
communication session, 373 OFDM symbols were received. Fig. 3 shows fluctuations of 
the channel impulse response in the experiment. The BER performance of the receiver 
with the three Doppler estimators for this experiment is shown in Table 2. It can be seen 
that the proposed estimator guarantees a performance similar to that of the cross-
ambiguity method and it is significantly better than that provided by the single-channel 
autocorrelator. The low performance of the single channel autocorrelator can be explained 
using the two plots in Fig. 4. The left plot shows an example of the autocorrelation on the 
delay-Doppler grid with the autocorrelation maximum in the central (#5) Doppler channel. 
This is a case, where the single-channel autocorrelator provides a performance similar to 
that of the multi-channel autocorrelator. The right plot shows an example with the 
maximum in a non-central Doppler channel, i.e., this example corresponds to a high 
transmitter/receiver acceleration. As a result, the receiver with the single-channel 
autocorrelator is not capable of providing an accurate Doppler estimate and, consequently, 
the detection performance is poor.              

 
Fig. 3: Fluctuations of the channel impulse response in the second (long-distance) 

experiment. 
 

Doppler estimator Code [3 7] Code [23 35] Code [561 753] 
Cross-ambiguity function 3105.4   4105.8   5100.2   
Single-channel autocorrelation 30.0  34.0  37.0  
Multiple channel autocorrelation 3108.4   4102.9   0  
Table 2: BER performance of the receiver with different Doppler estimators; high speed. 
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Fig. 4: Examples of the time-frequency autocorrelation function in the second (long-

distance, high speed) experiment. The left plot shows an example with the autocorrelation 
maximum in the central (#5) Doppler channel. The right plot shows an example with the 
maximum in a non-central Doppler channel; this is a case where the single-channel 
autocorrelator is not capable of providing an accurate Doppler estimate.       

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have proposed and investigated a new (multi-channel) autocorrelation 
method for Doppler estimation in fast-varying underwater acoustic channels. The 
proposed technique not only measures the time compression over the estimation interval, 
but also the gradient of the time compression, thus allowing more accurate (with time-
varying sampling rate) resampling the received signal to compensate for the Doppler 
distortions. The proposed method has been compared with a known (single-channel) 
autocorrelation technique and the technique based on computing the cross-ambiguity 
function between the received and pilot signals. The results demonstrate that the proposed 
technique outperforms the known autocorrelation technique and it is comparable in the 
performance with the cross-ambiguity method in both the experiments. The performance 
improvement compared to the single channel autocorrelation technique is especially 
significant in the second experiment with a fast moving transmitter, where the known 
autocorrelation method is not capable of providing reliable demodulation of the 
transmitted data, whereas the proposed technique provides a high detection performance.  
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Abstract: The objective of this work is to analyze the channel frequency response in the 
coast of Arraial do Cabo, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The knowledge of the channel frequency 
response enables the communication to be established with reasonable power, since the 
system will operate in the frequency range in which the channel has minimum attenuation.  
Knowledge that the underwater acoustic channel is characterized by the large-scale 
fading due to path loss, and by small-scale fading caused by multipath fading, combined 
with the output provided by Bellhop ray tracing program in a proper way leads to 
somewhat representative channel model. The Bellhop program is used for performing the 
calculation of the channel amplitude, phase and delay responses for each frequency tone.   
The simulated scenario considered the sound speed profile, and the bathymetric profile 
acquired in the coast of Arraial do Cabo. In this environment, the maximum distance 
between transmitter and receiver is around 40 kilometers, in which the maximum depth is 
130 meters, representing a shallow water environment. In addition to a model for the 
channel frequency response, we analyze the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by considering a 
variable signal power, the channel frequency response previously evaluated, and a model 
of the ambient noise. The work shows that some standard approaches for acoustic channel 
characterization leads to distinct attenuation results. 

Keywords: Channel Frequency response, underwater channel modeling, underwater 
communication 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In general the knowledge of a channel model allows the design of more efficient 
transceiver, leading to communication links with higher data rates. As a consequence, the 
characterization of the underwater acoustic channel is an actual concern. Some works 
model the channel stochastically [1], [2] while others characterize the channel using the 
attenuation due to path loss [3].  

In [1], the channel is modeled stochastically using measurements collected in an 
experiment performed in Narragansett Bay, situated in the USA coast. This work 
concludes that the channel path gains follow Ricean fading models. In [2], a channel 
model for high-frequency in warm shallow water is developed. This model is tested with 
experimental data collected in Singapore where it has been found that the channel path 
gains follow Rayleigh fading models. These results show that there is not a unique 
appropriate channel model, meaning that the channel models might be site dependent. 

In this work we analyze the channel frequency response in the coast of Arraial do 
Cabo. For a distance of 40 kilometers between transmitter and receiver, the maximum 
water depth is about 130 meters, meaning that our analysis will be focused in shallow 
water channel. The channel frequency response obtained in our work considers path loss 
and multipath fading. Besides, we analyze the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using the 
knowledge of the channel and of the ambient noise measured at the referred site.  

Arraial do Cabo has underwater monitoring station of Brazilian Navy, being an 
important communication and monitoring site in Brazil South East coast. Information 
about the channel frequency response might improve the experiments performed at this 
site.  

2. CHANNEL MODEL 

Communication of a signal through a physical medium always faces power loss. The 
objective of this section is to describe some types of loss that occur in the transmission 
medium, i.e., the acoustic channel, and that are taken into consideration in the analysis of 
the channel frequency response. The loss or fading can be classified as small-scale fading 
and large-scale fading. The large-scale fading occurs due to path loss, and the small-scale 
fading is caused by multipath.  In the following section, a brief description of these fading 
types is provided.  

2.1. Path Loss 

The path loss is a combination of the following phenomena: spreading loss, absorption 
loss and scattering loss. The spreading loss occurs in the propagation of the acoustic wave: 
a greater distance to the source leads to a larger area occupied by the wave front [4], so 
that a lower amount of energy will reach the receiver. The absorption loss is the 
transformation of the energy transmitted in the acoustic wave into heat. The scattering is 
the modification of the acoustic wave direction due to irregular surfaces or obstacles. The 
path loss is modelled in dB as [3]: 
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)(log10log10),(log10 0 fllkAflA   (1)

in which l  is the distance (in meters) between transmitter and receiver, f  is the wave 
frequency in kHz, 0log10 A  is a normalization factor related to the inverse of the 
transmitted power, k  is the spreading factor, and )( f  is the attenuation coefficient (in 
dB/m). The spreading factor assumes the value 1 for cylindrical spreading and 2 when the 
spreading is spherical. In shallow water, generally the spreading is considered to be 
cylindrical [5].  The attenuation coefficient )( f  can be expressed as [5]: 
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where f  is the frequency (in kHz). The coefficients 1f , 2f , 1A , 2A , 3A , 1P , 2P  and 3P  
are functions of the salinity, temperature, water depth and of the pH of the water. The 
complete formulation of these coefficients can be found in [5]. 

2.2. Multipath Fading 

The transmitted signal travels through different paths before reaching the receiver. 
These phenomena of multiple arrivals of the same signal is called multipath fading. Notice 
that these signals may arrive at close time instants such that the reflections can be 
unresolvable, and the combination of all these reflections gains compose the path gain. 
These phenomena will be reproduced in the channel model with the help of the Bellhop 
program, that provides as output all the rays that arrive at the receiver at all time instants. 

2.3. Ambient Noise 

The knowledge of the noise power spectral density (PSD) and of the channel frequency 
response can be valuable for the design of efficient transceivers. A measurement of the 
ambient noise was performed using the hydrophone ITC-8073C. These measurements 
were transmitted through a cable whose length is 700 meters. As the cable is modeled as a 
lowpass filter with cutoff frequency around 70 kHz, we consider that the frequency 
response is flat in the range 200  f kHz. Besides, the hydrophone sensitivity is 
approximated as flat, whose value is considered to be the midband: -167 dB //1V / Pa. 

3. CHANNEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE USING BELLHOP 

Bellhop is a program that performs ray tracing for a given scenario. The scenario setup 
may include sound speed profile or sound speed field, bathymetric profile, and surface 
profile. Some possible outputs are travel time and the amplitude of each arriving ray. 

Thus, for computing the channel frequency response, we use the Bellhop program for 
each frequency of interest with the selected scenario. As we have as output the travel time 
and the amplitude of each ray, we perform the phasorial sum of amplitudes of the arriving 
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rays. This procedure is repeated for a frequency range. Notice that, using this simulator, 
both path loss and multipath fading effects are considered in the channel frequency 
response. As ray theory has restrictive assumptions in shallow water for frequencies under 
500 Hz [6], the channel frequency response might not be accurate in this frequency range.  

4.   SCENARIO – ARRAIAL DO CABO 

The site we are interested is located in Arraial do Cabo coast, situated in Rio de Janeiro 
state, Brazil. For performing the calculation of the channel frequency response, we used a 
Bathymetric profile, a surface profile, and a sound speed propagation profile acquired in 
Arraial do Cabo. The bathymetric map of Arraial do Cabo is shown in Fig. 1. The 
bathymetric profile considered in this work is the black line of Fig. 1. The maximum depth 
is about 130 meters, representing a shallow water environment.  

 
Fig.1: Arraial do Cabo coast bathymetric map. 

 
As the sea bottom of the interested location is composed mostly by fine sand, the 

measured sound speed at this seafloor was  1684 m/s, the bottom density was 1.99 g/ cm3 
and the bottom attenuation was 0.6 dB/ . These geoacoustics data were collected in a 
previous work [8]. 

5.   SIMULATION RESULTS 

As our objective is to find the frequency range with the minimum channel attenuation, 
we analyzed the channel frequency response due to path loss as in [3] and also the channel 
frequency response provided by the Bellhop simulator.  

The channel frequency response was calculated for the following transmitter/receiver 
distances: 1, 5, 10, 20 and 40 kilometers. For each distance, the receiver was placed in 5 
different depths in order to minimize the effect of constructive or destructive interference. 
The channel gain ),( flG  is obtained by averaging the results of these 5 experiments. The 
channel gain of each experiment is calculated using the Bellhop program. Table 1 shows 
the receiver depths for each transmitter/receiver distance. The transmitter is placed at 16 
meters of depth and the source aperture was 90o. The simulation setup is depicted in Fig.2. 

Fig. 3 shows the channel frequency response for all the distances between transmitter 
and receiver. This figure depicts the channel characterized only by the path loss, as 
described in [3], and the channel obtained using Bellhop program. Considering the same 
frequency, the channel has higher attenuation for longer distances between transmitter and 
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receiver. Also, for the same distance between transmitter and receiver, the channel 
attenuation is lower for lower frequencies. Besides, when considering the multipath 
effects, i.e. using Bellhop program, the channel gain is lower than the case where the 
channel is characterized with only path loss. 

Tx/Rx distance (Km) Receiver Depth (m) 
1 10 15 20 25 30 
5 15 20 30 40 50 
10 15 30 40 50 60 
20 15 30 50 70 85 
40 15 30 50 70 90 

 
Table 1: Receiver depth X distance. 

 
Fig.2: Simulation setup. 

 

 
Fig.3: Channel frequency response (left) and SNR (right) for a channel characterized 

only by the path loss (legend with subscript PL) and for a channel obtained using Bellhop. 
 
Besides the channel frequency response, we analyzed the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

using the knowledge of the channel and of the ambient noise measured at the site probed. 
The SNR is given by 

)(
),(),(

fN
flPGflSNR   (3)
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where P  is the signal transmission power, that will be considered as unitary, ),( flG  is 
the channel gain, and )( fN  is the noise power spectral density. Notice that the SNR 
depends on the signal frequency, and on the distance between transmitter and receiver. 

Fig. 3 depicts the SNR for each frequency considering the two characterization of the 
channel frequency response. For all cases, longer distances leads to higher attenuation. 
Once more, the SNR is lower in the case where the channel is characterized with only path 
loss. We can notice that there is an attenuation near the frequency 19 kHz for all SNR 
curves. The noise around this frequency presents an unexpected characteristic in this 
region that is under investigation.  

6.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this work, we analyzed the channel frequency response and the SNR in Arraial do 
Cabo coast. The channel frequency response is characterized by the large-scale fading and 
small-scale fading, that were calculated using the Bellhop program. The simulated 
scenario considered measurements acquired at the site. As expected, the results show that 
lower frequencies leads to lower attenuation when transmitting signals over longer 
distances.  
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Abstract: A simulation is being developed to explore the fine time-scale Doppler and 

Delay spreading imparted to communication signals by interaction with the transient ocean 

surface. 

The simulator operates by calculating the transmit impulse response for successive 

realisations of a three-dimensional ocean surface with configurable sea and swell 

parameters. A unique transmit impulse response history is calculated for each of the 

underlying flat-surface ray-paths, capturing time-varying fluctuations of the rough surface 

around the mean-plane response.  

The impulse response of surface interacting ray-paths is calculated by Fourier synthesis 

of the frequency dependent bi-static pressure response for frequencies extending across the 

communication bandwidth of interest. The speed of calculation of the bi-static pressure 

response is increased by utilising the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) to calculate the 

aggregate response of discretised planar surface facets. The frequency response of paths 

with multiple surface bounces is approximated by multiplying random instances of the bi-

static frequency response calculated at the path surface grazing angle. 

The complete simulation of the multiple-path channel response is evaluated against an 

experimental channel by comparing the response history, and Doppler and delay power 

spectra of a match-filtered, repeated pseudo-random binary transmit sequence. 

Keywords: wide spectrum, Doppler spreading, underwater acoustic communication, 

Kirchhoff approximation, propagation simulation, multi-path, channel response history, 

ocean surface response 
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INTRODUCTION  

An underwater acoustic communication channel simulator has been developed to model 

transmission of a phase-coherent spread-spectrum communication signal 𝑥(𝑡)  within the 

nominal band-width of 8 kHz to 16 kHz sampled at 96 kHz.  The model implementation 

relates to a range-independent depth and sound-speed gradient environment. 

The model aims to deterministically model the fine-detail transient delay and Doppler 

distortion of signals in response to a specified directional surface-wave spectrum for swell 

and finer-scale wind-driven waves. 

Earlier channel-probing experiments supporting the simulation model development have 

been conducted in 13.5 m [1] and 50 m water depths near Perth, Western Australia.   

1.1. Simulation structure 

The simulation structure is a set of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter cascades, built 

around a set of average flat-surface ray-path channels determined using the Bellhop [2] ray-

tracing model at the band centre frequency of 12 kHz.  

For the ith base ray-path, the FIR cascade is calculated initially in the frequency domain, 

as the product of the average flat-surface ray-path response, 𝐻𝑖,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 , and a Fourier-

synthesised approximation, 𝐻𝑖,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ(𝜔), to the transient rough-path response variations 

around the mean flat-surface response as per Eq.(1).  

 
𝐻𝑖,𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ,(𝜔)  =  𝐻𝑖,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝐻𝑖,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ(𝜔)  

(1) 

 

For a multi-surface-bounce path the rough surface frequency domain response is 

approximated as the product of 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑝 bi-static rough patch responses as per Eq.(2) 

 𝐻𝑖,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ(𝜔)  =  ∏ 𝐻𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ,𝑖,𝑗
𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑝

𝑗=1 (𝜔)  (2) 

A new estimate of 𝐻𝑖,𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ(𝜔, 𝑡) is calculated periodically from a time-series of rough-

surface realisations. After up-sampling the rough-surface response to the signal sampling 

rate in the frequency domain, 𝐻𝑖,𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ,(𝜔, 𝑡) is inverse transformed to the time-domain 

ℎ𝑖,𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ,(𝜏, 𝑡). The total signal output 𝑦(𝑡) is then calculated as the sum of the path responses 

ℎ𝑖,𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ,(𝜏, 𝑡) convolved with the corresponding copy of the input signal 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) as per Eq.(3). 

The input signal copy 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) is Doppler shifted to incorporate relative transmitter/receiver 

platform movement resolved into the base-path launch direction.  

 
𝑦(𝑡) =  ∑ ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ(𝜏𝑗 , 𝑡)𝑥𝑖(𝑡 −  𝜏𝑗)

𝑁 

𝑗= 1

M 

i= 1

  (3) 
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1.2. dynamic channel characteristics 

The dynamic characteristics of both measured and simulated channel responses have 

been evaluated by examining the channel response history ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡), spreading function 

𝑆(𝜏, 𝜈), Doppler power spectrum 𝑃(𝜈) and delay power spectrum 𝑃(𝜏) as described in [3]. 

A Spreading Function over the delay-Doppler plane is obtained by discrete Fourier 

transform of a history ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡)with respect to the real-time (𝑡) dimension as per Eq.(4). 

 
𝑆(𝜏, 𝜈) =  ℱ(ℎ) =  ∑ ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡𝑛)exp(−𝑖2𝜋𝑛𝜈)

𝑁−1

𝑛= 1

 
 

 (4) 

1.3. Bi-static rough surface response history  

The frequency domain rough-surface response 𝐻𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝜔) for a single surface interaction 

may be approximated by discretising a limited patch of rough surface, scaled dependent on 

the surface grazing angle and surface roughness conditions [4]. The scattered field from the 

surface may be approximately, and more rapidly, computed by making the Kirchhoff 

Approximation that the scattered pressure at the surface is equal and opposite to the incident 

pressure, considering only those elements that are bi-statically illuminated, and ignoring the 

surface elements that are self-shadowed with respect to either the source or receiver points. 

The Kirchhoff approximate response of each surface element (or aperture) of the rough 

patch may be calculated by Eq.(5) [5] based on the geometry in Fig.1, where 𝑘0denotes the 

incident acoustic wavenumber, and the prime (′) denotes quantities in the local coordinate 

system of the element. The individual element contributions are then coherently summed 

over the rough-surface patch for each frequency within the bandwidth of interest to obtain 

𝐻𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ(𝜔) by Eq.(6). 

 
Fig.1: Geometry for Kirchhoff Approximate response from surface element 

 

 

𝑝𝑟(ω) =  
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By evaluating Eq.(6) for successive surface realisations, a time-series array of bistatic 

surface frequency responses may be generated for a limited but relevant portion of the whole 

rough surface between a source and receiver. 

1.4. surface realisations  

Three-dimensional surface profile realisations at 20ms intervals were generated utilising 

the Lund University WAFO toolbox routines [6]. A Pierson-Moskowitz directional surface 

was generated separately for the swell and wind-driven sea, then combined with specific 

orientation relative to the transmit direction. The toolbox enables a choice of surface 

wavenumber dispersion algorithms including adjustment for water depth. 

The toolbox was also utilised to generate a time series of one-dimensional surface 

profiles to enable comparisons of bistatic rough-surface responses between a 2-dimensional 

integral equation (IE) reference model and the Aperture Assemblage (AA) model. For these 

comparisons the coarser discretisation for the AA model was derived from the same 

reference surface realisation utilised for the IE model. The surface for the IE reference 

model was discretised at a horizontal interval of approximately 2.3cm, being a quarter of 

the upper nominal communication bandwidth frequency of 16 kHz. Surface wave spectra 

including components up to 2 Hz are modelled. 

 

 
Fig.3: 2D surface patch realisations depicted at 5s intervals, representing a low-

amplitude experimental surface, cropped for calculation of 11o bistatic response at 100 m  

SIMULATED VERSUS MEASURED CHANNEL RESPONSE  

In the previously reported experiment [1] the channel depicted schematically in Fig.9 

was tested over horizontal ranges of 100 m to 1000 m in an approximately 14 m deep 

environment near Perth, Western Australia. 

The simulated channel response in Figure 8 has been convolved with the same repeated 

21 ms 9 kHz -15 kHz spread-spectrum pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) signal that 

was utilised in a shallow-water channel probing experiment in April 2012. Range-rate 

Doppler distortions have been applied to the input signal as a function of path launch angle, 

to approximately replicate the experimental drift and cyclic orbital motion of the transmitter. 

Wave induced vertical motion of the transmitter has been ignored, but is readily included in 

the model.  
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Fig.9: Schematic channel probe arrangement – Perth Cottesloe trial, 2012 

 

The simulation has been run with a synthesised surface realisation based on the recorded 

significant period, wave-height and direction of swell and wind-waves recorded by a nearby 

(<2km) directional wave-rider buoy.  

The transmit sequence and synthetic received single have then been match-filtered 

utilising the same process to produce comparable response histories. 

The experimental channel response history and spreading function for the measured 

channel are shown on the left side of Fig.10 (with earlier Doppler bound estimates indicated 

by white dots), together with synthetic results shown in the right side plots, plotted over the 

same dynamic range. There is some biasing of the indicated Doppler in the experimental 

match-filtered results due to drift in the probe-signal block alignment – a problem inherent 

in probing experiments with a drifting transmitter. 

The most noticeable difference between the measurement and simulation results in 

Fig.10 is the greater temporal spreading between paths that illustrated in the measurement 

result.  Further investigations are exploring the sensitivity of this delay spreading to the 

shape of the wind-driven surface-wave spectrum, and the surface wave amplitude. 

Whilst there are differences in the coherence of the higher-order surface-bounce paths 

(towards the right-side of the plots) it is encouraging that the outer portions of the spreading 

functions in the Doppler dimension are consistent. The comparison is useful in focusing on 

improvements that may be possible. To some degree it was anticipated that the accuracy of 

the signal amplitude response on paths would be compromised by a combination of the 

Kirchhoff response approximation, and the limited patch area response methodology. 

Whilst not shown here, spectral examination of individual path outputs in response to a 

ramped-frequency tonal input signal has shown that the model implementation is free of 

spectral aberrations.  
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 Fig.10:Experimental  |ℎ(𝜏, 𝑡)|2 , |𝑆(𝜏, 𝜈)|2(left panels) and simulation (right panels) of 

110m range 14m deep environment, swell Hs=0.4 m, wind-wave Hs = 0.25 m 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A wide-band underwater acoustic channel simulation method has been developed based 

on an approximate quantitative model of the surface response. It has been demonstrated by 

simulated transmission and match-filtering of a 96 S 9-15 kHz spread-spectrum probe signal 

that the model is capable of reproducing fine-time-scale Doppler and delay distortions 

typical of those generated in real shallow water ocean channels. 

Due to approximations in the method by which the received signal is simulated, there are 

differences between experiment and simulation in the power of signals transmitted via 

higher-order surface reflected paths. These differences are the subject of current analysis. It 

should also be noted that the justification of the patch-sizing algorithm was also incomplete 

at the time of writing. A larger patch area for the response calculation may result in further 

improvement in the experimental/simulation agreement, but would require a longer 

computation time. It may be expected that the delay distinctions between same order 

surface-paths will be further blurred (closer to the experimental response) by increasing the 

patch calculation size. Further work is exploring the effect of the wind-driven surface wave 

spectrum shape on the degree of delay spreading between paths with the same number of 

surface bounces. 
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The model provides a powerful tool by which what-if scenarios in relation to specific 

surface-wave conditions and channel geometries may be directly explored. 
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Abstract:  This paper deals with underwater acoustic communication, and especially 
details an innovative approach for off the shelves existing modems performances 
evaluation. The originality is to be able to predict the operational performances of 
existing acoustic modems in a real complex situation, without sea trials. 
 
 
 
Keywords:  Underwater acoustic communication - Off the shelves modems - Performance 
evaluation  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper aims at contributing to a crucial preoccupation : on the basis of a complex  
underwater context (depth, geometry, distance between transmitter and receiver, ambient 
noise, sound velocity profile ... ), when underwater acoustic data transmission is needed , 
which one of the COTS underwater "modem" will suit ? 
An intensive bibliography on underwater acoustic communication and a complete 
evaluation of the situation gave  the answer : it is not possible to predict at sea operational 
performances, starting only on existing datasheets, generally evasive concerning 
modulating and coding technology, and often  very optimistic and not really rigorous [1]. 
In this paper we propose an innovating approach to evaluate operational performances of 
existing underwater acoustic communication systems, based on on-shore wet tests with  
innovating real time underwater acoustic propagation modeling. 
 

2. APPROACH 
The approach was to avoid sea trials, generally expensive and difficult to reproduce 
because the environment is not under control. Certainly, today some "virtual" at sea test 
facilities are accessible, but not proprietary  [2] 
The approach was also to avoid intrusive intervention on hardware : no disassembly of the 
equipment (risky for modems integrity) 
Thus the choice is : onshore test in large tanks, underwater acoustic coupling for 
transmitting and receiving signals, underwater sound real time propagation model 
RAYSON developed by Semantic-TS (cited by Paul Etter in [3]) 

 
3 . PERFORMING THE TEST BENCH 
The principle is to use of two separate large basins, in order to avoid direct acoustic 
coupling between transmitting and receiving modems, and reduce unwanted reflections 
(Fig 1) 

 
 

Fig 1 : testing resources commited 
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The signal emitted by the transmitting modem is acoustically recovered in the dock, then 
injected into a the real time propagation simulator, which delivers the signal transformed 
by propagation. This signal is acoustically sent to the receiving modem in the second tank 
(Fig 2) 

 
 

Fig 2 : test bench synoptic 
 
 

Several challenges have been solved : 
 acoustic coupling validity : the principle of the acoustic coupling is to sample the 

signal transmitted in the dock and transmit this signal in the tank with the 
minimum distortion. The equipment used must be compatible with the frequency 
bandwidth modem used. Parasite reflections coming from surface, bottom, walls 
reflections must be minimized (unwanted reflections are 20 dB below useful 
transmit signal - Fig 3) 

 
Fig 3 : useful and parasit signal level 

 
 transferring signals between dock and tank :  The challenge is to transmit over a 

length of 45 m through a buried pipe 25 m length (because of trucks traffic) : the 
signal emitted by the transmitter modem in the dock,  the signal to be re-injected 
into the basin, and the data received by the receiving modem. Parasite 
electromagnetic coupling is severely fought. 
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 Test bench acoustic calibration : the operational situation is : one modem 
transmitting at full power a source level SLem , and another modem which receives 
the signal affected by propagation losses. The test bench must be representative of 
this situation. As in our tests the transmitting modem works at reduced source level 
(SLreal = SLem - 20 dB) in order to avoid hydrophone saturation, thus the whole 
chain gain must be adjusted to insure the source level of the signal re-injected in 
the tank equal to SLreal +  20 dB - propagation losses (Fig 4) 

 

 
Fig 4 : acoustic test bench calibration 

 
Calibration is done before each experiment. Noise is measured before each 
experiment, in order to know the environmental conditions. 
 

 acoustic monitoring : the acoustic control chain allows monitoring and comparison 
of the acoustic environment in both basin and dock, in order to ensure a real time 
expertise of all acoustic waves present in the dock and the basin. The acoustic 
control chain consists in a digital/analog acquisition  card ( resolution: 24 bits / 
sampling frequency 192 kHz), a powerful dual channel spectrum analyzer 
software, two pre-amplified hydrophones  (bandwidth 100 Hz - 300kHz) and two 
preamplifiers. The dual channel spectrum analyzer  provides real time spectral 
analysis as well as recording, playback and post processing capabilities. It can 
display times series, spectrum, spectrogram and 3D Surface. 

 
4 . REAL TIME UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION MODEL RAYSON 
In this acoustic test bench we use a simulation tool, called RAYSON, to model in real time 
underwater acoustic communication over time-varying channels and taking into account 
Doppler effect due to sensors movements. Physical parameters characterize time varying 
channels by integration of static parameters (kind and form of sea surface or sea bed) and 
variable ones (celerity, receiver moves…).  
Underwater Acoustic (UWA) channels are characterized by multipath phenomenon whose 
characteristics are time-varying. This variation of speed is partly due to the medium 
(change of celerity, nature of the sea-bed, form of surface) but also to the instruments 
(movements, immersion depth...). The performance evaluation of a transmission in 
simulation thus requires taking into account variability in order to estimate the robustness 
of treatments. 
Whatever the degree of modeling could be, simulation cannot perfectly represent the 
reality (due to insufficient knowledge of the environment, erroneous modeling...). 
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However, this tool can be of great utility in the preparation of sea trials (optimization of 
instrumental positions, comprehension of global phenomena, modem test bench...) as the 
conception of acoustic links by the evaluation of the impact of environment on transmitted 
signals. 
The author's contribution is first based on the development of software in order to evaluate 
performances of underwater acoustic communication, then on its use in a novel acoustic 
test bench for evaluating underwater acoustic modems. 
RAYSON is a real time acoustic propagation model based on rays method and able to take 
into account various realistic environments. It enables to take into account source receiver 
directivity and receiver trajectory. The impulse response is determined by the preliminary 
definition of configuration of transmission (celerity, nature and form of surface and sea 
bed, movements of the transmitter and the receiver...) and is then calculated and 
interpolated on the receiver trajectory point by knowing it in each point of the receiving 
area. In situ signals and measured noise could also be integrated on any part of the link. 
The program also has a procedure of Monte-Carlo type that allows in batch mode, 
automatic and systematic statistical numerical simulations that means determination of ray 
characteristics and their intensity for a set of speed profiles, moving surfaces, or unknown 
bottoms whose description files are present in a directory.  
This tool is suitable for testing all configurations (provided rays propagation is available) 
and is able to deal with time variant impulse response. Performances of acoustic link could 
be then evaluated. This tool is particularly useful to design acoustic link, especially in 
defining necessary power and frequency band, and to evaluate environment impact on the 
transmission. 
The different functionalities of RAYSON and the real time method developed to take into 
account Doppler effect in the propagating signal computation are presented in [4] & [5].  
 
 
 
5 . RESULTS 
One pair of modems (60 kHz center frequency) has been extensively tested on the bench, 
and compared with previous at sea trials. Interesting coherent results were obtained. 
Whole test has been done in high acoustic noise situation. 

 Single ray path – fixed position  « without noise » i.e. with ambient noise ( the 
minimun ambiant acoustic noise level in the test tank is near sea state 6 
becauseof the environment (vessels at quay, port area, heavy weather 
conditions with intense rain ) 
Test bench with propagation simulation from 200 to 1100 m in 100 m step : 
result  limit range 900 m (50%  detections)  
This is coherent with at sea experiments in the same acoustic conditions. 

 Single ray path – test with noise injection in the tank 
For each fixed point (From 200 to 800 m in steps of 200 m), acoustic noise is 
increased up to the limit of detection. The limit is obtained for SNR between 0 
and 3 dB. Conclusion: ability of the bench to test the limits of range with and 
without noise 

 Multipaths – fixed position : For each fixed point (From 200 to 500 m in steps 
of 100 m) we test two adjacent positions for which one is the result of 
constructive coherent summation and the other the result of destructive 
coherent summation. Conclusion: highlighting of a (tiny) area where there is no 
transmission at all (RAYSON has predicted that because the situation is 
destructive coherent summation).  Same kind of situation has been observed at 
sea, not exactly in the same conditions. To be investigated.  
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 Doppler : Doppler tests were not significant for speed above 0.2 m/s, due to a 
current dysfunction identified in RAYSON software. This does not challenge 
the test bench feasibility, but some work has to be spent on RAYSON to 
modify it and to re-test it. 

 Complexe case : Shallow water - Processed without Doppler 
 

 
 
6 . CONCLUSIONS 
This paper does not seek to provide a complete answer to the problem of underwater 
acoustic communication. Some physical phenomena are currently not correctly taken into 
account (Doppler for example). But the bench is evolving. The aim is to make a 
contribution to the building of underwater communication. One advantage of the bench is 
to offer possibility of separately analyzing each underwater acoustic propagation 
parameter, because the whole environment is mastered. 
The objective is not to say whether a modem is good or bad. The aim is to predict the 
operational performances in a given use case configuration. Three pairs of others modems 
will soon be tested, in order to settle operational use on IFREMER  underwater vehicles. 
Offshore oil underwater intervention expecting our expertise, other investigations are 
quickly planned. 
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Abstract: The cost and logistics to deploy experimental underwater acoustic networks 
remains high and is beyond the reach of many researchers. Even researchers who can 
perform at-sea experiments, they often have limited time and control over the natural 
environment. Consequently, there is an imperative need to develop accurate underwater 
acoustic channel models to test network performance in simulation. Although 
sophisticated physics-based channel models have been developed, these models are 
computationally infeasible for large-scale (space, time, and frequency) simulations. In 
addition, they are less realistic than stochastic replay methods since not all physics is 
included in the channel model as well as complete knowledge about the environment is 
often unavailable. In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient stochastic model 
for replaying mobile underwater acoustic communication channels. The simulator 
includes non-stationary effects resulting from non-constant platform motion. In addition, 
environmental temporal fluctuations are captured via locally stationary autoregressive 
(AR) processes. The accuracy of the model is validated based on at-sea measurements.   

Keywords: Stochastic replay, channel simulation, adaptive channel estimation, adaptive 
resampling, motion-induced Doppler compensation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Underwater acoustic communications is the core enabling technology for developing 

distributed sensor networks for monitoring the maritime environment. To allow 
interoperability between sensors from different vendors, communication standards for 
modulation, coding and medium access protocols must be designed. Candidate standards 
should be examined based on their performance on various underwater acoustic 
environments. However, the cost to conduct extensive sea experiments remains high and 
is beyond the reach of many researchers. Hence, it is plausible to assess candidate 
standards via reliable computer simulations, which in turn require accurate channel 
models.  

At frequencies of interest (> 5 kHz), ray theory provides the foundation of underwater 
sound propagation. An approximate prediction of the channel impulse response is 
computed from a ray tracing software by exploiting any available information about the 
physical environment, namely, link geometry, ocean bathymetry, seabed acoustic 
properties, sea state, to name a few [1]-[3]. Yet, an accurate channel prediction is 
nontrivial since complete knowledge of the environment as well as positions and 
velocities of the network nodes are often unavailable. For this reason, compound models 
for which coarse multipath delays are computed from ray tracing and multipath gains are 
modeled as stochastic processes are proposed in the literature ([4] and references therein). 
The plethora of the proposed statistical models, however, imply that there is no consensus 
as to which model is more appropriate for simulating underwater acoustic channels. 

A more realistic way to simulate underwater acoustic channels is based on stochastic 
replay methods [5], [6]. According to these methods, time-varying impulse responses with 
identical statistical properties as the at-sea measured impulse response are generated in a 
computationally efficient manner. The accuracy of the channel estimation depends on the 
probe signal, the employed estimation algorithm and the environmental conditions. Any 
replay method faces two limitations. Firstly, the simulated impulse response must lie 
within the frequency band and time duration of the probe signal. Secondly, environmental 
parameters (e.g., sea state, sound speed profile, etc.) cannot be changed during 
simulations. 

This work proposes a computationally efficiency stochastic replay method for 
simulating mobile underwater acoustic communications channels. A multipath channel is 
modeled as a tapped-delay line with taps being realizations of various stochastic processes 
with certain power spectral densities. A key issue is to provide the simulator with reliable 
channel estimates in the presence of non-constant motion. That is achieved by employing 
a novel receiver structure that performs Doppler resampling, channel estimation and 
decision feedback equalization in a closed-loop fashion.  Treating slow fading as 
deterministic and focusing on fast fading, we use locally stationary autoregressive (AR) 
processes to capture temporal correlations of each channel tap. The validity of the 
proposed model is demonstrated for three different signal bandwidths using data from a 
mobile shallow-water experiment. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiment took place in the sea of Selat Pauh, Singapore, on October 21st and 
23rd, 2013. Two vessels were used as two nodes of a mobile point-to-point link. One 
vessel carried the transmitter (projector) and the other the receiver (hydrophone). Both the 
transmitter and the receiver were submerged about 3 m below the sea surface. The sea 
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depth along the link varied about 15-20 m and the sound speed profile was isovelocity 
(1540 m/s). The sea state was calm but ship wakes were often encountered during the 
course of the experiment. 

The multipath acoustic channel is mathematically modeled as a linear time-varying 
filter with tap spacing equal to the reciprocal of the channel bandwidth. The important 
issue is to capture the time scale of variation of individual filter taps. To achieve this, the 
channel response must be estimated at a rate greater than twice the channel Doppler 
spread. The channel probing signal was a continuous transmission of uncorrelated 
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) symbols at a rate of 1000 symbols/s. The QPSK 
symbols were pulse-shaped via a raised cosine filter (roll-off factor 0.7) and then 
multiplexed in frequency occupying three subbands: 14.4-16.1 kHz (subband A), 16.1-
17.8 kHz (subband B) and 17.8-19.5 kHz (subband C). This signal structure allowed us to 
obtain channel estimates at every millisecond, which is sufficient for most practical 
scenarios. In addition, the signal subband structure makes possible to check the model 
variation in frequency domain. 

The received signal that occupies the three aforementioned subbands can be seen in 
Figure 1(a). Each subband is shifted to baseband, low-pass filtered and coarsely 
synchronised with a known chirp pulse. The proposed receiver structure (as seen in Figure 
1(b)) detects the QPSK data by dividing the demodulation process into three major 
subsections: (a) motion compensation via adaptive resampling; (b) inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) mitigation based on channel estimation; (c) adaptive linear equalization. 

To compensate for any time dispersion/compression due to motion, the sampling rate 
of the incoming baseband signal is adjusted during each symbol interval by using linear 
interpolation [7]. The interpolation factor is computed from the extracted phase rotation of 
the QPSK symbol received at the previous symbol interval. Next, the resulting signal is 
used to produce an estimate of the channel impulse response based on the improved-
proportionate normalized least mean square (IPNLMS) algorithm [8]. Combining past 
channel estimates with past transmitted symbols, an estimate of the post-cursor 
intersymbol interference (ISI) is subtracted from the received signal. Then, the ISI-free 
signal is equalized by a linear filter producing a soft estimate of the transmitted QPSK 
symbol. The difference between the soft estimate and the actual transmitted QPSK symbol 
is used to optimise the feedforward filter through the exponentially-weighted recursive 
least-squares (RLS) algorithm. Note that the novelty in our approach is that the proposed 
receiver performs symbol-by-symbol adaptive resampling with symbol-by-symbol 
adaptive channel estimation in a closed-loop fashion. Consequently, fast platform motion 
is decoupled from slow environmental fluctuations leading to better channel estimates. In 
addition, the channel impulse response can be estimated for arbitrary long periods without 
any interruption for explicit synchronization. 

Figure 2(a) illustrates the transmit/receive positions based on GPS recordings. The 
range of the link was about 2.7 km. Figure 2(b) shows the mean Doppler shift that each 
subband experiences due to platform motion. The positive Doppler indicates that the 
transmit vessel was propelling towards the receiver at a varying speed of about 0.5-1.5 
m/s. In addition, the wavy pattern of fluctuation is indicative of surface waves-induced 
motion. Figure 2(c) shows the time evolution of the amplitude of the channel impulse 
response. As expected, the responses are different for different subbands. This is 
explained by noting that different subbands undergo different frequency fading and 
Doppler spread. The filter tap at the 0 ms delay corresponds to the strongest signal arrival. 
Due to the limited signal bandwidth as well as the link geometry, the tap temporal 
correlation is dictated by the interference of the direct path and the first surface bounce. 
Moreover, transmitter motion gives rise to a prominent Lloyd’s Mirror Effect [9] and 
therefore this tap value rapidly fluctuates in time. 
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Figure 1: (a) Spectrogram of the received signal. The amplitude scale is in dB. (b) The 
receiver block diagram. 

 
Figure 2  (a) Transmitter and receiver locations. (b) Time evolution of the mean Doppler 
frequency shift for each sub-band. (c) Snapshots of the amplitude of the baseband impulse 
response for different subbands. The snapshots are taken every millisecond. The colorbar 

in linear scale. 
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3. MODELING PROCEDURE 
 

To implement a stochastic replay simulator for an underwater acoustic channel 
response, we are interested in a statistical characterization of each channel filter tap. Here, 
we derive a statistical model for the 0-ms tap of the channel response that corresponds to 
subband A (see Figure 2(a)). The same procedure can be followed for any of other channel 
tap as well as for different subbands (omitted for brevity). We also stress that ambient 
noise simulation is not addressed in this paper. 

Let ℎ( ) denote the tap value at discrete time .  Figure 3(a) (black dashed line) shows 
its amplitude variation. Deriving a statistical model for ℎ( ) is tedious because variation 
at different time scales is observed. That is the case for most underwater acoustic 
communication channels [4]-[6]. One can typically divide the tap’s temporal variability 
into two types: (a) slow fading, due to the link geometry and slow environmental 
fluctuations (seasonal changes in temperature profile, tidal changes, internal waves, to 
name a few); (b) fast fading, due to multipath constructive and destructive interference, 
scattering off rough surfaces and Doppler effects. Following this line of thought, we start 
our stochastic model by decomposing ℎ( ) into its time-varying mean (local average) and 
a residual (noise-like) signal. By using an averaging window of 100 ms (i.e., 100 signal 
samples since the baud rate is 1000 symbols/s), we have 

 ℎ( ) = ℎ( ) + ( )                                                               (1) 
 
where ℎ( ) stands for the time-varying mean and ( ) denotes the residual signal. The 
amplitude of the slow fading signal can be seen in Figure 3(a) (green line). This signal is 
treated as deterministic in our model. The amplitude of the fast fading signal can be seen 
in Figure 3(a) (red dashed line). Typically, ( ) is considered as a wide sense stationary 
(WSS) process [4]-[5], yet, this may not be accurate for mobile channels where abrupt 
changes may occur. Our approach here is to model ( ) as a WSS process only within the 
100 ms averaging interval. This is well justified based on the following numbers. Let us 
assume that the platform motion is 1 m/s, then the change in the link geometry during 100 
ms is about 10 cm (order of one wavelength at 17 kHz), which is typically less than the 
expected ocean spatial variability. Splitting the total measurement interval into 100-ms 
non-overlapping sub-intervals, we can write 
 ( ) = ( , )                                                            (2) 

 
where ( , ) is an AR process. For every  sub-interval, =1… , the AR process 
can be expressed as ( , ) = ( , ) ( − 1, ) + ( , )               (3) 

 
where ( , ) are the (complex-valued) filter parameters and ( , ) is a zero-mean 
Gaussian noise with variance ( ). The AR model parameters are estimated by solving 
the Yule-Walker equations.  

The validity of the aforementioned AR model can be seen in Figure 3(a). This figure 
illustrates the average power spectral density (PSD) of ( ) over the entire duration of the 
probe signal (18.5 s). For comparison purposes, the PSD of one realization of the 
simulated process (18.5 s) is also presented. The order of the employed AR filters is 30. 
Note that good agreement between real and simulated ( ) is observed. A similar result 
(agreement) is shown for the other subbands as well (Figure 3(b) and (c)). 
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The complete stochastic replay simulator first generates each ( , ) to compose ( )  
and then includes ℎ( ) creating the final tap value. Hence, the simulated channel not only 
is easy to generate but also has the same statistical properties as the measured channel. To 
include platform motion (for each subband), the channel output signal is symbol-by-
symbol resampled according to the estimated Doppler of Figure 2 (b). 

 
Figure 3 (a) Amplitude decomposition of ℎ( ) into a moving average and a residual 
signal ( ) for subband A. (Similarly, (c) and (e) correspond to subband B and C, 
respectively) (b) Average power spectral density of the process ( ) for real and 

simulated data for subband A. (Similarly, (d) and (f) correspond to subband B and C, 
respectively). 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

SUBBAND A

SUBBAND B

SUBBAND C
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4. CONCLUSION 

A stochastic model for simulating mobile underwater acoustic channels is presented. 
This model relies upon acquiring reliable channel estimates in the presence of non-
constant motion. This is accomplished by employing a communications receiver that 
performs symbol-by-symbol Doppler compensation and channel estimation in a closed-
loop with a decision feedback equalizer. Having the channel impulse response at hand and 
after removing its slow fading component, the fast fading (noise-like) signal can be treated 
as a locally stationary AR process. Our results validate this claim based on at-sea data 
from a mobile shallow water link. The low computational complexity of this stochastic 
model renders it handy for large scale simulations of underwater acoustic networks. 
Future work will showcase this possibility by comparing the bit error rate performance of 
a receiver in real and simulated data. 
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Abstract: This paper investigates the performance of an iterative Doppler compensation 
scheme for a direct sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) based underwater acoustic 
communication system. The proposed receiver utilizes a chip-level decision feedback 
equalizer (DFE) followed by an adaptive correlator to compensate for the multipath 
spread. In contrast, Doppler-spread induced symbol dilation is compensated by an 
interpolator that precedes the DFE. The performance of the proposed approach is 
evaluated in experimental doubly-spread shallow water acoustic channels from seatrials 
conducted in the North Sea. The results obtained from off-line signal analysis indicate that 
the proposed method can track Doppler spreads up to 10 Hz and deal with delay spreads 
of 50 ms using a chip rate of 4 kbps. 

Keywords: Doppler Compensation, Direct-Sequence, Spread Spectrum  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Many telemetry applications for underwater communications require receivers that are 
tolerant to both Doppler and multipath induced intersymbol interference (ISI). 
Additionally, they need to be of low complexity, operate reliably at low signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) and employ low number of hydrophones. Ideally, a single hydrophone is 
preferred to enable rapid and uncomplicated deployment. Furthermore, in multiuser 
network scenarios, asynchronous operation is required that is insensitive to timing 
misalignments between users and can tolerate near-far power effects. Direct-Sequence 
Spread Spectrum (DS-SS) is a well-established technique that can be used to address these 
issues [1]-[6]. DS-SS can foremost enable highly reliable communications and multiple 
access of the communication channel. It can be utilized using either differential or 
coherent modulation and detection schemes. Information symbols are typically spread 
using a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence exhibiting good autocorrelation and low cross-
correlation properties to alleviate multipath and distinguish between users. The spreading 
operation reduces the sensitivity of the performance to ISI and improves the SNR of the 
detection, however, it results in an overall reduction of the effective transmission rate. 
Over the last two decades DS-SS based systems have been extensively studied, 
nonetheless, there is very little or nonexistent research in DS-SS receiver structures that 
deal with Doppler effects [7]-[9].  

 
The work presented in this his paper focuses on a novel Doppler compensation scheme 

that is suitable for DS-SS underwater acoustic communication systems utilizing coherent 
modulation. It introduces a digital interpolator to compensate for Doppler spread, in 
conjunction with a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and an adaptive correlator (AC) to 
compensate for multipath spread. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2, describes the system model, while in Section 2 the proposed receiver structure 
is outlined. Section 4 presents experimental results to demonstrate the performance, and 
finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

The proposed system utilizes quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation to map 
bN  binary information bits, 1

0}{ 


bN
iib , to the corresponding QPSK symbol sequence, 

1
0}{ 


IN

kkI , where )(log/ 2 MNN bI   with 4M  being the constellation size. The 
information symbols are obtained using the mapping ]2[ 1 iik bbI  C , where C is the 
constellation vector given as  Tjjjj ]1,1,1,1[ C . The information symbols 
are then spread by a bipolar spreading code, 1}{ 1

0 

cN

nnc , consisting of cN chips. After 
up-sampling and pulse-shaping, we obtain the DS-SS signal as 

,)()(
1

0






cN

n
cn nTtpctg  (1) 
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where cT is the chip duration in s, )(tp  is a raised cosine pulse shaping function with roll-
off factor )1,0(  and )( cnTtp   indicates that the function is non-zero in the interval 

cc nTtTn  )1( . Frequency up-conversion of )(tg  using an IQ mixer results in the pass-
band signal that is given as 

,)(Re
2

)( 2
1

0 







 



 tfj
N

k
k

c
I

ekTtgITEts   (3) 

where ccTNT   is the spread symbol duration in s, cf  is the carrier frequency in Hz and E  
is the transmitted signal energy. The complete transmitter structure is shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
Fig.1: DS-SS transmitter structure. 

 
The pass-band signal is transmitted through a doubly selective acoustic communication 
channel. This implies that the received signal is subject to both time-varying Doppler 
effects but also time-varying intersymbol interference. the channel impulse response and 
the received signal at complex-baseband are given respectively as 
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where L  represents the number of propagation paths, and )(tal  and )(tl  are their 
attenuation and delay time associated with lth path, respectively. 

3. PROPOSED RECEIVER 

Fig. 2 shows the receiver front-end stage. The received signal is pre-amplified and 
sampled at sf . The digitized signal is then band-pass filtered to remove out of band signal 
disturbances. After IQ mixing and chip-matched filtering the signal down sampled at 4 
samples per chip. 
 

Fig.3 illustrates the proposed receiver structure. The input of the AC is operating at 2 
samples per chip, while the output is sampled at once per symbol. The AC weights are 
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adaptively optimized by minimizing the error signal, ke , formed by subtracting during the 
training sequence (TS) mode the phase corrected output, kÎ , of the AC from the training 
signal, kI , or its quantized version, )ˆ( kIQ during the decision directed (DD) mode. 
 

 
Fig.2: DS-SS receiver front-end. 

 
A statistical cost function that minimizes the mean squared error signal (MSE) can be 

employed to obtain the optimal receiver parameters, i.e. 

}{min 2

},,,,{ k
MSE
k eEJ

nkknk bf
  

(6) 

where 1 fN
k Cf and 1 bN

k Cb are the weights of the AC and feedback filter, 
respectively, and k  is the carrier phase estimate at the kth symbol. Furthermore, k  is 
the interpolating factor and n  is the frequency offset estimate. Minimizing MSE

kJ leads to 
the Wiener-Hopf equations, whose solutions require inversion of the autocorrelation 
matrix and result in the optimum AC filter coefficients. The practical use of the Wiener 
filters in underwater communication channels is limited by the computational complexity 
of the large order matrix inversion required for long delay spread multipath channels. 
Moreover, the time-averaging over a block of data required to obtain the correlation 
estimates results in an adaptation delay which limits the tracking dynamics of the 
algorithm. To simplify the minimization problem the least mean square (LMS) algorithm 
for finite impulse response filters (FIR) or its normalized version (NLMS) can be utilized.  

 
The demodulation algorithm starts by computing the output of the AC as 

kj
k

H
kk eI  ufˆ  (7) 

where 1 fN
k Cu represents the AC filter contents during the kth symbol. Subsequently, 

the error signal ke is computed as 
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k
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k IIQ
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during the TS and DD mode, respectively. (.)Q  denotes the operation that quantizes the 
symbol estimate kÎ to one of the constellation points in C by minimizing the Euclidean 
distance between kÎ  and C . 

 
Fig.3: DS-SS AC receiver with Doppler compensation. 

 
The AC weights are then updated using the NLMS algorithm as 

kkkkk e uff *
1   (9) 

where )( k
H
kk uu   is the NLMS step size with )2,0(  being an adaptation 

constant that controls the speed of convergence. 41 1010  K is a small constant that 
ensures numerical stability when the input power level is low. 

 
To update the linear interpolator, the phase error, k , is computed from the 

constellation using }ˆIm{ *
kkk II , and it is then used to update the interpolator using a 

linear approximation. Interpolation is performed twice per chip to obtain 2 output samples 
out of the 4 input samples. Following interpolation, the samples are processed by the AC 
filter and are phase corrected. The symbol estimate is the quantized, re-spread and up-
sampled at 2 samples per chip to obtain the input of the feedback filter (FBF) as 









mode, DD],1,1[)ˆ(
mode, TS],1,1[~

c
c

k

k
n IQ

I
I  (10) 

The FBF is then updated using 

,~**
1 nnkbnn IeK vbb   (11) 

The inputs of AC for the next iteration are then computed as 

n
H
nnn uu vb1  (12) 
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The carrier phase offset (CPO) estimate is then computed by filtering the phase error, k , 
using a second order phase locked loop (PLL). It is worth noting that during the first 
symbol the receiver starts the demodulation process using 10  , 00  , 0u 0 , 

00  and 0v 0 .  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

To test the performance of the proposed receiver, recorded signals were processed 
offline. The recorded signals were acquired during seatrials conducted by Newcastle 
University in the North Sea, a few miles of the UK cost. The carrier frequency of the DS-
SS QPSK was 12 kHz modulated using 4 kHz of bandwidth. The roll-off factor of the chip 
pulse shaping filter was 0.89 and spreading code lengths of 15 chips were transmitted. Fig. 
4 (a) shows the multipath profile for a 1 km shallow water acoustic channel, while Fig. 4 
(b) depicts the I-Q constellation at the input of the AC. Fig. 5 (a) depicts the MSE 
convergence transient. Clearly, only a few iterations are required for the algorithm to 
converge and achieve error free detection. From the steady state MSE convergence we can 
compute the output signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio, oSINR , as 

}|{|
}|{|log10 2

2

10
k

k
o eE

IESINR   (13) 

where dN is the number of transmitted symbols within a packet excluding, the symbols of 
the training sequence. The receiver algorithm was switched to the decision-directed mode 
after 10 symbols (150 chips). The oSINR achieved in this case was approximately 16.5 dB 
for the spreading code of 15 chips.  The AC and FBF was setup to use 30 and 32 taps, 
respectively. Fig. 5 (b) shows the output IQ output constellation, where the 4 QPSK 
constellation scatter-point clusters can be clearly identified.  
 

Fig. 6 (a) demonstrates the transient of the interpolating factor over the duration of one 
transmitted packet. Its value has been converted to speed in m/s by multiplying with the 
approximate value of speed of the acoustic wave propagation being m/s15500 v . In this 
example, the mean value })1{( 0vE k  was computed to be 0.36 m/s (0.7 knots). However, 
during the analysis of the seatrial data, the proposed receiver was found to cope with 
speeds up to approx. 1.5 m/s (or 10 Hz Doppler shifts) depending on the multipath spread 
of the underlying channel. Fig. 6 (b) illustrates the CFO estimate, k , over the first 300 
symbols in order to retain clarity. It is worth highlighting that k  is computed cN2 times 
per symbol.  

 
Fig. 7 (a) depicts the phase transient of the digital 2nd order PLL. It is worth noting that 

over the duration of a packet, the PLL only needs to track very small residual phase errors 
(< 1 deg). Finally, Fig. 7 (b) illustrates the IQ constellation at the output of AC with the 
Doppler compensating interpolator disabled. This is accomplished by setting the 
interpolator adaptation constant to a small value, e.g. 910 , while during normal operation 
this value is set to 51025.1  . In this case, a bit error rate of 0.5 was obtained indicating 
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that the AC and PLL were unable to correct for the Doppler shift without explicit Doppler 
compensation. 
 

 
Fig.4: (a) Estimated channel impulse response, (b) Input I-Q constellation. 

 
Fig.5: (a) MSE convergence, (b) Output I-Q constellation. 

 

 
Fig.6: (a) Interpolating factor, (b) CFO estimate. 
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Fig.7: (a) IQ-constellation with disabled interpolator, b) PLL CPO estimate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, a method to compensate for Doppler spread in DS-SS based underwater 
acoustic communication systems was presented. Doppler induced symbol dilations were 
removed using a digital interpolator, while multipath spread was dealt jointly using a DFE 
in conjunction with an AC filter followed by digital carrier PLL. Experimental results 
from seatrials were presented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed receiver 
structure in realistic doubly-spread multipath channels. Future work may concentrate in 
methods of Doppler compensation using array structures, iterative decoding with error 
control, and compensation in the presence of multiuser interference. 
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Abstract: Monitoring of marine noise has been the subject of considerable recent study, 
motivated by the desire to assess the impact of anthropogenic noise on marine life. In 
Europe, the Marine Strategy Framework Directive requires member states to assess the 
environmental status of their waters, and a combination of noise measurement and 
modelling has been proposed as an approach to determine the required indicator. 
However, the optimum strategy for developing a marine noise monitoring network is not 
yet well established. 
  
In this paper, considerations for such a strategy are discussed. In particular, the 
requirements are investigated using a simulated scenario based on the measurement of 
noise from traffic in a shipping lane. Using models for the sources and the sound 
propagation, a noise map is calculated and measurements of the noise map at a small 
number of monitoring positions within the region of interest are then simulated. A 
compressive sensing algorithm, which exploits the sparsity of the representation of the 
noise map in terms of the sources, is then used to estimate the entire noise map from only 
the data at the measurement locations. The influence of the positions of the measurement 
stations, the uncertainties on the source levels of the individual vessels and the 
measurements, and the presence of unknown sources within the monitored area, are 
investigated. The results are used to inform a discussion of likely uncertainties in 
calculation of time and spatially averaged acoustic metrics. 

Keywords: Marine noise monitoring network, sound propagation model, noise 
measurement, compressive sensing 
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1. BACKGROUND 

The EU’s Marine Strategy Framework Directive (2008/56/EC) requires nations to 
monitor marine environmental acoustic noise in order to estimate Good Environmental 
Status [1]. There are different approaches to estimating the noise map within a region of 
interest. One is based on modelling alone. It assumes knowledge of what sources are 
present and makes use of models for those sources and for sound propagation. Another is 
based on measurement alone. It makes use of measurement stations to record values of the 
noise at specific locations produced by all the sources (whether they are known to be 
present or not).  

Recently, however, there has been interest in an approach that uses a combination of 
modelling and measurement [2, 3]. In this paper, consideration is given to how such an 
approach might be implemented. The problem to be solved is formulated as an 
underdetermined linear system of equations with unknowns equal to the source levels for 
sources at a large number of possible source locations. Since the number of actual sources 
is known to be small, the problem is akin to one of compressive sensing, and a sparsity-
inducing algorithm is used to obtain a solution. A simulation of a noise monitoring 
network is used to compare the estimates of the noise map provided by the different 
approaches, and to investigate the influence of the design of the network on the results 
obtained. 

2. SIMULATION OF A NOISE MONITORING NETWORK 

The region of interest is considered to be a square of size 50 km  50 km, and is 
discretised into a grid containing M = 501  501 points with each grid square of size 
100 m  100 m. A shipping lane of size 50 km  2 km containing N = 501  21 points 
forms a central band in the region of interest. ns ships (or sources) are positioned within 
the shipping lane, and nr receivers (or measurement stations) are located outside the lane. 

Let the grid points within the region of interest be indexed by i   = {1, …, M}, and 
denote their locations by the position vectors ri. Let the grid points in the shipping lane be 
indexed by j    , where  has N elements, and let the ships be located at grid points 
indexed by k    , where  has ns elements. Suppose  = 1  2, where 1 
containing ns,1 elements identifies those ships whose locations are known (from AIS 
transponder information that provides GPS coordinates) and 2 identifies those ships 
whose locations are unknown. Finally, let the receivers be located at grid points indexed 
by l    , where  has nr elements.  

The source level (in dB re 1 Pa2m2) of a ship located at grid point rk, k  , is 
modelled as 

 
Sk(f) = 10log10(sk)  10log10(f 3.594) + 10log10[{1+(f/340)2}0.917],  (1) 
 

where f is frequency (in Hz) and sk is the source factor (in Pa2m2) at 0 Hz, taken from 
empirical data in the scientific literature [4]. For the simulations considered here, the (true) 
values sk are simulated as 
 

sk = snom(1 + ), (2) 
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where snom = 10230/10 Pa2m2 is a nominal value for the source level at 0 Hz, and  is a 
random draw from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 30 %.  

The propagation of sound from the ship to a position ri in the region of interest is 
described by a propagation loss function P(f, rk, ri), also a function of frequency f, with the  
energy flux model of Weston chosen for the work described here [5, 6]. The propagation 
loss function depends on the bathymetry of the seabed, characteristics of the seabed such 
as its density and attenuation, the speed of sound both in water and in the seabed, and 
wind speed. For the simulations considered here, the seabed is taken to be made of coarse 
sand and is assumed to be flat, which means that the propagation loss function is the same 
for all ship locations and only depends on the distance rki between rk and ri, i.e., 
P(f, rk, ri) = P(f, rki). 

It follows that the mean squared sound pressure (in Pa2) at any position ri in the 
region of interest due to all the ships is 

 
.10),( 10/)],()([ 


k

rfPfS
i

kikfs r  (3) 
 

In particular, the mean squared sound pressure at a receiver located at grid point rl, l  , 
is s(f, rl), and the value recorded by the receiver can be simulated as 
 

y(f, rl) = s(f, rl)(1 + ), (4) 
 

where  is a random draw from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard 
deviation rel, the relative standard measurement uncertainty for the receivers. For the 
simulations considered here, measurements are made at nf = 8 frequencies, fm, namely 40, 
50, 63, 80, 100, 125, 160 and 200 Hz, and rel = 10 %. 

3. ANALYSIS APPROACHES 

3.1. Based on modelling 

The first analysis approach makes no use of the measured values provided by the 
receivers. Instead it uses approximate knowledge of the source factors for those ships that 
are known to be in the region of interest and a model for sound propagation. The source 
factor of a ship located at a grid point rk, k  1, is assigned according to expression (2), 
and the mean squared sound pressure at each point ri and each frequency fm due to those 
ships is calculated using expression (3) with the summation taken over indices k  1. The 
analysis approach is applied a number of times using different source factors for the ships 
in order to assess the influence of uncertainty associated with those source factors. 

3.2. Based on measurement 

The second analysis approach makes use only of the measured values provided by the 
receivers. For each frequency fm, the mean squared sound pressure for each point ri is set 
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equal to the average of the measured values y(fm, rl) for l  . The analysis approach is 
applied a number of times using different simulated measured values in order to assess the 
influence of uncertainty associated with the measured values. 

3.3. Based on modelling and measurement 

Let s denote a vector of source factors at all grid points rj, j  , within the shipping 
lane. Two types of information are available about the vector s. The first type is the 
measured values y(fm, rl), m = 1, …, nf, l  , provided by the receivers. This information 
is represented by the linear equations  

 
As = y, (5) 
 

in which matrix A of dimension nfnr  N contains terms that depend on the propagation 
loss function and a frequency correction derived from model (1), and y contains the values 
y(fm, rl). The second type is the estimate snom of sk, k  1, for those ships whose locations 
are known. This information is represented by the linear equations 
 

Bs = snom, (6)  
 
in which matrix B of dimension ns,1  N has a single value of unity in each row, and snom 
contains snom in each element. 

Since the number nfnr + ns,1 of data is very much smaller than the number N of 
unknowns, the combined system of equations is underdetermined, and does not possess a 
unique solution. However, the knowledge that the solution is sparse, i.e., that most of the 
elements of s are zero, can be used to provide a particular solution. This solution is defined 
as the vector s that minimizes 

 
||D1(As  y)||22 + ||E1(Bs  snom)||22 + ||s||1, (7) 

 
where ||||2 denotes the Euclidean (“sum of squared values”) vector 2-norm and ||||1 the 
(“sum of absolute values”) vector 1-norm. The matrices D and E provide a “weighting” of 
the data, and are assigned to be diagonal matrices with diagonal elements equal to the 
standard uncertainties associated with the elements of, respectively, the vectors y and snom. 
The scalar  is used to adjust the balance between satisfying the linear equations (5) and 
(6) representing the two types of information and achieving sparsity of the solution 
represented by the term ||s||1.  

The problem of minimizing expressions of the form (7) arises in applications of 
compressive sensing [7], and a number of algorithms are available for this purpose. In this 
work the approach described in [8] employing a homotopy-based algorithm is used. The 
approach allows for the inclusion of non-negativity constraints on the solution, as well as 
permitting the treatment of dynamic (time-dependent) problems, which will be the subject 
of future work. 

The analysis approach is applied a number of times using different simulated measured 
values in order to assess the influence of uncertainty associated with the measured values.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Four simulation cases are considered. In all cases, there are ns = 50 ships and nr = 10 
receivers with five receivers arranged on either side of the shipping lane. In Cases A and C 
there are ns,1 = 40 ships whose locations are assumed to be known, whereas in Cases B 
and D ns,1 = 25. Furthermore, in Cases A and B the receivers are located close to the 
shipping lane (within 1 km of it), whereas in Cases C and D the receivers are located 
throughout the region of interest (but not in the shipping lane). The graphs in Fig. 1 show 
the distributions of ships and receivers within the region of interest for the simulation 
Cases A and C. 

Results are obtained for all eight frequencies considered, but in Table 1 a comparison is 
made for the frequency 125 Hz in terms the spatially averaged sound pressure level (in 
dB re 1 Pa2m-2) defined by 

 

,),(1log10),( 10  


i iis fs
A

fT rr  (8) 

 
where s(f, ri) is the mean square sound pressure given by expression (3) with Sk(f) replaced 
by its true or estimated value, and A is the area of the region of interest. Fig. 2 compares 
for the same frequency the true sound pressure level over the region of interest with that 
estimated by the compressive sensing approach. In these graphs, points with a high sound 
pressure level correspond to locations of ships. 

The results given in Table 1 indicate that the estimate of spatially averaged sound 
pressure level provided by the modelling approach is adversely affected by reducing the 
number ns,1 of ships whose locations are known, whereas the estimate provided by the 
measurement approach is adversely affected by moving the receivers away from the 
shipping lane. In contrast, the approach based on both modelling and measurement gives 
results that are insensitive to the value of ns,1 and to the locations of the receivers. 
Furthermore, the combination of modelling and measurement gives estimates that are 
better than those provided by the other approaches, in terms of their closeness of 
agreement with the true spatially averaged sound pressure level. 

The graphs given in Fig. 2 show in detail the results provided by the compressive 
sensing approach. In general the approach does not identify the correct number of ships. 
For example, the solution vectors for Cases B and C have, respectively, 35 and 52 non-
zero elements. For all the cases, there is a tendency for the solution to include a small 
number of ships with high source levels and to underestimate the source levels for the 
remaining ships. Further work is needed to investigate the influence of the parameter  in 
expression (5) and to fine-tune other aspects of the algorithm used. 

This work has focussed on the analysis for a single time instant. A further avenue for 
investigation is to account for the dynamic aspect of the problem. The ships can be 
expected to move along smooth and often predictable paths, and measurements made at 
different time instants can be expected to improve the results. 

Finally, there is scope to improve the simulation by incorporating sources that exist 
outside the modelled region and that contribute to the measured data in a realistic 
monitoring scenario.  
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Fig. 1: Distributions of ships (circles) and receivers (crosses) within the region of interest 

for the simulation Cases A (top) and C (bottom). 
 
 
 Case A 

[ns,1 = 40; 
“close”] 

Case B 
[ns,1 = 25; 
“close”] 

Case C 
[ns,1 = 40; “far”] 

Case D 
[ns,1 = 25; “far”] 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 
True 79.04 78.66 78.62 78.57 
Mod. 77.46 78.38 75.32 76.34 77.53 78.02 75.23 76.20 
Meas. 75.61 75.92 75.41 75.79 70.20 70.88 69.81 70.26 
CS 79.14 79.30 78.50 79.27 78.52 78.64 78.31 78.49 
 

Table 1: Estimates (in dB re 1 Pa2m-2) of spatially averaged sound pressure level 
obtained using the analysis approaches based on modelling (Mod.), measurement (Meas.) 
and modelling and measurement (compressive sensing, CS) for the frequency 125 Hz. The 

approaches are applied ten times, and the minimum and maximum values obtained are 
compared with the true value for each case. The cases are defined by the number ns,1 of 

ships whose locations are known and whether the receivers are “close” to or “far” from 
the shipping lane. 
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Fig. 2: True and estimated noise maps (in dB re 1 Pa2) over the region of interest for 

the frequency 125 Hz. In the four sets of graphs, the true noise map is shown on the left 
and the estimated map obtained using a compressive sensing approach on the right. The 

graphs relate to Case A (top-left), B (top-right), C (bottom-left) and D (bottom-right). 
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Abstract: The Lofoten-Vesterålen (LoVe) Ocean Observatory is located at 255 m depth 
about 15 km offshore of the North Norway coast. The area is expected to hold large oil 
and gas resources but exploitation of these resources is controversial because of the 
importance of this region for fish, fish predators, and fishermen. The LoVe initiative is an 
action to improve the environmental knowledge base. It was launched in September 2013 
by the oil company Statoil, the Norwegian Institute of Marine Research and Metas AS. The 
observatory contains several different sensors. Data from the hydrophone is presented 
here. 
  
The goal of this paper is to describe today’s soundscape in the LoVe area. The established 
Wenz curve, which can be found in most text books about sonar, describes the soundscape 
caused by wind and shipping in areas with deep water. May the Wenz curve be used for 
the LoVe area as well?  
 
We have studied sound generated by wind, shipping and biology. AIS data and data from 
the Norwegian Meteorological Institute have been used as metadata. The comparison of 
the wind driven noise at the LoVe Observatory against the Wenz curve shows significant 
differences below 400 Hz. The Wenz curve shows decreasing spectrum level from 400 to 
10 Hz, while the LoVe measurements show increasing spectrum levels.  
 
 
Keywords: Ocean soundscape, LoVe Ocean Observatory, ambient noise 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Impact of human activity on the marine environment is of increasing concern 
worldwide. One example is the monitoring of oil drilling operations at the Morvin field 
northwest of Trondheim [1]. The Lofoten-Vesterålen (LoVe) Ocean Observatory [2] has 
gone one step further by including a hydrophone, which may be used to measure 
biological activity and to detect changes in the soundscape.  

 
The Wenz curve ([3]) is established as the main reference (Fig 7.5 in [4] and Fig 8.13 

in [5]) for the ocean soundscape, but it is made for deep water. The soundscape in shallow 
water is site dependent [6] and still a topic for research [7]. May the Wenz curve be used 
for the LoVe area? 

 
The LoVe Ocean Observatory is located at 255 m depth 15 km offshore of the North 

Norway coast. It was launched in September 2013 by the oil company Statoil, the 
Norwegian Institute of Marine Research and Metas AS. The observatory contains several 
different sensors. Analysis of data from the hydrophone is presented here. The recording 
of hydrophone data has not been continuous, but data with high quality has been recorded 
from November 2014. The hydrophone data is sampled with 512 kHz, but the noise 
measured above 30 kHz is dominated by the active echosounders on the LoVe 
Observatory. The frequency band between 10 Hz and 20 kHz is studied here.  

 

2. METHODS 

We have used metadata about shipping and weather to select illustrative hydrophone 
samples. Noise from shipping is studied in samples with low wind (< 5 m/s), and noise 
from wind is studied in samples with closest ship far from the hydrophone (> 35 km). 
Audio and time-frequency plots have been used to find biological samples. 
 

The wind data used is from Nora10 (NOrwegian ReAnalysis with 10 km grid) [8][9] 
from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. The wind data is re-analysis of historical 
weather based on a model, but strongly constrained by available observations. The wind 
estimated at the LoVe Observatory is shown in Fig 1. 

The wind estimates for 24. December 2014 shows an average wind speed of 2-3 m/s 
between 01:00 and 17:00 (UTC). The acoustic data from this period is used to compare 
against the Wenz curve for 2-3 m/s wind (seastate 1). 26. December had average wind 
speed of 15 m/s between 02:00 and 11:00 and will be used to compare against the 14-17 
m/s (seastate  6) curve. 3. December had average wind speed of 18 m/s between 11:00 and 
17:00 and will also be compared against the seastate 6 curve. The Wenz curve for 2-3 and 
14-17 m/s wind is plotted as x and + in Fig 3. It is adapted from Fig 7.5 in [4] and based 
on Wenz’s article from 1962 [3].     

 
AIS-information about shipping [10] around the LoVe Observatory has been used to 

find time periods with and without significant noise from shipping. Fig 2 contains AIS-
information of the 5 illustrative examples presented in this paper.  
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Fig.1: Wind estimated at the LoVe Observatory (Nora10 data for Dec 2014).  

 
The last plot in Fig 2 shows the shipping density in December 2014. The plot shows 

that the main traffic line along Norway, i.e. the shipping line for large ships as tankers and 
200 m long cargo ship, has CPA (Closest Point of Approach) around 55 km from the 
LoVe Observatory, while a traffic lane for smaller ships has CPA close to the hydrophone.   

 
A study of several samples with low wind speed (2-3 m/s) showed that large ships 

along the main traffic line were difficult to observe in the spectra. The largest level 
observed was 65 dB between 50 and 100 Hz when two 200 m long cargo ships passed 
CPA simultaneously. An example from the traffic lane close to the hydrophone showed 
that a 107 m long cargo ship was difficult to observe in the spectra when it was more than 
35 km from the hydrophone.  

 
The hydrophone data from the LoVe Observatory is stored in 10 minutes files of size 

585 MB. The data is sampled with 512 kHz, but the noise measured above 30 kHz is 
dominated by the active echosounders on the LoVe Observatory. The frequency band 
between 10 Hz and 20 kHz has high quality data and was selected for the present study. 
Each 10 minutes long file has been divided in ten 1 minute long signals. The spectrum 
level of each 1 minute long signal has been calculated using the pwelch method 
implemented in Matlab. The signal was divided in 1 second long segments with 50% 
overlap and the fft’s (magnitudes) were averaged. A Hanning window was used on each 
segment. This gave 10 spectra with 1 Hz frequency resolution. The median of the 10 
spectra is used as spectrum level for a given file.  

 
The sensitivity of the hydrophone is -171 dB re 1 V/µPa with pre-amp [11]. This is an 

average value for all the frequencies and ± 3 dB must therefore be added to the spectrum 
levels reported here. 

  

3. RESULTS 

Five illustrative files from the LoVe hydrophone are selected for this paper. The 
soundscape is dominated by wind in three of them (3, 15 and 18 m/s), one is dominated by 
shipping, and one is dominated by biological sounds. The shipping and wind speed for the 
five samples are shown in Fig 2, and the corresponding soundscapes are shown in Fig 3.   
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Fig.2: AIS plot from the LoVe (Lofoten Vesterålen) area [10]. The LoVe-hydrophone is 
located at the center of the circles. The circles have radius of 10,20, 30, 40, 60 and 80 km. 

 

 
Fig.3: Soundscape measured at the LoVe Observatory. The five samples presented (see 

Fig 2) shows illustrative examples for 3, 15 and 18 m/s wind (green), shipping (red) and 
biological sounds (blue). The Wenz curve is plotted for 2-3 (x) and 14-17 m/s wind (+). 

The Wenz curve is adapted from Fig 7.5 in [4] and based on Wenz’s article from 1962 [3]. 
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The ship in sample c) is a 107 m long cargo ship travelling at speed 11.7 kn, 3.3 km 
from the LoVe hydrophone. Note that there is less than two hours between sample b) and 
c), while there is up to 40 dB difference in the noise. The cargo ship is 35 km from the 
hydrophone in b). 

 
4. DISCUSSION/ CONCLUSION 

Fig 3 shows that the soundscape for a given frequency may vary as much as 40 dB. 
Wind (Nora10) and shipping (AIS data) explain much of the variation, but biological 
sounds are also significant, in particular below 1 kHz. The Fin whale is known to vocalize 
around 20 Hz, and the strong peak between 17 and 28 Hz shown in the biological sample 
is probably Fin whale. A similar peak in the data for 3 m/s wind is removed from the plot. 
The biological sample shows much energy between 50 and 1000 Hz as well. Humpback 
whale is probably the main source for these sounds.  

 
Audio and time-frequency plots have been used to find biological samples, but we will 

investigate further how to detect samples dominated by biological sounds. Deviation from 
a model based on wind and shipping is one option. 

 
Shipping gives important contributions to the soundscape, but it is not obvious how to 

translate AIS information to a parameter that gives high correlation with the soundscape 
measured. Shipping density is a commonly used parameter, but it is not well defined in [4] 
and the shipping density in the LoVe area is not uniformly distributed. Other parameters 
should therefore be tried as well. Methods based on closest ship may be a possibility.   

 
The results so far indicate that the Nora10 wind estimates may be used to estimate the 

wind generated noise in the ocean.   
 
The main purpose of this work has been to compare the soundscape at the LoVe 

Observatory with the Wenz curve, and a relatively long averaging time of 1 minute is 
therefore used, which is suitable for slowly varying noise from shipping and wind. 
Transient signals like biological sounds are shorter than 1 minute, and the spectrum levels 
reported for biological sounds may therefore change if the averaging time is changed.   

 
The wind dominated samples plotted in Fig 3 are similar to the Wenz curve for 

frequencies higher than 400 Hz. Below 400Hz, the difference in noise measured between 
3 and 15 m/s is similar to the difference given by the Wenz curve. However, the Wenz 
curve levels are significantly different for frequencies below 400 Hz. The Wenz curve 
shows decreasing spectrum level from 400 to 10 Hz, while the LoVe measurements show 
increasing spectrum levels. The lowest frequencies are not included in the Wenz curve, 
but the LoVe measurements show that the wind driven noise is significant at frequencies 
as low as 10 Hz. The samples presented in Fig 3 show a 25 dB increase at 10 Hz when the 
wind speed is increased from 3 to 18 m/s (57 to 82 dB).  

 
The low frequency (< 400 Hz) wind generated noise at the LoVe Observatory is 

different from the Wenz curve. The results from the LoVe Observatory are more similar to 
measurements from shallow water [6][7], and we conclude that the data from the LoVe 
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hydrophone at 255 m depth must be handled as shallow water data, not deep water data. 
Further work is in progress to characterize the soundscape at the LoVe Observatory. 
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Abstract: Seismic exploration has the potential to make a significant contribution to the 
soundscape of the North Sea. An airgun works by rapid release of air into water, forming a 
large bubble, which then pulsates, radiating sound as the bubble successively compresses 
and rarefies the surrounding water. An airgun array source signature model is described, 
following Gilmore’s equation of motion, incorporating liquid compressibility, mass 
diffusion, and thermal effects, and gas pressure laws. Predicted airgun signatures are 
compared with measurements. The proposed source model, coupled with a propagation 
model, can be used to generate anthropogenic and natural sound maps for. In this study we 
focus specifically on sound maps associated with seismic surveys in the Dutch North Sea. 

Keywords: Airgun array, source signature, sound mapping 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sound maps can provide a useful insight about the distribution of sound over large regions.  
Model predictions offer a practical means to fill gaps left where measurements are 
unavailable [1]. Sound maps based on model predictions rely on the solution to two key 
problems: the reliable modelling of sound propagation and of source characteristics. For 
sound mapping, the solution of large scale broadband propagation problems is required. The 
modelling of source properties requires an additional effort by understanding its working 
principles and supporting the source level estimations by measurements. The sound 
generated by airguns can be estimated by the solution of bubble motion problems by 
including the effect of liquid compressibility, mass diffusion, thermal effects and 
momentum. This results in a set of differential equations from various branches of physics. 
In this paper, the calculation of airgun array signatures is investigated. A simulation tool 
(AGORA) is developed. The calculated source signatures can be used to generate seismic 
survey sound maps for anthropogenic and natural sources in the Dutch North Sea. The 
model is an implementation of Ziolkowski’s approach [2,3] including mass and heat transfer 
as described by Reference 4 and 5. It solves a differential equation system iteratively. First, 
the bubble radius, bubble wall velocity, temperature and mass of the bubble are calculated. 
These quantities are then used for the estimation of the radiated pressure from the airguns.  
The signature of airgun array can be calculated as a sum of contributions from each single 
airgun, with bubble interactions treated as a perturbation [3]. Results so obtained are 
compared with measurements made available by the E&P Sound and Marine Life JIP 
(henceforth abbreviated “JIP”). After the validation of the source model, the calculated 
source signatures can be used as an input for seismic sound maps. 

CALCULATION OF PRESSURE FROM SINGLE AIRGUN 

The equation of motion can be represented by different equations from various approaches. 
Gilmore’s equation which is based on the Kirkwood-Bethe approximation is investigated in 
this paper [5], dd = 1 + +  1 − dd − 32 1 − 3  1 −  

where a is the bubble radius, = d /d  is the bubble wall velocity, c is the sound speed in 
the disturbed liquid, which can be calculated from the equation of state as =( )/

. Further,  is the sound speed in water, and B and n are experimental 
constants: n = 7 and B = 304 MPa for water. The parameter H is the specific enthalpy at the 
bubble wall, which can be calculated similarly by using the equation of state [2] as == = ( )( ) ( )/ − 1 , where  is the undisturbed hydrostatic 
pressure = p +  ,  is the acceleration due to gravity, and  is the depth 
of airgun. The pressure  is that at the bubble wall, which can be estimated using the 
polytropic relation, ignoring the surface tension and the liquid viscosity, i.e., =

 , where  is the experimentally determined polytropic index. However, the 
calculation of the pressure at bubble wall by a polytropic relation has several limitations for 
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nonlinear oscillations [6,7]. Instead of using the polytropic relation,  can be written as = − − 4  where  is the surface tension and  is the liquid’s shear 
viscosity,  is the specific gas constant,  is the temperature of the air in the gas bubble, 

 is the mass of gas contained in the bubble and  is the volume of the gas bubble. The 
time derivative of H can be written  dd = 1 dd + d d − dd + 2 − 4  −

 

where ,  and  should be found to include mass and heat transfer [4,5]. The 

derivative of volume can be simply written as = 4π . The efficiency of the airgun 
can be estimated by an empirical parameter ( ), which characterises the remaining air in 
the gun chamber after the airgun has fired[8]. The maximum value of the mass in the bubble 
can be . The time derivative of mass can  dd = τ − − , ≤0,  

where  =  is the port-throttling constant which is related to the airgun-port area 
(with dimension [L2]) ,  is the volume independent port-throttling constant (dimension 
[L2-3]),  is a dimensionless power law exponent which is empirically determined from the 
experiments, and ,  and  are the pressure, mass and volume of remaining air 
in the gun chamber. The time derivative of temperature dd = dd − dd − dd  

where  is the rate of heat transfer into the air bubble [4,5]. This rate can be written as =(4π ) where = −  is the temperature difference between the bubble and 
surrounding water.  The parameter  is also an experimentally determined constant. The 
buoyancy of the air bubbles changes the hydrostatic pressure because of the rise of the sea 
surface. This affects the bubble period [5] and can be described by = . The 
ideal gas law is not valid when the pressure in the gun chamber very high. For this situation, 
a modified form of temperature can be used [4] to describe an effective temperature in the 
air-gun chamber, ′ = 1 + , where = 139 MPa for air. The relevant 
equations for the bubble motion, mass and heat transfer can be written as a differential 
equation system, which can be solved by iterative methods [5,8] with the initial conditions: = , =  , = /

 and = 0. The optimized empirical 

parameters from reference [5] are used for the mass and heat transfer coefficients =0.52, = 0.8317, = 22230 J m  s and = 0.5355 m = 0.5355 m . .These 
parameters should be selected carefully to increase the accuracy of the model results 
depending on the environment and airgun properties. Then, the radiated pressure can be 
expressed as a function of enthalpy, bubble wall velocity and bubble radius [4] as ( ) =lim→ ( − ) = + . Where  is the distance from the bubble centre to the 
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far field point. Pressure can be estimated by various approaches [2]. This equation is a first 
order approximation, in which higher order terms in 1/r are neglected by assuming r is large. 
Thus, this equation gives the pressure in the free field and is called the “notional signature”, 
without the surface reflection, or “ghost” [2]. The reflections from sea surface and seabed 
can be added from propagation theories separately. The sound pressure, including the 
contribution from the surface ghost, is calculated using image theory as  
 

( , ) = ( , ) + ( , )2 + ( , + ) + ( , + )2  

 
where = −1 is the sea surface reflection coefficient,  is the distance between gun and 
receiver,  is the distance between the surface image and receiver as shown by Fig.1, and  is time delay, calculated as =  . The time domain source signature, ( ; ), is 
calculated as ( ; ) = lim→ p ( , ; ) where  is the dip angle. For a single 

airgun, the source signature only varies with dip ( ) angle and does not vary with the 
azimuth angle ( ). However, the airgun array pattern may also vary with azimuth angle 
depending on the array geometry. The mean-square sound pressure spectral density level is = 10 log 2  ( , )1 μPa sHz  dB 

and energy source spectral density level is = 10 log 2| ( , )|1 μPa m sHz  dB  
where ( , ) = ( , )exp(−i2π )d    is the Fourier transform of the 
sound pressure and ( , ) = ( , )exp(−i2π )d    is the frequency domain source 
signature.  

 
Figure 1. The contribution of surface ghost 

 
SOURCE SIGNATURE OF AIRGUN ARRAYS 
 
During a seismic survey, multiple airguns are used in an array to amplify the sound. Airguns 
arrays have horizontal and vertical directivity patterns. The effect of interference with the 
ghost is to direct the source energy more towards the seabed than in the horizontal direction. 
Before modelling the directivity, the interaction between the different airguns should also 
be taking into account. This can be done by adding a time dependent perturbation term to 
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the source signature of each individual airgun[3,5]. Hence, the bubble interactions can be 
estimated by an effective hydrostatic pressure for the mth airgun as ( ) = + ∆ ( ) 

 

where ∆ ( ) = ( ) ( ′) +  and t’ is the retarded time. This equation affects 
the enthalpy according to Tail’s equation. Thus, the bubble motion characteristic will be 
changed. In the next steps of derivation, perturbed airgun signatures are used for the 
calculation of directivity. 
 

 
Figure 2. Vertical variation of energy source spectral density level at  0 degree (left) and 

90 degree(right) azimuth angles. The frequency axis varies from 0 Hz to 150 Hz.  
 

For each individual airgun signature, the time delays between airgun location and centre 
point of array (described as origin point x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) are calculated. The distances 
between the gun and the ghosts are = . gun = cos cos + sin cos +sin  and = . ghost = − cos cos + − sin cos − − sin , where = (cos cos , sin cos , sin ) is a unit vector, and  and  are the azimuth and grazing 
angles = − . The positions of airguns and their surface images are ̂ =( , , )  and ̂ = ( , , − ). The time delays are summed to obtain the 
frequency domain pressure with 3D directivity as [9] ( , , , ) = ( ) exp i − exp i  

 
where  is the number of airguns in the airgun array, and ( ) is the frequency domain 
notional source signature of the mth airgun. The exponential phase terms represent the time 
delays in the horizontal plane In Figure 2, the vertical variation of energy source spectral 
density level is shown at different dip angles.  

COMPARISONS 
Some comparisons are done for JIP measurements for Svein Vaage broadband airgun study 
measurements. One selected as representative of the 30 available airgun shots is used in 
these comparisons. The positions of receivers and airgun are shown in Figure 3. Three 
receiver locations are (0 m, 0 m, 30 m), (0 m, 0 m, 100 m)  and (10.8 m, 9.8 m, 15 m). The 
airgun location is nominally (0 m, 0 m, 6 m). In the original measurement set-up, there are 
many receiver points. However, these three positions are chosen for the comparisons. The 
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model is sensitive to small changes in the source depth. To estimate the location of the 
source depth during the shot, the nulls in Lloyd mirror pattern are used as ≈ =6.36 m .  

 
Figure 3. The geometry of the measurements 

 
In Figure 4, the comparisons between AGORA and JIP measurements are shown for =1.31 L (80 in ) and firing pressure 13.8 MPa (2000 psi) . 
 

 

 

  
Figure 4. Comparisons of  sound pressure (left panels) and  mean-square sound pressure 
spectral density level (right panels)  of 1.31 L (80 in ) airgun at different distances 
(the distances between airgun and receiver location is 16.9 m, 23.6 m and 93.6 m) and 
elevations. The source depth is 6.36 m and the firing pressure is 13.8 MPa (2000 psi). 
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On the other hand, the source signatures can be calculated from different long ranges. R0 
denotes the distance between dipole centre (0 m, 0 m ,0 m) and measurement location. For 
these calculations, the measurements at (0 m, 0 m, 100 m) and (10.8 m, 9.8 m, 15 m) 
coordinates are used. The first measurement is at 100 m beneath of the airgun with 0 degree 
dip angle. The distance of second measurement at R0=20.9 m with 54.4 degree dip angle. 
The measurement and calculated results are shown in Figure 5. 
 

 

 
Figure 5. The comparisons for the source signature and energy source spectral density 
level ( ). The measured and calculated source signatures for R0=20.92 m (dip angle is 

54.4 degree) and R0=100 m (dip angle is 0 degree)  
 

The empirical calibration coefficients of mass and heat transfer are not optimized for this 
dataset. Thus, better agreement may be obtained by optimizing these parameters for JIP 
dataset. AGORA assumes that the surface is flat. Realistically, the sea surface is not flat, 
resulting in rough surface scattering. All these uncertainties can lead to differences between 
the model and measurement results. By using calculated signatures, annually averaged 
seismic survey maps of the Dutch North Sea are generated at the center frequencies of 1/3 
octave bands. These maps are shown for 3D seismic surveys of 2007 in Fig. 6. Propagation 
loss is calculated by a hybrid method based on normal modes and flux theory [10].  

 
 

Figure 6. Annually averaged seismic survey sound maps of the North Sea for 2007 at the 
center frequencies of 1/3 octave band from 30 Hz to 3 kHz. The receiver depth is 1 m. The 

green lines show the Dutch coastline and the Dutch EEZ outline 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Calculation of airgun source signatures and their comparisons with E&P Sound and Marine 
Life JIP measurements are shown in this paper. A Matlab script (AGORA) is developed to 
solve the set of differential equations for the bubble motion and visualize airgun array 
signatures. Good agreement is obtained between the JIP measurements and the airgun model 
described in the present paper. The choice of exact source and receiver locations, 
environmental parameters, mass and heat transfer coefficients can affect the accuracy of the 
calculated results. Thus, these parameters should be selected carefully. After these 
validation tests, the calculated source energy spectral densities can be used for the 
calculation of seismic survey sound maps.  
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Abstract:  
 

In this work we present a spatial distribution of acoustic noise levels produced by the ship 

traffic in the Gulf of Catania (Western Ionian Sea). The area is affected by intense ship 

traffic: it is the access corridor to the Messina Strait and close to important touristic, 

commercial and military ports infrastructures (Augusta, Catania and Messina). The 

cumulative underwater acoustic energy from shipping traffic has been estimated in a month 

time-scale using AIS (Automatic Identification System) data and applying a fast sound 

transmission algorithm. The ships’ identification code, position and velocity have been 

recovered using a proprietary receiving AIS antenna installed at Laboratori Nazionali del 

Sud (LNS) of the INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Italy). The underwater 

acoustic noise distribution at different depths has been calculated.  The results of the model 

have been validated, comparing the calculated noise level with the acoustic data acquired, 

from June 2012 to May 2013, by a low frequency (10 Hz  1 kHz) hydrophone, installed 

aboard the NEMO-SN1 observatory. NEMO–SN1 is a submarine cabled observatory 

operated by INFN and INGV  (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy) and 

deployed 25 km off the port of Catania at a depth of 2100 m. The time variations of 

cumulative underwater acoustic energy produced by shipping traffic – calculated with our 
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model- are in very good agreement with experimental data. The developed model will be 

soon extended to the whole Mediterranean Sea in order to produce map of the underwater 

noise at different depths and to allow the comparison with available recordings. This work 

has been carried out in the framework of the SMO FIRB-2008 project. 

 

 

Keywords: AIS, acoustics, shipping noise, underwater, simulation 

THE SN1 OBSERVATORY AND THE CATANIA NODE OF EMSO 

The NEMO-SN1 (Neutrino Mediterranean Observatory  - Submarine Network 1) seafloor 

observatory has been operating from June, 2012 to May, 2013 in the Western Ionian Sea 

(East Sicily, 37°30’ N – 15°06’ E), at about 2100 m water depth, 25 km off the harbour of 

Catania [1] (Fig. 1). The Catania Test Site hosted, in 2012 and 2013, two different platforms: 

the NEMO-SN1 abyssal station and the EMSO-SMO acoustic station, both powered from 

shore and linked to the acquisition and control station in Catania through a 28-km-long 

electro-optical cable. NEMO-SN1 is the first-established node of the EMSO (European 

Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observatory) Research Infrastructure [2]. Data acquired on-

shore were transmitted to the main INFN-LNS laboratory (www.lns.infn.it) using a 600 

Mbps radio link. The link is now upgraded to 1 Gbps using optical fibre. From LNS, data 

are available online at high speed. 

 

Fig.1:  The Catania Test Site infrastructure: The submarine observatories NEMO-SN1 

and EMSO-SMO are connected to the INFN-LNS Test Site shore laboratory  by a 28 km 

long  electro-optical submarine cable.  

 

 

The NEMO-SN1 seafloor observatory was equipped with oceanographic, seismic and 

geophysical sensors. Thanks to a seismic hydrophone, model SMID DT405D, installed 

aboard the observatory the acoustic noise in the Gulf of Catania was continuously (24/7)  

monitored for about 11 months  (from July 2012 to May 2013). Underwater sounds have 

been continuously digitized offshore at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and sent to the shore 

station through the 28 km-long optical link. On shore the acquired data have been stored in 

10 minute long files for off-line analysis.  
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MODELLING UNDERWATER NOISE FROM AIS DATA   

In this work the acoustic noise, acquired by the SMID DT405D hydrophone of the NEMO-

SN1 observatory, was correlated with the shipping traffic in the area, thanks to the data 

provided by an AIS (Automatic Identification System) receiver installed at the INFN-LNS. 

The acoustic noise induced by ship traffic in the Gulf of Catania (36.8°37.8°N, 15°16° 

E) has been estimated with a fast custom-written MATLAB script from the data collected 

by the AIS receiver. 

 

 
Fig.3  Ship traffic density offshore Eastern Sicilian coasts in December 2012 (INFN 

data). Figure shows the cumulative minutes of ship traffic in each 100m x 100m cell of the 

grid. Vessels coordinates are recovered by an AIS receiver installed at the INFN-LNS. The 

black triangle indicates the location of the NEMO-SN1observatory (N 37° 32.861’, E 015° 

23.844’, depth 2100 m). 

 

The shipping source spectral density has been evaluated according to the Research Ambient 

Noise Directionality model RANDI 3.1 [3]. A geometric spreading model was applied 

accounting spherical spreading to the maximum water depth along the transect from the ship 

location and cylindrical spreading for the remainder of the transect [4]. Frequency-

dependent attenuation induced by chemical absorption was computed. The model takes also 

into account the surface-dipole interference on radiated sound power [5]. For December 

2012, the Power Spectral Density – calculated in 1/3 octave bands centered at 63 Hz - has 

been estimated at different depths on a grid having mesh size 500m x 500m, with a time 

resolution of 10 minutes. Fig. 4 reports the estimated average PSD at 100 Hz of the acoustic 

pollution in the Gulf of Catania induced by the shipping noise at different depths. 
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Fig.4  Estimated average PSD at 100 Hz (dB re 1 µPa2/Hz) of the underwater noise 

induced by the ship traffic in the Gulf of Catania for December 2012. PSD was calculated 

at three different depths: a) 500m, b) 1000 m, c) 2000m water depth. The black triangle 

indicates the location of the NEMO-SN1observatory. 

 

 

In order to evaluate the performances of the model, the PSD - in 1/3 octave bands centred 

at 63 Hz - bands were modelled for December 2012 at the NEMO-SN1 location and 

compared with the values obtained from the acoustic recordings. The comparison between 

the 90th, 50th and 10th percentiles of the average PSD, simulated with a time resolution of 10 

minutes, and the PSD calculated from the acoustic recordings is shown on Fig. 5. A minimal 

background noise given by the smallest values of PSD, obtained for December 2012 from 

the NEMO-SN1 recordings, was considered in the simulation. This correction allowed 

taking into account the diffuse acoustic pollution caused by the far shipping traffic not 

included in the AIS data set. 

 

 

 
Fig.5  a) 90th, 50th and 10th  percentiles of the average Power Spectral Density measured 

for each NEMO-SN1 recording; b) 90th, 50thand 10th percentiles of the average Power 

Spectral Density evaluated at the NEMO-SN1 location from AIS data with a time 

resolution of 10 minutes. A minimal background noise given by the smallest values of PSD 

obtained from the NEMO-SN1 acoustic data was considered in the simulation. 
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The Sound Pressure Level (SPL), within the 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz and 250 Hz centered 

octave bands, was computed from PSD values with a time sampling of 10 minutes and 

compared with the SPL measured from NEMO-SN1 recordings (Fig. 6a). Distribution of 

the differences (in dB) between the SPL estimated using AIS date at the NEMO-SN1 

location and the SPL measured by the NEMO-SN1 observatory are reported in Fig. 6b. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.6  a) Simulation of the SPL within the 31.5 Hz, 63 Hz, 125 Hz and 250 Hz octave 

bands at the NEMO-SN1 location (red lines) compared with the SPL measured from 

NEMO-SN1 recordings (blue lines) for December 2012.  

b) Distribution of the differences (in dB) between the estimated SPL at the NEMO-SN1 

location  and the SPL measured from NEMO-SN1 recordings. A minimal background 

noise given by the smallest values of  SPL obtained by the NEMO-SN1 data was 

considered in the simulation. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

The time variations of SPL produced by shipping traffic – calculated with our simulation 

based on AIS data - are in very good agreement with the experimental data. Simulation 

confirms high levels of acoustic noise in the 1/3 octave bands centred at 63 Hz and 125 Hz. 

Marine strategy of EU suggests for these bands the limit of 100 dB re 1 µPa2/Hz as threshold 

level for acoustic risk pollution. This approach paves the way to further studies on the 

acoustic identification of the ships producing high levels of noise, representing a necessary 

step in elaborating mitigation measures. Further studies on the whole water column are 

foreseen, taking advantage of the data provided by the acoustic antennas of KM3NeT 

project [6], installed between 3500 m and 3000 m water depth, off-shore Portopalo di Capo 

Passero, in South-East Sicily.  
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Abstract: The operational community has been using multistatic sonar for numerous years 
yet the development of applications for operator visualization of multistatic sonar 
performance is lacking.  Such applications may enhance the operator’s ability to visualize 
the multistatic sonar's real time performance to optimize sensor employment.  One of the 
key issues is the transition from legacy sonar monostatic performance acoustic prediction 
to multistatic sonar acoustic prediction.  While many such applications have been 
developed, the majority of these pertain to the analysis of multistatic sonar and not the 
direct operator visualization of that performance.  In order to be able to provide a 
completely effective system from the standpoint of both sensors and users, this challenge 
must be addressed.  One of the key parameters is the ocean environment, in particular 
realistic modelling for the purpose of sonar performance prediction, yet numerous other 
factors will influence actual operations.  Techniques have recently been field tested to 
provide the operator with Operational Analysis (OA) tools and advice, and further work 
in the area of near-real time Operator Visualization Development (OVD) is essential.  A 
system engineering approach advocates an integrated system to provide the near-real time 
sonar performance prediction embedded in the sonar display.  Such a system does not and 
will probably never fully allay the acoustic performance prediction problem given the 
uncertainty in acoustic analysis.  However it must provide useful system performance 
information to the operator in order to optimize sensor employment. Hence, a new 
conceptual framework is required for Multistatic Sonar OVD (MSOVD). 

Keywords: sonar, modelling, operator visualization 
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INTRODUCTION  

Multistatic sonar presents unique challenges in operational deployment due mainly to 
the novelty of the new technology, but also to the lack of experiential data among the 
operator community. In addition, such operations also require significant coordination 
between disparate source and receiver systems in order to maximise the overall 
performance. While operators are beginning to deploy various multistatic systems for Low 
Frequency Active Sonar (LFAS), and in some countries have been using LFAS for some 
years, there remain numerous issues related to effectively deploying these systems in a 
multistatic sonar environment.   

One of the principle issues for effective deployment of multistatic sonar is the 
development of robust tactics for use with these systems.  Difficulties include the need for 
a transition from the typical Range of the Day (RoD) mentality to capture the more 
complicated spatial extent of multistatic sonar coverage. Furthermore, when considering 
the employment of multistatic LFAS one must account for increased detection ranges and 
the impact on the ability to vector a maritime patrol helicopter effectively.   

Various tactical development aids have been used mainly by the analytical community, 
though some mission planning tools may also exist.  The Multistatic Tactical Planning Aid 
(MSTPA) developed by the NATO Centre for Marine Research and Experimentation 
(CMRE) was intended for both scientists and operators.  In addition to numerous studies 
conducted in response to various operator inquiries, it was recently field tested by 
Operational Analysis (OA) personnel for planning trials and experiments and used for 
post-exercise analysis with some success. 

 DRDC also has experience in the development of an integrated sonar display aid to 
calculate transmission loss (TL) known as the Environmental Modelling Manager (EMM) 
to help operators visualize TL when they are operating the shipborne Maritime Acoustic 
Processing System (MAPS) [1].  This is similar to other types of sonar display tools and 
calculates a single monostatic TL range curve.  All of these analytical tools and aids, as 
previously mentioned, have been exploited in the field, most recently during RIMPAC 
2014, and are planned for future exercises such as Dynamic Mongoose 2015.  These aids, 
tools and applications have been extremely useful for the analyst to provide support to the 
operational community.   

OPERATOR UNCERTAINTY 

Environmental uncertainty and the means to mitigate it using EMM and MSTPA have 
been previously discussed.  Nevertheless, the confidence that the operator has in acoustic 
performance predictions is largely due to experience gained while using current prediction 
tools such as the Canadian Navy's Allied Environmental Support System (C-AESS).  Such 
tools are only applicable for monostatic systems. 

Prior to a mission, MSTPA can be used to aid mission planners by providing a 
visualization of the sonar performance.  This was conducted at RIMPAC 2014 as shown in 
the simple example in Figure 1 with one source sonobuoy and one receiver sonobuoy 
against an imaginary example target contained in the MSTPA database.  Once in the 
operating area, one of the first tasks will be to obtain a Sound Speed Profile (SSP).  Due to 
the fact that actual sensor positions vary from the plan, and given the actual SSP from the 
deployed area, the sonar performance prediction will vary.  During RIMPAC 2014, using 
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a SSP from a previous flight gave the best information up to the time of the mission, but 
post-exercise analysis showed a marked difference in Signal Excess (SE) from the 
expected values.  This was due mainly to the environmental condition, but further due to 
the target’s manoeuvres and depth. This is typical and adds to the operator uncertainty 
from both the environmental perspective as well as in the actual movement of sensors and 
targets. 

 
 

 
Fig.1: One Source and One Receiver Signal Excess for Mission Planning  

 
Hence, a problem occurs once a deployment commences.  Once the platforms and 

sensors are positioned, predicting the near-real time multistatic sonar performance 
becomes an issue.  Ideally, a near-real time prediction which is integrated with the sonar 
system would provide the required operator visualization of the system performance.  
However, an adequate means to assess multistatic active sonar performance in real time or 
near-real time has yet to be developed.   

Robust tactics are required for deployment of multistatic sensors.  While some tactical 
development has taken place, these may not have been fully validated with at-sea 
experience and feedback to a suitable level of maturity.  Moreover, most sonar tactics, 
even for multistatic sonar, use the well-known RoD also known as the Tactical Sonar 
Range (TSR).  Fewell examined monostatic and multistatic sonar performance based on 
an equivalent RoD [2].  Sonar operators are trained in using RoD and tactics have been 
drafted which depend on this parameters as an input.  But as shown in the example in 
Figure 2, multistatic sonar employment is actually not a RoD type of detection, but as 
referred to by Doug Grimmet, is more based on specular detection [3][3].  This is because 
the Target Strength (TS) from a submarine is typically greater on the beam and low at the 
bow and stern.  Hence, detections occur when favourable bistatic angles between source 
and receiver are found among the source-target-receiver configuration.  In Figure 2, when 
the target in yellow crosses the line formed by the source ship and the receiving ship, for 
this particular case, a high specular SE line is shown in red. RoD based on circular 
"cookie-cutters" is then no longer applicable.  Thus tactics based on RoD are not valid in 
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practice but are being used anyway because sonar tactics and operator training have been 
based on this concept for use with legacy sonar for the last number of decades. 

 

 
Fig.2: Signal Excess Calculation for an example Source and Receiver Platforms 

TACTICAL PLANNING ISSUES 

Assisting sonar operators to find submarines is the ultimate goal, and most of the means 
to do so in traditional ASW lie in the development of robust tactics and range prediction 
software.  These tactics are often the result of modelling and simulation, followed by the 
drafting of experimental tactics, which are then tested during military exercises.  This type 
of tactical development has been shown to be at least conducive in providing operators 
and mission planners, in particular the ASW Commanders (ASWCs) with a starting point 
for formulating their strategies. 

These tactics are almost always based on a number of input parameters like RoD and 
the SSP.  In other words, an assessment is made of the sonar systems capabilities, as input 
parameters are derived, and calculations are made so that a plan can be tabled for 
distribution and placement of platforms, and sensors. In contrast, EMM is used to provide 
operators with a near-real time TL that can be used in a monostatic active sonar system to 
estimate a signal excess with range as shown in Figure 3 from Reference [4][1].   
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Fig.3: Earlier Version of the EMM Console with a Transmission Loss Plot [From 3] 

MSTPA has been used by OA defence scientists deployed as observers with the 
military to provide periodic in-situ reports.  MSTPA was used in Dynamic Mongoose 
2014 and Proud Manta 2013, two NATO exercises, as well as at RIMPAC 2014.  Besides 
the generation of SE plots similar to Figure 1 and Figure 2, the TL Range/Depth Plot as 
shown in the upper part of Figure 4 can also be generated.  
 

 
Fig.4: Transmission Loss Plot with Range/Depth from Source to Target 

 
Why should sonar performance analysis during a mission be such an issue? 

Considering the previous example from Figure 2 and Figure 4, but instead of the target 
submarine crossing the line between sonar receiver and source it changes direction in an 
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attempt to evade.  The submarine is assumed to alter course based on the source ship 
position by attempting to minimize its detection by driving directly towards the source 
ship, using the low TS generated from its bow angle.  If the submarine has knowledge of 
the receiver ship position, which is typical, it can alter course once detection proves 
imminent, let's say before it reaches 10 km from the source ship. It then alters course away 
from the source ship, putting its stern to the receiver ship, as one example of an evasive 
counter-tactics. 

The resulting SE plot for the target's initial course and TL Range Depth plot based on a 
bearing from the source to the target is shown in Figure 5.  This tactical SE plot, generated 
from the point of view of a fixed target aspect, in fact is a dynamic tactical plot that keeps 
changing as the target, source and receiver moves.  In this case, continuous updates to the 
SE plot would be highly useful.  

 

 
Fig.5: Signal Excess and Transmission Loss Plot with modified Target Course 

DEVELOPING AN OPERATOR VISUALTION PROTOTYPE 

One means of prototyping such a an integrated system would be to link MSTPA with 
MAPS such that data from MAPS could be transferred into MSPTA.  At the moment, 
EMM, embedded in MAPS, uses certain system parameters that are generated nearly 
continuously by MAPS.  Some of these parameters could be transferred from one system 
to the other.  Some of the functionality built into MAPS includes a characterization of the 
source, as well as the sensor (receiver).  These could be built into a MSTPA model.  The 
target is already characterized in MSTPA but could be selected on a basis of the operator's 
understanding of the threat.    Bottom and surface characteristics are also included in 
MSTPA.  Propagation path and transmission loss could be determined by either system 
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and a comparison made; though it’s more likely that the resident estimation would be 
used, i.e. BellHop in MAPS and ARTEMIS in MSTPA.  Sensor positions could be relayed 
from MAPS into MSTPA.  On the reverse path, the resulting SE plots generated in 
MSTPA, which are contained in the form of MATLAB files, could be ported back into 
MAPS and displayed on the MAPS chart display with the coverage areas overlaid on the 
sensor positions similar to that shown in Figure 6 extracted from [4]. 

 

 
Fig.6: Detection Range Overlay on Sensor Positions [From 7] 

 
Work is ongoing to develop a true real time link for the MSTPA tool allowing 

automatic platform positional updates. Such a link has been demonstrated during the 
CMRE COLLAB14 at sea experiment in which MSTPA was connected to the MOOSDB 
middleware allowing for the position of the CMRE research ship NRV Alliance together 
with that of the autonomous underwater vehicles to be updated. This direct link served to 
demonstrate the functionality of the tool as a real time decision support aid. Fully range 
dependent and up to date temperature and salinity profiles were downloaded each day 
from the myOcean website. 

The demonstration of MSTPA during COLLAB-NGAS14 was the closest yet to 
demonstrating full ASW decision making capability. Firstly, MSTPA was operated with 
automatic platform updates, no longer requiring the user to manually pilot vehicles in real 
time (as in Dynamic Mongoose 2014). Secondly, the experiment was multistatic with the 
two autonomous vehicles each operating as bistatic receivers. This represented a more 
complete test of the acoustic prediction capability of the tool as opposed to the exclusively 
monostatic operation during current NATO ASW exercises. Furthermore the MSTPA 
Worldwind Graphical User Interface (GUI) was connected to an automatically refreshing 
KML file (Keyhole Mark-up Language  file) containing the complete tactical picture 
available to the NRV Alliance platform including the real time display of vehicle contacts 
and tracks together with the local AIS picture. 

This functionality should also be possible on board military ships through a connection 
to the command and control system. While the classification complexities of such a 
connection are not yet known, the technical feasibility will be demonstrated at the 
Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, eXperimentation, eXamination, eXercise 
(CWIX) exercise. 
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Discussions held at the CWIX main planning conference indicated that the majority of 
command and control capabilities communicate platform positions - and other information 
- through the OTH Gold message format. To this end a new MSTPA real time locator will 
be developed which will receive a stream of Over-the-Horizon (OTH) Gold messages over 
TCP IP connection and parse them to determine platform position, course, speed, and 
depth. This then will allow the tool to run in real time with all task group surface platforms 
updated automatically. During CWIX coverage plots for each platform will be published 
as WMS layers through a geo server allowing anyone to display the plots using suitable 
mapping software. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

As the demand from operators increases for sonar performance visualizations within 
the sonar operating systems, the requirement to be able to generate a multistatic sonar 
visualization of the sonar performance becomes a practical reality.  Further work at CMRE 
and DRDC Atlantic will determine ways in which this additional information may be 
effectively displayed on-board assets in conjunction with range predictions. Proper 
visualisation will allow operators and planners of multistatic sonar operations to maximise 
performance and mitigate against the increased complexity and communication demands. 
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Abstract: 

Realistic descriptions of mean sound speed profile (SSP) and its expected variability are 

essential for modeling the mean and variance of acoustic fields. While SSPs from 

climatology databases usually match the mean measured SSPs, the drawback of 

climatology databases is that they contain insufficient information to fully describe 

oceanographic variability, i.e. no information on correlation between different depth 

samples. Numerical ocean models, on the other hand, may provide SSPs and also 

sufficient information about the ocean variability when the ocean model is either run over 

several years simulation period or in ensembles.  
 

Previous experience with ocean models shows that the vertical gradients are difficult to 

model with sufficient accuracy to be useful for acoustic modeling. We therefore suggest a 

hybrid approach that combines the mean climatological SSPs with the variance from an 

ocean model. The variance from the ocean model is captured through the use of empirical 

orthogonal functions (EOF). By using EOFs on ocean model data, we can extract the 

mean SSP from the ocean model data set and replace it with the mean SSP from 

climatology. 

Keywords: Oceanography, ocean models, uncertainty, climatology, sonar performance 

modelling. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sonar performance modelling is highly dependent on the sound speed profile (SSP). 

Especially errors in the sound speed gradient can cause significant errors in the modelled 

acoustic field. Since the ocean environment is variable, realistic descriptions of the mean 

SSP and its expected variability are essential for modeling the mean and variance of the 

acoustic field. The expected variability of the acoustic field in an area of interest can be 

estimated using a group of historical SSPs in the acoustic modelling. 

 

In areas with few or no historical SSPs, climatological databases or numerical ocean 

models can provide information about the ocean environment. Climatological databases, 

such as Generalized Digital Environmental Model (GDEM) [1] usually provide mean and 

standard deviation of temperature and salinity profiles for a given month. Climatology 

databases do not contain sufficient information to fully describe the variability of the 

SSPs, since they do not have any information on correlation between different depth steps. 

Numerical ocean models can, however provide information about variability of the SSPs. 

This requires that the ocean model is run over several years simulation period or in 

ensembles. 

 

It is demonstrated in [2], [3] and [4] that ocean models do not necessarily give correct 

estimations of vertical gradients of temperature and salinity, both in magnitude and 

location of the gradients. A previous study [5] has also shown that SSPs from climatology 

gives a better realisation of the acoustic field than SSPs from two ocean models when 

compared with acoustic field calculated from observed SSPs. However, [2] shows that an 

ocean model captures most of the observed variance, especially in temperature, which is 

the dominating parameter for sound speed in sea water. 

In this work we present a method for combining the mean climatology SSP with the 

variance from an ocean model. The method is tested on 21 areas in the Norwegian (NWS) 

and Barents Sea (BAS). These areas contain a sufficient amount of historical SSPs, which 

are used as reference data set. Data from the ocean model and climatology are extracted 

for the same areas. By using empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), we can represent the 

SSPs from the ocean model by the mean SSP and the sum of coefficients and basis 

functions [6]. In this way we can replace the mean SSP in the model data with the mean 

SSP from the climatology. The SSPs can then be restored with the mean SSP from 

climatology, but at the same time keep the variance from the model data. 

2. METHOD 

Modelled SSPs can be considered as a sum of EOFs 

 

 

 

(1) 
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where c̄ mod(zj) is the mean sound speed of the model data set at depth zj. un is a set of N 

orthonormal basis functions with coefficients κn. The sum in Eq. (1) represents the 

variance in the data set. By replacing c̄ mod(zj) with  c̄ clim(zj) in Eq. 1 we can generate a 

new SSP data set with mean SSP from climatology, but with the variance of the original 

model data set. The method will be referred to as MCVM (mean climatology combined 

with variance from model) in the following chapters. 

3. DATA SETS 

To demonstrate the method, climatology, observed and modelled data from BAS and 

NWS are used. Climatology data are extracted from GDEM [7]. GDEM is global and 

consists of three dimensional monthly grids of temperature, salinity, and their standard 

deviation. The horizontal grid resolution is 0.25 degrees and the vertical grid consists of 

78 fixed depth levels ranging from the sea surface down to 6600 meters. The spacing 

between the depth levels is smallest in the upper part of the water column and increases in 

the deeper parts of the oceans. 

 

The modelled data are produced by Institute of Marine Research (IMR) in close 

cooperation with Meteorological Institute in Norway [2]. The data set spans the years from 

1960 to 2011 and the Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS) [8] is used to compute 

the data. ROMS is a three dimensional baroclinic ocean general circulation model which 

uses topography-following sigma-coordinates. The model is run with 32 sigma layers in 

the vertical and with a horizontal resolution of 4 kilometres. The model covers the Nordic 

and Barents seas (Fig.1). The data in the model output used in this study are given as daily 

means of salinity and temperature, form which sound speed is calculated. 

 

The observed data consists of CTD (conductivity, temperature and depth) profiles 

extracted from World Ocean Database [9]. The data are taken from two regions (NWS and 

BAS) within the model domain (Fig.1). The observations cover the time period from 1964 

– 2013 with 32 544 and 25 588 profiles in NWS and BAS, respectively. The profiles 

consist of 100 – 300 CTD measurements with vertical resolution ranging from one to five 

meters. In order to compare model data, observations and climatology, the modelled and 

observed data are interpolated onto the vertical grid used by the climatology. Since 

climatology is represented as monthly means, the observed and modelled data are sorted 

by month. 

 

21 high density areas (small areas containing many SSPs) are selected to verify the 

proposed method, where 13 and 8 are in NWS and BAS, respectively. Shallow profiles are 

left out in the analysis and deep profiles are cut at 400 meters. This is because the EOF 

requires the same number of depth steps in all the profiles [10]. 

4. RESULTS 

According to [5], climatology outperforms two ocean models in terms of representation 

vertical sound speed gradients. [2] and [3] also highlight differences between ocean 

models and observations when it comes to strength and placement of vertical gradients of 

temperature and salinity in the Norwegian and Barents Seas. 
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Fig.1 Area covered by the numerical ocean model (red box). Norwegian Sea (NWS) and 

Barents Sea (BAS) are the areas where the observed data are extracted (black boxes). 

 
Fig. 2 Geographical distribution of the areas used for comparison of observed, modelled 

and climatology SSPs. 

To verify that observed mean SSP, in general, is closer to mean climatology SSP, than 

mean model SSP, the mean sound speed gradient for the three data sets is studied for each 

area separately. The difference in mean sound speed gradients (MSSG) of observed and 

modelled data, and of observed data and climatology are calculated. MSSG is defined as 

the absolute difference between the shallowest and deepest sound speed value of the mean 

SSP divided by the maximum depth of the SSP. The results for the areas in NWS and 

BAS are illustrated in Fig. 3. For 12 of the 13 areas in NWS the climatology MSSG is 

closer to the observed MSSG than the MSSG from the modelled data. The difference is 

due to weaker (area 1-7) or stronger (area 8-9) sound speed gradients, present (area 12) or 

lack of sound speed channels (area 10-11) in the model data. For area 13 the gradients for 

all three datasets are weak and have more or less the same shape. 

 

In BAS the difference in MSSG between observed data and climatology, and observed 

and modelled data is less than for NWS, but the climatology MSSGs are closer to 

observed MSSGs than the modelled MSSGs except for area 3 and 7. A closer look at these 

two areas reveals that in area 3 the model data has a sound channel depth at 110 m, while 

the observed data and climatology the sound channel depth is at 75 meters, so climatology 
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outperforms model data even if the model MSSG is closer to the observed MSSG. Overall 

the above argument states that mean climatology SSP represents mean observed SSP 

better than mean model SSP. 

 
Fig. 3 Difference in mean sound speed gradient between observed and modelled data 

(blue) and observed and climatology data in Norwegian Sea (upper panel) and Barents 

Sea (lower panel) 

To ensure that the ocean model reproduces the variability in sound speed in the 

observed data, we compare the distribution of the first and second coefficient for the 

observed and modelled data. In Fig. 4 this comparison is shown for area 9 in NWS (left 

column) and area 8 in BAS (right column). For both cases the distributions of the first and 

second coefficient have the same pattern and shape for both model and observed data, 

which indicates that the model is capable of reproducing the observed variance. The same 

match in the distributions is found for most of the areas. The few areas where the 

distributions do not coincide may be due to too few observed data in the actual areas. This 

could be solved by extending the time frame from one month to include seasons (i.e. three 

month periods) or increase the size of the area. 

 

    To study the effect of MCVM on acoustic propagation, the sound propagation model 

Lybin [11] is used to calculate transmission loss (TL). Lybin is run with observed, 

climatology and modelled SSPs for each of the 21 areas. The areas contain a large amount 

of SSPs from the ocean model (~1 000 000), 10 000 modelled SSPs are randomly picked 

from each area as input for the acoustic modelling. Lybin is run with flat bottom profile. 

Bottom depth is set to match the deepest profile in the given area, but with a maximum 

depth at 400 meters. Depth of transmitter is at 50 meter for 17 of 21 cases. In the last 4 

cases transmitter depth is set to 40 (area 13 NAS), 75 (area 5 and 8 BAS) and 100 (area 1 

BAS) meter. These depths are chosen because the difference between the climatology, 

observed and modelled SSPs is most prominent. 

Fig. 5 shows the effect of MCVM applied on acoustic propagation on data from area 8 

in BAS. It clearly illustrates the lack of a sound speed channel in the model data, which 

has a dramatic effect on both mean and standard deviation TL.  Climatology reproduces 
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the mean TL fairly well, but fails when it comes to standard deviation due to very little 

variability in the SSPs. MCVM reproduces both the mean and standard deviation TL. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Distributions of the first (upper row) coefficient and second (lower row) coefficient 

for area 6 in NWS (left column) and area 8 in BAS (right column). 

 
Fig. 5 SSPs (left) used to calulate mean TL (middle) and standard deviation of TL (right) 

using observations (first row), model data (second), climatology (third) and MCVM 

(forth) for area 8 in BAS. 

The RMS difference between mean and standard deviation TL calculated using 

observed SSPs and SSPs from model, climatology and MCVM are shown for NWS and 

BAS in Fig.6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The MCVM gives better result than climatology 

and model when it comes to mean TL. Of the areas studied in NWS and BAS, MCVM has 

the lowest RMS error in 20 of 21 cases. For standard deviation MCVM has the lowest 

RMS difference in 13 of 21 cases. MCVM gives the best result for both mean and 

standard deviation TL in 12 of 21 cases. The average RMS differences for mean and 

standard deviation for NWS and BAS is listed in Table 1. Overall, using MCVM SSPs for 
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acoustic propagation calculations gives better results compared to using model or 

climatology SSPs. 

 
Fig.6 RMSE of mean TL (upper panel) and RMSE of standard deviation of TL (lower 

panel) for the areas in NWS for model data (blue), MCVM (green) and climatology (red). 

 
Fig. 7 RMSE of mean TL (upper panel) and RMSE of standard deviation of TL (lower 

panel) for the areas in BAS for model data (blue), MCVM (green) and climatology (red). 
 

 RMS difference mean TL RMS difference standard dev. TL 

 NWS BAS NWS BAS 

Model 5.2 5.8 2.2 3.2 

Climatology 3.9 4.8 3.5 4.8 

MCVM 2.8 3.1 2.2 2.7 

 

Table 1 Average RMS difference for mean and standard deviation of TL in NWS and BAS 

calculated using SSPs from model data, climatology and MCVM 

5. CONCLUSION 

Previous experience with ocean models shows that vertical gradients are not always 

modelled with sufficient accuracy to be useful for acoustic modelling. Climatology may 

provide a better representation of observed sound speed profiles. Climatology does not 
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contain sufficient information on the expected variation of the SSPs in an area of interest. 

Ocean models may provide this variation if the model is either run over several years 

simulation period or in ensembles. 

 

A method for combining mean climatology SSP with variance from a numerical ocean 

model to improve acoustic field modelling is presented. Using EOF, we can extract the 

mean SSP from a model data set and replace it with the mean SSP from climatology from 

the same geographical area. The result is a new data set with the mean sound speed profile 

from climatology, but with the variance from the ocean model. The method is tested in 21 

areas in the Norwegian and Barents Sea. The results show that the acoustic field modelled 

with SSPs from the proposed method is closer to the acoustic field calculated with 

observed SSPs compared with acoustic fields calculated with SSPs from ocean model or 

climatology. 
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Abstract:  
Conventional sonar performance modeling applies a single realization of the environment in order to 
estimate a single realization of the acoustic field. In reality, the measured environment is highly uncertain 
and the dynamics of the ocean ensures a variable environment on all relevant time and range scales. 
 
An alternative way to represent the acoustic field is through the use of probability density functions (PDF). 
PDFs may for example be generated using a Monte Carlo (MC) approach, - by running the acoustic model 
multiple times with different environmental input. A large number of oceanographic profiles are then 
required.  
 
During sea trials, oceanographic profiles may be measured on site, but for pretrial planning, climatology 
may provide the necessary statistics on the oceanographic variability. Most climatology databases provide 
depth dependent monthly means and variances of salinity and temperature for different geographical boxes. 
However, this information is insufficient for full reconstruction of physically and statistically representative 
profiles due to at least two reasons: (i) lacking information on correlation between different depths, and (ii) 
the irregular and strictly non-Gaussian distribution of salinity and temperature values in areas containing 
oceanographic fronts. 
 
We suggest an approach that employs empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis and clustering on 
oceanographic profiles obtained from either historical measurements or ocean model data. The clustering 
provides regions containing oceanographic profiles with similar statistics and depth-dependent behavior. 
Each region is represented by mean and variance estimates of a set of EOF coefficients, which are used to 
generate random profiles with physical and statistical properties similar to the profiles originally in that 
region.  
 
The suggested method retains sufficient statistical information to generate representative oceanographic 
profiles for use in MC modeling of the acoustic field, while in fact requiring less disk storage than 
conventional climatological databases.  

Keywords: Oceanography, climatology, uncertainty, sonar performance modelling 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The ocean is a highly variable and complex environment. Random fluctuations in the state 
variables are present at nearly all temporal and spatial scales. Despite this strongly non-
stationary oceanographic behaviour, most acousticians input a single sound speed profile 
into their acoustic model when estimating the acoustic field projected by a sonar. Such a 
procedure grants a single realisation of a random acoustic field that would probably be 
better represented by a full probability distribution [1]. However, in order to take into 
account random environmental variations, then the oceanographic field must be measured 
periodically with sample rates sufficient to cover the required time and spatial scales. This 
is a costly and impractical solution for most applications.  
 
Climatological databases, such as the World Ocean Atlas [2] could be used to obtain the 
necessary oceanographic profiles. Conventional climatology usually provides the mean 
and standard deviation of the oceanographic profiles for a geographical box (typically one 
degree resolution) for a given month. However, a large set of oceanographic profiles that 
captures the expected variation is required. All though the provided standard deviation 
may capture some of the expected variation, it does not contain any information on the 
inter-depth correlation, and may therefore not be used to generate random, statistically and 
physically correct profiles. 
 
We suggest using an entirely different method of estimating the climatology. Instead of 
averaging the oceanographic profiles contained in geographical boxes, we follow the steps 
of [3], where historical oceanographic measurements are applied in a combined empirical 
orthogonal function (EOF) and clustering scheme. The oceans are then divided into 
climatological regions containing average oceanographic profiles as well as their expected 
variations. Clouds of statistically and physically representative sound speed profiles may 
be generated for repeated runs of an acoustic model in order to estimate the probability 
density function of the acoustic field. Another advantage of this method is that the 
oceanographic profiles are parameterized, typically by 3 to 5 parameters. Such 
parameterizations are particularly useful for inversion schemes where the oceanographic 
profile is included in the optimization. 

2. METHOD 
The flow chart in Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed method. The first four steps of the 
approach (up to Representative cluster) are described in full detail in [5]. Here we give an 
outline of the method only. 
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Fig. 1 Flow chart describing the EOF-clustering method. 
 
Historical oceanographic profiles are applied in an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) 
scheme [4] resulting in a set of EOF coefficients for each profile. The coefficients are then 
clustered using a K-means clustering scheme [4]. A single cluster is then picked either by 
comparing the cluster contents to a measured profile or simply by selecting the cluster that 
is most representative for the desired time and geographical position. A more thorough 
description of this procedure can be found in [5].  
 
A set of random oceanographic profiles, Ti(zj), are then generated, where i is the ith 
random profile and j is the depth step number. The equation used is taken from [3] and 
given by: 
  

(1)

 
where Tm(zj) is the average of all historical oceanographic profiles. Un(zj) is the nth EOF. 
κi,n is the ith random realisation of the nth EOF coefficient. The coefficients are modelled  
either as Gaussian distributed variables with variances estimated from the oceanographic 
profiles in the representative cluster or by using probability densities estimated from the 
coefficients in the selected cluster. The advantage of clustering the data first, as opposed to 
using (1) with coefficient variances from the full historical data set, is that clustering 
reduces the probability of getting coefficient distributions with multiple peaks and also 
attempts to build clusters with Gaussian distributions in the coefficients [4].  
 
The generated oceanographic profiles are converted to sound speed profiles before 
inputted into the acoustic model LYBIN [6]. A Monte Carlo approach is then used to 
generate probability density distributions for the acoustic field. 
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3. RESULTS 
The suggested method is applied on data measured by the world ocean covering 
oceanographic measurement system ARGO. The measurements were collected and made 
freely available by the Coriolis project and programs that contribute to it 
(www.coriolis.eu.org). The data set consists of 30 050 ARGO profiles from the North 
Atlantic Ocean from January to June 2001 to 2013.  
 
As in [5], 18 clusters and three EOF-coefficients were used. The resulting clusters are 
shown in Fig. 1. The clusters have approximately the same geographical distributions as in 
[5]. The small differences are due to the randomization in the clustering scheme [4]. The 
natures of these clusters are described in more detail in [5] and are therefore not elaborated 
any further here. 
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Fig. 1 Geographical distribution of clusters. 
 
Given a single measurement and/or a geographical position and date, a cluster 
representative for that position, date, and/or measurement may be found as detailed in [5]. 
Fig. 1 shows a measured oceanographic profile as well as the cluster that is most 
representative for this measurement. Observe that the measurement has a similar depth-
behaviour as the average profile of the cluster. By employing (1), random profiles may be 
generated based on the average profile of the cluster as well as the variance or full 
distribution of the coefficients contained in the cluster. 
 
There are some obvious differences in the Gaussian randomly generated profiles and the 
measured profiles, particularly at depths between 200 m and 400 m. The measured profiles 
exhibit less variation in both temperature and salinity values compared to the randomly 
generated profiles. This is probably due to the simplification of assuming Gaussian 
distributed coefficients. K-means clustering tries to apply a Gaussian distribution on the 
clustered parameters, but unfortunately fails for the selected cluster. A Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test shows that the two first coefficients are close to, but not Gaussian distributed 
(significance level 0.05), while the third coefficient is Gaussian distributed. By using the 
estimated distribution when modelling the EOF coefficients, the resemblance to the 
original oceanographic profiles is stronger. 
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Fig. 2 Temperature (left) and salinity (right) profiles. Cluster average (red) and the 

measured profile (blue). The top plots show the profiles contained in the cluster 
(grey). The centre plot shows 1000 randomly generated profiles (grey) using (1) 
with Gaussian distributed coefficients. The bottom plot shows random profiles 
(grey) using a distribution estimated from the data.  

 
The next step is to run an acoustic model in a Monte Carlo framework. The acoustic 
model used is LYBIN [6]. Fig. 3 shows the results both when using the randomly 
generated profiles (Gaussian and estimated distributions) and the measured profiles from 
the representative cluster. Observe that the mean incoherent transmission loss is very 
similar for both the random and measured profiles. There are some discrepancies in the 
standard deviation, particularly when using the Gaussian distributed coefficients.  
 
Fig. 4 shows the full distribution of the incoherent transmission loss for all ranges at two 
different depths. Observe that at the shallow depth case (100 m), the random profiles result 
in a transmission loss distribution that is very similar to the distribution achieved using the 
measured profiles. At 250 m depth, on the other hand, the random profiles do not capture 
the full variation exhibited by the measured profiles.  
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Fig. 3 The average (left) and standard deviation (right) of the estimated transmission 

loss in a vertical cross section when inputting all profiles from the cluster (top), 
1000 randomly generated profiles using Gaussian distributed coefficients 
(middle), and 1000 random profiles using estimated coefficient distribution 
(bottom). 

 
Note that although using the original oceanographic profiles would give the best 
representation of the acoustic field, it also requires that all oceanographic profiles must be 
stored (for the present case close to 150 Mb versus 50 kb), which may be impractical for 
some applications. Also, one of the major advantages of using equation (1) to generate 
profiles is that the sound speed profile is then parameterized (here in three coefficients) 
and therefore ready for use in inversion schemes that include the sound speed profile in 
the optimization.   
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Fig. 4 Distributions of the modelled transmission loss for all ranges at two different 

depths. The random profiles are generated using Gaussian distributions of the 
coefficients. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The output of conventional underwater acoustic models is a single realisation of the 
acoustic field. However, it is well known that the ocean is uncertain and often highly 
variable. Here we have proposed a method that employs a Monte Carlo run of an acoustic 
model with random oceanographic input in order to estimate both the expected 
transmission loss and its standard deviation.  
 
The main drawback of the method is that a fairly high number of oceanographic profiles 
are required. Such a data set may be obtained through a method introduced in [3] that 
involves the use of empirical orthogonal functions and clustering. The method makes 
available climatological regions with both estimates of the average profile and the 
expected variation. This statistical information may be used to generate random 
oceanographic profiles, which are both physically and statistically feasible. Also, the 
method allows for a parameterization of the oceanographic profile which is useful for 
inversion schemes.  
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Abstract: In the oil & gas industry there is a trend towards more subsea activities. To 
improve gas recovery from existing and new fields at greater depths, the produced gas 
will be compressed, processed and transported via subsea templates and underwater 
networks (pipelines, flexible risers, etc.). Besides the huge consequences for the subsea 
installation itself (reliability, maintenance, etc.), it may also affect underwater wildlife 
through the underwater source vibrations leading to sound radiation. Until now little is 
known about the underwater source mechanisms, the acoustic strength of these 
underwater networks, the coupling of the emitted source sound to the surrounding medium 
and the impact of the sound on the underwater wildlife.  
 
In order to predict the total acoustical exposure to marine life, all significant sources of 
sound should be taken into account in the modelling process. This paper presents an 
overview of the sound that is emitted during exploration, construction, operation and 
decommissioning of a subsea oil & gas processing installation. An environmental sound 
assessment is carried out for the main anthropogenic sources contributing to the 
soundscape during operation of a subsea factory. A preliminary estimation of the radiated 
sound from a subsea factory is computed using source level information available from 
literature, measurements and a normal mode propagation model. Gaps in source 
description are identified. 
 
Keywords: subsea processing, deep sea renewables, source level, propagation, impact, 
EIA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In [1,2] a preliminary assessment has been performed to determine the potential 
disturbance of marine life due to the sound radiated by one single high speed subsea turbo-
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compressor. This paper presents an overview of other possible sources during exploration, 
construction, operation and decommissioning of a complete subsea processing installation 
that can consists of many different components. The total sound footprint due to an 
illustrative, generic subsea processing installation is modelled to give a first impression of 
the possible acoustic impact on marine life. Gaps in source level description are discussed. 

2. SUBSEA COMPRESSION AND PROCESSING 

Subsea oil and gas processing is still in an early stage of development. In several parts of 
the world subsea boosting and separation techniques have been applied already for some 
time: examples are the offshore fields in the Brazilian, Mexican, Australian and 
Norwegian sector and different parts of Africa, where subsea boosting and injection 
pumps are used to extend the reach of an existing installations. However, in the next 
decades these subsea processing activities will be lifted to a next level. A typical example 
of this next level is shown in figure 1, where Statoil illustrates their vision on the so-called 
‘Subsea Factory’ as planned for 2020. The ultimate goal of this ‘factory’ is that it should 
replace currently applied (expensive) topside production platforms, especially in deep to 
ultra-deep waters. Note that in 2015 already the first subsea gas compression module is 
going to be installed in the Norwegian sector. It is expected that in future also in other 
(deep water) offshore sectors such complex ‘factories’ will be installed. 

 
Figure 1: Picture by Statoil giving a schematic illustration of the various components found in the 
Statoil subsea factory [source: Statoil] 

In brief a subsea oil and gas production facility will consist of the following parts: XTrees 
are bolted on to the wellhead and control the produced flow the reservoir. These XTrees 
are connected to a central subsea manifold, either directly or via a choke manifold. The 
choke is used to balance the pressure from the well to the common manifold, from which 
the latter gathers the individual flows and transports them via a single pipeline to the 
processing plant. In this plant the multi-phase flow is separated, boosted and/or 
compressed for further transportation. Next to this primary production facility, there are 
also additional pumps and other equipment. They are for instance used to inject water into 
the wells or inject chemicals (MEG, etc.) in the produced hydrocarbons for flow assurance 
issues. Finally, to provide the facility with electric power, high voltage transformers and 
other electric equipment will also be installed subsea.     
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In Figure 2 an overview is presented of the various anthropogenic sound sources and 

parts in a subsea processing plant that can contribute to the soundscape during exploration, 
construction, operation and decommissioning of a subsea factory. Here an operational life 
time of 20 years is assumed. For some sources, such as shipping (including dredging, pipe 
laying, etc.) and seismic exploration equipment (e.g. air guns), the underwater sound 
levels are well documented. Although these levels can be considerable or even very high, 
they are only applied during a relatively short period of time compared to the field life 
time. This paper focusses on the equipment that are most likely to be the main source for 
underwater sound during operation: compressors, pumps and chokes/valves. They will 
produce a relatively stable underwater sound contribution during a long period in time, 
compared to the sources during exploration, construction and decommissioning.   

 
Figure 2 Overview of subsea sound sources and other parts during exploration, construction, 
operation and decommissioning of a ‘subsea factory’. 

3. SOURCE DESCRIPTION 

The equipment that will most likely dominate the soundscape for subsea processing are 
the subsea compression station, consisting of a high speed turbo compressor and pump 
modules, and various Choke modules/manifolds, installed at more remote distance of the 
compression station. The other modules of the compressor station, such as the coolers and 
separators are often no sources on their own, but will radiate sound efficiently because of 
their large surface area. This also applies to manifolds and other piping, such as jumpers, 
that are connected to XTree and the choke manifolds.  

 
There is little information available on underwater sound levels from turbo 

compressors, because they are not applied yet and thus no measurement data is available. 
In [1,2] a simplified source model is described, which is also used is this paper. The 
internal sound of choke valves is estimated with [3]. The resulting sound power level is 
combined with a piping sound transfer radiation model as given in [4]. Note that in [4] 
radiation to air is assumed and therefore a similar correction as in [1] was applied for the 
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effect of heavy fluid loading. As an alternative, also the method as given in [5] can be 
used. This method is partly based on [3] and combines with a sound propagation and pipe 
transmission loss model. In contrary to the tonal sound from rotating equipment such as 
compressors and pumps, the sound from choke valves is broadband in nature. It can reach 
up to high frequencies and also considerably high overall levels, mainly depending on the 
internal valve geometry (cage) and pressure drop over the valve. Subsea boosting pumps 
are applied already for some time and as a result a limited number of subsea sound 
measurements are available. Therefore for this source measured underwater sound level 
are used as input for the source model. Figure 3 shows the source spectral density of the 
sources considered to be of importance. 

 
Figure 3: Source spectral densities of an electric turbo compressor, a pump, a choke and a typical ship 
[6]. The dot-marked lines indicate that they were back computed from one third octave levels. 

4. SCENARIO 

In this section a synthetic but realistic layout is described for which the expected sound 
exposure is presented in section 5. Results are computed for two typical North Sea depths 
(50m and 400m) and for two different sea states. Table 1 describes the source layout and 
environment that were used as input for the simulations. The compressor station includes 
both a turbo compressor and a pump as dominant sources. 
 
Table 1: Environment and source description. *indicates that Source depth Z is w.r.t. bottom. ** 
Compressor station includes one electric turbo compressor (operating at 8311 rpm) and a pump. 
SSP Iso-velocity 
Sediment Medium sand [7, table 4.18] 
Water depth 50 m and 400 m 
Sea state 0 and 6 m/s wind at 10m [7, equation 8.22] 
Compressor station**  = 0 , = 0 , ∗ = 5
Pump = −5√2 , = −5√2 , ∗ = 3  
Choke module 1 = −10 , = 0 , ∗ = 5  
Choke module 2 = 0 , = −10 , ∗ = 5  
Default ship = 12.5 , = −12.5 , = 5  
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5. RESULTS 

The contribution of the subsea processing installation described in section 4 was computed 
using the Aquarius sound mapping tool [8] and the source levels visualized in Figure 3. 
The propagation model used was an implementation of the hybrid mode-flux model 
described [9]. Figure 4 illustrates the total sound footprint for two water depths and two 
different sea states. A shipping source contour has been included to put the computed 
sound pressure levels in perspective. The presented sound map does not include the 
contribution of this ship. The 120 dB re 1 µPa2 contour has been included as an indicator 
of disturbance due to continuous sound sources [10] 

 

 
Figure 4: Modelled broadband SPL due to subsea processing in a shallow 50m (top) and deep 400m 
(bottom) water environment without (left) and with (right) losses due to a rough surface 
(corresponding to 6 m/s wind speed at 10 m). The grey 120 dB contour includes the cumulative energy 
of the various operational subsea sources. The red contour only includes the contribution from the 
ship.   
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the sound maps presented in Figure 4: 
 
 The high speed turbo compressor dominates the broadband sound pressure levels 

generated by to total subsea processing factory. This increased the need to validate the 
underwater radiation model [1] used to estimate an underwater source spectrum from 
in air measurements. 

 Subsea processing sound exceeds the sound from a ship, especially is shallow water 
and for calm sea states due to the high frequency content of the subsea processing 
sources. 

 The sound field of the compressor contains almost all of its energetic content above 
1000 Hz, while shipping sound is below 500 Hz.  
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Abstract: This paper covers the development of a tuneable acoustic resonance-based 
underwater noise abatement system for use with marine pile driving, offshore energy 
production, seismic sources, and ships, among others. The system consists of arrays of 
underwater air-filled resonators, which surround the noise source and are tuned to 
attenuate the noise spectrum of interest. In this investigation, modelling as well as 
laboratory tests were used to accurately tune the system for pile driving with a spectral 
noise peak near 100 Hz. System demonstrations that were conducted at two offshore wind 
farm construction sites in the North Sea in 2014 will be discussed. In these tests, peak 
sound pressure level reduction of nearly 40 dB was measured around the design 
frequency, and almost 20 dB sound exposure level reduction was measured in the 20 Hz to 
20 kHz band. The method of deploying these resonator arrays in a simple collapsible 
framework, as well as the operational advantages of this system for pile driving, will be 
described. In addition, concepts for the application of this system to other noise sources, 
as well as future improvements of the resonators, will be presented. Finally, future 
planned demonstrations of the technology will be discussed. 

Keywords: Underwater Noise Reduction, Helmholtz Resonance, Offshore Pile Driving 
Noise 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An advanced approach to underwater noise abatement for pile driving is described in 
this paper. This noise abatement system uses a simple collapsible framework containing 
arrays of acoustic resonators, tuned to absorb the broadband underwater acoustic noise 
radiated by marine pile driving. The system is fully customizable and shown to have 
predictable performance both in terms of the frequencies that are absorbed and the level of 
reduction that is demonstrated. Noise reduction of up to 37 dB was measured in a field 
demonstration test of the technology.  The estimated installation time for a full-scale noise 
abatement system around an 8-meter-diameter pile in 40 meters of water is approximately 
15 minutes while staying outside of the critical path of the installation contractors. 

2. BACKGROUND 

The system uses arrays of resonators similar to Helmholtz resonators [1], but with two 
fluids—air and water.  Single-fluid versions of these devices have been used for decades 
as sound attenuators in architectural acoustics, engineering acoustics, and other fields of 
airborne acoustics, but this is the first known application of Helmholtz resonators for 
underwater noise reduction. A modified Helmholtz resonator, having soft sides and an 
open bottom, is used in this application to broaden the range of frequencies that may be 
attenuated by a single device. Laboratory tests on these resonators were conducted 
previously [2,3], and demonstrations of a reduced-scale noise reduction system utilizing 
these open-bottom resonators were performed in the North Sea are reported here. 

The resonator-based noise abatement system is derived from research and development 
conducted by the authors for underwater noise mitigation for offshore drilling by the oil 
and gas industry and other low-frequency (< 1000 Hz) noise sources including pile driving 
and seismic sources [4–6].  Earlier noise abatement strategies relied on screens of freely 
rising bubbles [7,8]; however, these are mainly effective at higher frequencies (> 1000 Hz) 
due to the order-millimetre bubble size.  To exploit acoustic resonance phenomena at low 
frequencies, larger resonators are needed.  The concept of attenuation of underwater sound 
using large fully encapsulated resonators is described in references [2–4]. 

The new two-fluid, open-ended, Helmholtz-like resonators differ from fully 
encapsulated resonators in that the resonance behaviour is dependent on a number of 
factors shown in Fig. 1: air volume V, neck length L, and aperture surface area A.  There 
are a number of advantages to using open-ended resonators over fully encapsulated 
resonators: 

 They are more customizable and their acoustic properties are better predicted using 
mathematical models than fully encapsulated resonators or balloons. 

 Their acoustic performance is less sensitive to depth changes. 
 More rigging and manufacturing options are available. 
 The ballast requirement is reduced because resonator-based systems require less air 

than equivalent performance encapsulated bubble systems. 

Laboratory and lake demonstration tests of open-ended, rubber-sided resonators were 
reported previously [2,3].  These resonators were incorporated into a small demonstration 
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system, which was tested at an offshore wind farm construction site in the North Sea in 
2014.  

 

 
Fig 1: Diagram of underwater air-filled resonator.  The upper portion (white) is filled 

with a volume Vair.  The bottom of the resonator (light blue), called the neck, has length L, 
is filled with water, has cross-sectional area A, and is open to the water. 

3. OFFSHORE DEMONSTRATION TESTS 

A demonstration of the resonator-based noise abatement technology was conducted at 
the Butendiek Wind Farm in July 2014 in conjunction with the project developer, WPD, 
and the installation firm, Ballast Nedam.  The diameter of the monopile was 6.8 m.  
Representatives from AdBm Technologies and the Applied Research Laboratories 
University of Texas at Austin (ARL:UT) conducted the demonstration with additional 
crew, vessels, and support provided by Ballast Nedam.  

The demonstration system consisted of a modular, collapsible framework, which 
housed and deployed the submersible air-filled acoustic resonators.  When fully deployed, 
the framework and acoustic resonators were designed to extend and cover the entire water 
column, but the collapsible nature of the framework allowed the system to be stored in a 
compact manner. 

The demonstration noise abatement system consisted of a scaled-down, single 
collapsible framework populated with 240 acoustic resonators.  The resonators were 
designed to have a resonance frequency of 100 Hz and were fabricated specifically for this 
demonstration.  The framework consisted of eight horizontal slats, each housing 30 
acoustic resonators that could be expanded to a height of 7 meters.  When fully collapsed, 
the panel was less than 1.5 meters tall.  A photograph of the demonstration panel in the 
fully collapsed state on deck of the Mena C, an anchor-handling tug-boat subcontracting 
for Ballast Nedam, is shown in Fig. 2.  A photograph of the fully extended panel at an 
ARL:UT test tank is shown in Fig. 3.   

The purpose of the Butendiek demonstration was two-fold: 1) demonstrate deployment 
and retrieval of the panel in North Sea conditions, and 2) demonstrate our technology’s 
sound reduction effectiveness on pile driving noise in protect-the-receiver configuration.  
To enable the acoustic tests of the demonstration panel, two hydrophone arrays were used 
– a baseline array that measured the untreated pile driving noise and an array embedded 
with the demonstration panel to measure the panel effects on the noise.  The 
demonstration is described below, followed by the key acoustic results.  

The demonstration panel was deployed from the Mena C during the driving of a 
monopile at the Butendiek offshore site.  The demonstration panel was deployed 
approximately 285 m and 750 m away from the monopile, although most of the results 
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will be based on the 285 m location.  The Mena C’s GPS system was used to determine 
the distance from its mooring location to the monopile.  The panel, its embedded 
hydrophone array, and a baseline hydrophone array were deployed from the port side of 
the Mena C at each deployment location, and the Mena C was positioned such that its port 
side was facing the Svanen, the installation vessel.  The Mena C’s thrusters were turned 
off during acoustic data collection to minimize the ambient noise levels at each site; 
however, its generators were left on.  The test configuration is summarized in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Photograph of demonstration panel in collapsed state on deck of the Mena C.  
The various components of the system are labelled. The Svanen is visible in the distance. 

 
 

 
 

 Fig. 3: Photograph of the fully extended demonstration panel in the ARL:UT test tank.   
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At each test location the panel and baseline hydrophone array were deployed and left in 
the water during pile driving events until sufficient acoustic data were collected. Acoustic 
data were recorded simultaneously on three hydrophones from both arrays so that a direct 
comparison could be made between the signals recorded on the unshielded array and those 
recorded on the array embedded in the noise abatement panel. The individual hydrophones 
on each array were vertically spaced 0.6 meters apart.  This comparison provided a 
measure of the amount of sound absorption provided by the demonstration panel. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Plan-view diagram depicting the deployment and demonstration test 

configuration. Distance to pile depicted in the figure is not to scale. 
 
All acoustic data were recorded using High Tech Inc. HTI-90-U hydrophones.  The 

three hydrophones on each array were spaced at 1.2 m from each other at water depths 
ranging from 3.6 m to 6.0 m.  The hydrophone signals were preamplified using a 
laboratory amplifier.  Hydrophones signals were subsequently digitized at a sampling rate 
of 10 kHz in 24-bit resolution using a Data Translation DT9826 USB Data Acquisition 
Module and stored on a laptop computer.  

The acoustic data were analysed on a strike-by-strike basis.  A computer algorithm was 
written to automatically detect and gate individual strikes in the data for further 
processing.  The data were high pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz using a 
zero-phase forward and reverse digital filter to minimize the presence of low frequency 
pressure variation in the data due purely to surface water wave motion.  Quiet gaps 
between strikes were used to obtain estimates of the ambient noise levels (non-pile-driving 
noise).  Two metrics are used to quantify the demonstration panel’s acoustic noise-
reducing performance: peak sound pressure levels and third-octave band levels. 

To determine the frequency-dependence of the sound attenuation provided by the 
panel, one-third-octave band levels were computed from the acoustic data for each pile 
strike.  The hydrophone data was sent through a bank of digital filters each with one-third 
octave bandwidth and center frequencies specified by the most recent ANSI standard [9], 
and the peak pressure in each band was determined.  Ambient noise bands levels were also 
computed from the quiet gaps in between the pile strikes.  All of the third-octave band 
levels are plotted in Figure 5 to show the amount of variation in the recorded data.  From 
the baseline data, the noise radiated from the monopile has a broad peak in approximately 
the 50 Hz to 300 Hz frequency range, with not much acoustic energy observed above the 
non-piling ambient noise levels at frequencies of 1 kHz and higher.  As demonstrated at 
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the 285 m measurement location, the panel reduced the sound levels at all frequencies 
above approximately 50 Hz. 

  

 
Fig. 5: One-third-octave band levels for all monopile strikes recorded at the location 

285 meters away from monopile.  The coloured lines are the band levels corresponding to 
each pile strike.  The grey lines are non-pile ambient noise band levels from the quiet 
sections of data between pile strikes.  The horizontal axis is frequency on a log scale. 
 
Average band-level-reduction values were computed from the one-third-octave bands 

to further quantify the attenuation provided by the demonstration panel. These reduction 
values were calculated for the data taken at 285 m and also 750 m away from the 
monopile and were averaged over all pile strikes recorded at each location.  Band level 
reduction was computed by subtracting the average band levels measured by the panel 
array from the average band levels measured by the baseline array, and it is plotted in 
Figure 6.  Positive values of this quantity correspond to a reduction in sound by the 
demonstration panel.  The peak reduction occurs in the band centred near 100 Hz, 
indicating that pile noise signals around this frequency were reduced on average by 36.8 
dB at the 285 m measurement location.  The peak reduction occurs at this frequency 
because the acoustic resonators used in the demonstration panel were designed to resonate 
near 100 Hz and provide the most attenuation at this frequency.  As seen in Figure 6, the 
peak noise radiated by the pile also occurs near 100 Hz, coinciding by design with the 
highest reduction levels. The peak reduction calculated at the 750 m location was limited 
29.6 dB; however, this is an artefact of the pile-driving signal being only that level above 
the ambient noise at these frequencies at this measurement location.  

At the lowest frequencies the calculated band level reduction becomes negative, 
indicating a level increase.  Below the resonance frequency of the individual acoustic 
resonators in the demonstration panel, a collective resonance of the entire panel is excited 
and the incoming sound wave can be coherently scattered, resulting in a net increase in 
sound pressure.  This is a well-known phenomenon from the field of bubble acoustics 
[10,11].  Fortunately, there is not much sound energy in the pile driving noise spectrum 
below 50 Hz so there is very little noise at low frequencies to be amplified.  Furthermore, 
a full-sized panel would be much larger than the demonstration panel, and since the 
collective panel resonance scales inversely with panel size, that mode would be shifted to 
much lower frequencies where no sound energy would be present to excite it. 
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Fig. 6: Average one-third-octave band level reduction measured at each of the test 

locations for monopile. 

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Recent research and development has led to a modified version of these resonators 
allowing them to be constructed from a single material, such as steel, aluminium, or 
plastic. These new resonators have several advantages: 

 
 They are more rugged than the previous resonators. 
 They have an increased acoustic response exhibited as a higher quality factor. 
 25% less air is required than the resonators used in the 2014 tests. 
 They are easier to manufacture and customize, and their acoustic behavior is more 

predictable with the use of well-tested mathematical models. 

New demonstrations are planned for the summer of 2015 to validate this new approach.  
A schematic diagram of the full-scale demonstration system planned for these tests is 
shown in Figure 7. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Underwater noise is a significant issue for the offshore wind industry. Our approach has 
yielded the only system known to the authors with fully predictable performance that is 
customized for a particular application, significantly decreasing the risk of regulatory 
issues. In addition, being outside of the critical path, the system can be installed without 
any effect on installation cycle times, reducing operating costs and risk. In addition, the 
system requires no deck space if attached to a pile gripper or template, it requires no 
additional vessel support, is completely passive and silent and does not consume energy 
during operation (compared to compressor-driven freely-rising bubble curtains). It is a 
major advancement for the industry. 
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Fig. 7: Schematic diagram of the planned full-scale pile-driving noise abatement 
system in compressed state (left) and fully expanded state (right). 
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Abstract: This contribution is part of a dredger innovation project (ECODRAGA) aimed 
at reducing the pollution produced by suction dredging operations where one of the 
objectives was to evaluate the effect of the dredger modifications over the underwater 
noise generated. Measurements of the dredger working in ECO and conventional mode 
were made, also a methodology to obtain Source Levels was proposed with both 
experimental and software methods. Hydrophone measurements of the dredger were made 
in Moaña port in Pontevedra (North West Spain), a shallow water zone in Ría de Vigo (a 
drowned river valley). Noise measurements where accompanied with oceanographic 
sonde (CTD) measures, obtaining salinity, temperature and speed of sound depth profiles 
of the measurements zone. To obtain Source Levels of the Eco-dredger two propagation 
losses calculation methods were used: the first experimental one consists in the use of a 
calibrated source emitting single tones, in the same position as the dredger during the 
measurements, to calculate propagation losses of each 1/3 octave band from 125Hz to 
4kHz. The second one is a simulation and analysis of the first setup using the software 
“dBSea”. ”dBSea” is the first commercial software of 3D underwater noise estimation 
with 3D bathymetry and 3 different calculation algorithms: parabolic equation, normal 
modes and ray tracing. All algorithms were tested and analysed to determine which one 
fits better with the measurements made. Conclusions compare the use of both propagation 
losses calculation methods and their application to the computation of the dredger source 
level. 

Keywords: Dredger noise, propagation losses, dBSea 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The work described in this contribution is part of a research project whose aim is to 
redesign a suction dredging boat to operate in a less polluting way. A suction dredger 
works by sucking thin sediments (sand, mud and gravel) through a long tube. The kind of 
suction dredger we are working on is a trailing suction hopper dredger (TSHD), that trails 
its suction pipe when working, and loads the dredge spoil into a hopper in the vessel. 
When the hopper is full of dredging material, the TSHD sails to a disposal area and dumps 
the material through doors in the hull.  

During dredging process, hopper rapidly gets filled with water from the suction pipe. 
This water has dredged particles in suspension and, when the hopper is filled, overflow 
occurs, leaving a pollutant stain all around the dredging area. 

One of the targets for the first year of the project was to evaluate the operating 
parameters of the dredger, to provide an initial reference to compare the results of the 
modifications to be introduced. To establish the starting point in terms of underwater 
acoustics impact, noise produced while the boat was dredging in the outer port in La 
Coruña (Spain) was measured [1].  

After evaluation tasks, the dredger was redesigned in order to solve some of their 
environmental impacts. Main ECODRAGA (Eco-dredger) feature was a circuit to redirect 
the water overflow from the hopper to the suction spot. This water is also injected in the 
seafloor below suction head, helping suction process and avoiding pollutant stains. 

Once evaluations tasks and eco-modifications were made in the dredger, noise of the 
dredger ECODRAGA was measured again to be compared with previous results in La 
Coruña. Source Level estimations were calculated as a function of received level (RL) and 
propagation losses (PL): 

 (1)

Section 2.1 explains experimental setup for Received Level (RL) calculations. 
Propagation losses were measured in situ as explained in section 2.2 and calculated with 
prediction software dBSea [2] as in section 2.3. Section 3 will show results comparisons 
and section 4 will present the work conclusions.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

In the design of the measurement setup, two main references have been considered. The 
first one is the standard ANSI 12.64-2009 Part 1 [3], which describes methods to measure 
noise radiated from ships. These methods are based on a "pass-by" measurement, but 
paying special attention to the vertical radiation pattern. This standard was the main 
reference but not strictly applied, it was adapted to work on shallow waters. 

Another important reference is a study of the noise generated by UK dredgers [4]. Its 
main target is to obtain good estimates of the typical source level under normal operating 
conditions, but it also includes the study of the possible variations in the noise due to the 
operating modes of the ship, the dredging area, or the type of material being dredged. 
Source level comparison between UK dredgers and the unmodified dredger can be found 
in [1]. 

SL( f ) = RL( f , r )+ PL( f , r )
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2.1 Eco-dredging sound pressure level measurement 

Measurements to obtain eco-dredging levels were made during March 2014 close to 
Moaña (Pontevedra, Spain) port. Adricristuy dredger [5] was available during two days to 
test the new modifications. Figure 1 shows experimental setup for sound pressure 
measurements: 

 
Figure 1: Experimental setup for sound pressure measurements 

 
As can be seen in figure 1, experimental setup has 3 hydrophones for underwater noise 

measurement of Adricristuy dredger, 2 distant ones placed at 350m from the source and 
one at 50m (in practice this distances are approximated).  

The distant position supports 1 hydrophone at 5m and other at 10m over the seafloor, 
while the close one only planned one hydrophone at 5m height.  

Measurements were made at Moaña port during a morning of calm sea and clear sky. 
The seafloor in the port zone is mud type with small parts of sand and gravel [6], getting 
thin dredging fundamentally. 

The dredger made parallel passes to the dock, the hydrophones were placed in an 
orthogonal trajectory to the dredger direction, approximately in the central point of the 
passes. Hydrophone positions, and also dredger passes sampling, were positioned and 
synchronized through GPS.  

2.2 Propagation losses measurement 

After the experience [1] with a propagation losses model based on virtual image (ImTL 
in [3]) comparisons obtained with other results pointed that the model used underestimated 
losses. Furthermore it did not take into account the peculiarities of the terrain or the type 
of seabed. Therefore, it was decided to estimate the calculation of the propagation losses 
by a second experimental setup consisting of an underwater source emitting tones to 2 
hydrophones placed at the same positions of the dredge measurement session (50 and 
350m) and a close hydrophone at 1m. It is about building an interpolation model based on 
field recordings at the same place where the dredge was measured, trying to include all the 
peculiarities of underwater propagation experimentally. 
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The same setup that the one for dredger measurement (Figure 1) was used, with the 
provisos that the dredger was replaced by a calibrated underwater loudspeaker and the 
hydrophone H3 was placed at 1m from the underwater source, both at 1m depth. 
Underwater source and H3 were attached to an auxiliary boat moored at the central 
position of the dredger passes, this way a 3 points measuring line perpendicular to the 
dock was set by: H3 at 1m, H1 at 50m and H2 at 350m. 

The underwater source emitted tones in 1/3 octave between 125Hz and 4000Hz. These 
tones were measured in the 3 positions located at 1, 50 and 350 meters and propagation 
losses at each point were calculated as differences in sound pressure level between the 
hydrophone at 1m and each one of the other two. Postprocessing details in [1].  

2.3 Propagation losses calculations with dBSea 

‘dBSea’ [5] is a new prediction software for underwater acoustics that has modelling 
features as 3D bathymetry, water properties (speed of sound profile, salinity, temperature) 
and seafloor attenuation layers, among others. The software was configured using the data 
from the CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth) sensors deployed the same day of 
the acoustical measurements, 3D bathymetry provided by [7]. Seafloor was modelled as a 
three layer group of one meter of mud, one of sand and one of gravel based on [6].  

Source was positioned in the same GPS location as the calibrated source in the 
experimental setup of section 2.2, and also the probes in the software match the positions 
of the hydrophones in the in situ measurements. H1 was 11m deep and H2 14m. 

The source was modelled as omnidirectional emitting a flat spectrum (from 125 to 4000 
Hz) with a source level of 200dB re 1uPa. Propagation losses were calculated as 
differences between the SL and the RL at the hydrophone/probes positions. 

Three different types of solver algorithms were tested over the whole frequency band: 
parabolic equation, normal modes (both applicable at low frequencies) and ray tracing 
(applicable at high frequencies).  

3. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the propagation losses calculated with the in situ 
measurements, as explained in 2.2, versus dBSea calculations, explicated in 2.3. Best 
fitting was obtained using only ray tracing in the close position H1 because parabolic 
equation didn’t work well in such low depth. Parabolic equation (from 125-500 Hz) and 
ray tracing (from 600-4000 Hz) were used in the far position H2. Normal modes didn’t fit 
well because this algorithm is not intended for shallow waters.  

As can be seen, fitting at close position H1 is worst (differences around 6dB on 
average) than at H2 position (3dB on average) probably because low deep at H1 causes 
difficulties in these algorithms performance. 

Information from seabed contained in [6] has only percentage values instead of width 
of sediment layers; other layer widths were tested with small result variations in average. 

dBSea simulations also revealed that one meter variations in depth positioning of the 
hydrophone/probes can produce variations up to 10dB in the RL at certain 
frequencies/positions. This could explain such big valleys and mountains at certain 
frequencies of figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of the in situ measurements of propagation losses with best dBSea 

result 

Received levels of four dredger passes has been averaged at positions H1 and H2. 
According to formula (1) source levels at both positions were obtained using propagation 
losses calculations from measured and dBSea methods. Each final SL is an average 
between source levels calculated at both positions. Details on calculations can be found in 
[1]. 

Figure 3 compares dredger SL obtained from both PL calculation methods: measured 
and estimated with dBSea. There’s a good fitting from 160 to 1000 Hz, with differences 
under 2dB on average. Fitting from 1250-4000 Hz is worst, as said, possibly caused by 
depth positioning of the probes/hydrophones which seems to be more sensible for high 
frequencies. Discrepancies at 125Hz (even 160Hz) could be caused because this frequency 
is outside the useful band of the calibrated source (200-20.000 Hz). 
 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of both SL calculation methods 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This document describes the measurements made during ECODRAGA testing carried 
out in Moaña port in Pontevedra (NW Spain) in 2014 and compares 2 methodologies to 
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obtain propagation losses, one based on experimental measurements and the other one 
based on dBSea. 

Information about best fitting dBSea algorithm was obtained for this scenario as a 
function of distance and frequency. 

After propagation losses averaging at two positions, SL fitting between both methods is 
good from 160-1000 Hz, above 1kHz gets worse but still acceptable. 

In view of the results, the use of this software to compute propagation losses is 
reasonable under conditions of reliable information about bathymetry, sound speed profile 
and water and seafloor properties.  

Further work is required in order to get a quantification of the validity of the results 
depending on the quantity and quality of dBSea configuration parameters. 
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Abstract: Hydro sound immission due to offshore pile driving and its prognosis with 
numerical simulations needs a proper source model. Regarding the radiated hydro sound 
by the pile vibration there are two transmission paths. One pathway transfers the emitted 
energy direct from the submerged pile surface into the water where acoustic pressure is 
generated. The second path comes from the embedded pile part, where pile vibration 
induces wave propagation in the soil. This secondary transmission path has also an effect 
on the hydro sound immission. Therefore, the impact hammer, the pile and the soil are 
summarized to the sound source. Numerical analyses are presented using the hypoplastic 
material law with intergranular strain for granular materials. The propagated wave field 
in the marine soil depends on stress state and bulk density of the soil. That is why wave 
propagation velocities of body and surface waves vary with time and place. A complex 
wave field is calculated induced by the pile vibration. To compare the numerical model 
using the hypoplastic material law to other approaches of soil behavior, the material 
model is changed to a linear elastic approach with shear modulus. The effect on wave 
propagation is evaluated. 

Keywords: Impact pile driving, wave propagation, hydro sound immission, numerical 
modelling, inelastic material behavior, soil 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The prognosis of hydro sound immission due to offshore pile driving with numerical 
models involves the question of sound source characterization. The impact of the hammer 
induces wave propagation in the pile, in the soil and in the water. The surface vibration of 
the pile and the sea bed results in acoustic pressure in the water. That is why the hammer 
and the pile as well as the soil are regarded as the sound source in offshore pile driving. 
Regarding the radiated hydro sound by the pile vibration there are two transmission paths. 
One pathway transfers the emitted energy direct from the submerged pile surface into the 
water where acoustic pressure is generated. The second path comes from the embedded 
pile part, where pile vibration induces wave propagation in the soil. This secondary 
transmission path has also an effect on the hydro sound immission, where only the 
upcoming wave parts to the sea bed count among the sound source. 

Using a continuum method to simulate the wave propagation, the sound source should 
be modeled in a proper way, so that the pile and soil dynamics are calculated realistically. 
An immission prognosis can be only as good as the sound source description is 
implemented. This paper concentrates on the simulation of the sound source using the 
finite element method. 

Modeling the hammer and the pile there is in general no divergence in the question 
which material model should be used. A linear elastic approach is used in this simulation 
for the steel parts. But for the marine soil there are a lot of different material approaches, 
which can describe soil properties in a very simple up to a complex manner. In this 
contribution only non-cohesive soils are regarded. Two different material models, the 
hypoplastic model with intergranular strain and the linear elastic model, are compared to 
evaluate the influence of the soil model on the hydro sound immission. 

2. INELASTIC WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE SOIL 

According to the theory of wave propagation in an elastic half space, there are two 
types of body waves, the pressure wave (p-wave) and the shear wave (s-wave), and two 
types of surface waves, the Scholte wave and the Love wave [1]. A combination of these 
wave types is also possible and they are all important to the topic of pile driving. In the 
elastic half space there is a spherical propagation from the pile toe for the p-wave under 
the assumption that the Young’s Modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and the density of the soil is 
constant over depth. But this is a very simple approach.  

Depending on the ram energy, the induced wave amplitudes from the pile vibration 
lead to an inelastic behavior of the soil. After exceeding a small strain limit, the material 
behavior changes from elastic to inelastic. In the near field of the pile, the elastic half 
space has no validity. The wave propagation executes under inelastic behavior of the soil.  

Soil parameters like void ratio and stiffness modulus change with depth. The stress 
state of the soil determinates its properties. Very important in soil dynamics is the 
different stiffness modulus under loading and unloading. This means a wave front with 
positive and negative peak amplitude leads to different propagation velocities. Due to the 
different stiffness moduli the unloading wave front is faster than the loading wave front. 
This leads to continuous shock fronts in an inelastic half space, because of the overtaking 
wave front [2]. Due to the increase of the stiffness modulus with stress state, the wave 
propagation velocity increases also with depth. This results in more vertical directed p-
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wave propagation from the pile toe. The wave front is getting faster and faster into deeper 
soil. This wave part, which is travelling into deeper soil, does not belong to the sound 
source, because it does not come up to the sea bed and induces sea bed vibration. But in 
reality, soil layers lead to reflection and refraction resulting in upcoming wave parts. 

The constitutive law of hypoplasticity with intergranular strains after [3,4] is able to 
model this important depth dependency as well as other soil properties like dilatancy, 
contractancy and dependency on void ratio. Aiming of a realistic simulation of 
compaction processes, the constitutive material model suits well the non-linear and 
inelastic behavior of granular materials. With this dependency more realistic energy 
dissipation due to compaction of the pile-surrounding soil can be calculated. 

3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The finite element (FE) method is used to simulate the wave propagation in the pile, in 
the soil and in the water. Figure 1 shows the FE model which consists of the ram weight, 
the anvil, the pile, the acoustic medium and the soil. It is an axisymmetrical model build 
up with the software Abaqus/Explicit 6.13. The different parts are discretized with 
continuum elements. The surrounding water consists of acoustic elements. The surfaces of 
the outer pile and of the sea bed are tied with the acoustic elements, meaning that the 
vibrations of the translational degrees of freedom are transferred into acoustic pressure. 
This tie formulation acts bidirectional. The interaction between the embedded pile and the 
soil is modeled by normal contact pressure, transferring only pressure and no tension, in 
addition to friction. An extensive description of the model is written in [5]. 

The key data of the FE model belong to measurements of hydro sound immission due 
to impact pile driving conducted in an offshore wind farm construction site in the German 
North Sea. The measurements of pile and soil dynamics as well as hydro sound pressures 

 
Fig.1: Finite element model for numerical analysis [5]. 
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were done at the pile installation of a Tripile foundation pile at BARD Offshore 1 [6]. The 
pile had a length of 85.1 m and an outer diameter of 3.35 m. The water depth at the wind 
farm was around 42 m. The final penetration depth of the pile was around 35 m. Sandy 
soils in dense and very dense bulk densities were found at the piling location. The 
numerical analysis is done at a penetration depth of 5 m with impact energy of 146 kJ. The 
model validation is published in [5]. For the soil only the solid phase is analyzed 
calculating the stress state of the soil in effective stresses. Pore water pressures are 
neglected assuming that the wave propagation proceeds from grain to grain without a 
build-up of pore water overpressure. 

Changing the material model from the hypoplastic approach to a less complex model 
like the linear elastic behavior a change in the pile-surrounding wave field is the 
consequence. Figure 2 shows a numerical result with the two different material 
approaches. The two different simulations are equal except the used material model for the 
soil. The shown wave fields are plotted at identical time steps after impact. The 
hypoplastic material model leads to vertical polarized p-wave propagation as mentioned 
above. Three dimensional an ellipsoidal wave front is calculated instead of a spherical one 
due to the linear elastic behavior with constant Young’s and shear modulus over depth. It 
can also be seen, that the forerunning hydro sound wave, which is transmitted into the soil 
is overestimated with the linear elastic approach. This is the outcome of the overestimated 
stiffness at the sea bed. 

The material model of the soil influences also the pile dynamics. It is a bidirectional 
process. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the two simulations to the measurement data 
gathered at the offshore measurement campaign. The first pressure wave, which travels 
down to the pile toe, is shown in the axial vibration velocity of the pile as well as two  

 

 
 

Fig.2: Soil wave field with linear elastic material model and hypoplastic material 
model. 
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Fig.3: Different axial vibration velocities at the pile head and toe due to linear elastic 
and hypoplastic material model [5]. 

 
reflection wave fronts. Using the complex soil model the pile vibration can be calculated 
in accordance to the measurements contrary to the simple material model. The choice of 
the soil model influences always the pile vibration, which is related to the sound source of 
hydro sound immission. 

Differences can also be seen in the radiated hydro sound pressure. Figure 4 compares 
the simulations to the measurements again. Due to the correct calculation of the pile 
dynamics with the complex soil model the hydro sound pressure is computed well in time 
and frequency domain. The acoustic values of sound exposure level (SEL) and peak level 
(Lpeak) after [7] from the measurements can be quoted to SEL = 182.5 dB (re 1Pa) and 
Lpeak = 205.4 dB (re 1Pa). The results of the simulations are SELhypo = 184.8 dB, 
Lpeak,hypo = 205.5 dB and SELlin-el = 184.7 dB, Lpeak,lin-el = 205.1 dB.  

The acoustic values differ few, but the problem of wave propagation in soil is a non-
linear problem. Meaning that with increasing impact energy the difference in hydro sound 
immission between the two material models will increase non-linear. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A validated numerical model for wave propagation concerning hydro sound immission 
due to offshore pile driving using the finite element method is presented. The application 
of a superior soil model, called hypoplasticity with intergranular strains, results in good 
agreement between calculated and measured pile dynamics as well as hydro sound 
pressures. Changing the material approach for granular soils into a linear elastic approach, 
the simulations differ from the measurements. The sound source description in impact pile 
driving is dependent on the choice of material model for the soil because of the 
bidirectional influence. Superior material models for the soil are necessary for a proper 
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prognosis of hydro sound immission. At least the depth dependency with differentiation of 
loading and unloading stiffness modulus should be used for numerical analyses. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Different hydro sound pressure signals in 28 m distance due to linear elastic and 
hypoplastic material model compared to measured data 10 m above the sea bed. 
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ABSTRACT : Offshore wind farms generate underwater noise during construction, operation and 
decommissioning. Underwater noise emitted by windmills in operational (production) mode needs to 
be quantified in order to better understand the full range of environmental impacts that wind energy 
production at sea may have on the surrounding marine life. 

In this paper, operational underwater noise emitted by offshore wind farms in the Belgian part of the 
North Sea (BPNS) is quantified and compared to other location in European Marine waters as well as 
the background situation prevailing before implementation. Measurements undertaken at two different 
offshore wind farms, one with 5 MegaWatt (MW) turbines on concrete gravity based foundations 
(GBF) and one with 3 MW turbines on steel monopile foundations showed different operational noise 
emission. The GBF based offshore wind farm featured a light increase of sound pressure level (SPL) 
of max of few dB re 1 Pa compared to ambient noise measured before construction. A more 
important SPL increase of 12 to 15 dB re 1 Pa was observed for an offshore wind farm build using 
steel monopile foundation. Such noise emissions are much lower than during construction phases 
using piling techniques. Nevertheless, this noise is being emitted during the operational phase of the 
wind farm, a period that is foreseen to last at least 20 years. As such, it is important to quantify the 
emissions in order to identify any possible impact. 

 

 

Keywords: Wind Park, underwater noise, operational noise 

 

INTRODUCTION : 

According to the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), EU Member States have to 
determine and control good environmental status (GES) for their marine waters [1]. One of the 13 
descriptors of GES relates to anthropogenically induced underwater noise, as may conflict with 
various ecosystem process among which marine mammal communication [2] [3] [4]. Excessive 
underwater noise hence is considered a potential threat to the marine environment, receiving attention 
even at the European level. Human activities at sea indeed may generate underwater noise that could 
be harmful for marine life. [5] identified air guns, pile driving, intense low -or mid- frequency sonar, 
dredges, drills, bottom towed fishing gear, explosions, recreation vessels, acoustic deterrents, 
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overflying aircraft (including sonic booms) and shipping as sources of anthropogenic noise that could 
affect marine mammals. 

At present major attention is paid to the underwater noise and its ecological impacts generated by the 
construction, operation and in the future also dismantlement of offshore wind farms [6]. When such 
underwater noise is considered, four different phases should be distinguished during the life cycle of 
an offshore wind farm: (1) before implantation - ‘T reference’ situation,(2) the construction phase, (3) 
the operational phase and (4) the dismantlement phase [7] For the Belgian part of the North Sea 
(BPNS), several studies already documented the first two phases. The initial situation (T reference) at 
the Thorntonbank (C-Power site) was documented by [8], while [9] investigated the initial situation (T 
reference) at the Blighbank (Belwind site). Both T reference spectra are presented in Figure 2 and 
feature mean SPL just little above 100 dB re 1 Pa for Thortonbank and just below 100 dB re 1 Pa at 
the Blighbank. The construction phase was documented by [9] for six gravity-based founded (GBF) 
wind mills at the Thorntonbank and by [10] for piling activities at the Blighbank. The spectrum 
measured 770 m away from the piling source is presented in Figure 2 and peak SPL of 193 dB re 1 
Pa was measured at that distance. The operational and – later on – dismantlement phases are yet to be 
quantified.  

During the operational phase, underwater noise is produced by the rotation of the wind turbines and is 
transmitted to the water by the support structure. Operational underwater noise produces SPL much 
lower than that emitted during the construction phase, especially when pile-driving is applied [6]. 
However, the construction noise generally lasts for a limited period of time (few weeks), while 
operational noise is produced throughout the lifetime of the wind farm (more than 20 years) and may 
therefore have a chronic impact on the marine ecosystem.  

Measurements of operational noise emitted by the Horns Rev and Nysted offshore wind farms for 
instance showed a higher than background noise intensity at frequency below 1kHz. [11] provided that 
information without quantification. [12] further demonstrated the operational noise of a 2 MW turbine 
to have its highest sound pressure levels at about 150 Hz and 300 Hz, with a respective sound pressure 
level of 118 dB and 105 dB re 1 Pa. The operational noise also proved to depend on the type of 
foundation used [13]: concrete and steel pile foundations showed different spectral features such as a 
difference of 10 dB re 1 Pa at 100 Hz and 15 dB re 1 Pa at 200 Hz between the two types of 
foundations (steel being noisier). That study further qualified the noise emitted by both types of 
foundation as stronger than the ambient noise for the frequencies below 1kHz (30dB re 1 Pa at 100 
Hz and 20 dB re 1 Pa at 200 Hz). However [14] concluded that operational noise produced by 
windmills could fall well within the natural range of variability in background noise levels.  

This paper presents the first data on operational underwater noise of both the C-Power and Belwind 
offshore wind farms and, as such, contributes to the characterisation of human induced underwater 
noise in the BPNS. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

Measurements methodology 

The same measurement protocol, as used for previous underwater noise measurements in Belgian 
wind farms was used for the present study. In summary: measurements of wind farm operational noise 
were performed from a drifting Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat (RHIB) inside the park in the vicinity of the 
windmills (Figure 1 a&b). To avoid interaction with the hydrophone the engine, radar and 
echosounder were turned off. The geographic position and time were recorded with a handheld GPS 
GARMIN GPSMap60 at a frequency of one position every 5 seconds. The clock of the recorder was 
synchronised beforehand with the GPS-time (UTC). At the start and the end of each measurement a 
reference signal was recorded. For more details: see [9] 
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Three recordings of 20 min each were done on the 8th of March 2010 at the Thorntonbank site, 
featuring concrete GBF foundations and on the 4th of March 2011 at the Blighbank site, featuring steel 
pile foundations. During the latter recording, a few small working boats were present in the area. Two 
recordings were well within the wind farm and as such truly measured operational noise (Figure 1), 
while one record was taken at great distance (+6 km) from the offshore wind park and should hence be 
considered a background noise measurement. Weather conditions encountered on the 8th March 2010 
and 4th March 2011 featured wind of 4-5 BF and a sea state of 2 to 3. 

Table 1: Geographic position and distance to the windmills of the selected recordings (coordinates in WGS84). 

Selected recordings at the Thorntonbank (8th March 2010) 

Position start recording 
Distance from windmill (m) Type of noise 

Northing Easting 

51° 32.874’ 2° 55.769’ 12-520 Operational noise 

51° 30.422’ 2° 51.967’ 6400-7200 Background 

Selected recording at the Blighbank (4th March 2011) 

Position start recording 
Distance from windmill (m) 

 Northing Easting 

51 38.908 2 48.064 186-1200  Operational noise 
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Figure 1a: Track path (black line), realised inside the Belwind (Blighbank) wind farm on the 4th April 2011. Steel monopile 
positions at the centre of the name label. Latitude North and Longitude Est from Greenwich 
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Figure 1b: Track path (black line), realised inside the C-Power (Thorntonbank) wind farm on the 8th March 2010.   GBF 

positions at the centre of the name label. Latitude North and Longitude Est from Greenwich 

 

Acoustic measurement equipment 

At every occasion, one Brüel & Kjær hydrophone (type 8104) was deployed at a depth of 10 m. A 
Brüel & Kjær amplifier (Nexus type 2692-0S4) was connected between the hydrophone and the 
recorder in order to allow for an amplification of the signal. The reference signal was used together 
with the output sensitivity of the Nexus to calibrate the recorded signal. The signal was recorded using 
an audio MARANTZ Solid State Recorder (type PMD671). It was operated with the highest possible 
sampling rate of 44100 Hz. The signal was recorded in WAVE format (.wav) on Compact Flash cards 
of 2 GB (Sandisk Ultra II). Batteries powered all equipment.  

Analysis of the recordings 

Analysis here focused on the third octave band spectrum of the underwater SPL. The spectra were 
computed using MATLAB routines built according to the norm IEC1260. For reasons of comparison, 
the spectra of the three recordings (Belwind and C-Power in operation and the background noise at the 
C-Power site) were further complemented with former measurements of (1) the T reference noise at 
the Thorntonbank [8] and the Blighbank [9] and (2) the piling noise at the Blighbank [10]  

 

RESULTS: 

The three spectra representing T reference, background and operational situation at the Thorntonbank 
all showed similar amplitude all along the frequency domain (Figure 2). Some differences of 3 to 5 dB 
re 1 Pa were observed between the T reference noise (CP Tref) and the two newly recorded spectra 
(CP Background and CP Operational) at the Thorntonbank. These differences were maximal at 110 
and 200 Hz and at 4 kHz. At the Blighbank, an overall difference in SPL of about 15 dB re 1 Pa was 
observed between the reference measurement (BW Tref) and operational noise (BW Operational). This 
difference in amplitude increased to 25 dB re 1 Pa at a frequency of 8 kHz. Except for the Belwind 
operational noise, all spectra decayed at frequencies higher than 1 kHz.  
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Figure 2. Spectra of underwater noise, measured inside the C-Power (CP) and Belwind (BW) wind farms, located 
respectively at Thorntonbank and Blighbank. Operational, noise generated during wind farm operation; T Reference (T ref), 
measurement before the construction activities started; Background: measurement at > 6 km from the C-Power wind farm in 
operation; Piling B10, spectra measured at 770 m from the piling activities at location B10. 

 

All T reference and background spectra were at minimum 34 dB re 1 Pa below the piling spectrum 
(Figure 2). The operational noise, generated by the C-Power GBF windmills in operation was 52 dB re 
1 Pa lower at 110 Hz, while this difference decreased to 39 dB re 1 Pa at 110 Hz for the operating 
Belwind steel monopile windmills. 

The operational spectra of both wind farms showed clear SPL peaks at frequencies ranging from 100 
Hz to 1 kHz (Figure 2). A first peak at about 130Hz was visible at the C-Power site, while the first 
peak visible within the operating Belwind wind farm was shifted to about 200 Hz. At higher 
frequencies, several peaks were observed at similar frequencies (i.e. 600 Hz and 1,3 kHz) for both 
wind farms. The absolute lowest SPL was taped during the reference noise measurement at the 
Blighbank. 

Finally, some differences in reference and background noise levels were observed within both offshore 
wind farms, with the Blighbank situation representing the most quiet condition.  

 

DISCUSSION: 

Operational noise versus T reference noise and importance of the foundation type 
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A difference of about 15 dB re 1 Pa was found between the Belwind T reference and operational 
noise. As different weather conditions could not explain such difference (see next §) the difference 
should be interpreted as true operational noise, produced by steel monopiles, as supported by the fact 
that the RHIB was inside the concession area throughout its complete drift (Figure 1A) and was 
passing close to the E08, D09 and C10 windmills. Furthermore, only a few small working boats were 
present in the direct vicinity of the hydrophone during measurement. 

Compared to the T reference noise levels, the operational noise measurements at the C-Power wind 
farm (Figure 2) showed a slight increase from 5 to 8 dB re 1 Pa at e.g. 110 Hz, 200 Hz and at 
frequencies little higher than 1 kHz, while the difference was neglectable at 60 Hz, 100 Hz, 320 Hz 
and 3,2 kHz. As such, the operational noise of the C-Power GBF windmills can be considered low. It 
should however be noted that the number of windmills, contributing to the recorded noise, was 
potentially (much) higher in the Belwind wind farm compared to the C-Power wind farm (Figures 1a, 
b), which might explain the increased SPL at the Belwind site. This effect might however have been 
counteracted by the fact that the recordings at the C-Power site started closest to the windmill. 
Although the differential effect of both issues cannot be evaluated for the time being, there is no basis 
to assume that these might have largely influenced our measurements. 

We consequently demonstrated that concrete GBF windmills are likely to be less noisy (- 15 dB re 1 
Pa) than steel foundation windmills. We furthermore showed that, contrary to what was forecasted 
by [13] the operation of steel pile foundation windmills is noisier than the natural ecosystem 
conditions over the frequency of 1 kHz (cf. reference noise levels). Steel pile foundation finally lacked 
the decay of the spectrum at frequencies higher than 1 kHz, typical for the reference, background and 
operational GBF windmill noise as observed at the C-Power and Belwind wind farms. 

[14], [11] and [12] all demonstrated that operational noise represent a light SPL increase of few dB re 
1 Pa over the background levels. We observe a similar situation even if the turbines in the BPNS are 
more powerful with six 5 MW turbines at the C-Power site and 55 3 MW turbines at the Belwind site. 
The differences are on the higher SPL measured (12 to 15 dB re 1 Pa) for steel foundation as well as 
the decay of the spectrum over the frequency of 1kHz measured for steel foundation that is not present 
here but that [12] and [11] proposed.  

We have to remark however that the lack of standardization in underwater sound measurements and 
treatment complicates detailed comparison with other studies. [12] for example measured the 
operational noise at 100 m from the source or standardized the SPL to 100 m using a linear 
propagation model. [14] on the other hand measured while drifting inside or outside the wind farm and 
presented noise spectra at various distances from a given windmill.  

T reference and background noise levels are influenced by weather conditions and geographic 
position 

The differences in reference and background noise levels could be partially attributed to the 
differences in weather conditions encountered during fieldwork, and partially to the geographic 
position of both wind farms. The Belwind background noise was measured in very calm weather 
conditions [9] .The C-Power background noise measurement was measured with moderately windy 
conditions (BF 4-5), whereas the C-Power reference condition was measured in very calm weather 
conditions [8]. At least we can conclude that within the range of calm to moderate wind conditions 
and sea state, weather is not significantly impacting the measurement. The distance to a shipping 
traffic lane or the presence of pipelines in the area, as is the case for the C-Power site [8], further 
explain the difference in T reference and background SPLs between C-Power and Belwind sites with 
Belwind being the less noisy site. One should however keep in mind that in the BPNS there is no place 
free of any anthropogenic activity. As such, disentangling the influence of the various sources of noise 
on the noise spectra remains impossible at this time. 

Possible impact on the marine life 
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[12] concluded that the operational noise emitted by the Horns Rev wind farm cannot be noticed by a 
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) at a 100 m distance from the turbine, but that caution is 
needed because of the actual limited knowledge on this topic. [14] stated that the slight increase in 
noise in the immediate vicinity of operating windmills is very unlikely to cause any behavioural 
response in seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax), cod (Gadus morhua), dab (Limanda limanda) herring 
(Clupea harengus), salmon (Salmo salar), bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), harbour porpoise 
and common seal (Phoca vitulina). [15] however indicated that bottlenose dolphins and harbour 
porpoises would be aware of the operational noise at a distance of 200 m from the North Hoyle 
Offshore wind farm, but concluded that the SPL (105 to 135 dB re 1 Pa at 100 Hz) could not cause 
any hearing damage. 

Our data suggests that hearing damage to marine mammals should not be expected from the 
operational noise of offshore windfarms. Whether or not a 15 dB re 1 Pa increase of underwater SPL 
as observed for steel pile foundations may cause a behavioural response in marine mammals or other 
organisms remains an open question. 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES: 

 

The operational noise emitted by offshore wind farms in the BPNS showed an increase compared to T 
reference SPL. An increase of about 15 dB re 1 Pa for frequencies below 3 kHz was observed for the 
Belwind offshore wind farm located at the Blighbank (consisting of 55 5 m diameter steel piles 
equipped with 3 MW turbines). The increase if any in SPL observed at the Thorntonbank is less clear 
for the C-Power offshore wind farm (restricted to the 6 concrete GBF equipped with 5 MW turbines). 
No data are available yet to confirm or infirm any effect such increase may have on the marine life on 
this zone of the BPNS. 
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Abstract 

Anthropogenic activities in the marine environment are generating a continuous 

growth in the pollution related with different kinds of energy radiations. Nowadays 

there exists an increasing concern in the international community on the effects of the 

acoustic radiation on marine life, as reflected in the Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive (MSFD) of the EU. By other hand, cruise ships traffic configures nowadays as 

one of the activities of most rapid growth, especially in environments as the 

Mediterranean Sea. Starting from these premises, this research has as its main 

objective to advance in the knowledge of the main characteristics of the acoustic and 

additionally the seismic radiations emitted by cruise ships in the Mediterranean Sea. 

Different characteristics of both types of radiations are drawn from the data provided 

by the multi-influence measurement system, MIRS. In particular, the study includes an 

analysis of the correlation between acoustic and seismic characteristics centered on 

showing common ones, in spite of their different underwater propagation features. To 

point out that the results of the study show a very significant increment in the level of 

acoustic and seismic energies in the underwater environment with relation to the 

ambient noise level, as a consequence of the cruise ships traffic.  

 

 

Keywords: Acoustic radiation, Seismic radiation, cruise ships, multi-influence 

measurement and analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Worldwide economic growth is generating an increasing level of human activities in 

a wide variety of environments, including the underwater one. These activities are the 

source of a range of energy radiations that propagates in the underwater medium, 

including, among others: acoustic, seismic, electric and magnetic. 

Nowadays, main focus has been put on the harmful effects of acoustic radiations on 

the marine life. Different worldwide institutions are aware of this issue, as reflected in 

specific regulations dictated in this field, as is the case of the Maritime Strategy 

Framework Directive (MSFD). This directive was adopted by the European Union (EU) 

in 2008, and aims at achieving or maintaining a Good Environmental Status (GES) by 

2020 at the latest. The MSFD includes a set of 11 descriptors to evaluate GES, and 

particularly descriptor 11 refers to the introduction of all kinds of energies in the marine 

environment. 

The goal of the this paper  is to increase the knowledge about the characterisation of 

the acoustic and seismic fields radiated by a type of vessels of increasing use nowadays, 

as are the cruise ships. These analyses are based on the data captured by the SAES’ 

manufactured Multi-Influence Range System (MIRS), deployed during a period of 

several months in the area of the Cartagena Harbour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Cruise ships in Cartagena Harbour. 

 

 

2. Multi-Influence Range System (MIRS) 

 

SAES’ manufactured Multi-Influence Range System (MIRS, Fig. 3) provides reliable 

measurements in a controlled scenario of acoustic, electric, magnetic, pressure and 

seismic underwater influences.  
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Fig 2: Layout of the complete MIRS system. 

Data captured by the Underwater Sensor Units (USU, Fig. 4) are transmitted to the 

Range Control Station (RCS) either in a wired connection or through an intermediate 

Communications Buoy (CB), that relays the received data to the RCS or alternatively to 

a ship-based control station. 

 

 

Fig 3: MIRS deployed underwater units. 

Received data corresponding to the tracking of the Vessel Under Test (VUT) are 

displayed in real time in the RCS, besides the USU’s positions and heading and attitude 

data. MIRS capability analysis covers both static and alternating signals. 

MIRS characterizes distinctively by its portability, easy deployment and recovery, 

low weight and reduced power consumption. Each system integrates up to 8 Underwater 

Sensor Units. 

3. Measurement campaign 

The measurement campaign was performed during the last four (4) months of 2013 

in the proximity of the Cartagena Harbour (see Fig. 4 for deployment procedure). 

Multi-influence measurements were collected by using MIRS integrated with an AIS 

system to provide automatically, and based on its Track Manager, the VUT specific 

information:  ship type, name, IMO number and tracking information. The AIS Track 

Manager controls also the recording status by means of commanding start and stop 

events to the MIRS range. 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 4. Deployment of MIRS. 
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4. Measurement analysis 

 

The dataset of acoustic and seismic measurements is composed by sixty (60) 

recordings corresponding to different cruise ships. The analysis is centred in the 

acoustic and seismic influences, but other three influences are also recorded by MIRS, 

electric, magnetic and pressure. 

Fig. 5 shows typical acoustic and seismic time signals for a cruise ship: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Typical Acoustic (left) and Seismic (right) signals of a cruise ship measured with MIRS. 

 

In order to evaluate these signals, three processing have been implemented, One 

Third Octave (OTO), Narrow Band (NB) and Integrated Cyclic Modulation Coherence 

(ICMC).  

The OTO processing provides information in wide band, obtaining the level of the 

signal in the different octaves, in particular, a specific analysis is included for the thirds 

of 62.5 Hz and 125 Hz.  

The trend of the acoustic and seismic curves obtained by calculating the mean of the 

OTO maximum thirds for all the runs along time is very similar as it can be seen in Fig. 

6. There are differences of 30 dB between signals from cruises and ambient noise 

signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: OTO outputs. Maximum OTO for each run and Mean OTO maximum along time for all 

runs. 
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The difference of level from the thirds levels of seismic and acoustic signals is close 

to 100 dB. There is a difference of 30 dB between OTO cruise and ANM levels.  

Next, in Fig. 7 the maxima levels of the thirds 62.5 and 125 Hz for each run for 

acoustic and seismic influences are shown.  

It is observed that indicators show that both thirds of octave, 62.5 and 125 Hz, have 

similar values for each influence as can be seen in Fig. 7 (differences between them up 

to 10 dB for each run).  In the same Fig. 7 it is shown that the mean level of the thirds 

centred in 62.5 and 125 Hz from all runs are quite similar for acoustic signals 

(difference of only 2 dB) and the same occurs for seismic ones (difference of only 4 

dB).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Thirds 62.5 and 125 Hz. 

In the 55% of the runs (33 of 60), the level of the third of 125 Hz from the acoustic 

signals is higher than the level of the third of 62.5 Hz. In case of seismic signals, this 

percentage is 68.33 % (41 of 60 runs).  

 

The NB processing provides information about tonals included in the influence, as 

well as the bandwidth of interest. 

Next Fig. 8 shows that there is correlation between maximum tones detected in both 

influences.  
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Fig 8: Maximum NB tones detected. 

 

The distribution of tones detected is shown in Fig. 9. In case of acoustic influence, 

most of the tones are detected in low frequencies, below 200 Hz. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9: Distribution of NB tones detected. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9: Maximum NB tones detected. 

Fig. 10 shows that the mean bandwidth of interest from the cruises acoustic influence 

is approximately from 50 Hz to 745 Hz. Tonals above 1500 Hz are practically 

inexistent. 
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Fig 10: Freq min/max from cumulative distribution. Mean values. 

 

The ICMC processing detects tonals modulated by noise, generated fundamentally 

by the propeller. This process has been performed only for the acoustic influence. 

Fig. 11 shows the ICMC tonals with maximum level detected: 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11: Maximum ICMC tonals. 

 

Fig 121: Maximum ICMC tonals detected. 

In most cases, maximum ICMC tonals are detected below 20 Hz as well as maximum 

NB tonals. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

This paper presents an analysis of the characteristics of the acoustic and seismic 

influences radiated by cruise ships. The analysis is based in a measurement campaign 

performed during four months in the Mediterranean Sea in the proximity of Cartagena 

Harbour in the south-east of Spain. Measurements were performed with the SAES’ 

manufactured MIRS equipment. 

Three processing, OTO (wide band), NB (narrow band) and ICMC (modulated 

frequencies), have been implemented to study both acoustic and seismic influences.  

The study concludes from the results obtained from OTO and NB processings that 

there is correlation between the acoustic and seismic signals. 

Levels  obtained from the OTO processing from seismic influence are approximately 

100 dB lower than the level of the acoustic one, so possible influence to marine life 

from seismic signature is negligible compared to that from the corresponding acoustic 

signature. OTO results also show an increment of 30 dB in the level of acoustic and 

seismic energies with relation to the ambient noise level, as a consequence of the cruise 

ships traffic.  

The NB processing shows a mean bandwidth of interest from 50 to 745 Hz, with no 

tonal beyond 1500 Hz being detected and most of the frequencies below 200 Hz. 

Also, it can be concluded that the majority of the maximum level ICMC and NB 

tones are found below 20 Hz. 

As a possible future work, it would be worth to study the correlations of the acoustic 

and seismic influences with other non-acoustic influences (magnetic, electric and 

pressure) recorded by MIRS system and their influence to marine life. 
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A REGIONAL HYDROPHONE NETWORK: MONITOR, DETECT 
AND TRACK 

Richard Deweya, Tom Dakina, Xavier Mouyb, and Ildar Urazghildiievb 
 
aOcean Networks Canada, PO Box 1700, University of Victoria, BC, Canada 
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Richard Dewey, Ocean Networks Canada, PO Box 1700, University of Victoria, BC, 
Canada, V8W 2Y2. Phone: 1-250-472-4009, FAX: 1-250-472-4760, Email: 
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Abstract: The coastal waters of British Columbia cover an extensive region of varying 
marine habitats and ecosystems. A collection of hydrophone systems have been installed 
over the last several decades, often with a common objective to monitor and record 
marine mammal vocalizations. Recently the operators have come together to coordinate 
efforts, collaborate on technical challenges, and share data. A vision is to establish this 
distributed system of hydrophones as a regional network for marine research. Ocean 
Networks Canada operates several cabled ocean observing systems which could 
contribute to this network of 6 non-governmental organizations. All of the hydrophone 
installations provide some level of background monitoring and detection of specific 
audible targets. Recently tested short baseline arrays on the ONC observatories have also 
permitted tracking of targets. The paper provides an overview of the network, highlights 
the goal to monitor background levels in many different marine environments, presents 
some of the preliminary work to detect a wide variety of sources, and demonstrates the 
ability to track sources from the array components. 

Keywords: Hydrophones, network, sound sources, marine mammals, detection, tracking 
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1. BACKGROUND: A REGIONAL HYDROPHONE NETWORK 

Hydrophones listening in the ocean have been a core marine sensor for a wide range of 
scientific and operational applications since the post-wars years. Over the last few 
decades, local networks of hydrophone systems have been installed and operated for 
specific regions and applications by individuals, small non-government organizations, and 
national/government departments. Along the west coast of Canada, there are now over 9 
organizations with hydrophones in the coastal waters of British Columbia, most of which 
are targeting the recording and monitoring of marine mammals, in particular whales and 
dolphins. This community is now coordinating efforts to improve the services so that the 
entire complement of hydrophones is part of a regional network for monitoring, detecting, 
and tracking sound sources in the ocean. Figure 1 shows the over 40 sites where 
hydrophones are presently installed, with more than 6 new sites planned for installation in 
the next few years. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. BC coastal hydrophones, with nine organizations supporting over 50 hydrophone elements 
from Seattle to Prince Rupert. 
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The BC marine soundscape includes a rich mix of marine mammal vocalizations, 
environmental sounds from wave breaking, wind, rain, earthquakes, and anthropogenic 
sounds, primarily from both recreational and commercial shipping. The Northeast Pacific 
includes a range of critical marine mammal habitat, essential for social interactions and 
rearing, migratory pathways, and critical foraging habitat. The coastal margin is exposed 
to a wide range of natural acoustic influences, including atmospheric and geophysical 
sources from open-ocean to in-land seas, and steep walled glacial fjords to tectonic fault 
lines. Superimposed on these varied environments are two major shipping pathways 
primarily concentrated in the far south and far north of the province of BC. This aspect, 
however, is anticipated to change dramatically in the next decade. A growing shipping and 
resource transport industry is expected, with anticipation of significant increases in the 
number and tonnage of vessels, resulting from 22 liquid natural gas, 2 bitumen, and 2 
cargo port proposals under evaluation at this time.  

A regional scale hydrophone network has the potential to offer a unique capability to 
monitor and asses the marine soundscape over this vast and complex area. Although many 
of the components are already in place, there remain a number of significant challenges in 
order to bring the potential of a network to full utilization. These including: 

1) How to best manage the vast volumes of raw audio data and the associate metadata 
in a coherent and accessible way. 

2) Calibrate the many elements and sub-systems to a sufficient standard so that there is 
consistency and utility across the network. 

3) Coordinate the maintenance and operation of the diverse and remote elements so that 
the network remains active and healthy.  

4) Finally, ensure that all organizations receive the credit and autonomy essential for 
their own sustainability. 

For each of the system operators, there remain three common challenges: 1) 
establishing and maintaining technically advanced and calibrated hardware, 2) a means for 
managing the huge volumes of data, and 3) securing sufficient funds to support the 
necessary facilities, staff, and operations. Forming a collaborative community, it is hoped 
that some of these issues can be dealt with collectively, increasing the efficiency of each 
individual operation. 

Ocean Networks Canada is working with all the organizations linked to the network, 
including the hydrophone manufacturers and system integrators to support the necessary 
coordination and build capacity. A workshop held in Vancouver in June 2014 brought 
together many of the key players and sketched out a possible roadmap to achieve some of 
the preliminary goals. Although individual groups continue to move forward in enhancing 
and updating their systems, funds have now been secured to hire a coordinator to assist in 
preparing a common proposal for operational, capital, and networking funds for each 
NGO. 

2. MONITOR, DETECT, AND TRACK 

Most of the hydrophones and audio systems installed, whether cabled and live or 
remote and autonomous, have been installed to support basic research and knowledge 
development related to marine mammal behaviour. The primary species are a mix of Orca 
and various migratory baleen whales. The Orca include two “coastal” groups, the resident 
and the Biggs (formally Transient), and an off-shore group. Baleen species include Grey, 
Humpback, Fin, and Blue whales, as well as a few lesser frequent species. The coastal 
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systems have a focus on the Orca and a few of the baleen species (i.e. humpback), while 
the few slope and off-shore elements capture the deep ocean species, including Fin and 
Blue whales. 

The task of monitoring the marine soundscape for the broadest research use requires a 
few basic and common aspects. First is that the hydrophone systems met a minimal set of 
hardware specifications, such that they generate calibrated continuous digital audio data 
streams, with a sufficient sample rate to characterize the full spectrum of the local sources. 
Although this seems obvious and trivial, some of the older operations included 
uncalibrated analog systems, recording only during limited whale present periods, making 
quantitative assessment of background noise and ambient conditions challenging. 
Therefore, a minimum expectation is that at each location, there exists at least one 
broadband hydrophone element that is calibrated and records continuously, so that the data 
can be used to assess both primary sources and ambient background conditions. 

The task of detecting sources needs to migrate from the human assessed hand-written 
log (still used and essential at most sites) to an automatic classification analysis which 
results in a searchable annotation catalogue of content. This archive of annotations would 
then need to be centralized and searchable by all internal and external users. This 
capability is a primary goal of this hydrophone network initiative. Such a database could 
be used for extensive research and assessment of virtually all scientific objectives, from 
whale behaviour, to migratory habits, to ship-whale interactions. At the moment, the 
network collects over 260 Terabytes of raw audio data each year, and beyond the 
challenge that the data resides at multiple sites and on various media, there remains no 
effective way to search or access this rich archive. 

Figure 2 shows an example 
spectrogram which has been 
analysed by an automatic detector 
based on the random forest 
classification algorithm. The data 
was collected on the Ocean 
Networks Canada cabled 
observatory in the Strait of Georgia, 
using a JASCO multi-element array. 
The algorithm has detected specific 
spectral content, and based on 
limited training, has been able to 
classify the various sources, in this 
case as either noise or an orca 
whale. Storing the results of this 
analysis in a searchable catalogue 
would allow future investigators to 
quickly extract the audio clip or raw 
digital data of interest. With over 40 
stations of raw audio, covering both 
past decades and continuous future 
periods, a searchable annotation 
catalogue is one of the key 
objectives of this hydrophone 
network initiative. There still 
remains the task of accessing the 
original or raw data, with some of Figure 2. Top panel: Spectrogram with killer whale calls. 

Middle panel: Detection of acoustic events in the 
spectrogram. Bottom panel: Classification of killer whale 
calls using a Random Forest classifier. 
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the contributing organizations maintaining a certain level of control over who receives the 
data. 

An advanced capability for some of the hydrophone installations is the desire and 
requirement to track acoustic sources detected in the recordings. This is particularly the 
case for the objective of monitoring and quantifying ship-whale interactions. To 
accomplish this, a small or local hydrophone “array” is necessary, so that phase fronts can 

be assessed to spatially identify 
sources. Ideal arrays would include 
sufficient elements in both the 
horizontal and vertical orientations to 
track sources in full 4-dimensions 
(space and time). In reality, 
maintaining long-baseline calibrated 
arrays, either horizontal or vertical, 
or both, is a mechanical or logistical 
challenge. Short baseline arrays 
provide a compromise. Figure 3 
shows a proto-type of JASCO’s 
tetrahedral array, presently deployed 
on the Ocean Networks Canada 
Strait of Georgia VENUS 
observatory.  

A multi-element array provides a 
number of essential features. First, is 
that the system redundantly serves the 
need to monitor for long periods even if 
single elements fail, and the multiple 
channel data can be passed to parallel 
classifiers resulting in enhanced 
confidence of redundant classification. 
The fixed array data can be analysed 
for inter-channel phase differences to 
track sources spatially over time. 
Figure 4 shows an example of 
preliminary source tracking from the 
JASCO array in the Strait of Georgia 
(Figure 3) where multiple targets are 
identified, and then tracked relative to 
the array. In this case, a small pod of 
orca whales are tracked passing the 
array, along with a small number of 
unidentified sources. The system 
leverages successive target detection to 
enhance the confidence that a real and 
moving target has both been identified 
and then tracked meaningfully in space. 
Range estimates are also possible from 
a single array based on knowledge of 
the acoustic propagation in the water 
column. 

Figure 3. A JASCO Tetrahedral Hydrophone array, as 
deployed on the VENUS observatory of Ocean Networks 
Canada in the Strait of Georgia. 

Figure 4. Top panel: Estimated positions of the 
acoustic sources in the local coordinate system. Middle 
panel:  detected bearing tracks with the source labels 
(KW = killer whale, UN = unknown). Bottom panel: 
Estimated number of sources as a function of time.
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3. NEXT STEPS 

The initiative to develop and coordinate several organizations and multiple installations 
of marine hydrophones along the west coast of Canada has made some preliminary 
headway, but many key milestones remain. Discussions on hardware requirements and 
system configuration has resulted in a number of important first steps. With the help of the 
Vancouver Aquarium, the World Wildlife Fund, and Ocean Networks Canada, many of 
the organizations have had parts of their systems calibrated and configured to log uniform 
and consistent audio data. Purchases of new and replacement gear has been coordinated so 
that at least one high-quality hydrophone element now exists in each region by the 
summer of 2015. Efforts to prepare a proposal to further upgrade the equipment in each 
region and initiate coordination of data archiving, establishing metadata standards, routine 
audio classification, and data distribution are on-going. 

The goal is to have one of the world’s most comprehensive and useful regional 
hydrophone networks for the widest possible use, from monitoring and learning the 
behaviour of marine mammals, assessing anthropogenic noise, the development of a 
comprehensive searchable catalogue of annotations, and where appropriate, the ability to 
track and identify both ships and marine mammals to minimize detrimental encounters. 
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 ‘GREEN’ SUBMARINE TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES TO 
MONITOR GLOBAL CHANGE AND TSUNAMIS IN THE DEEP 

OCEAN: ACOUSTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY POSSIBILITIES 
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Abstract: Three UN agencies—International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the UNESCO Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission (IOC)—are leading an effort for integrating scientific 
sensors into new, commercial submarine telecommunication cable systems, extending 
their capabilities beyond transoceanic telemetry between land stations. The initiative 
addresses two main issues of importance to science and society: a) the need for sustained 
climate-quality ocean data with trans-ocean basin spans from the abyss onto the 
continental shelves, and b) the need to improve the reliability, integrity, and scope of the 
global tsunami warning networks. A Joint Task Force (JTF) consisting of scientists, the 
telecommunication industry, governments, and UN agencies is initially focusing upon 
integrating sensors for temperature, pressure, and acceleration. This approach is devised 
to ‘keep it simple’ initially, in order to enhance success and confidence. 
Telecommunication industry manufacturers have brought forward design concepts for 
dual use, ‘green’ cable systems that measure the environment around them while also 
performing their primary telecommunications mission; pilot projects are being discussed. 
Here we consider possible future additional acoustic sensing and infrastructure 
capabilities, including passive elements for wind, rain, surface waves, T-phase seismics, 
marine mammals, and ocean heat content and velocity, and active elements for ocean heat 
content and velocity and for communications and navigation.  
International participation and interest in the ‘green’ cable effort are welcomed. Further 
information is at http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/climatechange/task. 

Keywords: Keyword1, keyword2, keyword3, etc 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

As an outcome of the PACSWIN workshop in September 2009 addressing the 
Indonesian Throughflow [1], John Yuzhu You wrote a Nature opinion article in August 
2010 [2] on the possibility of incorporating science sensors into commercial submarine 
telecommunications cable systems. Sensors integrated into the cable repeaters every 
50 km spanning the ocean basins would observe the ocean and earth to provide data for 
climate variability and seismic and tsunami hazards (Fig. 1). This article prompted the 
International Telecommunications Union (ITU, the United Nations specialized agency for 
information and communication technologies) to include this concept in their “Green 
Week” Workshops in Rome (2011) and Paris (2012). In that timeframe, three reports were 
published: Strategy and Roadmap, Engineering Feasibility, and Opportunities and Legal 
Considerations [3-5]. The ITU, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO/IOC), and 
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) established the Joint Task Force (JTF) in 
2012 to further develop and carry the concept to fruition [6]. A subsequent Science and 
Society white paper was published in 2014 [7] and two engineering studies in 2015 [8,9]. 
This concept has been called “Green” cable systems, but is now being called SMART 
Subsea Cable Systems (Science Monitoring And Reliable Telecommunication). 

From the start a number of sensors/measurements and infrastructure elements were 
suggested to be included: temperature, salinity, pressure, hydrophones, seismometers, 
acoustic modems, and plug-in “node” capability. However, in keeping with the KISS 
principle, it was decided to emphasize temperature, pressure, and acceleration as the very 
simplest and basic measurements to begin with in the initial discussions and 
implementations, and this remains the case today.  

Here though, the intent is to look forward to a subsequent phase when additional 
capability likely will be possible, specifically enabling acoustics, both passive and active. 
The next section gives a brief technical overview of relevant cable system details, and then 
the subsequent sections describe acoustical oceanography and infrastructure possibilities.  

Fig.1: Map of the submarine cable network (2011); dots indicate repeaters (from [3]). 
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2. CURRENT STATE OF ‘GREEN’ CABLE SYSTEMS 

The engineering feasibility of incorporating science instruments into submarine cable 
systems is discussed in detail in the Engineering Feasibility Study [4] and two subsequent 
documents [8,9]. Modern submarine communications cables use laser light transmission 
over optical fibers. The basic cable spanning the ocean basins between continents is only 
~20 mm diameter containing: optical fibers in a small steel tube, a pressure vault of steel 
strength wires, a copper sheath, and polyethylene insulation. Every 50 km or so, the signal 
needs to be boosted in “repeaters” that contain erbium-doped optical amplifiers (Fig. 2). 
They obtain ~20 W from the single copper high voltage (up to 15 kV) conductor in the 
cable.  The essence of the green cable concept is to extract several watts for 
instrumentation and to tap into the communications system (likely a low-bandwidth 
portion). Whether this is done at each repeater or at selected ones, or in between, is to be 
determined. At this time, the specific implementation method(s) are still undecided, 
though several possibilities are shown in Fig. 3. In one case, thermisters are incorporated 
into the cable sheathing some distance from the pressure case; in the other, the sensor is 
mounted inside a flooded volume at the end of the case. “Blister” packs are another 
possibility. Multiple sensors might share one pressure case penetration. Related systems 
have been deployed with weight/buoyancy distributed so as to achieve a specific “up” 
direction when deployed on the bottom. A significant constraint is the system must be 
deployable using existing cable ship technology; instrumentation must survive the 
associated rigors. 

 

 
Fig.2: Fujitsu Flashwave S100 Submarine Repeater being laid in the ocean and sensor 

mounting options in a repeater (from [5], and courtesy of P. Phibbs and TE Subcom). 
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3. ACOUSTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY POSSIBILITES 

Over the last decades there has been continuing discussion of the role of acoustics in 
observing the ocean [10-12]. Here, most of the cable repeaters are on the deep ocean floor, 
and it is important to understand the associated local and long-range acoustic propagation. 
Because of the competing effects of temperature (decreasing with depth) and pressure 
(increasing with depth), the speed of sound varies with depth, forming a “sound channel” 
or waveguide, usually with a minimum at about 1000 m (the sound channel axis, Fig. 3, 
left). Acoustic rays launched on the axis at small angles do not interact with the surface or 
bottom and propagate long distances; the energy is trapped in the channel and over long 
distances following quasi-sinusoidal ray paths.  

Steeper energy may interact with the surface and or bottom. The vertical extent of the 
channel is determined by the speed of sound at the surface and the bottom. Within a 
“teacup” volume with surface diameter equal to a complete surface limited ray loop (~60 
km, 1 convergence zone CZ) and centered on the hypothetical bottom hydrophone, 
propagation is relatively uncomplicated and rays propagate without surface or bottom 
bounces, thus a “reliable acoustic path” or RAP (Fig. 3, center). Shallower hydrophones 
can hear sound propagating from longer distance; deeper hydrophones can still hear 
energy propagating from a distance because of scattering effects [13]. These effects vary 
according to season (the surface sound speed) and geographically. For “green” cable 
acoustics, these effects must be borne in mind. Fig. 3 shows nearly surface grazing rays 
connecting adjacent receivers. 

 Fig. 3. Station ALOHA sound speed profile. The “teacup” RAP ray structure, showing 
the CZ radius of about 30 km, and a nearly surface grazing ray connecting adjacent 

repeaters/receivers. (courtesy V. Varamo) 
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3.1. Passive Acoustic Monitoring 

The most obvious acoustic sensor to add is a hydrophone (or perhaps a vector sensor), 
ideally as broadband as possible. Exactly how this would be mounted will require thought 
given the proximity of the pressure case and the bottom. Many applications could use 
acoustic signals from just a single sensor; some are described below.  

Rainfall and wind. The measurement of rainfall at sea is especially important because 
of the extreme difficulty in measuring it with point sensors at or near the sea surface. 
Accurate measurements of precipitation are essential to understanding the global 
hydrological cycle for climate studies. The acoustic signatures of wind and rainfall are 
distinctive and separable. The broadband acoustic noise (up to ~20 kHz) is directly related 
to the wind speed (actually the turbulence and bubbles generated at the surface). This can 
provide validation for satellite wind measurements; it can measure only speed and not 
vector direction. Rainfall produces a spectral peak at ~15 kHz, primarily related to the 
oscillation of the air bubbles entrained by rain drops [14]. Acoustic sensors on moorings 
and Argo floats have been used to validate satellite rainfall measurements; see Yang et al. 
[15] for a recent description of measurements in the North Pacific.  

Surface wave phenomena. Wind-generated waves are either produced locally (seas) or 
by distant storms (swells), and have peak periods ranging from ~1 to 25 seconds. The 
direct pressure signal associated with these waves is exponentially attenuated with depth. 
However, the pressure fluctuations linked to the interaction between wind waves traveling 
in opposite directions can be recorded at any depth [16,17]; there is much interest in this 
as the high frequency shorter waves are intimately tied to heat, mass and momentum 
transfer at the air-sea interface.  Longer period infragravity waves are generated by swells 
breaking at distant coastlines, radiate back into the deep ocean and can then travel across 
ocean basins. Recent papers by Arduin et al. describe data analysis and global-scale 
modelling efforts [18-20], partially motivated by the need to account for these waves in 
altimetry data.  

Marine Animals. The use of acoustics to understand marine mammals began with 
trying to understand navy surveillance data in the 1950s. The science discipline began to 
develop in the 1990s as a result of the Heard Island Feasibility Test and the Acoustic 
Thermometry of Ocean Climate project. Many papers have been published demonstrating 
the utility of acoustic listening for mammals [21]. Acoustics are also used to study sound 
generated by other marine animals (e.g., some fish, snapping shrimp), but this is likely to 
be less important here. However, fixed distributed hydrophones are being used to listen for 
marine animals tagged with small transmitters, typically in shallow water. 

Ocean circulation and climate. If acoustic sources are installed perhaps for basin scale 
underwater navigation, communications, and thermometry, these hydrophones could hear 
their signals and participate in ocean acoustic tomography, per the original intent of the 
ATOC (Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate) project [22], see Fig. 4. A possible new 
development that may bear fruit in the coming years is to use ambient noise interferometry 
to infer speed of sound (temperature) and current between receivers, e.g., [23]. 

Other processes. Volcanos and earthquakes produce sound that is then coupled into the 
ocean sound channel to form “tertiary” T-phase signals. Sea ice as well as icebergs, 
moving glaciers on coastal land, and glaciers calving all make sound that can be used for 
better understanding of the processes. And of course, anthropogenic sources of sound 
include shipping and oil and gas exploration. 
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3.2. Active Acoustic Monitoring 

Adding an active acoustic transducer within the constraints imposed by the cable 
system will be challenging, but we should begin to consider the possibilities and determine 
how to accomplish this, as the payoffs are significant. Consider a transducer facing up 
with a hemispherical beam pattern transmitting (and also receiving) at ~4 kHz. Such a 
transducer can serve both as a science sensor as well as an infrastructure element. As a 
sensor it can function as an inverted echosounder to measure the roundtrip travel time to 
the surface, and thus the depth-averaged speed of sound and temperature, directly relevant 
for ocean circulation and climate studies. Given acoustic propagation conditions, it may be 
possible for nearest neighbour repeaters to “hear” each other via a single surface bounce 
and thereby create a linear tomography array (Fig. 3), determining along path average 
temperature between repeaters as well as water velocity (sound travels faster with a 
current than against).  

At the same time, these units can serve the infrastructure role of wireless 
communication, as an acoustic modem to nearby vehicles and instrumentation, as well as 
providing navigation beacon signals over RAP ranges. In the more distant future, it may 
be possible to use “green” cables, or others, to support lower frequency, longer range 
acoustic sources that could provide basin scale coverage as mentioned above, Fig. 4 [24].  

Fig.5: One scenario of active acoustic monitoring on a basin scale for temperature, 
with a just a single source just north of Kauai. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Incorporating acoustics into the “green” cable concept will be invaluable because it 
extends the spatial footprint of the ocean and earth sampling. It can provide remote, 
integral measurements of wind and rainfall, surface wave processes, and ocean heat 
content and velocity, complementing, supplementing and extending other observing 
systems. It can assist in the tracking of marine animals and the quantification of their 
populations and behaviour. The implementation, coupled with the ultra-high reliability 
telecommunications mission, can provide a long and enduring component of the overall 
global ocean observing system, not just with sensors, but additional infrastructure. It 
would be one additional step to extending terrestrial infrastructure subsea.  
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Abstract: The Image Source Method (ISM) is a geoacoustic inversion method based on the 
study of acoustic signals reflected by a sedimentary seabed and recorded on a hydrophone 
array. It provides the number of layers, their thicknesses and the sound-speed profile 
(SSP).  ISM is a two steps method: first, the signals reflected by each layer are detected 
for each hydrophone and the  time-of-arrival (TOA) of signals are estimated, and second, 
from these TOA, the SSP is computed by the use of Snell-Descartes law of refraction. The 
objective of the work presented in this paper is to extend the ISM to the estimation of 
density and absorption of the sediment layers. To do so, we add a third step to the 
algorithm. The first two steps of the ISM use only the TOA of signals to estimate the SSP of 
the sediment structure. Based on this SSP estimate, the amplitude of the reflected signals 
are now analyzed. The direct signal which has propagate from the source to the 
hydrophone array without reflection is used as the reference signal. The ratio between the 
amplitudes of the reflected signals and this reference signal are computed and the 
geometrical spreading is removed. These ratio are directly used to estimates the density 
and absorption coefficient of every layers in a recursive way, starting from the first layer 
to the deepest ones. To check the validity of this approach, we performed experiments in a 
tank to obtain controlled data. We used different plates, one made of resin and one made of 
silicon, to simulate a two-layers seabed. The receiving hydrophone is displaced to 
simulate a vertical or an horizontal array. Different kind of emitting signals are used. The 
results are satisfactory: the SSP and the density and absorption coefficient are well 
estimated. 

Keywords: Image source method, Geoacoustic inversion, Teager-Kaiser Energy operator, 
Tank experiment  
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1. INTRODUCTON 
The classification of seabed is an important step in various fields such as civil 

engineering, sonar performance or geological studies. Since the advent cores until the 
multibeam sounders, progress has always been initiated by the addition of new systems 
(underwater photography, seismic, geoacoustic) to characterize the underwater world. The 
multiplicity of methods used by sedimentologists to achieve the characterization of 
seabeds is the translation of the complexity of seabeds which is updated with the 
measurement campaigns. Though the coring techniques bring precious information on the 
content of the seabeds, they are very expensive. A cheaper operation is the geoacoustic 
inversion which uses an acoustic source and an array. This method aims to estimate the 
characteristic properties of the marine environment, particularly the seabed by studying 
the impact of this environment on the acoustic operation. Thus, we can determine several 
characteristics of the medium such as the thickness of layers, the densities and the sound 
speed. Most geoacoustic inversion methods are based on the inversion of active emissions 
spread between a transmitter and a receiver. The density of sedimentary strata is one of the 
relevant parameters for characterizing the seabed. To propose a solution to this problem 
we have developed a new method of geoacoustic inversion to estimate this parameter 
based on the image source method (ISM) which is easy to implement, fast and robust 
against noise compared to conventional approaches. The ISM uses the principle of wave 
propagation in a stratified medium by neglecting the multiple reflections. The first step of 
this method allows us to know the velocity, thickness and arrival angles, so it is possible to 
estimate the density when we use an additional parameter which is the amplitudes of 
reflected waves. The present work describes this method and presents the results.  The 
paper is organized into 3 sections as follows: the first section is a reminder of the 
geoacoustic inversion and the image source method. In the second part, we present an 
analytical study to estimate the characteristics of seabed (density and attenuation). The 
third section presents the results of this method applied on signals acquired in a tank. 

2. DENSITY ESTIMATION WITH THE IMAGE SOURCE METHOD 
 
2.1. The Image Source Method 

The ISM-inversion is a recently developed technique for geoacoustic inversion [1,2], 
which gives the local sound speed profile with a good resolution and low computational 
cost compared to conventional approaches [4]. The inversion is based on the analysis of an 
acoustic wave emitted by a broadband source and reflected by a layered seabed where a 
single recording of the wave reflected at the bottom on a hydrophone array is used (Fig. 
1a). Under the Born approximation [1], the reflected signal can be modeled as a sum of 
contributions from image sources which are symmetrical to the actual source relative to 
the seabed layers (Fig. 1b). The locations of these image sources are related to the sound 
speed profile (SSP) of these layers. Thus, this structure can be estimated by detecting the 
image sources. The first step of the ISM-inversion is the detection and the location of 
image sources in a homogeneous medium (Fig. 1b). The location of the source images 
depends on the knowledge of the geometry of the array, which allows us to determine the 
two key inversion parameters: the arrival time (t) and the arrival angles (θ) of each source 
image to each hydrophone of the antenna. With these two parameters, the thickness and 
sound speed of each layer are found recursively, from the first one to the deepest one, with 
formula derived from the Snell-Descates law of refraction. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Reflection of a spherical source on a stratified background under the Born 

approximation. (b) Equivalent system  

2.2 Strategy for density estimation with ISM 

Estimating the density requires an additional parameter. For this, we use the signal 
amplitude. The method uses the principle of wave propagation in a stratified medium by 
neglecting the multiple reflections (Fig. 1). Knowing the velocity, thickness and arrival 
angles (Section 1), it is possible to estimate the density by measuring the values of the 
amplitudes of the emitted and reflected signals to compute the reflection coefficient. 

 
a)Emitted and reflected amplitude 
At first, it is necessary to find the corresponding amplitude of the reflection of the wave 

on the layer from the recorded signal (without any pre-treatment). For this we use the time 
of arrival detected with Teager-Kaiser (TK) energy operator [2,3]. Next, to find the value 
of the reflection coefficient we calculate the amplitude of the emitted signal. In our 
configuration the sound speed is supposed constant and the positions of the sensors are 
known. In this case the amplitude corresponding to the direct path is easily and accurately 
calculated. To calculate the amplitude from the source we need to estimate the losses 
(geometrical and attenuation in water). These losses are given by the following relation: 

rrdLp  )(10log20  
(1)

where r is the distance between the source and hydrophone and  is the absorption 
coefficient. 
b) Case without absorption 

This calculation can be generalized to n layer. First, we use n  the angle calculated by 
ISM. Then we calculate the distance traveled by the wave as follows: 
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where sh  and rh  are respectively the heights of the source and the receiver, and nh  the 
width of the nth layer. The impedances of strata are computed with the plane waves 
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hypothesis. The third step of the method is to calculate the transmission and reflection 
coefficients between the two strata. For the nth layer, the reflection coefficient is written 
as follows: 
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where reflectA  is the reflected amplitude on the nth stratum. Finally, the density is 
obtained with: 
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d)Case with absorption 
For the case of the propagation of waves with attenuation, we use the equations of the 
reflection coefficient by multiplying the amplitude of the source by the term de   with  

20
)10ln(  . To calculate the density of the first layer ( 1 ) we simplify the calculation 

by assuming that the attenuation coefficient is zero in water (too weak). Hence, we get: 
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For the density of the second  layer ( 2 ) and the absorption of the first we get: 
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 where 1 is the absorption coefficient in layer 1, 
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hd  , the distance traveled in 

layer 1, '
1T  and 1T are the transmission coefficients. A  is the amplitude of the emitted 

signal, 11B is the amplitude that reaches layer 1 recorded by hydrophone 1 and 11D  is the 
distance of the signal that reaches layer 1 , recorded by hydrophone 1. All equations are 
written with 15 hydrophones by replacing each time the recorded amplitudes. Finally, the 
optimization of this system enables us to determine the attenuation of the first layer and 
the density of the second layer. For the nth layer, with m hydrophones the equation is 
written as: 
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3. RESULTS 
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To investigate the feasibility of the proposed method and compare the performance of 
different parameters estimated to real data, experiments have been carried out in water 
tank. The experimental tank used in this study (Figure 2) consists of a basin that is 3 
meters long and 2 meters wide with a water depth of 1 meter. The tank bottom is made of 
canvas rendered by soft plastic. The tank is equipped with 2 metal arms immersed in water 
and carrying transductors with an handle.  The displacement of each arm can be performed 
in 3 directions (x,y,z) plus rotation (θ) by step by step motor. By taking the tank center as 
origin, the boundaries of each axis is given as follows: 

1390 1390
490 490

0 900
0 360

mm x mm
mm y mm

z mm


   
   
  
   

 

The minimum distance between 2 transducers that we can reach with such system is 
100 mm. The theoretical accuracy of arm displacement and (x,y) directions is 100 µm that 
enables very accurate sound speed estimation.  

3m

x

1m

z

 
Figure 2 : Side view 

 
The seafloor is simulated with two plates consisting of different materials. Their 
dimensions are 50 cm wide, 50 cm long and of different thicknesses (Table 1). The first 
plate is made of Teflon, and the second is made of Resin.  
For the signal generation and acquisition, we used the National Instrument card PCI-6115 
which features 12-bits multi-channels analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-to-
analog converters (DAC) with sampling rate up to 2 MS/s. At the receive side and before 
digitalization, signal coming from hydrophone is conditioned with a B&K NEXUS charge 
amplifier. By using DAQmx drivers, the PCI-615 board is directly interfaced with 
MATLAB. The signal probe used for the experiment is a pure sinus wave centered at 150 
kHz and sampled at 800 kHz with duration of 6.6 s. In order to estimate accurately time 
delay of received pulse the acquisition task is perfectly synchronized with generated wave 
by using a digital trigger provided by the digital output pin of PCI-6115 board. 
The impulsion reponse of the system composed of plates is obtained after a Wiener 
deconvolution:  in figure3 we show an example of such signal. 
The ISM algorithm is applied on these signals and provides the thickness and sound-speed 
for the two plates. Then, the proposed algorithm leads to an estimate of the density of 
these two layers. The results are displayed in Table 1. For the first layer made of Teflon, 
the result is very accurate; for the resin layer, the estimated density is less accurate but still 
acceptable. The algorithm provides also an estimate of the absorption coefficient but the 
results are far from classical values and, moreover, can not be compared to any ground 
truth. 
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Fig. 3. Signal received after Wiener deconvolution. 1: Direct 2: first reflexion 3: 
reflection between the two plates. 4: reflection between the second plate and the seafloor 

 
 

Layer type   
[g/cm3] 

C  
[m/s] 

h  
[cm] 

 (estimate) 
[g/cm3] 

Teflon 2178 ± 45 1433 ± 10 4.35 2132 
Resin 1928 ± 45 2025± 10 4.47 1831 

Table 1: Geo-acoustic parameters of plates.  
 
Conclusion 
Recent work in the literature has shown the value of the image source method (ISM) for 
the characterization of seabeds by estimating sound speed profiles of the sedimentary 
layers and their thicknesses. The attractive aspects of ISM are the locality of inversion, the 
ease of implementation, the reduced computation time and robustness against noise. For a 
more complete characterization of seabeds we have extended the ISM to the estimation of  
the densities and the absorption coefficients in sedimentary layers using the parameters 
calculated by the ISM namely (the speed, thickness of strata and the arrival angle) and the 
amplitudes values detected with TK energy operator on the recorded signals. The tank 
experiments reveal  the quality of the proposed algorithm. 
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Abstract: Passive sonar array data can be beamformed to detect weak signals, to resolve 
closely-spaced sources and to estimate the bearing and other properties of a signal source. 
At frequencies well below the array design frequency, conventional (delay-and-sum) 
beamforming produces a broad beam that increases the likelihood of degradation in the 
performance of the array. A Capon beamformer is an adaptive spatial filter that maximizes 
array gain, minimizes spatial leakage (sidelobes), and suppresses (nulls) sources of 
interference. It is shown that Capon beamforming  enables a small hull-mounted passive 
sonar array, which consists of five hydrophones spaced 0.2 m apart, to be superdirective i.e., 
to provide array gain at frequencies well below the array design frequency (3750 Hz). In 
other words, unlike conventional beamforming, Capon beamforming allows an array of 
sensors to operate at frequencies in the superdirective region where the wavelengths of the 
received signals are appreciably greater than the spacing between adjacent sensors.  By 
processing underwater acoustic data from two small linear arrays, one mounted forward and 
the other aft on a submarine hull, it is found that the superdirectivity of a Capon beamformer 
is limited by uncorrelated noise, the level of which is higher in the aft array. The purpose of 
these two arrays is to measure the difference in the time of arrival of a source’s broadband 
radiated noise from which the source bearing can be estimated. This estimate is improved by 
increasing the output signal-to-noise ratio (hence, the array gain) over a wider bandwidth 
(via superdirectivity). As the frequency is reduced, the magnitude of the adaptive weight 
vector can become very large, making the practical implementation of superdirectivity 
problematic below one tenth of the array design frequency. Although the superdirectivity can 
be adversely affected, the presence of a small amount of uncorrelated noise improves the 
robustness of the adaptive beamformer when, for example, the beamsteer direction does not 
coincide with the signal’s direction of arrival, or when there are array system errors such as 
amplitude and phase errors at the hydrophone outputs or array sensor position calibration 
errors. 
 
Keywords: cross-power spectral matrix, beam spectrum, weight norm constraint 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Single omnidirectional hydrophones lack directivity, which compromises their detection 
performance. This is remedied by applying beamforming methods to an array of 
omnidirectional hydrophones to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and hence the 
detection performance by spatially filtering the received noise. Beamforming also aids the 
resolution of closely-spaced sources, as well as the estimation of the bearing and other 
properties of a signal source. Beamformers can be described as being either conventional or 
adaptive. In conventional beamformers, the outputs of the individual hydrophones of an array 
are delayed and summed, i.e. the signals from the hydrophones are delayed at slightly 
different times (to compensate for the differences in the signal arrival times at the spatially 
distributed hydrophones), before being added (combined simultaneously) so that they 
reinforce each other at the output of the beamformer (constructive interference). This will not 
be the case for receiver noise or interference arriving from a direction different from that of 
the source of interest. The improved performance is quantified by the array’s SNR gain, 
which is defined as the SNR at the output of the beamformer divided by the SNR at the 
output of a single sensor. If the noise is isotropic, then the array gain is equivalent to the 
directivity index. The output SNR of a conventional beamformer degrades when the 
background noise contributes to the beamformer’s output. This noise enters by either the 
mainlobe or the side lobes in the polar response. Adaptive beamformers suppress the 
background noise by effectively narrowing the mainlobe and suppressing the side lobes. 
Adaptive beamformers automatically sense the presence of any sources of interference, and 
then suppress them by adjusting the polar response of the array so that a certain performance 
criterion is optimized. The Capon beamformer, which is known to the sonar community as 
the minimum variance distortionless response beamformer, is an adaptive beamformer that 
optimizes the array’s signal-to-noise performance by maximizing the array gain [1,2]. This 
optimization effectively narrows the main beam, minimizes spatial leakage (sidelobes), and 
suppresses (nulls) interference. Adaptive beamforming has applications in sonar, radar, 
medical imaging, and smart antenna systems for wireless communications. An adaptive 
beamformer is able to automatically adapt its response to different situations. Recently, 
robust Capon beamforming has been implemented on field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) for the early detection of breast cancer [3] and on graphics processing units (GPUs) 
for real time cardiac ultrasound imaging [4].  

The use of undersea gliders for passive surveillance and monitoring of the undersea 
environment has progressed from using just one hydrophone onboard the glider [5], to a pair 
of widely-spaced hydrophones [6], and most recently, to multiple sensors configured as a 
volumetric array mounted on the bow of the glider [7]. This paper reviews the application of 
Capon beamforming to two small hydrophone arrays, which were mounted forward (FWD) 
and aft (AFT) on the hull of a submarine (under the casing). It compares the array gain 
performance of the two arrays using real data over a wide bandwidth and quantifies the 
degradation in performance at frequencies much lower than the array design frequency.  

This rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews frequency domain array 
beamforming using matrix methods. These methods are applied to modelled noise fields in 
Section 3 to predict the variation with frequency of the spatial filtering performance of a five 
element linear array having a regular interelement spacing of 0.2 m. Section 4 compares the 
performance of the FWD and AFT arrays by processing real data recorded at sea and 
considers the effect of uncorrelated noise on the array gain for virtual and actual noise fields, 
and then the Conclusions Section follows. 
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2. MATRIX METHODS FOR PASSIVE SONAR ARRAY BEAMFORMING   
 
   The conventional estimate of the output power spectrum at a frequency f of a beam steered 
in the direction   for an unshaded array is given by [1] 

),()(),(),( ffffP H
c  vRv ,                     (1) 

where )( fR  is the cross-power spectral matrix (or spatial correlation matrix) of the array and 
),( fv  is the steering vector, i.e., the vector of phase delays required to bring the 

narrowband signal components at the outputs of the hydrophones (which sense the signal 
wavefronts arriving from a plane wave source with direction  ) into phase before summing. 
For the present case of a uniform line array of regularly spaced hydrophones, the thj element 
of ),( fv  is given by   







 


 sin2exp),( djifv j ,                     (2) 

where d  is the distance between adjacent hydrophones 2.0( d m),   is the beamsteer angle 
measured relative to broadside, and   is the wavelength corresponding to the frequency .f  
If c  is the speed of sound travel in the underwater medium, then ./ fc  The optimal 
estimate of the output power spectrum for the same steering direction is given by [1]  

  11 ),()(),(),(
 ffffP H

o  vRv ,                    (3) 
where ‘optimal’ is used in the sense of maximising the output SNR, which is equivalent to 
the output power spectrum of a Capon beamformer at frequency f  for beamsteer angle .  
   The SNR gain for an unshaded conventional beamformer is given by [8] 

Qvv

uv
H

H

cg

2

 ,                       (4) 

where u  is the signal arrival vector and Q  is the cross-power spectral matrix for the noise 
components at the outputs of the hydrophones normalised so that its diagonal elements are all 
unity (assuming that the noise at each hydrophone has equal variance). The SNR gain for the 
unconstrained optimal beamformer is given by [8] 
  vQv 1 H

og .      (5)  
   The unconstrained optimal beamformer uses prior knowledge of the noise only cross-power 
spectral matrix Q  to suppress the output noise power of the array. However, if Q  is not 
known a priori, then it needs to be estimated when the signal is absent. However, this is not 
possible in a number of practical situations. If the estimate of Q  inadvertently contains a 
contribution from the signal of interest, then the signal itself will be treated as noise and it 
will also be suppressed [2]. The Capon beamformer overcomes this difficulty by selecting a 
set of weights that minimise the output power of the array, while the polar response in the 
direction of the desired signal is constrained to unity. Also, as with the unconstrained optimal 
beamformer, any signal received from a direction off the beamsteer direction is treated as 
interference and tends to be suppressed. Various constraints can be imposed to broaden the 
main lobe of the polar response, so that the beamformer is less sensitive to perturbations in 
the signal direction [2]. For example, a constraint can be imposed on the weight norm to 
reduce the sensitivity of optimal (or adaptive) beamformers to model errors or array system 
mismatch errors. 
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3.   SUPERDIRECTIVITY IN MODEL NOISE FIELDS 

Initially, the beamforming algorithms were applied to a linear array of five regularly 
spaced hydrophones with an array design frequency 3750)2/(  dcfd Hz in a synthetic 
noise field consisting only of spherically isotropic noise. Figure 1 shows the variation with 
frequency of the SNR gain for the conventional beamformer (CBF) and the Capon (adaptive) 
beamformer (ABF). When compared with the CBF gain, the ABF gain decreases much more 
slowly as the frequency is reduced. However, below 800 Hz, numerical problems occur with 
the ABF as the cross-power spectral matrix becomes ill conditioned; this is represented by the 
shaded area. Figure 2 shows that, as the frequency decreases, the condition of the cross-
power spectral matrix (upper diagram), and the norm of the adaptive weight vector (lower 
diagram), increase by orders of magnitude. The numerical problems can be overcome by 
diagonal loading of the ill conditioned cross-power spectral matrix.  

  

 
Fig. 1. Variation with frequency of the SNR gain (in dB) for conventional and adaptive 
beamformers. The noise field consists of spherically isotropic noise only and the linear 
array has five elements regularly spaced 0.2 m apart. 
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Fig.  2. Variation with frequency of the condition of the cross-power spectral matrix (upper 
diagram), and the adaptive weight norm (lower diagram), for a five element uniform linear 
array. 
 

The beamforming algorithms were then applied to the same array configuration but the 
artificial noise field consisted of spherically isotropic noise, plane-wave interference at a 
bearing of 75° and 10 dB above the isotropic noise level, and three different levels of 
spatially uncorrelated noise: -50, -30, and -10 dB re the isotropic noise level.  
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Fig. 3. Variation with frequency of the CBF and ABF gain for a five element linear array in a 
model noise field. The effect of increasing the uncorrelated noise component on the SNR gain 
is also shown. 

Figure 3 shows the effect of increasing the level of uncorrelated noise in the model noise 
field. The ABF gain is observed to tend to the CBF gain as the level is increased with this 
effect being most pronounced at frequencies well below the design frequency. Thus, the 
superdirective array performance of the ABF is degraded by uncorrelated noise. Also, the 
depth of the null in the polar response at θ=75° (i.e., in the direction of the source of plane-
wave interference) decreases as the level of uncorrelated noise increases. 
 
 
4.   BEAMFORMING REAL DATA FROM TWO SMALL SONAR ARRAYS 
 
   The implementation of passive sonar array beamforming in the frequency domain requires 
the spectral decomposition of the digital time series output data from each sensor into its 
complex narrowband components using a fast Fourier transform. The observed cross-power 
spectral matrix )( fR  is then estimated, with the thij  element given by  

)()()(ˆ * fXfXfR jiij  ,   Nji ,...,2,1,     (6) 

where N is the total number of hydrophones in the array, )( fXi  is the complex narrowband 

output of the thi  hydrophone, and ...  denotes ensemble averaging which, in practice, is 
approximated by segmenting the data from each hydrophone into M  blocks, then computing 
the thij  entry of the cross-power spectral matrix for each block ,m  and finally, averaging 
over the M  blocks, i.e.,   
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 .                    (7) 

   During an at-sea experiment, the digital time series hydrophone output data were recorded  
for two small five-element uniform linear arrays 2.0( d m), which were mounted on the hull 
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of a submarine (under the casing), with one located forward (FWD), the other aft (AFT). The 
underwater sound field was sampled both temporally and spatially by the hydrophones of 
each array. The underwater sound field consisted of the radiated acoustic noise from a 
passing surface ship (bearing 105°, range 7 km), ambient noise, self-noise from the 
underwater vehicle, and hydrophone array noise (which had mechanical, electrical and 
hydrodynamic components). The hydrophone time series data were narrowband filtered using 
the fast Fourier transform and then the cross-power spectral matrix was estimated for each 
frequency bin using (7) with ,600M  which corresponded to an observation time interval of 
about one minute.  

 4.1    Signal Suppression 
 
Signal suppression can occur with the adaptive beamformer when the observed cross-

power spectral matrix R  (rather than the noise-only matrix Q ) is used to calculate the 
adaptive weights. To make the beamformer less sensitive to mismatch errors between the 
beamsteer direction and the signal direction, i.e. to restrict the ability of the ABF to null 
signals close to the beamsteer direction, a bound is applied to the maximum value of the 
magnitude of the adaptive weight vector [2]. Constraining the weight norm in this manner 
effectively broadens the main lobe of the polar response. Thus a compromise is struck 
between resolution and sensitivity. Here, the weight norm is constrained by artificially 
injecting a small amount of uncorrelated noise with variance  , i.e. replacing R  by 

,IR  where I is the unit matrix. Adding uncorrelated noise (also known as diagonal 
loading) reduces both signal suppression and computational problems (associated with an ill-
conditioned matrix) at the expense of reducing the directionality of the beamformer.  

Figure 4 shows the variation with beamsteer angle of the CBF and ABF output powers, 
which were calculated using (1) and (3) respectively, for the FWD array for two frequency 
bins: 53 (upper diagram, 6/dff  ) and 106 (lower diagram, 3/dff  ). The ABF is 
observed to have better directionality than the CBF. The adaptive weight norm is 10.4 and 
104.6 for bins 53 and 106, respectively. By adding -20 dB of uncorrelated noise, these values 
decrease to 5.6 and 11.0, respectively. Figure 4 shows that the ABF output power increases 
only slightly after the uncorrelated noise is added, indicating that signal suppression effects 
are small. During the conference presentation, it will be shown that the AFT array has much 
lower weight norms than the FWD array, this being consistent with the intrinsic uncorrelated 
noise in the AFT array being higher. 

 
 4.2    Superdirectivity 
 
Figure 5 shows beam spectra over the frequency band from 100 Hz to 1725 Hz, which is 

well below the array design frequency of 3750 Hz, for the CBF (upper diagram) and ABF 
(lower diagram) for the FWD array. The shaded area in each diagram is bounded by the 
spectra for two beamsteer directions: 105° (beam steered towards the source) and 0° (beam 
steered away from the source). The frequency bin width is 11.6 Hz. A comparison of the 
diagrams shows that the ABF is providing good superdirective performance down to  
frequency bin 33 ( 10/dff  ). During the conference presentation, it will be shown that the 
superdirective performance is worse for the AFT array, which is attributed to the level of 
uncorrelated noise being higher in the AFT array. This, in turn, will be confirmed by 
calculating the trace of 1R  over the frequency band, since this parameter is sensitive to the  
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Fig. 4. Variation with bearing of CBF and 
ABF output power for frequency bin 53 
(upper diagram f≈600 Hz) and frequency    
bin 106  (lower diagram f≈1215 Hz). 

 Fig. 5. Comparison of CBF and ABF spectra 
for the FWD array for the frequency band 
100-1725 Hz. Spectra for the beam steered in 
the direction of 105° are offset by 1 dB. 

level of uncorrelated noise. Further, the trace of 1R  will be shown to be much smaller for 
the AFT array indicating that the uncorrelated noise is higher for this array. Also, by adding   
-20 dB of uncorrelated noise to the cross-power spectral matrix for the FWD array, the trace 
of 1R  decreases so that it is more comparable with the AFT array.  
 
 4.3    Random Phase and Amplitude Errors 
 
 The ABF performance can also be adversely affected by amplitude and phase errors 
introduced by a randomly varying propagation medium, or by channel gain and phase shift 
errors caused by variability in the hydrophone/preamplier transfer functions [9]. For example, 
the effect of random phase errors on the ABF gain is shown in Fig. 6 for a model noise field 
considered earlier. For a 5° rms phase error, the ABF gain is observed to decrease rapidly as 
the frequency is reduced. This deterioration in superdirective performance is indicated by the 
shaded region, which is bounded by the SNR gain in the absence of phase errors (upper 
bound) and the SNR gain with phase errors (lower bound). The decrease in the error free 
gain, even for small rms phase errors, is large when a strong source of plane wave 
interference is present – see the upper diagram of Fig. 7. However, by increasing the level of  
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Fig. 6. Variation of the ABF gain with frequency for a 5° rms phase 
error (lower curve), and for a zero phase error (upper curve), for a 
five-element linear array in a model noise field. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Plots of the ABF gain as a function of the rms phase error 
for a model noise field (upper diagram), and for real data for the 
FWD and AFT arrays (lower diagram), for f=1000 Hz, θ=90°.   
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uncorrelated noise, the robustness of the ABF to random errors is improved, at the expense of 
decreasing the error free gain. In the lower diagram of Fig. 7, there is less effect on the 
observed SNR gain of the FWD and AFT arrays as the rms phase errors at the hydrophone 
outputs increase from 0° to 10°. The data apply to an underwater sound field when no surface 
ships were observed. Note that the ABF gain is more robust to the phase errors because the 
uncorrelated noise level is higher in this array.  

5.   CONCLUSIONS 

The application of Capon beamforming to element-level hydrophone data from two small 
widely-spaced hull-mounted submarine arrays (one forward, one aft) enabled the arrays to 
provide SNR gain down to one tenth of the array design frequency; the performance of the 
conventional beamformer was observed to be poor at such low frequencies. The high level of 
uncorrelated noise restricted the superdirective performance of the adaptive beamformer, 
especially in the aft array. However, the presence of uncorrelated noise improves the 
robustness of the Capon beamformer to system errors, but at the expense of the error-free 
SNR gain.  
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Abstract: Nowadays, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) become significant 
contributors to Rapid Environment Assessment (REA).  Indeed, a variety of acoustic sensors 
can be mounted on AUVs allowing a complete seafloor representation (images, 3d data, video, 
sub-bottom layers, etc.). The AUV DAURADE platform is a new generation of AUVs. It can 
acquire bathymetry simultaneously with two acoustic sensors: a multibeam echo sounder 
(MBES) and an interferometric sidescan sonar (ISSS).  
In this paper, we propose a framework to fuse the bathymetric data coming from the two swath 
bathymetric sensors using the theory of belief functions. Here in after, obtained results on 
actual data are discussed.  
 
Keywords: AUV, multibeam, interferometric sidescan, fusion, bathymetry, seafloor, REA, 
belief functions, DTM.       
 
 

1. Introduction   

 In the last decade, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) equipped with a wide variety 
of acoustic sensors or sonar systems have been deployed to conduct REA.  AUVs are also 
capable of covert introduction into the area of operations. 
In many AUV survey missions (such as detecting and mapping submerged wrecks, rocks and 
obstructions), side-scan sonar imagery is a commonly used tool to make observations at high 
resolutions in close proximity to the seafloor. In the other hand, the multibeam echosounder is 
known to be the accurate sonar system for bathymetric data collection. For full area coverage 
when operating in shallow water, MBES survey is time consuming and strongly limited by the 
AUV battery autonomy. Thus, the operational mission configuration is always a trade-off 
among a number of considerations. When the AUV is also equipped by an interferometric 
sidescan sonar with large coverage capability and less accurate soundings, an important 
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question arises: can this redundancy and complementarities be used to generate a more accurate 
digital terrain model (DTM)?  
    The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the DAURADE 
AUV and the two swath bathymetric sonars. In Section 3, MBES versus ISSS bathymetric data 
quality are discussed. Section 4 describes the bathymetric data fusion model. Experimental 
results and conclusion are given in section 5. 
 

2. The DAURADE AUV 
 
     The Daurade vehicle [1] is built by ECA Company for the benefit of the French 
hydrographic and oceanographic service (SHOM) and the Atlantic undersea studies group 
(GESMA). It is a multi-purpose experimental AUV for Rapid Environment Assessment 
(REA), it can perform hydrography, oceanography and mine detection missions. The vehicle 
is 5m length and has 10 hours autonomy at 4 knots. It contains a PHINS Inertial Navigation 
System, GPS receiver and Doppler Velocity Log which improve navigation accuracy and allow 
full autonomous operation. Daurade also comes with a navigation post-processing system 
(DELPH INS), which can increase the navigational integrity and maximize the position 
accuracy using GPS surface fix.  
The DAURADE AUV carries four hydrographic systems (Fig. 1): A Klein 5500 SSS, a Reson 
7125 MBES, an Atlas DESO 35 SBES and an Edgetech 2200 SBP. In our study, we are only 
interested by swath bathymetric sonars. The MBES is characterized by: 512 beams of width 
0.5°x 1° ; a total aperture of 128°; a frequency of transducer 400 kHz; 512 equidistant beams; 
300 m max range; depth resolution of 5 mm. The interferometric sidescan has a frequency of 
transducer 455 kHz, baseline spacing 6.5 wavelengths and 75m-150m range. 

 

Fig1. The DAURADE AUV sensors. 

 
3. MBES vs ISSS 

 
     Employing a number of sensors to simultaneously collect bathymetric data requires an 
operator skill in the planning of complex multi-sensor missions. Indeed, the various sensors 
typically work best at different altitudes, speeds etc. In shallow water and for full coverage area 
survey, the two most used systems are the multibeam echo sounder (MBES) and the 
interferometric sidescan sonar (ISSS). The MBES is considered as the reference system for an 
accurate hydrographic survey. Unfortunately MBES on AUV navigating close to the seafloor 
suffers from its limited angular coverage. With such limitation, a full coverage is time 
consuming and not compatible with the battery autonomy. Therefore ISSS can advantageously 
be used in this case. An ISSS has a swath width over 10-times the altitude of the sonar and 
produces high resolution bathymetry across track. The latter propriety helps significantly 
reducing the time of the survey for a full coverage. On the other hand, such system suffers from 
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several drawbacks: The geometry of ISSS transducer does not allow gathering data in nadir 
area, it has a limited bathymetric accuracy about 2-3% of water depth, and it is penalized by 
the baseline decorrelation and the shifting footprint effect [5]. In spite of these significant 
disadvantages, recent developments in system electronics and processing algorithms have 
improved ISSS performance.  
To quantify the sounding quality of each swath system, Lurton et al. have proposed a model 
describing the sounding uncertainty for a swath system based on the signal to noise ratio [4, 6]. 
Their proposed quality factor is defined as: 
 QF = log                                                                           (1) 
 
Where z and  are respectively the sounding value and its standard deviation. The sounding 
error estimation depends on the detection method applied to received signals. In case of MBES, 
the center of gravity (COG) of the amplitude envelope is used in near nadir ranges and the zero 
phase difference instant estimation (ZDI) for far ranges. For the ISSS, the quality factor is 
estimated throw the phase difference direction (PDD). Fig.2 shows a ping quality factor for the 
Reson and the Klein on actual data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. MBES-ISSS bathymetric data fusion model          
      In radar community, the most used fusion algorithm to combine DTMs (SAR 
interferometry, LIDAR, etc.) is a weighted average of inputs in each grid cell. As the weight 
factors are not usually available, data accuracies are estimated from DTM (roughness, slope, 
etc...). To be robust against blunders, other methods are used by representing local patches as 
a sparse combination of basis patches [10]. These algorithms cannot integrate a prior 
knowledge about the precision and reliability of sensors which can vary with time and 
environment conditions. In order to overcome limitations of each DTM, an intelligent fusion 
considering uncertainty and reliability of each sensor becomes necessary. To deal with such 
kind of measurements, many theories have been proved suitable for modelling the uncertainty. 
It is worth mentioning that imprecise probability, possibility theory and theory of belief 
functions are widely used in the literature. The theory of belief functions, also known as 
Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST), was initiated by the work of Dempster on imprecise 

Fig2. Example of an estimated quality factor for on ping. (Left) MBES QF for amplitude 
(blue) and phase (red). (Right) ISSS QF (one side). 
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probabilities and developed by Shafer [7]. Actually, it is a popular approach to handle 
uncertainty for data fusion and it is often considered as a generalized model of the probability 
and possibility theory. The basic of this theory is not recalled here. Interested readers can find 
sufficient interpretations of evidence theory in the literature ([2], [7]). In our application, inputs 
are the sounding zi with a known position yi and a standard deviation σi obtained from MBS 
and ISSS quality factor. We are aiming to improve the accuracy of zi values by combining the 
outputs of the sonars. In [8], Petit-Renaud and Denoeux propose an evidential regression 
(EVREG) analysis of imprecise and uncertain data. In their model, evidential theory are 
extended to fuzzy sets where focal elements are fuzzy variables. Their basic idea is to construct 
a fuzzy belief assignment (FBA) in two steps: discounting FBA’s mi according to a 
measurement of dissimilarity among input vectors, and the combination of a discounted FBA’s 
[8]. In our previous works, this algorithm was applied in [6] on simulated data and showed 
good results compared to the simulated terrain model. In the following section, we applied the 
same method to an actual data and using the same measurement (quantiles of the pignistic 
probability [6] and nonspecificity measurement [10]) to qualify the fused bathymetry.                        
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS   
 

The study area is located in Brittany (north-western France), in the north of Douarnenez 
Bay. The water depth of the area ranges from 21 to 26 meters. The seabed presents a sand ripple 
area and a rocky area. Two east/west survey lines spacing of 130 m were used. This provided 
a little data overlaps for the interferometric sonar and no overlapping for MBS soundings. The 
AUV depth was maintained to about 15 m during the survey. The area covered by the two ISSS 
lines is about 270 by 600 meters. For the survey the klein 5500 was run on a range scale of 
75m per channel (the other range scales are very noisy). Bathymetric data is measured using 
the so-called Vernier Method which consists of estimating a unique receiving angle by 
combining pairs of stave measurements. The final soundings were de-spiked for gross outliers. 
Bathymetric soundings from MBS are calculated from the raw formed beam data using a center 
of gravity approach for the amplitude data and a zero-phase difference instant estimation for 
the phase difference data. For purpose of MBS-ISSS bathymetry fusion, we gridded the area 
covered by ISSS. Gridding was carried out to a 0.2 m pixel resolution. Following gridding, 5 
nearest neighbors soundings from each sonar were employed to estimate the fused sounding. 
Reliability pi is set to 1, so only sounding uncertainty derived from quality factor is used in 
fusion process. Fig.3 and Fig.4 present the bathymetric data to be fused. A blind zone can be 
observed on the nadir of the ISSS bathymetry and the noisy outer beams. Fig.5 presents 
outcomes of our algorithm i.e the obtained bathymetry. We can notice that the overlapped area 
of the two passes (middle of Fig.5) still noisy because it’s the area of outer beams witch is very 
noisy and also because no sound velocity profile was available to correct the ray bath in the 
water column.   
       To have an idea about the quality of the fused bathymetry Fig.6 presents the estimated 
depth along a cross profile and the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles of the pignistic probability, as a 
confident interval.  We can notice that the presence of MBS data makes the confident interval 
very narrow. In addition, the bow tie effect is clearly in the end of across swath due to the noisy 
outer beams of the interferometric sidescan sonar. In spite of the use of data not corrected with 
water column celerity profile, the fusion method allows us to obtain a bathymetric data with 
quality factors very useful for Rapid Environment Assessment (REA). The fusion process 
depends on AUV navigation (horizontal position) and all common sounding corrections. 
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Fig.3 Gridded Reson 7125 bathymetry on two parallel lines. 

 
Fig.4 Gridded Klein 5500 bathymetry on two parallel lines 

 
 

 
Fig.5 Gridded fused bathymetry 
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Fig. 6. A cross profile of a single grid line. First and ninth deciles of the 

pignistic probability (grey area). Estimated depth (red line) 

 
Our future work consists in applying the fusion process to a corrected bathymetric data and to 
define an optimum adaptive survey. This is can be achieved by adapting the AUV survey route 
based on a quality factor (it’s can be quantiles of the pignistic probability or a measurement of 
non-specificity) observed in the fused bathymetry. 
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Abstract: The ability to associate underwater glider data with estimates of surface 
weather conditions allows for a novel approach to study air-sea interactions. The 
development of a glider embedded weather sensor has been studied. Our approach was 
based on the WOTAN methodology. In the 1kHz-30kHz frequency range, the background 
underwater noise is dominated by wind generated noise. Focusing on the sound pressure 
level at 5kHz, 8kHz, 10kHz and 20kHz, we were able to provide an estimation of the sea 
surface wind speed. Thus, deploying a glider with an embedded hydrophone means we are 
now able to have direct access to the surface weather conditions around its position. 
To further investigate this capability, we deployed several gliders with passive acoustic 
monitoring devices onboard in the Mediterranean Sea. This was during the 2013 Moose 
and HyMeX/MERMeX experiments. Four months of data have been recorded and post 
recovery processed. Wind speed estimations have been compared to weather buoys 
observations and operational atmospheric models predictions. The wind speed estimates 
were obtained with an error of approximately ~2m.s-1. A specific emphasis has been 
placed on the robustness of the processing through multi frequencies analysis and depth 
induced attenuation correction, as well as on the acoustic sampling protocol on which a 
downscaling study has been performed to meet the low energy consumption glider 
standards, for a future real time embedded processing.  

Keywords: Ambient noise, acoustics, wind speed, glider, in situ measurements, 
mediterranean Sea 
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INTRODUCTION  

Underwater gliders can provide high resolution (~4h / 4kms) ocean temperature and 
salinity profiles. Being able to associate them with estimates of surface weather conditions 
would enable a better study of near surface processes. Since in-situ observations of the 
marine meteorological parameters are difficult, the development of a glider embedded 
weather sensor have been studied and was based on the WOTAN approach (Weather 
Observation Through Ambient Noise), as described by Nystuen et al. 2010 [1]. Wind 
generated noise is predominant in the underwater background noise in the 1kHz to 30kHz 
frequency band (Fig. 1), and there’s a linear relation between wind speed and sound 
pressure level (hereafter called spl). 

We have deployed gliders in the Mediterranean Sea, with passive acoustic monitoring 
devices onboard during the 2013 Moose and HyMeX/MerMeX experiments. 4 months of 
data have been recorded, with recurrent opportunities to compare our estimations to the 
MétéoFrance weather buoys in the area.  

Focusing on the spl at 5kHz, 8kHz, 10kHz and 20kHz, we can discard unknown noisy 
events from wind events judging by the spectrum’s slope and in doing so estimate the 
surface wind speed around the glider’s position (~10 km2). 

 
Fig. 1: Underwater noises levels and frequencies 

DATA ACQUISITION 

We used the Acousonde B003A-HF, a self-contained autonomous passive underwater 
noise recorder (called Passive Acoustic Listener – PAL hereafter), and its specifically 
developed external tethered battery pack, developed by Greeneridge Sciences Inc. We 
mounted it on Slocum gliders (Error! Reference source not found.) and the data 
processing was made after the glider has been recovered. 

We deployed the gliders with the mounted PAL on Moose / HyMeX / MerMeX gliders, 
in the North Western Mediterranean basin. The gliders were piloted along transects that 
closely passed the Météofrance weather buoys Lion and Azur.  Thus, allowing for 
recurrent calibration/validation of the measurements made. 

We followed the data acquisition protocol described by Nystuen et al. [1], however, 
tailored to meet the conditions of our experiment. The PAL’s recording autonomy is 10 
times lower than the usual glider mission time. To optimise the autonomy and time 
resolution, we decided to record 1 minute out of 10. The sampling rate was set at 50kHz to 
save memory. 
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4 deployments have been performed, representing a total amount of 8 months of data, 
among which 7 weeks are in the weather buoys coverage area (distance < 40 km.). 

DATA PROCESSING 

Data cleaning has been performed according to the PAL’s pressure sensor. Data deeper 
than 950m is removed, to avoid the glider’s pump noise (usual dives depth is 1000m). 
Data shallower than 20m has also been discarded to avoid the glider generated noise at the 
surface (pump, communication). 

On each 1 minute recorded sample, we compute an average spectrum as follows: 
20 spectra are computed on 204.8ms. time series, each separated by 0.5s. Each time series 
is fast Fourier transformed (FFT) to obtain a 512-point (0-50kHz) power spectrum. Each 
spectrum is integrated on third octave frequency bands. An average spectrum on these 20 
spectra is computed, representing 10s of signal. This is repeated 4 times, every 15s to 
represent the whole 1min sample. A stationarity criterion is applied to the 4 resulting 
spectra, to discard transient sounds. Each of the 4 spectra is compared to the 3 other’s 
mean (at 5, 8, 10 and 20kHz). Each spectrum that differs from the others by more than 
10% is discarded. If several spectra are discarded, the whole sample is discarded. The 
average spectrum is then computed. 

Samples with a positive spectrum’s slope, judging by spl at 5, 8, 10 and 20kHz, are 
classified as non-wind generated and discarded. The spl at 8kHz time series is then 
smoothed, using a 3 hours window moving average, and used to estimate the wind speed. 

One glider deployment (MooseT00_25) is kept apart, as an evaluation dataset. We 
consider the 3 other deployments as a training dataset (Mistrals T02_01, ASICSMED and 
MooseT00_23). They represent a supervised dataset of 1442 sound pressure level 
measurements that are in a weather buoy’s area (i.e. distance to the buoy < 40 km), in a 14 
weeks overall dataset. 

To estimate the parameters, we performed a linear regression on a homogeneous 
dataset, considering only 40 random measurement points in each 5m.s-1 wind speed band. 
The operation has been repeated 100 times for robustness. The linear regression between 
spl(8kHz) and the buoy measured wind speed, as well as the related error distribution, are 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 

  
Fig. 2: Linear regression results: slope = 7.45 (m.s-1 dB-1), offset = -460 (m.s-1) Error’s 

standard deviation = 2.7 (m.s-1) 
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The wind speed estimates of the training dataset are shown in Fig. 3. Anemometer’s 
measurement is the blue thin line, glider embedded acoustic based estimation is the red 
thick line, and the distance from the glider to the buoy is the dark interrupted line. 

  
Fig. 3: Wind speed measured by the buoy’s anemometer (thin blue line) Glider’s 

estimation (red thick line), and distance to the buoy (dark interrupted line) 

RESULTS 

1.1. Evaluation dataset 

We used the parameters from the learning dataset linear regression to estimate the wind 
speed of the evaluation deployment. The wind speed measurements are shown in Fig. 4. 
Comparison with the anemometer’s measurement when the glider is close to the buoy 
shows a -2.1 m.s-1 mean error and 1.7 m.s-1 standard deviation.  

  
Fig. 4: Wind speed measured by the buoy’s anemometer (thin blue line) Glider’s 

estimation (red thick line), and distance to the buoy (dark interrupted line) 

1.2. Multi-frequencies analysis 

Considering the regularity of the wind generated noise’s spectrum, in the 1 kHz – 
30kHz frequency range, we considered widening the frequency band studied, to remove 
some noise. We have repeated the study, focusing on the third octave centred on 10kHz. 
Results in wind speed estimation are similar to the previous results, as well as the linear 
dependency parameters. Considering the mean wind speed, between the 8kHz and the 
10kHz estimation, the results are slightly improved, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5: Wind speed estimation error distributions on the training dataset Wind speed 

estimated à 8kHz (--) and 10kHz(-+-), and 8 – 10kHz mean (red thick interrupted line). 

1.3. Depth induced error 

In this study, we used a 3 hourly moving average smoothing. Since it’s close to the 
glider’s dive duration, it attenuates any depth related effect on wind speed measurement. 
Without this smoothing, the wind speed estimation shows oscillations that are obviously 
related to the gliders successive dives. The spectra of the glider’s depth (dark interrupted 
line) and sound level time series (red line) are plotted on the left panel of Fig. 6. To 
estimate the depth related error, we compared the sound pressure level to its mean on a 5 
hours window. The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the time series of the depth related error, 
the colour represents the depth. The 3 training deployments are plotted successively. The 
spectrum study shows that there is a depth related effect. The time series suggests that the 
effect is not constant, and the error induced is less than 0.5 m.s-1. 

  
Fig. 6: Left: Spectrum comparison. Sound level (red line), depth (dark interrupted 

line). Right: Depth related error time series. 

1.4. Wind direction 

When at the surface, a Slocum glider is affected by surface conditions (waves, wind). 
Empirically, we observed that the glider heads toward the wind direction, which can be 
explained by a vane effect, induced by its tail up in the air. The gliders heading evolutions 
during a deployment is shown in Fig. 7. It appears that the gliders surface heading is 
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coherent during several successive surfacing, and is independent from its underwater 
heading.  

During Hannon/MistralsT02_01, we extracted the surface heading from the glider data, 
and compared it to the wind direction given by the AROME atmospheric model, from 
Météofrance. The results are shown in Fig. 7 bottom panel. 

         . 

 
Fig. 7: Top: Example of a gliders heading evolution during a deployment.  

Bottom: Glider estimated wind direction (red diamonds), and model estimated wind 
direction (black circles) during Hannon/MistralsT02_01 experiment. 

1.5. Towards a glider integrated system 

The feasibility of a glider embedded WOTAN system has been explored in this study. 
The glider generated noise and its vertical movement are not perturbing the estimation. 
Moreover, the surface behaviour of the Slocum glider allows an estimation of the wind 
direction.  

Wind speed has been estimated with an error standard deviation of ~2m.s-1, which 
could be improved through depth effect correction. The results observed on the evaluation 
deployment show an underestimation, which could only be corrected by a cross validation 
event during the deployment (e.g. the glider being close to an anemometer). A specific 
emphasis should be placed on the acoustic sensor, whose absolute value reliability could 
be improved by a prior calibration. 

The challenging part, in the development of a glider integrated WOTAN sensor will be 
the data acquisition energy consumption. We have studied a few data acquisition 
protocols, that may lower the energy consumption, but a specific hardware development, 
towards a low power sensor and acquisition system is mandatory. 
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Abstract: In order to monitor marine environment and detect the surface targets, an 
innovative scheme is proposed based on the oceanographic buoy which utilizing an 
acoustic array with diameter of 9 meters (the acoustic array is a horizontal circle 
array with 16 hydrophones uniformly distributed on the circle). The posture control is 
crucial for acoustic array in practical application. A stable structure design and a 
signal processing azimuth compensation method are adopted. In the stable structure 
design an elastic suspension system is used to reduce the influence of the waves and 
the gravity torque of the system make the acoustic array return to the horizontal 
equilibrium state. While the azimuth compensation is realized in the beam domain by 
using the angles measured by posture sensor. The performances of the proposed 
methods were tested in lake trial in May 2013. In the experiment, the acoustic array 
was tilted 30 degrees. On one hand, effect of the stable structure can be verified; On 
the other hand, the real targets were detected and the measurement results were 
compared with the real target to validate the feasibility of the azimuth compensation 
method. The results indicate that the stable structure design can make the acoustic 
array return to the horizontal equilibrium state in 20 seconds, and the azimuth 
compensation method can make the deviation less than 3 degrees between the 
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monitoring results and the real target. The performance of the two methods will be 
further testified in sea trials (below 3 level sea state).  

Keywords: acoustic array, stable structure design, azimuth compensation method 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Oceanographic buoy[1] is a modern observing equipment that can automatically 
collect information of ocean environment at any time and accomplish acquisition data, 
process data, transmit data. Nowadays the oceanographic buoys are deployed in the 
sea area of China , the  diameters of the buoys are up to 10 meters, and the 
mast heights are up to15 meters[2]. 

In order to make full use of the ocean buoys, the relevant departments put forward 
a kind of idea: the acoustic array is installed on the Ocean buoys to monitor ships in 
the adjacent sea area. To verify the feasibility of this idea, We design a set 
of acoustic feature acquisition system. This project is a great challenge for us, there 
are many difficulties to be solved, of which there are two main difficulties: One is 
how to design an adaptive acoustic array on the ocean buoy; the other is how 
to effectively reduce the influence of oceanographic buoy swing on acoustic array.  

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the system is described; the 
solutions of two difficulties are discussed in Section III, as well as the results of lake 
trial and analysis of the trial results are provided in Section IV and the future work is 
given in Section V. 

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The acoustic feature acquisition system consists of the acoustic array, control and 
signal processing module and mechanical structure and so on. The block diagram of 
the acoustic feature acquisition system is show in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1The block diagram of the acoustic feature acquisition system 

The acoustic array consists of 16 hydrophones, an electronic compass and a depth 
sensor and so on. The acoustic array is a horizontal circle array with 16 hydrophones 
uniformly distributed on the circle. The hydrophones are responsible for 
collecting shipping noise; The electronic compass can provide acoustic 
array’s attitude and direction in real time; depth sensor can provide 
real-time acoustic array’s depth. 

There are mainly four parts in this control and signal processing module: main 
control board, A/D board, DSP board and the duty circuit board. The main control 
board is the core of the control and signal processing module, it is responsible for 
control work of the whole system; Analog signal is amplified and filtered and 
converted digital signal though the A/D aboard; The DSP board is responsible for the 
real-time signal processing; The duty circuit board is responsible for power 
management of the whole system, and receive real-time attitude sensor’s and depth 
sensor’s data.  

The above two parts are installed on the dedicated mechanical structure,  
mechanical structure have three parts: array frame, junction box and electronic cabin. 

3 SOLUTION OF DIFFICULTY 

A. Structure Design of The Acoustic Array 

Due to the acoustic array be installed on the ocean buoy, we design a circular 
acoustic array[3]. The diameter of the acoustic array is 9 meters, it is a horizontal 
circle array with 16 hydrophones uniformly distributed on the 
circle. Array frame design is shown in fig.2. Eight frameworks and eight 
connectors are sequentially connected to form an array frame which is rigid octagonal 
frame. Two hydrophone units are installed on the every framework. Hydrophone unit 
have three parts: a hydrophone, damping mount and dome. Electronic compass 
and depth sensor are installed on the connectors. The design of the array frame is 
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convenient for manufacturing and assembly , and can increase the intensity of the 
acoustic array. 

 

Fig.2 The schematic diagram of the array frame 

B. Vibration Control Method Of The Acoustic Array 

The bottom of the ocean buoy has four hanging points. They are uniformly 
distributed on the circle whose diameter is 0.6 meters. Every connector of the array 
frame has one hanging point. The four guide mechanism are used to connect ropes, 
the guide mechanism is shown in fig.3.The array frame  connect flexibly with the 
ocean buoy through the rope. The design of the array frame can reduce effectively 
vibration of the buoy to effect on the acoustic array. 

 
Fig.3 The schematic diagram of the guide mechanism 

Taking a guide mechanism for example, we illuminate array frame and ocean buoy 
of connection mode. A rope connect from the ocean buoy to the guide mechanism, 
one rope is transformed into two ropes on the guide mechanism. Two ropes connect to 
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the hanging point of the array frame. This connection mode can reduce the winding 
and increase the stability of array frame. 

The hydrophone is installed on the framework though the damping mount, 
its outside is dome. This design can reduce the vibration of the acoustic array to effect 
on the hydrophone, and reduce the flow noise. 

C. Azimuth Compensation Method Of The Acoustic Array  

Under normal circumstances, the acoustic array is horizontal. Due to 
currents and the buoy's swing, the acoustic array will roll and pitch, produce dip 
relative to a horizontal plane . The delay time of beamforming is calculated according 
to the acoustic array in a horizontal plane . If the inclination angle between the 
horizontal plane and acoustic array increase, target azimuth estimation of 
beamforming  will deviate. For the normal work of the acoustic array, We need to 
utilize the method of azimuth compensation for the acoustic array[4]. 

 

Fig.4 The schematic diagram of circular array in the horizontal plane 
Figure 5 shows a discrete and uniformly spaced circular array in the horizontal 

plane. The array element is numbered from H1 to H16 in a clockwise 
direction, The direction of center O and the array element H1 is selected as 0 
degree direction. The delay time of beamforming follows the standard equation. 

τi(θ)=rcos[θ-(i-1) α]/c               （1） 

 Whereτi(θ) is delay time Hi relative to the point O,αis two adjacent array 
elements included angle, α = π /8, r is the acoustic array’s radius, θ

is signal  incident angel, C is the speed of sound in water. 
If the acoustic array and the horizontal plane have angle,  r in the equation (1) is 

not a constant, it has different values corresponding to different array element. The 
purpose of azimuth compensation method is according to the change of acoustic 
array orientation, determine the value of r, make the delay time τ i( θ ) 
accurate, ensure the  target bearing correct. 

The acoustic array azimuth compensation method as follow: 
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1) An electronic compass is installed on the acoustic array, electronic compass 
can provide real-time change angle  between the acoustic array  and the horizontal 
plane; 

2) The coordinates of acoustic array’s 16 element and the center O should be 
determined in the horizontal plane; 

3) According to the electronic compass providing angle, we make the acoustic 
array’s 16 elements and the center O project to the horizontal plane, and calculate 
them the coordinate and ri value. 

Taking an array element as an example, we introduce the calculating method of ri 
value. As shown in fig.6, the coordinate of an array’s element is (xi, yi),  the 
projection coordinate of the horizontal plane is (xi ', yi'). The center coordinate 
is (x0, Y0), projection coordinate is (x0 ', Y0'). β is x axis and x’ axis include 
angle , γis y axis and y’axis include angle . 

xi＇=xicosβ, yi＇=yicosγ。                （2） 

x0＇=x0cosβ, y0＇=y0cosγ。                （3） 

ri=[( xi＇- x0＇)2+( yi＇- y0＇)2]1/2。        （4） 

 

Fig.5 The schematic diagramof coordinate transformation 
The ri input equation (1) to calculate τi((o, then perform beam forming, give the 

target bearing. 

4 LAKE TRIAL RESULTS 

In 2014 June, the lake trial was conducted in Qiandao Lake. Because the 
acoustic array is too big, it is not suitable for lake trial. Thus, we designed the 
lessened ratio of acoustic array with diameter of 2 meters. The aim of the 
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lake trial certificate the performance of the overall hardware platform, and the signal 
processing algorithm is efficient and reliable. The most important task would verify 
the azimuth compensation method of acoustic array is effective. 

The experiment method is shown in fig.6. The depth of the acoustic 
array  immersed into was about 15 meters, a transmitting transducer transmits 
signal (simulation of shipping noise)at the distance of 30 meters , the acoustic 
array have two ropes that is used to adjust the acoustic array posture.  

 

Fig.6The configuration of lake trial 

 

Fig.7The acoustic array roll 44 degrees and pitch 16 degrees, the comparison of  
results between uncomposated and composated 
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In fig.7 1 is uncompensated bearing time  , 2 is compensated bearing time, 3 is 
uncompensated bearing discrimination results, 4 is compensated bearing  
discrimination results. The compensated bearing discrimination results  and the true 
target range is basically the same. 

5 CONCLUTION AND FURTURE WORK  

Lake trial results show that the azimuth compensation method of the acoustic 
array is effective, hardware and software of the system  work properly, and achieve 
the desired requirements. Future work would include a sea trial, verify the feasibility 
of practical application of the system. 
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Abstract: Tonpilz-type transducers are the most commonly used projectors in underwater 
acoustic applications. However, no complete design approach is available in the literature 
for such transducers. The present study aims to fill this gap in the literature by providing a 
systematic design approach for the Tonpilz-type transducers. The proposed methodology 
involves the use of three different analytical models and a finite element model of such 
transducers. Each model provides a different level of accuracy that is tightly correlated 
with the model’s complexity and computational cost. By using these models sequentially 
starting with the simplest and fastest model to yield an initial design and concluding with 
the most detailed and accurate model to yield an optimized final design the overall design 
time is reduced and greater flexibility is given to the designer. An overview of each of 
these four models is given. The constructed models are benchmarked against published 
experimental data. The overall design methodology is demonstrated by systematically 
applying the four models to design a Tonpilz-type transducer. 

Keywords: Tonpilz, transducer, underwater acoustics, piezoelectric, finite element method 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

As an improvement to their ancestors, 42 years after the invention of Langevin 
transducers, Tonpilz-type transducers were invented in 1959 in their currently used state 
by Harry B. Miller [1]. In contrast with the expectations at that time, Tonpilz-type 
transducers are currently the most widely used sonar projectors due to their simplicity, 
good performance, and low cost. 

Tonpilz-type transducers essentially consist of a 33-mode driven piezoceramic stack 
squeezed between a head mass and a tail mass by means of a stud. This configuration 
allows the structure to have a longitudinal resonance at low to midrange frequencies, 
between 1-50 kHz, without requiring an excessively long piezoceramic stack. 

Due to large number of design parameters involved in Tonpilz-type transducers, 
finding a balanced optimum among these parameters with respect to the performance 
requirements is not an easy task. Also, the influences of the design parameters on the 
performance metrics are not independent of each other. Even worse, the design 
requirements usually contradict with each other. Hence, although a Tonpilz-type 
transducer looks simple, seeking an optimum among numerous contradictory requirements 
and conditions make design procedures quite hard. 

The studies regarding Tonpilz-type transducers are mostly about introducing new 
methods for improving certain performance metrics, especially the bandwidth. Although 
few in number, different optimization techniques used with particular parametric models 
are introduced in some studies. Finite element modeling has the biggest share among all 
the modeling techniques. Also, a considerable number of the studies involve 1-D and 2-D 
distributed models. 

Even though various modeling techniques are used in different studies, only a single 
study is spotted in the literature that compares the accuracies of different modeling 
techniques [2]. Another gap in the literature is related with studies showing design 
approaches for the Tonpilz-type transducers. In this respect, the study of Chen et al.[3] is 
unique, which describes a method for designing the transducer from scratch, but only with 
a limited accuracy since the approach only involves a lumped-parameter model.  

The main purpose of the present work is to fill a gap in the literature by providing a 
systematic design approach for the Tonpilz-type transducers. In order to fulfill or support 
the main purpose, a methodology involving the systematic use of four different types of 
validated analytical and numerical models is proposed and verified with a sample design 
procedure. In addition, the accuracies of the models used throughout the methodology are 
evaluated and a comparison between the models is made. 

2. MODELING TECHNIQUES 

Since the focus of this research is on developing a design methodology rather than on 
developing novel modeling techniques, and since many very good models already exist in 
the existing literature, novel models are not developed in this study. 

Simple Lumped-Parameter Model (SLMP) is based upon the reduction of a 2 degree-
of-freedom spring mass system, which resembles the Tonpilz-type transducer, into a 1 
degree-of-freedom electrical equivalent circuit under certain assumptions with respect to 
the impedance analogy. The resonance frequency and the bandwidth are the inputs of the 
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model whereas the stiffness of the piezoceramic stack, and the masses of the head and tail 
mass are the outputs. 

Lumped-Parameter Electrical Equivalent Circuit Model (LPEECM) is taken from the 
textbook written by Sherman and Butler [4]. The basis for this model is exactly the same 
as the one in the Simple Lumped-Parameter Model except the degree-of-freedom 
reduction. However, several electrical terms and a few additional transducer parts are also 
included, such as the stud, the mass of the piezoceramic stack, and the glue between the 
piezoceramic rings. The model requires the physical dimensions and the material constants 
of the transducer parts as the inputs. Depending on these inputs, various outputs including 
electrical admittance and radiated acoustic power can be attained. The electrical equivalent 
circuit can be solved with the aid of electrical circuit software in the frequency domain. 
Hence, the frequency response of the transducer can be obtained accordingly. 

Matrix Model (MM) is based on Mančić’s 2-dimensional distributed 5-port and 4-port 
network elements [5], which represent cylindrical rings made of piezoelectric and 
isotropic materials, respectively. The transducer is modeled by connecting the elements 
through their ports either in parallel or serially depending on their position within the 
transducer. The model takes the radial modes into account and also couples them with the 
axial modes, which makes it superior to LPEECM which only considers the axial modes. 

Finite Element Model (FEM) is nothing special than the ones extensively used in the 
literature. It is the most detailed and accurate model. It considers all modes of motion and 
is also applicable for modeling complex geometries. However, all these benefits come 
with a major cost that is the time required for preparation and computation. 

Each of the four different models introduced in this section also represents a different 
modeling technique. All the models introduced except the SLMP require transducer 
dimensions and lead to performance metrics, accordingly. Therefore, even though the 
SLMP is less accurate than the others, it is very important as it explicitly provides a 
reasonable initial design which cannot be provided by the more advanced models. 
Detailed description and validation of the models can be found in the thesis [6]. 

3.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Depending on the complexity of the modeled transducer, the modeling techniques 
usually offers accuracies ranging between 1-30%. However, for the same transducer an 
accurate solution may take days to obtain with the FEM whereas an approximate solution 
can be obtained instantly with the SLMP. Therefore, it is reasonable to combine the fast-
paced nature of the simpler models for an initial design with the accuracy of the slower 
ones for a final design within a larger design methodology. 

The schematic representation of the proposed design methodology is shown in Fig. 1. 
The methodology is separated into three sequential stages defined as definitions, initial 
design, and design optimization. First, the geometrical shape, dimensional parameters and 
materials of the transducer are defined with respect to design criteria. Then, rough 
dimensions regarding the design criteria are determined with the SLPM, which cannot be 
done explicitly with the other models. Subsequently, in the design optimization stage, the 
dimensions obtained from the previous models are tuned iteratively with an optimization 
algorithm with each model, and/or through experimental work. The methodology allows 
the designer to avoid wasting time in the infinite design domain with the accurate but slow 
models while looking for an optimum. Instead, in the end, the methodology provides fairly 
reasonable initial values with the simpler and faster models relative to the most accurate 
one, which ultimately provides basis for prototype experiments. However, since the level 
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of detail within the models increase while approaching towards the final design, an 
unexpected result due to the limited capabilities of the previous models can occur with the 
current model. Therefore, the results regarding the parameters coming from the previous 
model must be checked first for unreasonable results. In case of any such situation, it is 
best to turn back to the previous model(s) and reiterate the optimization procedure with 
respect to the feedback obtained from the subsequent model(s). 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Schematic representation of the proposed design methodology for the Tonpilz-
type transducers. 

4. SAMPLE TRANSDUCER DESIGN WITH THE PROPOSED 
METHODOLOGY 

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, a sample design 
procedure is conducted. Instead of focusing on the detailed capabilities of each modeling 
technique or making extended optimization runs with them, attention is paid on the 
application of the methodology. Therefore, the requirements within the design criteria are 
kept at a minimum. The peak source level (SL) must be higher than 204 dB, its frequency 
must be between 14.85 - 15.15 kHz, and the bandwidth must be higher than 5 dB. 
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The geometrical shape of the considered sample transducer is kept as simple as possible 
without overlooking the characteristic properties of the Tonpilz-type transducers. 
Independent dimensional design parameters are kept to a minimum by defining many 
dimensions in terms of a few key characteristic dimensions. For the transducer parts, most 
common materials are considered such as PZT4, aluminum, and steel. 

The sample design procedure, which corresponds to the Initial Design and Design 
Optimization stages in the methodology, is separated into 4 stages to make it easier to 
follow. In each stage, a different modeling technique is used. It starts with the SLPM in 
Stage I and ends with the FEM in Stage IV. The other models are considered with respect 
to their orders shown in Fig. 1 in the intermediate stages. Evaluation of the candidate 
designs constituted with different dimensional parameters is mainly based on the SL 
results in each stage. When calculating the SL results with the models, all limitations 
except electrical are neglected for the sake of simplicity. Since the FEM provides the most 
accurate results, the accuracies of the other models used in different stages are evaluated 
with the FEM. The SL results obtained with the FEM for the transducers after each design 
stage is shown in Fig. 2. The peak frequencies of the SL results shown in Fig. 1 are 
presented in Table 1 with their absolute percent relative errors with respect to the targeted 
peak frequency as well as computation times encountered in each stage. 

 

 
 

Fig.2: SL results obtained with the FEM for the transducers after each design stage of 
the proposed methodology. 

 
 Peak Freq. 

[kHz] 
Rel. Error 
[%] 

Comp. Time 
[h] 

Comp. Time per 
Iteration [s] 

Stage I 11.7 22.0 - - 
Stage II 13.0 13.3 0.8 0.03 
Stage III 13.9 7.3 2.8 0.46 
Stage IV 15.0 - 3.1 46 
 

Table 1: Peak frequencies of the source levels shown in Fig.1 with absolute percent 
relative errors with respect to 15 kHz and the total and per iteration computation times 

encountered in the corresponding stages of the sample design. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The methodology is based on the consecutive use of four different models in order of 
increasing accuracy and computational cost. Such an approach avoids spending excessive 
time in the infinite domains of design which would occur if the detailed models are used 
directly. Instead, the methodology uses the less detailed but fast models to provide fairly 
reasonable initial design points for the more detailed and slow models, which allows the 
more detailed models to reach the design goals much quicker through the accurate 
optimization iterations. 

The main advantage of using the introduced methodology is to save a significant 
amount of time while designing Tonpilz-type transducers. As an alternative to the 
proposed methodology, if the intermediate models between the least and most detailed 
models were not considered in the design procedure, the relative error for the initial design 
point when compared with the final design would be much higher. Hence, substantially 
more computation time would be required by the most detailed model to reach the design 
goals. 

Another advantage of the methodology is the diversity brought to the design procedure 
which would not be possible otherwise. Again, as an alternative to the proposed 
methodology, if the intermediate models are not considered in a design procedure, there 
will only be a single design set available for optimization with the most detailed model. 
However, numerous design sets corresponding to various transducer performances are 
available with the use of the intermediate models and this diversity can easily be turned 
into a benefit by changing the final design set obtained with any intermediate model 
according to the feedback taken from the subsequent model. 
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Abstract: In this work we present a concept for a high-resolution real-time capable 3D 
sonar camera for deep sea operation. Simulation results concerning the acoustic setup as 
well as the operational mode of the camera are presented and discussed. Restrictions and 
limiting factors are described, potential solutions are illustrated. First measurement 
results of subcomponents are presented and compared to the simulation results for 
evaluation of the software modelling. Finally, the current status and the next steps are 
mentioned. 
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1. MOTIVATION 
 

With its proceeding exploration the deep sea represents an increasingly attractive field 
for physical, biological, geological, archaeological as well as economic interests. 
Visualization tools which provide volumetric images of reasonable quality within an 
acceptable period of time are required in order to accomplish a comprehensive scientific 
exploration as well as an efficient economic utilization of the deep sea. As optical imaging 
systems are very restricted in the seafloor area due to the high concentration of suspended 
matter – especially during ongoing operations – acoustical imaging systems are the better 
choice in this field. 

For this reason a high-resolution real-time capable sonar-system is required to ensure 
an adequate visualization for exploration and process monitoring purposes. To date there 
are very few volumetric data acquiring sonar-systems on the market which are not real-
time capable in most cases and which are moreover not designed for deep sea usage. In 
addition, the spatial resolution of these systems is inadequate for many purposes. 

The presented work deals with the development of a sonar-camera system which meets 
the requirements of this application field. 
 
 

2. APPROACH AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
The sonar camera is supposed to provide a spatial resolution in the region of few 

centimetres within short ranges (up to 15 m) and should ensure a sufficiently high frame 
rate (more than 10 frames per second). Furthermore, the camera needs to cover an 
adequately wide field of view in order to enable the visualization of processes without a 
continual realignment. Besides the electromechanical construction of the camera, aspects 
like suitable transmitting and receiving strategies as well as efficient data processing 
strategies are essential for the proposed device. 

The acoustic antenna constitutes the centrepiece of the proposed camera system and 
essentially determines its performance. A two-dimensionally structured array with 1024 
single elements was chosen to form a combined transmitting and receiving antenna. The 
centre frequency was designed to be 1 MHz in order to ensure an appropriate spatial 
resolution as well as an acceptable propagation loss. A pitch of 2λ (3 mm) constitutes a 
compromise between the lateral resolution and the expanse of the visual field. The 
described antenna shows an aperture of 96 x 96 mm². 

Actually, the antenna is supposed to insonify its maximum lateral imaging range, which 
strongly depends on the geometry of a single element. However, this sector can be 
specifically decreased by modifying the transmitting delays in order to increase the 
acoustic pressure in a certain field of interest which leads to an increased contrast level for 
this region. 

The generation of the excitation signals as well as the digitalization of the received 
ultrasound signals will be performed by an electronic system which consists of a sonar 
beamformer with 128 channels [1] and an 8:1 multiplexing device. The pressure tolerant 
assembly system which has been approved in former projects should also be used for the 
mentioned sonar-camera [2]. For evaluating the deep sea suitability of the camera system, 
a pressure chamber which can be driven to a maximum test pressure of 600 bar and also 
allows functional tests of the camera under pressure is available. 
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3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
By means of several different software simulation tools, possible design and operation 

concepts have been comparatively evaluated. 
The Scalp software package (developed by the Fraunhofer IBMT) is based on the 

point-source-synthesis and allows the prediction of sound pressure fields depending on 
several transducer characteristics. By defocussed excitation of the single antenna elements, 
a 30° sound field opening angle (at -3 dB) can be achieved in elevational as well as 
azimuthal direction. This corresponds to the insonification of a field with an edge length 
of 5 m x 5 m at 10 m distance from the aperture (Fig. 1). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Simulated sound field and azimuthal x line 
 
 

The maximum achievable opening angle of the antenna is determined by the opening 
angle of a single element. This angle can be approximately calculated by the following 
equation [3], 







  

 e
W

dB
44.0sin2 1

3  (1)

where W  indicates the acoustic wavelength in the propagation medium (in this case 
water) and e  is the edge length of the transducer element. 

 
Using the Field software package [4], simulations concerning the reconstruction of a 

point reflector have been performed. With these simulations, the lateral and axial 
resolution of the antenna as well as the reconstruction artefacts could be investigated. 

Initially the artefacts due to trailing sound waves have been very strong, but with the 
aid of a transmitting apodization of the antenna elements, these artefacts could be 
efficiently suppressed (Fig. 2). However, the simulations show that the usage of a 
transmitting apodization leads to a reduction of the antenna’s sound field opening angle. 
Therefore, a compromise has to be made in case of doubt, between the size of the 
insonified area and the quality of image. 
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Fig. 2: Reconstructed point source without transmitting apodization (above) and with 
transmitting apodization (below) 

 
 

In order to determine the spatial resolution of the antenna, the point spread function 
(PSF) was calculated. It describes the system’s response to a point reflector within the 
insonified and reconstructed volume. The point reflector was placed on the centreline in 
front of the antenna at a distance of 1 m. After the image has been reconstructed, an axial 
and lateral projection onto the vertical and horizontal axis was accomplished in order to 
measure the -6 dB lateral and axial width of the PSF (Fig. 3). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Lateral and axial projection of the point spread function (PSF) 
 
 

At this position of the point reflector the lateral resolution of the antenna was calculated 
to approximately 18 mm while the axial resolution was computed to less than 1 mm (using 
a single cycle sinusoidal burst as excitation signal). The spatial distribution of the axial 
and lateral resolution within the sound field are shown below (Fig. 4). 

Additional simulations show that the usage of frequency coded excitation signals 
combined with a matched filtering of the received signals leads to a significant increase of 
the SNR which allows it to make use of even heavily noisy receive signals in order to 
perform an acceptable reconstruction. Moreover, this method allows it to use longer sound 
signals without compromising the axial resolution of the system. Consequently more 
acoustic energy can be brought into the propagation medium resulting in a higher image 
contrast. 
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Fig. 4: Spatial distribution of the antenna’s axial and lateral resolution 
 
 

With the aid of the PiezoCAD software package (Sonic Concepts) several different 
piezoceramic materials have been evaluated concerning their performances. The acoustic 
matching layers have been selected in compliance with the KLM theory [5]. According to 
the simulation and measurement results, the most suitable transducer setup for the 
proposed application is a 1-3 composite of NCE 55 material (Noliac Piezoceramics) due to 
its relatively low electrical impedance and high values of r  and 33d .  

In the simulation, this transducer achieved a bandwidth of approximately 80 % at a 
centre frequency of 1 MHz, which was exceeded in the experimental pulse echo 
measurement (Fig. 5). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Simulated and measured receive echo waveform and frequency spectrum  
of the test transducer 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this work, the sound field characteristics of a sonar antenna have been simulated and 
first measurements of subcomponents have been performed. By the aid of several software 
packages, a concept for the antenna could be found which is suitable for the purpose. 
Simulations concerning the sound field, the resolution and the artefacts contributed to 
adjust different design and operational parameters, such as frequency, pitch, piezoelectric 
material and the beamforming methods. A spatial resolution of approximately 18 mm at a 
distance of 1 m is feasible with this setup. Using a defocussed excitation of the antenna 
elements a maximum sector of about 30° x 30° can be insonified. 

Currently, a first prototype of the camera is under construction (Fig. 6). The next step 
will be the initial operation of the whole camera system in an experimental setup in order 
to perform first measurements. However, the final system should provide a high order of 
integration where all components necessary for the generation and output of the images 
are placed in one compact and deep sea suitable housing.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: First prototype of a 2D array with 1024 elements  
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Abstract: A typical electromechanical oscillator involving a tuned resistor-inductor-  
capacitor circuit driven by a voltage source and coupled to a mass-spring-damper 
mechanical subsystem is analysed in order to develop a nonlinear control model. The 
analysis is approached using the Volterrra/Wiener framework of nonlinear systems 
combined with the Hilbert Transform. The former is needed since the coupling between 
the electrical and mechanical parts is lost, should standard linearization is  
adopted. The latter is needed since a very important characteristic of the system, due to 
the presence of the capacitance, is frequency selectivity. To use this very frequency 
selectivity in an application, involving more than one transducer units, modulation of the 
carrier signal, amplitude modulation in this case, must be implemented. Carrier 
modulation enables multiple units, structurally identical otherwise but for the capacitance 
value adjusting the tuning frequency setting, in the same application. Both a low-pass and 
a band-pass model are developed and subsequently simulation runs are performed. Since 
the modulation method employed is not of the suppressed-carrier type, the equilibrium 
point is of dynamic rather than static nature, corresponding to initial values for current 
and displacement. The model is enhanced by superimposing an external disturbance in 
form of a baseband force acting on the mass payload of the mechanical subsystem. Then, 
the response of the system to monochromatic and polychromatic excitations is 
investigated; making sure among others none of the constraints is violated. 

Keywords: dynamics, system, nonlinear, coupling, electromechanical, transducer 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The analysis of systems including nonlinearly coupled but spectrally separated and 
effectively linearly decoupled, as demonstrated later on, subsystems has gained significant 
attention recently. This is due, at least partly, to the developments and associated needs in 
the disciplines of telecommunications and mechatronics [1]. 

In the context of telecommunications, amplitude modulation or one of its variants and 
extensions is required for the transmission of digital or analog information over a channel 
which may be a cable or wire, a waveguide or in the case of wireless communications, free 
space. Furthermore, utilization of the channel is rather commonly required to be separated 
to a number of user pairs which desire to communicate independently and without 
interference due either to external noise sources or crosstalk from other communicating 
user pairs. 

In Fig. 1 a generic model of a communication channel as a distributed parameter 
electromagnetic system is shown. The model can be used for either wireline or wireless 
transmission and with appropriate adaptations even in the case of the optical fiber 
medium. The governing principles are Maxwell’s equations, rather than the ones 
applicable to lumped circuits, where the Kirchhoff’s loop and node algebraic equations 
suffice. This situation arises in most cases, depending on the frequencies employed and 
the physical dimensions of the system, where the wavelength of the electromagnetic 
waves may be relatively small. Otherwise, electromagnetic interference (EMI) due to 
crosstalk from neighboring elements or lines may occur in a rather broad spectrum, 
depending on the overall design of the system. 

However, the most important and rather common feature of all widely used channels is 
their frequency selectivity. Indeed, the bands where transmission with relatively low 
attenuation is possible are limited both in number as well as in extent. Therefore, 
modulation of the carrier wave by the information signal must be employed. Modulation is 
practically relocation of the information signal spectral content to a band which is mostly 
suited for information transmission over a specified channel. The simpler, yet the most 
usual, modulation method is amplitude modulation. 

 
Fig.1: Electromagnetic telecommunication channel model. 

In the wider context of mechatronics, electromechanical systems analysis and 
synthesis, especially in comparatively small scales, has gained significant interest, due to 
developments in the rapidly evolving field of MEMS/NEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems, Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems) [1]. The final objective is to develop 
integrated devices that can be used as tiny actuators or sensors, which, due to low 
manufacturing cost, can be used in large quantities for monitoring and control of complex 
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systems and processes, like e.g. structural health monitoring of aircraft, spacecraft, cars, 
ships etc., chemical plant monitoring and control etc. 

In the typical case, a small-scale mechanical system like a resonator or a spring-mass-
damper interconnection is driven by analogue electronics, like voltage or current sources, 
amplifiers etc., which, in turn, are accurately controlled by digital computing components 
like FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays), DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) etc. that 
actually implement the intelligence in the device. Parameters like silicon chip surface 
utilization, power consumption and level of integration are of utmost important for 
commercial and technological success of a newly proposed design. 

Nonetheless, a rather important feature in the analysis of such systems comes from the 
strong nonlinearity commonly appearing in the coupling between the spectrally decoupled 
parts of the system. As shown in the analysis, even in the case of low frequencies, where 
lumped models can still be employed the nonlinear coupling between parts of the system 
requires specific treatment, using advanced mathematical tools.  

The coupling between two largely different time scales (slow-fast dynamics) can be 
tackled in [2] by the singular perturbation theory. However, an alternative, frequency 
domain approach is pursued here. In the rest of this work, a specific form of linearly 
decoupled but nonlinearly coupled subsystems is examined. The mathematical toolbox of 
the Hilbert transform is appropriately introduced for obtaining two low-pass subsystems 
that form an equivalent description of the essential system dynamics. The procedure is 
then applied to an arrangement commonly encountered in typical mechatronics actuators 
and sensors. In this arrangement, a voltage or current source is coupled to a mechanical 
second order oscillator, consisted of a mass-damper-spring interconnection, through an 
electromagnet [1,3]. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. A voltage source is driving 
the RLC circuit which is coupled to the mechanical oscillator through the inductor’s 
armature. In this configuration, the voltage source plays a dual role: it is the source of the 
power that allows the mechanical part of the system to move and, at the same time, of the 
information signal that drives the mass (payload) of the mechanical subsystem to the 
desired position. Furthermore, the electromechanical coupling plays a dual role as well. 
Indeed, a mutual interaction is established. The motion of the metallic mass induces a 
change to the value of the inductance appearing to the rest of the driving electric circuit. In 
this system the low-pass part is the mechanical oscillator and the band-pass part is the 
electric circuit that drives the electromagnet. 

 
Fig.2: Coupled electromechanical oscillator. 

2. STATEMENT AND DECOMPOSITION OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS  

By using basic principles, one obtains the following second order dynamical equations 
for the electromagnetic and mechanical parts: 
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dt C

        (1)

2( )( ) ( ) ( )
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dL i tmy t by t ky t
dy

      (2)

The above system consists of two coupled second-order oscillators. However, the 
coupling is nonlinear. Indeed, the right-hand “force” term in the “mechanical” equations 
and the first term of the left-hand part of the “electrical” equation are clearly nonlinear. 
Furthermore, if the inductance was not a function of the payload displacement, then 
coupling would not take place. A common dependence of the inductance on payload 
displacement that can be justified by electromechanical theory and analysis of magnetic 
circuits is the following: 

0 1( ) ,0 emL y L L y y y     
(3)

The equation above is valid only a limited finite range of mass displacement y. Using 
the above one finally obtains: 

 

 1 0
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )L y t q t y t q t L q t Rq t q t e t
C

            (4)

21( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),0
2 em
Lmy t by t ky t i t y y       (5)

The nonlinear coupling between the two oscillators is quantified clearly in the above. 
Furthermore, as can be seen decoupling occurs if L1 = 0.  

Analysis of the electromechanical system in Fig. 2 and with dynamics defined in the 
equations falls under a more general class of systems. The description is formulated on the 
presumption that a state-space (phase-plane) description of the system at hand is given. 
This description must obtain the following form, based on a corresponding partitioning of 
the system's state vector: 

 1 1 2   x A x ψ y d  
(6)
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2 2 2

   

 

x F x x G x u
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In the above: 
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The partitioning of the n-dimensional state vector 1 2

TT T   x x x  to two components 1x  
(dimension n1) and 2x  (dimension n2) whose dynamics are determined by the state 
equations above respectively is reflecting the partitioning of the system to a low-pass (LP) 
and a band-pass (BP) part. Furthermore, the state equations of coupled oscillators, which 
obtain LP and BP characteristics, as the mechanical and electrical subsystem in the 
oscillator transducer respectively, can be reduced to the following LP equivalent system of 
equations by use of the Hilbert Transform and the complex envelope of bandpass signals: 

 1 1 2LP   x A x ψ y d   
(8)

   2 1 2 1

2 2 2

cj      
 

x F x I x G x u
y C x

  

 
 (9)

In the above, all signals in the BP subsystem have been substituted by their LP complex 
envelopes, e.g. 2 ( )tx  by 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )C St t j t x x x . Furthermore, in the LP subsystem equation, 
multivariable vector function  2ψ y  has been substituted by the LP one 

   2 2 2,LP LP C Sψ y ψ y y , which is produced by omitting from the original all odd terms and 
the modulated carrier parts of the even terms. 

3. TEST CASE PRESENTATION AND VALIDATION 

The above methodology for the derivation of an input-output model for the modulating 
envelope dynamics of the electromechanical system under consideration is investigated by 
means of a typical example. Also, using the same test case the validity of the LP 
equivalent for future investigations on control is tested. The settings for the example are 
given in Table 1. 

Both a LP and a BP model have been built. The models are shown in Fig. 3 as 
implemented in Matlab/Simulink©. 

The simplified linear relationship for the electromagnet’s inductance shown previously 
was used. Furthermore, in both models stoppers have been introduced as a block to ensure 
that the mass displacement remains constrained within the allowed [0, yem] interval. 
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Fig.3: The Band-pass (top) and Low-pass equivalent (bottom) model in 

Matlab/Simulink©. 
In Fig. 4 some of the results obtained by use of the LP and BP model are presented for 

three cases of disturbance force (in Newtons), as follows. 
The simulations concern the system’s response to monochromatic and polychromatic 

(two and three tones) disturbance. Disturbance amplitudes were chosen so that the 
constraints for mass displacement are not violated. The tonal frequencies on the other hand 
were chosen in order to excite the mechanical subsystem within its pass-band and 
specifically within a tight vicinity of the resonance frequency ωM = 10 rad/sec; in this 
manner the effect was maximized. 

As seen in Fig. 4, the results are organized in three groups corresponding to the single, 
dual and triple-tone disturbance given in equation (10). Each group starts with the 
disturbance time series applied. Then, blue corresponds to the waveforms obtained by use 
of the BP model while red to the LP model ones. Coincidence of the results from the two 
models is evident. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In this work the dynamics of coupled band-pass and low-pass nonlinear oscillators is 
investigated by employing the Hilbert transform combined with a Volterra theory 
approach. The method is applied to a coupled electromechanical system with two driving 
signals; one voltage source for the electrical part and an exogenous disturbance force for 
the mechanical part. The result of the proposed methodology is a low-pass equivalent 
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system which depicts the essential dynamics of the interaction between the modulating 
envelopes of the band-pass oscillator signals with the low-pass oscillator signal. This 
description may prove of value for the investigation of dynamic stability, by employing 
the powerful stability theory for nonlinear systems, as well as reduced-order modeling and 
simulation with applications to feedback control and design of the system. The operating 
regimes, if appropriated specified in terms of signal processing and control law, can also 
investigated and conditions to be used for controller synthesis will be formulated in a 
future work. 

 
m (kgr) 0.25 

b (kgr/sec) 0.25 

k (kgr/sec2) 25 

Mw  (rad/sec) 10 

L0 (H) 0.05 

L1 (H/m) 0.5 

emy  (cm) 10 

C (F) 52 10  
R (Ohm) 1 

Ew  (rad/sec) 310  

 
Table 1: Test case settings. 
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Fig.4: System response to disturbance excitation d{1} (top), d{2} (middle) and d{3} 
(bottom). 
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Abstract: Many physical processes in the marine environment generate underwater sound. 
These sounds are often recognizable by their spectral or temporal characteristics. This 
work address the design and development of an autonomous and low power consumption 
passive underwater acoustic instrument (called UPAL) that utilizes an advanced 
intelligent algorithm to identify and classify sound sources and subsequently quantify 
physical processes in real-time. A new state-of-art technological solution based on a very 
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR > 87 dB), low saturation signal (THD < -92dB) and very 
low power consumption (max 30 mW) microprocessor circuit is used to maximize system 
efficiency. The automated adaptive sampling feature of the algorithm allows saving 
significant energy between acoustic samples. The technology can be incorporated into a 
standalone sensor instrument or attached to existing platforms (e.g. Argo floats, 
underwater acoustic modems, etc.) The efficiency of the acoustic classification procedure 
used by the system will be presented in this paper. Examples from different marine 
environments will include data from past deployments associated with deep-ocean, coastal 
waters, under sea ice cover, in a tidewater glacier bay, and from a submarine 
groundwater spring. These measured sounds are interpreted for wind speed, precipitation, 
sea ice type, flow rate, etc. These examples demonstrate that the system has the capacity to 
quantify rain rates and wind speeds, in addition to detecting and deriving sound budgets. 
Results from past experiment demonstrate that the system can be utilized for (1) 
monitoring offshore structures and other marine activities for environmental impact 
analysis (2) enabling the creation of underwater sound budgets over marine protected 
areas, and (3) classifying underwater sources for meteorological, biological and defense 
applications. 
Keywords: Passive Acoustics, Sound Classification, Real-time, Autonomous, Low duty-
cycle, Noise budget 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Passive monitoring of underwater ambient noise for oceanographic applications has 
been underutilized. Underwater ambient sound contains quantifiable information about the 
sound source.  In the frequency band from 500 Hz to 50 kHz, dominant sources of 
underwater sound include the sound of breaking waves and rainfall [1], [2].  The source of 
breaking waves is the local wind speed, allowing the amplitude of the ambient sound due 
to breaking waves to be very closely correlated with wind speed.  The other dominant 
geophysical sound source is rainfall. This signal can also be quantified to monitor rainfall 
rate. Other sources of ambient sound in this frequency band include the calls and echo-
location clicking of marine mammals, including sperm whales, beaked whales and 
dolphins. Anthropogenic sounds include ship noise (engine noise, hull noise, etc.) and 
sonars (military and civilian). In order to use the ambient sound for quantitative 
monitoring of the marine environment, recorders need to be able to identify the sound 
source and then quantify it, if appropriate [2], [3]. As with other passive remote sensing 
techniques, the underwater acoustic measurement does not interfere with the process being 
monitored. Contrary to the surface based sensors, the underwater sensor is away from the 
harsh environment of the air–sea interface. This has several advantages relative to surface-
based observations. Because of the underwater deployment, the likelihood of vandalism, a 
surprisingly big problem for surface instrumentation even in remote ocean locations, is 
reduced. Because the measurement is passive, no potentially harmful sound is introduced 
into the marine environment. Furthermore, underwater observations do not suffer from 
any natural hazard (e.g., strong winds, lightning) errors typically introduced to 
observations from meteorological sensors (i.e., anemometers, rain gauges, etc.) installed 
on surface buoys. On the other hand, as in any remote sensing technique, sound source and 
quantification estimates from underwater acoustic data require validation prior to their use 
in marine applications. 

Recently, also the Marine Framework Strategy Directive (MFSD) acknowledges 
underwater noise as a pollutant and, as descriptor 11, states the need for monitoring the 
“Introduction of energy, including underwater noise” so that it “is at levels that do not 
adversely affect the marine environment” [4]. Since the issuing of the MFSD, for most of 
the descriptors, the European Commission released specific regulations providing guiding 
rules to implement the monitoring tasks: other descriptors (namely, marine litter and 
energy into the water) were initially not considered, so mature and technical working 
groups were created to further develop the descriptors and to provide the necessary 
regulations. They were finally published in 2011 for the marine litter and in 2012 for the 
underwater noise [5]. 

In this study we present a new Underwater Passive acoustic system (called here 
UPAL). It is a state-of-the-art autonomous underwater acoustic system designed to be 
attached and integrate on any ocean mooring. Its real time embedded operating and signal 
processing software runs on its microcomputer to detect and interpret the sound spectra 
and provide sound classification and estimation of environmental (wind speed, rain rates 
and type, sea roughness), anthropogenic (ships, sonars, etc.) and biological (marine 
mammals, etc.) parameters. The prototype system is currently collecting synergistic data 
with other conventional meteorological sensors (anemometer, weather radar, profilers) at 
actual conditions (i.e. sea environment). Marine mammal detections, most likely dolphins, 
will be present in the measurements, as well as close and distant ship detections. The wind 
speed measurement accuracy will be evaluated against the surface buoy anemometer. The 
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rainfall detection will be confirmed using co-incident rain detection from weather radar 
observations. 

The sampling strategy designed to allow autonomous operations for up to a continuous 
maximum operation of six (6) to twelve (12) months facilitated by a very low-power 
“sleep” mode feature of the microprocessor that saves energy between acoustic samples. 
Below we describe the work done on the design and implementation of the hardware 
electronics and operating software specifications of the system. 

2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

Electronically (Fig. 1), PAL will consist of a low-noise wideband hydrophone (Hi-
Tech-92WB), signal pre-amplifiers, A/D converter and a FPGA Virtex5 microprocessor 
circuit. The nominal sensitivity of these instruments is -160 dB relative to 1 V/μPa and the 
equivalent oceanic background noise level of the pre-amplifier system is about 28 dB 
relative to 1 μPa2Hz-1. Band-pass filters will be present to reduce saturation from low 
frequency sound (high pass at ~300 Hz) and aliasing from above 50 kHz (low pass at 40 
kHz). The hydrophone sensitivity also rolls off above its resonance frequency, about 40 
kHz. Overall, instrument noise is expected to be less than 30 dB relative 1 μPa2Hz-1 from 
5-40 kHz (below Sea State Zero). 

FL-LPPRE FFT ALU

RAM

ROM

ADC

Hydrophone with
Intergrated PreAmplifier

Analog Stage:
Amplifier and Antialias Filter

Digital Stage:
Analog to Digital Converter
MicroProccessor and Microcontroller

MCU

  
Fig.1: Block diagram of new UPAL electronics. 

As shown on the board diagram (Fig. 1), in the front end of the system is the hydrophone 
measuring the sound waves (pressure waves) arriving with nominal sensitivity of -160 dB 
relative to 1 V/μPa.  The hydrophone ceramic would output a voltage, which is amplified 
internal to the hydrophone circuitry to achieve the nominal sensitivity of the sensor. After 
the signal amplified feed to the 16-bits A/D digitized sample is then transferred to the 
computer for data processing and storage. An important feature of the microprocessor 
computer is its very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR > 87 dB), low saturation signal (THD 
< -92dB) and very low power consumption (max 30 mW). The sleep mode feature of the 
computer would allow saving significant energy between acoustic samples. 

3. SOFTWARE AND OPERATION DESCRIPTION 

Microprocessor runs a full customizable software (firmware), which allows user to 
control the hardware and operation of the system, via RS232 interface and a terminal 
program. Once an acquisition procedure is started, MCU takes control (via I2C interface) 
and powers off and on the system according to the parameters that user has previously set. 
Captured data from Analogue-to-Digital Convertor (ADC) are temporarily saved in a 
memory (i.e., DDR) and follows a 1024-point, fast Fourier transformation (FFT) 
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procedure on the hardware Radix-2 FFT core, for all captured data. When acquisition of a 
time series ends, PSD data are permanently stored as a file in the card memory (microSD), 
using FAT file system.  

The great advantage of the system is the real time automates classification and 
processing of the acoustic data with the quantification algorithm. The system runs its 
embedded processing algorithm for acoustic classification of oceanic sound sources. This 
is a critical component for the operational application of passive monitoring of the sound 
to obtain quantitative measurements of the marine environment. 

There are two phases of operation for a UPAL. The first phase is data collection for a 
specified time “window” interval, set by user. After this phase, the system processes the 
collected data and generates an acoustic classification code save on file called “flags”. 
Then there is an option selected from the user to run its quantification algorithm and create 
a “message” for real transmission. This “message” is transmitted to the user, along with a 
user-specified number of original acoustic samples (decimated, i.e., spectral components, 
not full spectra). 

 
• Phase 1:  The UPAL is collecting data for a time interval (Window) specified by 
the user. The role of the operating software is to control the sampling strategy of the 
UPAL.  

For each acoustic sample, the UPAL evaluates the sound source, and then modifies the 
data recorded to match the optimal sampling for each sound source, e.g., wind wave, 
drizzle, convective rain, whales present, etc. This will be menu driven prior to deployment 
and will be remotely modified through the two-way communication to the UPAL 
implemented by the surface buoy. A short “field deployment mission” with different 
configurations will verify that the correct data-recording format is present. 
 
• Phase 2:  The automated sound analysis software, which is the processing of the 
data into the “flag” file (where in turn can also optional create and transmit a message).  

The role of this software is to identify the sound source present – that is, to classify the 
sound source. This is a critical step for using a UPAL operationally as an anemometer/rain 
gauge/whale detector, as opposed to a simple acoustic recorder. In other words, the output 
from an operational UPAL is a summary message about the marine environment, rather 
than simply recorded sound levels. These components can be verified using a comparison 
with ancillary measurements as described in Annex A3. 

A primary component of the UPAL processing is to objectively identify the sound 
source present. The UPAL is designed to sample the background sound field, i.e., the 
wind, rain or drizzle. This process constitutes the data analysis phase that is aimed to 
objectively identify the sound source present and reset accordingly the sampling strategy. 
This is performed using a series of tests applied to the spectral and temporal characteristics 
of the original sample.  The list of potential sound sources that can be detected, along with 
their associated ID codes, as stated in Annex A1.  

For the real time algorithm, the geophysical sound source (i.e., wind, rain and/or 
drizzle, etc.) is assumed to be a uniformly distributed surface sound source (half space) 
and is independent of depth if absorption is neglected. The classification results for each 
acquisition time interval based on the above data analysis are stored into the internal 
memory in the “flag” file. There is also the optional function for the real time transmission 
of the “environmental message” summary. The data elements are summarized in Annex 
A2. 
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4. SYSTEM LABORATORY TEST 

The test bench procedure described herein is intended to verify the correct signal 
processing and evaluate the integrated hardware-FFT software used to produce the sound 
spectra. The evaluation of the sound source classification algorithm can only be verified 
when we collect synergistic data from the field deployable prototype and surface buoy 
sensors at sea. 

The instrument self-noise needs to be very quiet, so that very low sound levels can be 
recorded. The nominal sensitivity of these instruments should be -160 dB relative to 1 
V/mPa and the equivalent oceanic background noise level of the preamplifier system is 
about 28 dB relative to 1 mPa2Hz-1. Band-pass filters will be present to reduce saturation 
from low frequency sound (high pass at 300 Hz) and aliasing from above 50 kHz (low 
pass at 40 kHz). The hydrophone sensitivity also rolls off above its resonance frequency, 
about 40 kHz. Overall, instrument noise needs to be less than 30 dB relative to 1 μPa2Hz-1 
from 5-40 kHz (below Sea State Zero). The recording computer generates self-noise that 
can radiate into the system via the battery power supply. This is usually in the form of 
narrow band (<1 kHz bandwidth) noise spikes. The instrument noise will need to be 
documented in the laboratory prior to deployment. Most geophysical processes have 
broadband signals and so this instrument noise can be excluded from the processing by 
filtering out the specific bands where the noise is present. 

Another component of the instrument noise is the frequency dependent sensitivity of 
the UPAL. This is known for the amplifier filter and can be verified in the laboratory, and 
estimated theoretically.  However, the frequency dependent sensitivity of the hydrophone 
sensor is more difficult to verify. Calibration within a tank of water is difficult because of 
near field acoustic effects (reverberation, interference, etc.) The best means of calibration 
is to use the field signal from the wind itself. Calibration is thus performed by deploying 
the UPAL in a field situation, with an anemometer present. The acoustic wind speed 
algorithm is then used to provide an offset from the manufacturer’s mean sensitivity. This 
could be at 2-8 kHz, where the correlation of the wind speed and sound levels is known to 
be very high (r ~ 0.95). The frequency dependent component is obtained by identifying the 
recorded sound spectra at a series of moderate wind speeds (5-10 m/s) where the sound 
levels are above the background instrument noise and before bubble absorption effects 
change the shape of the spectra (above 10 kHz). This allows a frequency-dependent 
correction from roughly 1-40 kHz. 

For the laboratory test the integrated hardware-software system is tested using known 
frequency sounds generated by an external sound source. For this purpose we used signal 
generation of sounds at 2, 5, 8, 10 and 12 kHz, no sound and all the sounds together. For 
the purpose of the test we are using a signal generation of sounds by PC software. This 
software used the speakers of a laptop to generate sounds of specified frequency and 
amplitude. The PAL system hydrophone was located in the vicinity of the PC speakers. 
The PAL recorded the PC generated sounds and save the data in its internal memory. Then 
the data are extracted and evaluated using the off-line sound processing routines. 
Specifically, the Fig. 2-8 bellow show the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) versus frequency 
for sound generations at 2, 5, 8, 10 and 12 kHz, no sound and all the sounds together, 
respectively. 
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Fig.2 (a-g): Laboratory sound tests at (a) 2 kHz, (b) 5 kHz, (c) 8 kHz, (d) 10 kHz, (e) 12 

kHz, (f) all sounds together and (g) no sound. 
 
In a real but a more constrained environment that involved initial a two days and 

secondly in more extended a two month tests sea trials at Saronikos bay, showing a precise 
detection and classification of the sound source embedded real-time processing algorithm. 
The Fig. 9-10 bellow show sound spectra observations from two specific selected time 
from the data base. The first one (Fig. 3), selected because in the “flag” file at time 
instance (i.e. 02:42’, 37”) the classification algorithm identifies it as rain. It shows four 
different SPLs versus frequency where we can see that the blue line is rain (black shading) 
and the green line as ship (blue shading) which is also verified with the post-processing 
algorithm. 
  

 
Fig.3: Example of four different spectrums classified from the automated algorithm as 

ship and rain noise taken from the sea tests. The two shadings identifies visually the ship 
and rain noise in the spectrum. 

 

(g) 
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Similarly, the second (Fig. 4) one, the real-time classification algorithm identified them 
as ship noise (according to the “flag” file). As we can see from the figure below and 
according to the post-processing can be identified as ships (the blue shading). 

 
Fig.4: Similar as Fig. 3 but for different time instances. 
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ANNEXE 

A1.  LIST OF POTENTIAL SOUND SOURCES 

a) loud close shipping (cship); 
b) loud distant shipping (dship2); 
c) distant shipping (dship1 and dship1a); 
d) distant hipping in dead calm conditions (dcalm); 
e) very loud convective Rain (rain3); 
f) moderate / heavy rain (rain2); 
g) light rain / drizzle (rain1 or driz); 
h) rain in high wind conditions (zone2); 
i) high frequency clicking from whales (bwhale); 
j) light to moderate wind (wind1); 
k) high Wind (wind2). 

A2. DATA ELEMENTS 

a) the interval statistics, that is, a sequence of nine (9) parameters declaring: 
(1) the interval start time; 
(2) the total number of sound samples acquired; 
(3) the number of samples with a transient sound component.;   
(4) the number of samples with a high frequency component; 
(5) the percentage (%) of the interval with wind spectra detected; 
(6) the percentage (%) of the interval with rain spectra detected; 
(7) the percentage (%) of the interval with noise detected; 
(8) the mean wind speed of the wind spectra identified; 
(9) the total rainfall accumulation. 

b) the collected N sound sample data, that is, for each sample the following ten (10) values: 
(1) timeS = the sample time; 
(2) flag     = the classification code; 

(3) SPLx  = the original sound pressure level values at x kHz, calculated for 1, 2, 
5, 8, 15, 20, 30 and 40 kHz. 

A3. SEA VERIFIED PROCEDURE 

The wind speed is verified using a co-located anemometer. The rainfall 
detection/measurement is verified using a co-located rain gauge or near-range coastal weather 
radar. Shipping detection (a noise) can be verified using an operational ship identification product 
from, for example, a Coast Guard radar identification product. Animal detection is more difficult 
as a visual observation of animals is problematic. The data collection from a PAL would include 
short sound clips that are saved if transient signals within the sample are detected. These samples 
can be processed after recovery of the PAL, that is, one can listen to the sample, and determine the 
source. 
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Abstract: The Joint Industry Programme on Exploration & Production (E&P) Sound & 
Marine Life (JIP), a partnership of 12 oil and gas companies and the International 
Association of Geophysical Contractors, is the largest non-governmental funder of 
research to increase understanding of the potential effects of sound on marine life. The 
purpose of the JIP is to provide objective, scientific information that: 1) informs and 
updates policy decision makers and regulatory development processes that affect E&P 
operations globally, 2) determines the basis for mitigation measures that are protective of 
marine life, cost effective and credible with outside stakeholders, and 3) feeds into 
planning for efficient E&P activities that is environmentally protective. Since 2006 the JIP 
has spent $25 million on research and in 2013, the program embarked on a new phase 
with an additional budget of $18 million.  
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As part of programme scoping, the JIP has consulted with regulators regarding their 
needs for data, to enable development of fact-based regulatory decisions. Research is 
conducted by independent scientists who are encouraged to publish their results in peer-
reviewed literature. To date, JIP-funded research has been published in 75 peer-reviewed 
papers. All final project reports are available on the JIP website, 
www.soundandmarinelife.org.  
 
This paper presents results of completed JIP-funded research and an overview of ongoing 
and future studies. 

Keywords: sound and marine life, exploration and production, funding 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The International Oil and Gas Producers (IOGP) Joint Industry Programme on E&P 

Sound and Marine Life (JIP) was inaugurated in 2005 to fund research into the potential 
effects of sound associated with oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) on marine 
life. The objectives of the JIP are to provide science to inform policy decision makers and 
regulatory development processes, feed into planning of E&P projects and risk 
assessments, and provide the basis for mitigation measures that are protective of marine 
life.   

 
JIP supported research is conducted by independent researchers and is divided into 

categories: 1) sound source characterization and propagation, 2) physical and 
physiological effects and hearing, 3) behavioural reactions and biologically significant 
effects, 4) mitigation and monitoring, and 5) research tools.         

 
An overview of the JIP was provided in 2010 by Michael et al. [1].  The purpose of the 

present paper is to report results since 2010 and to describe ongoing and future JIP 
projects.  

2. RESEARCH RESULTS AND PROGRESS 

2.1. Sound Source Characterisation and Propagation 
 
As described in Michael et al. 2010 [1], a calibrated acoustic range was established in 

a Norwegian fjord to measure the acoustic output of the single air guns and typical clusters 
that industry uses. This study provided broad-band calibration data that is being used to 
improve existing seismic source modelling codes that are most commonly used for survey 
planning and sound level assessment purposes. Historically, calibration data for modelling 
software tools have been limited to below 1 kHz. The updated modelling codes allow 
estimation of sound emissions from air guns using models as an alternative to field 
measurements.  This project has improved current modelling packages by extending the 
accuracy of the modelled source output characteristics to frequencies relevant to a greater 
range of marine mammal hearing and vocalizations than past models provided.   
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A separate study in this research category, the 3D Seismic Source Characterization 
project, recorded the output from a full seismic source array in three dimensions.  It was 
conducted in the Gulf of Mexico in September 2007. The data were acquired with 
sufficient record length to establish a statistically valid sample of sound pressure level and 
spectral characteristics in over 1000 azimuth/take-off angle bins at frequencies up to 25 
kHz. The final data analysis is almost complete and a report should be published by late 
2015. 
 

Acoustic source signature data for non-seismic E&P sound sources such as drilling, 
dredging, pile driving operations and vessels have been collected from a number of 
different geographic areas and oceanographic conditions by industry, consultants and 
academia over the years.  The JIP funded a project to collate and evaluate the existing data 
available of these other sound sources.  The quality of these data sets was assessed and 
published in Wyatt 2008 [2]. A second JIP project to update this report with data collected 
since 2007 is currently under way. 

  
Because acoustic measurements have historically not been collected in a consistent 

way, standard methods of sound characterization need to be developed so that collected 
data are easier to analyze and compare.  The JIP is funding an effort to define a 
standardized methodology for the acquisition and analysis of acoustic data.  The metrics 
will cover the characterization of transient and continuous acoustic data, as well as metrics 
used to characterise sounds relevant to biology.  With an expected completion date in late-
2016, the project will develop and distribute these standards and determine the correction 
factors to be applied to data acquired or analysed in a non-standard manner.   
 

While many sound propagation models are available, it is not yet clear which ones are 
most appropriate for characterising sound from E&P activities and operating 
environments, where they have gaps or limitations and what additional work (e.g., 
additional modelling, calibration, etc.) is required to improve them.  The JIP funded a 
project that reviewed the capabilities and limitations of current models and recommended 
best operational practices where practical.  The project defined the key requirements for 
modelling the propagation of E&P sound sources, including the essential model 
parameters and how they could be determined.  A final report should be available in 2015. 
 

Separately, a number of companies are sponsoring the development of marine 
vibroseis technology as another viable source for seismic acquisition.  The SML JIP 
completed an environmental assessment of a theoretical marine vibrator source in 2011 
[3], in which the environmental impact of a marine vibrator source array was compared to 
a typical air gun source array. The results were evaluated using sound level thresholds 
proposed by Southall et al. 2007 [4] and current sound level thresholds applied by the US 
National Marine Fisheries Service for Incidental Harassment Authorizations under the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). 

2.2. Physical and Physiological Effects and Hearing 
One project in this research category studied how exposure to seismic source pulses 

affected the hearing sensitivity of bottlenose dolphins. A significant result was that no 
substantial temporary threshold shift (TTS) was observed in dolphins exposed to 10 
consecutive pulses of 195 dB re 1 µPa2s cumulative sound exposure level (SEL) during 
psychophysical testing.   However, a small (9 dB) shift in mean auditory evoked potential 
(AEP) thresholds, accompanied by a suppression of the evoked potential amplitude 
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function, was seen in one subject at 8 kHz [5]. The results of this study contrast with 
previous TTS testing with single, short-duration, impulsive sound from a watergun which 
produced TTS at 186 dB re 1 µPa2s SEL (in a beluga) [6].    

Two forms of model audiograms of minke whale hearing were formulated using 
current anatomical and biomedical engineering techniques. Using this approach, the 
predicted best hearing frequency range for minke whales is 17 Hz to 35 kHz. However, 
the computational model approach predicted the most sensitive region spans 40 Hz to 15 
kHz which lines up well with the frequency range of vocalisation in this species (50 Hz to 
9.4 kHz) [7].   

 
This JIP funded the first comprehensive assessment of turtle hearing across life stages. 

Hearing studies of loggerhead turtles showed that AEP- derived thresholds and sensitivity 
ranges (between 50 – 1200 Hz) were similar for both post-hatchling and juvenile turtles.  
Comparison between behavioural audiography and electrophysiological audiography 
demonstrated that both post hatchlings and juveniles had significantly higher AEP-derived 
auditory thresholds than behaviour-derived (mean = 126.6 vs. 97.1 re 1 μPa over hearing 
range, respectively) [8]. This study, as well as previous studies, indicates that AEP tests 
are less sensitive than behavioural tests.  

 
TTS investigations in three species of arctic pinnipeds (spotted, ringed and bearded 

seals) are ongoing. Aerial and underwater audiograms and critical ratios have been 
published for the spotted seal (Phoca largha) [9]. The sound reception capabilities of this 
species differ from those previously described for ice seals, but are more similar to those 
reported for harbour seals. The behavioural audiograms indicate a range of best sensitivity 
spanning four octaves in air, from approximately 0.6 to 11 kHz and underwater hearing 
sensitivity range across seven octaves.  The hearing data for spotted seals reported by Sills 
et al. [9] are the first available for this species. 

  
Research to be undertaken in Phase III (2013-2015) of the SML JIP is still being 

decided; however some key projects have already progressed. The noise exposure panel 
that published Southall et al. 2007 [4] has been funded to update the noise exposure 
criteria for marine mammals. Recently, the SML JIP funded the formation of an expert 
panel to complete a review of the approaches to hearing weighting functions for marine 
mammals, and the underlying data sources.  Further studies related to TTS growth as a 
function of exposure, and hearing recovery in marine mammals exposed to intermittent 
impulse sounds are also being developed. 

 
2.3 Behavioural Reactions and Biologically Significant Effects 
 
The JIP funded four studies to analyse trends in cetacean stocks that occur in areas of 

E&P activity and to determine whether industry operations could have caused any 
biologically significant effects to populations there. In many areas, the data was not 
statistically robust to determine population trends. Many marine mammal populations 
analysed have remained stable or increased during the period of overlapping industry 
activity. Only one sub-population of sperm whales showed a decline.  

 
The Behavioural Response of Australian Humpback whales to Seismic Surveys 

(BRAHSS) study is a multi-year effort in partnership with the US Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management (BOEM) investigating humpback whale behavioural responses to 
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seismic sound sources [10]. The study is designed to provide additional insights into 
effectiveness of ramp-up as a mitigation measure. Initial, unpublished results indicate that 
humpback whales display limited behavioural response to seismic sources.  

 
The JIP also supported further development of transfer functions for the Population 

Consequences of Disturbance (PCoD) model and a foraging model to evaluate PCoD for 
capital breeding marine mammals [11]. The University of California, Santa Cruz, is 
conducting a study, in which bio-energetic models are developed for sea lions and 
dolphins that forage during lactation (income breeders), to determine how specific 
disturbances translate into population effects.  

 
Current efforts of the JIP focus on behavioural responses of fish to seismic sources and 

on determining how Protected Species Observer data collection can be improved and used 
for analytical purposes. 

 
2.4 Mitigation and Monitoring 
JIP activities related to mitigation and monitoring have continued to focus on 

developing improved methods and/or technologies for use at sea during E&P operations. 
 
The Density Estimation for Cetaceans from passive Acoustic Fixed sensors (DECAF) 

project successfully developed, demonstrated and assessed methodologies for using fixed 
PAM datasets to determine animal population density. Such information from before, 
during and after an industry activity could contribute to assessing the potential effects of 
activities on cetacean species within an area of operation, inform long term risk 
assessment and management plans, and help reduce the risk of negative interactions with 
marine mammals [12,13]. 

 
A successful proof of concept study was conducted to integrate and test an acoustic 

vector sensor into a towed Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) hydrophone array to 
resolve port/starboard location ambiguities. 

 
Improved detection, classification and localisation (DCL) capabilities were added to the 

PAMGuard software functionality via a number of projects supported by the JIP [14].  
 
The PAMGuard software package [15] continues to be used extensively by both the 

E&P industry and researcher community. Since 2008, the JIP has supported a PAMGuard 
Support resource to maintain the software and provide potential users with basic help and 
advice for operating the software. JIP support continued into Phase III with an emphasis 
on establishing a self-sustaining funding model to ensure the longevity of the software 
beyond the life cycle of the JIP. 

 
Over the past several months, the JIP has released two Requests for Proposals (RFPs) 

in this research category.  One was for a desktop comparative assessment of existing low 
visibility monitoring technologies in order to better understand how the performance of 
various methods compare to each other, and how they can be combined in the field to 
optimise monitoring capability during low visibility conditions. 

 
The second RFP focuses on methods to analyse PAM data from fixed hydrophone 

arrays to determine population density estimations for vocalising cetacean species. The 
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aim is to either analyse existing datasets or implement a demonstration data collection and 
analysis effort applying the DECAF methodology. 

 
Another area of interest is developing improvements to towed passive acoustic 

monitoring methods. 
 
2.5 Research Tools 
The SML JIP funded a survey of existing unmanned aerial systems (UAS) which 

identified the capabilities of UAS and assessed the ability to replace manned aerial 
surveys for marine mammals and sea birds, monitor sea ice and other physical features, 
and aid search and rescue operations by industry offshore. This effort determined that 
UAS technology as it existed in 2010 did not meet industry needs [16]. 

 
In early 2015, the JIP release an RFP for a literature review to assess the current state 

of autonomous technologies and determine whether improved technology has emerged 
since the previous study. The purpose of this study is to enhance our understanding of how 
UAS and Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) systems can be used for environmental 
monitoring, estimating population status and trends, collecting oceanographic data, and 
measuring underwater sound. 

3. CONCLUSION 
In 2005, this JIP identified 35 key information gaps about E&P sound sources and 

their potential effects on marine animals.  These questions have guided JIP funding 
decisions since 2006.  By 2015 many of these gaps have been closed or reduced.  The 
publications that have resulted from JIP-funded research have informed regulators and 
have been used by industry in risk assessments, and will soon be used to update the noise 
exposure criteria for marine mammals.  We remain committed to conducting fair, 
transparent research of high quality that supports science-based regulations and enable us 
to minimize the potential effects of sound generated by our activities on marine life.  
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     Abstract 
 
     The ability to produce sounds by a slip and stick mechanism is believed to have 
evolved once in the spiny lobster clade [1, 3 and 8].  Adults of the genera Panulirus, 
Palibythus, Justitia, Linuperus and Palinurus are known to have the slip stick sound 
producing mechanism.  The experimental work of Patek [3 – 5] has shed much light on 
the actual physical mechanism of sound production.  Jeffs et al. [7] have made 
observations on the pueruli larva of the genus Panulirus which indicate the capacity to 
detect “Reef sounds” in the megahertz frequency range as part of their homing 
mechanism for finding a suitable habitat for metamorphosing into juvenile lobsters.  The 
production of sounds by spiny lobster larva has not been reported in the literature.  The 
focus of our research is on the presence of the slip and stick mechanism on phyllosoma 
larva of three genera, Panulirus, Justitia, and Linuperus.  This study, which is based on 
specimens archived in the National Museum of Natural History, examines the presence of 
the sound producing apparatus on the phyllosoma larva for the first time.   
 
     Lavalli and Spanier [6] offer anecdotal evidence for sound production in slipper 
lobsters, but state that there is no morphological evidence for sound producing organs 
like that in spiny lobsters.  In our studies homologous structures to the slip-stick 
mechanism found in the spiny lobsters are found in archived Phyllosoma larva of four 
genera of slipper lobsters, Scyllarides, Arctides, Scyllarus and Evibacus. 
 
     The pelagic environment which these larval types inhabit does not lend itself to easy 
acoustic observation.  The existence of morphological structures homologous to the 
sound producing organs in adult lobsters indicates that an effort to identify sounds from 
Phyllosoma larva would be a potentially fruitful research topic. 
 
 
Key Words: Spiny Lobster larva, Slipper Lobster Larva, Bio-acoustics 
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Introduction 
 
     The ability to produce sounds in the spiny lobster clade was first recorded in the late 
nineteenth century [1].  More recent researchers held that sound production to have 
evolved once in the spiny lobster clade, George and Mann [2] divided the spiny lobsters 
into the sound producing Stridentes and the non-sound producing Silentes.  The sound 
producing mechanism found on spiny lobsters is a stick-slip mechanism consisting of a 
rectangular file located below each eye and a soft tissue extension, the plectrum, of the 
second antenna.  This organ produces a rasping sound [3 - 5].  Lavalli and Spanier [6] 
offer anecdotal evidence for sound production in slipper lobsters, but state that there is no 
morphological evidence for sound producing organs like that found in spiny lobsters.  
The detection of acoustic energy by arthropods is typically by means of sensilla which 
detect particle motions in the aquatic medium as opposed to detecting pressure 
fluctuations. 
 
     When the eggs of spiny lobsters and slipper lobsters hatch a larval form emerges 
which is called a “Phyllosoma Larva”.  This larva is paper thin and except for the eyes 
completely unpigmented.  The larval stage may last for several weeks up to two years as 
the organisms drift with the current in the surface waters.  The Phyllosoma 
metamorphoses into a second larval stage called the “Pueruli” larva in the case of spiny 
lobsters and “Nisto” larva in the case of slipper lobsters.  The Pueruli and Nisto larvae 
which are also unpigmented and have the morphological form of the adult continue to 
swim in the water column while seeking a suitable habitat to settle on.  The production of 
sounds by larva of spiny lobsters or slipper lobsters has not been reported in the literature.  
The potential to detect acoustic energy, however, has received limited attention.  Jeffs et 
al [7] have made observations on the pueruli larva of the genus Panulirus which indicate 
the capacity to detect “Reef sounds” in the MHz range as part of their homing mechanism 
for finding a suitable habitat for metamorphosing into juvenile lobsters.     
 
     The focus of our research is on the presence of the slip and stick mechanism on 
phyllosoma larva of seven genera, Panulirus, Justitia, Linuperus, Scyllarides, Arctides, 
Scyllarus and Evibacus.  This study, which is based on specimens archived in the 
National Museum of Natural History, examines the presence of the sound producing 
apparatus on the phyllosoma larva for the first time.   
 
Methods 
 
     Archived specimens of Stridentes species, Panulirus pencillatus Oliver (NMNH 
320093 and NMNH 140868); P. inflatus (Bouvier) (NMNH 140870; NMNH 210163; 
NMNH 210167 and NMNH 210167); P. interruptus (Randall) (NMNH 140889 and 
NMNH 210038), P. gracilis Streets (NMNH 140862), P. longipes (Milne – Edwards) 
(NMNH 210049), Justitia longimana (Milne – Edwards) (NMNH210006), Linuperus sp. 
(NMNH 137892), Scyllarides squammosus (Milne – Edwards) (NMNH 140880), S. astori 
Holthus (NMNH 140871),Arctides regsalis Holthus (NMNH140879), Scyllarus timidus 
Holthus (NMNH 140875) and Evibacus princeps Smith (NMNH 140867) from the 
collections of the National Museum of Natural History were used in this study.  The 
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phyllosoma larva were stained with Fast Green and imbedded in Canada balsam before 
mounting on glass slides.  The images used in this study were made using a ScopePhoto 
MI-DC1300 digital camera Home Science Tools (665 Carbon Street, Billings MT 59102 
USA).   Measurements of the file dimensions and spacing of the shingles were made from 
the images.  The size of the specimens was measured directly from the slides. 
 

 

  

Figure 1. 1a Phyllosoma larva of Panulirus sp. and example of Stridentes; 1b the file of 
Panulirus gracilis showing the irregular polygonal form of the shingles; 1c the anterior 
portion of the phyllosoma larva of Scyllarides astori; 1d the file of Scyllarides astori 
showing the irregular polygonal form of the shingles. 
 
Results 
 
     Seventeen archived specimens representing three genera and six species of Stridentes 
spiny lobsters and four genera and five species of slipper lobsters revealed the presence 
of a file – like structure on the dorsal surface of the larva just behind the base of the larval 
second antenna.  This position is analogous to the location sound producing organ in the 
adults of the same species in the Stridentes.  The structure of the file and shingles is 
essentially similar in the phyllosoma larva of both slipper lobsters and Stridentes (Figure 
1a – 1c).  The shingles are in the form of irregular polygons.  The slipper lobster 
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phyllosoma in our study were somewhat larger than the spiny lobster phyllosoma, 26 mm 
vs. 18.9 mm as was the file spacing.  The size of these file – like structures and shingle 
spacing is summarized in Tables 1 and 2.   
 
           Species   Length  File Width File Length    Shingle spacing 

1. Linuparus sp.  5 mm  0.176 mm 0.292 mm 0.016 mm 

2. Justitia longimana 30 mm  0.796 mm 1.159 mm 0.057 mm 

3. Panulirus pencillatus 31 mm  0.589 mm 1.233 mm 0.083 mm 

4. Panulirus inflatus 8.7 mm 0.247 mm 0.530 mm 0.035 µm 

5. P. inflatus (mid-stage) 15.9 mm 0.433 mm 0.655 mm 0.044 mm 

6. P. inflatus (IX) 22 mm  0.389 mm 0.664 mm 0.051 mm 

7. P. inflatus (X)  22.7 mm 0.619 mm 0.796 mm 0.053 mm  

8. P. interruptus (III) 3.85 mm 0.265 mm 0.442 mm 0.055 mm 

9. P. interruptus (XI) 27 mm  0.487 mm 1.239 mm 0.088 mm 

10. P. pencillatus  29.5 mm 0.575 mm 1.150 mm 0.071 mm 

11. P. gracilis  31 mm  0.487 mm 0.885 mm 0.059 mm 

12. P. longipes  34.4 mm 0.336 mm o.752 mm 0.069 mm 

Table I. Phyllosoma of Stridentes: Specimen length; file length; width and shingle 
spacing. 
  

Species  length    File Width File Length   Shingle Spacing 
1. Arctides regalis 31 mm     0.487 mm 1.000 mm 0.056 mm 

2. Scyllarus tinidus 25.4 mm   1.062 mm 1.593 mm 0.076 mm 

3. Scyllarides astori 15.3 mm    0.531 mm 0.752 mm 0.062 mm 

4. S. squammosus  33 mm     0.972 mm  1.416 mm 0.059 mm 

5. Evibacus princeps 25.7 mm   1.000 mm 1.416 mm 0.067 mm 

Table II Phyllosoma of slipper lobsters: Specimen size; file length; width and shingle 
spacing. 
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Discussion 

       To date all studies of sound production in the Malacostraca are from adults. Senter 
[8] in a survey of sound producing mechanisms in the fossil record of the Malacostraca 
has indicated that this capability has probably evolved multiple times in the larger group.  
The occurrence of stridulating organs in the slipper lobster clade may well be an example 
of convergent evolution.  As such the occurrence of the stridulating organs in both clades 
is not an indication of a common evolutionary origin of this morphological feature.  
Observations of sounds produced by Panulirus Homarus and Palinustur Waguersis in the 
range of 3 kHz to 100 kHz with the primary frequency being in the lower range and 
significant peaks at higher harmonics in the 50 to 80 kHz range have been reported [9].  
Similar findings were reported of Panulirus argus [10].   
 
     There are no studies reporting production or sensing of sound by the phyllosoma 
larvae of lobsters.  The ability to sense sounds in the megahertz range by in pueruli, but 
not in the phyllosoma larval stages is based on the presence and absence of sensory 
sensilla on the two respective larval stages [7].  Acoustic detection and communication 
by marine decapods such as lobsters does not involve a response to pressure fluctuations, 
but rather by the detection of particle motion by sensilla on the surface of the animal, and 
or by mechanical stimulation of the statocyst [11].  Among the arthropods insects have 
been reported to employ acoustics as a mode of communication in larva [12].   
 
     The pelagic environment which these larval types inhabit does not lend itself to easy 
acoustic observation.  However, the existence of morphological structures homologous to 
the sound producing organs in adult lobsters indicates that an effort to identify sounds 
from Phyllosoma larva would be a potentially fruitful research topic.  The more obvious 
difficulties include determining the frequencies to be monitored.  This will depend upon 
the acoustic properties of the sound producing file which due to its small size will be 
difficult to measure.  The small size of the file implies a higher frequency than that found 
in the adults might be expected.  The presence or absence of sensilla should be confirmed 
by electron microscopy as well as the presence or absence of a statocyst. 
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Abstract: Localization of reflectors by means of echography imaging in applications such as 
bathymetry is significantly improved by using interferometry. With multi-beam echo-
sounders, the receiving antenna is usually divided into two sub-arrays with which are formed 
pairs of parallel beams to produce the interferometric signals. This Sub-Array 
Interferometric Technique (SAIT) enables to extract finer Directions Of Arrival (DOA) of the 
echoes within each beam. A new method for building the interferometric signals is presented. 
It is based on what can be termed the Generalized Interferometric Array Response (GIAR). 
This estimator provides a way to elaborate phased images of coherence, each complex pixel 
being made of the contribution of all the paired elements of the array. The Point Spread 
Function associated to this estimator is analyzed. It is shown that the GIAR phase to 
geometric angle relation solves the ambiguity problem inherent to large baselines. The GIAR 
estimator is also normalized, enabling the detection of coherent returns, which is a powerful 
asset for robust and efficient bottom detection. The standard deviation in the DOA that can 
be expected with the SAIT and the GIAR are compared in two generic cases, i.e., in the 
presence of additive noise (single point reflector), and when looking at a set of random 
scatterers (speckle image). 

Keywords: sonar, acoustic array, sub-arrays, interferometry, bathymetry, array processing, 
multibeam echosounder, split beams, direction of arrival, beamforming 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The large amount of soundings collected with modern systems during bathymetry surveys, 
and the cost of these surveys, impose the implementation of robust and efficient solutions. In 
particular, the computational load must remain enough limited to enable the in-line 
production of soundings from the recorded acoustic signals. 

A widespread type of acoustic systems used to determine the relief of the seafloor is the 
Multi-Beam Echo-Sounder (MBES): a wave is produced at transmit with an across track fan 
geometry; the receiving antenna is made of an array whose large dimension is in the across-
track plane, hence providing a high selectivity in elevation. The received signals are 
processed to form a large number of beams that cover the whole transmitted sector. One 
method to achieve sounding detection is tracking the surge of amplitude in the beamformed 
signals. This method is best suited to process specular echoes. With larger incidence angles, 
the elongation of the beam footprint on the floor reduces the accuracy of the estimated slant 
range. A Sub-Array Interferometric Technique (SAIT) is now widely preferred to process the 
slanted beams [1]. The receiving array is divided into two sub-arrays, with which pairs of 
beams pointing to the same direction are formed. The complex conjugate product of these 
beams forms the interferometric signal. Its phase enables tracking the footprint of the 
transmitted signal that sweeps the beam aperture. Given the total length of the receiving 
array, the division into two sub-arrays must achieve a balance of two competing parameters 
with respect to the management of the 2 phase ambiguity: the length of the sub-arrays, and 
the distance between their centers (baseline). The former controls the capability to select the 
portion of the signal associated to the bottom returns close to the beam axis. The sensitivity 
of the interferometric phase with the Direction Of Arrival (DOA) of the echoes is dictated by 
the latter. 

The SAIT faces two major difficulties: 1) the detection of the phase ramps; 2) deceptive 
results caused by the presence of strong reflectors in the side-lobes. A solution to both 
problems is afforded with the estimator presented here: it gives a robust and efficient means 
for bottom detection, and there is no phase ambiguity. Because taking advantage of all the 
combinations of the array elements, this estimator is termed the generalized interferometric 
array response (GIAR). 

Basic notions about imaging with a linear array are recalled in Section 2. The SAIT is 
described in Section 3. The GIAR is presented, and compared with the SAIT, in Section 4. Of 
particular interest are the influence of additive noise, and the performances with multiple, 
randomly distributed scatterers. 

2. IMAGERY AND SAMPLE COVARIANCE MATRIX 

Space and time are referenced to the wavelength and period at the central frequency of the 
reference signal, which is assumed to be an  amplitude modulated wave. The receiving linear 
array is made of n (>> 1) elements, with a constant step d whose order of magnitude is (half-) 
unit (l = nd >> 1). The records are pre-processed so that analytical base-banded, match-
filtered signals are assumed to be available. For convenience of the notation, possible time 
integration is omitted. 

In classical delay-and-sum imaging, focusing is achieved by synchronizing the samples 
received by each sensor from the focus point of interest. One denotes x = [xi]T the column 
vector made of the analytical samples (i = 1,...,n) corresponding to such a focus point. When 
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omitting a possible weighting of each elementary contribution, a pixel is built by computing 
the mean value x0 = n‒1[11…1n] x, so that the intensity P2of the pixel identifies with the mean 
of all the terms of the sample covariance matrix Rxx = xxH. The mean intensity E2 received by 
the elements is obtained with the normalized trace. The semblance coefficient B2, also termed 
the coherence factor, gives a measurement of the beamforming process through a magnitude-
independent estimate of the similarity between the signals received by the elements: 

2 *
0 0P x x    and  2 1 HE n x x   2P       2 2 2B P E   with  20 1B  . (1)

B2 is biased because it contains the contribution of the auto-products xixi*. An alternative 
technique [2, 3] consists of removing the trace of Rxx from P2, hence defining Qr with: 
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The Point Spread Functions (PSF) associated to the quantities (1)(2) are assessed by 
considering a harmonic point source located in the farfield, in a direction that departs of an 
angle  from the beam axis . It amounts using the normalized elementary signals xk(PSF) 
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With the non-restrictive conditions l = lcos >> 1 and || << n, the implicit relation derived 
from (3) between the dimensionless direction  and the geometric angle  can be simplified 
into   l. The semblance  PSF

rC  is very close to the classical directivity 2
0D  in the central 

part of the main lobe. The directivity function is also classically approximated 2 2
0 sincD  . 

3. SUB-ARRAY INTERFEROMETRIC TECHNIQUE (SAIT) 

The usual SAIT consists of forming beams with two sub-arrays of equal length, each with 
n‒p elements, so that the baseline relative to the total array length is  = p/n. The outputs sa 
and sb of the sub-arrays, and the interferometric signal Y read thus  
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Y is the sum of a square subset of Rxx (green + orange areas in Fig. 1). The method never 
takes advantage of all the available pairs of elements (blue areas not taken into account). 
When  < 1/2, Y includes the contribution of a central square subset (orange) which is real, 
hence without any phase information. Furthermore, the noise carried by the part of the main 
diagonal belonging to this subset biases the phase of the estimator (when   0). Another 
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concern for deriving the DOA from arg Y is the ambiguity modulo 2. Different sources 
coming from directions approximately shifted by  = ‒1 give the same interferometric 
angle (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the larger the sensitivity of the phase arg Y(), the least 
selective the sub-arrays. There is a priori no information about the reflectivity of the 
scatterers from which originated the received echoes. Other more or less reliable clues e.g., 
based on inter-beam and inter-pings continuities, must be used to assess the likeliness of 
these echoes to come from the central part of the main lobe (phase ramp detection). 
 

 
Fig. 1: Elements of Rxx that are addressed with the SAIT (green + orange areas). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Point Spread Function with the SAIT.  Dimensionless abscissa   l. 

4. GENERALIZED INTERFEROMETRIC ARRAY RESPONSE (GIAR) 

The interferometric signal Q is built by summing the n(n‒1)/2 elements of the whole upper 
right triangle of the matrix Rxx, excluding the main diagonal: 
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One recognizes indeed that the real parts of Q and of the complex semblance C are the 
estimators Qr and Cr already encountered (2). The PSF is displayed Fig. 3. The main lobe is 
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very close to the directivity associated to an antenna whose length is 1/√3 times the length of 
the whole array. The sensitivity of the GIAR phase in this central zone is the same as using 
the SAIT with  = 1/3. However, there is a striking difference in the complete response: 
although not strictly monotonous, the GIAR phase does not fold as the SAIT phase does. A 
GIAR-based process would thus select data within a limited phase range, e.g., |arg C| < 1.3. A 
strong perturbing source located out of the main lobe will be readily detected because the 
phase is moved out of the conversion range. 
 

 
Fig. 3: GIAR Point Spread Function (abscissa   l). 

                   Top right: dashed line is central lobe approximation 
 

The influence of additive noise (small level) is studied by adding terms bk in (3), with 
2noise = <bkbk*> << 1. First, the noise does not bias the interferometric phase arg C, even 
when the source is not on-axis (  0). The deviations  in the dimensionless DOA  derived 
from SAIT and GIAR are compared in Fig. 4. GIAR outperforms always SAIT. The intuitive 
reason is that GIAR takes into account all the pairs of elements (counted only once). 
 

 
Fig. 4: Standard deviation in geometric angle caused by additive noise, 

re. on-axis SAIT deviation    1 3 0
   . 

 
Another important, practical issue is the response to a set of random scatterers. The very 

nature of such a scene produces a speckle response. The standard deviation of the DOA is 
evaluated by using a numerical simulation (Fig. 5). The footprint of the transmitted signal is 
centered on the beam axis. The only parameter is the dimensionless angular extent (s) of the 
signal footprint. Interferometry is expected to be meaningful when the signal footprint has a 
smaller extent than the beam footprint ((s) < 2). The GIAR process exhibits always a definite 
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advantage over the SAIT. This advantage increases steadily with the size of the signal 
footprint, which shows that the GIAR process should be efficient from a smaller incidence 
angle limit than with the SAIT. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Left: Standard deviation in geometric angle caused by the signal angular extent. 

(Empty marks: deviations obtained with SAIT after discarding same samples as with GIAR) 
Right: amount of non convertible samples with GIAR (of 40 000 draws). 

5. CONCLUSION 

The GIAR gives a way to build – from signals recorded with an array – phased images of 
coherence. The normalization is a powerful asset for robust and efficient target detection. It 
relieves from the burden and hazards of relying upon continuity between adjacent beams and 
pings to keep track of echoes coming from the main lobe of the beams. The phase of the PSF 
is quasi monotonous, which provides a fundamental advantage in the bathymetry application. 
Combined with the normalization, this estimator allows investigating complex scenes 
(wrecks, poles, proud targets). With a classical bottom interface, the interferometric signal 
received from a slanted beam is typically divided into three parts: 1) the signal hits the floor 
while the signal footprint sweeps the beam footprint; 2) before and 3) after this contact, 
contributions of echoes from the bottom in directions of the side-lobes are received. In the 
first part, the numerical simulation exhibits the significant advantage of the GIAR over the 
SAIT in the accuracy of the DOA. In the second part, the contributions received from the 
specular echoes can be especially deceiving with the SAIT whereas these echoes are 
straightforwardly detected and discarded with GIAR. Finally, the presence of additive, 
uncorrelated noise in the elementary signals does not bias the phase of the GIAR, and the 
influence on the standard deviation of the DOA is reduced compared to the SAIT. 
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Abstract: The Sub-Array Interferometric Technique (SAIT), which is classically used to 
derive soundings with multibeam echo-sounders, is generally implemented by tracking the 
zero-crossing of a phase ramp in a selected portion of each beamformed interferometric 
signal. A new estimator, named the Generalized Interferometric Array Response (GIAR), 
overcomes the two major difficulties associated with SAIT, i.e., phase ambiguity and selection 
of the relevant parts of the signals. An original processing scheme to map scatterers with 
GIAR is described. The normalized estimator relieves from the burden and hazards of relying 
upon continuity between adjacent beams and pings to keep track of echoes coming from the 
main lobe of the beam patterns. Phase ramps are no longer searched. Multiple reflectors 
within a beam, including targets in the water column, are easily detected, a quality factor 
being associated to the positions. It is also shown that GIAR can be used, with records of 
opportunity, for calibration of the array's elements, both in amplitude and phase. 

Keywords: sonar, acoustic array, sub-arrays, interferometry, bathymetry, array processing, 
multibeam echosounder, split beams, direction of arrival, beamforming 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The relief of the seafloor is usually derived from soundings whose acquisition rate and 
accuracy have dramatically improved since the advent of the Multi-Beam Echo-Sounders 
(MBES), a few decades ago. Basically, these devices are 2D sectorial imaging systems: the 
amplitude-based detection of soundings amounts to delineate the bottom profile in these 
sector images. However, interferometry is best suited to process most parts of the swath, but 
for the specular echoes. The classical implementation is the Sub-Array Interferometric 
Technique (SAIT). It entails comparing pair of images made with records from elements 
forming two sub-arrays in the receiving antenna. The baseline of the interferometer is up to 
tens of wavelengths. The interest of this setup is that the phase sensitivity can be very large, 
while taking advantage of the selectivity in elevation provided by the sub-arrays length. 
Looking at the interferometric signal along a beam, the phase forms a ramp in the vicinity of 
the crossing between the beam axis and the bottom. A single sounding in the beam axis is 
usually extracted from this ramp, by evaluating the range where the phase is null (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1: Soundings with a MBES. Left: amplitude based algorithm. Right: interferometry. 

 
A challenge with the SAIT is the detection of the phase ramps, if such features even exist 
(e.g., with complex scenes). The presence of strong reflectors in the side-lobes may also 
induce false detections (2 phase ambiguity). A new estimator, termed the Generalized 
Interferometric Array Response (GIAR) is proposed [1] to overcome these difficulties. More 
accurate detections than SAIT are also expected, but this issue is not addressed here. 
Considering the synchronized samples {xi=1,…n} received by the n elements of the array being 
focused at a given point of interest, the interferometric signals Y (SAIT) and C (GIAR) are: 
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(with the SAIT, the baseline is the fraction L of the whole antenna length L, with  = p/n). 
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The interest of using the GIAR instead of the SAIT proceeds mostly from the phase response 
of the estimator Q which is devoid of ambiguity in the central domain (Fig. 2-right), and from 
the normalization with the trace E2 of the sample covariance matrix. These characteristics of 
the GIAR enable to elaborate new methods to derive soundings from the interferometric 
signals. Section 2 presents an example of implementation with MBES data. The use of the 
GIAR for array calibration with records of opportunity is suggested in Section 3. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Geometric dimensionless angles () versus interferometric phases 

( =  L cos; : angle departing from beam axis ). 
Left: SAIT (with =1/2).  Right: GIAR (green: single-valued domain). 

2. BATHYMETRY WITH GIAR 

A GIAR based algorithm is tested with data collected at sea over a flat area at depth 
around 2300 m. Maps are displayed Fig. 3. Let us consider the evolution with range of any 
slanted beam. SAIT based algorithms require to determine the range domain that exhibits the 
proper phase ramp (Fig. 3-top); the risk of ambiguity increases with decreasing slant angles. 
As with SAIT, the GIAR phase (Fig. 2-middle) is random at ranges smaller than the first 
bottom return: there is no consistent target in the water column, which is confirmed by the 
quasi null coherence factors |C| (Fig. 2-bottom). Past the first bottom echo, the GIAR phase 
exhibits a striking difference with SAIT. The sign of the phase is locked, with its magnitude 
close to /2, except in the close vicinity of the bottom profile. Before hitting the bottom in the 
slanted direction, the received signals come from scatterers located out of the main lobe of 
the formed beams, hence locking the phase on one side. Past the bottom crossing, the 
scatterers switch on the other side of the beam axis, which toggles also the sign of the phase. 

Selection of samples 
The combination of the phases and magnitudes mapped in Fig. 2-middle-bottom suggests 

a simple method for selecting samples that are eventually processed to derive the soundings. 
Samples to be considered must have: 1) a phase in the domain of conversion; 2) a large 
magnitude, signature of coherent returns. From all the mapped C values, a selection is made 
in the complex plane (Fig. 4) with a template defined by: 1) angular limits (tighter than the 
limits of conversion) dictated by the beam sampling in order to avoid redundancy; 2) a 
magnitude threshold, e.g., based on the amplitude of the Point Spread Function whose phase 
is equal to the observed phase: 

  minargselect PSFR C C C R   ,  with  min0 1R     (e.g., min 0.8R  ). (2)
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Fig. 3. (axis units: meter) Top: phase with SAIT (=1/2). 

Middle and bottom: phase and amplitude of GIAR semblance. 
 

 
Fig.4: C in the complex plane. Solid green: Point Spread Function of GIAR 

Dashed green: limits (|=arg C| = 1.35) of single valued relation with geometric angle. 
Left: all C samples in layer 1900–2600 m. Right: selection of samples (blue dots) 

with R > 0.8 and || < 0.25 (beam distribution =0.5) 

Using the lookup table () (Fig. 2-right), the selected samples are then relocated at 
constant range r by converting the dimensionless directions of arrival  into geometric 
deviations from the beam axis.  
Fusion of selected samples 

Depending on the time and angular samplings, close selected samples must be finally 
merged into soundings (Fig. 5). A barycenter-based algorithm is convenient. Range and 
directions must be rescaled with the physical resolutions before computing distances in this 
process. The samples can be weighted, because the coherence of the returns – whose ordering 
can be considered as scaling confidence levels – is available. For example, the weights {wk} 
can be set to an approximate signal to noise ratio k‒2 derived from {Rk}: 
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1
k

k k
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The fusion is implemented with a simple, efficient and fast iterative technique: the 
elementary step consists of replacing the pair of closest samples by its barycenter, assigning 
the sum of the weights to the new sample. The process ends when the distance between the 
closest samples is larger than a pre-defined threshold, typically no more than a few units. 

 
Fig. 5: Selected samples (small blue dots: on beam axis; color disks: migrated samples) 

and “soundings” (black disks) 

3. ARRAY CALIBRATION 

Semblance is known to be sensitive to amplitude and phase diversity [2]. This property is 
for example already used for improving image quality [3]. Hence, it is worth investigating the 
use of the GIAR for the relative calibration of the staves. The principle is to analyze coherent 
returns while applying a set of complex factors to the stave signals. 

 

Fig. 6: GIAR based calibration (3 independent pings). Top: amplitude. Bottom: phase  
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Considering a single ping, a set of samples is selected as described previously. An 
optimization tool is run. The parameters to be adjusted are the complex factors (with a few 
constraints), initialized to unit. The cost function is defined as the average distance of the 
frozen selection of R-samples with the unit circle. The solutions found by running 
independently this process with three different pings is displayed Fig. 6. The result is 
suspected to be meaningful as the three corresponding sets of solutions are very similar. Note 
that statistics performed on the energy received by the staves are quite different. Only 
amplitudes can be derived. The statistics can be also misleading with a defective stave. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The GIAR estimator is normalized. It relieves from the burden and hazards of relying 
upon continuity between adjacent beams and pings to keep track of echoes coming from the 
main lobe of the beam patterns; the levels of the echoes is not directly taken into account. The 
weighting factors can be also used in the elaboration of the quality factor associated to the 
soundings. 

On the other hand, there is indeed an increased interest in enhancing the MBES 
capabilities to picture with accuracy miscellaneous artifacts that may spring up the floor, e.g., 
chains and wreck superstructures, beams and poles, or moored mines. The generic problem 
comes to detect possibly weak reflectors in the water column. Attempts to develop improved 
processing of the classical sub-array interferometric signals gave already positive results [4], 
but at the expense of time-consuming algorithms. Preliminary tests (not presented here) 
showed the relevance of the GIAR estimator to deal with such scenes. 

About relative stave calibration, the results already obtained with GIAR are very 
promising: the method uses distributed targets of opportunity, i.e., the seafloor itself, with 
data gathered on the fly; it gives both amplitudes and phases. 
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Abstract- The underwater data acquisition and transmission system is an important 
component of Advanced Deployable System (ADS). In this paper, we discuss 
specifications and design philosophy of the data acquisition and transmission 
system, and evaluate the effectiveness of the system for ADS. The data acquisition 
and transmission system includes the sixteen channels Analog/Digital (A/D) node, 
the relay node, and the optical node and so on. To achieve the performance, 24-bits 
acquisition and delta-sigma ADC structure are adapted and ECL serial bus offers 
higher-speed data transmission and farther distance. The most important 
specifications in ADS design are the power delivered to the instruments and the 
dimension of the underwater instruments. In order to meet the application 
requirements of ADS for long time working, this paper employs the low-power 
measures, including the choice of low-power CMOS chip and power management 
technique. Power requirement of the sixteen channels A/D node is less than 4W. 
The special circuit board design is employed for more small space. The diameter of 
all underwater nodes is less than 20mm. 

We applied the system to the comprehensive acoustic submersible buoy and the 
towed array system, and the experimental data demonstrated that the system was 
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reliable and effective and it met the overall design requirements. The system has 
good scalability and meets the future needs of the ADS. 

Key words: Advanced Deployable System; data acquisition and transmission 
system; low-power 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Advanced Deployable System (ADS) is a rapidly deployable, bottom mounted, 
acoustic undersea surveillance system. The primary purpose of the ADS acoustic 
array is to monitor and track submarines, see Figure 1. Acoustic data is captured and 
then transferred to the surface transmission buoy via a fibre optic mooring cable. 

 
Fig.1 Concept of Operation Depiction 

Considering the ADS deployment and run time, on the premise of meet the design 
requirements, we always hope to have lower power consumption and smaller size of 
the underwater node. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss specifications and 
design philosophy of the data acquisition and transmission system, and evaluate the 
effectiveness of the system for ADS. In section III, the design and implement of 
underwater electronics nodes are provided. Design optimization is presented in 
section IV. The results of laboratory test for the underwater nodes are given in section 
V. 

II．SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

Ambient noise may be said to be the noise of the sea itself [1]. Figure 2 show that 
frequency range of target radiated noise and ambient noise in the ocean is mostly 
10-20k Hz. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, sampling rate of the 
underwater A/D node is set to 50k Hz. 

ADS 
Surface 

Acoustic 
Arrays 
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Fig.2 Average deep-water ambient-noise spectra 
The voltage sensitivity of hydrophone is assumed -189dB. Figure 2 show that the 

minimum ambient noise spectrum level is 50dB. After 100 times of the pre-amplifier, 
the minimum input voltage of ADC is 11.2uV. The maximum input voltage of ADC 
is 5V. We can get that the effective bits of ADC are 19 bits. To achieve the better 
performance, 24-bits acquisition and delta-sigma ADC structure is adapted. 

In general, the network topology is a crucial factor in determining the energy 
consumption, the capacity and the reliability of a network. There is a lot of network 
topology, shown in Fig.3, in which communication nodes can be used to interface 
hydrophones data to network [2]. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Fig.3 the topology of the sensor network 
(a) shareable network topology     (b) star Network topology 

(c) open single ring array network topology   (d) closed single ring array network topology 

The topology of data acquisition and transmission system is limited by the space 
of the cable because the underwater cable needs smaller parts, particular 
compression-resistance and good waterproof ability. By means of analyzing the 
topology of current data acquisition and transmission system and the instance of it, we 
conclude that some characteristics of data acquisition and transmission system are as 
follows: 
 The topology of underwater sensor network is based on the point-to-point 

style.  
 The direction of transferring data is unmovable. 
 The size of the data packet is fixed and can be designed by myself. 
 The speed of the data is approximately stabile.  
The data acquisition and transmission system is practically controllable. It doesn’t 

generate burst-out data. The direction of transferring data and the size of data packet 
are foreknowable. Comparing the ring topology with the shareable topology and the 
star topology, we find that the ring topology suits the data acquisition and 
transmission system in ADS. The single ring topology, shown in Fig.3(c and d), meets 
the demand of the daisy-chained in series. The sensor data of the current A/D node are 
added to the transmission network, while the data from previous nodes are forwarded. 

III.DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT 

The underwater data acquisition and transmission system includes the sixteen 
channels Analog/Digital (A/D) node, the relay node, and the optical node and so on. 

(1). Analog/Digital (A/D) node and the relay node 
Analog/Digital (A/D) node and the relay node are shown in Fig.4. Analog/Digital 

(A/D) node includes PGA circuit, A/D converter circuit, Transmit /Receive circuit, 
clock circuit and so on. PGA circuit is used to filter and dynamic PGA control. A/D 
converter circuit is used to convert analog signals to digital signals of the 16 channels. 
Receive circuit is used to get the data of the previous transmission node. Transmit 
circuit is used to send the data. Clock circuit supplies the work clock for other circuit.  
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Fig.4 Analog/Digital (A/D) node and the relay node 

(2). the optical node 
The main function of the optical node is the optical-electric conversion. The 

electric signal from the A/D node or the relay node is converted to the optical signal, 
and then is send to the buoy. 

 
Fig.5 the Optical Node 

(3). the monitoring and testing GUI 
Fig.5 presents the GUI for monitoring and testing the underwater nodes. The GUI 

can observe the waveform of acquisition signal in time domain and frequency 
domain, and the temperature of the underwater nodes. 

 
 

Fig.5 the monitoring and testing GUI  
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IV.DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 

In the ADS design, because the energy source of most of the buoy is limited, the 
design of low power consumption is important. You must consider every detail in 
order to reduce the power consumption of the system, so as to prolong the working 
time of ADS. First, we use the low power consumption device as far as possible to 
reduce the power consumption of the system. Second, the system uses dynamic power 
management to eliminate the waste of power consumption. 

The use of more integrated chip and the special circuit board design are employed 
to reduce space. 

V.LABORATORY EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The results of laboratory experiment show that power requirement of the sixteen 
channels A/D node is less than 4W. The diameter of all underwater nodes is less than 
20mm. 
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Abstract: Multi-beam sonars are normally used for bottom bathymetry and backscatter 
intensity measurements, which provide a base for remotely characterizing and 
classification of the seabed. If not only sonar echo intensity (squared magnitude of 
acoustic pressure) but also the cross-correlation between successive echoes is measured, 
then temporal changes in sound speed in the near-bottom environment can be determined. 
This, in turn, allows estimation of the change of environmental parameters, e.g. 
temperature variations, as there is a simple linear relationship between sound speed and 
temperature changes. Stochastic modeling shows that the dependence of the echo 
decorrelation on the lag time has a relationship with the statistics of temperature 
variations above the seabed that determine their spatial and temporal scales, power 
spectra, and structure functions. This approach has been applied to quantify the bottom 
diffuse hydrothermal flow activity at the Main Endeavour Field on the Juan de Fuca Ridge 
using the Cabled Observatory Vent Imaging Sonar (COVIS) connected to the Ocean 
Network Canada’s NEPTUNE observatory. The new technique and results are discussed. 

Keywords: Imaging sonar, cross-correlation between echoes, near-bottom environment, 
sound speed and temperature, spatial and temporal variations, structure function 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Cabled Observatory Vent Imaging Sonar (COVIS), developed and based upon the 
Reson 7125 multi-beam sonar, was deployed at the Main Endeavour Field node of the 
NEPTUNE cabled seafloor observatory on the Juan de Fuca Ridge in September 2010.  
COVIS has been used to acquire 200 and 400 kHz echo-data time series exceeding 3 years 
in length. These data elucidate aspects of 3D plume structure, vertical flow and heat flux, 
and 2D distribution of diffuse flow: (1) 3D scattering strength images of black smoker 
plumes form the basis of an  analysis of the effect of tidal forcing on entrainment [1]; (2) 
3D Doppler velocity measurements  have enabled the estimation of time series of black 
smoker volume flux and heat output [2-4]; and (3) 2D images show the spatial distribution 
of diffuse flow [5,6].  

The diffuse-flow imagery results from analysis of correlation between sonar echoes 
with transmissions separated by 0.2 s, identifying diffuse flow regions as those with 
decorrelation exceeding a specified threshold. However, this identification is ambiguous 
(or only qualitative): it depends on the chosen level of decorrelation, and a connection 
between decorrelation and activity has not been made. 

In this paper, a new correlation approach to processing the diffuse-flow data is 
suggested, which (1) allows obtaining quantitative information on temperature 
fluctuations, and (2) provides a quantitative physics-based algorithm for contouring and 
determining the surface area of the diffuse flow regions. This new approach is based on an 
explicit relationship between the level of decorrelation and the level of temperature 
fluctuations. The approach and a new methodology for remote measurement of diffuse-
flow temperature variations will be capable to evaluate seafloor areas ~ 2500 m2 and a 
wide range of time scales (0.2 s up to several years). 

2. USING COVIS TO MEASURE AREA OF DIFFUSE DISCHARGE  

Early attempts to predict the applicability of sonar in the study of hydrothermal systems 
considered the likely signals from both black smoker plumes [7] and diffuse discharge [8]. 
COVIS has evolved from an initial theoretical study to determine if black smoker plumes 
could be imaged acoustically [7], to experiments that imaged the plumes using various 
sonars mounted on Human Occupied Vehicles [9,10], and development of methods to 
image and measure both focused and diffuse hydrothermal discharges [10-12].  

COVIS is a multi-beam sonar system designed for 3-D imaging and quantitative 
monitoring seafloor hydrothermal discharge [13]. COVIS is positioned and oriented to 
scan in azimuth and elevation a volume encompassing the Grotto vent cluster and 
associated buoyant plumes from a range of about 30 m. The raw acoustic data are 
transmitted via the cable to a shore station and then to the University of Victoria where 
raw data and sonar metadata are archived as compressed files by the ONC Data 
Management and Archival System (DMAS) [14]. DMAS provides processing programs 
and processed data to the community.  

COVIS is presently programmed to make measurements in three different modes: 
Imaging, Doppler, and Diffuse.  The Imaging and Doppler modes measure plume shape, 
volume flux and heat flux in the buoyant plume [2-4,11,15,16]. The Diffuse mode 
measures the area of diffuse discharge [5,6,10]. Since its deployment in 2010, COVIS has 
acquired a more than 3 year-long near-continuous dataset. The rest of the paper focuses on 
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the data recorded in the Diffuse mode. In this mode, COVIS exploits the expected 
constancy of backscatter from a solid object (e.g. seafloor) to detect the decorrelation 
between two ping returns caused by the travel time variations due to the variable water 
temperature [5, 10]. COVIS uses a wide-vertical-angle transmitter (200kHz) and narrow 
horizontal-angle multi-beam receiver to map the areal extent of decorrelation, which is 
quantified as the decorrelation coefficient  1 , where  is the correlation coefficient 
between the two ping returns. Subsequently,   is attributed to the surface of the sulphide 
structure and its surrounding seafloor that provide the solid substrate backscatter. The 
resulting areal distribution of   is then filtered to remove decorrelation in areas outside 
COVIS’s field of view. In general, areas with relatively large   are interpreted to bear 
diffuse flow discharge. 

3. NEW METHOD FOR MEASURING DIFFUSE-FLOW TEMPERATURE 
FLUCTUATIONS  

Our recent work [17] has shown how to provide more quantitative information on 
diffuse flows, and has provided proof-of-concept results. In particular, it has been shown 
that the cross-correlation between successive pings is determined by changes in sound 
speed at the seafloor. This, in turn, allows estimation of temperature change between 
pings, as there is a simple linear relationship between sound-speed change and 
temperature change. Decorrelation occurs because arrival times are altered by sound speed 
change, and measurement of the dependence of decorrelation on the lag time between 
acoustic backscatter allows remote quantification of variations of temperature above the 
seafloor, determining spatial and temporal scales, power spectra, and structure functions.  

(a)         (b) 
Fig.1: Maps of COVIS backscatter intensity (a) and decorrelation coefficient   (b) 

obtained by processing a Diffuse-mode dataset of Nov 13th, 2014. Also shown bathymetry 
contours around Grotto in 1 m intervals [18] and locations at which the new temperature-
inversion technique has been applied. Fig.1b also shows where temperature fluctuations 

are fast, causing maximal decorrelation at a fixed time lag (0.8 s), and how this          
speed of fluctuations is related to bathymetry. 
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The new technique has been applied to eight locations within the field of view of 
COVIS near the Grotto vent complex (Fig.1). Results for two locations are shown in Fig.2 
and compared with existing data from thermistor connected to the Remote Automated 
Sampler (RAS) taken at the Grotto complex, but not at the same point as the COVIS data. 
The RAS structure function shows a slower variation than the COVIS structure function, 
with behaviour corresponding to an exponential impulse response with time constant of 
about 1 hour. This slow response is likely due to shielding of the RAS thermistor from 
ambient currents by a small enclosure. The COVIS data show rapid time variation, 
indicating that the temperature field is affected by the turbulence of the diffuse flow.  

 

Fig.2: COVIS structure function for scaled temperature change, compared with that 
from the RAS thermistor having slow response time due to shielding by a small enclosure. 

The particular method employed in obtaining Fig.2 is as follows. The structure function 
for temperature is defined as 

 2)]()([)( tTttTtS              (1) 

Given two (complex) echo time series from the same sonar pointing direction, the sample 
correlation coefficient between two pings, as  and bs  radiated at times at  and bt , is 
defined as  

banb
n

naba EEtststt /)()()( *       (2) 

where dtffntt ddn /1,/0  , the sum is over time samples corresponding to a chosen 
window, whose position time, 0t , determines range, and whose width is typically 1 ms, set 
by a trade-off between range resolution and the desire to reduce statistical fluctuations. 
The sampling frequency df is 34 kHz. The signal energies aE  and bE are sums over the 
same window of the squared signal magnitudes. A stochastic acoustic model is used to 
obtain the following relation between ping-to-ping correlation and sound-speed change, 

)(
)sin()(


 t         (3) 

where   is the acoustic angular frequency,   is the sonar pulse length, and   is 
proportional to the change in sound speed between the two measurement times.  The 
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proportionality constant is dependent upon measurement geometry, and, for the method 
described here, the following approximate expression holds 





h

dz
c
c

h 02
1          (4)  

where /c c is the fractional sound speed change and h  is the sonar altitude, available 
from special bathymetry runs of COVIS. The method yields a connection between  , 
spatially-integrated boundary-layer temperature change (during the time between the two 
pings that are compared), and the effective boundary layer thickness, b , as follows 
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Thus, the method measures the seafloor temperature change scaled by the factor /b h . 
At present, this scale factor is not known, as the boundary layer thickness is unknown. A 
similar scaling occurs in the method detailed in [19]. There is a simple linear relationship 
between sound-speed change and temperature change, and this relationship was used to 
obtain the data points in Fig.2.  

Because the method determines temperature change rather than temperature itself, the 
structure function is a natural way to express the statistics of the measurement. Noting that 
the relation between the structure function and the covariance ( )B t  is 

( ) 2[ (0) ( )]S t B B t    , it can be seen that the temperature variance (0)B  is available as the 
asymptotic value of the structure function, and the covariance is also available. Finally, the 
power spectrum of temperature fluctuations, )( , is the Fourier transform of the 
covariance. Alternatively, if the temperature variance is not available, the power spectrum 
can be obtained from a sine transform of the first derivative of the structure function  
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                                             (6)  
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Abstract: Modern sonars provide high-resolution acoustic imaging for a range of applications,
including pipeline inspection, harbor surveys and seabed mapping. Central in the signal
processing of the sonar data is the beamforming, where conventional (fixed) aperture tapering
(or weighting) typically is used to set the equipment’s resolution and robustness to appropriate
values. This means that there are predefined weights, not necessary optimally chosen, that
express a compromise between resolution and sensitivity to noise and interference.

In this work, we show how we can increase the resolution of bottom detections, without
reducing the robustness, by applying Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming. LCA can
be viewed as a low computational cost version of the minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beamformer. It is easy to implement and improves the imaging process by adaptively
choosing an appropriate weight for any point in time and space.

We apply LCA beamforming on measured and simulated data. The simulated data are
generated by the freely available ultrasound simulator “Field II”. The measured data was
collected by a commercial echosounder.

LCA beamforming gives significant reduction of the mainlobe width and sidelobe level over
conventional beamforming. LCA also gives clear improvements for amplitude detections, and
phase detections on measured data. The phase detections on simulated data are partially worse.
We expect to get the same improvement for both datasets after minor modifications of the LCA
algorithm.

Keywords: adaptive beamforming, underwater mapping, bathymetry, sonar
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-resolution acoustic methods bring advantages for many applications. One way to get
increased resolution from existing equipment is with adaptive beamforming. In this work, we
investigate if one adaptive method, Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming, can improve
the resolution of bottom detections.

LCA was first introduced by Synnevåg, Austeng and Holm [1], and it can be viewed as a low
complexity version of the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR), also called
Capon, beamformer [2]. It has been used successfully on a vertical array in shallow water by
Blomberg, Austeng, Hansen and Synnes [3], and on a sidescan sonar by Buskenes, Austeng and
Nilsen [4].

The low complexity follows from using a discrete search space and only using one sample
for its decision. This also reduces the signal suppression effects known to affect the MVDR
beamformer when coherent signals are present.

To evaluate the performance, we apply LCA beamforming to simulated and measured data,
and do bottom detection on the results. We compare this with the results we get with conventional
and kaiser weighted delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming. Bottom detection is done via both
amplitude and phase.

2. LOW COMPLEXITY ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING

The minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer minimizes the variance of
the beamformer output while passing signals from the steering direction through undistorted [2].
It often needs to use diagonal loading and spatial smoothing to make it robust against errors
in estimation of the covariance matrix and coherent signals. This reduces the resolution of the
beamformer [5]. Solving for the MVDR weights also needs a matrix inversion, which may make
the method too computationally expensive for some applications

Low Complexity Adaptive (LCA) beamforming uses the same optimization criteria but a
discrete search space consisting of a predefined set of weights. In practice this means that we
apply ordinary delay-and-sum beamforming for all weights and choose the minimum beam
value. The discrete search space leads to a complexity of order NElNw instead of N3

El, where
NEl is the number of elements and Nw is the number of weights in the search space. It also
eliminates the need for spatial smoothing and diagonal loading, since the method does not have
enough freedom to create signal suppression. This means that it is significantly faster and may
perform better than MVDR [3, 4].

Weight selection is grounded in observation of how MVDR achieves its results. MVDR
can for example use an asymmetric mainlobe, which gives sharper edges, and low sidelobes in
regions with strong signals. We use the weight set from Synnevåg et al. [1], which includes both
effects. The set consists of the following twelve weights: uniform weights, kaiser weights with
β = 2, 3, 4, inverted kaiser weights for β = 2, 4, and kaiser weights with β = 3 steered to 1/2,
3/4, and 1 times the distance to first zero of the uniform window (in both directions). All the
weights are normalized such that the sum of the weights equals one, to satisfy the distortionless
constraint.

3. DATA COLLECTION AND SIMULATION

We simulated a seabed mapping echosounder via the ultrasound simulation program Field
II [6, 7]. It uses linear system theory to calculate the response from a distribution of point
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scatterers. The program simulates the elements by subdicing the array into rectangles (which
may be smaller than an element) and uses a far field approximation for each rectangle.

The simulated receiver is a 300 kHz λ/2 line array with 128 elements. We transmit with one
element and model the effect of transmission beampattern by restricting the bottom to a strip.
The bottom is modeled by a collection of randomly distributed point scatterers. We use enough
point scatterers to get fully developed speckle. Attenuation is set to 65 dB/km. White noise is
added to the data before any receiver processing. We chose a noise level that was comparable to
what we got in the measurements described below.

Field measurements were done by a commercial echosounder with geometry comparable to
the simulated system. Both cases use a shaped single frequency pulse with center frequency 285
kHz.

4. PROCESSING

We processed both datasets the same way, i.e. we used the same filters and beamforming
algorithms. Beam steering was done via time delays.

For each beam, we performed bottom detection via amplitude and phase. Amplitude detection
chooses the strongest sample in a beam, while phase detection finds the zero instant of the phase
difference between the beams formed on two subarrays [8]. We used LCA independently on the
two subarrays and used the amplitude detection instant as a starting point for phase detection.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We applied DAS, weighted DAS, and LCA beamforming to simulated and measured data in
two areas around the bottom. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the resulting beam amplitudes and bottom
detections. All plots have the same dynamic range of 70 dB, and are normalized to the strongest
beam value across the three beams.

The most striking effect is that the main lobe width for LCA is narrower than for DAS. This
causes the amplitude detections to lie closer to the bottom (presumed bottom in the measured
case). For the two DAS cases strong speckle points at the bottom lead to an erroneous detection
for neighbor beams. This effect essentially disappears with LCA. The reduction in main lobe
width is largest for high angles.

The sidelobe region for LCA is also the lowest of the three methods. This is especially clear
in Fig. 1b. In this case, it does not affect the detections, but if the bottom has inhomogeneous
backscatter-strength this may have a significant effect.

LCA is clearly better for phase detections for the measured data shown in Fig. 2. The
detection sequence seems smoother and closer to the high amplitude area that indicates the
presumed bottom.

A few detections deviate significantly from the others. In most of the cases we have investi-
gated this is caused by the relatively simplistic phase detection algorithm we have used. A more
sophisticated algorithm would improve or discard these detections. The other cases were for low
angles in the simulated data, where there were no zero crossing in the right area. We do not pay
closer attention to these in this study, since phase detection is known to perform worse for low
angles.

For the simulated data at high angles, the LCA detection seems to have a bit higher variance
than the detections from the two DAS methods, even after we disregard the outliers. We have not
been able to track down the reason for this with certainty yet, but suspect it is connected to our
LCA implementation. In general, the phase differences between the LCA subbeams are much
more irregular than for the other methods. Our LCA implementation uses LCA independently
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Fig. 1: Beam amplitude and bottom detections for different beamforming techniques on simu-
lated data. Black dotted line shows actual bottom location. Blue crosses are amplitude detections,
red circles are phase detections. The colormap represents relative power in dB.
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Fig. 2: Beam amplitude and bottom detections for different beamforming techniques on mea-
sured data. Blue crosses are amplitude detections, red circles are phase detections. The colormap
represents relative power in dB.
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on both subbeams, which means that different weighting may be selected. We expect that the
phase will stabilize if LCA is forced to choose the same weighting for both subbeams. The
selection can be done per sample, or by the most frequently selected weight in an area, as done
by Buskenes et al. [4].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that LCA produces water column plot with a narrower bottom region and less
energy in the sidelobe region for both measured and simulated data. This leads to higher
resolution for bottom detection via amplitude. The effect is larger at high angles.

LCA bottom detection is better than DAS for measured data, but partially worse for simulated
data. We expect LCA to be better in both cases after an adjustment of the algorithm.

In total, LCA shows great potential to improve the resolution in seabed mapping applications.
The complexity is also low enough that it is feasible to implement in a real time system.
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Abstract: Our study focuses on the subject of acoustic wave propagation through spatially 
fluctuating ocean. The fluctuations are here linear internal waves (LIW) and we developed an 
experimental protocol in water tank in order to reproduce the effects of LIW on sound waves 
propagation. The present paper gathers the results obtained in terms of coherence function 
(second-order moment) for various configurations. Typical regimes of the ΛΦ plane 
developed by Flatté were explored, resulting into coherence function becoming narrower as 
the saturation increases. We also relate the coherence function to an array gain degradation 
parameter, δAG, which accounts for how the system performance will be mitigated in a given 
configuration. δAG was calculated for various sizes of vertical linear array (VLA) and 
showed an important dependence on the VLA’s length. Typically, in any case (scaled 
experiment, computer simulations and simplified theory), we note that the longer the VLA, the 
greater the corresponding δAG. Moreover, as the saturation induced by medium fluctuations 
increases, δAG increases as well. This highlights the need for corrective signal processing 
techniques when large VLAs are used in a fluctuating environment. Signal processing 
techniques from various domains (e.g. adaptive optics, radio) are also studied. 

Keywords: coherence, array gain, tank experiment, acoustic fluctuations, internal waves. 
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1. INTRODUCTION.  

Since the early XVIIIth century, scientists studied the limitations of systems performance due 
to medium fluctuations [1]. The topic of wave propagation through randomly fluctuating 
media is addressed in many references [2,3]. The influence of these fluctuations on the system 
performance (detection, localization) is critical in acoustics (in air and underwater) [4-7]. A 
novel experimental protocol was proposed in [8] and detailed in a companion paper [9]: it 
allows to isolate the fluctuations due to LIW from other sources of signal de-coherence 
(scattering from the sea surface or the seabed) and provide reproducibility and control. 
Calculations of the second-order moment (or mutual coherence function, MCF) are proposed 
in this paper, using the experimental data acquired in our scaled experiment. A parameter 
accounting for the array gain degradation is deduced from the MCF [10]. These results are 
compared, with a satisfying agreement, with simulations [11,12], empirical calculations [6] 
and simplified theory [13]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL. 
 

The experiments conducted here follow the scheme described in reference [9]. An ultrasonic 
signal (f=2.25MHz) is propagated through the RAFAL (manufactured as presented in 
reference [9]), and the measurement of the acoustic pressure field throughout specific regions 
of the three-dimensional space is conducted. A diagram of the experimental configuration is 
given in Fig.2: 

 

Fig.1: Experimental configuration diagram. 

The configurations studied spanned from the unsaturated regime (USi) to the fully saturated 
regime (FSi) through the partially saturated regime (PSi) defined in [14]. In this paper, the 
index i increases with increasing saturation. 
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3. COHERENCE FUNCTION 

The mutual coherence function (MCF) is often used to evaluate the correlation of the acoustic 
wave received by a linear array. The interspectral matrix is first computed, then averaged 
across the iso-spaced sensors, leading to a function of the sensor spacing  l , such that 
[5,15]:  

      
   

*

.
rN N

p n p n l
l

p n p n l


 


  (1) 

Four calculations are proposed: the simplified theoretical results [13], the scaled experiments 
results, and simulations from PE codes (Propagation in 3D Tank Experiment configuration – 
P3DTEx, Propagation in 3D Corresponding Ocean Medium – P3DCOM). The results in terms 
of MCF are satisfying: in the fully saturated regime, the simulations match the scaled 
experiments results. The simplified theory provides a narrower coherence function, meaning 
that it overestimates the de-coherence. In the partial saturation case, similar conclusions can 
be drawn (though P3DCOM is close to the simplified theory case). Finally, the unsaturated 
case shows a good agreement between all calculations. 

 
Fig.2: MCF  /s   calculated in full (left), partial saturation (middle) and unsaturation 

(right). 

The evolution of the MCF is very consistent as a function of the saturation. In fact, a more 
saturated case leads to a narrower coherence function and, hence, to a more degraded array 
performance.  
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4. ARRAY GAIN DEGRADATION. 

Following [10], the array gain degradation can be evaluated from the MCF: 
 

    
1

2
10log 1 ,
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where  10logthG N  is the theoretical array gain, and N  is the number of sensors. The 
results obtained with this calculation are presented in Figure 3. They are compared with the 
same calculations as the MCF, and also to the results obtained by Fattaccioli et al. [6], given 
by: 
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where aL  is the array length (expressed as a function of the normalized sensor spacing /s   
and  /VL   is the normalized correlation length.  

A very good agreement is found in the unsaturated regime for all array lengths in all cases. 
The simplified theory and empirical calculations are in very good agreement. Our scaled 
experiment results are consistent with the simulations carried out. Despite some differences 
between simplified theory, empirical calculations and our measurements and simulations in 
the other saturation regimes, the evolution of AG  is very consistent throughout the cases 
studied: the effect of increasing fluctuations is noticed on the AG degradation. We also notice 
the critical influence of the array length: as anticipated, the longer the VLA the more 
important the AG degradation (as predicted by the coherence function). 
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Fig.3: Array gain degradation AG calculated in all saturation configurations for four VLA 

sizes (8, 16, 32 and 64 sensors).  

5. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, the array gain degradation due to environmental fluctuations was calculated 
using the mutual coherence function (or MCF). Theoretical and empirical results were 
compared to simulations and scaled experiments data, with satisfying agreement. The size of 
the linear array plays a decisive role in the sensitivity to the medium fluctuations. Indeed, in 
an unperturbed environment, a large array would perform better than a smaller one, but in our 
case, the degradation increases with the array size. In order to compensate for the observed 
degradations, corrective signal processing techniques should be used. Algorithms from other 
domains (optics, radio [16]) may be tested for underwater acoustic detection. 
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Abstract: DRDC – Atlantic Research Centre, an agency of the Department of National 
Defence in Canada, has developed a prototype multi-influence underwater surveillance 
sensor called the Starfish. The Starfish has acoustic, electric and magnetic field sensors, and 
onboard signal processing for target detection and tracking. The acoustic sensors are in the 
form of a seven-element cross-dipole hydrophone array, with two hydrophones along each 
orthogonal axis direction and one at the array centre. Acoustic target detection is performed 
using time-domain and frequency-domain Sentinel algorithms. The Sentinel algorithms use 
parallel exponential filters, with the frequency-domain algorithm using parallel filters in 
each frequency bin. A Phase Gradient bearing estimation algorithm is used to perform the 
acoustic target tracking. This is a frequency-domain algorithm that estimates the gradient of 
the spatial phase of the incoming acoustic signal, and directly computes the wavevector of 
the acoustic arrival in each frequency bin. A Histogram Tracking procedure is used to 
display and determine the track angles for the broad-band acoustic target. This paper will 
discuss the details of the frequency-domain Acoustic Sentinel algorithm and the Phase 
Gradient bearing estimation algorithm with Histogram Tracking. 

Keywords: hydrophone, detection, bearing, histogram 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DRDC Atlantic Research Centre has had a multi-year research and development 
program to create a prototype underwater multi-influence sensor package for littoral 
surveillance applications. The prototype sensors, shown in Fig. 1, are in their second 
generation and are called "Starfish" sensor nodes. The Starfish nodes are designed to be 
deployed in up to 500 m water depth. Each Starfish sensor node contains a low-noise, high 
sensitivity tri-axial magnetometer, three Underwater Electric Potential sensors, a seven-
element crossed-dipole hydrophone array, a wide-band hydrophone, and a combined 3D 
gravitational and magnetic orientation sensor. Each Starfish node contains a powerful onboard 
ARM processor that runs an embedded version of the Linux operating system. The processor 
is powerful enough to perform real-time acquisition, storage, and signal processing of the 
sensor data. Target detection and tracking results from the onboard processing are relayed 
through a network of underwater acoustic modems to a surface gateway buoy, which has a 
wireless radio frequency link to shore.  Each Starfish node contains internal solid-state 
memory storage where sensor data may also be logged for later analysis. The Starfish nodes 
may be deployed with or without cables to shore.  When deployed without cables, each 
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Starfish node can run autonomously for more than five days of continuous use, or for several 
weeks in a wake-on-detection mode. This paper describes the acoustic processing running 
onboard the Starfish processor. The current suite of acoustic processing has several steps: first 
the acoustic Sentinel frequency-domain algorithm determines if there is an acoustic target 
nearby, second the acoustic tracking algorithm using the Phase Gradient bearing estimation 
algorithm with Histogram Tracking determines the target’s bearing and bearing change rate, 
and finally a compact NILUS protocol message, developed at FFI Norway, is generated and 
transmitted to the user over the communications network. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Second generation of the DRDC Starfish sensor node 

2. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ACOUSTIC SENTINEL 

The acoustic algorithm that determines if a target is detected by the Starfish sensor node is 
called Acoustic Sentinel.  The frequency domain Acoustic Sentinel algorithm works on FFT 
processed data collected from the centre hydrophone of the crossed-dipole hydrophone array. 
Each channel of the hydrophone array is sampled at a rate of 2500 samples per second, and is 
low-pass filtered with a 700 Hz cutoff frequency. The typical frequency band for frequency 
domain Acoustic Sentinel processing is 100 Hz to 600 Hz. The Sentinel algorithm uses a bank 
of exponential digital filters, two filters for each FFT frequency bin in the Sentinel processing 
bandwidth. The input to each pair of filters is the average power spectrum value obtained from 
the FFT processing for that frequency bin. The general input-output relationship of the 
exponential filter is given by Eqn. 1, with n ≥ 0 and x(n), y(n) = 0 when n < 0. 
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In Eqn. 1, x(n) and y(n) are the filter input and output respectively at sample n. The 
parameter α determines the low-pass cut-off frequency of the filter, 0 < α < 1. With each 
frequency bin we associate two filters with different α values. As seen from the second line of 
Eqn. 1, the "slow" filter, with larger α value, averages over more previous inputs x(n) than the 
"fast" filter with the smaller α value. The slow filter output is referred to as the long-term 
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average, and the fast filter output as the short-term average. The slow filter output will track 
input signals such as background noise that changes slowly over time, and reject shorter 
period signals. The fast filter output will respond more quickly to a shorter period target 
signal. Comparing the two filter outputs in a ratio of the fast to slow will give a measure that 
can be used to detect a target passage, while adjusting to gradual changes in the background 
ambient noise. 

In the Acoustic Sentinel algorithm in the Starfish node we typically use 1024-point FFTs 
with 50% overlap to compute the average spectrum. Typically a total of 6 FFTs are used for 
the averaging, with the last 2 FFTs being used in the next group of 6 FFTs. This results in an 
average spectral power value input to the parallel filters, in each frequency bin, once every 
2048 samples, or at an effective sample rate of fs = 1.22 Hz. For the slow and fast response 
filters the parameter α has the default values of 0.999 and 0.9 respectively. The frequency 
response of the filters with these two α values is shown in Fig. 2. The cut-off frequency (-3 dB 
point) of the slow response filter is 194 µHz, and for the fast response filter is 19.4 mHz, when 
data is sent to the filters at a rate of fs = 1.22 Hz. 

 
 
Fig. 2: Normalized frequency response of the two exponential digital filters used in the 
Starfish Acoustic Sentinel algorithm 

 

The Acoustic Sentinel algorithm will trigger acoustic target detection when 75% of the 
frequency bins in the 100 Hz to 600 Hz band exceed a ratio threshold value of 5. A target lost 
message is triggered when 75% of the bins fall below a ratio threshold value of 3. The FFT 
lengths and overlap values, the percentage of the bins above and below the threshold values, 
the threshold levels, and frequency band range are all algorithm parameters that are 
programmable in the Starfish node. Fig. 3 shows an example of the filter responses and 
resulting ratio of the fast to slow outputs for a real target pass, for one FFT bin. 

3. PHASE GRADIENT BEARING ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 
 

The Phase Gradient algorithm was designed to process data from a tri-axis cross-dipole, 
seven-element hydrophone array and to estimate the bearing and elevation angles to an 
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incoming acoustic plane wave [1].  The algorithm directly estimates the three Cartesian 
components of the incoming signal wavevector from the estimated cross-spectra between the 
hydrophone elements. It is robust against hydrophone failure, and every hydrophone in the 
array is used to estimate each component of the wavevector. The algorithm is applied in the 
frequency domain using FFT processing and is used to track broad-band acoustic targets by 
the Starfish nodes. 

 
Fig. 3: Responses and resulting ratio of the two exponential digital filter outputs to a target 
pass, for one FFT bin. The input to the filters is the average spectral power for that FFT bin 
at each time window. 

3.1. BACKGROUND 
 

We consider a planar acoustic wave incoming to a hydrophone array from a fixed 
direction of arrival, as shown in Fig. 4. We define s(t) as the time domain signal present at 
hydrophone #0 due to the plane wave arrival, in the absence of any noise. We define the 
vector sk̂  as the unit vector that points in the direction of travel of the incoming wave. We 
define xi(t), i = 0..6  as the time domain signals measured by the hydrophones, including 
noise. The time domain signal xi(t) measured at the ith hydrophone, in terms of s(t) is given by 
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Here we have defined ir

  as the position vector to the ith hydrophone, and c as the speed of 
sound in water. The term ni(t) represents the noise present on the ith hydrophone that is 
uncorrelated to the incoming signal. The measured hydrophone time series xi(t) are delayed or 
advanced versions of s(t) with noise added, the delay times depending on the direction of 
arrival of the incoming signal.  
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Fig. 4: The hydrophone array layout for which the Phase Gradient algorithm was designed, 
with array diameter d. 

 
If we take the Fourier Transform of Eqn. 2, we obtain the frequency domain representation 

of the hydrophone outputs, given by 
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The frequency domain representation of the time signals is denoted by capital letters, and j is 
the imaginary unit. The Argument of )( fS  is denoted by )( fS . The incoming signal 

wavevector ssss k
c
fkkk ˆ2ˆ 




 of Eqn. 3 is a function of frequency. From Eqn. 3 we can see 

that for a given frequency, the spatial phase at any position vector r of the incoming signal, 
neglecting noise, is given by 
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The phase angle )( fS  does not depend upon the spatial position vector r , and will have 
zero gradient. If we can estimate the gradient of the spatial phase )(r we will have an 
estimate of the wavevector skr


 )(  , and thus have the arrival direction. 

3.2. ORTHOGONAL ARRAY PHASE GRADIENT  
 

We estimate the gradient of the spatial phase given by Eqn. 4, for the cross-dipole array of 
Fig. 4, from the Argument of a modified definition of the cross-spectrum between two 
hydrophones. Here we write sk


 in Cartesian coordinates  zyxs kkkk ,,


, and use  to denote 

expectation value. With the array diameter being denoted by d, we have for the x-axis 
direction a ‘new’ cross-spectrum defined as 
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In Eqn. 5 the phase contributions from the y and z-axis directions combine to create a real-

valued amplitude factor depending on yk and zk because of the array symmetry, leaving only 
half the phase difference between hydrophones #1 and #2 as the Argument of the complex 
exponential. Using the ‘new’ cross-spectrum ensures that all the array hydrophones are used 
in the estimate of the phase difference. We can estimate the x-component of )(r from 
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For the y and z-axis directions we can perform similar operations to Eqs. 5 and 6, obtaining 
the remaining components of skr


 )(  and the direction of arrival. 

3.3. TETRA ARRAY 
 

The Phase Gradient algorithm has been adapted for use with a 4-element tetrahedral array 
shape [2]. Fig. 5 shows the Tetra array geometry, where d = 0.162 m is the distance from the 
origin to each x-y plane hydrophone, and dz = 0.228 m is the height of the top hydrophone 
above the x-y plane. We estimate the arrival angles for the Tetra array from the components 
of the wavevector, which for the Tetra geometry are given by Eqs. 7.  

 

 
 
Fig. 5: The Tetra hydrophone array for which the Phase Gradient algorithm was adapted. 
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Here we define Xi , i = 0..3 as being the complex FFT spectral value in a particular frequency 
bin for the ith hydrophone. We estimate the bearing and elevation angles from the wavevector 
components in each frequency bin from 
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4. HISTOGRAM TRACKING 
 

When processing the hydrophone array data with the Phase Gradient algorithm we get a 
direct estimate of the horizontal bearing and elevation angle of the incoming signal at each 
FFT bin in the frequency band of interest. There is no beamforming and searching over 
arrival angles in the algorithm, so bearing estimates may be computed quickly. This 
algorithm is well suited for bearing estimation in embedded systems [1] that have limited 
processing power. This processing typically results in a large number of bearing estimates 
being generated rapidly in time. The Histogram Tracking procedure was developed to use all 
the available bearing information being generated from the algorithm to estimate the 
horizontal bearing to a broad-band target at each processing time window.  

 
For the Histogram Tracking procedure we divide the horizontal bearing range of -180⁰ to 

+180⁰ into a set of equally spaced bearing bins of equal bearing range. At each time window 
where we estimate the cross-spectra required by the algorithm we get a bearing estimate at 
each FFT frequency bin. For every FFT frequency bin, we add one count to the bearing bin 
whose associated bearing range contains the bearing estimate from the algorithm. The sum of 
all the counts over all the bearing bins equals the number of FFT frequency bins at each time 
window. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Horizontal bearings from the Phase Gradient algorithm, with color coded bearing as 
a function of time and frequency. 
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Figs. 6 and 7 show the results of the Phase Gradient processing and Histogram Tracking 
using data collected from a Tetra array. The data was supplied by the German Federal 
Defence Organization Bundeswehr, under the Next Generation Autonomous Systems 
(NGAS) NATO Joint Research Project (JRP) agreement. The data was collected at the NGAS 
2012 engineering trial in Horten, Norway. The data set contains a broad-band acoustic target 
pass. For this data set the hydrophone sample rate is 20000 Hz. Data was processed from 
50 Hz to 2600 Hz using 20000-point FFTs. The frequency band upper limit is determined by 
the Tetra array size, the Phase Gradient algorithm requires the maximum array element 
separation to be less than half a wavelength. The horizontal bearing range was divided into 
120 bearing bins, each 3⁰ wide. A total of 4 FFTs were used for the spectral averaging with 
no overlap, resulting in 901 time windows each 4 seconds long. In Fig. 6 we see the Phase 
Gradient results as color coded horizontal bearing as a function of time and frequency. Fig. 7 
shows the Histogram Tracking results, with color coded histogram counts. A three-element 
boxcar smoothing operation was performed over the bearing dimension. The broad-band 
target track for this data set is well defined using the Phase Gradient algorithm and Histogram 
Tracking procedure. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7: Histogram tracking of the horizontal bearings from the Phase Gradient algorithm, 

with color coded histogram counts. 
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Abstract

Despite great advances in the recent years, underwater navigation remains to be a challenge. Well known methods
such as long baseline (LBL) accuracy 0.02-10m, short baseline (SBL) - accuracy 5-10m, ultra-short baseline (USBL)
- accuracy 5-15m, that provide absolute measurements, used together with onboard sensors like doppler velocity
log (DVL) and inertial measurement unit (IMU), often require two-way acoustic communication. Using marine
robots in groups or swarms allows faster coverage rate as it can extend sensor aperture and the possibility to create
“virtual” sensor arrays but, due to limitations in acoustic communication, the full potential of novel distributed
localization and control algorithms cannot be achieved. With traditional methods multiple or swarms of underwater
robots require multiple two-way communications which lead to great drop-out rates. For underwater localization, as
opposed to other proposed solutions, we impose two requirements: 1) a solution must only use one-way acoustic
transmission for both bearing and range and 2) clock must be synchronized without the use of the GPS signal.
For most researchers that have been tackling the underwater localization problem these two constraints are usually
not achievable simultaneously. We have been exploring two novel methods: spiral wave front beacon localization
and clock synchronization using magnetic or e-field sensors that allows us to implement true moving distributed
underwater sensing network of autonomous vehicles for long duration underwater surveillance missions. For shorter
missions we consider the advances in compact, low-power atomic clocks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Until recent developments made in technology, the combinations of Autonmous Surface Vehicles (ASVs) and
Autonmous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) had only been visions for the future. Now groups are making the
connections needed for the successful implementation of the idea around the world. Heterogeneous Autonomous
Mobile Maritime Expeditionary Robots (HAMMER) project aims to successfully integrate autonomous surface
(ASV), aerial (UAV), and underwater vehicles (AUV) in order to gather data from the ocean over several months
and expand the capability to track and sample ocean dynamic features. This paper covers current progress on
implementation of underwater localization and estimation solutions for joint ASV and AUV operations that have
a goal to lead to navigation techniques without the requirement of the GPS signal. The HAMMER system will be
capable of coordinating a group of aerial and maritime autonomous systems (MAS), gathering data from the ocean
over several months and growing capabilities to track and sample dynamic features. This concept was introduced
with Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network (AOSN) two decades ago [1] - article cited by 406 researchers thus
far. Formation control of ASVs and AUVs is particularly interesting and has many applications in practice. For
example, several autonomous robots trace a target and enclose it; several robots search a target in a large water area
cooperatively; and several robots with sensors monitor a large area cooperatively for security, etc. Cooperation of
multiple vehicles receive more attention in recent years as group performances often lead to higher efficiency and
robustness. Formation control of surface and underwater robots is particularly interesting and has many applications
in temporal and spatial adaptive sampling of the oceans. In [3] a mission of precise guiding of an inexpensive
underwater vehicle to an underwater target utilizing the navigation suite and control system of a more capable
underwater vehicle was presented.

One of the goals is the development of an underwater acoustic localization system for multiple robots using a
spiral wave front beacon in conjunction with a standard (circular) acoustic modem. Using the difference in time of
arrival between the spiral wave front and the modem circular wave front, receivers will be able to determine the
bearing to the source using only one hydrophone. Synchronizing vehicles clocks with the beacon in the beginning
of the mission and during the longer mission (SPAWARs clock synchronization using compact magnetometers and
e-field sensors) will ensure the vehicles ability to also calculate its distance from the beacon upon every message
reception. The update loop of the system we are proposing does not grow with the number of vehicles being
informed, and the latency is minimized to the travel signal time. It can be said that with this method a form of
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localization field is produced for any participant to use as needed. Use of underwater vehicle teams/swarms for
various types of missions raises a need for such a system to ensure high quality localization with a short position
update loop, and minimum latency, for all vehicles without a need for costly components and even acoustically
active components, thus saving energy or remaining silent, depending on the mission requirements.

Section II explains our Distributed Kalman Filtering cooperative estimation, Section III describes Spiral Wave
Front Beacon concept, Section IV describes the results from the previous representative experiments, and in Section
V some future research goals are mentioned.

II. DISTRIBUTED KALMAN FILTERING

Cooperation of multiple vehicles receive more attention in recent years as group performances can possibly
lead to higher efficiency, robustness, and greater aperture. As opposed to centralized formation tracking control,
distributed formation tracking control utilizes information of vehicle’s own states and that from its neighbors. We
will consider delayed communication for the proposed distributed controllers, estimate parameter uncertainties by
adaptive control methods, and design a dynamics-based controller with the aid of kinematic-based controller and
backstepping methods. For a COTS glider/AUV there are less control inputs than the numbers of the degree of
freedom and control of it is challenging due to its underactuated nature and disturbances such as currents. In [2]
the algorithms were presented that will be used for formation control of multiple glider/AUVs with uncertainty. It
is assumed that there is parametric uncertainty and non-parametric uncertainty in the model of each glider/AUVs
and the information of the leader glider/AUVs is available only to a portion of the follower glider/AUVs.

Distributed estimation with the aid of local information is challenging because information is not available for each
agent. For multiple underwater vehicles with communication among vehicles, state estimation is more challenging
because of limited communication bandwidth. In this paper, the new distributed estimation algorithms with the aid
of Kalman filtering theory and distributed control theory are proposed.

A. Distributed Estimation for Static System

For a static system with state x, there are m agents which can measure an output of the system by the equipped
sensors. For agent j, the measured output of the system is

yj(k) = Hjx+ vj(k) (1)

where Hj is the output matrix and vj is the measurement noise. It is reasonable to assume that the measurement
noise vj is independent for different time and the measurement noise for different agents are independent, i.e.,

E[vj(k)v>j (l)] = Rjδkl (2)

E[vj(k)v>i (l)] = 0 (3)

for any time k and l and for any 1 ≤ j 6= i ≤ m, where Rj is a positive definite matrix.
Each agent is considered as a node. The communication at time k can be defined by a directed graph Gk = {A, Ek}

where A denotes the node set and Ek denotes the directed edges between nodes at time k. For agent j, its neighbors
are in a set denoted byNj . The agent j and its neighbors are in a set denoted by N̄j . It is obvious that N̄j = Nj∪{j}.

For the communication graph, the following assumption is made.
Assumption 1:
There exists a positive integer N such that the graph (V,∪Nl=1Ek+l) is strongly connected for all k.
For agent j, the cost function is defined as

Jj(k) = v>j (k)R−1
j vj(k) (4)

= (yj(k)−Hjx)>R−1
j (yj(k)−Hjx) (5)

The cost function at time k for all agents is defined as

J(k) =
m∑
j=1

Jj(k). (6)
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The distributed optimization problem of (6) with the aid of neighbors’ information is solved.
With the aid of the results in [4], estimate of x for agent j is

xj(k + 1) =
∑
i∈N̄j

aji(k + 1)xi(k)

− α(k + 1)H>j R
−1
j (yj(k + 1)−Hjxj(k)) (7)

where aji(k + 1) are positive weights and α(k + 1) is the stepsize.
For the stepsize, the following assumption is made.
Assumption 2:
The stepsize sequence {α(k)} is non-negative, non-increasing, and such that

∞∑
k=1

α(k) <∞,
∞∑
k=1

α(k)2 <∞

For the weights {aji}, the following assumption is made.
Assumption 3:
For i ∈ V and all time k,
(a) aji(k + 1) ≥ 0, and aji(k + 1) = 0 when i 6∈ Nj(k + 1),
(b)

∑m
i=1 aji(k + 1) = 1,

(c) There exists a scalar ε ∈ (0, 1) such that aji(k + 1) ≥ ε when i ∈ Nj(k + 1),
(d)

∑m
j=1 aji(k + 1) = 1.

For the algorithm (7), the following results are obtained.
Theorem 1:
Let Assumptions 1-3 hold, the estimate (7) ensures that

lim
k→∞

‖xj(k)− x∗‖ = 0 (8)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where x∗ is the solution of the minimization problem (6).
Theorem 1 can be proved by following the proof in [4] and is omitted here for space limit.

B. Distributed Estimation of Dynamic System

For a linear dynamic system

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + w(k) (9)

where x(k) is the state and w(k) is the noise. It is assumed that

E(w(k)) = 0, E(w(k)w(l)>) = Qδkl

where Q is a positive definite matrix.
There are m agents which can measure output of the system by the equipped sensors. For agent j, the measured

output of the system is (1), where Hj is the output matrix and vj is the measurement noise. It is reasonable to
assume that the measurement noise vj is independent for different time and the measurement noise for different
agents are independent, i.e., (2)-(3) are satisfied for positive definite matrix Rj . The communication digraph at time
k is defined by a digraph G(k) = {A, E(k)}.

An estimate x(k) for agent j is found such that the cost function in (6) is minimized in two steps.
Step 1: At time k + 1, if there is no measurement available the estimate of x(k + 1) is denoted as x−j (k + 1).

Taking the expectation of both sides of (9) results in

E(x(k + 1)) = A(k)E(x(k))

Therefore, the unbiased state estimate at time k + 1 prior to incorporating the measurement is
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x−j (k + 1) = A(k)x+
j (k) = x(k + 1)− x−j (k + 1) (10)

The variance of this estimate is

P−j (k + 1) = V ar(x̃−j (k + 1))

= V ar((x(k + 1)− x−j (k + 1))

= A(k)P+
j (k)A>(k) +Qk

Step 2: At time k+ 1, there is measurement yk+1 and x(k+ 1) is estimated based on the following two sets of
information

x−j (k + 1) = x(k + 1)− x̃−j (k + 1) (11)
yj(k + 1) = Hjx(k + 1) + vj(k + 1) (12)

where V ar(x̃−j (k + 1)) = P−j (k + 1), V ar(vj(k + 1)) = Rj , x̃−j (k + 1) and vj(k + 1) are linearly independent.
For agent j, the cost function is defined as

Jj(k + 1) = vj(k + 1)>R−1
j vj(k + 1)

+(x̃−j (k + 1))>(P−j (k + 1))−1x̃−j (k + 1) (13)

For all agents, the cost function is defined as

J(k + 1) =

m∑
j=1

Jj(k + 1) (14)

The minimization problem of (14) is solved and the following estimate algorithm is proposed as

x+
j (k + 1) =

∑
i∈N̄j(k+1)

aji(k + 1)x+
i (k)

−α(k + 1)H>j R
−1
j (yj(k + 1)−Hjx

−
j (k + 1)) (15)

For the algorithm (10) and (15), the following results are obtained.
Theorem 2:
Let Assumptions 1-3 hold, the estimate (10) and (15) ensures that

lim
k→∞

‖xj(k)− x∗(k)‖ = 0 (16)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where x∗ is the solution of the minimization problem (14).
Theorem 2 is a summary of the work in Step 1 and step 2. It can be proved with the aid of Theorem 1 and is

omitted here.
It should be noted that in the algorithm (15) the variance of the estimation is not taken into consideration. In

order to take the advantage of the variance of the estimation, the Theorem 2 is refined.
The algorithm (15) can be written as

x+
j (k + 1) =

∑
i∈N̄j(k+1)

aji(k + 1)x+
i (k)

−α(k + 1)H>j R
−1
j (Hjx(k + 1)

−Hjx
−
j (k + 1) + vj(k + 1)) (17)

The variance of x+
j (k + 1) can be calculated as follows.
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P+
j (k + 1) =

∑
i∈N̄j(k+1)

a2
ji(k + 1)P+

i (k)

+α(k + 1)2H>j R
−1
j HjP

−
j (k + 1)H>j R

−1
j Hj

+α(k + 1)2H>j R
−1
j Hj (18)

Parameter aji is chosen as a function of the variance of the estimation at each step and propose the following
results.

Theorem 3:
Let Assumptions 1-3 hold, the estimate (10) and (15) ensures that

lim
k→∞

‖xj(k)− x∗(k)‖ = 0 (19)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where x∗ is the solution of the minimization problem (14), aji is defined as

aji(k + 1) = max

{
P+
i (k)∑

l∈N̄j(k+1) P
+
l (k)

, ε

}
,

i ∈ N̄j(k + 1). (20)

With aji defined in (20), Assumption 3 is satisfied. By Theorem 2, the claims in Theorem 3 are correct.
In summary, the following algorithm is proposed.
Predict:
Predicted (a priori) state estimate: x−j (k + 1) = A(k)x+

j (k)

Predicted (a priori) estimate covariance: P−j (k + 1) = A(k)P+
j (k)A>(k) +Qk

Update:
Updated (a posteriori) state estimate:

x+
j (k + 1) =

∑
i∈N̄j(k+1)

aji(k + 1)x+
i (k)

−α(k + 1)H>j R
−1
j (yj(k + 1)−Hjx

−
j (k + 1))

Updated (a posteriori) estimate covariance:

P+
j (k + 1) =

∑
i∈N̄j(k+1)

a2
ji(k + 1)P+

i (k)

+α(k + 1)2H>j R
−1
j HjP

−
j (k + 1)H>j R

−1
j Hj

+α(k + 1)2H>j R
−1
j Hj

C. Applications of the Proposed Algorithms
We consider multiple vehicles where each vehicle is equipped with different sensors. The dynamics of vehicle j

is

żj = fj(zj , vj) (21)

where zj is the state and the noise of the vehicle.
The state of each vehicle with the aid of its own sensors and its neighbors’ information should be estimated. To

this end, (21) is converted to discrete time. Its discrete-time model can be written as

zj((k + 1)T ) = Φj(kT )zj(kT ) +Bj(kT )vj(kT )
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Let x(k) = [z>1 (kT ), . . . , z>m(kT )]> and w(k) = [(B1(kT )v1(kT ))>, . . . , (Bm(kT )vm(kT ))>]>, the dynamics
of the m systems can be written as (9), where
A(k) = diag[Φ1(kT ), . . . ,Φm(kT )]. The sensor’s measurement of vehicle j can be written as (12) by lineariza-

tion.
The algorithm is applied in the subsection II-B to estimate x(k) for each vehicle. Therefore, each vehicle can

estimate its own state.

D. Verification of the Proposed Algorithms

In order to verify the proposed algorithms, two experiments have been done with the aid of four agents. In the
first experiment, agent 4 is stationary and other three agents estimate the position of agent 4 with the aid of local
information. The communication between agents 1, 2, and 3 is as follows

1 → 2 → 3 → 1 (22)

where 1 → 2 means that agent 1 can send information to agent 2. Each agent can measure its distance to agent
4. With the aid of its own measurement and its neighbors’ measurement, the position of agent 4 can be estimated
with the aid of the proposed algorithms. The obtained results show that the estimations of agents converge to the
true value in the sense of expectation. Compared the obtained results with the results obtained with the aid of the
centralized Kalman estimator, the variances of the estimations are close to the variance of the optimal estimation.

In the second experiment, agent 4 is moving an other three agents estimate the position of agent 4 with the aid of
local information. The communication digraph between agents is also assumed to be the above. With the aid of the
proposed algorithms, each agent can estimate the position of agent 4 at each time. As comparison, we also estimate
the position of agent 4 with the aid of the centralized Kalman filter. The obtained results show that the estimate
of each agent converges to the estimate of the centralized Kalman filter and the variances of the estimates also
close to the variance of the centralized Kalman filter. We also analyze the effect of the communication delay on the
performance of the proposed algorithms. The analysis shows that communication delay worsen the performance of
the estimation. Large communication delay may lead the estimation algorithm unstable.

We aim to do the third experiment before submitting the final version of the paper. In this experiment, four
agents can move. In agent 1, there is a GPS receiver and each agent can measure the distance of its neighbors. The
communication between agents is as follows.

1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 1 (23)

Each agent will estimate its own state with the aid of its own sensors and its neighbors’ information. The proposed
algorithm can estimate the state of each agent with local information.

III. SPIRAL WAVE FRONT BEACON

Similar to the VOR (VHF Omni Directional Radio Range) system used in aerial traffic as a beacon whose mix
of two signals informs the recipients of their bearing towards the beacon, an underwater acoustic analogy was
developed by Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, USA [6] as a system using a coaxial set of a spiral wave
front beacon and a circular wave front beacon. The circular wave front beacon can be a classic beacon or even an
acoustic modem, while the spiral wave front can be generated using a physical spiral beacon or a circular array of
beacons fired in a rotational manner in order to synthetically create a spiral wave front. The difference in phase (or
time) between the spiral wave front signal and the circular wave front signal informs the recipient of its bearing
towards the beacon (See Figure 1). The separation between those two signals can be done in time, frequency or a
mix of the two methods. Furthermore, in the synthetic spiral method, a changing chirp signal in relation to bearing
can be used (as is normally used in scanning sonar and radar systems) to increase angular resolution and robustness.

The bearing can be used to determine the position of a recipient. For example, if there are two spiral wave
front beacons with known position, the position of a recipient can be calculated with the aid of its bearings to the
two beacons. In our distributed estimation framework, the bearing of a recipient can be fused with other sensors’
information to determine the position of the recipient with the aid of the distributed Kalman filter algorithms
proposed in Section II.
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Figure 1: Representation of the acoustic localization field generated by the Spiral Wave Front Acoustic Modem Beacon (Tb carries bearing information and Tr
carries range information).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This paper presents sea trial results held in the CMRE dock in La Spezia, Italy, in the period 01 May through
07 May 2013. The trial was performed as one of the objectives of the program which has a goal to achieve the
entire chain of Mine Countermeasures (MCM) using unmanned, robotic platforms. The focus of activities in this
sea trial was to perform the following mission events: reacquisition, identification and intervention using a pair
of collaborating underwater vehicles. In the envisioned concept of operations, an AxV (autonomous surface or
underwater vehicle) reacquires a mine-looking target using its imaging sonar. Immediately following, the AxV
guides a low-cost mine intervention UUV carrying a payload to neutralize the target. Collaboration between the
highly capable AxV and low-cost, hence less capable, mine neutralization UUV is viewed as an interesting research
subject in the field of mine reacquisition and neutralization since it can potentially drastically reduce the overall
MCM mission timeline, danger and cost.

This concept utilizes one way acoustic communication approach between the highly capable AxV and neutral-
ization UUV (top to down). Any other approach would require UUV sending its depth to the AxV thus lowering
navigation update rate for the UUV significantly. Position of the AxV (x and y coodinates), together with the range
and bearing to the UUV are send as UUV navigation updates. The Kalman filtering onboard of the UUV enables
the navigation in periods when measurements are not available. If the AxV drifts due to winds, waves, or currents,
the UUV will not drift with it but it will stay on the line which has been determined in the beginning of the mission.

Guidance can be done either with the sonar onboard of the AxV or with another localization system onboard of
the AxV. UUV range and bearing relative to the sonar head can be measured by tracking the UUV in the sonar
image. Similarly, a USBL system can be used or any combination of the systems features. Any system measuring
range and/or bearing towards the UUV can be used in mentioned combinations, depending on capabilities or size
and weight limitations.

As the multibeam image measured range and bearing method was already a working and proven concept in this
project, different range and/or bearing measurement methods were tested in different combinations in the attempt
to extend tracking range, robustness or cost. Higher multibeam resolution offers better precision in comparison to
USBL or other measurements and it is used here as a ground truth. The downside is that the UUV has to remain in
the sonar beam so we are exploring the alternatives. In one example, as presented in Figure 2, range was measured
using the ToA (Time of Arrival) method, while bearing was still measured using the imaging sonar. ToA method
required synchronized clocks on both sides. GPS PPS (Pulse Per Second) signal was used on the AxV side, while
a 1Hz oscillator was used on the UUV side. As the modem messages were sent synchronously with the GPS
PPS signal, time elapsed from that moment till the message is received on the UUV side represents the ToA. In
the beginning of each mission, the difference in phase between the GPS PPS and the UUV 1Hz oscillator were
measured (i.e. clocks were synchronized), thus enabling correct ToA measurement and range calculation during the
mission.

As shown in Figure 3, the Blueview imaging sonar range measurement was used as reference to evaluate UUV
navigation using message ToA to obtain range. Each navigation update for the UUV requires two modem messages
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Figure 2: UUV XY trajectory using ToA range and Blueview sonar image
for bearing (black) and Blueview sonar image for range and bearing (red). Figure 3: Range in mission time obtained with ToA (black)

or Blueview imaging sonar (red).

where each takes around 1s of transfer time, thus the UUV receives navigation updates at a maximum rate of 0.5Hz.
Since ToA is issued by the receiving modem on every message (twice per navigation update), and the UUV position
is obtained several times per second in the Blueview sonar image, the Range vs. Time graph is significantly more
dense than the XY graph which shows only points used in UUV navigation. Also, ToA was measured with 0.1ms
(15cm) resolution (modem limitation) resulting in a graph shown above.

Although range measurement accuracy was diminished, the UUV line following mission was still successful and
the UUV reached the target with desired 1m tolerance. Like experience previously showed us, position update rate
is, to some degree, equally important as position accuracy in order to guide a low cost UUV that uses only a non-
precision compass for dead reckoning navigation in periods without position navigation updates. This experiment
shows ToA information, made available by some acoustic modems, to be an interesting navigation asset. Therefore
using a spiral wave front beacon in conjunction with such a modem a unidirectional localization method can be
achieved in order to guide any number of similar UUVs at the same time with no effect on the navigation update
rate.

V. CONCLUSION

Use of underwater vehicle teams/swarms for various types of missions raises a need for such a system of
underwater vehicles to ensure high quality localization without a need for costly components onboard every member
of the group/swarm. Synchronizing vehicles clocks with the beacon in the beginning of the mission and during the
longer mission (with either GPS, magnetometers, or e-field sensors) will ensure the vehicles ability to calculate its
distance from the beacon upon every message reception. Bearing results from the beacons installed on some of the
underwater vehicles in the swarm, which can be equipped with higher end navigation suites (DVL, costly IMUs),
can achieve more accurate localization solution for the entire swarm.
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Abstract: When using a hydrophone array to determine the arrival azimuth of a far off 
noise source, errors in the sensor positions severely reduces the accuracy of any arrival 
angle measurements. These errors are easily reduced when the array consists of enough 
sensors to provide redundant measurements of the arrival angle. However, when the array 
is not built to provide that redundancy, as is the case when using a three hydrophone 
array to detect arrivals in two dimensions, the errors caused by unknown sensor 
placement can easily go undetected. This paper presents a method for correcting errors in 
sensor locations, using impulsive signals at unknown locations. Mathematically, it is 
straightforward to determine the arrival angle of an impulsive signal by comparing the 
arrival time of the signal at each of the sensors. In the three sensor case, these arrival 
times can also be used to determine the sound speed near the array. In an isotropic 
acoustic medium, the sound speed should be independent of arrival direction. If the sound 
speeds computed from many distinct acoustic events is substantially anisotropic, the 
positions of the sensors used to compute the sound speeds is likely incorrect. Using an 
analytically derived function, the directional distribution of calculated sound speeds can 
be used to determine the correct location of the sensors, with only translational and 
rotational ambiguity. This procedure will be demonstrated using long-term ambient noise 
records from the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization’s (CTBTO) 
hydrophone arrays. 
 
 
Keywords: Ambient noise, CTBTO, Array Calibration 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

When using triangular hydrophone arrays to estimate the arrival angle of signals from 
distant sources, small errors in the positions of the sensors can cause substantial 
systematic errors in the calculated arrival angles. This issue is particularly problematic in 
arrays with only three hydrophones, as there is no means to compare redundant 
measurements. On site calibration of arrays in remote locations is additionally limited by 
the high cost of such a venture. This paper discusses a method of array shape calibration 
which uses the ambient sounds recorded by the array, and does not require any on site 
measurements after the initial measurements made during deployment. 
 
 
2. DATA 
 

The data used in this study were produced by the hydroacoustic component of the 
CTBTO’s International Monitoring System (IMS) [1]. Each station consists of a pair of 
arrays, with three SOFAR depth hydrophones, arranged into roughly an equilateral 
triangle, with 2 km spacing between hydrophones. The arrays are situated on opposite 
sides of a host island. The configuration of the sensors provides a limited capability to 
determine the arrival angle of certain acoustic signals, as well as a very large acoustic 
detection range. The signal from the hydrophones is sampled at a rate of 250 Hz, 
producing a nominal bandwidth of 1 to 125 Hz. The hydrophones are connected to shore 
via fiber optic cable, where the signal is transmitted by satellite to the CTBTO 
headquarters in Vienna for monitoring. While the primary purpose of these arrays is to 
detect and locate unsanctioned nuclear weapons testing, the system has recorded millions 
of natural and manmade signals over the last decade, which are of great use in improving 
the performance of the system. For this report, the data were recorded by the array south 
of Wake Island. 
 
 
3. ARRIVAL AZIMUTH ESTIMATION 
 

To determine the arrival angle of incident acoustic signals, simple time delay of arrival 
methods were used, as adapted from Cansi and Le Pichon [2]. First, the data from all three 
hydrophones in an array was filtered with a pass band of 10 to 20 Hz to focus on 
impulsive signals, particularly from natural and anthropogenic seismic sources. The 
filtered data was then segmented into ten-second windows, each centered around a local 
maximum. For each time segment, the three data segments from the different hydrophones 
were compared to each other using a cross-correlation, resulting in three cross-correlation 
functions, one for each possible pairing of the hydrophones. The relative time delay 
between simultaneous measurements was found by determining the time delay resulting in 
the highest cross-correlation value. If an impulsive source was detected in a given time 
window by all three hydrophones, then the sum of the three relative time delays should 
add up to zero. As such, in this algorithm, if the sum of the three time delays calculated 
across the array is less than a threshold of 0.012 seconds (or three times the data sampling 
period), that data segment was considered to contain a detection. 
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Once a segment was found to contain a plane wave detection, the time delays were used 
to determine the arrival angle of the signal. For a single pair of hydrophones, the arrival 
angle relative to the endfire direction is determined by the equation = cos  (1)
 
where c is the local sound speed, t is the relative time delay, and d is the distance between 
the hydrophones. Using this equation, the relative arrival angles were determined for each 
pair of hydrophones, over a reasonable range of possible sound speeds. After correcting 
the relative arrival angles for the orientation of the sensor pair, an estimate of the absolute 
arrival angle, and the local sound speed, was made by determining the sound speed which 
forced the three arrival angles to converge to the same value. This procedure was carried 
out for 200 ten-second samples per hour for five years of noise data recorded near Wake 
Island, resulting in a total of over 679,000 detections. The angular distribution of the 
estimated sound speeds is seen in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Perceived sound speed as a function of perceived arrival angle, calculated using 
the reported array coordinates, for measurements made south of Wake Island between 

2008 and 2012. 
 
 

4. ARRAY SHAPE CALIBRATION 
 

Assuming that, at SOFAR depth, the ocean is an isotropic medium, the local sound 
speed should not depend on the incident angle. However, the observations of sound speed 
reported in Figure 1 fluctuate as a function of arrival angle, approximately in the form of a 
two-period sinusoid. While currents cause anisotropic sound speeds, the minimum sound 
speed would occur 180 degrees away from the maximum sound speed, resulting in a 
single-period sinusoid over the 360 degree viewing window. Error in the reported 
positions of the hydrophones, instead, would produce a two-period curve, because of the 
180-degree symmetry of hydrophone pairs. By developing an analytical expression for the 
perceived sound speed as a function of arrival angle, dependent on the reported 
coordinates (which were used to determine the perceived sound speed) and actual 
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coordinates of the array, the observed sound speeds may be used to more accurately 
determine the actual array shape. 

In two dimensions, the location of a triangular array of three hydrophones is fully 
defined by six parameters, two coordinates for each phone. When dealing with arrivals 
from the far field, small translational shifts of the entire array are irrelevant, so the 
hydrophone locations can be defined relative to a reference hydrophone, phone #1. This 
assumption drops the number of required parameters for a fully defined array from six to 
four. Furthermore, if the entire array is rotated relative to its reported position, the 
perceived source angle is simply rotated by the angle of rotation of the array. The 
perceived sound speed is calculated in the reference frame of the (possibly rotated) 
reported coordinates, and is unaffected by any such rotation. Since only the shape of the 
array and not the translational and rotational positions affect the perceived sound speed, 
the array location is sufficiently defined by three parameters: one interior angle of the 
triangle, and the lengths of the two adjacent sides. 

Derived algebraically from Equation 1, Equation 2 predicts the perceived sound speed 
as a function of estimated arrival angle. The parameters used in the equation, which 
describe the shape of the reported and corrected array, are defined in Figure 2. In this 
equation, the actual sound speed, c0, and the reported array parameters, notated with the 
subscript “rep”, are assumed to be known constants. The independent variable, γfit, the 
estimated arrival angle, ranges from 0 to 360 degrees, corresponding to the angular 
viewing window of the array. Finally, the actual array parameters, θact, τact and α, are used 
as fit parameters, and are adjusted so that Equation 2 produces a good fit to the data. In 
Figure 1, the blue dots are the observations, the red line is the average sound speed across 
1 degree bins, and the green curve is the model from Equation 2 fit to the averaged sound 
speed. , , ; = sin2 cos sin sin sin/   (2) 

 

Fig. 2: Diagram of the parameters used in Equation 2 to describe the shape of the array, 
for the reported array shape (left) and the corrected array shape (right). 

 
Based on the fit parameters returned by fitting Equation 2 to the average perceived 

sound speed distribution, the position of hydrophone 2 was adjusted by 63 m, and 
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hydrophone 3 by 100 m. After adjusting the sensor positions, the arrival angles and 
perceived sound speeds were recalculated from the time delays, as seen in the left plot of 
Figure 3. Since these sound speeds were still anisotropic, a second iteration of the model 
fitting process was performed. The arrival angles and perceived sound speeds found while 
using the further revised sensor positions are found in the right side of Figure 3. After the 
second iteration, the perceived sound speed appears to be close to isotropic, so no 
additional iterations were performed. 
 

 
Figure 3: Estimated sound speeds as a function of estimated arrival angle, using the 

adjusted array coordinates determined from one iteration (left) and two iterations (right) 
of the fitting procedure. 

 

 

Figure 4: Adjusted relative positions of the three hydrophones south of Wake Island 
 

The final adjusted coordinates are found in Figure 4, although due to the lack of an 
absolute reference frame, only the array shape has been corrected, leaving translational 
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and rotational ambiguity. In Figure 4, hydrophone #1 is arbitrarily located at the origin, 
and the reported bearing from phone #1 to #2 is assumed to be correct. Based on these 
assumptions, the effective positions of hydrophones #2 and #3 are 70 m and 110 m away 
from their reported locations. 

 
The critical result of the discrepancy in the hydrophone positions is a systematic error 

in the calculation of the arrival angle of an incident signal. Figure 5 reports the change in 
the calculated arrival angle, between using the reported coordinates and the corrected 
coordinates. After two iterations of the model fit, the discrepancy between the reported 
and corrected coordinates was responsible for about 4 degrees of erroneous variation in 
estimated arrival angles. Relative to the results of the second iteration, the first iteration 
corrected about 87% of the RMS angular error. 

 
Figure 5: Difference between the arrival angles calculated from the reported coordinates 
and the angles calculated from the coordinates corrected by one iteration (blue) and two 

iterations (red) of the fitting procedure. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The procedure outlined above represents a method of shape calibration for 
hydroacoustic arrays. This technique is particularly advantageous for long-term 
deployments in remote locations, as it does not require any on site activity after the initial 
installation. Additionally, it may allow for the long term monitoring of the shape of the 
array. One limitation of the technique is that it requires that the array records a large 
number of impulsive signals from the far field. In the example shown, five years of 
ambient impulsive signals were used to adjust the hydrophone coordinates of the CTBTO 
array south of Wake Island, to account for a systematic error resulting in up to four 
degrees of angular error. A further goal of this research is to next remove the rotational 
ambiguity, using several signals originating from a known location. 
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Abstract: The synthesis of coupled systems including linear propagation media and 
nonlinear lumped subsystems is investigated. The resulting coupled system is expected to 
exhibit improved dynamic behaviour. Such improvements are sought after by designing 
exclusively the lumped nonlinear subsystem and not by modifying the propagation 
medium. A moving acoustic source can be considered to nonlinearly modify the 
characteristics of a carrier acoustic wave. Such carrier might be a monochromatic or 
polychromatic tone as well as other broadband signals such as band-limited white or 
coloured noise. The sound source position signal is propagated through a nonlinear 
operator and then, under noise-free environment assumptions, determines the sound 
pressure level at the receiver location. The proposed method is applied to the simplified 
case of a one-dimensional acoustic cavity defined by totally reflective barriers. 
Furthermore, the lossless wave equation is assumed to govern the sound pressure level in 
the homogeneous domain of interest. However, even in this simple scenario, only the 
additional assumptions of negligible source velocity and acceleration allow the derivation 
of an expression for the sound pressure level containing exclusively source position. Data 
series can be post-processed to determine the Volterra kernels, which are a convenient 
extension of the impulse response concept in the nonlinear case, of the operator 
connecting source displacement to sound pressure level at the receiver. 

Keywords: localization, moving, acoustic, source, higher-order, statistics 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Improved source localization technique can be achieved by employing tools for the 
analysis of coupled systems with linear propagation mediums and nonlinear lumped 
subsystems. In effect, a lumped nonlinear signal analysis system is proposed that can 
provide ocean acoustic source localization on the basis of some prior data and knowledge 
about the propagation medium. The design method will be based on the Volterra-Wiener 
theory of nonlinear systems combined with the Linear Fractional Transformation 
employed for the analysis of uncertain linear systems. Although the techniques are 
applicable to a variety of practical engineering and physical systems this work will focus 
on ocean acoustic source localization.  

Synthesis of feedback systems is a process relying greatly on modeling of the systems 
under investigation. In the case at hand, the linear or linearized systems under 
consideration can conventionally be described based on the theoretical framework of 
partial differential equations in the frequency domain. In this respect, the analysis here 
includes the detailed modeling of distributed parameter dynamic systems. Using such 
models a formal reduction procedure is applied in order to formulate a finite-order 
problem of coupling of the linear, distributed system with a nonlinear, lumped element 
which can be either passive or active and either dynamic or static. The application range of 
the method proposed here, although broad by nature, will be focused on acoustics and in 
specific ocean acoustics. Other applications include ocean wave energy systems like e.g. 
the Oscillating Water Column (OWC) and mechatronic systems like e.g. MEMS. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

At first, numerical modeling combined to model order reduction for distributed linear 
systems needs be employed. In the case of underwater acoustic wave propagation, the 
problem can be formulated as the analysis of the development and propagation of the 
acoustic field in confined spaces, like e.g. the one shown in Figure 1 for the 1D case. If 
acoustic waves are generated by a point source located at point  Sx t  at time instant t, the 
propagation is governed by the lossless wave equation for the sound pressure in the 
homogeneous domain of interest. 

    
2

2 2
2 S
p c p m t x x t

t


    


 (1)

In the above, p stands for the acoustic pressure, ωS is the excitation frequency and c the 
sound propagation speed in the acoustic medium. Finally, m(t) is the acoustic signal 
emitted by the wandering source. For the rest of this analysis sinusoidal time dependence 
will be assumed. 

   exp Sm t j t  
(2)
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3. SOUND PRESSURE DEPENDENCE ON SOURCE MOTION 

The analysis starts by considering the homogeneous wave equation, i.e. the one with 
the source silent. 

 
Fig.1: Problem setup. 

2 2 2
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p p pc p c

t t x
  

   
  

 (3)

This needs to be solved in the bounded domain with fully reflective boundary 
conditions. Any function of the following form is a solution of the homogeneous wave 
equation in unbounded domains. 

     ,p x t p ct x p ct x      
(4)

By employing the Fourier Transform: 
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(5)

In the above the following substitution has been performed. 
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(6)

In the above, the following substitution has been performed. 

       
2

2 2 2 2
2; ; 4j kx j kxX x k P k e P k e X X x k k X

x
  

 
        

 (7)

Therefore, the only requirement for function  ;X x k  is to satisfy the boundary 
conditions. Commonly boundary conditions are provided as specifications for the 
reflection coefficient R as function of frequency or more rarely wavenumber. For example, 
if totally reflective boundary conditions are considered, the following need to be 
considered. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

2 0 2

2 0 2@ 0 1, @ 1
j k j k L

j k j k L

P k e P k e
x x L

P k e P k e

 

 
 

   
 

   
 

         (8)

In effect, and by taking into account conservation of energy, the following facts are 
obtained. 

    ,P k P k k     
(9)

4 1 4 2
2

j kL
n

ne kL n k k
L

          (10)

      2 2; ; 2 sinn nj k x j k x
n n n n

n xX x k X x k X x P e e jP
L

           (11)
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 ; 2 sin , 2nj t
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n x n cp x t j P e c k
L L

   




     (12)

In the general case, where neither the boundary conditions nor the shape of the domain 
is 1D and/or standard, modal analysis can still be applied and the eigen-shapes be obtained 
by numerical methods, e.g. the Complex Singular Value (cSVD) decomposition [1]. 
Therefore, in general an expression as follows can be assumed for the sound pressure 
within the domain of interest. 

   ; , 2 ,0nj t
n n n n

n

n cp x t P e x c k x L
L

  




        (13)

Returning now to the non-homogeneous case of interest and following standard 
procedure, the following expansions are obtained. 
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(14)

For simplifying the problem at hand, the velocity and acceleration of the source will be 
considered relatively small. 

    
2

2
2

Sj t
S n S n

n

p e P x t x
t







  

   (15)

The homogeneous boundary conditions need to be employed at this point. 

 
2

2 2
2 4n

n nk x
x

 
  


 (16)

 
Finally, it can be seen that if the eigenshapes of the homogeneous problem consist a 

base of the Hilbert space. Therefore the following decomposition for the excitation can be 
obtained. 
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By merging the above expression, in the original wave equation with a wandering 
source, the following is obtained. 
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(18)

Therefore, the sound pressure received by the receiver obtains the form. 

       2 2; ; , ,0Sj t n R
R S n S n

n n S

x n cp x x t t e x t x L
L

 
 






    

  (19)

As seen in the above, the sound source position signal is propagated through a 
nonlinear operator in order to determine the sound pressure level signal at the receiver’s 
location. In the general case, of non-standard domains of complicated geometry, 
complicated boundary (and possibly initial) conditions, noise and interference etc., the 
nonlinear operator connecting TX position and RX sound pressure will include also time 
derivatives of signal xS(t). For example, even in the case considered earlier if velocity and 
acceleration of the source are not negligible then the expression for sound pressure will 
still contain the time derivatives of source displacement. 

 
Fig.2: Feedback System Inversion formulation. 

4. SOUND SOURCE MOTION ESTIMATION 

In this context, simulation can be used to determine the Volterra kernels, or 
equivalently Wiener G-functionals, of the operator connecting source displacement xS(t) to 
sound pressure at the receiver p(t). As explained in the sequel, identification can be 
performed by applying a technique combining cSVD and the Volterra theory to either 
numerical simulation results and/or field recorded data series [1,3]. 

In effect, this can be done by using the Feedback System Inversion Lemma. In Figure 2 
the operator interconnecting the source displacement signal to the receiver acoustic 
pressure one as well as its inverse are shown. 

In Figure 2, the left-hand side is a block-diagram representation of the operator 
interconnecting the source displacement with acoustic pressure. The operator includes a 
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linear and a nonlinear part as argued earlier. The nonlinear part may be written in the 
following form of a Volterra series [2].  
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(20)

In the above,  1 2, , ,m mg k k k  stands for the m-th (nonlinearity) degree Volterra kernel. 
Note the similarity of the Volterra kernels to the impulse response of linear systems. In 
effect, the receiver can use this information to process the acoustic pressure signal by 
means of the feedback structure of the right-hand side in Figure 2. This will allow 
generating an estimate of the sound source position. The Hilbert Transform, allowing 
analyzing phase selective and spectrally decoupled systems which interact through 
amplitude or phase modulation, needs also to be employed to formulate the problem in 
baseband [4-7]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A signal processing scheme allowing an underwater acoustic silent receiver to estimate 
the motion variables of a wandering acoustic source, emitting at a single frequency is 
presented. The processing is formulated as a coupled bandpass-lowpass nonlinear system 
by employing the Hilbert transform. The bandpass part depicts underwater sound 
propagation, while the lowpass one the motion of the source. Such structure and behavior 
is commonly observed in underwater acoustic source localization problem in confined 
domains like e.g. the coastal   zone. The result of the proposed methodology is a lowpass 
equivalent system which depicts the essential dynamics of the interaction between the 
modulating envelope of the bandpass subsystem signal with the lowpass subsystem signal. 
This description may prove of value in military or civilian applications, especially if 
combined with approaches to tackle uncertainty in either the domain’s boundary 
conditions or the transmitted acoustic signal characteristics. 
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Abstract: Some scholars suggest that we use autoregressive (AR) model solve the problem 
that the conventional inverse beam-forming (IBF) is unable to break through the Rayleigh 
limit, and improve the bear resolution for inverse beam-forming, but the detection 
performance of this method (AR_IBF) is worse in the practical application. A modified 
method (MAR_IBF) is advanced for AR_IBF by modifying the AR in this paper, and which 
has good detection performance and bear resolution. Theory analysis and numerical 
simulation show that the detection performance of MAR_IBF is improved near 10log  dBN  
( N being number of elements), compared to the detection performance of AR_IBF.  

Keywords: Inverse beam-forming; Target detection; Detection performance 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1995, Wilson raised Inverse Beam-Forming (IBF) which array gain improved, reducing 
the width of the main lobe 1/3, noise inhibiting ability has been improved [1-6], compared to 
conventional beam-Forming (CBF). It has been widely used in the detection of the target 
position. But IBF can’t effectively break the Rayleigh limit, many scholars have conducted 
research and found that the IBF Fourier integral method is used instead of parametric model 
method [7, 8]. In this regard, Shuai Su and Ligang Chen raised the IBF algorithm based on 
AR model (AR_IBF: Automatism Regression_ Inverse Beam-Forming) in the literature [7] 
and [8]. Numerical simulations show that: compare with IBF, AR_IBF can be achieved the 
high resolution detection of the mult-target distinguish probability in high SNR, break 
through the Rayleigh limit. Compared with other high-resolution algorithm, it does not 
require the pre-estimate of the number of sources [9].  

When further study, it found that AR_IBF did not take full advantage of all the received 
signal covariance matrix R information. It just use some information of the -1R  for spatial 
spectrum estimation, resulting AR_IBF algorithm can’t effectively detect the target in lower 
SNR and the azimuth detection tolerance is poor. In order to take full advantage of all the 

-1R information for spatial spectrum estimation, the paper modify AR_IBF algorithm to 
improve the practical detectability. Theory analysis and numerical simulations show that the 
detection performance of MAR_IBF is improved near 10log  dBN ( N being number of 
elements), compared to the detection performance of AR_IBF. 

2. AUTOMATISM REGRESSION_ INVERSE BEAM-FORMING 

The basic principle of the AR_IBF based on parametric model as follows: 



 

Fig.1: The receiving signal sketch map of plane line array 

The principle of IBF is that azimuth information of the line array cross-spectral density 
(the covariance matrix) contains sound field plane wave density [1-3]. The Fig.1 shows that 
the frequency f signal arrives at line array ( N elements) from   direction. The received 
signal of each element can be expressed as follow: 

 2( ) cos π ( ) ( ),i i i ix t P f t t n t         (1)
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Where, ( 1) cosit i d k        denotes the target  radiating signal at the time t , and iP  
denotes received signal amplitude of the element i  , and i  denotes the number of array 
element, and d  denotes the space between near element, and 2πk f c  denotes the wave 
number, and c denotes the effective sound speed, and ( )in t  denotes background noise of the 
element i  at the time t . 

The received data of array element 1 can be fitted by the received data of the rest array 
element plus Gaussian noise.  

1

1 1
1

( ) ( ) ( ),
N

n n
n

x t a x t n t





  
 

 (2)

Where,  na  denotes the AR coefficient, ( )n t  denotes the additive Gaussian noise. 
According to the formula (2), the prediction of the array element 1 received data as follow: 

1

1 1
1

ˆ ( ) ( ),
N

n n
n

x t a x t





   (3)

The prediction error ( )e t  as follow: 

1
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1 1 1 1
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ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
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n n
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e t x t x t x t a x t t





     A X  (4)

Where,  T
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( )Nt x t x t x tX  ,  T

1 2, , , Na a aA  .When the value of  2E ( )e t  
minimum, the vector A of AR coefficient is the optimal value. 

 2 H Hmin E ( ) min , . 1.e t st A RA A V
 (5)

Where,  T1,0,0, ,0V  . Covariance matrix R of the line array can be expressed as 
follow. 

* * *
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 (6)

 T denotes the matrix transposition, *() denotes the complex conjugate, H()  denotes  the 
complex conjugate transpose. 

H H( ) (1 ),C   A A RA A V  (7)

1

T 1 ,opt




R VA

V R V  (8)
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N
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n
n

H z
a z






 
 A Z

 

(9)

Where, 1 2[1, , , , ]Nz z z  Z  .Assuming the noise power for 1. Power spectrum ( )B w  as 
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follow: 

j
H

H H He

1 1( ) ( ) ( ) | ,wz
opt opt opt opt

B w z z


  H H
A ZZ A A A

 (10)

H
opt optS A A , We do Toeplitz for ( )B w : 
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  S  (11)

We do the integral for ( )D n and can get space spectrum ( , ')FIM f   of AR_IBF 
algorithm in θ ' direction: 
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(12)

We do  0 ~ 9'  17   space scan for AR_IBF ( , ')FIM f  , we can get the target radiation 
signal azimuth . AR_IBF method can improve target bearing detection resolution under the 
condition of high SNR. But due to not take full advantage of all the information of the -1R , 
AR_IBF lose the ability to target orientation under the condition of lower SNR and the 
detection tolerance is poor. To this, a modified method (MAR_IBF) by modifying the AR is 
raised to improve the detection performance in this paper. 

3. MAR_IBF 

A. The principle of the MAR_IBF algorithm 

MAR_IBF Algorithm Analysis as follow. Further derivation for formula (3): 
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(13)

The prediction error as follow: 

T
1 1 1 1 1

T
2 2 2 2 2
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(14)

Through the formula (5) - (8), we find the vector iA  of the AR coefficient: 

1

T -1 ,i
i



 i

i

R VA
V R V  

(15)
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Where,  T
1 1,0,0, , 0V  ，  T

2 0,1,0, , 0V  ，，  T0, 0, 0, ,1N V  . By substitution of the iA
into H

i i iS = A A , we can get ( )iFIM f .Then, we do the accumulation for ( )iFIM f and 
MAR_IBF algorithm can get space spectrum ( )FIM f . 

Meanwhile, T 1
i i

V R V  in the formula (15) only modify the amplitude of the vector iA . We 
do the 1 instead of T 1

i i
V R V  and the formula (15) can be expressed as follow: 

1  ,1  ,i i i N  A R V  (16)

We do the information combination for the formula (16) and simplified on the algorithm 
to improve the algorithm's computational speed. And we can get the vector 'A  of the AR 
coefficient. 

1' ,1  i N  A R  (17)

Compare with formula (17) and (15), formula (17) needs less operations and optimizes the 
MAR_IBF algorithm. The optimized MAR_IBF algorithm is simple and effective, and which 
have a good target detection capability in low SNR. 

B. Theoretical analysis 

The MAR_IBF algorithm is the N-th order accumulation of the AR_IBF with different 
rows data in R . Assuming the space spectrum AR_IBF for _ ( )iAR FIM f , the space 
spectrum MAR_IBF as follow: 

1
_ ( ) _ ( ),N

ii
MAR FIM f AR FIM f


  (18)

We do the accumulation for _ ( )iAR FIM f , we find the energy of the signal azimuth 
increase N times, but the energy of the noise azimuth did not increase or the multiple of far 
less than N . So the two methods of energy ratio in the target bearing is 

_ ( ) ,  1_ ( )i

MAR FIM f N i NAR FIM f    .The _ ( ),  1iAR FIM f i N   superposition lead to the 

energy of other orientation slightly increased. This will lead to increases the background of 
bearing time display in MAR_IBF brighter than AR_IBF. 

  Theory analysis shows that the detection performance of MAR_IBF is improved near
10log  dBN , compared to the detection performance of AR_IBF. But actually, the 
background noise in each array reception may not be completely irrelevant and the target 
azimuth are not likely to be evenly distributed in0 ~ 179 . The actual detection performance 
of MAR_IBF increase is less than10log  dBN , compared to the detection performance of 
AR_IBF. 

4. MATLAB NUMERICAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

  The simulation model is the far field plane wave, and the background noise is a white 
Gaussian noise. MATLAB numerical simulation contains three parts that being generating 
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signal, processing signal and estimating target azimuth. Fig.2 is MATLAB simulation model 
diagram. 

 

Fig.2 :The model chart of MATLAB simulation 

A. The orientation detection probability 
We use a sinusoidal signal as target radiation signal, whose frequency is 1 500 Hzf  , and 

azimuth is 1 60   . Addition, we assume that the background noise is white Gaussian noise, 
and whose band is 100 ~ 800 Hzf  . The number of the line array is 32N  , and the array 
space is 13d c f , and the effective sound speed is 1500 m/sc   , and the sample rate is 

s 5 kHzf  , and the number of snapshots is 2000M  . 

 

Fig. 3 The orientation detection probability of three methods with different SNR 
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From Fig.3, we can find that: the detection performance of MAR_IBF is improved near
9 dB  in the same detection probability, compared to the detection performance of AR_IBF. 
But theory analysis that the MAR_IBF detection performance is 10log32 dB 15 dB . This 
because the background noise in each array reception may not be completely irrelevant and 
the target azimuth are not likely to be evenly distributed in 0 ~ 179 . The actual detection 
performance of MAR_IBF increase is less than10log  dBN . But it is also proved that the 
actual numerical simulation and theoretical analysis are consistent. 

B. The mult-target distinguish probability 
We use a sinusoidal signal as the first target radiation signal, whose frequency is

1 500 Hzf  , and amplitude is  1 1 vP  , and azimuth is 1 87   .Then we use another 
sinusoidal signal as the second target radiation signal, whose frequency is 2 300 Hzf   , and 
amplitude is 2 1 vP  , and azimuth is 2 90   .Addition, we assume that the background 
noise is white Gaussian noise, and band is 100 ~ 800 Hzf   . The number of the line array 
is 32N  , and the array space is 13d c f , and the effective sound speed is 1500 m/sc  , and 
the sample rate is 5 kHzsf   , and the number of snapshots is 2000M  . 

 

Fig.4 The mult-target distinguish probability of three methods with different SNR 
From Fig.4, we can find that: IBF almost impossible to achieve mult-target distinguish. 

When 4 dBSNR   , MAR_IBF almost achieve mult-target distinguish and the distinguish 
probability greater than 90% . When 7 dBSNR   , AR_IBF almost achieve mult-target 
distinguish and the distinguish probability greater than80% . The mult-target distinguish 
probability of MAR_IBF is poorer than MAR_IBF. That’s because MAR_IBF take full 
advantage of all the information of the 1R , but the target azimuth are not likely to be evenly 
distributed in 0 ~ 179 .  From Fig.3, we can find that: The actual detection performance of 
MAR_IBF better than AR_IBF. And it is also proved that the actual numerical simulation 
and theoretical analysis are consistent. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

A modified method (MAR_IBF) is advanced for AR_IBF by modifying the AR in this 
paper, and which improve the detection performance. MAR_IBF take full advantage of all 
the information of the Covariance matrix 1R . The optimized MAR_IBF algorithm is simple 
and effective, and which have a good target detection capability at low SNR. MAR_IBF has 
break through the Rayleigh limit and almost achieve mult-target distinguish. MAR_IBF is 
more stability than AR_IBF. In conclusion, the MAR_IBF have high resolution, stability, 
simple and effective. It can meet the actual Sonar engineering needs. 
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Abstract: The constructive and destructive interference striation patterns of 
sound intensity as a function of frequency and range are of common interests in 
shallow water applications. The slope of striation patterns can be described ac-
cording to the waveguide invariant. Isolating the range from waveguide invariant 
can be applied to source range estimation while the source range separation is 
determined. However, the waveguide invariant practically depends on the mode 
pairs at low frequency and the source range separation depends on the relative 
source-receiver motion speed. In this presentation, a method estimating wave-
guide-invariant and source range separation is developed via dual receivers with 
an applicable effective horizontal separation. Firstly, mode pair filtering is per-
formed using the signal autocorrelation functions of two receivers and their time 
warping transforms. The phase difference of the mode pair between two receivers 
can be extracted from the filtered mode-pair cross-correlation functions. So the 
horizontal wave-number difference can be obtained. Further, the waveguide in-
variant is estimated. Finally, the unknown source separation at different time can 
be estimated from the phase difference of their corresponding mode-pair cross-
correlation function using the estimated wave-number difference. Simulations 
and experimental data analyses in shallow water are performed to verify the 
method. 
 
 
Keywords: Waveguide invariant, source range separation estimation, autocorre-
lation function, warping transform, dual receivers, shallow water 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a shallow water waveguide, acoustic propagation is described by the modal 
propagation theory and the acoustic field can be viewed as a sum of normal 
modes. The acoustic intensity created by a broadband source exhibits striations 
when plotted versus range and frequency. These striations can be characterized by 
a scalar parameter, called the waveguide invariant [1]. Isolating range r  from   
can be applied to source range estimation while the source range separation r  is 
determined. As the waveguide invariant is not truly a constant, techniques for 
estimating the waveguide invariant are critically required. Gall et al. estimated 
the waveguide invariant for each pair of modes using a spatial Fourier transform 
of the recorded acoustic field[2]. Rouseff et al. estimate the waveguide invariant 
using the striation-based beamformer[3]. In this presentation, an approach estimat-
ing the waveguide invariant and source range separation is suggested via dual 
receivers based on the warping transform of the signal autocorrelation function. 

Based on the mode’s dispersive characteristics of an ideal waveguide, Bonnel 
et al. present a warping operator to extract normal modes for a broadband acous-
tic signal[4]. Compared with dispersive characteristics of mode itself, cross-
correlation of two modes that both far from their cut-off frequencies has a similar 
instantaneous phase expression[5]. So the cross-correlation function of two modes 
can also be isolated from a signal autocorrelation function, the phase of which can 
be used to estimate the waveguide invariant and source range separation. 

2. WAVEGUIDE INVARIANT AND SOURCE RANGE SEPA-
RATION ESTIMATION 

According to the normal mode theory, the pressure field in a range-
independent shallow water waveguide can be expressed as 
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  ,                                                                   (1) 

where S(f) is source spectrum, Am(f) is the amplitude of mode m, krm(f) represents 
the horizontal wavenumber, r0 is the distance between source and receiver, M 
denotes the number of propagating modes. Only considering the right-side of the 
symmetrical signal autocorrelation function in time domain and ignoring mode’s 
autocorrelation component, the sum of cross-correlation function of two different 
modes after time shifted by 

0 0rt r c  can be approximated as[5] 
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where Bmn(t) denotes the instantaneous amplitude of the cross-correlation func-
tion of modes m and n, mn  is the coupled characteristic frequency. Using the 

warping operator 
0

2 2( ) rh t t t  , 
02 0( , )rR r t t  can be transformed into  
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Here,  'h t  is used to keep energy conserved in the transformation. Thus, 
warping transform is an effective tool to filter the cross-correlation component. 

After filtering the modes’ cross-correlation component, the measured phase at 
two receivers with separation r  can be written as 

    0 0 1= ( ) ( ) 2mn rm rnr k f k f r l   ,  (4) 
     0 0 2= ( ) ( ) 2mn rm rnr r k f k f r r l       ,  (5) 

respectively, where 1l  and 2l  are unknown integers as the phase is measured on 
the Fourier domain. If the receiver separation r  is smaller than the interference 
wavelength of mode pair m and n, i.e. 

 2
( ) ( )mn

rm rn

r
k f k f

  


,  (6) 

1l  equals 2l , so the difference of the measured phase can be expressed 
  ( )= ( ) ( )mn rm rnr k f k f r    . (7) 
According to Eq.(7), the horizontal wavenumber difference of mode pair m and 

n can be extracted from the measured phase difference as 

 ( )( )= ( ) ( )= mn
mn rm rn

rk f k f k f
r

 
 


. (8) 

As shown in Ref.[6], the relationship between horizontal wavenumber differ-
ence and frequency is related to the waveguide invariant as 

 1( )= mn
mn mnk f f   , (9) 

where mn  is a constant which depends on the mode number. Applying a loga-
rithmic operation of variables on Eq.(9), we have 

     1ln ( ) = ln lnmn mn
mn

k f f


  . (10) 

As  ln ( )mnk f changes linearly with ln f  and the slope is determined by mn , 
the waveguide invariant can be estimated by the linear regression between the 
measured  ln ( )mnk f  and ln f . 

According to Eq.(7), the unknown source separation r  at different time can 
be estimated from the following equation 

 ( )=
( )

mn

mn

rr
k f
  


 (11) 

when the horizontal wavenumber difference is estimated. Here, ( )mn r   is the 
variation of the measured phase of the cross-correlation function when the source 
distance changes r . 

3. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES 

3.1 SIMULATED DATA 
Some results of a Pekeris waveguide in the frequency range 100-300 Hz are 

presented firstly. The acoustic field is computed by KRAKEN program. The wa-
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ter depth is 40 m, with bottom parameters of sound speed, density and attenuation 
given by 1600bc m s , 31.9b g cm  and 0.2b dB  , respectively. Both the 
source and two receivers are set at the seabed. The distance r0 between source and 
receiver 1 is 30 km while the space r  between two receivers is 40 m.  

 
Fig. 1: The normalized spectrums of warped signal autocorrelation func-

tions in the case of a Pekeris waveguide. 

  
Fig. 2: Horizontal wavenumber difference of modes 1 and 2 in the case of a 

Pekeris waveguide. (a) ( )mnk f ; (b) lg ( )mnk f . 

 
Fig. 3: The source separation estimation result in the case of a Pekeris wave-

guide. 
 
Fig. 1 presents the normalized spectrums of warped signal autocorrelation 

functions. The dotted lines are the passband of the filter used to extract the cross-
correlation function of modes 1 and 2. The estimated wavenumber difference is 
illustrated in Fig. 2(a) as the black solid line, where the real wavenumber differ-
ence is plotted as dotted line. Due to imperfect performance of the square window 
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filter, the filtered phase difference at 100-120 Hz and 270-300 Hz is unreasona-
ble. Thus we only apply the logarithmic change of variables at 120-270 Hz to 
estimate the waveguide invariant. As shown in Fig.2(b), the estimated logarithmic 
wavenumber difference changes linearly with the logarithmic frequency neglect-
ing the small fluctuation. The estimated value of the waveguide invariant is 1.24 
while its theoretical value is 1.23. Fig. 3 presents the source separation estimation 
result at 120-270 Hz. The estimated separation is 100.02 m while the true r  is 
100 m.  

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Experimental data comes from an underwater acoustic experiment in shallow 
water. The sound speed profile was iso-speed of 1498 m/s. The water depth is 61 
m. In the experiment, the air-gun source was towed from 8112 m to 4182 m at 
depth of 15 m to emit impulsive signals. As the signals were received by a verti-
cal array, so two horizontal receivers are replaced by two source signals emitted 
at 7240 m and 7100 m to get the receiver separation r . 

 
Fig. 4: The normalized spectrums of warped autocorrelation functions of 

two experimental signals. 

 
Fig. 5: Horizontal wavenumber difference estimation result of modes 2 and 

3. (a) ( )mnk f ; (b) lg ( )mnk f . 
 

Fig. 4 illustrates the normalized spectrums of warped autocorrelation functions 
of these two experimental signals recorded by the receiver with depth equal to 23 
m from the vertical array. For this configuration, mode 1 is weakly excited com-
pared with modes 2 and 3. The estimated wavenumber difference of modes 2 and 
3 is presented in Fig.5, where the simulated wavenumber difference is also plot-
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ted as dotted line. As shown in Fig.5(b), the estimated logarithmic wavenumber 
difference almost changes linearly with the logarithmic frequency. The estimated 
waveguide invariant by the linear regression between the measured ln ( )mnk f  
and ln f  is 1.21 while its simulated value is 1.18. Fig.6 presents the source sepa-
ration estimation result plotted as the solid line and the real separation plotted as 
the dotted line.  

 
Fig. 6: The source separation estimation result. 

4. SUMMARY 

In this paper, an approach for estimating the waveguide invariant and source 
range separation in shallow water waveguide is presented based on the warping 
transform of the signal autocorrelation function. The wavenumber difference of 
two modes as a function of frequency can be extracted from the phase of filtered 
cross-correlation component. Thus, the waveguide invariant and the source range 
separation are estimated since the wavenumber difference is obtained. The simu-
lated and experimental data analyses show that the estimated waveguide invariant 
and the source range separation are consistent with the expected ones. 
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Abstract: This paper extends a previously published seafloor reconstruction method from 
side-scan sonar data. The original method created 1D shape estimates for single side-scan 
measurements by comparing the measurement to an alphabet of pre-computed (ray-traced) 
sonar responses from kernels. 
The work described in this paper extends the method to obtain a 2.5D map of the seafloor 
from the 1D reconstructions through fusion of individual measurements. 
Additionally, the synthetic measurement generation has been refined to reflect more 
realistically the physical genesis of the sonar signal by allowing continuous wave (CW) or 
frequency modulated (FM) sonar pulses. 

Keywords: Seafloor shape estimation, Kernel-based, Sonar simulation, Bathymetry, Signal 
processing, Inversion for seafloor height 

1. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD 

The aim of this paper is to extend an existing method [1] which performs seafloor shape 
reconstruction from side-scan sonar measurements in order to obtain features to serve as 
landmarks for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). We establish the following 
procedure that describes the outline of the method: 

A synthetic seafloor terrain is created (e.g., composed of randomly placed Gaussian-
shaped kernels with varying height and width). Then, a non-straight AUV trajectory above 
the created seafloor is generated. Along this trajectory, synthetic side-scan measurements 
are created by ray-tracing and subsequent sonar measurement generation. The side-scan data 
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is then processed by the reconstruction from [1], which finds a set of 1D kernels for each 
measurement line (across-track) that agree best with the measurement. In short, [1] makes 
a search across a so-called sonar alphabet consisting of pre-computed sonar responses for 
single kernel-shaped features, intentionally ignoring the non-linear effects of sonar 
shadowing. 

The still-unknown measurement uncertainty in along-track direction is estimated by the 
ground beam width of the side-scan sonar that increases with range. The estimated kernels 
are placed on the seafloor according to the local coordinate system given by the current ego-
motion of the vehicle. 

If it is decided that a kernel belongs to a feature already existing in the reconstruction 
map, the kernels undergo a fusion step, otherwise the kernel is placed as a new feature. 

To evaluate the method, the estimated height map is compared to the ground truth map. 
Finally, a synthetic terrain with surface heights following a power law distribution is 

created to mimic natural seafloor and reconstruction is performed for this surface. 

2. MEASUREMENT CREATION 

2.1. Trajectory Generation 

The trajectory chosen in this work is a parabolic vehicle path at constant depth where the 
AUV altitude is on average 20 meters above the seafloor which is common as survey 
altitude. This is similar to the situation of a vehicle taking a turn and guarantees multiple 
overlapping observations. This choice does not influence the generality of the reconstruction 
method. Basically every path is useable as long as the vehicle ego-motion is known. In this 
work we assume that the ego-motion is known perfectly without uncertainty. 

Along the trajectory, 40 measurements with range setting of 200 meters are taken. Each 
measurement consists of 2000 time samples. The sonar mounting angle  was set to 42° in 
order to have a good coverage from nadir to maximum range. 

2.2. Surface Generation 

To allow for better comparison, we first reconstruct a terrain that has been created from 
placing random kernels. That way, we can more easily identify kernel matches. 

In order to mimic natural environment more closely, we also create a synthetic terrain 
following an inverse power law as this is a good description for many naturally occurring 
terrains [2]. 

2.3. Sonar Measurement Generation 

The sonar signal generation stage has improved compared to the original method given 
in [1]. The generation of the alphabet entries is now also done based on 3D modelling using 
a ray-tracing step. We employ the open source renderer Mitsuba [3], which is able to deliver 
a distance and normal map through its multichannel feature. The simulation setup is 
depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Simulation setup. The spheres show the vehicle path, while the rods show the pointing direction of the sonar 

main lobe. 

This distance and normal map are then further processed to simulate the actual sonar 
behaviour. Here, we focused on using a more physically motivated simulation of sonar 
signals for the measurement compared to the original method in [1]. The original method, 
which creates noise-free sonar images, is still used in the alphabet creation stage as it makes 
little sense to compare a noisy measurement to a reference which itself contains an arbitrary 
instantiation of noise. 

After creation of the alphabet, a sonar measurement is created for each waypoint on the 
trajectory. This is also accomplished by having Mitsuba create the distance and normal maps 
for that particular view. The ensuing sonar signal processing, however, is now different 
from the alphabet generation because we are able to simulate the two main mechanisms of 
sonar signal generation that are found in practice: 

Traditionally, side-scan sonars sent a so-called continuous wave pulse where for a short 
amount of time a burst of several periods of a sine wave of a given operating frequency are 
transmitted. Upon receiving, the carrier frequency is filtered out to obtain the reflectivity 
information. 

Modern sonars use frequency-modulated (FM) signals. As it is intended to extend the 
sonar range even further, more energy has to be put into the water. In traditional continuous 
wave (CW) sonars this can be done either by increasing the amplitude or by lengthening the 
pulse. However, cavitation of water as well as transducer stiffness and durability limit the 
maximum feasible amplitude. Lengthening the CW pulse has the undesired effect of 
reducing the range resolution. The solution is pulse compression, where a so-called sonar 
“chirp” of changing frequency is emitted. If the received pulse is convoluted with a reversed 
signal of the sending pulse, a sharp signal peak is reconstructed (so-called pulse 
compression) while the sonar electronics and mechanics can be driven at lower power. 

Figure 2: Example of a (linear) frequency modulated (FM) chirp sonar signal (left) and the result of pulse compression 
(right). 

We implemented both kinds of sonar pulses and post-processing and can compare 
reconstruction results between both methods. 
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In order to create speckle noise, we distort the surface by adding normally-distributed 
small-scale noise to the distance values before rendering the sonar output. 

2.4. Antenna Beam Pattern 

Our simulation also takes antenna directional characteristics into account when sonar 
readings are generated. We assume a very narrow idealized rectangular sonar membrane of 
dimensions 50cm x 0.5cm and calculate the according intensity mask in the pixel plane. 
That mask is applied as weights to the sonar energy that is calculated from the distance and 
normal maps that have been obtained from the ray-tracing step. 

 
Figure 3: Left: Antenna directional intensity pattern in the image plane (non-logarithmic). Right: Logarithmic 3D plot 

of directivity in the image plane 

3. RECONSTRUCTION 

3.1. 1D Reconstruction 

Each measurement undergoes the 1D kernel reconstruction detailed in [1]. The result is 
a set of 1D kernel parameters (ℎ, , ) describing height, width and local across-track 
position. Different to [1], a 1D kernel is allowed only if it has been a clearly better match 
than the second best solution. This is to avoid the enforcement of a selection between 
equally bad solutions. Those 1D kernel parameters are then transformed to map coordinates 
given the 6D vehicle pose. It is assumed that the sonar is mounted rigidly to the vehicle at 
a known viewing angle  and that this configuration is the same for all measurements. 

3.2. Uncertainty Estimation Along-Track 

As the 1D measurement inherently has no information about the spread in along-track 
direction, we introduce a dilation according to the distance from the sensor as is depicted in 
Figure 4. Classical side-scan sonars – unlike SAS sensors – exhibit a varying resolution with  
range: Close to nadir the resolution in along-track direction is high while at greater ranges 
the resolution drops due to the beam widening of the sonar [4]. That is, kernels that are 
placed on the seafloor should widen with range while across-track kernel variance is 
assumed to be constant 

Depending on the sonar beam opening angle  and sonar mounting angle  the virtual 
ground opening angle  is given as follows. = 2 ⋅ atan (tan 2 ⋅ cos( )) 
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With it, we can describe the uncertainty  in along-track direction (local y-coordinate) 
using also the AUV altitude  and the kernel position  (x-coordinate in the local 
coordinate system): = 2 ⋅ ( + ⋅ tan( )) ⋅ tan ( /2) 

Figure 4: Left: Schematic drawing of along-track kernel spread. Middle: Ground coverage of the sonar beam for a 
(rather wide) beam of 6° opening angle  at a mounting angle to the yaw axis  of about 48° depicted for a range of 

200x200 meters at a vehicle altitude of 20 meters. The nadir is located at the left margin midpoint. 
Right: Values for  over  for values of  between 0 and 88° in 8° increments. 

This allows us to create the following 2D kernel (ℎ, , ) where ℎ denotes the kernel 
height,  denotes the global 2D position, and  denotes the global orientation as well as the 
spread of the kernel: (ℎ, , ) = ℎ ⋅ exp − 12 ( − ) ( − )  

The matrix  is created by using the normalized sonar “view” direction projected to ground 
coordinates  and the along-track uncertainty : =  ⋅ ⋅  
with = (0) − (1)(1) (0)  

and the diagonal matrix = 00  

which assumes that the uncertainty across track is constant. 

3.3. Fusion 

In the following, we partly use terms and methods originally developed for treatment of 
Gaussian mixtures where they are used to describe probabilities. Although we do not deal 
with probabilities here, we chose the shape of the kernels suitable to make use of established 
methods to simplify an ensemble of kernels. 

At the kernel placing stage, we decide whether the newly reconstructed kernel represents 
a feature already known from previous measurements or whether it is a truly new surface 
feature. We investigated three distance measures: First, we use the Bhattacharyya distance 

 for Gaussian bells ( , ) and is defined as follows: 
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( , ) = 12 log 12 + 12| | ⋅ | | + 18 Δ 12 + 12 Δ  
where Δ = ( − ). 
While the Bhattacharyya distance originally is a means to evaluate the similarity of 

normal distributions, we can use it also to compare the similarity of the kernel features as 
they have the shape of normal distributions. As  is independent of kernel height, we also 
investigated the use of Salmond’s criterion from Gaussian mixture theory [8] to decide 
whether a new kernel has a contribution to the existing map or not. The squared Salmond 
distance  is calculated as follows [8] while the weights used are the normalized kernel 
height values = | || | . =  +  W = +   = ( − )( − ) + ( − )( − )  = W + B Δ = + ( − )( − )  ( , ) = ( Δ ) 

We also investigated the Kullback-Leibler dissimilarity measure ( , ) introduced by 
Runnalls [8] as a third measure, but we do not repeat the formulae here for space reasons. 
We found the resulting kernels also not to differ too much from the results using Salmond’s 
criterion. 

If the decision is such that a newly proposed kernel is very close to an existing kernel, 
we assume that it represents an already known feature. We examined two fusion methods: 
The simpler method is to completely dispose the newly found kernel and the existing kernel 
responsible for the disposal receives a vote instead. That way, to each kernel feature it is 
still known how many measurements support this evidence. The downside is that 
information from a different viewing angle is lost. The more complex fusion replaces both 
kernels by their moment-preserving merge (MPM) ( , ) [8] and also upvotes the 
resulting kernel by one: 

Weights are denoted = |ℎ | and normalized weights = +  for i={1,2}  =  +  = + + ( − )( − )  

4. GROUND TRUTH TERRAINS 

We created two types of terrains: A kernel terrain, created from randomly placed 
Gaussian-shaped kernels and one where the height distribution follows an inverse power 
law. 

The terrains are created with size 200m x 200m. The kernel terrain is used because it 
uses the same kernel type also used by the reconstruction. That way, comparison between 
reconstructed kernels and ground truth kernels is easier. A sample kernel terrain is depicted 
in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Top: Single kernel terrain. Manually placed kernels to test reconstruction. Bottom: Random kernel terrain. 

Heightmap shown as normalized grey scale image (white: high, black: low) and as 3D rendering (left image top is 
front in the 3D rendering). 

The inverse power law terrain allows to test the reconstruction on more natural-looking 
terrain. This is often a good approximation to natural seafloor [6], [7]. The resulting ground 
truth surface is depicted in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Inverse power law surface 

5. ESTIMATION 

The used synthetic measurements used are depicted in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: Simulated slant-range sonar measurements of the random kernel terrain (left) and the inverse power law 
terrain (right). 

We use an alphabet using the following parameter steps, yielding an alphabet of 6000 
pre-calculated entries: ℎ = {−1.0, −0.375, 0.25, 0.875, 1.5}, = {0.5, 2.33, 4.17, 6.0}, = { | ∈ 300-Steps-Equiangular Sampling over 200 meters}. 
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We assessed this alphabet with equiangular sampling versus the equidistant sampling 
used before in [1]. The reason was that the equiangular alphabet has finer range resolution 
in the near range and coarser resolution in the far range, being more efficient. 

The following evaluations are done using the Runnalls distance and MPM kernel fusion. 

Figure 8: Estimation results for the right hand sonar side. Top row: Results for the kernel terrain. Left: Waypoints are 
colored red to orange. All found kernel positions are shown with colors starting from green, over blue and magenta to 

red. Middle and right images: Estimation state at waypoints 16 and 40 respectively. Images are in normalized grey 
levels. Surrounding flat shaded area is the initially set AUV altitude. Bottom row: Using the Bhattacharyya distance 

instead of the Salmond distance yielded inferior results in general. 

As shown in Figure 9, the reconstruction depends a lot on the nonlinearities involved. 
The single kernel terrain shows a good estimation, the kernel terrain already suffers from 
the nonlinear effects of sonar shadows. Features are captured but the height estimate is 
exaggerated. On the power law terrain the match of estimation and ground truth is not 
obvious on first sight. The method captures smaller bumps properly in the surface. However, 
it remains unclear whether this is distinctive enough for the intended purpose of the method. 

The method is a greedy method and therefore the fusion is not optimal. This is intentional 
as online surface estimation for SLAM is the goal. For offline evaluation a more elaborate 
fusion step involving an optimization would be useful to synthesize a final surface from the 
single kernel estimations. 

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

From the images it becomes clear that despite the coarseness of the used sonar alphabet 
the method is able to capture relevant features. However, the height estimate of hills and 
valleys in general tends to be exaggerated. 

We will further evaluate the performance of the method for different granularities of 
sonar alphabets to better assess the influence of alphabet size. 
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Figure 9: Example reconstructions. The ground truth is drawn in blue, the estimated surface is colored in red. Heights 
are 10-fold exaggerated! Left: Terrain with three manually placed kernels. The estimation manages to reconstruct the 
kernels in view. Heights are a bit overestimated and kernels are not as separated as in the ground truth. Middle: The 

kernel terrain is more challenging to the method probably due to the heavy nonlinearities from sonar shadows. Also the 
method tends still to overestimate the height in that case. The features outside the sonar viewing area are naturally not 

estimated. The main hills are covered. Right: Reconstruction of the power law terrain depicted as wireframe model 
because naturally, the method cannot estimate the global sloping of the terrain and parts would be hard to see beneath 
the surface. Whether the found features are sufficient for SLAM algorithms to recognize that specific place is subject to 

further evaluation. 

6.1. Trajectory uncertainty 

Including uncertainties in the ego-motion would be the next important step in this 
framework. It remains to be seen whether the vehicle uncertainty may just be added to the 
fusion and final placing of the kernel or whether earlier stages (alphabet search) are already 
affected significantly for commonly seen amounts of ego-motion uncertainty. 

6.2. Outlook 

The presented reconstruction essentially is a sonar based template matching and as such 
it is generic enough to be used to detect specific objects on the seafloor if their geometry is 
known beforehand. 
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Abstract: The increasing human interaction with the marine environment is entailing a 
continuous growth in the ambient noise levels, which aggregates to the traditionally 
existing noises produced by natural sources and can affect, sometimes in a severe way, to 
the wellbeing of the marine fauna. The reached levels are especially intense in harbour 
environments, where the anthropogenic activity is particularly concentrated. This fact 
makes of special interest to carry out studies on the noise evolution, in particular during 
long time intervals. This article centers on analyzing the underwater ambient noise 
variation patterns both daily and throughout the annual seasons. It is elaborated from the 
data obtained during a measurement campaign that took place in a shallow water 
environment close to the Cartagena Harbour in the Mediterranean Sea. The study, focus 
especially in the analysis of the evolution of the parameters established in the Descriptor 
11 of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) to monitor the Good 
Environmental Status (GES) of the EU seas. Additionally, it incorporates other types of 
analysis as SEL, SPL and a preliminary evaluation of the presence of transients in the 
measurement area. 

Keywords: Ambient noise: sources, monitoring and long term trends. Environmental 
protection, Signal and image processing 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The onward increase of the human activity in the marine area is entailing a growing 
impact on the marine environment, affecting particularly to the marine life, both in its 
flora and fauna. Among the activities with potential incidence on the marine fauna 
wellbeing are found these ones involving the generation of acoustic noise. Different 
studies confirm the effect of this kind of pollution on distinct marine species [1] and 
especially on marine mammals [2]-[3], with severe consequences in certain cases [4]. 

 
In parallel to this increase of the acoustic pollution and with the aim of mitigating its 

impact, nations are developing regulations to control the acoustic emissions in the marine 
area. In Europe, stands out the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), focused to 
the marine environment preservation based on the achievement of the Good 
Environmental Status (GES) of EU marine waters by 2020.  

 
In order to evaluate the degree of accomplishment of GES, the Directive sets out eleven 

qualitative descriptors. Between them, Descriptor 11 refers to: “Introduction of energy, 
including underwater noise, is at levels that do not adversely affect the marine 
environment”. Two indicators were established for Descriptor 11 by the European 
Commission (EC) referred to low and mid frequency impulsive sounds and continuous 
low frequency sound: 

 
11.1. Distribution in time and place of loud, low and mid frequency impulsive sounds. 

- Proportion of days and their distribution within a calendar year over areas of a 
determined surface, as well as their spatial distribution, in which anthropogenic 
sound sources exceed levels that are likely to entail significant impact on marine 
animals measured as Sound Exposure Level (in dB re 1 μPa2 .s) or as peak sound 
pressure level (in dB re 1 μPa peak) at one metre, measured over the frequency band 
10 Hz to 10 kHz (11.1.1) 
 

11.2. Continuous low frequency sound. 
- Trends in the ambient noise level within the 1/3 octave bands 63 and 125 Hz 
(centre frequency) (re 1μΡa RMS; average noise level in these octave bands over a 
year) measured by observation stations and/or with the use of models if appropriate 
(11.2.1). 
 

As a follow up to the EC Decision, the Marine Directors agreed to establish a technical 
sub-group (TSG) for further development of Descriptor 11, which recommends setting up 
a register of the occurrence of the impulsive sounds for indicator 11.1.1 and to combine 
the use of measurements and models (and possibly sound maps) for indicator 11.2.2. 
 

On the basis of that stated above, this research paper centers on measuring and 
analyzing the levels of acoustic ambient noise in a particularly noisy marine area as is a 
commercial and military harbour, studying both impulsive and continuous sounds. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the area of operation, 
the characteristics of the equipment used to collect the acoustic data and the kind of 
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analysis performed are described. The results of the analysis carried out on the collected 
data set are presented in Section 3. Finally, some conclusions on our research results are 
provided in Section 4. 

2. DATA COLLECTION 

The operational zone where is located the measurement system is the area of Cartagena 
Port (Fig. 1), placed in the southeast of Spain. This is an area of particularly intense 
anthropogenic activity, with relevant maritime traffic in its two docks: Escombreras and 
Cartagena, that together configure as one of the ten biggest commercial and industrial 
ports in Spain. Additionally, Cartagena is one of the most important military ports in 
Spain. This intense activity makes especially worth to compile long term underwater 
acoustic measurements, as a basis for further studies on its variation levels and potential 
impacts on marine fauna. 

 
Fig. 1. Aerial view of Cartagena Port (southeast of Spain) 

 

Measurements have been collected using the SAES’ manufactured MIRS system (Fig. 
2), with capacity of multi-influence data registering and analysis, during a period of one 
year between September 2013 and July 2014, at different daytime intervals, including 
night. MIRS incorporates among its set of sensor a calibrated omnidirectional hydrophone 
with a measurement range of acoustic data of up to 8 kHz. 

 

 
Fig. 2. MIRS system underwater unit 
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The total number of recordings analyzed is of 950. Although their duration is variable, 
the majority of them last three minutes. A total of 36 data sets have been compiled in order 
to be able to analyze the daily and seasonal variation patterns of the underwater acoustic 
ambient noise in the operational area: three data sets per month, with recordings in the 
time intervals 0-8 (night), 8-16 h (morning) and 16-24 h (evening). There are recordings of 
all the months except August and some time intervals in September. For comparative 
reasons, data from this month has not been taken into account. 

 
For seasonal variation study, winter is considered to include the data from December to 

February, spring from March to May, summer from June to August and Autumn from 
September to December. 

 
The set of performed analysis include: Sound Exposure Level (SEL), Sound Pressure 

Level (SPL), One-Third Octave (OTO), and transients. 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 
a. Impulsive noise 
 

Related with impulsive noise, the SEL and SPL parameters have been computed. In 
particular, these are two primary and different metrics for measuring the effect of 
impulsive noise in marine mammals. The SEL parameter integrates all the acoustic energy 
contained during an event or measurement period (cumulative SEL), taking into account 
both its intensity and its duration.   

 
In our case of study we are not seeking specific transient events of high energy as is the 

case of airgun of sonar pulses, and therefore we center on the cumulative SEL 
computation. To do that, recordings have been split in time intervals of 30 seconds of 
duration, and the mean and maximum values from these intervals computed. Additionally, 
SEL has been computed for each complete recording. The results of these processings are 
shown in Fig. 3, for the twelve-months analyzed period and three defined time intervals. 
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Fig. 3.SEL mean and maximum values from the recordings split in 30-second intervals  
(upper) and for the complete recordings (lower), for the three timeframes analysed: 0-8 h 
(red), 8-16 h (green) and 16-24 h (blue)  
 
 

After analysing the processed data it can be concluded that SEL highest values are 
obtained during summer season, coinciding with the period of greatest leisure activity in 
the port. The timeframe with highest SEL values is morning (8-16 h) and this one with 
lowest SEL values is evening (16-24 h).  

 
The SPL parameter can be considered to be a measure of the average unweighted level 

of the sound over the measurement period. Fig. 4 shows the SPL computed mean and 
maximum values obtained from time frames of 30 seconds per acoustic register and the 
SPL computed for the complete acoustic registers, during the twelve-months analyzed 
period for the three defined time intervals.  
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Fig. 4. SPL mean and maximum values from the recordings split in 30-second intervals 
(upper) and for the complete recordings (lower), for the three time frames analysed: 0-8 h 
(red), 8-16 h (green) and 16-24 h (blue)  
 
 

In the case of SPL, globally highest values are obtained in spring and summer and in 
the timeframe 8-16 h. It is observed that for the 30-second intervals case, mean values are 
quite similar for the three analysed timeframes.  
 

The EC established TSG for Descriptor 11, based on recent studies on marine mammal 
disturbance, has proposed a value of SEL = 140 dB re 1 µPa2 s as a threshold for 
significant behavioural disturbance due to multiple explicitly impulsive sounds, and a 
value of SPL = 130 dB re 1 µPa as a threshold for significant behavioural disturbance due 
to non-pulse sounds of short duration [5].  

 
For SEL, average values of 142.39 dB for the complete recordings case and of 135.12 

dB for the 30-seconds intervals case have been obtained. These values are close or exceed 
the limit recommended by the TSG. 

 
For SPL, average values of 120.48 dB for the complete recordings case and of 141.8 

dB for the 30-seconds intervals case have been computed. These values exceed the limit 
recommended by the TSG. 

 
Based on the high levels obtained for the SEL and SPL underwater ambient noise 

related parameters, we can conclude that the area under study can be catalogued as of high 
potential risk for the marine fauna. 

 
A preliminary study of the presence of transients has been also carried out. As can be 

appreciated in Fig. 5 there is no clear evidence of the existence of transients in the 
operational area. However, a high level of noise can be appreciated at low frequencies. 
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Fig. 5.Transients analysis in the area under study 

 
 
b. Continuous noise 
 

Related with continuous noise, and following the recommendations for the MSFD 
Descriptor 11, 62.5 Hz and 125 Hz third octave computations have been performed. Mean 
values for the set of studied cases are shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. 62.5 Hz & 125 Hz third octaves mean values computed for intervals of 8 hours: 0-8 
h (red), 8-16 h (green) and 16-24 h (blue) 
 

 
For both third of octaves, highest values are obtained in spring (around March) and 

autumn (around October). In the case of the timeframes, highest values are obtained in the 
morning period (8-16 h) and lowest in the evening timeframe (16-24 h).  
 

Global average values of 99.67 dB and 101.62 dB have been obtained for the 62.5 Hz 
and 125 Hz third octaves respectively. If we compare these values with the highly 
referenced in the literature underwater ambient noise curves from Urick [6] and Wenz [7], 
considering the worst conditions in both cases (heave traffic in the first case and limits of 
prevailing noise in the second one), we conclude that resultant underwater ambient noise 
levels are in average around 20 dB higher than Urick’s values and around 10 dB higher 
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than Wenz’s values. Also, it can be outlined than values for the 125 Hz third of octave do 
not decay as reflected in both references but increase slightly. 
 

Again, as in the impulsive noise previous case, levels of measured ambient noise are 
remarkably higher than these ones referenced in the literature, with the evident potential 
harmful effects on marine fauna. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The evolution of the levels of ambient noise in a particularly complex shallow water 
environment as is Cartagena harbour, where many sources of anthropogenic noise related 
with shipping and harbour activities are present, has been analyzed in this article. 

Following guidelines from MSFD Descriptor 11, levels of impulsive and continuous 
noise have been computed. Obtained results for both cases, reflect the greater harbour 
activity during the summer season period, when the the leisure-related activities increase 
significantly and daily during the morning period considered as the 08-16 h interval, 
where harbour activities are more concentrated. 

 
From the results for SEL and SPL parameters, it can be concluded that the high levels 

obtained in the whole set of cases represent a clear risk of damage for the marine fauna in 
the area under study. In the same way, continuous noise levels measured for the third 
octaves centered in 62.5 Hz and 125 Hz, reflect a significant increase with regard the 
average values reported in the literature for the same frequencies in the worst condition 
cases. 
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Abstract 

The acoustic science includes a large quantity of parameters to quantify the physics that 

describes the behavior of the acoustic waves from their generation to their measurement 

including the phenomena that happens during their propagation. Depending on the 

analysis to be performed, the acoustic parameters must provide information related to 

the source, the medium or measurements provided by an underwater measurement 

system. Therefore, the analyzed parameters must be those appropriate to conduct the 

analysis in a correct way. This research presents a wide set of acoustic parameters, 

including SPL, MSP & SEL, applied to ambient and ship acoustic measurements. It also 

studies the exploitation of the quantitative and graphic information provided by them. 

Additionally, a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is included in order to determine 

the number of parameters that contain enough information to carry out the analysis. The 

research is based on real ambient and ship measurements performed by the MIRS 

system at Cartagena harbor.   

 

Keywords: Acoustic radiation, Seismic radiation, cruise ships, multi-influence measurement and analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

 

During the last years the anthropogenic activities in the marine environment have 

been increased (ship traffic, renewables energy systems, dragging, etc) causing an 

increment of the impact in the marine environment of all types of energy emissions, 

being the acoustic energy one of them. The sea is an excellent conductor of the sound, 

where the waves propagate easily for long range. For this reason, there is a special 

interest in the control of the acoustic emissions.  

Consequently, the concern about the effects of anthropogenic noise on marine fauna 

has increased. Numerous studies have been conducted on adverse, temporary or chronic 

effects, in different marine organisms exposed to noise. These studies address different 

aspects: changes in behavior and habits, physical damage or even death in some cases 

individuals. The impact of noise on marine mammals is especially critical due to their 

high dependence on hearing for communications and location. The study of underwater 

noise is vital to create common rules to ensure respect for the ecosystem.  

The European directive “on criteria and methodological standards on good 

environmental status of marine waters” [1] defines criteria and methods to obtain a good 

status in the marine environmental. The Descriptor 11 “Introduction of energy, 

including underwater noise, is at levels that do not adversely affect the marine 

environment.” is the special interest for acoustic engineers. 

Some regional organizations have begun to create standards and methodologies to 

regulate emissions of underwater noise and standardize its measurement. However, they 

are aimed at regularizing a particular activity, such as the installation of windmills at 

sea, so can not be used in all areas. In addition, these methodologies are not 

standardized, for the same activity Regulations vary from one agency to another. 

Currently there are a lot of works related to the standardization of the acoustic 

terminology, quantities and methodology to describe and measure underwater noise [2-

9]. These works have substantially improved the field of study of underwater acoustics 

on a common framework applicable to all member countries of the European Union. 

The aim of this paper is to apply the definitions of acoustic parameters defined in the 

works mentioned above to a set of real acoustic measures of environment and surface 

ships in order to try to increase awareness of their use, scope of applicability and 

exploitation of the information provided. In addition, a principal component analysis 

(PCA) is included to determine that amount of acoustic parameters are necessary to 

perform a classification process of acoustic signals. 

The acoustic signals used in this study have been measured by the SAES’ 

manufactured Multi-Influence Range System (MIRS), deployed during a period of one 

year in the area of the Cartagena Harbour. 
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2. Measurement campaign 

 

The measurement campaign was performed during one year approximately 

(September 2013 to July 2014) in the proximity of the Cartagena Harbour (see Fig. 4 for 

deployment procedure). Close to 6.000 measurements were performed including 

measures of ambient noise and surface ships (cruisers, merchants, tugs, fishers, 

sailboats, etc). 

MIRS system is a Multi-Influence range designed to measure surface and submarine 

ships that integrates acoustic, magnetic, electric, pressure and seismic sensors. Fig. 1 

shows Underwater Sensors Units (USU) deployed at sea bottom. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Underwater Sensors Units (USUs) deployed at sea bottom. 

One sensor of MIRS system was deployed to perform measurements of ships of 

opportunity. The information of the measured ships was provided by one AIS system.  

 

Also, once a "ship of opportunity" was measured, an ambient noise measurement 

was started in order to compare the noise level of the ship with the noise level of the 

background before and after the ship’s passing. 

 

3. Analysis of acoustic indicators 

 

In this analysis, a set of acoustic parameters defined in [2] and [9] are computed 

over the complete set of measurements. The measurements are divided into two data 

sets: acoustic measurements of ships and ambient noise. The studied acoustic 

parameters are: Sound Pressure Level (SPL), Root Mean Square Sound Pressure Level 

(SPL RMS), Sound Exposure Level (SEL), Peak to Peak Sound Pressure Level (Pp-p), 

Peak Sound Pressure Level (or zero-to-peak sound pressure level - Pz-p) and thirds of 

octave from 12,5 Hz to 6350 Hz. 

 

Each parameter is computed along the complete measurement with independence of 

the nature of acoustic noise (ships or ambient noise). Also, each parameter is computed, 

excepting the SPL RMS for a fixed period of 30 seconds. When the duration of the 

measurement is higher than 30 seconds, the parameters are calculated for each interval 

of 30 seconds and finally the mean value and maximum values obtained for all interval 

are provided. 
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Fig. 2 shows the following parameters: SEL along the complete measurement, 

maximum and mean of the SEL values obtained for each interval of 30 seconds of the 

measurement, SPL RMS level along the complete measurement and maximum and 

mean peak SPL values obtained for each interval of 30 seconds of the measurement. All 

these parameters have been obtained from ships and ambient measurements. The mean 

value of each parameters is also shown. 
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Fig. 2. SEL (left-up) and SPL RMS (right-up) computed along the complete measurement, 

maximum (left-middle) and mean (left-bottom) SEL values and maximum (right-middle) and mean 

(right-bottom) peak SPL values. 

Fig. 3 shows the following parameters: Peak to Peak Sound Level along the complete 

measurement, maximum and mean of the Peak to Peak Sound Levels obtained for each 

interval of 30 seconds of the measurement, Peak Sound Level along the complete 

measurement and maximum and mean Peak Sound Level values obtained for each 
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interval of 30 seconds of the measurement. All these parameters have been obtained 

from ships and ambient measurements. The mean value of each parameter is also 

shown. 
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Fig. 3. Peak to Peak Sound Level (right-up) and Peak to Sound Level (left-up) calculated along the 

complete measurement, maximum (left-middle) and mean (left-bottom) Peak to Peak Sound Levels 

and maximum (right-middle) and mean (right-bottom) Peak Sound Levels. 
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Table 1 summarizes the obtained mean values for each analyzed acoustic parameter  

 

 Full measurement Maximum 30 s Mean 30 s 

Ship Ambient Ship Ambient Ship Ambient 

SEL (db ref 1 µPa2 s) 159.4 142.6 156.6 137.6 150.8 135.5 

SPL (db ref 1 µPa) 135.8 120.7 162.3 148.2 150.7 141.8 

Peak to Peak Sound 

Pressure (db ref 1 µPa) 

167.6 153.6 167.4 153 159.1 148.2 

Peak Sound Pressure 

(db ref 1 µPa) 

162.5 148.7 162.3 148.2 154 143.2 

Table 1. Mean values of the computed acoustic parameters. 

 

The results obtained are the expected. The lowest values correspond to the mean 

values of the parameters. The highest value for the SEL parameter is this computed 

along the complete measurement, while the highest SPL value is the maximum peak 

SPL obtained for each interval of 30 seconds of the measurement. All computed levels 

for ship’s measurements are higher than the values obtained for ambient noise.  

 

Finally, the study of the thirds of band is presented. Fig. 4 shows the thirds of octave 

of maximum level for each measurement. 
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Figure 4. Thirds of octave of maximum level for each measurement (left) and thirds of octave 

distribution (right). 

 

Results from Fig. 4 show that the maximum acoustic broadband energy is 

concentrated in the band 12.5-500 Hz. For ambient noise measurements the third of 

octave of highest level is 12.5 Hz band, while for ship’s measurements the third of 

octave of highest level is 394 Hz band. It is remarkable the high level of energy existing 

in the third of band 6350 Hz.    
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According to the thirds of octave defined by D11, Fig. 5 shows the maximum and 

mean levels for the thirds band 62.5 and 125 Hz. Also the mean values for each 

parameter are presented.  
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Figure 5. Thirds of octave of maximum and minimum levels for 62.5 Hz (right) and 125 Hz (left). 

 

Results from Fig. 5 show that the level of both thirds of octave is higher for ship’s 

measurements than for ambient measurements and that the level of the 125 Hz third of 

octave is higher than the level of the 62.5 Hz third of octave for ships and ambient noise 

measurements. 

 

4. Principal Components Analysis 

 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method for synthesizing the 

information aimed at reducing the dimension or number of variables of the set of 

observations. Given a set of observations described by a number of variables, which are 

normally inter-correlated, the PCA extracts the most relevant information and expresses 

it in a new set of orthogonal variables called principal components. These main 

components are a linear combination of the original variables.   

 

For the PCA analysis a sub-set of measurements is used. The acoustic parameters 

used in the PCA are the following:  

 Sound Pressure Level (SPL). 

 Sound Exposure Level (SEL). 

 Peak to peak sound pressure Pp-p. 

 Peak sound pressure (or zero-to-peak sound pressure) Pz-p. 

 Pressure impulse (I) 

 Third octave frequency band. 25 levels from 25 to 6310 Hz. 

Each measurement of the sub-set is defined by a vector of 30 values (parameters). 

These parameters have different units, so it is needed their standardization. For doing 

that, the value of each parameter is divided by its standard deviation in order to obtain 

parameters without dimensions. The result of the PCA analysis is a matrix with 
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coefficients or weights used to generate the 30 principal components by linear 

combination of the 30 acoustic parameters. Table 2 shows the first five coefficients of 

the first five principal components: 

 

1st PC 2nd PC 3th PC 4th PC 5th PC

SPL 0,1243 0,0752 0,4244 -0,1934 -0,135

SEL 0,1243 0,0752 0,4244 -0,1934 -0,135

pp_p 0,2047 0,0663 0,1018 0,0264 -0,0247

pp_p 0,2053 0,0497 0,138 0,0185 -0,0356

I 0,0113 -0,0387 0,0595 0,3369 0,531

F25 0,0341 -0,0716 0,479 0,0216 0,2841

F32 0,0361 -0,0596 0,4793 -0,068 0,2922

F40 0,1547 0,3481 -0,0423 0,0628 0,1155

F50 0,1102 0,3254 0,0635 -0,1899 -0,2372

F63 0,1035 0,3242 0,0482 -0,2045 -0,2955

F79 0,1407 0,367 -0,0772 0,1031 0,1187

F100 0,1425 0,3646 -0,077 0,1039 0,1124

F126 0,2056 0,1641 -0,1589 -0,078 0,1818

F158 0,1952 0,2457 -0,0912 0,0796 0,0939

F200 0,1976 -0,1569 -0,1458 -0,2719 0,0651

F251 0,1846 -0,2066 -0,1354 -0,2829 0,04

F316 0,1945 -0,2209 -0,0874 -0,2169 -0,0232

F398 0,2076 -0,1988 0,0086 -0,0542 -0,0055

F501 0,2198 -0,1646 -0,0368 -0,0922 0,0376

F631 0,2322 -0,067 -0,081 -0,099 0,1109

F794 0,2317 0,048 -0,0877 -0,0547 0,1633

F1000 0,2283 0,0632 -0,0525 0,0095 0,1507

F1259 0,234 -0,0608 -0,0259 -0,005 0,0842

F1585 0,2276 -0,1145 -0,0092 -0,0384 0,0761

F1995 0,1398 -0,1192 0,1231 0,4222 -0,3169

F2512 0,2077 -0,0412 0,0599 0,346 -0,1629

F3162 0,2083 -0,0855 0,0253 0,242 -0,125

F3981 0,2067 -0,0914 0,0192 0,2946 -0,198

F5012 0,2197 -0,1292 -0,0277 0,1352 -0,1475

F6310 0,2221 -0,1613 -0,0838 -0,0379 -0,0457  

Table 2. Coefficients generated by the PCA of the first 5 Principal Components.  

 

In the first principal component the parameters are equally distributed except the 

first two thirds of octave and the pressure impulse. In the second principal component 

highlights the thirds octave from 40 to 100 Hz. For the third principal component, the 

most influential parameters are SPL, SEL and thirds 25 and 32 Hz. In this way it is 

possible to study what parameters influence more in a given principal component and 

vice versa. 
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Fig. 6 shows the measurements versus the first two principal components and first 

three components.  The labelled points are some of the most distant. These points 

correspond to the measurements with highest SPL level.      

 

 

Figure 6. Representation 2D (left) and 3D (right) of the measurements versus the Principal 

Components.  

 

Fig. 7 shows the Pareto chart for the variances of the principal components. It 

permits to display the coefficients of the principal components for each parameter and 

the data versus the first three principal components. Each parameter is represented as a 

vector which direction and length determine its contribution to the first three principal 

components.  

  

Figure 7. Pareto chart (left) and coefficients for each parameter and measurements for the first 

three Principal Components (right). 

The Pareto chart shows that the first three principal components represent 80 % of 

the total variability, only the first provides 55 % and the first five principal components 

provide 90 % of variability.    

 

The SPL and SEL parameters are represented by identical vectors, this is because all 

the measurements used for the analysis have the same duration and therefore SEL 

values are linearly dependent of the values of SPL. Also, it is founded certain pairs or 

groups of parameters whose vectors are very similar, for example Peak to peak sound 
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pressure Pp-p and Peak sound pressure, and consecutive thirds of octave. This is caused 

because these parameters are lineal dependent and represent the same information. 

 

Measures localized in the area where the vectors that represent the thirds of octave 

are pointing show where there is high frequency noise. The thirds of octave of low 

frequency have positive coefficients in the second principal component excepting the 

first and second thirds that are represented by the third principal component.    

 

After an inspection of the measures, and considering that the distribution of 

measurements presented similar shape that a comet with its wake shape, it can be 

concluded that the core (the measures that are in the negative area of the first and third 

principal components) comprises measures with very low noise. As they move away 

from the core, the measures become louder, and their address to the core determine the 

type of noise present in the measurement. The measures of the farthest tail correspond 

to very loud noise whose nature could be determined by the direction of the points to 

the core of the measures. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

This paper presents a study on different acoustic parameters. The acoustic parameters 

have been computed in different ways, along the complete measurement or by intervals 

of 30 seconds.  

All parameters have been calculated for a set of measurements performed close to 

Cartagena Harbour by means of the MIRS range system. The set of measurements 

includes ship’s measurements and ambient noise measurements. 

The analysis of the acoustic parameters provides the expected results, showing a way 

to analyse acoustic monitoring campaigns. By other hand, the particular analysis of the 

thirds of octave shows that the most relevant third of octave for acoustic ambient noise 

is 12.5 Hz band while for ship’s measurements, the most relevant third of octave is 397 

Hz band. Also, it is noted that the 125 Hz third of octave has higher values that 65.2 Hz 

band for all type of measurements.   

From the PCA analysis it is concluded that it is possible to determine the most 

relevant principal components for a given parameter observing the direction of the 

vector that represents and its length for each major component. Based on the Principal 

Components Analysis it can be designed a classifier to distinguish noise depending on 

its nature or type. In an initial phase it should be considered how many and which types 

of noise to classify and subsequently to design areas, plans, distances ... to allow the 

classification from the principal components.  

The future works will be oriented to include others acoustic parameters for PCA 

analysis and design the automatic classifier. 
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Due to the MIRS system is a multi-influence range, a correlation analysis between 

acoustic and non-acoustic signals could be performed. 
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Abstract : The concise fractional Fourier transform (CFRFT) is proposed in this paper. 
As the modified algorithm of the fractional Fourier transform (FRFT), the CFRFT only 
rotates the frequency axis in time-frequency plane to get the fractional spectrum while 
the FRFT induces the rotation of the whole coordinates. Hence, the computation 
complexity of CFRFT is reduced effectively. The CFRFT in specific angle can transform 
the linear frequency-modulated (LFM) signal, which distributes as a straight line in the 
time-frequency plane, into a delta function. Thus, the CFRFT can be used to detect the 
LFM signal in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) conditions. Simulation results show that 
the proposed method is practicable in detection of the LFM signal masked by the noise.  

Key words: The concise fractional Fourier transform, discrete computation,  LFM， 
signal detection 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the fractional Fourier transform (FRFT), which provides a full view of 
the signal’s time and frequency domain representation [1], has been widely used in signal 
processing field [2-5].The detection of linear FM (LFM) signal is one of the important 
applications.  

As the generalization of the Fourier transform (FT), the fractional Fourier transform 
(FRFT) was firstly introduced by Namial [6, 7] in 1980 to solve certain order partial 
differential equations which arise in the quantum mechanical dynamics. Due to the 
special problem constraints, the definition of the FRFT is specific. Thus, the 
corresponding discrete computational algorithms proposed for FRFT [8-11] are complex. 
However, the detection of the signal usually calls for a judgment in real time. To meet 
the requirement well, we propose a modified algorithm called the concise fractional 
Fourier transform (CFRFT) in this paper. The CFRFT only rotates the frequency axis in 
time-frequency plane to get the spectrum of the signal while the FRFT induces the 
rotation of the whole coordinates. The transform procedure of CFRFT is simplified and 
the calculation can be achieved by a chirp multiplication and a FT conveniently. The 
simulation results show that the CFRFT reduces the computational complexity by almost 
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one order of magnitude and detect the LFM signal in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
condition accurately.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, The definition of the CFRFT and its 
discrete computational algorithm is presented. In section III, the method to detect the 
LFM signal with CFRFT and the simulation results are given. The conclusion section 
appears at the end of the paper. 

2. THE CFRFT AND ITS DISCRETE COMPUTATION  

The CFRFT of a time domain signal ( )x t is defined as  

( ') ( ' ) ( ) ,X f k f t x t dt 




= ,                                                                (1) 

where 'f is the fractional frequency and  is the rotation angle. The term 'k f t（ ,  ）is the  
transform kernel of the CFRFT and expressed as: 

  

2exp( cot 2 ' ) (0, )
( ' ) ( ) 0

( )

j t j f t
k f t t

t


    
  
   

  
  
  

，

, ，

，

                                       (2) 

where j denotes the imaginary unit. Actually, the kernel is continuous with parameter . 
The angle   is only discussed in the interval (0, ) because it is enough for detection of 
the LFM signal. 

For / 2  , CFRFT simplifies to the traditional Fourier transform (FT) as 

                           /2 ( ') exp( 2 ' ) ( ) .X f j f t x t dt 




=                                                          

(3)                                               
That is to say, the FT is the special cases of the CFRFT. Introducing the middle variable    

2( ) ( ) exp( cot ),s t x t j t                                                          
(4) 

the CFRFT in the interval (0, )  can be rewrite to be  

( ') ( ) exp( 2 ' ) .X f s t j f t dt 




                                                

(5) 
The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) [12] is a classical time-frequency analysis tool 
which is defined as 

*( , ) ( / 2) ( / 2)exp( 2 ) .xW t f x t x t j f d    




                             

(6) 
The frequency domain representation of a signal ( )x t can be expressed with its WVD: 

2( ) W ( , ) ( ) ,x x
t

P f t f dt X f                                                  

(7)  
where ( )X f is FT of the signal, P ( )x f is the energy density spectrum. In the following, 
we will analyse the transform procedure of the CFRFT via WVD. 
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Taking property(7) into account, we propel (5)forward to 
2' '( ) W ( , ) .sX f t f dt





                                                  

(8) 
And then the following formula can be obtained

 2' * '( ) ( / 2) ( / 2)exp( 2 )X f s t s t j f d dt     
 

 

    
 

* '( / 2) ( / 2)exp( 2 ( cot ) ) .x t x t j f t d dt     
 

 

                                

(9) 
By the change of variables from f to 'f as         ' cot ,f f t                                      
(10)                                                 
we obtain                                         

2 2'( ) ( ) .xX f X f                                                
(11)  
Equation (10) has another expression as  

' sin cos sinf f t   ( ) /                                   
(12) 
Thus, the operation of CFRFT can be illustrated in Fig. 1.  In the set of coordinates ( , )t f , 
the frequency axis f  is rotated to a new position which has an angle from the time axis 
t , and then is stretched by sin1/ . Meanwhile, the time axis stays in the original 
position. In the new coordinates ( , ')t f , the fractional spectrum of ( )x t along the new 
axis 'f is obtained by CFRFT. 

 
Fig.1.The coordinates rotation of the CFRFT 

The discrete algorithm of the CFRFT (DCFRFT) for the signal sequence ( )nx
fs

 is 

given in brief by the following steps: 

(1) The dimensional normalization [8] for the discrete signal ( )nx
fs

 

                                                   
( ) ( );n nx x

fs x



                                                     (13)  
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(2) The chirp multiplication for the sequence ( )nx
x

 

                                           
2( ) ( ).exp( cot ( ) );n ns n x j

x x
 

 
                                (14) 

(3) The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for ( )s n  
1

0

2( ) ( ) exp( ).
N

n
X k s n j nk

N




=                                    (15) 
 

x is sampling rate of the signal after dimensional normalization. The dimensional 
normalization is a preliminary processing means and the detail can be seen in reference 
[8]. For the N  points sampling signal, the computation complexity of the DCFRFT for 
one time operation is / 2 log( )N N N while the DFRFT propose by Ozaktas is 
8 6 log(2 )N N N . These two algorithms are simulated in MATLAB for calculation of 
the different sampling number. The time lists in table.1. It shows that the DCFRFT 
reduces the computational complexity greatly and improved the calculation efficiency by 
about one order of magnitude.  

Table.1. The calculation time by DCFRFT and DFRFT 
Sampling number 8000 16000 32000 64000 128000 
DCFRFT（ms） 6.6 7.0 10.8 23.3 50.7 
 DFRFT（ms） 28.4 48.6 114 264 543 

3. THE METHOD TO DETECT THE LFM SIGNAL WITH CFRFT 

As we all know, the distribution of the LFM signal in time-frequency plane is a 
straight line illustrated in Fig.2. Thus, when the frequency 'f  in CFRFT is rotated to 
where it is orthogonal with the line, the energy of the LFM signal will be focused on one 
point '

0f . The CFRFT in this angle is a strong impulse in frequency '
0f . In other angle, the 

signal’s energy in CFRFT is dispersive. About the white Gaussian noise, its CFRFT will 
never focus because it distributes uniformly in the whole plane. That is, the CFRFT in 
specific angle will improve the SNR of the LFM signal masked in noise. According to 
the Fig.2, the impulse location '

0 0( , )f is related to the parameters of the LFM signal. 
This special character of the LFM in the CFRFT domain provides a method to detect the 
LFM signal and estimates its parameters. The approach is described as: 
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                    Fig.2. The illustration to detect the LFM signal with CFRFT 

                                           ' '
0 0, arg max ( ) ,f X f

 
 

 
                                          (16) 

the chirp rate： 2
0cot / ,k S


                                             (17) 

the central frequency： '
0 0 / ,f f S



                                        (18)  
where S is the scaling parameter in the dimensional normalization. 

Then we will give an example to illustrate the proposed method. A LFM signal with 
the central frequency 0 1000Hzf  , the bandwidth 1000 HzB  , and the duration 
time 1sT   is masked in the white Gaussian noise. The SNR is -5dB. The signal is 
sampled by 8000Hz for 2 seconds and the LFM signal appears in the latter part. The 
time-frequency distribution of the signal is plotted in Fig.3. 

The CFRFT of the signal sequence is calculated with the discrete algorithm given in 
section 2. For comparison, the sampling is separated to two parts and the length of every 
part is 1 second. The maximal value of the CFRFT in every angle is shown in Fig.4. 
Fig.4 (a) is the result about the pure noise in the first second and Fig.4 (b) is the result 
about the LFM signal masked by the noise in the later second. It is demonstrated that the 
CFRFT can focus the LFM signal as the strong impulse which can be used to identify the 
LFM signal. The simulation result is corresponding to the preceding analysis. 

                                     
                      Fig.3.  The time-frequency distribution of the signal sampling      
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Fig.4 The maximum of the CFRFT with angle  

The angle where the peak value locates is 0 =1.695rad


.The CFRFT distribution in this 
angle can be seen in Fig.5. The frequency has been revised according to the eq.(18) and 

the peak value appears in the frequency 0 =1000Hzf


. Substituting the location of the 
impulse 0 into eq.(17) (The scaling parameter 0.0112S  ), we get the chirp rate of the 

LFM signal 1000k


 . The results are well matched with the true value of the parameters. 
Thus, the algorithm we proposed is feasible to detect the LFM signal and estimate the 
parameters accurately. 
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Fig.5 The CFRFT in the orthogonal angle  

4.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the CFRFT is proposed to get the fractional spectrum of the signal. In 

definition, the CFRFT is succinct. In terms of WD, the CFRFT is a rotation operator by 
rotating the frequency axis in time-frequency plane. The transform procedure of the 
CFRFT can be achieved by one time chirp multiplication and one time Fourier transform, 
therefore, it can has higher efficiency in calculation than FRFT. Meanwhile, it gives the 
similar transform result with FRFT and can be used to detect the LFM signal. The 
simulation results demonstrate that the CFRFT is capable to detect the LFM signal in 
noise efficiently and accurately. 
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Abstract: Evaluation of statistical moments of mode amplitudes in a random waveguide is 
an important problem of underwater acoustics which has received significant attention 
during the past four decades. The mode amplitude moments are needed for the evaluation 
of any statistical moment of the total wave field including the correlation function of 
acoustic signals recorded at different points. A traditional approach to treating this 
problem is based on solving the system of coupled equations for the second statistical 
moments of mode amplitudes derived in the Markov approximation. In this paper an 
alternative approach is considered. It is based on an analytic solution of the mode 
coupling equation derived in the high frequency approximation. The solution represents 
the mode amplitude as a sum of contributions from two geometrical rays escaping the 
source at angles equal to grazing angles of two quasi-plane waves forming the mode in 
the WKB approximation. This analytical estimate of the mode amplitude is an analog of 
the well-known formula of geometrical optics describing the variation of complex ray 
amplitude in the presence of weak sound speed fluctuations. Like its ray prototype our 
analytical estimate of fluctuating mode amplitude is convenient for statistical averaging. It 
allows one to easily derive analytical expressions for any statistical moments of mode 
amplitudes including the joint moments of mode amplitudes at different frequencies. The 
applicability of this approach is demonstrated by comparing its predictions for a deep 
water acoustic waveguide with results of full wave numerical simulation carried out using 
the method of wide angle parabolic equation. 

Keywords: Normal modes, rays, sound speed fluctuations, mode coupling, statistical 
moments 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

We consider an underwater waveguide with weak sound speed fluctuations. The sound 
field excited by a point source is decomposed into a sum of normal modes of the 
unperturbed (range-independent) waveguide. In the presence of the random sound speed 
fluctuations mode amplitudes am become random functions of range r. A traditional 
approach to the analysis of the modal structure of the sound field in a fluctuating 
waveguide is based on solving the transport equations for the second statistical moments 
of mode amplitudes [1-3]. In the present paper an alternative approach developed in Refs. 
[4,5] is considered. It is based on a relatively simple analytical solution of the mode 
coupling equation obtained in the high frequency approximation. In this approximation it 
was shown that the mode amplitude am can be analytically expressed through parameters 
of two geometrical rays escaping the source with launch angles equal to grazing angles of 
the Brillouin waves forming the modes. The expression for am is an analog of the well-
known formula of geometrical optics describing the variation of complex ray amplitude in 
the presence of weak inhomogeneities of refractive index. Like its ray prototype, this 
estimate of mode amplitude is convenient for statistical averaging. Analytical expressions 
for any statistical moments of mode amplitudes, including joint moments of amplitudes at 
different frequencies, are readily follow from this formula. 

In this paper the applicability of our ray-based approach is tested by means of a Monte 
Carlo simulation. This is done for an environmental model representing a deep water 
acoustic waveguide with sound speed fluctuations induced by random internal waves.  
Sound field excited by a point source is calculated numerically in 400 different 
realizations of fluctuating waveguide using the method of wide angle parabolic equation 
(PE). Mode amplitudes were found by projecting computed wave fields onto 
eigenfunctions of the unperturbed waveguide. Estimates of statistical moments were 
computed by averaging the products of mode amplitudes over realizations of random 
waveguide. The comparison has demonstrated a good agreement between the results of 
PE-based simulation and predictions made using the ray-based analytical description. 

2. ANALOG OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS FOR MODE AMPLITUDES 

Consider a two-dimensional model of the underwater sound channel with the sound 
speed field  zrczczrc ,)(),(  , where r is the distance, z is the depth, )(zc  is the 
unperturbed sound speed profile, and δc(r,z) is a weak range-dependent perturbation. 
Introduce a reference sound speed c0 satisfying the condition   00 cczc  . The 
acoustic pressure field u(r, z) at a circular frequency ω can be expressed as 

,)()(2),(
1

rik
mm

m

M

m

mezra
rk
izru 



  

 
where mk  and  zm  are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Sturm-Liouville 
problem in the unperturbed waveguide, respectively, am(r) are the mode amplitudes [6]. 
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In the WKB approximation the m-th mode is associated with a ray whose grazing angle 
θm as a function of depth z is determined by the relation ))(cos(/)( zzck mm   . The cycle 
length of this ray denote mD . The eigenfunction can be presented in the form 

),()()( zzz mmm
    

 
where 

      .4/)(cos)()(exp
)(tan

1 2
0

22
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Within the framework of standard geometrical optics, the influence of a weak sound 

speed perturbation δc(r,z) with spatial scales significantly exceeding the wavelength can 
be accounted for using a well-known approximate formula. If in the unperturbed medium 
the contribution of a sound ray to the total field u is Aexp(ikS) , where A and S are the ray 
amplitude and eikonal, respectively, then in the presence of perturbation its contribution 
becomes [6] 

,)( XSikAeu   (1)

where k = ω/c0 is the reference wavenumber, 

,2
0 dsccX 
  (2)

ds is the arc length and the integration goes over the unperturbed ray path  . Although 
this formula is valid only at relatively short ranges it is widely used in the ocean acoustics 
[6]. In particular, it is used in solving the inverse problem in the classical scheme of ocean 
acoustic tomography. 

In Refs. [4,5] it is shown that a similar formula exists for a mode amplitude. If the 
sound field is excited by a point source located at point (0, z0), the mode amplitude am(r) is 
determined by contributions from two rays – we call them the mode rays – escaping the 
source at grazing angles )( 0zm . In the presence of perturbation  zrc ,  the mode 
amplitude is expressed by the approximate formula 

     ,)()( 00
rikX

m
rikX

mm
mm ezezra
     (3)

with 

,2
0 cdscX

m
m  

   (4)
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where the integration goes along the trajectories of mode rays m  [4,5]. Trajectory m  
starts with the launch angle )( 0zm . Formula (3) is derived under the same assumptions 
as its prototype for the ray amplitude (1). 

3. MEAN MODE AMPLITUDES AND CROSS-MODE COHERENCES 

We assume that  zrc ,  is a zero mean Gaussian random function. Then the same is 
true of  rX m

  and an analytical expression for any statistical moment of mode amplitudes 

is readily derived from Eqs. (3) and (4) using the well-known formula 2/2 
 eei  for 

a zero mean Gaussian random variable   . The mean value (coherent component) of the 
mode amplitude ma  is 

   
,

2
2
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where  0zmm

   . 
The cross-mode coherence is given by 
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It is clear that similar analytical expressions for any joint statistical moments of mode 
amplitudes, including mode amplitudes at different carrier frequencies, can be easily 
derived along the same lines. 

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE  

In numerical simulations presented below we use an environmental model with )(zc  
representing the canonical (or Munk) profile and the weak sound speed perturbation  

),( zrc caused by random internal waves with statistics determined by the empirical 
Garrett-Munk spectrum. To generate realizations of ),( zrc  we apply a numerical 
technique developed by J. Colosi and M. Brown [6]. We consider an internal wave field 
formed by 30  normal modes and assume its horizontal isotropy. Components of wave 
number vectors in the horizontal plane belong to the interval from 100/2  km1  to 

2/2  km1 . An rms amplitude of the perturbation scales in depth like )2/3exp( Lz  with 
L = 1 km and its surface-extrapolated value in our model is about 1 m/s.  
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It is assumed that the sound field at a frequency of 100 Hz is excited by a point source 
set at z0 = 1 km.  Statistical moments of normal modes were estimated by means of a 
Monte Carlo simulation. The complex amplitude of the wave field was computed using 
the method of wide angle parabolic equation (PE) for 400 realizations of random 
perturbation δc(r,z). Realizations of the sound field were projected onto the eigenfunctions 
of the Sturm-Liouville problem in the unperturbed waveguide. PE-based estimates of 
moments ma  and *

nmaa  were obtained by averaging over all the realizations. These 
estimates were compared with the prediction made using formulas (5) и (6). Statistical 
moments 

nm XX  present in these formulas were evaluated using the known analytical 
expressions for the correlation function of sound speed perturbation δc(r, z) [7]. 

Note that all the analytical expressions for statistical moments of mode amplitudes are 
derived in the WKB approximation. Therefore, even at high frequencies these expressions 
cannot be used for those modes whose turning points are located in the vicinity of the 
source depth or in the water bulk near the surface or bottom. We have avoided these 
problems by setting the source at the sound channel axis and restricting our attention to 
modes with turning points located well below the surface and above the bottom.  
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Fig. 1. Mean mode intensity 2
ma  as a function of mode number m at ranges 0 (upper 

panel), 50 (middle panel), and 150 km (lower panel). Circles: Monte Carlo simulation. 
Asterisks: analytical estimate by formula (6). 

Figure 1 show mean mode intensities 2
ma  computed at ranges 0, 50, and 150 km. 

Results of the Monte Carlo simulation (circles) are compared with analytical estimates by 
formula (6) (asterisks). It is seen that the initial values of 2

ma at r = 0 km represents a 
rapidly oscillating function of mode number m. Mode coupling leads to equalization of the 
mean intensities of neighboring modes. With increasing distance, 2

ma becomes a 

smooth function of mode number. In Fig. 1, we see that the analytical estimates made 
using formula (6) are in a good agreement with results of the Monte Carlo simulation. It is 
also seen that in the environmental model under consideration, the mode coupling causes 
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significant redistribution of acoustic energy over different normal modes at ranges of order 
100 km. 

5. SUMMARY 

The ray-based approach considered in the present paper gives an approximate 
analytical description of statistical moments of normal mode amplitudes. Although its 
predictions are less accurate than results obtained by direct solving the transport equations 
derived in the Markov approximation, this approach has at least two important advantages. 
The ray-based description (i) provides additional insight into mode interaction usually 
studied in the scope of the mode-based approach and (ii) it simplifies the evaluation of 
statistical moments of mode amplitudes, including the joint moments of mode amplitudes 
at different frequencies. Analytical estimates of all the statistical moments of mode 
amplitudes are expressed through the second statistical moments of random increments of 
ray eikonals 

nm XX . The efficiency of the ray-based approach has been demonstrated by 
comparison of its predictions with results of Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Abstract: On the base of authors’ theory of sound field variability due to mode coupling, 
analysis of fluctuations of low frequency signals (300±30 Hz) propagating in shallow water 
in the presence of nonlinear internal waves (NIW) in the experiment Shallow Water 2006 
is carried out. Signals were received by vertical line array at the distance ~20 km from the 
source. Due to  NIW train was moving totally inside of the acoustic track, and angle 
between wave front of NIW and acoustic track in horizontal plane is ~10° the mode 
coupling is main reason of fluctuations. It is shown that bottom attenuation can be 
estimated using analysis of fluctuations. 
 
 
 Keywords: Keyword1, keyword2, keyword3, etc 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nonlinear internal waves (NIW) can be observed in different areas of the ocean 
especially in shelf zone. Due to well-known influence of NIW on the sound propagation 
the study of mechanisms of interaction of acoustical signals and NIW seems rather 
interesting.  

The work is dedicated to analysis of sound field fluctuations due to mode coupling on 
NIW in the following conditions: 

- NIW are entirely between the source and receiver, to exclude adiabatic mechanism 
of fluctuations, taking place due to variations of the sound speed profile at the source and 
receiver; 

- Angle   between wave front of NIW and acoustic track is not too small and we can 
neglect horizontal refraction. 

In this case mode coupling theory gives description of temporal fluctuations of the 
sound signals at the receiver where existence of the so called “predominating frequency” 
providing maximal amplitude in spectrum is the main feature.  On the base of this theory 
some explanation of acoustical effects in the SWARM’95 experiment for signals with the 
frequency 30-200 Hz.  

In given work modal theory is applied for description of propagation of signals 300±30 
Hz in the presence of NIW in experiment SW06, where we have rather detail infor-mation 
of oceanographic situation, including NIW. It allows us to carry out detail analysis and 
theoretical modeling adequate to experiment, and comparison of data of observation with 
theory. 

Remark that in given work modal theory takes into account bottom attenuation. It is 
shown that bottom attenuation plays the key role for fluctuations of total intensity 
(summarized over depth). In the following consideration some new method of bottom 
parameters estimation is proposed. Next we show that in given case it is possible to neglect 
contribution of horizontal refraction, and all main features of given experiment will be 
explained. 

2. EXPERIMENT SW06  

Let’s consider experiment Shallow Water 2006, Fig.1. Here NRL300 is the source of 
LFM signals with duration 2.048 sec each, frequency band 300±30Hz, period of repetition 
4.096 sec. Pulses were being radiated by sequence 110 separate pulses, duration of each 
series is 7.5 min, every half an hour. For analysis, series from August 14, 2006 was taken, 
period 06:00:00–06:07:30 GMT. Depth of the source is 72 m, sea depth is 82.5 m. For 
signal reception vertical line array (VLA) consisting of 9 hydrophones with the depths 
17.25–77.25 m with the distance between them 7.5 m, depth of the sea is 79 m is used. 
Distance NRL300–VLA is equal 20181m. Structure of NIW and their motion was tracked 
using three vertical thermistor strings located at the points NRL300, VLA and SW19 (39° 
6.17´ N, 73° 0.5275´ W) (Fig. 2a). It was stated that NW train consisting of seven separate 
peaks (solitons) with amplitudes 10-15 m, and next there is some tail with amplitudes  ~ 5 
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m. Angle between wave front of NIW and track in horizontal plane is  9°, average velocity 
of NIW perpendicular to its front   0.43 m/s, velocity along acoustic track is 
correspondingly  2.72 m/s. 

 

 
 
Fig.1 SW06 experiment. a – layout of experiment, b – variations of the sound speed 

profile, c – shape of NIW train 
 
Structure of NIW and their motion was tracked using three vertical thermistor strings 

located at the points NRL300, VLA and SW19 (39° 6.17´ N, 73° 0.5275´ W). It was stated 
that NW train consisting of seven separate peaks (solitons) with amplitudes 10-15 m, and 
next there is some tail with amplitudes  ~ 5 m. Angle between wave front of NIW and track 
in horizontal plane is  9°, average velocity of NIW perpendicular to its front   0.43 m/s, 
velocity along acoustic track is correspondingly  2.72 m/s. 
     Primary processing of received pulses consist of 1) calculation of Fourier spectrum

     


 
T

dttiTtzpTzP
0

exp,, , , where f 2  is sound frequency; 2) calculation of the 

sound intensity       21 ,2, TzPcTzI 


   ,where  1 g/cm3  is water density, c
1500 m/s is average sound velocity in water. 
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At the next step of signal processing fluctuations of intensity are analyzed. For 
this aim calculation of Fourier spectra were done of absolute G  and relative Ĝ  
fluctuations of intensity for the total time of 110 pulses: 
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where      zITzITzI   ,,~ ,    





 
TT

T
dTTzITzI 0

0
,1  is average in time sound 

intensity for fixed depth and frequency, 0T 06:00:00, T 7.5 min, F 2  is 
frequency of fluctuations. 
 

3. THEORY OF SOUND FLUCTUATIONS 

Let’s split acoustic track onto three areas: before moving NIW (position of the 
left end vTrT  ), inside of NIW (of the length L ) and after NIW. In area Trr 0  there 
is no NIW and sound field amplitude has the form: 

      
m

mm
m

m riz
rq

CzrP exp,
0

,                                    (2)                              

where        8/4exp0
0 izsC mm   are modal excitation coefficients on the source, 

 zm  and 2mmm iq    are eigen functions and eigen values of the Sturm-Liouville 
problem.  

In the area of NIW Lrrr TT  , what correspondes to Lx 0 , sound field 
has the form:  

        
m

mm
m

m riqz
rq
TrCTzrP exp,,, .                                     (3) 

 
Modal amplitudes  TrCm ,  depend on Tr, . They can be obtained on the base of the 
corresponding system of differential equations and expressed through S- matrix 
 

        
n

TmnTnnmnTm rqirCLSTLrC exp2exp, 0 .                      (4) 

 For Lrr T  , up to receiving array VLA at Rr    
 

      2exp,, rLrTLrCTrC TmTmm  .                               (5) 
 

Sound field at Rr   denoted    TzRPTzP ,,,   , we get:  
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Finally, we have for intensity 

   


 
nm

mnmnmn TTzI
  

cos,~ ,                                      (7)    

where mn  are some coefficients,  and spectrum contains combination frequencies 
2/nmmn qqv  , determined by scales of interference beating and speed of NIW.                                

 
4. TOTAL INTENSITY. MODELING TAKING INTO ACCOUNT BOTTOM 

ATTENUATION 
 

In the absence of bottom loss some redistribution of energy between modes takes 
place and total energy (summarized over depth) should be constant.   

Let’s consider total intensity 
 

     dTzITI , ,      dTzITzI ,,                                   (8) 
 
where we carry out summation over 9 hydrophones and frequency in some band. 
Integration over frequency provides some smoothing of fluctuations provided by restricted 
averaging over depth.  
        

 
 
Fig.2 Temporal fluctuations of total intensity without loss (a) and with loss (c), and spectra 
of fluctuations without loss (b) and with loss (d) 
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Let’s analyze the following total intensity     ITITJ   and its spectrum   

      



TT

T
J dTTiTJG

0

0

exp1 ,                                        (9) 

where  


TT

T
dTTITI 0

0

1  is average total intensity. Interval for integration in (9) 

should be the same for both experiment and theory and specifically 06:00:00–06:07:30. 
 
 
In the Fig.2 experimental curve (bold line) and model curve (thin line) are shown for   
and 0 dB/wavelength and 0.3 dB/wavelength. Experimental curves in all sub-figures are 
the same. In both columns of two figures each, experimental plots are the same, it is 
necessary for comparison with two different models (speed of NIW is the same for all 
figures:   3.2 m/s). At the same time in the experiment, there are remarkable fluctuations. 
The corresponding spectrum of fluctuations in the loss-less is much smaller than 
experimental one, having three peaks at the same frequencies as spectra in the Fig.2a, 2b: 
~13, ~25, ~36 cph. It means that physical reason of fluctuations remains the same: mode 
coupling. In our opinion fluctuations of total intensity, which were registered in 
experiment can be explained by introduction of attenuation in the model of the 
waveguide.  
As is known existence of attenuation in sediment leads to modal attenuation, depending on 
mode number. More over attenuation coefficient as usually increases with mode number 
at least beginning with some number. Variations of modal amplitude at the receiver in 
comparison with that at the source are determined by two factors: mode coupling at the 
piece of an acoustic track   Lrrr TT    and attenuation depending on mode number 
including piece of track   Lrr T  , where is no mode coupling (from end of NIW up to 
receiver). Let’s consider in a simplified form fluctuations of the sound field at the 
frequency  mn , corresponding to the coupling of modes m and n, in supposition that mode  
m has attenuation coefficient greater than mode n  ( nm   ). If at some moment of time 
Т as a result of mode coupling after NIW amplitude of mode m becomes bigger than 
amplitude of mode n , then loss of total pulse energy will be greater than in situation when 
after mode coupling amplitude of n-th mode is greater than amplitude of m-th mode. Due 
to motion of NIW amplitudes of m-th and n-th modes change periodically and there will 
be fluctuations of total energy at the mentioned frequency mn , and the more is the 
difference between attenuation coefficients, the more is amplitude of these fluctuations.     
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Abstract: Internal waves are a widespread phenomenon in the oceans and seas, which 
plays an important role both in geophysical fluid dynamics and underwater acoustics. 
Internal waves are inherent in the shelf zone, where they manifest themselves in the form 
of long waves (tidal and inertial) and in the form of packets of soliton-like waves. The 
paper will give a generalization of the results of experiments on the study of internal 
waves, we carried out for a long time on the shelf of the Sea of Japan. The experiments 
were conducted in an area remote 100 km south of Vladivostok, near the research station 
of Pacific Oceanology Institute, Far East Branch of RAS (Cape Schultz). The first studies 
began in 1982 and continues to the present. We used different methods in our field 
experiments. Measurements of internal wave spatial spectra were carried out by using 
antenna of moored line temperature sensors in the inner shelf. For purpose of 
investigation dynamics of internal waves we used towed line temperature sensor making 
transects across the shelf. Later in the same manner we used ADCP installed on board of 
research yacht.  A set of important results were collected in this experiments. The effect of 
change of internal wave polarity was revealed for the first time in field observations in the 
sea. The effect of internal waves on subsurface layer of air bubbles was investigated. The 
effects of internal waves on seabed and interthermocline lens on the shelf were registered. 
Besides this a wide spread of nonlinearity effects was revealed in observed internal waves. 
All above mentioned effects will be discussed in the paper.  
 
Keywords: Internal waves, the Sea of Japan, shelf, internal tides, internal solitons, line 
temperature sensors, ADCP, frequency spectr, space spectr, change of internal wave 
polarity 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
  Trains of intense soliton-like internal waves are common on the shelves of the ocean.  
They are generated mostly (but not only) by tidal forces, and can reach significant 
amplitudes, leading to significant mixing of the sea environment. One of the most 
prominent regions of the World Ocean where the classical process of internal tidal wave 
transformation takes place is the Australian North West Shelf [1]. We notice that the 
transformation of internal tides to soliton-like waves is a dominant mechanism which 
gives the main input into the high frequency portion of the shallow water internal wave 
spectrum. The Sea of Japan is a semi-closed sea, but there still exist quite intense internal 
tides that generate soliton-like internal waves on the shelf. Despite the amplitudes of the 
waves here being less (by a factor of two or more than ones typical of the Australian 
Shelf), the processes which take place on the shelves are similar in many ways. In this 
paper we will present results obtained during our long-term field experiments on internal 
waves on the shelf of the Sea of Japan which were began in 1982 and continued up to 
present time.   

  
 
2. OBSERVATIONS BY USING LINE TEMPERATRE SENSORS  
 
  The main knowledge we have about the internal wave field on the shelf of the Sea of 
Japan was obtained from a 3-year cycle of previous expedition activity, conducted in 
1982-1984 in the Posiet Bay, close to Capes Shults and Gamov. 
          In 1982, the first detailed investigations of internal waves in the Sea of Japan were 
conducted. These observations included long-term measurements of internal waves by 
spatial antennae of line temperature sensors deployed on moorings in the coastal zone of 
the sea [2].  Trains of short-period internal waves were registered with periodicity close to 
semidiurnal and moving to the shore. The frequency and space spectra on the basis of 
obtained records of line sensors were calculated. (See Fig. 1). 
   The average parameters of the internal waves observed in the sea over 11.5-diurnal 
periods at 30-m depth were the following: wavelength - 210 m, propagation direction – 
325 N, number of waves in a train - 13. The heights of separate waves in a train varied 
from 3 up to 20 m; the average value of wave height of the wave of maximum amplitude 
in a train was 8.3 m. The mean duration of the passing of a train was 2.8 hours (ranging 
from 1 up to 5 h). During the two subsequent summer seasons, long-term tows of line 
temperature sensors oriented across the shelf were conducted. These tows have allowed us 
to construct a representation of the internal wave dynamics on the shelf [3, 4]. In one of 
the experiments, the research vessel, equipped with a towed line sensor system, made ten 
uninterrupted runs across the shelf each lasting a diurnal period. These data revealed that 
the generation of intense internal wave trains takes place on the shelf at a distance of 5-6 
kms from the coastline. The observed internal waves propagated shoreward and had 
soliton-like shape to their profiles. We also observed trains of intense internal waves in the 
vicinity of the shelf break beyond the 100-m isobath.  In parallel with the line temperature 
sensor measurements, several hydrological surveys were conducted by CTD sounding. In 
summary, the main features were detected of the distribution of temperature and salinity 
with depth in summer, from the region above the continental slope up to the near-shore 
area. Of interest were the lenses of salty and warm water that were found in strata of the 
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sea above the shelf. The passage of internal waves through them was registered, and 
accompanying effects were observed [5]. 

                      

Fig.1:  Frequency spectrum of internal waves on shelf of the Sea of Japan. The solid 
line shows the averages spectrum, the dashed lined presents the G-M spetrum. The spectra 

of the trains of intense waves are denoted as 1 – 3. 
      
       The above described investigations, carried out using line temperature sensors, have 
also revealed a number of important effects apart from the general picture of internal wave 
dynamics and their main parameters.  In particular, we refer the "vertical" and "horizontal" 
asymmetry of the internal wave profile, the presence of strange waves - predecessors with 
small amplitudes ahead of a train of intense elevation waves, the interaction of internal 
waves with lenses of warm, salty water on the shelf, etc. In this paper we shall 
demonstrate how the known fundamental features of nonlinear internal waves are 
exhibited in the ADCP data. Also, we shall demonstrate a new observed effect – that of 
the strong interaction of wave elevations with the sea bottom. 

 
3. OBSERVATIONS BY USING ADCP 

 
    During several years  (2003, 2004, 2005 and 2008), we have carried out experiments on 
internal waves and currents in the shelf zone of the Sea of Japan using the “Rio Grande-
600 kHz”Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP). In 2004, we obtained interesting 
new results on internal waves to compare with the first study of hydrophysical processes 
carried out in 2003.  Perhaps the key result of our work last year using remote sensing 
(acoustical sounding) was meeting with many familiar fundamental properties of internal 
waves which were investigated earlier with the help of direct contact sensors (in particular 
line temperature sensors). It is possible to describe this part of the outcome as a kind of 
"overdiscovering" of the properties of internal waves on the shelf of the Sea of Japan by 
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the method of remote echo sounding.  Moreover, we observed some new effects, 
connected with the intense internal waves on the shelf – the strong effect of internal waves 
on the ocean bottom, and also the specific effect of internal waves on ships moving above 
them (this last one will be not discussed in this paper).  
      To our mind, the «Rio Grande 600 kHz» profiler is an ADCP modification which is 
well adapted for internal wave studies in the coastal zone. Besides providing three 
components of current, the device also outputs data on sound backscattering. As a rule, the 
pycnocline (or thermocline) is clearly seen in sections obtained by towing the ADCP or 
measuring from an anchored vessel, and so the internal waves are also well visible.  The 
bin length of our ADCP was 0.5 meter. The sound sampling interval was close to one 
second, so that during cross-sections measurements towing at 2-2.5 m/s, the horizontal 
resolution we had was close to 2 meters. When we carried out our measurements, the 
ADCP was hard-mounted on the starboard side of the research yacht "Svetlana" belonging 
to Pacific Oceanological Institute, Russian Academy of Science. We also made 
observations with the yacht anchored, standing for a long time (half a day to a day) at a 
site on the shelf with a depth of 40 m. Surveys consisted of repeatedly towing on tracks 
oriented across the shelf, and CTD soundings were performed as well.  

  
4. VERTICAL ASSYMETRY OF INTERNAL WAVES 

 
     Internal waves propagating on the subsurface or bottom thermocline have waveforms 
of depression or elevation, as was seen by us in our ADCP observations in 2003 and 2004 
many times, as well as during our previous observations made by line temperature sensors.  
Fig. 2. shows examples of depression and elevation waves registered by the moored line 
temperature sensor on the shelf of the Sea of Japan in September, 1982. Heights of waves 
are up to 6-10 m. Similar waves, propagating in conditions of a subsurface thermocline 
and a thermocline close to the bottom,were registered by ADCP in October 2003 and 
September 2004. 

               

Fig.2: The vertical asymmetry of internal wave profiles as registered by line 
temperature sensors. Train of intense internal waves for the case of a subsurface 
thermocline (wave depressions)-(upper) and for the case where the thermocline is close to 
the bottom (wave elevations)- (lower).    
 
                  
5. THE EFFECT OF CHANGE OF INTERNAL WAVE POLARITY 
 
    In connection with the existence of depression and elevation waves, we must notice 
here the effect of the change of internal wave polarity, though we will not present the 
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observational ADCP data here. (This will be done in a future publication). This change of 
internal wave polarity is connected with the process of propagation of depression waves 
from deep water, where the thermocline is close to the sea surface, to shallow water, 
where the thermocline is closer to the sea bottom. In such conditions depression waves 
must transform into elevation waves. In Fig. 3, we present evidence of this effect on a 
shelf. These measurements were made by us on the shelf of the Sea of Japan in 1982 [2,6], 
and as far as we know this was the first time the change of internal wave polarity was 
observed in the sea. Later similar observations were made in the Meddiaterrenian Sea [7], 
and on Pacific shelf of  Kamchatka [8]). The most comprehensive observation of the effect 
was made in the South China Sea [9].       

 

  

Fig.3:   Record of the observed changing the polarity of amplitudes in the internal 
waves in the coastal zone of the Sea of Japan, September of 1982. Measurements made by 

line temperature sensors. 
 
6. HORIZONTAL  ASYMMETRY OF INTERNAL WAVES 

 
The vertical asymmetry demonstrated above is the first and main property indicating non-
linear nature of inense internal waves. However, "horizontal" asymmetry is also inherent 
in many intense internal waves, apart from "vertical" asymmetry. The horizontal 
asymmetry is due to the different steepness of the face and back of the internal wave 
profile, and generally speaking, is a feature of a non-steady wave, i.e. wave which is 
breaking up. We have a lot of examples of observations of internal waves with horizontal 
asymmetry made by line temperature sensor on various shelves.  Fig. 4 shows typical 
profiles of two elevation waves propagating shoreward and registered by the mooring line 
temperature sensor (left) and by the towed ADCP (right). The heights of both waves are 
close to 10 m, and the front faces of the waves are significantly steeper than the back 
faces. Records made by the linear sensors are shown for two sensors separated by a 
distance from each to other. The steepening of the internal wave propagated to the shore is 
clearly seen. The horizontal asymmetry is a widespread property of internal waves on 
shelf, and not only for the case of elevation waves, but also for depression waves [6, 10]. 
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Fig.4: The horizontal asymmetry of internal waves. Measurements made by two  line 
temperature sensors separated by a 25-m distance perpendicular to the shoreline in the 
coastal zone in September, 1982 (left picture). Record made by towing the ADCP in the 
close area (September, 2004) (right picture).   
 
7. WAVE PREDECASSORS 
 
  The acoustic measurements made by the ADCP have also revealed a characteristic 
feature intrinsic to trains of internal elevation waves - a wave predecessor. The wave 
predecessor disturbance is of relatively small amplitude, and has a rather high speed so 
that it goes ahead of the train of intense internal waves. This phenomenon was observed 
several times (in measurements conducted with line sensors) for thermoclines close to the 
bottom in  the Sea of Japan and in the Caspian Sea [11]. Their origin was explained by us 
in [11], where the wave predecessor is treated as a soliton which has escaped forward from 
a wave train, but has "lost" its high amplitude because of the strong viscosity of 
environment. 
   
8. THE EFFECTS OF INTERNAL  WAVES ON LENSES OF WARM 

AND SALTY WATER 
 

     During our previous investigations on the shelf of the Sea of Japan, inhomogenities in 
the hydrological field of the sea in the form of intrusions (lenses) of  warm and salty water 
were detected. We carried out our observations from an anchored vessel at a point on the 
shelf with 42-m depth. At this station, we observed the lens drifting through during a 1.5-
day period. The thickness of the lens was up to 7 m. Simultaneously, we observed that 
short-period internal waves passing through distorted the body of the lens (Fig. 5). The 
ADCP measurements (echo sounding) have revealed numerous lenses in the area of the 
shelf close to the shelf break. Fig. 5 shows one of the ADCP records, made during a 
crossing of the lens by the yacht moving across the shelf. This lens had a characteristic 
horizontal size of 3 km and a thickness in the central part of 4 m. The oscillations of the 
body of the lens, induced by passing internal waves, is clearly seen in the ADCP record.  
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  Fig.5 :   Lens of warm and salt water in the shelf zone of the Sea of Japan. Average 
backscatter contour obtained by ”Rio- Grande 600 kHz” ADCP (observations on 
September,17, 2004),  where we saw lens with horizontal spatial extension of  up to 3 kms.  
 
 

9. EFFECT OF INTERNAL  WAVES ON THE BOTTOM 
 
The ADCP, apart from current and backscatter measurements, also registers the bottom 
relief. On a pass over the shelf from Gamov Cape to the north-east, the yacht passed above 
a submarine bank, at a depth of about 30 m. The top of bank had an exotic shape to its 
relief - very much recalling a train of solitons rank ordered in amplitude. The amplitude of 
the "head" of the patch was 6 m. Circumstances allowed us to simultaneously record the   
bank and a train of intense internal waves approaching the bank (Fig. 6). The parameters 

          
Fig. 6: Soliton-like internal waves propagating above underwater bank and generating 
“dune-solitons”on the bottom relief. Heights of these dunes are as much as 6 m. 
 
of internal waves in the train (length of 600 m, altitudes up to 5-6 m) almost precisely 
coioncide with the parameters of the bottom configuration of the patch. The measured 
speed of flow above the bank was as much as1 m/s. It is well known that such speeds of 
flow are capable of suspending clouds of sand. The above circumstances quickly lead one 
to infer the formation of this strange bottom configuration by the intense internal waves 
propageted above the thermocline close to the sea bottom.  
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10. CONCLUSION 
 
    The objective of our work was firstly to demonstrate main properties of internal waves 
on shelf of the Sea of Japan and secondary that the fundamental properties of nonlinear 
waves, such as the vertical and horizontal asymmetry of wave profiles and wave-
predecessors, are widespread in the internal wave field on shelf and can be seen by 
different instruments, including the ADCP. We would emphasize both the good acoustical 
vision of  internal waves and their features obtained with the “Rio Grande 600kHz”ADCP 
as well as the prominent features we observed, including inter-thermocline lenses on the 
shelf and the unusual relief features that resulted due to internal soliton-like waves.   
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Abstract: This paper is devoted to modelling of the backscattered field from a spherical 
target immersed in a homogeneous waveguide covered with ice. A bottom of the 
waveguide and an ice cover are fluid, attenuating half-spaces. To calculate the scattering 
coefficients of a sphere, the normal mode evaluation is applied. The amount of normal 
modes forming the backscattered field is determined by a given directivity of the source. 
Computational results are obtained in a wide frequency range 8 – 12 kHz for water depths 
equal to several hundreds of m, and distances between a source/receiver and target up to 
10 km. A target is assumed to be fluid. In particular, the properties of the ice cover and a 
scatterer may coincide. The obtained analytical expression for the backscattered field is 
applied to evaluate its dependence on source frequency, depth of a water layer, bottom 
and ice properties, and distance between the source and obstacle. It is shown that in a 
range interval up to several km the backscattered field can be calculated also using a 
simplified medium model consisting of a water half-space and an ice half-space. In this 
case the scattering coefficients of a sphere are evaluated by the steepest descent method. 
For the considered oceanic waveguide of 200 m depth with sandy bottom the use of the 
simplified medium model shortens a computing time in ten times approximately. 

Keywords: Scattering of acoustic waves, ice-covered homogeneous waveguide, normal 
modes of the waveguide, form function of acoustic scattering. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Sound propagation in on oceanic waveguide covered with ice has been studied by many 
authors as opposed to the problem of acoustic scattering by a target imbedded in such a 
waveguide. This paper is devoted to modelling of the backscattered field from a target 
immersed in a homogeneous waveguide over a homogeneous, fluid half-space. A water 
layer is covered with ice which is assumed to be a fluid half-space as well. A spherical 
scatterer of a radius a  is fluid. In particular, the properties of the ice cover and a target 
may coincide. The point source emitting the spherical incident wave of an angular 
frequency ω is placed at the point  0, ,M y z  ; y > 0 of the water layer b z d    (see 
Fig. 1). The receiver is located at the point M  as well. The range r  of interest is up to 10 
km and a frequency band of interest is 8 – 12 kHz. 

 
Fig.1: The scattering geometry. 

 
In the general case, the ice cover is modelled as an elastic layer with a finite thickness. 

However, at frequencies of 8 – 12 kHz considered in this paper, acoustic waves 
propagating in the ice cover rapidly attenuate. Therefore, it is possible to ignore waves 
reflected from the upper ice surface and returning to the water layer, including waves 
undergoing a double transformation, such as a longitudinal-transverse-longitudinal one, 
and to consider the ice cover as a fluid half-space. A smooth undersurface of the ice cover 
is typical for young ice, including Arctic ice. 

2. THEORY 

Solving the scattering problem formulated above, we will follow Hackman and 
Sammelmann’s general approach [1], where the acoustic potential of the backscattered 
field from a target is represented in the form 
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In this expression 0 0/k c  is the wave number in water, lT  are elements of the free-field 
T-matrix for the acoustical scattering by the considered target.  

The coefficients ( )mlA r  in (1) are as follows  
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Here 0 1, 2m    for 1m  , mJ  is the cylindrical Bessel function of the mth order, q and 
2 2
0( )h h q k q   are the horizontal and vertical components of the incident vector in 

water, ( )m
l x  are the normalized associated Legendre functions of order l and rank m 

1/2( ) [(2 1)( )!/ 2( )!] ( )m m
l lx l l m l m P x     ; ( )U q  and ( )V q  are the plane-wave 

reflection coefficients for the upper surface and the lower surface, respectively.  
In the case of the full multiple scattering solution the coefficients mlC  in Eq. (1) are 

found from a linear system of algebraic equations. In this paper we will use the single-
scatter approximation when ( )ml mlC A r  because, if a target is located close to the ice 
cover, it will be more important to take into account a roughness of this interface than the 
multiple scattering behaviour of the solution.  

The truncation level maxl  is set by a rule suggested by Kargl and Marston [2]: 
1/3

max 0 0[ 4.05( ) ] 3l k a k a   . For 2a   m and 10f  kHz  this formula gives max 104l  . 
Thus, computing the backscattered field (1), it will be necessary to sum up more than 5000 
summands.  

The integral representation of the scattering coefficients (2) is valid for arbitrary 
frequencies, distances between the source and target, and waveguide depths. At 
frequencies of interest and distances r  up to 10km  the integrand in (2) is rapidly 
oscillating and slowly decreasing that makes the straightforward calculation of scattering 
coefficients extremely time consuming. Besides it is necessary to compute several 
thousands of these coefficients at each frequency. 

To speed up the computation of integrals (2), we will evaluate them by using the 
normal mode method. With this goal let us transform the integral (2) into the integral 
along the contour in a complex plane and then present the obtained integral in the form of 
a sum of normal modes and the branch cut contribution. For the air/water upper interface 
this representation was obtained in [3]. At the considered long ranges r , the branch cut 
contribution is negligible, and, as a result, we get the representation of the scattering 
coefficients in terms of normal modes. 

The dispersion equation for finding the eigenvalues j   can be written in the form 
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where 2
0 1   , 2 2

i in   , 2 2
b bn   ; 0 /i in c c , 0 /b bn c c , 1i bn n  . 

It can be shown that roots j  of Eq. (3) satisfy the inequalities 
2 2

0 01 { ( 1) / [ ( )]} 1 { (2 1) / [2 ( )]}jj k b d j k b d           and in each such an 
interval there is only one root which can be found using the standard Newton method with 
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2
1 01 { ( 1) / [ ( )]}j j k b d      . Residues at j  , 1b jn    give the contribution to 

the integral (2) corresponding to the propagating normal modes of the waveguide. 
It is assumed that the radiation takes place inside a cone having the angular width equal 

to a . In the case of the radiating square plunger with a side 0l  , the angular width of such 
a cone in degrees is given by the formula  

0 051 / ( )a c fl  . (4)

If the radiation is directed, we should take into account only the propagating normal 
modes with eigenvalues j  satisfying the inequality cos( / 2)j a  . 

Let us consider also a simplified medium model consisting of a water half-space and an 
ice half-space. A target is placed in the water half-space near an interface. In this case the 
representation (1) of the acoustical potential is valid as well, but the scattering coefficients 

( )mlA r  have the following form ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )f d
ml ml mlA A A r r r , where  

The integral (5) is calculated as analytic expression [1] 
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the spherical Hankel function of the first kind. The sum  
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describes the backscattered field from a spherical target placed in a free water space. 
For 1U   , the integral (6) is calculated as analytic expression as well  
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where 2 2 1/2( ( 2 ) )dr y z d    , cos ( 2 ) /d dz d r    . 
When a water half-space is covered with ice, the reflection coefficient U  varies with 

wave number and in order to evaluate (6), the method of complex images can be used. 
This method has no alternative if the distance r  is short. In our case of long ranges r  we 
will evaluate the integral (6) with the use of the method of steepest descent that gives  
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prime in Eq.(9) denotes a derivative with respect to  . 
The asymptotic expansion (9) is correct if Red   , where 0arcsin / ic c   is the 

critical angle for total reflection. If Red   , it is necessary to add to the right-hand 
side of Eq.(9) one more summand corresponding to the branch cut integral which 
describes the lateral wave contribution to the scattering coefficient ( )mlA r .  

The lateral wave partly propagates along the boundary with the speed equal to ic . It 
rapidly decays with range because of the attenuation in ice. As a result, at distances 
considered in this paper ( 1r km ) the effect of the branch cut integral may be ignored. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

 
To study the dependence of the backscattered field on frequency, let us consider the 

form function 
28( ) ( )rF f f

a


  , where the acoustical potential   is given by Eq.(1). 

We will compare the backscattered field of a spherical target immersed in a waveguide 
covered with ice over the sandy bottom and the backscattered field of a target located in a 
water half-space close to the water/ice interface. The sound speed in water is taken to be 

0 1500 /c m s , the density of water 3 3
0 10 /kg m  . Simulations were carried out for the 

attenuating sandy bottom with the density 32050 /b kg m   and the sound speed 
1730 /bc m s . The attenuation is modelled by adding the appropriate imaginary part to 

the sound speed Im 24.74 /bc m s  . For the ice cover these parameters are 
3900 /i kg m  , (3500 22.53 ) /ic i m s  . The depth of the waveguide is 200m ; 5d m , 

5z m  . The radius a  of the spherical target is equal to 2m . The following figures are 
obtained for the scatterer with the same properties as the ice cover. 

 

 
Fig.2: Backscattered form functions at r = 4 km.  

 

2 1 3 

1 – Waveguide 
2 – Water half-space 
3 – Free water space 
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Figure 2 shows the dependence of the form function ( )F f  on frequency at 4r km . 
The solid blue line corresponds to the backscattered field of a target in a water half-space, 
the dashed red curve – to the case when a target is imbedded in a waveguide, and the 
dotted black curve – to the free space form function defined by Eq.(7). We see that at 

4r km  two considered medium models give very similar results. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the same form functions ( )F f  at 5r km . In the frequency 

range 8 9f kHz   the considerable increase of the form function corresponding to the 
waveguide is observed. The point is that the angular width a  of the radiation cone 
increases with decreasing frequency (see Eq.(4)). At 5r km  and 9f kHz , the scatterer 
is “exposed” by rays reflected from the waveguide bottom. The model of a half-space 
becomes nonapplicable.  

 

 
Fig.3: Backscattered form functions at r = 5 km. 

 
When distance r increases, the maximum values of the backscattered form function for 

the waveguide increase as well, reaching 24 at 10r  km. As opposed, the maximum 
values of F(f) for a water half-space decrease down to 0.12. 
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Abstract: This paper describes a method for modelling the acoustic target strength of 
submarines. The objective for the development is to investigate if it is feasible to model the 
target strength as a power sum of the contributions from relatively few predominant features 
of a submarine. As confirmed by full-scale measurements, major contributions to the target 
strength originate from parts between the pressure hull and the casing. Even tanks inside the 
pressure hull can give large contributions under some circumstances. Straight angle corners 
and cat’s-eye shapes are excellent acoustic reflectors and should be avoided if possible; 
unfortunately such shapes are convenient in the structural design. Prudent application of 
transmission-loss and/or reflection-loss coating to parts of the submarine can yield 
significant reduction of the target strength. Essential requirements on the modelling method 
are therefore the ability to model sound transmission through outer structures, double- and 
triple-bounce sound reflection, and the effect of coating materials in conjunction with a 
backing steel plate. 
A couple of software tools using this modelling method have been developed for the SubAn 
(Submarine Analysis) toolbox at FOI. The model has been applied to the monostatic test 
cases at the BeTTSi II workshop and benchmarked to other target strength prediction codes 
with encouraging results.  
The presented model is very fast and thus suitable for real-time or near real-time 
applications, e.g., operations analysis simulations, tactical decision support systems, training 
applications, and conceptual submarine design. 

Keywords: Submarine design, Target strength, Underwater acoustic modelling,  
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1. BACKGROUND 

Submarine design can be described as a structured process for searching the best 
compromise between competing requirements.  Different demands for desired properties and 
performance are competing for the available space, weight, power, energy, and economic 
budgets of the submarine.  

During the last decade a toolbox for submarine analysis and design, SubAN, has been 
developed at FOI [1]. This toolbox is dedicated to supporting the early phases of a submarine 
design project. It incorporates tools to handle all major aspects of conceptual design such as 
hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, propulsion resistance, hull strength, general arrangement, 
propulsor optimisation, handling of powers and energy supplies, as well as safety and 
habitability issues. A common feature for all of the modules in the SubAn Toolbox is that 
they are highly interactive in order to enable rapid exploration of alternatives and gaining 
deeper knowledge during the process. Pedagogic and demonstrative output is emphasised and 
a common data structure enables tight integration between all design activities. The tools are 
suitable for use during discussion between designers and stakeholders about design options 
and their implications and causality. 

One of the major performance criteria of a submarine is its ability to operate covertly. 
Because of this, signatures must at all times be considered during design. From the designer’s 
viewpoint there are two questions regarding signatures that have to be continually addressed 
during the design process: How is a signature (e.g., target strength) affected by different 
design decisions? What is the value of a low signature (e.g., target strength) compared to 
other desired, and sometimes conflicting, properties such as low emitted noise and high 
endurance?  Thus it is attractive if the signature model has a strong connection to identifiable 
design features. 

To address these questions, two tools within the SubAn toolbox have been developed: 
SubSig, which is a tool for signature prediction and requirements analysis, and SubOA, which 
is an operational analysis simulator used for measuring the effectiveness of different design 
configurations. SubSig and SubOA consider passive hydro-acoustic, active hydro-acoustic, 
magnetic, and electric signatures. The remainder of this paper is dedicated to one of the 
options available for prediction of the target echo strength for a submarine, the “SubSig 
Reflector Model” [2]. The main structure for this model is inspired by [3], but similar 
methods were used for radar cross-section estimation already in the 1960’s [4].  

Input to the reflector model can be generated automatically from a conceptual submarine 
design model, SubDes, in the SubAn toolbox.  

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

A hypothesis behind the presented model is that the monostatic target echo strength of a 
submarine can be approximated as an incoherent sum of the contributions from a number of 
localised features, hereafter called reflectors. There exist well known analytical solutions, see 
e.g., [5], for rigid bodies of simple shape, e.g., ellipsoids, cones, and circular or rectangular 
plates, under additional assumptions such as long distance (plane wave front) or short 
distance and wavelengths small or large compared to the dimensions of the body. Most of the 
major features of a submarine can be approximated with such simple shapes. 
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One important aspect is that for any given direction of the incoming sound only some parts 
of the submarine are insonified. This is modelled with the help of an aperture function 
associated to each reflector which describes the directions from which it can be insonified. 

In some circumstances, e.g., for the air-backed parts of the pressure hull at medium to high 
frequencies, the rigid-body assumption is a good approximation. For most of the other parts 
of the submarine the transmission of sound through the structure has to be considered. In 
some situations, especially when using anechoic coatings, the energy loss in the material is 
also an important factor. These cases are handled by adjusting the rigid body solution with 
local transmission and reflection coefficients.  

3. REFLECTOR FEATURES 

Currently 14 different reflector types are treated in the model. There are basic shapes such 
as sphere, cylinder, cone, rectangular plate and circular disc, and also composite objects such 
as corner reflectors, cat’s-eye reflectors, fins and propellers. Some special objects such as an 
air-bubble cloud and a wing tank are also handled. Some of the reflectors are illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1: Some simple and composite reflector objects. From left to right: sphere, cylinder, 
truncated cone, rectangular plate, cylinder on plane, corner reflector, fin, and propulsor. 

Each reflector is assigned an aperture function which constrains the aspect and elevation 
angles for which the reflector can be insonified. The aperture is set considering all the other 
parts of the submarine. 

Most of the reflector types can be either considered rigid or assigned material properties 
such as plate thickness, density, Young´s modulus, and loss factor. These properties are used 
to calculate the transmission and reflection coefficients for a given frequency and incidence 
angle.  

A reflector can be hidden behind another reflector. In such a case transmission loss of the 
outer reflector is applied to the incoming sound as well as the reflected sound, see Fig. 2.  

Anechoic coatings can be applied on the reflectors, where the effect of the coating is 
described with frequency dependent transmission and reflection losses. These loss factors 
must be calculated considering the properties of the backing material. This simple coating 
model is only appropriate for normal incidence and one of the most urgent issues for further 
development is the introduction of a coating model based on the properties of the coating and 
backing materials. This is necessary for correct angle dependence and should also improve 
the modelling of hidden structures and coated cat’s-eye and corner reflectors.  
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Fig. 2: Reflection by objects hidden behind a shell. Of the incoming intensity (i), a part (r) is 
reflected by the shell and a part (t) is transmitted. When the transmitted sound hits an interior 
object surface, a part (r1) is reflected and a part (t1) is transmitted through the surface. For 
the outgoing intensity (r1), a part (r2) is reflected by the outer shell and a part (t2) is trans-

mitted through the shell. The effect of multiple reflections between shell and inner objects are 
neglected, and t2 is identified as the contribution from the hidden part.  

The angular variation of the far-field target strength from a body which is large compared 
to the wavelength will for many shapes exhibit a characteristic lobe pattern. However, the 
orientation of any real target is not constant. Neither is a real medium stable or homogeneous 
so the angle of incidence on the target will vary with time. Any pulse of finite length will 
have a bandwidth and when passing through the medium the pulse is distorted. In practice, it 
is assumed that the lobe pattern can be disregarded and instead the envelope of the lobe 
pattern is used. As an example, the far-field lobe pattern for a cylinder is produced by a factor 
of the form (sin 	 cos / ) 5 . Here ϕ is the angle of incidence and	 = 2 / 	sin	 , 
where L is the length of the cylinder and  is the wavelength. By replacing this factor with         (1 ) / 	 cos 	 , a good approximation of the envelope of the lobe pattern is obtained, 
see fig. 3.  

Fig. 3: The proposed envelope function compared to the exact solution. 

Using such an envelope function makes it easier to interpret and compare target strength 
visualisations. In the presented model it is possible to interpolate between the exact solution 
and the envelope.  

4. INCOHERENT SUMMATION OF REFLECTOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

The calculation of the target echo strength for a given frequency f, range r, and aspect and 
elevation angles (φ,θ) is carried out as follows: 

For each reflector element i  
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 Check if the element is insonified for the angles (φ,θ). If not, proceed with the 
next element. 

 Calculate the scattering cross section σi,rigid(f,r,φ,θ) for the element as if it was 
rigid and the transmission coefficient Ti (f,φ,θ) considering the material properties 
and any coating of the element. Compute the scattering cross section σi of the 
element adjusted for transmission as σi = σi,rigid(1-Ti ). 

 If the element has reflection loss coating, reduce the scattering cross section with a 
corresponding factor Ri. 

 If further the current element is hidden behind another element j, with a 
transmission coefficient Tj and insonified for the angles (φ,θ), reduce the 
scattering cross section by the factor Tj2. 

The target strength of the composite object is finally calculated as = 10 log(∑ /4 ). 
5. COMPARISION WITH OTHER RESULTS 

The BeTTSi II Workshop [6] gave an opportunity to compare the results from the 
presented model with the results from other codes using Kirchhoff, BIE, FEM, and ray 
tracing methods. An example is shown in Figs. 4 and 5.  Full details of the models, the 
methods used, and the results can be found in the BeTTSi II proceedings.  

The correspondence with the other methods is encouraging but some issues can be 
identified. See for instance the local maxima at 130º and 230º in Fig. 5, which are caused by 
the cat’s-eye reflectors in the aft of the body (negative X), see Fig. 4. The presented model 
gives too high levels at the two lower frequencies which is probably due to that the 
transmission coefficient is only considered for one of the reflections instead of two. For the 
higher two frequencies there is virtually no transmission through the cat’s-eye plates and the 
agreement with the other results is good. The same applies to the local maximum at 310º, due 
to the forward cat’s-eye reflector, where the structure can be considered rigid at all the used 
frequencies. 

Another known issue is in the midrange distance (i.e. neither far-field nor near-field 
condition) for cylindrical and flat objects, where comparison to measurements has shown a 
deficiency. The reason for this is identified and will be addressed. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Results from the presented method have proved to agree with results from other methods 
to an encouraging level. Some issues, as outlined above, will be addressed and verification 
with other methods will proceed. 

The presented model is very fast and thus suitable for real-time or near real-time 
applications, e.g., operations analysis simulations, tactical decision support systems, training 
applications, and conceptual submarine design, where response time is crucial. 
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Fig. 4: The BeTTSi model 32, with length 49m, outer shell of 8mm thick steel, small radius 
3m, and big radius 5m. The inner body is 46m long with all radii 3m and made of 20mm thick 

steel. The inner body is air-filled and the volume between the bodies is filled with water. 

 

Fig. 5: Far field target echo strength for the BeTTSi model 32. Comparative results from 
other methods presented at the BeTTSi II Workshop were kindly provided by Layton Gilroy 

(DRDC&LR, Canada), Alexander Cave (DSTO, Australia), Jan Erlich (FWG, Germany) and 
Tom Avsic (TKMS, Germany). FOI-2 = SubSig Reflector Model. 
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Abstract: The prediction of acoustic broadband quantities of pile driving noise, such as 
the sound exposure level (SEL) and the peak sound pressure level, is an important part of 
environmental impact assessments for near- and offshore piling activities. Recently, 
several models have been developed to address this need, estimating the sound pressure 
levels within a range of several kilometres from the pile. One common problem of these 
models is the uncertainty of  required input parameters and the according effect on the 
predicted levels. In order to better quantify these effects, several input parameters are 
evaluated and their influence on the broadband quantities are analyzed, both on the basis 
of measurements and numerical modeling. Measured data has been collected during four 
measurement campaigns at wind farm construction sites in the North and the Baltic Sea, 
stretching out to several kilometres distance from the piling site. After the evaluation of 
appropriate numerical models, parameter uncertainties in the constant properties of the 
waveguides are incorporated in these models by means of Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. 
Subsequently, the resulting posterior distributions of both the measurements and the MC 
simulations at several distances of the different sites are evaluated. Comparing the 
measured and simulated distributions, an effort is made to quantify the prediction 
accuracy of the model at hand for the assumed degree of uncertainty in the input 
parameters. 

Keywords: pile driving, underwater noise finite element method, wavenumber integration, 
parameter uncertainties, Monte-Carlo method 
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 INTRODUCTION 

The prediction of pile driving noise levels from near- and offshore pile driving 
activities has gained a lot of attention lately, in the course of the massive increase of 
installed offshore wind power capacity. An accurate estimation of these levels is crucial 
for the compilation of environmental impact assessments and an appropriate choice of 
noise mitigation measures to protect the marine environment. 
 Several numerical models have been developed recently to address this need, see 
for example Reinhall and Dahl [1], Zampolli et al. [2], or Lippert and von Estorff [3,4]. A 
comparison of seven different models at the recently held COMPILE benchmark 
workshop [5] showed very consistent results for a simplified generic example. However, 
for real life scenarios, the question of the prediction accuracy in the absence of detailed 
input data (as given for the generic case at the workshop) to the models remains crucial. 

In this contribution, Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation results are compared with actual far 
field measurements for different pile driving sites in the North and the Baltic Sea. 

 MODELLING APPROACH 

The model used here to predict the sound exposure level (SEL) is a combined finite 
element (FE) / wavenumber integration (WI) model, described in detail in Heitmann et al. 
[6] and Lippert and von Estorff [3]. It has been successfully verified against literature 
benchmark examples, including the COMPILE case [5] and validated against several 
measurements taken in the North and the Baltic Sea out to ranges of several kilometres.  

The input data to the model are the pile and hammer materials and geometries, as well 
as the sound speed profile in the water column and the sea bottom structure, i.e. its 
layering and according material parameters. As for example discussed in Wilken et al. [7], 
the precision with which the latter can be obtained is in general limited for the whole 
domain of interest. In general, the precision of bottom profiles obtained from geo-acoustic 
inversion is limited in shallow waters, as encountered at most pile driving sites. In 
addition, the effort of characterizing the bottom structure of large areas by a dense grid of 
transects is comparably high. This requires the extensive use of airguns which can have a 
comparable impact on marine wild life as pile driving itself, wherefore their use should be 
limited to the bare minimum.  

To address this problem, the input data for the bottom used here is based solely on pre-
existing geo-technical investigations, used for the dimensioning of the piles at each site. 
The precision of the obtained material parameters from an acoustic point of view is 
however limited and only available for certain locations within the wind farm. 
Simplifying, the bottom is assumed to be range-independent, having the same layered 
structure as at the actual pile location for the whole area of interest. The derivation of the 
acoustic properties from the geo-technical information is based on Hamilton [8] and 
Jensen et al. [9]. 

To address the uncertainties from the simplifications and the actual imprecision of the 
inversion procedure itself, the bottom material parameters of each layer are varied. Each 
parameter, i.e. density, sound speed, damping coefficient and layer thickness, is assumed 
to have a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 10% of its nominal value, as 
discussed in Lippert and von Estorff [4]. 
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 MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements at three different wind farm sites will be used here to evaluate the 
accuracy of the prediction, using the approach described above. The data was taken during 
the construction of the Anholt wind farm in the Baltic Sea and the farms Borkum 
Riffgrund I and BARD Offshore I in the North Sea. 

In total, far field hydrophone measurements at 21 different positions were taken in 
nominal ranges between 150 and 5500 meters from the pile at a nominal depth 2 m above 
the sea floor. The three sites feature distinctly different sea bottom characteristics, as 
indicated by the respective geo-technical surveys. In addition, different foundation types, 
i.e. tripods, tri- and mono-piles, were used at each site. 

 EVALUATION 
 

For each of the sites, a numerical model is set up, as described in section 2. As an 
example, the results for the SEL of the model of the BARD Offshore I site, using the 
nominal material parameters, is shown in figure 1. In general, the model captures the 
decay of the SEL with range quite accurately, with a maximum deviation of 2.5 dB in 
1500 m distance to the pile. Notably, the predicted SEL oscillates around a generally 
decaying trend. As discussed in Lippert and von Estorff [4], this is caused by the 
interference pattern of the broadband acoustic source in the waveguide. 

However, the existing deviation between measurement and simulation hints to some 
discrepancy, most probably resulting from factors not included in the model, such as 
range-dependence, a difference between nominal and actual position of the hydrophone 
and an error in material parameters, as discussed in Lippert et al. [10]. To address the 
latter point, the bottom material parameters are subsequently varied using a Monte-Carlo 
approach, as discussed in section 2. In figure 2, the results of a Monte-Carlo simulation  
with 500 sample runs using a Latin Hypercube scheme are depicted. As can be seen, for 
this case the assumed variation of the bottom parameters is sufficient to cover all 
measured data within the range of the uncertainty analysis. The predicted interval 
however, based on the difference between the minimum and the maximum of the MC 
simulations becomes relatively large, especially at longer ranges, limiting its actual direct 
usefulness.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Comparison of measured (red) and 
simulated (blue) SEL at the BARD Offshore I 
site 

Figure 2: Comparison of measured (red) and 
simulated (blue) SEL using a Monte-Carlo 
approach 
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To address this issue, the predicted interval from the MC simulations is compared to 
the actual measurement data at all hydrophone positions and the prediction intervals are 
narrowed down accordingly. An application of a fitted idealized distribution, as suggested 
in Lippert and von Estorff [4] proved impractical due to the varying distribution shapes 
resulting from the MC simulations. Therefore, the second suggested approach, using an 
empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF), is chosen. The CDF of the Monte-Carlo 
simulations is subsequently narrowed down symmetrically to contain 95% of all measured 
values. In those cases, where the predicted and measured interval do not overlap, the 
predicted interval is symmetrically reduced by 2.5% to erase spurious outliers. As an 
example, in figure 3, a CDF is plotted showing the measurement and simulation results in 
750 m distance at the Anholt site. In this case, the originally predicted interval can be 
narrowed down from +/- 5 dB to roughly +/- 2 dB.   

Applying this procedure to all 21 measurement positions discussed in section 3, the 
measured SEL is contained in the predicted interval in 18 cases. The average width of the 
predicted interval is +/- 1.8 dB for the Anholt site, with a minimum of +/- 0.9 dB and a 
maximum of +/- 3.2 dB. For the BARD site the values read +/- 1.8 (mean) / 0.9 (min.) / 
2.9 (max.) and +/- 1.9 (mean) / 0.6 (min.) / 3.3 (max.) for the Borkum Riffgrund site. For 
the latter case, the prediction intervals with range are depicted in figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 

The above study shows that the chosen approach of MC simulations to account for the 
bottom uncertainties is applicable, as most of the measurements could be predicted with an 
acceptable interval width of +/- 3 dB on average. However, the three hydrophone positions 
at which the prediction was incorrect show that a certain prediction at any arbitrary point 
within these limits is not feasible, due to the high number of unknowns in the large 
domain of interest. Also, it has to be noted here again that a number of unknown 
influencing factors, such as range-dependence or time-varying influences were neglected 
in the first place, as discussed in section 2. 

The largest interval widths (including the three points at which the prediction failed) 
occur relatively close to the pile, whereas the prediction apparently becomes more precise 

Figure 4: Prediction intervals for the SEL at 
the Borkum Riffgrund site 

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution function for 
measured (red) and MC simulated (blue) SEL in 
750 m distance to the pile at the Anholt site 
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at larger distances, as can be seen in figure 4. This is most likely caused by the strong local 
deviations at these ranges and the offset between nominal and actual hydrophone position, 
as discussed in detail in Lippert et al. [10]. 

The investigations carried out here confirm that the chosen approach can be applied to 
several different model environments, including different sea bottom and pile foundation 
types, delivering consistent results. Currently, two more measurement campaigns are 
evaluated and the additional data will be used to cross validate the results obtained here, 
ideally yielding a generally applicable rule for narrowing down the originally predicted 
interval from the Monte-Carlo simulations. Also, the overall variation of all soil 
parameters by the same ratio is to be revisited, as certain parameters, for example the 
sound speed, can be obtained with much greater precision than others, for example the 
damping factors.  
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Abstract: In underwater communication for shallow water, propagation environment decides 
the performance. This leads to explore underwater environment, a difficult medium to 
characterize. Signal can take multipath between submerged transmitter and receiver. A 
realistic way of exhibiting multipath effect is tried in the proposed shallow water path model. 
It is done by allowing one of the paths perturbed by bubble-cloud, formed due to high wind 
speed wave breaking on air-seawater interface. The signal touches it and gets disturbed. The 
strongest signal is received via the shortest path. The third path is the path reflected from 
seabed. Devoid of bubble, signal hits air-seawater interface and reaches the receiver with a 
time delay. Incidentally, research works on underwater acoustic communication used 
conventional spreading factor of 1.5, acoustic signal velocity of 1500m/sand absorption 
coefficient by Thorp for a 1000m depth. In reality, signal spreading can be cylindrical or 
spherical based on the transmitter receiver separation. Absorption coefficient and signal 
velocity calculation were computed based on time varying factors like temperature, pressure, 
salinity and depth. These realistic conditions are incorporated in the proposed path model 
which is associated with underwater acoustic modelling, imminent in underwater 
communication.  This geometric approach tried to evolve path models for underwater 
channel impairments under various dynamic environments. To a certain extent, time evolved 
results were also observed. Significant simulation results were recorded in terms of signal’s 
velocity and strength. For different grazing angles at the transmitting point, signals received 
from air-seawater interface reflection, bubble perturbation and seabed reflection showed 
interesting variations in terms of signal envelope, velocity, time delay and receiving angles. 
So this work tries to bridge the gap between empirical and real-time experiment.  

Keywords: Underwater communication; multipath; absorption; bubble; shallow water 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The advent of wireless technology led to explore many diversified applications. One 
such application is underwater acoustic communication [4], which depends either on the 
location of transmitter-receiver or on the purpose of deployment. Shallow water acoustics 
involving continental shelves and slopes, is dealt in this paper. Generally the degree of 
toughness in realizing multipath propagation for shallow water is high as it includes both the 
surface wave variations on top and seabed roughness at the bottom [1]. Literature study in 
this area showed various analysis based on time stamped experimental data recorded for a 
particular environmental condition. However, the task is to estimate the received signal in an 
unpredictable underwater channel. This work tries to balance between experimental data and 
typical relationships.  

2 FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR REALISTIC CHANNEL MODEL 

Generally signal undergoes attenuation, reflection, refraction, diffraction, scattering 
and other unknown factors in underwater environment. Here, the delayed signal undergoes 
propagation losses via spreading and absorption. 

2.1 Propagation Delay 

In underwater, 1500m/s is the typical speed of sound. The sound speed profile is not a 
constant number. Its profile is influenced by the environmental factors like temperature (T), 
salinity (S), pressure (P) and depth (D). In our analysis, speed of sound (c) equation.(1) 
proposed by Medwin, valid for the ranges, 0 °≤ T ≤ 35 °C,  0 ≤ S ≤ 45 ppt,   0 ≤ D ≤ 1000 m 
is used, 

c = 1449.2 + 4.6T − 0.055T 2 + 0.00029T 3 + (1.34 − 0.010T) (S − 35) + 0.016D (1)

2.2 Spreading Loss  and Absorption Coefficient 

Through-out the transmitter receiver separation distance, acoustic signal strength 
depreciates via spreading and absorption. This significantly affects the signal transmission. 
The nature of spreading can be spherical or cylindrical. Spherical spreading experienced for 
shorter separation distance has a spreading factor of 2 whereas for larger distance it is 
cylindrical with 1. Unlike an optimum spreading factor of 1.5 used in many research works, a 
conditional spreading is introduced here. Up to a separation distance of 50m, signal spreads 
spherically beyond that, it switches to cylindrical nature. 

Most of the works used Thorp’s formula [3] for absorption coefficient, found to be 
valid for 1000m, 4°C, 100 Hz to 1 MHz, 35 ppt, pH of 8, is not influenced by depth and 
temperature. Absorption coefficient proposed by Fisher & Simmon [3] and Francois & 
Garrison [4] depending on T, S, P is applied here. Thereby, a near natural shallow water 
environment was achieved to a certain extent. The results were compared with that of thorp’s.  
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3 REALISTIC MULTIPATH PROPAGATION FOR SHALLOW WATER 

Due to many factors like variations in internal wave current or turbulence, 
propagation occurs over multiple paths. Since the focus is on shallow water, the interaction of 
sound with the air-seawater interface and sea bed is important. When the interface is silent it 
is flat else due to environmental disturbances it may be rough. A bubble cloud created on the 
interface is illustrated in fig.1, showing signal travel paths for two multipath cases. Shortest, 
direct path PS separates the transmitter and receiver. The Path PSB and PSR are reflected from 
sea bed and flat air- seawater interface. Finally, PBP is the Path perturbed by bubble cloud.  

 
Multipath Case1: Shortest Path, reflection from air–sea water interface and sea bed 
Multipath Case2: Shortest Path, reflection from bubble cloud bottom surface and sea bed 

Fig.1: Shallow water path model for UWAC 

3.1 Bubble Model 

At high wind velocity, waves break resulting in the generation of bubble cloud [2] [3]. 
Bubble cloud introduced on the air-seawater interface perturbs one of the paths. Bubble field 
model developed by Norton et.al [2] and the signal’s doppler shift formulated by Allan Boyes 
et.al [1] are used here to calculate the bubble cloud height and changed signal velocity. The 
bubble population is calculated using equation. (2),  

n(a,z,u)=N0G(a)Z(z)U(u) (2)

where, n(a,z,u) is the number of bubbles per m3 per µm, of radius a (µm), at depth z (m) for a 
wind speed u (m/s) leads to the formation of the bubble cloud measured at 10m height above 
the sea surface. G(a) is the spectral function, Z(z) is the depth dependent function and U(u) is 
the velocity function. N0 is the bubble density at the surface, 2.0 X 107 (m-3µm-1). The bubble 
cloud’s possible height ‘Bh’ can be calculated using Baldy’s data and Pierson – Moskowitz 
spectrum as in equation. (3)  
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where, δ represents the damping constant, amin and amax denotes the minimum and maximum 
bubble radius. The Real part of Ceff using equation. (4) gives the reduced speed of sound Cp 
due to occurrence of bubble.  

4 GEOMETRY OF SHALLOW WATER PATH  MODEL 

The distances are measured in meter. The transmitter receiver separation distance is 
R, placed at a depth of d1 and d2 from the air-sea water interface and sea floor respectively. 
The fig. 2 shows the geometry of both the scenarios for the presence and absence of bubble 
cloud in terms of distances and angles.  

 
Path Length for Multipath Case 1: S1+S2, R, b3+b4 
Path Length for Multipath Case 2: b1+b2, R, b3+b4 

Fig. 2: Geometry of the multipath effect 

 At the transmitter, once the angle gau is known, path length b1, P, Rx1 are calculated 
trigonometrically. Similarly for the path reflected from the sea bed, b3, b4 followed by angle 
Rx2 calculation is done. In the proposed work, along PS signal travels with the typical 
velocity of 1500 m/s, and for PSR and PSB equation 1 is applied. But for PBP, the signal travels 
with c till b1 and for b2 due to the presence of bubble cloud the signal travels with a new 
velocity, CP. The envelope of the received signal is determined by equation.(6), 

    iic attS    (6)

where, ai and ϕi are the amplitude and phase along the ith path. Since the transmitter 
and receiver are assumed to be stationary, the relative angle due to their motion is zero. The 
angle of signal travel along the shortest path is also zero. 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At air-seawater interface, for various wind velocities, bubble clouds of different 
heights were simulated using MATLAB. In this context for different transmitter grazing 
angles, fig.3 shows how receiving angles at R = 50m varies. Fig. 4 compares the absorption 
coefficient resulted from Thorp and Francois & Garrison formulas, when they are applied for 
different temperatures. Absorption coefficient from Fisher & Simmon found to be very 
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minimal to get it plotted. The influence of wind velocity on the bubble perturbed path signal 
velocity is displayed in fig. 5.related to bubble population and resonant frequency also.  

 

Fig. 3: Grazing angle (Tx) Vs Receiving angle (Rx)for Bubble perturbed path 

 

Fig. 4: Frequency Vs Absorption coefficient  

 

Fig. 5: Wind velocity Vs Relative Velocity of Bubble Perturbed Signal 

For various transmitter receiver separation distances fig.6 compares the time averaged 
envelope voltage for the conventional and conditional spreading as suggested in this work. 
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Fig. 6: Envelope voltage Vs Transmitter Receiver Separation distance 

6 CONCLUSION 

The realistic shallow water path model was carried out by introducing bubble cloud in 
multipath scenario. The simulation results revealed variations in receiver angles for bubble 
perturbed path. The time evolution factor was also included in this work by arriving at time 
averaged envelope voltages. Envelope voltage, velocity, time delay for various separation 
distances using a conventional and conditional spreading showed significant observations. An 
attempt for a near natural scenario, visualizing the dynamic nature of the channel was carried 
out to a certain extent. The real-time experimental procedures are costly and time consuming. 
Rapid changes in underwater environment create a lot of scope for developing dynamic 
models. 
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Abstract: Sonar predictions are used to optimize Naval ASW tactics and Mine Counter-
Measure operations over broad areas where environmental conditions can vary 
significantly.  A vintage approach, which works reasonably well in benign deep-water 
areas, is to choose a central location, compute sensor performance, and apply to the 
entire area.  As operations move into more complex areas, including shallow-water 
regions, and as at-sea computing capabilities increase, the acoustic characterization 
process has expanded to consider performance on a sparse uniform grid of locations, but 
in general the grids are arbitrary and not built to capture acoustic complexity.  Our 
research is aimed at constructing optimal irregular grids that are "matched" to acoustic 
complexity (e.g., more points near seamounts and complex oceanography and less points 
over flat areas and simple oceanography) by adapting the choices of selected locations 
and radial directions to environmental complexity, which controls the more important 
values of acoustic sensor performance.  The point is that acoustic variability is not known 
until comprehensive and time-consuming sonar predictions are made and analyzed.  Our 
approach is to construct a grid of locations, using known or estimated, environmental 
conditions, that represents the best possible set of locations and azimuths to capture 
acoustic complexity, before performing acoustic calculations.  Our decisions are based on 
the spatial coherence and angular distribution of environmental features.  We attempt to 
create a location/azimuth grid that is iso-deviant, in the sense that residual errors 
resulting from sub-sampling the entire grid are uniformly distributed so that tactical plans 
will be uniformly good.  We present results for an ASW scenario in terms of the average 
error in detection range between calculations on very sparse irregular and randomly 
sampled grids.  The efficiency improvement; i.e., reduced number of calculations, is more 
than an order of magnitude. 

Keywords: Adaptive gridding, Sparse grids, Sonar predictions, Interpolation 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Accurate sonar predictions are essential to successful Anti-Submarine Warfare 
operations.  There are many sonar parameters that can be adjusted; e.g., frequency, pulse 
type, bandwidth, sensor depths and locations, and tactical paths to follow.  Mission 
planning involves computer intensive, time-consuming acoustic predictions to evaluate 
detection performance, as a function of these sonar parameters, in specific areas, with 
specific environmental characteristics, against specific threats.  A single acoustic 
calculation to a useful range can take several minutes for a single scenario; i.e., one 
location, direction, frequency, sonar type and depth, etc.  When operating in a complex 
littoral environment, thousands of acoustic propagation, or Transmission Loss (TL) 
calculations are required, and the extensive calculation time may render the results 
tactically useless.  The problem is serious for one-way passive sonars, but it can be 
unmanageable for active sonars, where reverberation fields require extensive effort.  The 
challenge is to balance the need for accuracy against the need for timeliness. 

To achieve sufficient accuracy; i.e., acceptably low uncertainty, TL calculations are 
traditionally performed on a uniform grid with latitude, longitude, and azimuth spacings 
needed to adequately describe the most complex sub-area.  This leads to oversampling 
sub-areas lacking spatial or angular complexity. The timeliness of results can be greatly 
improved by reducing the number of unnecessary computations.  The optimal reduction 
will correspond to a highly irregular grid in latitude, longitude, and azimuth.  This sparse 
irregular grid can then be interpolated to quickly create a uniform grid, if needed. 

Rike [1] addressed the problem of optimal sparse gridding with an algorithm called 
Objective Grids and Radials using Environmentally-sensitive Selection (OGRES). 
OGRES successively added sets of TL calculations in pairs to an initial sparse set using 
bifurcation techniques and a difference metric to determine where bifurcations would be 
most beneficial.  OGRES considered all existing nearby points as vertices of N-
dimensional “boxes” defined by a set of spatial and acoustic parameters.  The decision to 
bifurcate a box was based on the metric chosen to represent variability in the data. In 
OGRES, the metric was the Local Transmission loss Difference (LTD), calculated 
separately for latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths.  The initial “grid box” contained a small 
number of TL calculations at a uniform spacing in latitude and longitude and each point 
contained a full azimuthal set of calculations.  The set of locations where new pairs of 
calculations were added defined new grid points that divided the area into a non-uniform 
grid.   

In an effort to improve OGRES, Rike [2] developed the Efficient Acoustic Gridder for 
Littoral Environments (EAGLE) to explicitly force uniform uncertainty (a property that 
we call iso-deviance [3]) across the grid.  EAGLE created non-uniform grids based on the 
same 4-point "box-bifurcation" approach as used in OGRES, but it used Detection Range 
(DR) instead of TL along each azimuth as the evaluation metric.  The switch to DR was a 
simplification because a) it works for passive or active systems, and b) it is a scalar; i.e., 
one number per azimuth, instead of a vector; i.e., a series of TL values along ranges.   

EAGLE was a 2-step process; a start-up field followed by iterative bifurcations.  First, 
the four corners of the area defined an initial grid box and each grid point contained DR 
data at 2 azimuths.  If the metric for either latitude or longitude did not exceed a user-
supplied threshold, then the grid of points was increased in and the metrics were 
recomputed and retested.  The grid density was increased until a threshold was exceeded, 
at which point bifurcations began.  
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Fig.1:  Bathymetry (red-0.5km, dark blue-3.5km) 

and Step-1 starting boxes in Sea of Japan. 
 

 
 

 
 

The original EAGLE algorithm calculated the latitude and longitude metrics for each 
grid box.  It took the 2 grid points that define a box side in one dimension, subtracted the 
DRs for each corresponding pair of azimuths, then took the maximum of that to get a 
‘delta DR’ for that side.  Then it took the maximum absolute value of the 4 delta DRs to 
get a box score.  The box with the maximum score was bifurcated in the direction of the 
maximum delta DR by placing 2 new latitude or longitude points midway between the 
existing points.  A new DR was calculated at the new location and all other azimuths filled 
in according to a preset tolerated difference.  

2. NEW ADAPTIVE GRIDDING APPROACH 

EAGLE is a 4-step environmentally sensitive sequence of algorithms that chooses the 
most significant locations and directions to characterize sonar performance at every 
location and direction by interpolation.  The benefit is that time-consuming acoustic 
propagation calculations are needed only at a small percent of locations and directions 
because sonar performance varies smoothly, and predictably, in most areas, so that the 
entire grid can be filled by interpolation. 

EAGLE examines the environment, considers expected sonar performance throughout 
an area in all directions, and then chooses a sparse starting set of grid-points and directions 
that "best" characterizes the acoustic conditions; i.e., those points and radials where 
acoustic calculations are needed.  The metric used to judge "best", during the development 
process, is the average error between a fully populated Ground-Truth (GT) grid with 72 
radials and an interpolated grid that is generated from EAGLE's sparse recommendations.  
We simplified the original gridding approach and developed new algorithms that use 
Detection Range (DR) as our primary acoustic quantity.  Once a starting grid is computed, 
a bifurcation process adds new grid-points and new directions in a non-linear, non-
uniform way across the area to expand the starting grid.  This iterative process 
successively adds radials and reduces average DR errors caused by interpolation.  The first 
stage involves finding radials that beat down all large local errors to produce a spatially 
uniform distribution of errors, which we call iso-deviance.  The bifurcations then reduce 
global errors uniformly. The 4-step EAGLE process is described below. 

2.1 Geographic/bathymetric starting field (Step 1)  

We considered a 180 x 180-nmi 
area in the Sea of Japan (Fig. 1) 
from 38 to 41 deg N between 132.5 
and 136.4 deg E.  Bathymetry was 
collected on a 2-nmi, 90 x 90-point 
grid and a GT set of detection 
ranges were computed in 72 
directions from each grid-point.  
Thus, the GT results contain 90 x 90 
x 72 = 583,200 detection ranges. 
The deep area to the north is nearly 
flat at about 3.5 km deep.  The 
center of the area contains 2 sets of 
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Fig.2:  Bathymetric gradients over Step 1 
(white) and Step 2 (black) starting points. 

 
 

                                   
 

 
Fig.3: Complete (Steps 1-3) starting 

field (1.3% of GT) over ground-
truth detection range data. 

 
 
 

seamounts, running diagonally that rise to about 500 m from the sea surface.  In Step 1, 
EAGLE creates an initial uniform set of grid-points.  We used 25 sub-areas, as defined by 
36 grid-points, because that is about the size in which bathymetric complexity remains 
nearly constant. In each sub-area, EAGLE calculates the spatial coherence distance of 
bathymetry (here about 15-20 nmi) and uses those values, in Step 2, to avoid adding grid-
points that pack too closely together.  

2.2 Local bathymetry gradient update to the starting field (Step 2) 

EAGLE calculates local nearest-
neighbor bathymetric gradients in 
eight directions at all GT grid-points 
and chooses additional grid-points to 
add to the staring field according to 
the strength of the local gradients; 
i.e., by choosing locations with the 
largest average (over azimuth) 
absolute gradients, but constrained by 
keeping nearest neighbors at least 
"A" correlation distances apart.  We 
set A=1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 to separate 
grid-points by at least one correlation 
length. EAGLE then connects the 
points in latitude and longitude to 
form a set of non-overlapping 
rectangular "boxes" for use in Step 4. 
The total number of grid-points is 811 at the end of Step 2, when A=1/8.  The Step 1 grid-
points (white) and the Step 2 grid-points (black) are overlaid on the bathymetry gradients 
in Fig. 2.  The red colors indicate steep slopes (>4 deg) on the sides of the seamounts.  The 
tops of the seamounts are relatively flat with slopes <0.5 deg.  EAGLE finds and samples 
the high-slope regions more densely than the deeper basins, as expected. 

2.3 Local Radial Bifurcation (Step 3) 

Steps 1 and 2 create grid-points based 
exclusively on environmental conditions, not on 
acoustics.  In Step 3, EAGLE inserts "B" one-
sided GT detection ranges at each grid-point 
chosen in Steps 1 and 2 and sequentially 
determines if angularly adjacent DRs are 
sufficiently different to warrant bifurcation.  The 
criterion to bifurcate is when the ratio of adjacent 
DRs exceeds a threshold, "C".   We used B=8 
(45-deg separation) and added interstitial radials 
when adjacent DRs differed by more than 
C=30% or 50%.  Each new DR is drawn from 
the GT field. We overlaid the Step 3 radial 
choices on the ground-truth DR data in Fig. 3. 
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2.4 Iterative Global Radial Bifurcation (Step 4) 

Step 4 begins an iterative bifurcation process that further chooses new grid-points and 
radials according to local changes in the acoustic field.  Every local box created in Steps 1 
and 2 is evaluated for changes in DR, using the average DR across all 8 radials.  EAGLE 
determines whether the average DRs are changing more in latitude or longitude.  Starting 
with the first box, the average DR is calculated from the DRs on the east and west sides of 
the box.  Then the average east-west DR is calculated from the DRs on the north and south 
sides of the box.  The larger of the 2 indicates which coordinate direction needs 
bifurcation.  We do this for all boxes and bifurcate the box with the largest change in DR 
in the appropriate direction.  Two new grid-points are created to split the box into 2 
smaller boxes.  Then ground-truth DRs are inserted at the 2 new grid-points.  The process 
cycles through all radials and boxes, creating new grid-points and radials, at each step. 

3. RESULTS 

Fig. 4 shows interpolation errors for: Step 1 (left), assuming 8 radials per point; Step 3 
(center), with A=1/8, B=8, and C=50%; and, Step 4 (right) after 3000 iterations.  In this 
case, the Step 1 average error is 1.5 nmi with 0.05% of GT and the Step 3 average error is 
reduced to 0.43 nmi with 1.3% of GT radials.  As expected, the higher errors in Step 1 are 
non-uniformly distributed, but the lower Step 3 errors are becoming iso-deviant 
(uniformly distributed), which is a fundamental objective and strength of EAGLE. 

 
Fig.4:  EAGLE error maps.  Left: Step 1 (0.05% of GT with 1.5-nmi average error).  
Center: Step 3 (1.3% of GT with 0.43-nmi average error). Right: Step 4 after 3000 

iterations (6.7% of GT with 0.22-nmi average error). 
Many iterations were computed for several EAGLE parameter choices and compared 

against random grid choices with 8 radials per point.  Those results are shown in Fig. 5 for 
random (red line) and 3 EAGLE cases, all with B=8 initial radials per point for: 1) A=1/8 
of a correlation length and C=30% angular threshold (blue line), 2) A=1/8 and C=50% 
(black line); and 3) A=1 and C=15% (3 magenta squares). The random result falls rapidly 
at first and then levels out after about 2% of GT calculations, whereas EAGLE starts to 
lower errors significantly, when compared to random choices, after the 2% value. 

We made other random grid calculations (not shown) and determined that the random 
result reaches a 0.2-nmi average error with 12% of GT radials.  EAGLE accomplishes this 
with only 7.5% of GT calculations when A=1/8 and C=50%.  That is a 40% savings in 
intensive acoustic calculations at the small cost of performing fast grid interpolations. 
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Fig. 5:  Mean (across the grid) absolute 
interpolation error. 

 
 

 
 
 

Thus, we have demonstrated 
that EAGLE is a valid way to 
reduce a grid to its optimal non-
uniform structure.  The sparse 
grid can be adapted (partially in 
advance, since bathymetry is 
known and the SSPs are assumed 
to be known) to known 
environmental features and then 
supplemented by a relatively 
small number of in-situ 
observations or new acoustic 
calculations. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The 3 most important environmental parameters that control optimal gridding are the 
spatial correlation length of the bathymetry, the number of radials needed to initiate the 
bifurcation process, and the angular correlation of acoustic properties. We assumed an 
initial uniform 8-radial starting field, which increases or decreases through the bifurcation 
process as EAGLE senses changes in the environment or observes known DRs. The new 
concept of exploiting azimuthal correlation leads to a non-uniform set of radials at every 
point in the start-up field.  This idea is not guaranteed to reduce the number of radials but 
it is guaranteed to increase accuracy. Typical EAGLE answers show > 75% reduction in 
the number of acoustic calculations that are needed to reduce the average DR interpolation 
error to < 0.3 nmi when compared to a full grid and 72 radials.   
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Abstract: Acoustic scattering in water can be used to estimate the concentration of 
Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) through acoustical inversion methods. Current SPM 
quantification methods are mostly unable to recover both spatial and temporal variations 
of the SPM concentration. Here, we assess the possibility to measure the SPM variations 
over space and time using a Multibeam Echosounder (MBES). MBES combine a large 
spatial covering in the water column and the capability to measure ‘on route’, which 
would allow achieving a better representativity of the measurements. Time series of raw 
EM3002 MBES data at 300 kHz were acquired during a 7-hours field experiment at a 
fixed location in the Aulne macrotidal estuary (France) during ebb, ensuring sufficient 
variations of Suspended Sediment Concentration (SSC). Concurrently, regularly spaced 
turbidity (YSI turbidimeter) and granulometry (LISST 100-X) profiles in the water column 
were acquired. Turbidity data were further converted into Suspended Sediment 
Concentration (SSC) thanks to in-situ water samples collected at the same intervals. An 
original derived standard target in-situ calibration was performed on the MBES, thanks to 
a tungsten sphere of known Target Strength (TS), allowing absolute adjusting of the 
acoustic backscattered levels observed over the whole fan of the echosounder. After 
beamforming, the observed backscattered levels were converted into absolute Volume 
Backscattering Strength (Sv) in order to further invert the acoustical signal and retrieve 
an estimate of the SSC. The results are encouraging, showing good consistency between 
the MBES time series observations and the turbidity variations. Our experiment 
demonstrates the potential use of MBES for 3-dimensional observations of turbidity in 
coastal areas, which is of great interest for the purpose of sediment flux quantification. In 
addition, the original calibration method presented here is fairly straightforward to 
reproduce, and has the critical advantage of allowing theoretical estimation of the error 
associated to the measurements. 
 
Keywords: MBES, Calibration, Acoustic Inversion, Suspended Sediments 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) is ubiquitous in oceans and rivers. The study of 
their transport is essential, since their presence can impact the environment, from marine 
habitats or water quality degradations, to changes of the seabed morphology. SPM in the 
water column is traditionally estimated through the analysis of water samples. However, 
such techniques require time-consuming operations and yield measurements with limited 
continuity and resolution. The need to monitor and model their transport has lead scientists 
to design more efficient methods to assess SPM content based on the physical properties 
of the suspended matter in the water column [1]. Amongst a large number of surrogate 
techniques to traditional water sampling, the ones using acoustics offer a wide range of 
possibilities. Indeed, acoustical methods have the advantages of providing non-intrusive 
measurements, with high spatial and temporal resolutions. In addition, the backscattered 
pressure of a suspended particle of known properties (density, sound speed), size and 
shape can be theoretically estimated [2], which makes it possible to quantify suspended 
particle concentration on an absolute scale and size distribution through acoustical 
methods [3].  

 
In particular, Multi-Beam Echo Sounders (MBES) are characterized by a large spatial 

coverage. Their capability to provide after each measurement a 2 dimensional acoustic 
image (complex backscattered pressure) of the water column and to measure ‘on route’ 
make it an instrument of first choice for SPM related studies. As such they have the 
potential to offer a better representativity of the SPM measurements. Their ability to detect 
turbidity variations has been demonstrated by recent works [4,5]. However, the 
interpretation of the measurements is far from being trivial, as data is highly dependent on 
the antenna beampatterns in emission and reception. This results in backscattered pressure 
levels inconsistencies along the MBES fan, leading to erroneous appreciations of the 
Volume Backscattering Strength Sv, itself related to the mass concentration. In addition, 
because it is a single-frequency instrument, the acoustic inversion from MBES is limited 
by the determination of an equivalent sphere radius and the choice of a backscattering 
model describing sufficiently well the acoustic properties of the suspension.  

 
In January 2015, time series of raw Kongsberg EM3002 MBES data at 300 kHz were 

acquired in the Aulne macrotidal estuary (France). Concurrently, periodic multifrequency 
backscatter data (Aquascat 1000S – 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 MHz), granulometry (LISST 100-X) 
and turbidity (KOR-EXO) profiles were collected. The aim of this work is to assess the 
possibility to measure the spatial and temporal SPM variations using a MBES, calibrated 
in-situ using an original derived standard target method so that it can deliver absolute 
volume backscattering strength over its entire fan.  

2. MATERIEL AND METHOD 

2.1. MBES Calibration 

The MBES is made of two distinct linear antennas, one playing a role of transmitter, 
the other of receiver. The former transmit a signal, wide athwart, and narrow along. The 
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latter receives the backscattered signal over the entire space insonified by the transmitted 
acoustic pulse on its N elementary stave sensors. After a necessary step of beamforming (a 
total of 81 beams were created using Hamming weighting, spanning from -60° to 60° with 
1.5° steps), an image of the acoustic backscattered pressure of the water column is 
obtained. However, the beam steering occurring in the beamforming process has the 
inconveniency: 1/ to introduce differences in term of echo levels over the entire fan of the 
MBES, and 2/ to widen the equivalent solid angle Ψ with increasing steering angles. In 
addition, a common constant bias to each beam exists in practice, which prevents the 
measurements from recording absolute measurements. The determination of the Volume 
Backscattering Strength Sv, which is of interest here, thus requires: 1/ an estimation of the 
constant bias common to the whole fan of the MBES, measured on the central beam using 
tungsten carbide sphere of known Target Strength (TS) and 2/ the knowledge of the 
antenna beampatterns in order to evaluate the level losses and equivalent solid angle 
variations over the entire fan of the MBES, relatively to the central beam, which is 
calibrated in TS. Taking account of the previous hypothesis, Sv can be written as follows: 

Sv = FdB(θk, t)+ 20 log10 R+ 2αR− SL + NL −C(θk )−10 log10 Ψ(θk ) cτ
2

 (1) 
 

C(θk ) = Cabs + Ccal (θk ) (2) 
 

FdB is the raw acoustic backscattered intensity, obtained just after beamforming. SL the 
source level and NL the ambient noise level in dB. R is the range from the phase centre of 
the echosounder, α the attenuation coefficient, c the sound velocity, τ the pulse length and 
C(θk) and Ψ(θk) are the echo level correction and “beamwidth factor” respectively. C(θk) is 
decomposed into the sum of a “calibration factor” Ccal(θk) and the constant bias Cabs 
relative to the central beam (Ccal(θk=0°) = 0). From the measurement of Cabs for the central 
beam, the calibration parameters (calibration and beamwidth factors Ccal(θk) and Ψ(θk)) of 
the other beams are deduced by modelling the theoretical beampatterns of the antenna 
using classical formulas [6] (Fig. 1a). This requires knowledge of the exact geometry of 
the antenna (elementary stave dimensions and positions), and if possible a measurement of 
a sole elementary stave beampattern. This step is the most constraining, as such 
information relative to the conception of the antenna is subjected to industrial discretion. 

2.2. Equipment and survey protocol 

A total of 20 KOR-EXO (Turbidity, Temperature, Salinity), granulometry and 
multifrequency backscatter vertical profiles were collected every 15 minutes during the 
experiment in the Aulne estuary. The turbidity data were converted into SSC thanks to the 
water samples collected at the same time. The MBES ping rate was set to 4 Hz, and each 
raw ping data was recorded on a SCSI disk plugged in the Processing Unit of the MBES. 
The pulse length was set to 150 μs. More than 60000 raw pings were collected. The pings 
were further assembled and the same beamforming procedure as the one used for the 
calibration was applied. Then, each ping was corrected for spreading loss and attenuation 
due to water (TVG correction) thanks to temperature and salinity data from the KOR-EXO 
probe. Afterwards, the calibration (relative level to the central beam and volume 
correction) was applied in order to obtain the desired Volume Backscattering Strength Sv. 
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The Aquascat data were inverted following a Non-Linear Least Square algorithm [7] 
following the procedure described in [8]. This inversion procedure allowed the estimation 
of the mass concentration of suspended sediments for several input classes of acoustic 
equivalent sphere radii, and further, the evaluation of a unique equivalent sphere radius 
corresponding to the suspension, which is necessary to invert the 300 kHz MBES data. 
The volume backscattering strength Sv is itself linked to the mass concentration according 
to the following equation: 

Sv = M
ρsveq

σ eq  (3) 
 

Here M stands for the mass concentration, ρs the grain density, σeq the TS of a particle 
of equivalent radius aeq and equivalent volume veq. 

3. RESULTS 

Calibration: The constant bias Cabs was determined through measurement. Its 
determination relies on insonifying a spherical tungsten carbide target of known Target 
Strength (TS = -40.97 dB in this case and given the environmental conditions) placed in 
the central (or near-central) beam of the MBES (fig 1b). Then, the sphere was slowly 
moved back and forth in the beam, as it is delicate to place the sphere exactly inside the 
beam. The calibration constant is obtained from the difference between the TS observed 
by the central beam and the real TS of the sphere. It was evaluated at Cabs = -70.55 dB.   
 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Computed calibration constants in dB over the beams of a hypothetical linear 
Mills Cross Array (not EM3002). Orders of magnitude of the variations of both Ccal(θk) 
and 10log10(Ψ(θk)) remain within a few dB. (b) Tracking of the sphere’s uncalibrated 
Target Strength on the central beam. The sphere was attached to three nylon wires that 
were pulled back and forth to make the sphere pass under the beam. 

Inversion: The mass concentration varied from near 0 to around 800 mg/L during the 
experiment. The mass concentrations estimated by the MBES are in good agreement with 
the in situ observations (Fig. 2a), although we observe a slight underestimation for the 
high turbidity event over the entire fan of the echosounder. Moreover, some of the beams 
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sometimes show light local over- or underestimations of the concentration, as a result of 
bias generated by the calibration. In addition, the raw signal recorded by the echosounder 
is noisy, which tends to create high variations of the concentration estimates from one 
ping to the other. Median filtering was applied to the volume backscattering echoes before 
the inversion to reduce these variations.  
 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Time series observations of the mass concentrations estimated (mg/L) from 
the calibrated EM3002 MBES for the central and 30° beam, compared to the in situ mass 
concentration obtained from the converted turbidity at 7.75m. (b) Inverted mass 
concentration (mg/L) echogram of the water column during a turbidity event near the 
riverbed (9:34 AM - UT). 

Fig 2b illustrates a two-dimensional view of the water column during the experiment, 
revealing the presence of a layer of higher turbidity near the riverbed. Its evolution 
through time can thus be appreciated when displaying consecutive echograms of this 
event. Some artefacts are also visible on the inverted echograms (here a probe) that pollute 
the signal due to side lobes interference on the other beams as can be noticed on Fig. 2b. 

4. DISCUSSION 

This work constitutes the first inversion attempt of absolute MBES volume 
backscattering strength. Our experiment demonstrates the potential use of MBES for 
three-dimensional observations of turbidity in coastal areas, which is of great interest for 
the purpose of sediment flux quantification. Similarly to [4], an empirical relation can also 
be established between the measured Sv and the in situ concentration, but was not 
exposed. The results of the inversion method proposed here show good consistency 
between the inverted MBES mass concentration estimates and the in-situ observations. 
The backscattering model used to invert the MBES data has been validated in a previous 
work (in prep.) using the multifrequency profiler Aquascat data. Once inverted following 
the Non-Negative Least Square algorithm, these data deliver information relative to the 
equivalent sphere radii distribution. The evaluation of a unique equivalent sphere radius 
for the whole suspension could thus be affected by an erroneous inversion output of the 
NNLS algorithm. In this case, the equivalent sphere radius for the whole suspension 
changed from 130 to 230 μm as the experiment went through: the active frequency of the 
EM3002 being 300kHz (Rayleigh regime), an overestimation of the equivalent sphere 
radius of the suspension would result in an overall underestimation of the mass 
concentration for all beams of the MBES.  
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The slight differences observed for some beams compared to the rest of the fan of the 

MBES are thought to come from errors in the estimation of the calibration coefficients. 
Indeed, their evaluation remains theoretical and thus induces potential bias of a few dB in 
the Volume Backscattering Strength calculation. These problems can be corrected, given a 
measurement of the complete antenna beampatterns, which requires time-consuming, 
heavy-duty operations involving numerous instruments [9]. On the contrary, the advantage 
of the calibration method presented here is that it is straightforward to reproduce. 
Furthermore, the inversion allows theoretical estimation of the errors associated to the 
measurements in spite of the remaining inhomogeneities that remain within the fan of 
MBES. 

 
The method presented here holds great potential to deliver new insights on suspended 

particulate matter quantification, from sediment transport processes to primary production 
and trophic activity. Given a backscattering model adapted to the suspension of interest, 
and with the help of multifrequency profiling systems, in situ calibrations relating 
concentration to Volume Backscattering Strength recorded by MBES would no longer be 
required.  
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Abstract: The output of the matched field inversion for the sound speed profile using 
Horizontal Line Array (HLA) has many undesired extrema. In the presence of noise and 
parameter(mismatch), the inverted results (might be) a wrong extremum. In order to solve 
this problem, the Bayesian method is adopted in this paper. Suppose the sound speed 
profile (SSP) varies slowly with time, the prior probability of the next SSP obeys a 
Gaussian distribution which can be constructed by the (present) one. By matching the 
measured acoustic signal with the field calculated by a sound propagation model, the 
maximum likelihood can be obtained. Combining the prior probability and the maximum 
likelihood, the posterior probability can be achieved. The performance of this inversion 
method is verified by applying this method to the data collected in the experiment 
conducted in the South China Sea in June, 2010. The results show that the Bayesian 
method can improve the inversion precision.  

Keywords: Sound Speed Profile Inversion, Horizontal Line Array, Bayesian Theory 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Sound propagation in the ocean is strongly influenced by the sound speed profile in 
water, which can be obtained from the recorded acoustic signal. The introduction of ocean 
acoustic tomography by Munk and Wunsch, who based the data inversion procedure on 
the measurements of the ray travel time of known acoustic signals.[1,2] Many inversion 
methods, such as the matched field inversion and the matched-beam inversion, have been 
proposed to obtain the sound speed profile (SSP) from acoustic signals.[3-6] 

In practice, the acoustic signal is usually recorded by a horizontal line array (HLA) or a 
vertical line array (VLA). Because the pressure varies more drastically in the vertical 
direction compared to the horizontal, most of the methods mentioned above are based on 
the use of a VLA. Because a VLA is prone to be destroyed by fishing nets, an HLA 
mounted on the bottom is safer and more practical. However, because of high correlation 
in horizontal, the output of the matched field inversion for the (SSP) based on the use of 
an HLA has many undesired extrema, which will yield a wrong inversion result in the 
presence of noise and parameter mismatch. 

Using the data measured and recorded in a tomography experiment conducted in the 
South China Sea in June 2010, the issue of undesired extrema of the inversion output 
based on the use of an HLA is first demonstrated in this paper. Then, an inversion method 
based on the Bayesian theory combing the prior knowledge and the posterior knowledge is 
proposed. Finally, this inversion method is applied to the experimental data recorded in   
that tomography experiment. 

2. EXEPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

In order to demonstrate the issue of multiple extrema in the inversion results, the 
tomography experiment is introduced firstly. The experiment was conducted in the South 
China Sea in June, 2010. Acoustic signals were emitted from a bottom-mounted source 
about 8 m above the sea floor and were received by a 70-element HLA with a total length 
of 210 m deployed on the bottom, as shown in Fig.1. The distance between the source and 
the receiver is 40 km. Linear frequency modulated (LFM) signals from 160 Hz to 250 Hz 
were continuously emitted every minute. Two oceanography moorings with temperature-
depth sensors were deployed near the source and the receiver sites separately to monitor 
the temperature variation of the water column. Measured temperature profiles at different 
times are shown in Fig. 2. The starting time is 22:30 (GMT), June 7, 2010. The white lines 
in Fig. 2 indicate the time periods of acoustic signals with relatively high signal-noise-
ratio (SNR) and hence used to predict the SSP in this paper. 

The SSP can be parameterized in a low dimensional scheme using empirical orthogonal 
functions (EOFs). The EOF parameterization is an orthogonal decomposition obtained 
from the sound-speed data covariance matrix estimated from the database of historical 
measurements.  Each SSP, ( )c z , is approximated by a finite number of EOF coefficients 
{αi } so that  

1
( ) ( ) ( ),

M

i i
i

c z c z f z


 α  (1)
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where ( )c z  is the mean profile from the database and ( )if z  are the eigenfunctions of the 
covariance matrix. All the observations shown in Fig. 2 are used to extract the EOFs. The 
ensemble of the sound speed profile (gray lines) and the average sound speed profile 
(black line) are shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the residual sound-speed profiles. 
Figure 3(c) shows the percentage of the total fitted energy within the first 15 EOFs and it 
is evident that the first  three EOFs can take account of 90% of the SSP fluctuation. The 
first three EOFs are shown in Fig. 3(d) . Therefore, the SSP is presented by the first three 
EOFs in this paper. 

 
Fig.1: Experiment configuration. 

 
Fig.2:  The sound speed profiles measured by two temperature chains at (a) the source site; and (b) the 

receiver site. The starting time was 22:30 (GMT), June 7, 2010. The white lines indicate the time periods of 
the acoustic signals with high SNR. 
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Fig.3: EOF analysis of the observed water column SSPs. (a) SSPs (gray lines) and the averaged SSP 

(black line); (b) residual SSPs; (c) percentage of total fitted energy with limited sets of EOFs; and (d) The 
first three EOFs. 

3. INVERSION SCHEME  

A set of optimized coefficients ( 0α ) for EOFs is searched for to obtain the minimum 
cost function tcos  [7], defined as 

  1

1 1 1
1 

     )(),()()( *
cos N

N

p

N

pq

J

j jpqjpqt KfMfD αα
 ，

 
(2)

where )( fDpq and ),( fM pq α are the cross-spectra of the measured and modeled signals at 
frequency f, respectively, *( ) ( ) ( )pq p qD f D f D f , where )( fDp is the complex field 

received by the p-th hydrophone, and 
*( , ) ( , ) ( , )pq p qM f M f M fα α α , where ),( fM p α  

is the complex pressure received by the p-th hydrophone at frequency f with the 
environmentα. N denotes the number of hydrophones and J is the number of frequencies. 
“*” denotes hetero conjugation and NK is the normalized coefficient: 
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 The modelled acoustic pressure fields are computed by normal mode model KRAKEN. 
The influence of the noise and parameter mismatch on the averaged SSP prediction using 
an HLA is simulated. The true field is calculated by KRAKEN for which the mean SSP 
shown in Fig.3(a) was used and the bottom sound speed is 1585 m/s. In simulation, the 
first two EOFs are used to describe the averaged SSP in the propagation path from the 
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source to the receivers and their coefficients are obtained by matching the modeled field 
with the true field. Fig.4(a) shows the results without noise and parameter mismatch. It is 
evident that the cost function has many undesired extrema and the first two EOFs’ 
coefficients converge to the true values (0, 0). Now suppose that there is noise in the true 
field with an SNR of 15 and the bottom sound speed of 1580 m/s in the modelled field 
calculation with a mismatch of 5 m/s. The results jump to the wrong extremum (-23, 11), 
as shown in Fig.4(b). Assuming that the SSP changes slowly in the region of interest, the 
prior probability of the associated EOF coefficients obeys a Gaussian distribution as 
described in Fig.4(c). Their posterior probability can be described by the maximum 
likelihood. Combining the posterior and the prior probability by the Bayesian theory, the 
optimum result obtained is shown in Fig.4(d). It can be seen that the result recur to the true 
value. 

 
Fig.4: (a) The inversion result without noise and parameter mismatch; (b) the inversion result with 

noise and parameter mismatch; (c) the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution; and (d) the inversion result 
using the Bayesian theory. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

Totally 524 acoustic signals with high SNR are used to estimate the averaged SSPs. The 
first three EOFs were used to describe the averaged SSPs, and their  coefficients are 
searched for by making the cost function minimum. Considering the effects of tides and 
internal solitary waves, the water depth is also searched for near its mean value of 98.2 m. 
The frequency band is from 175 Hz to 220 Hz with a frequency step of 1.0 Hz. A two-
layered bottom model inverted by warping transform method is used[8]. The thickness of 
the sediment layer is 6.3 m. The sound speeds of the sediment layer and the basement are 
1579 m/s and 1650 m/s, respectively. The densities of the sediment and the basement are 
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1.64 g/cm3 and 1.8 g/cm3, respectively. The attenuation of the sediment layer and the 
basement are 0.1 dB/ and 0.3 dB/, respectively. Fig.5 shows the inversion results 
without ((a) and (b)) and with ((c) and (d)) the use of the Bayesian theory. The STDs of all 
524 results are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c), and the distribution of all the STDs are shown 
in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d). Without the use of the Bayesian theory, the number of STDs less 
than 1 m/s is 455, accounting for 86.8% of the total results. However, with the use of the 
Bayesian theory, this number becomes 506, accounting for 96.3% of the total results. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the Bayesian theory can improve the inversion precision 
and stability. 

 
Fig.5: Experimental results without ((a) and (b)) and with ((c) and (d)) the use of the Bayesian 

theory. (a) and (c) are the STDs of all inversion results; and (b) and (d) are the distributions of STDs. 

5. CONCLUSION  

Because the acoustic field is similar in horizontal, the output of the matched field 
inversion of the sound speed profile has many undesired extrema. As a result, the inverted 
results might be inaccurate when there are noise and parameter mismatch in practice. An 
inversion method based on the Bayesian theory, which combines the prior knowledge and 
posterior knowledge, is proposed to solve this problem. The data collected in a 
tomography experiment conducted in the South China Sea in June, 2010 was used to 
verify the performance of this inversion method. The results show that this method can 
significantly improve the inversion precision and stability. 
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Abstract: We consider the problem of imaging the location of one or more sources in a 
waveguide with random sound speed fluctuations. Our data is the acoustic pressure field 
measured at an array of hydrophones. Randomness is used to model the effect of internal 
waves on the sound channel and although the strength of the fluctuations is small, the 
transmitted signal is significantly affected from the multiple scattering of the waves with 
the random inhomogeneities, especially since we consider large propagation distances 
between the source and the receiver array. In such regimes, traditional coherent imaging 
fails. In an ideal acoustic waveguide sound propagates through guided modes that do not 
interact with each other. This is no longer true, however, in a random acoustic waveguide 
for which, under the assumptions of the diffusion and the forward scattering 
approximations, a stochastic system of differential equations for the mode amplitudes can 
be derived. This system describes how mode coupling and transfer of energy between 
modes occurs in a random waveguide. Taking into account this random model, an 
incoherent method of inversion based on a system of transport equations has been derive 
in Borcea et al., 2010. In this work we apply such an incoherent method for determining 
the location of multiple sources. We use a numerical model for a waveguide with a rigid 
bottom and a mean sound speed profile coming from the YELLOW SHARK ’94 experiment 
to which we add depth and range dependent random fluctuations. We show with simulated 
data that the inversion method is very accurate, and stable with respect to the realization 
of the random medium, for estimating the distance between the receiver array and the 
detected source, even in the case of only two receivers.  
 
Keywords: source imaging, random waveguides, incoherent imaging 
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1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: Schematic of the problem setup. 
 

We consider acoustic wave propagation in a two dimensional inhomogeneous 
waveguide with planar horizontal boundaries (see Fig.1). The acoustic pressure field 

( , , )p t x z  is governed by the scalar wave equation 
2

2 2
1 ( , , )( , , ) ( , , ).

( , )
p t x zp t x z F t x z

c x z t


   



 

The boundary conditions are those of a pressure release surface ( , , ) 0p t x z   at the top, 
i.e., = 0x  and of a rigid bottom ( , , ) / 0p t x z x    at = .x D  The source term is 

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) zF t x z f t x x z z e    
    and models a point like source at ( , ),x x z

    
emitting a pulse ( )f t  towards the array which is located at .Az  Here ze  is the unit vector 
pointing in the z direction. Note that we use a coordinate system with range origin at the 
array and assume that propagation is from right to left.     
      We want to model sea water with internal waves caused by changes in temperature and 
salinity. In such environments the sound speed ( , )c x z  has an ( , )x z  dependent fluctuating 
part (see [1]) that can be modeled by 

2 2
0 ( ) ( , ) 1 ( , ).c x c x z x z   

(1)
Here ( , )x z  is an isotropic, statistically homogeneous random process with mean zero 
and a smooth correlation function. The perturbation parameter   is small and ranges 
between 1% 3%.  The effect of the random inhomogeneities on the acoustic pressure 
field becomes important for waves that travel over long distances in the waveguide. 
     The inverse problem that we want to solve is to estimate the location x  of the source, 
given the observed acoustic pressure field ( , , )obs

r Ap t x z  at a vertical receiver array .A  
The observed pressure field could be obtained either by experimental measurements or by 
numerical simulation, as is the case in this paper. The water column can in principle 
contain an unknown number of sources, so the first step is to determine their number. 

2. THE PRESSURE FIELD IN RANDOM WAVEGUIDES 
 

In our model, Eq.(1), the sound speed in the unperturbed waveguide, 0 ( ),c x  depends 
only on the transverse direction , .x  We know that for such velocity profiles energy is 

x
( )f t

x

z

Receiver
array A

x D

0x 
0Az 
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transmitted by independent guided modes, the orthogonal eigenfunctions of the symmetric 
differential operator 2 2 2/ ( ).x oc x 

 
Let us denote by ( , )j x   the eigenfunctions of this 

operator, by ( )N   the number of propagating modes and by ( )j   the wavenumbers.  
According to [2], we can write the Fourier coefficients of the random pressure field 

recorded at receivers located at ( , )r Ax z  in the following form 

       2( )
( ) /

, 1

ˆ ( )( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,
2 ( )

j
N

i Zl
r jl j r l

j l j

f
p x Z T Z x x e

 
          

 

  

 

where we introduced the scaled range 2= ( ).AZ z z   Here ( , )T Z   is the transfer or 
propagator matrix (i.e., the fundamental solution) of the system of linear stochastic 
differential equations with unknowns the random amplitudes of the modes. This system 
describes the coupling of the modes by cumulative scattering in the random medium over 
very long ranges (in the diffusion approximation). To obtain this expression, in [2], it is 
also assumed that the coupling between the forward and backward propagating modes 
becomes negligible as 0   (forward scattering approximation). In the asymptotic limit 

0,   the expectation of the transfer matrix is given by 

      
1 1
( ) ( )

0
lim [ ( , )] ,j j

Z i Z

jl jlE T Z e  


 

 


 S L   

where jl  is the Kronecker delta symbol. The scales ( )j S
 
and ( )j L  are defined in [3, 

Eqs. (3.28) and (3.31)] and depend on the frequency and the correlation function of the 
random fluctuations. The scattering mean free path ( )j S  indicates the range scale over 
which the field becomes incoherent. Let us denote by 1S

 
the scattering mean free path for 

the first mode. For arrays at distances 1L  S  from the source, the coherent part of the 
mode amplitudes decay exponentially in range and the random fluctuations become 
dominant for all modes.    

3. THE COST FUNCTION FOR THE RANGE ESTIMATION 
 

For imaging we first compute the projection of the Fourier coefficients of the acoustic 
pressure field onto the waveguide modes  ( , ) = ( , , ) ( , ).j A r r A j rP z dx p x z x     We then 
obtain the ``dispersion function'' 

  ( ( ) ( '))

| | 2 | '| 2

'( , ) = ( , ) ( ', ) ,
2 2

i j j
j jA ABo d

d dR j P z P z e
    

     

   
 

 

       

by cross-correlating  ( , )j AP z
 
with  ( ', )j AP z  over frequency windows of support .d  

We denote by obsR  the dispersion function for the data and by MR  the theoretical 
expression that we obtain by using our asymptotic model.  
     We compute MR  (see [1, Eq. 6.13] and [2, proposition 20.7]) via the Wigner 
distribution   

1,... ( )
( , , ) .l

j j N
W z


 

  
For 0,z 

 
it satisfies the following system of transport 

equations  

            ' ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ,l l lc
j j jn n j

n j
W z W z W z

z
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with initial condition   ( , ,0) ( )l
j jlW       and ( )   being a Dirac delta distribution. 

This system describes the transfer of energy between the modes.  
     The solution of this system can be computed in the Fourier domain and is given by 

( ) ( '( ) ( ))ˆ ( , , ) [ ] ,
cl ih Z

j jlW h Z e      with 1'( ) ( ' ( ),..., ' ( )),Ndiag       a diagonal matrix 
and ' ( )j 

 
the derivative of

 
( )j   with respect to .  The matrix ( )c   is defined in [2, 

section 20.3.1, Eqs. 20.49-20.52], depends on the frequency and the correlation function 
of the fluctuations and models the mode coupling. Let us denote by 2 ( )  the second 
eigenvalue of ( ).c   We can introduce now the equipartition distance 

2( ) 1 ( ),equip    L  the range scale over which the energy of the wave becomes 
distributed uniformly over the modes (see [2, section 20.6.2]).   

           
 

     
The unknown parameters ( , , )Z    can be estimated by minimizing the following cost 

function over ( , , )s s sZ    

        
 

 
 

, ; , ,,
, , ,

, , ; , ,

M S S Sobs
S S S

obs M M S S S
j S j j

R j Z aR j
O Z a d

R j R j Z a




 

 





 
 

where ( , ) = max ( , )obs obs
jR j R j


 

 
and ( , ; , , ) = max ( , ; , , ) .M M s s s M s s s

jR j Z R j Z


      

The set S  of the modes is determined by ( , ) > ,obs
jR j   with   a user defined tolerance. 

4. SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENT  

We obtain the observed field ( , , )obs
r Ap t x z  (data) by computing numerically the 

solution of the time dependent wave equation using the finite element method described in 
[4] coupled with PMLs on the vertical boundaries of the waveguide. Let us denote by ˆ ( , , )obs

r Ap x z  the Fourier transform (in time) of the data. The source excitation used is a 
Gaussian pulse with bandwidth 50 950Hz  and central frequency = 500Hz.cf  For the 
inverse problem we will consider data in sub-bands [ , ]o of B f B   for = 62.5Hz,B  

= 14.8Hzd  and different values of .of   
We use a depth dependent sound speed profile coming from the YELLOW SHARK '94 

experiment in the South Elba, in Italy, cf. [5]. We take fluctuations of the sound speed as 
in Eq.(1) with = 3%,  using a Gaussian correlation function 

2 2 2(| '| | '| ) 2[ ( , ) ( ', ')] = .x x z zE x z x z e         The correlation length is = 0.5 c  and the 
amplitude is 2= 1m   ( =c o cc f  and 1500moc s ). In the sequel, we invert also for   
and .  The depth of the waveguide is = 20 cD   and our data are computed on an array 
with 201 equidistant receivers, (full aperture case). We have two unknown sources, one is 
at 1 = (15 ,393 )c cx    and the other is at 2 = (5 ,493 ).c cx    The direct arrival from the 
source at 2x  to the array is at time 2 = 0.986soz c  and the data are computed in the time 
window (0,6.3306)s.t  

Note that for 1= 350Hz or 400Hz, 300o equip cf S L: :  and for 1= 887Hz, 50o cf S :  
and 200 .equip cL :  The distance between the array and the source which is closer to it is 
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393 .c  Therefore, for 350Hzof   our data are incoherent and coherent methods do not 
work.  

5. RESULTS 
 

We present in this section range estimation results, for the test case described in 
section 4. In all our plots the correct values of the parameters are indicated with a circle. 
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Fig.3: First pass of range estimation for full array aperture on the left and using 2 
sparse receivers on the right, = 887of Hz. 

In Fig.3 we plot ( , , )s s sO Z    for the optimal values =  and =s opt s opt     at 
= 887Hzof  over a range interval that contains both sources. We show results for one 

realization of the random medium. However, similar results have been obtained for other 
realizations. Full array aperture is used for the result on the left and only 2 sparse receivers 
located in the middle of the waveguide, at 9.8050 c  and 10.1950 c  are used for the right 
plot. The two minima we observe, indicate that we have two sources. Therefore, we can 
locally compute ( , , )s s sO Z    around these two peaks to determine the location of each 
source more accurately. 
   In Fig.4 we show cross-sections of ( , , )s s sO Z    over shorter range intervals that 
contain each source, separately. In each plot we fix two parameters at the optimal values 
and display the variation in the third parameter. This incoherent range estimation approach 
is very robust and gives very good results even when we significantly decrease the array 
aperture. 
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Fig.4: Full array aperture results, for 1x  (left) and 2x  (right), with = 887of Hz. 
The performance of our approach when we use only two receivers is illustrated in 

Fig.5. The results concerning 1x  with = 887Hzof  
(the highest available frequency in our 

data) are shown on the left plot of Fig.5 and are very good. For the source that is located 
further away from the array ( 2x ) we do not obtain a very precise estimate at = 887Hzof  
but our estimate is accurate, if we lower the frequency to = 400Hzof  (see Fig.5-right). 

Our results illustrate that we have a convex functional and therefore the minimization 
process is easy. In general, our cost function has a clear minimum close to the correct 
values of the unknown parameters. The values of   and   can be slightly off but this 
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does not significantly affect the range estimation. Here we use a Gaussian model for the 
correlation function of the medium and seek the parameters   and .  Similar results have 
been obtained when we replace the Gaussian by other correlation functions, such as an 
exponential, see [1]. 
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Fig.5: Range estimation results using only two receivers. For 1x
 
with = 887of Hz 

(left). For 2x  with = 400of Hz (right). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this work we exhibited the performance of the incoherent approach proposed in [1], 
for multiple source localization in a realistic sea acoustic waveguide with random 
inhomogeneities in the bulk medium. We have seen that the incoherent approach for the 
range estimation of the source is very robust and it gives accurate and reliable results 
using only two receivers, even in the case where the distance between the source and the 
array is beyond the equipartition distance. In this paper, we considered only range 
estimation. As shown in [1], the estimation of the source depth is more delicate (work in 
progress). 
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ABSTRACT 
  Traditional underwater optical imaging equipment affects too small scope, and the 
resolution of single or multiple beam imaging equipment is traditionally low. In this thesis a 
signal collection and processing platform is developed for underwater imaging system to 
overcome the problems of small scope and low resolution. The platform contains: the signal 
collecting module、the data processing module and the display and control module. The 
design principle is: the platform samples the multi-channel underwater acoustic signal by the 
method of high speed undersampling, then it transfers the sampled data to the main 
processor with the technology of high speed video data transferring, In the main processor it 
gets the original image by using the method of underwater acoustic array signal processing 
and two-dimensional visualization, and finally it uses the high speed video coding method to 
form the final video signal and transfers them to the display terminal. The thesis combines the 
method of underwater acoustic array signal processing and high speed video signal 
processing to get the high resolution image for the underwater objective, and creatively 
applies the image processing technology for consuming electronic product to underwater 
acoustic imaging system. 
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  Key words: multiple beam imaging,  acoustic array signal processing, high speed video 
signal processing, consuming electronic image processing, undersampling, two-dimensional 
visualization, video coding 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The underwater handheld imaging sonar is a small size portable sonar, whose principle is 
that it gives the two-dimensional image through processing the echo signal which reaches the 
obstacle. 

The signal processing system is the key technology of the underwater handheld imaging 
sonar. It processes the signal received by the front end transducer, finally forms image signal 
and sends the image signal to the display terminal to display. It is the signal processing and 
controlling center of the whole sonar. 

Traditional underwater imaging equipment has two categories: one is the optical imaging 
equipment; the other is single or multiple beam imaging equipment. The limitation of the 
optical imaging equipment is the too short distance and small scope of imaging, and it is 
obvious in the muddy water. While the resolution of single or multiple beam imaging 
equipment for azimuth and range direction is traditionally low because of its principle of 
simple amplitude accumulation, they can not be used when the demand for the resolution is 
high such as the underwater archeology and exploration. 

This paper introduces a signal processing system for the underwater handheld imaging 
sonar to overcome above problems. 

2. PRINCIPLE AND PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE 

The signal processing platform for the underwater two-dimensional visualization contains: 
the signal collecting module、the data processing module and the display and control 
module. The signal collecting module can be used to sample the multi-channel acoustic signal 
which echoes from the obstacle; the data processing module can be used to process the 
sampled signal to form the original image by using the method of acoustic array signal 
processing[1][2] and the method of two-dimensional visualization; the display and control 
module uses the method of video coding to encode the original image and form video signal, 
and sends the them to display terminal. 

The platform also contains the power system which can provide power to every module. 
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FPGA

Pretreatment&
A/D conversion

display and control module

signal collecting module

data processing module

 

              Fig.1: The signal processing platform function diagram 

3. PLATFORM DESIGN 
 
 
3.1 SIGNAL COLLECTING MODULE 
 

SCM(Signal Collecting Module) contains: FPU(Font Pretreatment Unit), 
MSS(Multi-channel Selection Switch), USU (Undersampling Unit), and CTU( Cache and 
Transmission Unit). FPU is used to amplify and filter the echo signal. MSS is used to connect 
one of the pre-processing signals in proper order. USU is used to undersample the 
pre-processing signal with the sample rate of 1/20 signal frequency. CTU is used to cache the 
sampled data, and the unit is composed of dual-port RAM in the FPGA which is divided into 
two parts to run in the form of Ping-Pong. 
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Fig.2: The fuction diagram of the signal collecting module  
 

3.2 THE SIGNAL PROCESSING MODULE  
 

DPM(Data Processing Module) is implemented with a piece of DM642 of TI DSP. It 
contains：RU(Receiving Unit), PU(Processing Unit) and BOU(Beam output unit). 

RU is used to receive and store the data from the SCM. 
PU is used to compute with the collected signal to obtain the output results of every beam. 

The specific method is: to every beam, multiply the channel-I data and channel-Q data of 40 
channels with corresponding cosine and sine delay table in the mode of complex 
multiplication, then add the two results of complex multiplication together, and get the square 
output of the above results, and the output is the result of one beam[3], then repeats above 
procedure and stores the outputs in the output data pool. 

BOU is used to encode the beam data of all channels and transfer them into DCM. BOU 
also contains grey-scale transformation module and color mixing module which are used to 
generate RGB data and store the RGB data into FIFO. And the interface to the display 
module is the video port of DM642. 
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Fig.3: The fuction diagram of the signal processing module  

 

3.3 THE DISPLAY AND CONTROL MODULE 
 

The video port sends the RGB data into DCM based on the LATTICE FPGA of LXP2-5E. 
This module is used to implement the timing coordination of data and control signal between 
SPM and the video encoder, and implement the video image superposition and display 
function. The module contains: DCFM(Data Cache and Filtering Module), CCSFM (Clock 
and Control Signal Filtering Module), DTPM(Data Two-edge Processing Module), 
ISOOSDM( Image Superposition OSD Module), DOCM( Data Output Cache Module). The 
function diagram of the display and control module is as Fig.4. 

DCFM is used to receive the original video data from the DSP DM642. This module uses 
the multilevel trigger to cache the data and filter out the noise within the data, and store the 
processed data into the buffer which can be read by the data two-edge processing module. 

CCSFM is used to receive the clock and control signal from the DSP DM642 and also 
cache and filter out the noise within the clock and control signal. And send the processed 
signal to the data two-edge processing module. 

DTPM is used to receive the original video data and clock and control signal and 
synchronize high 8 bits and low 8 bits with the rising edge and falling edge of the clock. 

ISOSDM is used to add the prefabricated image stored in the cache to video data. 
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DOCM is used to cache and output the image data from the image superposition OSD 
module. 

The function diagram of the display and control module is as follows: 

  
 

 Fig.4: The fuction diagram of the display and control module  

4. THE LAKE TEST RESULTS 
 
 

The signal processing platform of the underwater handheld imaging sonar in the paper has 
been tested on the Qiandao lake in Hang Zhou Zhe Jiang province, and the results is as 
follows. 

 
 

     Fig.5: The underwater geomorphology imaging picture 
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Fig.6: The floating ball picture 
 

 
 

Fig.7: The floating ball underwater imaging picture 

5. CONCLUSION 
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In the thesis a signal collection and processing platform is developed for underwater 
imaging system to overcome the problem of small scope and low resolution of traditional 
underwater imaging equipment. It gets the original image by using the method of underwater 
acoustic array signal processing and the method of two-dimensional visualization, finally it 
uses the high speed video coding method to form the final video signal and transfers them to 
the display terminal. 
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Abstract: To investigate the deep-sea resource, authors have developed a new four-
dimensional sound imaging system which will be mounted on ROV. The ROV has an arm 
for underwater work, rely on visual recognition of an optical camera, is moved by the 
board operator. However, winding of a low mud by the operation of the ROV causes 
turbidity of water, the optical image cannot be used. Therefore, the combination of the 
acoustic image is desired. Therefore, compared to the four-dimensional sound imaging 
system previously developed, small size, light weight, short-range, wide-field, high-
resolution, high update rate, it is necessary to be. Currently, volume of about 0.5m × 0.5m 
× 0.3m, weight of 70 kg, visible range from 0.5 to 5 m is in the off-line display, it has 
produced a prototype to verify the performance of the beam width 0.25 × 0.25 (minimum 
value), this we report on. 

Keywords: self-focusing imaging, frequency-controlled method, imaging SONAR 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The authors are developing a new four-dimensional acoustic imaging system to be 
installed on a remotely operated vehicle (below, “ROV”) to be used to explore deep sea-
bed resources. The anticipated ROV will have an arm for undersea work use, will depend 
upon an optical camera for visibility, and will be operated by an operator in a boat. But 
stirring up of the bottom mud by the work will cause turbidity of the water, making it 
difficult to continue the work using only optical images1). Therefore, underwater visibility 
of work by the ROV should be provided by a combination of optical images and acoustic 
images. 
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However, the authors have already developed 4-DWISS (4-Dimensional Wide-angle 
Imaging and Surveying SONAR, normally called “Underwater Acoustic Video Camera”) 
for use in port and harbour civil engineering works. It can perform wide-angle imaging of 
the underwater area in real time and can simultaneously survey the space2). Later, the 
authors studied ways to reduce the size and weight of 4-DWISS for general purpose 
use3)4). Based on these studies, to provide underwater visibility for undersea work using an 
ROV, it is necessary to achieve compactness, light weight, close range, wide field, high 
resolution and high renewal rate. At this time, they are building a prototype machine with 
volume of about 0.5 m×0.5 m×0.3 m, weight of about 70kg, and offline display, that will 
confirm performance of a visible range from 0.5m and beam width of 0.25 deg. × 0.25 
deg. (minimum values).  

This paper describes a transmission method in the prototype machine that realizes 
acoustic imaging at particularly short range from among the above prototype machines. 
The reason is that it is necessary to obtain imaging over a range of visibility of 0.5m to 5m 
to support work by this work use ROV. But this visibility range corresponds to the near 
sound field of the present 4-DWISS, and the wave transmission sound field varies 
complexly, so it is difficult to form images. Therefore, like medical treatment use acoustic 
imaging and diagnosis devices, the wave transmission sound field will be focused to 
improve its images5). One of the strong points of 4-DWISS cited is its simple transmission 
beam scanner that uses a polarization reversal transmitter. It is reported that it has been 
experimentally confirmed that it can form a focal point on the transmission sound field 
while maintaining this strong point. 

2. SELF-FOCUSING BY LFM DRIVING OF THE POLARIZATION REVERSAL 
ARRAY 

It uses a phase reversal type array (Fig. 1(a)) as its transmitter. This transmitter is a 
one-dimensional array, but adjoining elements reverse the direction of the polarization of 
the piezoelectric body. And with the individual elements not arrayed individually, all 
elements are connected through a common electrode. Therefore, as an electronic circuit, it 
appears to be a single transmitter.  

The case where a continuous wave (CW) is applied to the phase reversal array (Fig. 
1(b)) is considered. Grating is created according to the impressed frequency and element 
pitch. Of grating produced in the positive and negative directions, only one direction is 
used for imaging. Because the polarization of adjoining elements is reversed, the 
formation of a fixed beam in the forward direction is prevented.  
Conventional focal point formation by delaying driving waves (Fig. 2(a)) is done by 
providing delays that cancel the path difference (L) from each element to the focal point. 
The waves transmitted from each element forming the array reach the focal point 
simultaneously and the phases conform within the duration, so the sound pressure of the 
focal point is several times that of the elements. This method connects signal lines 
individually to all elements, creating separate transmission circuits for each element. And 
it is necessary for the element pitch p to be set as:  
p < λ/2  
increasing the system scale, in order to prevent the creation of a grating lobe when the 
ultrasonic beam has deviated. 
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Fig.1 Wave front of polarization reversal transmitter 
 

The proposed self-focusing method drives all elements with the same LFM wave. The 
driving wave form is, as shown in Fig. 2(b), an LFM wave with time converted path 
difference (L/c) as its half cycle. If these wave forms start from each element 
simultaneously, they reach the focal point with the time delay such as that shown in Fig. 
2(b). Near the focal point enclosed by grey, LFM wave peaks overlap and the sound 
pressure increases to several times that of the elements. In other words, the focal point is 
formed. But, that which contributes to formation of the focal point is limited to the part of 
the time period of the transmission wave system, and the energy utilization rate does not 
impact the focal point formatted by the delay, however, the system structure is extremely 
small-scale.  

The LFM driving wave form is induced according to the element pitch and focal point 
location, but details are presented in another report. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2 Comparison of focusing method 
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3. PROVING TEST OF SELF-FOCUSING 

The sound field that the polarization reversal array forms was measured by moving a 
hydrophone inside a water tank, confirming that self-focusing is done by LFM waving 
drive. The results were compared with those for a sound field based on a single frequency 
tone burst wave drive. The array sound source was approximated by a point sound source, 
the sound field was obtained by a numerical simulation, and it was compared with the 
actual measurements. 

3.1. Experiment method 
Figure 3 shows the experiment system. The water tank was 1m deep and the 

measurement was done at a depth of 0.5m. The polarization reversal array is element pitch 
p = 1.76mm, N = 32 elements, band: 0.5 to 1.5 MHz. The location of the focal point 
during LFM driving is 28.5 from the center of the polarization reversal array located on a 
straight line in the Azimuth direction of range distance z = 370mm.  

Figure 4 shows the LFM driving wave form. Forty waves were transmitted, the initial 
cycle was 0.7MHz, and the final cycle was 1.5 MHz, and the duration of 40 cycles and 
transmitted waves is 40.25 μs. This wave form was formed by an optional wave generator 
and amplified to 50 Vpp by a Power Amp (HSA4101, NF circuit block) to drive the 
polarization reversal array. The CW driver aligned the pulse width with the LFM wave 
drive at f = 880 kHz and duration of 40.35 μs.  

The diameter of the hydrophone (HNC-100, ONDA) is 1mm, and the cable attached to 
the hydrophone is directly connected to the Pre Amp, so the measurement use coaxial 
cable’s length does not cause wave distortion of capacity. A three-axis stage (ISA-MXM 
series, IAI) with positional precision of 20 μm was used for the spatial scan by the 
hydrophone. Because the stepping motor induced large noise, it was averaged 100 times 
with an oscilloscope and the excitation of the motor was stopped during the measurement. 
When the wave form in Fig. 4 was transmitted, the point where the sound pressure was at 
its maximum at that location z = 3770 mm was considered to be the measurement origin 
point. The sound pressure wave form was measured each 1mm in a range of ±10 mm in 
both the Azimuth direction and range direction centered on the measurement origin point. 
Sampling of the sound pressure wave form is 20 MHz, and the maximum value of the Vpp 
of the wave form was the value at each measurement point. 

3.1. Results and considerations 
Figure 5 shows a 2-dimensional sound field profile. The trends obtained by 

measurements and simulations conformed for both LFM drive and CW drive. The 
computer simulation accurately simulated the actual situation, and it was decided that as 
intended, focal point formation based on LFM waves occurred. Figure 6 shows the sound 
pressure profile in the Azimuth direction including the measurement origin points. In the 
LFM wave case, the simulation conforms accurately to measured values, but in the CW 
wave case, the divergence is wide. A judgement is made based on measurements of 2-
dimensional profiles and it is hypothesized that the section measured deviated. The beam 
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width of -3dB was 60mm in the CW drive case, but was improved only to 50mm by LFM 
drive even through a focal point was formed, but the LFM driver formed a mono-modal 
profile and it is counted on to prevent false images during imaging.    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. SUMMARY 
 

LFM drive of a polarization reversal array formed a concave wave front, 
experimentally indicating self-focusing point. Regarding beam width, adequate focusing 
obtained by CW drive was unobtainable, but it is known that it is possible to focus a 
narrowed beam by dividing the aperture and simultaneously focusing the divided beam7). 
In the future, studies including this point will be conducted. 
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Fig.5  2D beam profile (numerical simulation and measurement) 
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Abstract: There are a few studies for improving sonar array performance (sidelobe and 
beamwidth) by developing algorithms. In contrast, few studies pay attention to optimized 
design for array geometries. In this paper, an optimized linear hydrophone array with an 
irregular distribution is designed mainly based on sidelobe reduction. Genetic algorithm 
(GA) is the proposed approach which is effective on multi-objective optimization. A trade-
off optimized design between sidelobe and beamwidth by developing irregular positions of 
hydrophones is described. A specific number of hydrophones are taken into consideration 
and performance of the model has been estimated by applying the conventional delay and 
sum beamforming. Obtained results show that GA can efficiently optimize the 
performance of the model with a trade-off solution between sidelobe and beamwidth via 
develop an irregular hydrophone distribution. The evolutionary tracing of maximum 
sidelobe levels and beamwidth are represented which demonstrates the feasibility of GA 
with a trade-off selection. 

Keywords: Hydrophone Array, Irregular Array, Beamforming, Genetic Algorithm, Multi-
objective Optimization 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Linear hydrophone array is widely used in applications such as measurement of ship 
radiated noise and towed array sonar for detecting targets. [1] Directionality of the array 
can be obtained from beamforming process, which is the conventional method of array 
signal processing. The most important parameters of beamforming hydrophone array are 
maximum sidelobe levels (MSL) and beamwidth (BW). The performances of sonar are 
denoted by these parameters. There are many studies on uniform array for improving 
performances by developing beamforming algorithms in previous reports. However, few 
studies pay attention to array geometries optimized design for sonar array performance 
improvement.  

Genetic algorithm (GA) is an effective approach for optimizing design, especially for 
multi-objective optimization.[2] Many papers are carried out optimizing geometry of 
antenna array for improving performance by using GA [3], nevertheless, up to now only 
one paper has been found for optimizing hydrophone distribution of linear array. 
However, only sidelobe suppression was taken into account in reference [4]. Actually, BW 
will get worse when the aperture of hydrophone array become smaller. BW and MSL must 
be trade-off according to specific application before array optimization design.  

In this paper, a double-objective optimized linear array with irregular hydrophone 
distribution is designed based on GA. A specific number of hydrophones are taken into 
consideration and performance of the model has been estimated by applying the 
conventional delay and sum beamforming. The trade-off optimization design between 
MSL reduction and BW can be selected by weighted coefficients. The influence of the 
weighted coefficients on trade-off solutions will be investigated and obtained results will 
be discussed in Section 4.  

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In this section, performances of a uniform linear hydrophone array using beamforming 
is presented firstly. Moreover, objective function of double-objective optimization based 
on irregular distribution will be discussed. 

Consider a uniform distribution linear array (ULA) with M hydrophones places alone 
x-axis. The centre of ULA is at origin. Uniform spacing between adjacent hydrophone is 
half wave length / 2ULAd  . Assuming a plane wave is incident from   in the far-field. 
The output of frequency domain beamformer can be written as 

(sin sin )

0
1

1( , , ) m
M j

c

m
B p e

M

  
  





 
r

                                            (1) 

where   is angular frequency, c is sound speed of water and   is steering direction. 
mr is distance from the mth hydrophone to origin. Moreover, the aperture of array L  can 

be obtained from ULAd  and M  as ( 1) ULAL M d  . 
MSL is defined as the logarithmic magnitude of the ratio of the maximum sidelobe to 

the main lobe.[5]. 

max

20 logULA
BMSL

B
                                                  (2) 
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in which B  is the beamformer output at the position where is the maximum sidelobe. 
BW is called 3 dB  beamwidth as well, which described the beam width decreased to -3 
dB  of the main lobe after normalization.  

Typically, performance cannot be improved for both MSL and BW, that is to say, one 
should be sacrificed if the other will be improved. The trade-off design between them is 
necessary for different purposes.  

For irregular array, positions of hydrophones are rewritten as 
 1 2 3     T

m Md d d dd  instead of mr , of which the elements are prescribed a limit within 
[ / 2   / 2]L L  in this paper. The output of beamformer can be recalculated by md . That 
indicates the aperture of optimized array is not greater than the uniform array. Therefore, 
the optimize beamwidth IRBW  is worse than that of the uniform array. The objective 
function of BW is defined as 

( ) ULA
r m

IR

BWf
BW

d                                                      (3) 

Obviously, ( ) 1r mf d . In contrast, the mainly task of optimized design is MSL 
reduction. According to characteristic of ( )r mf d , the objective function of MSL should be 
normalized by 1. However, the same definition as ( )r mf d will become invalid. The 
random element distribution can cause the MSL not only decreasing but also increasing, 
that is to say, the ratio of ULA IRMSL MSL  can be arbitrary value. Therefore, definition of 

( )m mf d  can be presented as 

( ) IR
m m

EST

MSLf
MSL

d                                                      (4) 

where ESTMSL  is the estimated minimum sidelobe value to ensure ( )m mf d  always less 
than 1. The value closer to 1 indicates more MSL reduction obtained. 

The proposed approach of developing objective function for double-objective 
optimization is fixed-weighted-sum method. Both of the pervious objective functions are 
maximum problem. Thus, the combined objective function by using weighted coefficients 
is represented as 

max.   ( ) ( ) ( )

s.t.       
2 2

m r r m m m m

m

F w f w f
L L

 

    

d d d

d
                                 (5) 

where rw and mw  are weighted coefficients with relationship as 1r mw w  . The 
weighted coefficient indicates the preference of different objectives. An adjustment 
coefficient   is employed for balancing the two sections of ( )mF d  that because ( )r mf d  is 
always much closer to 1 than that of ( )m mf d . 

3. PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM 

GA is an approach for optimizing problems which is based on the law of natural 
selection. The procedure of proposed GA is represented as flow chart in Fig.1.  

The initial population is generated randomly. Real coded is employed in the proposed 
GA. Several individuals are chosen to crossover by a certain probability. The offspring 
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from crossover and all old population are assessed together by combined objective 
function, Eq.5. Before giving birth to next generation, some genes will be modified by the 
random mutation probability, which can prevent from local optimal solution. Top ranked 
individuals are selected as elites for new generation, which has the same individuals as the 
old one. The GA will be stopped until the number of generation reached the limitation. 

START

Set GA Parameters

Generate Initial Population

Choose Individuals to Crossover

Calculate Objective Function

Rank Objective Function

Select Individuals

Mutation

Next Population

Max. Generation?

Best Individual

STOP

Yes

No

 
Fig.1: Flow Chart of Proposed Genetic Programming. 

The target of numerical simulation is to find the trade-off solutions between MSL and 
BW. As mentioned in the previous section, the optimized results are depended on the 
preference set by weighted coefficients. Moreover, the adjustment coefficient   and 

ESTMSL  are important as well, which can make the solutions convergent rapidly. 
However, all these parameters are setting according to the knowledge of sonar array. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

To study the performance of GA approach, a simplified model with a specific number 
of hydrophone 10M  and the narrowband delay and sum beamforming which frequency 
is 1 kHz  are considered in the simulation. Plane wave is incident from 0   . The 
population size is set to 10, and the maximum number of generation is limited to 50. 
Crossover and mutation probability is equal to 0.8 and 0.05, respectively. The minimum 
sidelobe level is estimated as 40 dB . Trade-off performance is examined in comparison 
experiments by setting different groups of weighted and adjustment coefficient in Table 1.  

Four groups of comparison experiments are carried out for verifying the trade-off 
performance of GA impacted by mw and  . Table 1 describes the parameters and results 
obtained from genetic programming, and Fig. 2 illustrates the beam pattern for each scene 
in Table 1. The first three groups prefers MSL reduction, which weighted coefficient mw is 
greater than that of BW. In Group 1, / 2BW  is equal to that of uniform array but MSL is 
higher, see Fig. 2(a). In contrast, the significant suppressed MSL appears in Group 3, 
nevertheless, the beamwidth is the worst in all simulations. Obviously, results obtained 
from Group 1 and 3 are unexpected, even though we have chosen the preference. That is 
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because unreasonable   is selected, which leads to the incorrect value of combined 
objective function. Target value is dominated by ( )r r mw f d  in Group 1 and ( )m m mw f d  in 
Group 3. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a suitable   for balance the two parts of the 
objective function. By applying parameters of Group 2 in Table 1, the expect results are 
obtained which is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The MSL is decreased to 23.8 dB , and 
beamwidth is 37.6 . If a better BW is required, parameters in Group 4 are proposed. An 
improved beamwidth can be achieved, nevertheless, MSL is higher than that of Group 2 as 
trade-off solution. 

 mw    MSL [dB] BW/2  [º] Aperture[m] 
Group 1 0.7 1 -10.3 10.3 6.7 
Group 2 0.7 10 -23.8 18.8 4.2 
Group 3 0.7 20 -58.8 29.1 2.8 
Group 4 0.3 10 -17.3 13.8 5.3 

Table 1: Comparison Experiments for Different Parameters. 

 
Fig.2: Beam pattern of comparison experiments. 

 
For Group 4, the performance of GA is investigated as well. The evolutionary tracing 

of MSL and BW are observed in Fig. 3. That demonstrates the feasibility of genetic 
programming. MSL is reducing along with generations increasing as preference, the 
performance of BW is sacrificing as a trade-off solving. The hydrophone distribution is 
described as  -3.22, -2.48, -1.70, -1.44, -0.83, -0.21, 0.05, 0.86, 1.03, 2.05 . The aperture 
of the irregular linear array is 5.3 [m]. 
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Fig.3: Evolutionary Tracing of MSL and BW. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 This paper established a trade-off solutions between MSL and BW by using GA for 
optimizing distribution of hydrophones in sonar array. Obtained results show GA is 
effective to optimize the irregular positions by using a multi-objective optimized genetic 
programming.  Trade-off can be selected between MSL and BW by choosing the weighted 
and adjustment coefficients. Additional benefit of the optimization is to obtain a shorter 
array compared to the uniform one. Incident plane wave from different directions can be 
considered in future work, as well as more advantaged beamforming algorithm can be 
implemented for optimizing the geometries of array by using GA.     
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Abstract: A method for passive broadband moving source localization with a single vector 
sensor in a shallow ocean waveguide is demonstrated in this paper. Unlike matched field 
processing method which need accurate environment information. Based on waveguide 
invariant, using cross-correlation of sound pressure over time interval Δt to estimate 
source range, and together with source direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, we realize 
robust source localization with a single vector sensor. Simulation results have showed the 
effectiveness of this method, within 2km distance between source and receiver, ranging 
error is less than 150m and localization error is less than 200m. 

Keywords: vector sensor, localization, waveguide invariant 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic source localization is one of important tasks of underwater acoustic signal 
processing. Most research works have focused on using coherent signal processing 
techniques, like matched field processing[1] (MFP), which can theoretically precisely 
localize acoustic source. Although MFP works well in theoretical and simulation 
condition, it has some difficulties to use in real-world situation. Firstly, the MFP algorithm 
is too sensitive to environment parameters, it need very accurate environment parameters, 
which is usually not available. Secondly, it requires prohibitively massive computation. 

 Recent years, alternative source localizations based on waveguide invariant has been 
developed, which require much less environment knowledge and computation and is more 
robust than MFP. Waveguide invariant was first formulated by Chuprov[2], it characterizes 
the dispersive nature of the ocean waveguide, and relates the slope of  interference 
striations to source range and frequency by a simple formula. Many works have 
contributed to waveguide source ranging and localization [3-5], but it is still difficult to 
directly localize the source with a single vector sensor. 

In this paper, we discuss a broadband acoustic source localization method with a single 
vector sensor. The method estimates source range directly without precise environment 
knowledge, it relaxes the assumption that source moves in constant velocity and direction.  
Based on waveguide invariant, using acoustic pressure correlation to get radial velocity, 
the method estimates the range, direction of arrival (DOA) and position in the same time. 
Simulation has shown the effectiveness of the method. 

2. THEORY 

2.1. Waveguide Invariant 
A plot of acoustic intensity versus range and frequency, ( , )I r f , due to a broadband 

source in a waveguide exhibits striations, shown in Fig.3 (a). The striations are due to the 
functional dependence of the intermodal interference length on frequency and 
characterized by the value of the waveguide invariant [2].  

According to Chuprov, the gradient of interference striations has relation with 
frequency , range r  and the waveguide invariant , as Eq.(1): 

 
r r

 


                                                                                                                       (1) 

    The waveguide invariant  .approximately equals 1 in conditions where modes interact 
with the top and the bottom of the waveguide. We transform Eq.(1) into Eq.(2) to estimate 
source range,  

      rr 


                                                                                                                     (2) 

2.2. Acoustic Source Radial Velocity Estimation 
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    The pressure fields at a range r  and range r r   from a radiating source are denoted 
( )p r  and ( )p r r  , respectively. According to Rakotonarivo[6], the real part of correlation 

between ( / 2)p r r  and ( / 2)p r r   exhibits interference pattern,  

        *Re[ ( , / 2) ( , / 2)] cos( ) cos( )r s
p

p f r r p f r r k r v t
v


                                     (3) 

According the eq.(3), the period of interference striation pattern is  

    
( )

p
f

s

v
d

tv t



                                                                                                              (4) 

Where pv  is average phase velocity, sv  is instant radial velocity between source and 
receiver, t  is the time interval corresponding to r , and sr v t   . 

Takes Fourier Transformation for correlation eq.(3) over frequency  , and searches the 
dominating period, then we can get the interference pattern period fd . By this way, the 
radial velocity can be estimate by  

        ( ) p
s

f

v
v t

td



                                                                                                              (5) 

Where the average phase velocity can be approximated by sound speed c . 

2.3. Range-Frequency Window Interference Striation Analysis 

    It is apparent in eq.(2), that in order to estimate range r , we need estimate /r   . 
In this section, we split Lofar-gram into a series of small r   windows; these windows 
are small enough, so that it can be assumed that striations in each window are locally 
straight with constant gradient, as shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1: Small window spliced from Lofar-Gram, the window is small enough that the 

striations are straight with constant gradient. 
In order to estimate the striation gradient, we take use of Sobel operator. The Sobel 

operator uses difference to estimate the gradient of each pixel. For a window ( , )f i j  of 
3 3 pixels, the x-gradient and y-gradient of the central pixel is estimated by  

[ ( 1, 1) 2 ( , 1) ( 1, 1)]
[ ( 1, 1) 2 ( , 1) ( 1, 1)]

xs f i j f i j f i j
f i j f i j f i j

        
      

                                                      (6) 

[ ( 1, 1) 2 ( 1, ) ( 1, 1)]
[ ( 1, 1) 2 ( 1, ) ( 1, 1)]

ys f i j f i j f i j
f i j f i j f i j

        
      

                                                      (7) 

Thus the gradient can be estimate by /yx y xs s s  for every 3 3 pixels sub-window. By 
collecting all gradient of sub-windows, the dominating gradient /t   of interference 
striation can be estimate by histogram.  

To estimate the range, we need /r   instead of /t  . This can be resolved by the 
radial velocity sv  in previous section, giving the estimate of /r   as  
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    / /sr v t     .                                                                                                  (8) 

2.4. Acoustic Source Range Estimation and Localization 

vector sensor
signal

Lofar-gram

radial velocity
estimation

Striation gradient
estimation

range estimation

Source DOA 
estimation

Moving source 
localization

 Fig.2: Work flow of broadband moving acoustic source localization with a single vector 
sensor 

Firstly, the Lofar-gram is fed into radial velocity module, which use the pressure 
correlation algorithm introduced in sec.2.2 to estimate radial velocity sv . Secondly, the 
Lofar-gram is also fed into striation gradient estimation module, where Lofar-gram is split 
into a series small windows centred at various frequency and time. As introduced in 
sec.2.3, for each small window, Sobel operator is used to estimate the striation 
gradient /t  . Thirdly, radial velocity sv  and striation gradient /t   are fed into 
range estimation module and produce range estimation ( )r t . Finally, range estimation ( )r t  
and vector sensor DOA estimation ( )t are combined to produce real time source position. 

3. SIMULATION 

We consider a 100m depth Pekeris waveguide: the sound speed and the density in the 
water column are 1500m/swc   and 31000kg/mw  , respectively. The bottom sound 
speed 1800m/sbc  , the bottom density 31800kg/mb   and the bottom attenuation is 

0.2dB/λb  . The scenario is: broadband acoustic source navigates from a distance about 
2000m, approaches CPA, passes CPA and then leaves CPA with constant velocity 3.0m/s, 
constant direction; the CPA range is 500m. 
    The radial velocity estimation result is shown in Fig.3, it is shown that the radial 
velocity method taken in this paper works well.  
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Fig.3: (a)The Lofar-gram of simulation signal;(b)pressure correlation between 

( , )P t f and ( , )P t t f   with 20t s  ;(c)Estimated radial velocity versus time from 
interference pattern shown in (b), the red curve is chosen radial velocity; (d) The 

comparison of estimated radial velocity sv  (blue curve) and theoretical sv (red curve). 
     The result of range-frequency window striation extraction is shown in Fig.4(a), the 
window size is 40 seconds by 60 hertz, windows advancing step is 20 seconds in time and 
30 hertz in frequency. By means of collecting Sobel gradient from every 3 3  sub-
window, we get a histogram of angles, as shown in Fig.4(b).  

 Fig.4: (a)sample time-frequency window with straight line striation patterns, the red 
curve is the dominating stripe; (b)histogram of gradient angle of striations in (a). 

    Based on radial velocity estimation and Lofar-gram stripe extraction, range estimation 
is performed using eq.(2) and (8). Range estimation result is shown in Fig.5 (a), the 
estimated range fits theoretical range well, proving the effectiveness of the method we use. 
Using range estimation and vector sensor DOA estimation, we finally estimate the track of 
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moving broadband source, shown in Fig.5 (c), where estimated track fits theoretical track 
well too..  

Fig.5: (a)range estimation result, red curve is theoretical range, blue curve is estimated 
range; (b)DOA estimation result; (c) track of moving broadband source, the red curve is 

the theoretical track, the blue curve is estimated track, the red-cross in the right side 
denotes position of vector sensor. 

Fig.6 shows the range estimation error and localization error. When source distance 
from receiver is no more than 2 km, range estimation error is probably less than 150m. 
Generally, the longer is the distance between source and receiver, the larger is the ranging 
error. The localization error has the same tendency with ranging error. And within 2km 
distance, localization error is less than 200 m; circle error probability is about 100m. 

 Fig.6: (a) range estimation error; (b) localization error. 

4. SUMMARY 

We use waveguide invariant theory to estimate range and localization of moving 
broadband acoustic source by a single vector sensor. Simulation shows that the method 
here is useful and effective. The advantage of the method is that it needs no precise 
environment knowledge, it is robust to various environments, it can perform real time 
estimation easily, it can localize source well with only a single vector sensor, and the error 
is acceptable. 

Further research will focus on: 1) improving ranging and localization performance, 
reducing error, 2) improving algorithm to deal with low SNR condition, making it more 
practical. 
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Abstract: In the paper, a computationally efficient method yet with modest 
performance is proposed to suppress the interferences in real time scenarios, 
especially for a long linear array. Under the assumption that the angular 
separation of all the sources wider than a beamwidth of the array pattern, a novel 
weight vector of the beamformer is constructed by the orthogonal subspace of the 
linear combination of the steering vectors associated to the interferences while 
maximizing the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). It’s found that the 
proposed method is applicable to suppress many interferers efficiently while 
preserving the desired signals. The advantages of the weight vector are that it 
needs no inversion and eigen-decomposition operation, and wouldn’t reduce the 
degree of freedom of the array space as well. Problems of the signal power 
suppression and the residual interference in the steered signal beam result from 
the approximations in the derivation procedure, and can be alleviated as the 
sensor number N increases. Further analyses and lake data processing indicate it 
allows a compromise between a tolerable suppression performance and a rather 
low computational load.  

Keywords: Interference suppression, computational efficiency, multiple 
interferers, towed ship interference. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Over the last few decades, abundant techniques have been developed to 
suppress the interferences in applications of sonar, radar, communications, etc. 
Adaptive beamformers can suppress interferences while maximizing desired 
signal reception [1]-[4]. However, most optimal weight vectors, such as the 
minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer and sample 
matrix inversion (SMI) beamformer, require the inverse of the interference plus 
noise covariance matrix, and thus suffer from an expensive computation burden, 
especially for large arrays [2]. The principle of other adaptive beamformers, such 
as a generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC), is to subtract the interference signal 
from the array data in either the array element domain or the beam domain [3]-
[4]. A direct way to obtain interference signals is to steer the array beam to the 
interference directions, such as the inverse beamformer [5]. Nevertheless, it 
suffers from severe problems of the desired signal suppression and the 
interference residual. Thus, different kinds of blocking matrices have been 
applied to prefilter the array data in order to obtain a better estimation of 
interferences. However, the removal of the interferences is at the expense of 
reducing the array dimension, and thus the resolution of the array degrades to 
some extent. Recent algorithms focus on the improvement of the interference 
cancellation at the cost of a huge computational load, such as the eigenspace-
based interference canceller (EIC) [6]-[8]. 

For practical systems, a balance between the interference performance and the 
computation cost should be considered. Therefore, this paper presents a 
computationally efficient interference cancellation method yet with a reasonable 
interference canceling performance for real time implementations. The new 
blocking matrix makes use of the approximation of the matrix inverse, and nulls 
out multiple interferences with only simple matrix summation. 

2. SIGNAL MODEL AND INTEFERENCE CANCELLER 
Consider an N-element uniform linear array (ULA) illuminated by one desired 

signal and J interferences from distinct incident angle ( )0,1,...,iθ i J= , and all are 
independent sources. The received signals at the array can be written as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0
1

J

i n i i
i

t t t θ s t θ s t tx d x a a n+
=

= + = + +ε                       (1) 

Where ( )0s t  and ( )( )1,...,is t i J=  are complex amplitudes for the desired signal 

and the ith interference, respectively; ( ) ( )1,..., exp ( 1) cos
H

θ j N kd θa ι ω= -λ ϋ  is an 
N×1 steering vector with k the wavenumber and d the spacing between adjacent 
elements of the ULA; ( )tn  is the measured Gaussian noise with each element of 
mean zero and variance 2

nσ . The covariance matrix of ( )tx  is given by 

( ) ( )2
0 0 0

H
j nσ θ θR a a R += +                                         (2) 
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Where ( ) ( )2 2

1

J
H

j n i i i n N N
i
σ θ θ σR a a I+ ΄

=
= +ε  is the interference plus noise 

covariance matrix; N NI ΄  is the N×N identity matrix; ( ) ( ){ }2 *
i i iσ E s t s t=  

( )0,...,i J=  is the power for the signal and the interferers.  
For the interference rejection problem, the required prior information is often 

the number of interferers and their DOAs, which can be obtained by initial 
beamforming and continuously tracking. In some scenarios, the directions of 
interferers may be estimated by auxiliary devices. For example, for towed sonar 
arrays, the direction of the towed ship as strong interference could be obtained by 
the GPS. Therefore, ( )1,...,iθ i J=  are assumed as prior information. 

It’s well established that the optimal weight vector maximizing the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is given by ( )1

0opt j nα θw R a-
+= [10], where α  

is a normalizing constant. Let nλ  and ( )1,...,n n Nu =  represent the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of j nR +  sorted by the descending order, respectively. The 
inversion of an N×N complex matrix j nR +  is a heavy computation burden. 
However, for large interference to noise ratios (INR), the first J eigenvalues will 
be much larger than 2

nσ , and then 1
j nR-
+  can be approximated as [11] 

( )1 2
2

1

1 , ,1
J

H
j n i i i n

in

λ σ i J
σ

R I u u-
+

=

ζ φ
» - >> £ £η χη χθ ψε                     (3) 

From (3), we can see that the optimal weight vector uses the orthogonal 
projection of the interference subspace to reject interferers and maximize the 
SINR. However, the eigen-decomposition of j nR +  is time-consuming.  

In the paper, we use the linear combination of interference steering vectors 
instead of the interference subspace to reduce the time assumption. It has been 
studied that many methods are not effective to reject the interferences spaced 
closer than a mainlobe beamwidth of the array beampattern [3],[6]. It will be 
shown later that the assumption should also be made here that all the sources are 
spaced wider than a beamwidth θBW , that is, ( ), 0,..., ,i l θθ θ BW i l J i l- > = Ή .  

A new weight vector ( )NB θw  with an interference blocking matrix B is 

                 ( ) ( )NB cθ θw Bw= ,     
( ) ( ) ( )

1

1
1

J
H

i i
i

θ θ
N λ

B I a a
=

= -
+ ε             (4) 

Where cw  can be the normalized weight vector for the conventional beamformer 
(CBF) or minimum variance distortionless response beamformer (MVDR); λ  
( )0 1λ£ <<  is an extremely small factor that determines the null depth of the 
interferer’s beamformer and at the same time improves the robustness of the 
beamforming result.  In order to simplify the following derivation, the normalized 
CBF weight vector ( )c θ Nw a=  is used here.  

Then the array response at directions of the desired signal and qth interferences 
can be expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )2
0

0 0 2
1

,11
1

J
iH

NB
i

B θ θ
θ θ

λ N
w a

=
= -

+ ε                                       (5) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0
0

1,

, ,,1 11
1 1

Jq i qiH
NB q

i i q

B θ θ B θ θB θ θ
θ θ

λ N λ N N
w a

= Ή

ζ φ
η χ= - -η χ+ +θ ψ ε        (6) 

Where ( ),B α β  ( ( )0 ,B α β N£ £ ) is the beampattern of the array steered at the 
angle, given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( 1) cos cos sin ( 1) cos cos 2
, e

sin cos cos 2
jk N d β αH N kd β α

B α β α β
kd β α

a a - -
ι ω- -λ ϋ= = ι ω-λ ϋ

    (7) 

Familiar properties of the CBF beampattern ( ),B α β  are that the maximum of 

its mth sidelobe is ( ) ( )sin 1 2 sin 1 2π m π m Nι ω ι ω± + ± +λ ϋ λ ϋ(m=1,2,…) and 

( ), 1B β β N = . If θα β BW- > , we can have  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), sin 3 2 sin 3 2 1 sin 3 2B α β π π N π N£ ± ± = .             (8) 
For a long enough ULA (N>10) with half wavelength sensor spacing, we have 

( ) 2sin 3 2 0.212
3

π N N
π

» »  within the error of 0.01. Thus if θα β BW- > , 

( ) 2 2, 0.045B α β N £ . If angles α and β are separated further, ( ),B α β N  
would be much smaller.  

Therefore, if any ith and lth sources’ angles satisfy i l θθ θ BW- > , the second or 
higher orders of ( )( ), , 0,..., ,i lB θ θ i l J i l= Ή  can be ignored in (5) and (6), that 
is, 

( ) ( )0 0 1H
NB θ θw a » ,    ( ) ( ) ( )0

0

,11
1

qH
NB q

B θ θ
θ θ

λ N
w a

ζ φ
η χ» -η χ+θ ψ

 ( )1,...,q J=      (9) 

If 1λ , ( ) ( )0 0H
NB qθ θw a »  for all q. Now we can see that by introducing the 

matrix B, the new weight vector ( )NB θw  is capable of suppressing interferences 
while passing the desired signal.  Advantages of the propose matrix B are that it 
needs no inversion and eigen-decomposition operation, and wouldn’t reduce the 
degree of freedom of the array space as well.  

However, both problems of the desired signal suppression and the interference 
residual arise due to the approximations in the derivation procedure. Define the 
amount of signal suppression and the residual interference in the signal beam as  

( ) ( ) ( )2
0

0 0 2
1

,11
1

J
iH

s NB
i

B θ θ
r θ θ

λ N
w a

=
= - =

+ ε ,   ( ) ( )0
1

J
H

I NB q
q

r θ θw a
=

=ε      (10) 

As N increases, B I®  and ( )NB θw → ( )c θw . Then for a large array, the 
weight may preserve the original shape of the beamformer while suppressing the 
interferences. If only one interference exists and 1λ , ( ) ( )1 1

Hθ θB I a a= -  
2 1
0 j nσ R-

+» , which means the proposed weight vector has a similar performance of 
the optimal weight vector maximizing the SINR. 

3. SIMULATIONS 
One desired signal and three interference sources from directions of 90, 65, 125 

and 150 degree respectively are impinging on the 16 element ULA with inter-
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element spacing half a wavelength. The signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) of the 
desired source and the interference-to-noise power ratio (INR) are set at 15dB and 
20 dB, respectively. 100 snapshots are used to compute the covariance matrix. 

 
Fig 1. Comparison of the array output beampatterns between the proposed 

method (sold line) with λ=0.001 and the EIC method (dash line). 
Fig. 1 shows the comparison result of the array output beampatterns between 

the proposed method (sold line) with λ=0.001 and the EIC method (dash line) in 
[6],[7][8]. Since the proposed blocking matrix B keeps the array dimension, the 
proposed beamformer keeps the array mainlobe while the mainlobe of the EIC 
method is a slightly wider due to the loss of array dimension. Both methods can 
provide deep nulls in the interference directions, and the EIC method has deeper 
nulls than the proposed method due to the residual ( )resP θ  in (10). It can conclude 
that the computational cost of the proposed method extent is reduced at the cost 
of the reduction of its SINR. 

4. LAKE DATA PROCESSING  

 
Fig 2. (Bottom) Comparison of the array outputs between the proposed method 

(dash line) with λ=0.1 and the CBF (solid line); (Top) the normalized array 
output of the proposed method. J1 denotes the towed ship interference, while 

J2~J4 represent the interferences of opportunity. 
In this section, real data from lake results of a towed ULA of 32 hydrophones 

spaced at 1.5m are also employed to verify its performance. The array was towed 
behind a ship, while an acoustic source was towed by the other ship as the desired 
source. Tracks of two ships were recorded by two GPS installed at the stern of 
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each ship. The tow array suffered from strong interference of its towed ship and 
other ships of opportunity.  

The array outputs in Fig. 2 illustrated the performance of the proposed 
algorithm by comparing with the CBF. It’s seen from the bottom in Fig.2 that the 
proposed method could pass the desired signal with a little attenuation, while 
suppressing the towed ship interference and other interferences of opportunity. 
The performance of the proposed method is desirable for the system. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The paper presents a simple weight vector for suppressing multiple 

interferences with a modest performance. Under the assumption of the angular 
separation of all the sources wider than a beamwidth, the proposed beamformer 
could null out the interferences. It is applicable in many real time scenarios owing 
to its computational efficiency and low time cost. Furthermore, its low 
computational cost will be more advantageous for the long array when the array 
aperture is increased to obtain better resolution and interference cancellation.   
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